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(Pe tee bebe AC CB, 

Up to the present time there has been no Standard Work on Practical Dairy 
Husbandry, or upon the improved American methods of manufacturing Butter and 
Cheese. A book treating of these topics has long been needed, and this work is designed 
to meet the wants of those who are looking for a safe, practical Dairy Manual. 

With more than twenty years’ experience in Dairy Farming, and an acquaintance 
from extensive personal observation with the best methods of dairy management in this 
Country and Europe—accustomed to the practical handling of Milk and the manufacture 
of its products—in fine, having made a specialty of this branch of industry, the writer 
ought to be able to discriminate between the practical and merely theoretical in dairy 
management. 

Dairy Farming in this country is no holiday affair. The men who engage in it are, 
for the most part, seeking useful information—such knowledge as may be turned toa 
good account in their business. In other words, they seek to learn how Dairying in its 
several branches can best be made to pay. With this standpoint in view, no theories 
have been recommended which cannot stand the practical test of usefulness. I am not 
insensible to the favor with which the results of my experiments and observations have 
heen received, or to the confidence reposed in me by American Dairymen. 1 can only 
say that I have been earnest for improvement in this branch of industry, and have 
labored heartily for the advancement of the whole Dairy Interest throughout the whole 
dairy districts of our country. 

The work here presented is not a compilation—though I have not hesitated to quote 
from other writers whenever their statements seemed to be useful. In making such 
quotations I have aimed to give proper credit, since nothing seems to me more repre- 
hensible in a writer than the appropriation of another’s labor and brains without due 

acknowledgment. Among the papers to which special attention is called are those of 

Dr. YoELCKER on the “Composition of Cheese” and ‘“ Cheese Experiments;” also on 
“Recent English Dairy Improvements,” by Mr. Harpine of Marksbury, England. 

These papers hitherto have not been in an available form for the American reader, and 

will be found, it is believed, both interesting and valuable. In a few instances I have 
selected matter from my own pen which has appeared in the Rural New- Yorker, Western 

Rural, and other publications; but for the most part the work has been freshly written, 

‘and gives the most approved practice in dairying as conducted at the present day. 

I trust it will not be deemed out of place here to say that I feel under deep 

| obligations to the Press for the uniform courtesy extended to my various contributions to 

_ Agricultural Literature, through a long series of years. Profoundly grateful for these 

‘favors, I can only hope in the present instance that this volume may be worthy a candid 
1eriticism. And that it may prove useful to the class for whom it is intended is the sincere 

‘wish of the Author. AOE 

LirrLe Fars, Herkimer Co., N. Y., 1871. 
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INTRODUCTORY. 

THE AMERICAN DAIRY BELT. 

THE great American dairy belt lies between the fortieth and forty-fifth 

parallels of latitude. It stretches from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, and 
possibly to the Pacific. Within its limits are New England, New York, 
Pennsylvania, the Northern parts of Ohio, Illinois and Indiana, the greater 
portion of Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, and a part of the 

Canadas. Of all this belt probably not more than a third of the land is adapted 
to dairying. The dairy lands are quite irregular in outline, lying not always 
continuously together, but often detached, and not unfrequently, if repre- 
sented on the map, would have the appearance of islands. 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD DAIRY COUNTRY 

are, high, undulating surfaces; numerous springs and streams of never 
failing water; a soil retentive of moisture; a sweet and nutritious herbage, 

that springs up spontaneously and continues to grow with great tenacity; a 

rather low average temperature ; frequent showers, rather than periodical 

drouths, and sufficient covering of the ground in winter to protect grass 
roots, so that the herbage may be permanent or enduring. 

Doubtless within the limits of the United States, on high tablelands, or 

on the lower slopes of mountainous ranges, there are soils eminently adapted 

to dairying ; but we have no large and continuous stretch of country, like 
that to which we have referred, where the business natur aly would develop 

itself into a specialty. 

DAIRY COMPARED WITH OTHER HUSBANDRIES. 

In my opinion, upon this Northern belt of dairy lands, there is no descrip- 
tion of farming that promises better prospect of remuneration than the dairy. 
I refer now to farming in the broadest sense of the word, where thousands 
grow certain products, and compete with each other in the great markets of 
the world. If one happens to be possessed of land in the immediate vicinity 
of towns and cities, upon which market gardening may be conducted with 
facility, that land may without doubt be put to more profit in growing vege- 
tables than in dairying. Fruit lands, eligibly situated and intelligently man- 

aged, may also be a source of greater profit. 
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Limited specialties of this kind, in which only the few comparatively can 
engage, must not be embraced in the statement. Compared with other great 
interests of the country, such as the production of wheat or corn, and other 
cereals, the raising and fattening of stock for the shambles, sheep hus- 
bandry, hop growing, and the like; each and all are inferior in their re- 
munerative prospects to the dairy. 

In the first place, the milk producer enters the great markets of the 

world, with less competition than he who is engaged in almost any other 
branch of farming. He has a wider range and a more diversified product to 
dispose of. The milk farmer may be a breeder to some extent of thorough- 
bred cattle. After the first outlay, (and that may be on a small scale at the 

commencement,) the expense of raising a thorough-bred cow will be no more 
than the raising of the meanest scrub of our common stock. Then, if there is 
any profit in fattening stock for the shambles, animals which fail in milk for 
the dairy, and are to be “ turned,” can be employed for this purpose. Both 
of these specialties are in the line, and connected with the dairy, as is also 

the fattening of swine on dairy slops. 
Again, the yield of his cows takes three forms of a commercial product, 

each of which enters into universal consumption, and is regarded both as a 
luxury and a necessity—Milk, Butter, and Cheese. The last two are highly 
concentrated forms of food, and less bulky of transport than other articles of 

food of the same value—for, two hundred pounds of butter, costing eighty 
dollars, will occupy no more space in a railroad car than a barrel of flour 

costing but six dollars. In other words, the eighty dollars’ worth of butter 
can be carried as cheaply to market as the six dollars’ worth of flour. 

This alone is an immense advantage, for when the farmer comes to 

deduct freights on a low-priced, bulky product, together with commission to 
the middle men for handling, and there will remain often but little profit for 

the producer. In New York we have studied this question of 

THE DAIRY AND ITS RELATIVE ADVANTAGES, 

for many years. We cannot afford to grow corn, for the West, with its rich 
prairie and bottom lands, easy of cultivation by machinery, can undersell us. 

Look at the average price of wheat for a series of years, and consider 
whether the hard, tenacious soil of New York and New England can produce 
it at a profit. How is it with wool? The immense plains of Texas and the 
West are competing with us, and can always afford to sell for less money — 
than it costs us to produce it. We have no chance to enter European 
markets with our wool, for Australia and South America stand in the way. 

A GOOD DAIRY FARM, 

is a good Stock Farm, but stock farms are not necessarily good dairy farms. 
It is doubtful whether the great-stock farms of the Southwest will ever be 
employed largely for dairying. The lands are not so well provided with | 
water, and the climate is too warm to secure the finest flavored goods. Be- 
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sides, the stock farmer of the West and Southwest can at present make more 
money in raising stock than by dairying. With the great railroad facilities 
being developed in these directions, the New York and New England 
farmer will find it more and more difficult as a specialty to compete with 
these people in raising fat cattle for the shambles. On the other hand, there 
has been for the past few years a gradual but constant increase in the 
demand and price of dairy products. If you take 

THE GOLD PRICES FOR DIFFERENT KINDS OF FOOD 

in London for a series of years, the statistics present the remarkable fact 
that dairy products have remained steady, while other products have 
fluctuated in prices, and at times become very much.depressed. The reason 
of this is that the whole world is not competing in this class of production. 
The supply being uniformly within the limits of consumption, 

A GOOD ARTICLE IS ALWAYS NEEDED, 

and prices do not fall so low, comparatively, as for other products. It must 
be observed, too, that upon dairy lands the milk product, year after year, 
is pretty uniform as to quantity. Upon natural grazing lands there is no 
crop so reliable as grass. Grain, fruit, hops, and the like, are liable to 
numerous accidents that lessen or destroy the yield, but which do not obtain 
in the grass crop. Hence, the dairyman can’ count pretty accurately upon 
what his farm will yield, if stocked with an average lot of cows. Again, his 
lands are not so liable to be exhausted as those devoted to grain growing, 
and with an abundant source of manure at his command should be growing 
more and more productive from year to year. The great question with 
dairy farmers has been in regard to 

OVER-PRODUCTION OF DAIRY GOODS. 

Since the inauguration of the Associated Dairy System, fears have been 
entertained that the cheese and butter product of the country would be 
beyond a healthy consumptive demand. Dairy products are so liable to 
decay that dealers do not care to take the risk of storing and holding in 
large quantities. They must go into quick consumption, and hence, any 
considerable surplus, accumulating from year to year, would so depreciate 
prices that the business could not be carried on with profit. Statistics thus 
far show that in Europe production does not keep pace with consumption, 
and this difference is every year growing wider and wider. In the United 
States the 

HOME CONSUMPTION OF BUTTER AND CHEESE, 

of late years, has more than kept pace with production, notwithstanding the 
extraordinary development of dairying under the associated system. 
Previous to the war of the Rebellion we exported butter; but for some 
years past the home consumption has taken all our make, and at a price 
which consumers denounce as extortionate. ; 
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The best Normandy butter sells in London to-day at about 150 shillings 

per cwt., or thirty-two cents gold per pound. Deducting freight and com- 

missions, and turning the gold into currency, it would net the shipper in the 

States a price below what the best grades are worth at home. In 1860 

THE PRODUCTION OF BUTTER IN THE UNITED STATES AND TERRITORIES 

was nearly four hundred and sixty millions of pounds. It is, perhaps, to-day 

over six hundred millions of pounds, and if we were over-producing prices 
would decline, so that shippers could afford to export. Wherever you go 
among consumers in towns and cities you hear loud complaints of the diffi- 
culty of getting good butter, and the monstrous price which they are forced 
to pay. They talk bitterly against the cheese factories, charging them with 

the crime of absorbing the butter makers, and thus cutting off production. 
They forget that the rapid increase of population and the gormandizing 
habits of our people in the use of butter, are the causes which have led to 

this condition of things. There are 

NO SUCH BUTTER EATERS 

on the globe as we Americans. Everything that we cook must be swimming 

in butter. Our Irish domestics, many of whom never ate a pound of butter 
during their whole lives before-reaching these shores, seem never able to get 

enough of this unctuous food. The waste of butter among all classes is 
enormous, and, in an economic point of view, is truly alarming. To those 

who have traveled in Europe and contrasted the difference in the habits of 
people there and here in the use of butter, it need be no surprise that our 
dairies are taxed to their utmost to satisfy the craving demands of our butter 

eaters. Ifthe habit increases with our constantly increasing population, the 
prospects of butter dairying cannot be considered at all discouraging. If we 
take the article of cheese, our people are evidently beginning to follow 
English tastes in their appreciation of this nutritious article of food. We 
are exporting now but little more cheese, comparatively, than in 1861, 
perhaps twenty millions of pounds more, and yet our production has in- 
creased from one hundred and three millions of pounds, in 1860, to two 

hundred and forty millions of pounds in 1869. Notwithstanding the war of 
the rebellion, and the consequent poverty of the Southern States, which cut off 

THE CHEESE TRADE 

in that direction, the home consumption has gone on increasing from sixty- 
three millions of pounds, in 1860, to one hundred and eighty millions of 
pounds, in 1869. The average increase of home consumption has been at the 
rate of thirteen millions of pounds per year. When the Southern States get 
into a healthy, prosperous condition, with the wonderful development of 
railroad facilities, the opening of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the influx of 

Chinese laborers, and a direct trade with China, it is doubtful whether the 

dairies in this country can be developed sufficiently to supply the demands. 
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But there must always be a large dairy interest employed in supplying 
fresh milk to our cities and manufacturing towns. This is more apparent 

from year to year, and the real question of the dairy interest to-day should 
be, to so equalize the supply of 

MILK, BUTTER AND CHEESE, 

that the highest prices may be reached for eacn. ‘1‘he difficulty 1s not so 
much the fear that dairying will be overdone, as that the equilibrium will 
be disturbed, and either one or the other of these products be increased 
beyond its proper proportion. Ifa large proportion of the cheese makers 

were to go to making butter, the butter interest would be overdone and 
prices decline; and the same would result to the cheese interest from a large 
change from butter to cheese dairying; while the milk interest would be 
greatly injured ifa large proportion of dairymen should enter into that 

branch, either by furnishing condensed milk, or fresh milk, for city con- 
‘sumption. When Jussz Witiiams, the unpretending farmer of Rome, in 
1850 conceived the idea of 

ASSOCIATED DAIRIES, 

it was forced upon him as a necessary means for accommodating members of 
his own family. He had not the remotest idea that he had hit upon a great 
principle—a principle that was of wide application, and which was destined, 
in all coming time, to be the means of lifting heavy burthens from the arms 
of toil. It is estimated there are now more than a thousand factories in the 
State of New York alone, and they are extending rapidly in other States. 
They have been carried to the Canadas and across the Atlantic; and 

wherever cheese-making shall be known in after times, it will be inseparably 

connected with the name of Jesstze Wiiiams. But aside from the 
burthens of toil and the drudgery from which this system operates to relieve 

our farmers, it has developed another great economic principle, 

THE MEANS OF PRODUCING FOOD CHEAPLY, 

a principle which the Creator, in His infinite wisdom it seems, is now im- 

pressing upon the minds of people, by the establishment and wide-spread 

dissemination of this system. The question of food in all densely populated 
communities is one that underlies all others. No nation can rise to the 
highest civilization and power without her people are supplied with an 
abundance of 

CHEAP AND NUTRITIOUS FOOD. 

Where food is scarce, or is wanting in nutrition, there you will find 

poverty, squalid wretchedness, demoralization and crime—elements of weak- 

ness, opposed to progress and civilization. Food nourishes not only the 

body but the brain, and the cheapness and abundance of good food has had 
much to do in the rapid progress and active development of mind among the 
American people. But our population is increasing with wonderful rapidity, 
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and already the supply of meats in the Atlantic States is becoming compara- 
tively scarce. They are to-day at such a price that poor people have difficulty 

in obtaining them. As our population increases there will be a still further 

scarcity of meats for the supply of our people. Some other form of animal 

food must be substituted in part, at least, for beef, and the question is be- 

coming every year more and more urgent, as to how it can be produced 
cheaply. And,in my opinion, we must look to the dairy as the chief means 
of solving this difficulty. I can illustrate this more satistacpo perhaps, by 

drawing a comparison between 

THE RELATIVE COST OF PRODUCING BEEF AND CHEESE. 

A steer which will weigh one thousand five hundred pounds at four years 
must be a good animal, and will yield say one thousand pounds of meat. 

Three steers at four years, on the above assumption, would produce three 
thousands pounds of beef. Now, a good cow will yield from five hundred to 

six hundred pounds of cheese per year; if we take her product for twelve 
years at four hundred and fifty pounds per year, deducting the first two 

years in which, as a heifer, she yields nothing, we have four thousand five 
hundred pounds of good, wholesome animal food. In other words, three 
steers at four years old, representing twelve years’ growth for beef, amounts 

to three thousand pounds, while one cow, twelve years for cheese, four 

thousand five hundred pounds. But a pound of cheese, equal in nutrition 

to two pounds of beef, would make the difference still greater, giving 
for the dairy nine thousand pounds of food on the one hand, against three 
thousand pounds of meat on the other. Then there is cost of cooking, and 
the bone to be charged against the beef, which, as will be seen, adds further 
to the expense of that kind of food. 

THE ECONOMICAL USE OF FOOD 

is not well understood by the majority of people, and perhaps there is no food 

ingeneral use the nutritive value of which is more under-estimated than that of 
milk. Indeed, many people regard it more as a luxury than as affording any 

substantial nourishment like that obtained from meats or vegetables. Milk 

is often used sparingly, under the impression that it must always be an ex- 

pensive article of food, when in fact it is generally cheaper than any meats 

that can be had in the market; and we believe if its relative nutritive 

value, as compared with beef, was more generally understood, it would be 

more largely consumed, as a matter of economy. 

Good beef contains from fifty to sixty per cent. of water, aul milk about 

eighty-seven per cent. On an average, then, three pounds and a half of milk, 

or a little more than three pints by measure, are equal in nutrition to a 

pound of beef. Ifthe beef is worth twenty cents per pound, the milk, at ten 

cents per quart, would be the cheaper food of the two. Dr. BrtLows gives 

the following analysis of several sibaais of food, in their natural state, from 

which 
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THE RELATIVE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF MILK 

may be readily compared. We place them in a table, as more convenient for 
reference and comparison: 

NITRATES. p CARBONATES. PHOSPHATES. WATER. 

ENO TNC OW os cbc s cee se ce aac 5.0 8.0 1.0 86.0 
PCCP A ec teet es oo sls accle houeiee clos 15.0 30.0 5.0 50.0 
DIR TaN OP Nevep share avers uci ene acaic, old sl apeiaone 11.0 35.0 3.5 50.5 
PNINTET OME eeS lc soc cba ote Sine eels eyeek 12.5 40.0 3.0 44.0 
PES Ree ora al ora Sea evellcce aracareca wa mires 10.0 50.0 1.5 38.5 
(ORES SOR ara ee EES 14 very little. 5 to 6 79 
PIO Me wise ica ONS cate An he ae 17 very little. 5 to 6 75 
SVIEOL CR ES. oi. ec eine oe ens =e 154g none. 41g 80 

Of the nitrates, or flesh-forming elements, the beef contains just three 

times that of the milk, while the carbonates, or respiratory and fat-producing 

elements in the beef, are three and three-fourth times richer than the milk. 

The solid constituents of the two, in a hundred parts, would be in milk 

fourteen, and in beef fifty, or very nearly as one to three and one-half. Con- 
sequently, if both be represented in pounds, it would take three and one-half 

pounds of milk to give the same amount of nutrition that is contained in one 
pound of beef. In fish and eggs the difference would not be so great. Now 
a quart of milk will weigh about thirty-six ounces, consequently the three 
pints of milk by measure will weigh three pounds six ounces, representing 

very nearly the equivalent in nutrition for a pound of beef. As there is 

always more or less waste in beef, even after it is separated from the bone, 

on account of muscle, tendons, cartilage and the like, which cannot be con- 

sumed, the three pints of milk may be considered to represent a fair equiva- 
lent in nutrition for a pound of beef, exclusive of bone. On this assumption, 
if a pound of beef, exclusive of bone, is worth twenty cents, milk should be 
counted at a little over thirteen cents per quart, the exact figures being thir- 
teen and one-third cents. But if we reckon the loss from bone which the 
consumer takes with the meat, it will be seen the cost is considerably more, 

which would by so much farther enhance the value of the milk. When milk 

is selling at six cents per quart, beef, exclusive of bone, at nine cents per 
pound would be the equivalent. It will be seen by carefully comparing the 
analysis of milk and meats, and making the proper deductions on the latter 

on account of waste, of bones, etc., that there is less difference between the 

economical value of milk and beefsteak, or fish and eggs, than is commonly 
supposed. Milk contains all the elements of nutrition, and is more whole- 

some than meats like pork and veal, which are justly regarded with suspicion. 
It should be more largely used in hot weather than it is, and especially in 
the diet of children, as it supplies material for building up the bones and 
muscles, which superfine flour, and butter and sugar, do not. It may not be 

advisable to substitute milk wholly for meat in any system of diet. Still by 
using smaller quantities of meat with which to make up the requisite propor- 

tion of animal food, health would doubtless be greatly promoted, and at 
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much less expense, than where meat is exclusively used. The market value 

of milk is generally very much below its nutritive equivalent in beef; 

and those who are looking to economy in foods will do well to give this 

question attention. 

MILK AS A FOOD. 

Professor Lyon Puayratr, in speaking of milk as a food, says :—“‘ We 

see how carefully nature has provided for the growth of the infant. In the 

casein there is abundance of structural food for the building up of organs ; 

in the highly combustible fat or butter, and in the less carbonaceous sugars 

we have a full supply of heat givers; while in the mineral substances, bone 

earth for the building up of the young skeleton, besides common salt, potash 

salts, iron, silica, and every mineral ingredient that we find in the body. It 

may be interesting to inquire with regard to the typical food, what proportion 

the structural materials bear to the respiratory or heat-giving substances. 

For this purpose, we must convert both the butter and sugar into a common 

value, and calculate them as if they were starch, which is the most common 

heat-giving body in different kinds of food. Estimated in this way, the 

quantity of heat-givers is three times greater than that of flesh-formers. But 

the nutrition of the young animal is in many respects different from that of 

the adult. In the case of the latter it is only necessary to supply the daily 

waste of the tissues ; in the former it is also requisite to furnish materials for 

the growing body, and also abundant fuel to maintain the higher temperature . 

of the infant. With this difference kept in view, all our efforts in diet ap- 

pear to aim at imitating the typical food, milk, by adjusting a proper balance 

between the flesh-formers, heat-givers, and mineral bodies. Thus with a 

flesh-forming aliment like beef or mutton, we take a rich heat-giving one 

like potatoes or rice. To fat bacon, abounding already in heat-givers, we 

add beans, which compensate for its poverty in flesh-formers.. With fowls, 

poor in fat, we consume ham, rich‘in this combustible. Our appetites and 

tastes become the regulators of food, and adjust the relative proportions of 

its several ingredients ; and until the appetite becomes depraved by indul- 

gence or disease, it 1s a safe guide in the selection of aliments.” 

MUSCLE-MAKING FOOD. 

The importance of using food containing a due proportion of muscle- 

making elements, or albuminoids, has been demonstrated in repeated experi- 

ments, when loss of vigor and health has followed a continual use of food 

lacking in these elements. The experiments made in five prisons in Scotland 

bear upon this point. They were made to ascertain the smallest amount of 

food, and the proportion of nitrates and carbonates, that would keep the 

prisoner up to his weight while doing nothing, when it was found that by 

reducing the proportion of nitrates in the food from four ounces to two and 

three-quarter ounces daily the prisoners lost weight rapidly. Dr. BELLOWS, 

in commenting upon these experiments, which he gives in detail, says : 
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“Tt is a remarkable fact which shows the importance of connecting science 
with practice, that the deterioration in the quality of the diet in Dundee 
prison consisted in substituting molasses for milk, which had been previously 

used with oatmeal porridge and oatmeal cakes, molasses being entirely 
destitute of muscle-making material, while milk contains a full proportion of 
these important principles. This one experiment and its results are worthy 

of study by every mother and every housekeeper in the land. If any class of 
persons would suffer less than others from the use of too much carbonaceous 
and too little nitrogenous food, it would be that class who are idle; and yet 
the one hundred prisoners of Dundee, with an ounce more of the fat and 
heat-making principle than those of Edinburgh, lost two hundred and seven- 
teen and one-half pounds, while the same number in Edinburgh lost only 
twenty-seven pounds; the difference in their diet being, as stated in the 
report, that the prisoners of Edinburgh had milk with their porridge and 
cakes, while those of Dundee had molasses instead.” 

And he remarks further :—“If the same experiment had been tried on 
men in active life, or on-children who are never still except when asleep, the 
result would have been more remarkable, in proportion to the greater waste 
of muscle in those who are active, and the greater demand for nitrogenous 
food; and yet how few mothers stop to consider or take pains to know, 
whether gingerbread made of fine flour, which has but a trace of food for 
muscle or brain, and sugar or molasses, and perhaps butter, which have none, 

or cakes made with unbolted wheat mixed with milk or buttermilk, all of 

which abound in muscle and brain-feeding materials, is the best food for a 
growing, active child; indeed, the whole food of the child is given with the 

same want of knowledge or consideration. 

‘** But in view of these simple experiments in the Scotch prisons, who can 
doubt that a want of consideration of these principles of diet is the means of 
consigning to the tomb many of our most promising children. An intelligent 
farmer knows how to feed his land, his horses, his cattle and his pigs, but 
not how to feed his children. He knows that fine flour is not good for pigs, 
and he gives them the whole of the grain, or, perhaps, takes out the bran and 
coarser part, which contains food for muscles and brains, and gives them to 
his pigs, while the fine flour, which, contains neither food for muscle or brain, 

he gives to his children. He separates, also, the milk, and gives his pigs the 
skim milk and buttermilk, in which are found all the elements for muscle and 

brain, and gives his children the butter, which only heats them and makes 
them inactive, without furnishing a particle of the nutriment which they need.” 

Milk and cheese are doubtless the cheapest forms of animal food that can 
be had in our markets. They deserve to be more extensively used, and it is 
very likely they would enter more largely into consumption were it not from 

mistaken notions of economy, which exclude them from the table on the sup- 

position that they are costly luxuries rather than healthful and nutritious 
articles of food. 
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Our country is vast, and of great diversity in soil and climate. New 
England and the Middle States have long since ceased to be regarded as 
the most favorable sections in which men of moderate means may engage 
in grain farming. There is a tide of emigration sweeping westward; 
there is another tide ebbing to the cities, and so the rural population in these 

States is constantly decreasing. We live in an age of intense competitive 
industry ; our people are impatient for gain ; and with a natural fondness for 
adventure, and an eagerness for any change that holds out prospect of better- 

ment, it is not strange that old landmarks are dying out among the farming 

population of the North Atlantic States. I shall not stop now to discuss all 
the causes which have led to this condition of things. It will suffice for the 
present to name one, 

THE MISDIRECTION OF THE USE OF LAND, 

by failing to adopt the kind of farming suited to the peculiarities of soil and 
climate. With a favorable climate, and the proper expenditure of money, by 
the aid of science you may force an unpropitious soil to yield ample returns 
in crops to which originally it was not well adapted. But temperature, 
moisture and climatic influence are in a measure beyond our control. | 

Hence, with many disadvantages facing us at every step, we cannot compete 

successfully in growing grain with those sections which have none of these to 
contend with, but have everything in their favor. If we propose to grow 
corn and make it a specialty, the rugged lands of New York and New Eng- | 

land will not present equal advantages with the fertile bottom and prairie 

soils of the West. From the natural fertility of these soils, and from the ease 

with which they may be cultivated, the Western farmer can put his surplus 

grain in our markets at a price which compels us to sell at meager profits. 
If we grow grain, therefore, it must be as an adjunct to some specialty, 
which gives us decided advantages over other sections. The dairy is one of 
those branches from which the great bulk of lands in the United States by 
natural causes is excluded. To the farmer, then, whose lands are adapted 
to dairying, it presents one of the most remunerative branches of agriculture 

in which he can engage; and it may well be a question whether the older 

States, lying within the dairy belt we have named, and especially those of 
New England, with their established institutions and nearness to the best 
markets in the world, may not now present inducements to the agriculturist 

through the channels of dairying second to no other sections in the Union. 

THE ‘PROGRESS AND PRESENT MAGNITUDE OF THE DAIRY INTEREST OF THE 
UNITED STATES 

will be shown from the figures in the following tables, made up from official 
sources, some of which have been printed in the Patent Office reports, and 
reports of the Department of Agriculture : 
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The following statement shows the number of Milch Cows, for the years 1840, 1850 
1860, and their relations to the total population for each _ ee as 

STATES AND TERRITORIES. 1840. a eae Ratio. | 1850. | RATIo. | 1860. Ratio. 

PMV ANINE 6. wi si5 oc aces 189,042 | .32 227,791 30 
Wiricansas...........4. | 40,981 | 142 | sist | 145 | i7toos | 36 
CHO TITS Sea eee 4, 280 05 4 ,280 05 205 ‘407 65 
Connecticut .......... | 74,395 24 85,461 .23 98, 877 21 
Delaware. ie ise 17, ,189 22 19,248 21 22, ‘595 .20 
Florida. . Bence esa AT. 395 .87 72,876 .83 92 974. .66 
PACT Dee 276,557 .40 334, 1223 .o7 ae ,688 .28 
PURTOISG cnc 2 Sls ss weve 157, 140 .00 294. 671 ead 22 634 “on 
LONGI D Gs aes ee ee ote | 212. 618 .ol 284. 554 .29 se 553 -36 
MONA Se se cegene SER oe 9 ‘A85 .22 45,704 24 189, 802 28 
MTSU cis csc cute altos ay Pe 28, ot 20 
entmchsy s. sse6¢ elses 210, 554 Say 247, ANB 20 269.2 23 
MOWMISIANA...6 60-2 ss 74,006 221 105, 716 .20 129, ae .18 
SVE TTA OR eed itsies eves arei siiee'sya0e 120, 430 24 133,556 .28 147,314 .28 
DIEVRVNG GAaee aeeeees 75, 2038 .16 86,856 15 99 ‘463 14 
Massachusetts ........ 110, 655 15 130,099 .13 144 492 5 ile 
Michigan.. Ay Ashahate het 55,189 .26 99,676 .25 179,543 27 
Minnesota. . Mr re cectataiel a1 te 607 .10 40, 344 .23 
Mississippi............ 127, 721 34 214,23 .30 207,646 26 
BMISSONMMI Ses eas cee le 126, 622 .83 230,169 04 345, 243 29 
New Hampshire...... 88 218 .bl 94,277 .30 94, 5880 .29 
New Jersey........... 97 060 26 118,736 24 138, 818 21 
ENTE WRORIE fc 4.664 siela' 752, ,966 ol 931,324 .30 1,123,634 29 
North Carolina ....... 188, 255 20 221,799 .20 928) 623 .20 
ONTO ME ye clonic ole cictece’s 486, 229 .o2 544,499 | .28 676,585 .30 
Meron Ks La. 6 c.)5 sees if 9,427 | ait 53,170 1.01 
Pennsylvania.......... 431,008 25 530,224 23 673,547 .23 
Rhodelsland......... 15,286 14 18,698 | 13 19,700 sili 
South Carolina........ 184,263 131 193,244 29 163.938 23 
Tennessee.........--+ 223,887 227 250,456 25 249 514 22 
Texas.. is ee ta ne iH 217,811 1.02 601,540 99 
Vermont. . Galata Veils 151. 814 .52 146,128 47 174,667 04 
‘SUAS oe On ee 285, 153 28 617,619 22 330,713 21 
Wisconsin. . Bees 6, 808 22 64,339 21 803,001 | .25 
District of Golumbia... 874 02 818 02 GBD) sil 
1DEILECT ESS Gea Ui eee aM i see | 286 il! 
Me brasisa. soe)... se see ue : 6,995 .20 
New Mexico.. ae Aah t ou 10,635 AY 34,369 2) 
HM ftreUlN Aes S seese.cisd «4s etn ero« Naar Ne 4861 48 11,967 02 
Washington........... Weeds ae adie ) 9,660 .90 
BNGVIAC A dela siscene ee ees ade. ks Ment i 947 eh 

Motaleecnsie eal) 4.000043) ||" — 28 6,885,094 —|-27 8,581,735 | —.28 

ARE THE FIGURES CORRECT? 

In absence of the last official census report, not yet printed for distri- 

bution, we take the statistics of 1870 from abstract of census returns of 1869, 

as given in the Tribune Almanac, and which purports to be a correct copy of 
the official returns. It must be evident, however, that the butter and cheese 

products are here put very much below the actual make, for it will be 
observed that the amounts are but little in excess of those made in 1860. 

Now it is well known that the increase in Dairy Farming since 1860 has 
been very large, and has been carried into new districts, while the increase of 

more than two millions two hundred and eighty thousand cows must plainly 
2 
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indicate a larger increase in dairy products than is here represented. In 
the last of the two subjoined tables the statistics are given in such form that 
the whole may be readily understood and compared. 

The following table shows the number of Milch Cows, and the quantity of Butter and 
Cheese, made in the United States, in the year 1869, according to the census of 
1870: 

STATES. | Miicu Cows. |Pounps or CHEESE.| POUNDS BUTTER. 

INVENT 5 oe coos cid 270,537 15,923 6,028,478 
IAT IKAN SAGAS Soe goede solemieeic she oh ane: 190,500 16,810 4,067,556 
Calitormiairen eueie hye Sete cee ate 1,330,800 1,348,689 3,095,085 
Connecticutcnd tess ceas es ts eee 99,350 8,898,411 7,620,912 
MD CTA WAT Oe tit toc oracats ocevivels dake mies 24,198 6,579 1,430,502 
PUL ONI Mae yee eiicisrcbin aisles sis ais Seite ae 99,108 5,280 408,855 
Georeiaias ceases <kalsties ois ake cena 301,180 15,578 5,489,765 
ANIM OIS S24) Sey eislee aos e die de 'ac oc cele tee 850,340 1,848 557 28,052,551 
TNGIADA Seis. vert ose « sec eee ier 390,450 605,795 18,806,651 
LG SV ec potas Me een Mra onan aay 201,740 918,635 11,953,666 
HGR TASAS 2 foe 7 diac eyapeiae led gloss Moises MS 41.310 29,045 1,093 497 
Bente lay a roth eye ois Bare so SIE eee 280,191 190,400 11,716,609 
WOWISIAU Ae teietcie ee om case Cees Rea 148,320 6,153 1,444 742 
Mae eri este aeh evedell wabtanats Sic ah Ames Ronee 190,110 1,799,862 11,687,781 
Mary IAMGss cides oc dkileceis «68 okie eiaes 100,030 8,342 5,265,295 
MASSAGCHUSELISY citeie Qo Siac sete «as Gey eaves 160,220 5,294,090 8,297,936 
WRC HIM AM a5 dss BS. sd ens oe a heme Bs 198,580 1,641,897 15,503,482 
MMMM ESOLAL Ss souterersc ister tees shis Saewnaeens 60,740 199,314 2,957,678 
IVSSISSI) Places cho wveisinre sieFoncets Guschomsee alba 300,101 4,427 5,006,610 
INET SS OUT a eee cd svsreusiel d Siccicia obs ek Neel avs 390,120 259,688 12,704,837 
INCITS che ios Bs fea bes dials vos eel wa Oe Ola cites 24,342 604,541 
News Elamipsiine ccc re cies eae s eeeieie ae 99,540 2,323,092 6,956,764 
INE Wer CESEV): eit csi telelies eevee 6 elas ena 149 450 182,172 10,714,447 
ING Wa MONIC caso dteie gecpsia a's «a Seaiesuelese 1,980,300 48,548,289 103,097,280 
North (Carolimas 4c. Assets i. = @ ocbeheis geet 301,102 51,119 4,735,495 
OM OS ea eee BC Se liaise Pee 960,322 21,618,893 48,543,162 
ONCE ON eA a ieie ete betelaetiar sits Geet Shake 79,312 105,379 1,000,157 
PREMTISYLV ANE eee sl eye vateveoteia behest alciee xee 873,212 2,508,556 58,653,511 
Wo derlslang: ee ee ee Sea eee aga 23,180 181,511 1,021,767 
HOUMA arolimacyr sy. se ees oe ised ities 171,480 1,548 8,177,934 
PR ENMESSEE pls Hhen0is susie tears ore wins cee sslareeietets 260,190 135,575 10,017,787 
WB ORAS A papiee hoes istsien depts a soe eee cvenae tl tare 640,302 275,128 5,850,583 
MeTINON bers beseech vas ta he eee 190,420 8,215,030 15,900,359 
AVATAR die srw cele icleaerete teciege Due sisters 401,860 280,852 13,464,722 
NVESL AV ITreunian ae als ooh eae Whale ieee .... |Includedin Va. [Included in Va. 
WiASCOMSIN ae) eae atom seieieiay manisben eter: 250,312 1,104,800 13,611,328 
Nevada and Terriionies.. .(2- «= tdenidiein te 10,500,000 11,100,000 

Motal py au eee 11,008,925 114,154,211 470,536,468 

The following table gives the number of Milch Cows, and the quantity of Butter and 
Cheese, manufactured during each of the years ending the successive decades, ac- 
cording to the United States census reports of 1840, 1850, 1860 and 1870: 

| MitcH Cows. | VALUE OF Datry PRropucts. 

CLD) ol A es ie cece Eel 4,837,043 | $33,787,008 - 

| Mitcu Cows. | Pounps Burrer. | POUNDS CHEESE. 

1850. ne 6,385,094 313,345,306 105,535,893 
1860. 8,581,735 459 681,372 103,663 927 
MSO eere mis cio ae eietela ets et iercueetale @ 11,008,925 470,536,468 114,154,211 
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Table showing the number of Milch Cows, quantity of Butter made and amount of 
Cheese and Milk sold in the State of New York, according to Census of 1865: 

| | PouNDS OF | POUNDS OF | | GALLONS OF 
CouNTIES. MixcH Cows. ButteR MApDE.; CHEESE SoLp. Mink Soup. 

| 1s64. | 1865. | 1864. | ae a Ss64! 
PAUIDAIY oe oe ee ss 11,080 10,615) 1,066,196 20,763 464,885 
PANE RAVI ye) .la ee ole « 20,798 18,525) 1,655,776 1,325,748 250 
IROOMEN as. e cclos.. « 22,178 20,696] 2,291,268 113,922| 41,385 
Cattaraugus......... 34,208 30,559} 2,412,223 3,635,356 12,513 
CE ee 21,291 21,794| 2,208,049 205,155 91,511 
Chautauqua... ..... 42,703 40,008 105,205 2,105,642 73,085 
Chemung,.......... 10,889 9,647 105,845 21,747 84,449 
Chenango...) 2...) 46,734 41,459| 4,042,336 2,502,066 11,652 
Whintomy oe. 12 603 13,968; 946,725 100,020 6,300 
Columbia........... 12,266 11,942 965,064 23,447 231,130 
Wortland:.. 56.020. 29,295 81,920} 2,683,773 2,074,155 715 
Delaware........... 45,217 88,525] 5,052,295 85,519 6,046 
Mutchess. 6 .0.4./25- 20,114 20,014) 1,858,573 11,599 8,964,574 
BELGE. Sisesia oe oreta siete, 34,441 01,851} 1,558,578 3,844,734 489 206 
PEISSEK weer fiers 5 eto) 9,004 9,219 654,174 96,255 970 
Byramlelin's. 2208. 3 os 15,847 15,804; 1,226,598 125,732 1,100 
BAUBOM Siecle ea co's 10,234 9,974 706,612 991,002 1,084 
Genesee............ 9,193 9,009 763,082 7% 80,263 104,622 
REENC LP aes a as 138,350 12,059] 1,827,054 16,961 2,192 
Hamilton..,........ 1,082 1,043 96,174 1,855 100 
erkimenr . 653... 46,627 45,461 953,118 13,893,801 17,686 
Jefferson............ 56,551 50,198] 3,100,234 5,848,615 278,237 
BSG OS He i oS 4.023 4,030 HGslore tannin anon 444,530 
MWISia cist. caps seats « 80,848 30,639} 1,663,950 4,755,048 138,126 
Livingston.......... 10,880 10,605} 1,052,804 101,417 33,233 
Madison: 23:02. 8 6522. 29,093 28,995} 1,569,842 3,452,682 13,506 
AMIOMNO GH esi sie 5 lets 15,058 14,962) 1,374,890 69,044. 358,400 
Montgomery........ 20,269 19,903) 1,085,78114 4,207,006 7,885 
INewrWorlkk i862) be; 79 SOE eee HNL NY Ye fal 12,650 
INTEGRINS ie eee 11,7938 11,860 966 286 52,260 25,889 
Ongicey: cs seat eeeaee 60,648 58,417| 2,868,740 8,108,540 191,698 
Mmondalgay 200. 04. 24,861 23,7380) 2,149,141 1,844,326 262,946 
OnalOrsasesseee se 138,634 13,411) 1,110,592 119,357 32,020 
Orange...... ee 40,021 40,096| 2.363,66114 182,575 8,835 ,0521¢ 
Orleaiisee ys kas eke. 7,136 7,197 804,20914 59,598 15 
OS WESOR: ciocfesiscns : 29,508 28,393] 1,988,06014 2,383,806 69,151 
ESCO OM Sar. acne ew o's Al 226 36,040} 2,811,199 3,880,144 18,279 
PUM Meek. os eee ‘ 8,336 8,426 272,924 1,155 2,841 453 
RV WE CTSA suas lstecoiee ee 7,628 7,893 424 06334 929,131 
Rensselaer.......... 15,405 14,302) 1,144,726 528,133 556,638 
Ruichinond..:..5.05. 1,195 1,191 23,575 4,793 
ockdandes.44 2... 3 8,610 8,658 231,281 650 215,384 
St. Lawrence........ 65,262 65,286] 5,417,779 2,922,001 119,187 
DaLatOGa se . haeeics « 15.148 14,583) 1,823,024 185,161 115,556 
Schenectady ........ 5,374 5,118 514,607 82,064 118,094 
Schohiarie........... 19,461 16,506} 1,978,640 143,641 4.235 
elttiyler...2 2.0. 3 7,320 6,897 737,673 32,948 8,500 
rSCUNKELCHIN fe Sen 6,496 6,470 690,428 12,3381 21,394 
fSiNmloKete ye ee Usa 24,172 22,785| 2,261,034 291,185 22,485 
PSUMOlK a eee ce eas 8,538 9,057 596,189 1,030 22,3380 
UUM AUINE eters eds. 13,487 12,667, 1,195,868 12,316 89,928 
TUN@ aaa Ea ee 14,109 12,672} 1,432,650 49 655 604 
Kompkins. > 3." .... 15,878 14.575} 1,676,823 385,697 31,167 
JSG RS ae Bee anne 18,561 18,226) 1,547,217 1,060 134,099 
Wratten ie. vos... 6,016 5,874 478 08014 71,139 17,485 
Washington......... 17,315 16,863] 1,817,897 807,374 21,819 
VEN AC CR oe eee 14,256 14,229] 1,320,004 | . 90,591 47,305 
Westchester........ 16,719 17,154 525,032 186 2,928,845 
BWavoming 1 flees). 19,499 18,3829] 1,279,761 1,801,781 43 407 
“YORICRIAR Ss Cosas eee ener 6,919 6,828] 642,324 | 30,084) 10,551 

Metalie sta. | 1,195,481] 1,147,251] 84,584,458] 72,195,887  29,631,53014 
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As a basis for estimating the probable production, the following table 
will be useful: 

This table shows the total produce of Milk in thirteen States, for the year ending June 30, 
1860, and also the quantity used for food, and the amount manufactured into Butter 
and Cheese for each State : 

Manvurac- 
TOTAL Man’FACTUR’D 

STATES. Cone. PRODUCE. Wie Pi eae Fae 
‘ NUMBER. QUARTS. QUARTS. Quarts. 

Maine.......................| 147,814] 265,165,200) 112,018,085) 146,097,262] 7,054,853 
New Hampshire.............| 94,880} 170,784,000) 75,052,828) 86,959,550) 8,772,122 
Vermont.............2.+-.-| 174,667) 309,056,400) 81,288,157) 196,022,925] 31,745,318 
Massachusetts...............] 144,492] 260,085,600) 135,555,626) 108,724,200) 20,805,774 
Rhode Island................} 19,700} 85,460,000} 21,570,272} 18,193,128 696,600 
Connecticut.................| 98,877) 177,978,600) 63,585,989} 99,071,856) 15,320,755 
New York... ........22-e0+-{1,123,634/2,022,521,400) 543,030,641|1,288,695,987|190,794,7'72 
Pennsylvania................| 673,047/1,212,884,600) 553,828,525] 648,697,450) 9,858,625 
INKY UGIBAZ, cb dcodonoooonaue 138,818} 249,872,400} 109,868,653) 139,287,811 715,936 
Delaware. ......ceeseceeeees-| 22,099! 40,671,000) 22,768,870) 17,881,275 25,855 
WigiavlenNvdlemigostn son 6 loan Odeo 99,463} 170,033,400} 96,286,486} 73,714,130 32,784 
Wisconsin. ........0+22---+-! 203,001} 349,192,800) 174,214,114) 170,638,162} 4340524 
Virginia............22+22----| 330,713) 595,128,600) 405,561,119) 188,463,968! 1,103,513 

Total................../8,281,701|5,858,334,000!2,394,618,865/38,172,447,704/291 267,431 - 

According to these statistics fifty-four per cent. of the entire produce was 

made into butter. Now, on thisbasis, if we take one thousand eight hundred 

quarts of milk as the annual product on an average for each cow, and 
eighteen (18) quarts as the average quantity of milk required for a pound of 

butter, then the eleven millions and nine thousand cows of 1870 would 

yield, if their milk was all made into butter, one billion one hundred 

million pounds; and if fifty-four per cent. of this is the actual product of the 

country, as is represented in the table for 1860, then we have the butter 

product of 1870 represented by nearly six hundred million pounds. But we 
think it may be safely estimated at more than this. The report of the Amer- 

ican Dairymen’s Association for 1870, gives.a list of nearly one thousand one 

hundred cheese factories. The list is very incomplete, as it is well known 

that there are a much larger number ; but this list alone, at an average of 

four hundred cows to the factory, would embrace nearly a half million of 

cows. There are a large number of farms scattered over the country, where 

cheese manufacture is carried on at the farm, and if the number of cows so 

employed be added to the number belonging to factories not reported, there 
ean be but little doubt but that the whole number employed for cheese dairy- 
ing would be swelled to eight hundred thousand cows. At three hundred — 
pounds of cheese to the cow, we should have the product of 1870, amounting 

to two hundred and forty million pounds. 

Now, according to the table for 1860, forty-one per cent. of the milk 
product is consumed directly as food, fifty-four per cent. is made into butter, 
and five per cent. is made into cheese. Therefore we find that, allowing five 
quarts of milk to the pound of cheese, and taking five per cent. of the gross 
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amount of milk, the cheese product of 1870 would amount to nearly two 
hundred million pounds, and this too on the basis that ratios are the same in 

1870 as 1860. We may remark here that 

THE ANNUAL AVERAGE PRODUCTI OF COWS 

in our estimate, (viz.,—three hundred and sixty pounds of cheese per head ; 

or, if the milk is made into butter, one hundred pounds of butter per head,) 

is considered only a fair average annual product. These estimates of the — 

present annual cheese product correspond very nearly with the quantity 

estimated by those who have kept statistics in regard to this branch of 

industry. They put the whole product of cheese made in 1869 at two 

hundred and forty million pounds. If anything more was needed to show 

THE INACURACY OF THE CENSUS RETURNS 

of 1869 as here reported, we might refer to the cheese product of New York 

for that year in the table which is put at forty-eight million five hundred and 

forty-eight thousand two hundred and eighty-nine pounds, when according to 

the New York census returns of 1864 the quantity of cheese made in the 

“State that year for salé and exclusive of what was consumed in families of 
farmers amounted to seventy-two million one hundred and ninety-five thou- 
sand three hundred and thirty-seven pounds. Cheese dairying in New York 
since 1864 has been largely increased. 

From the incomplete returns published in the report of the American 

Dairymen’s Association for 1870, we find eight hundred and twenty-five 
factories given, and if each averaged three hundred cows they would make 
a total of two hundred and forty-seven thousand cows. If we estimate four 

hundred pounds of cheese to the cow as the average product, the gross make of | 

cheese at these factories would amount to ninety-eight million eight hundred 

thousand pounds. Inview ofall the facts in my possession, I feel warranted in 
placing the butter product of the United States and Territories during 1870 
at more than six hundred million pounds, and the cheese product at two 
hundred and forty million pounds. The table, on next page, given by Dr. 
Loomis in the Patent Office report of 1861, will be of interest, as showing 

THE PER CENTAGE OF MILK CONSUMPTION, PREVIOUS TO 1861, IN THIRTEEN 
STATES. 

“It is worthy of notice,” he says, “that but five States, viz., New 

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York, use over 

three per cent. of their milk for cheese, and that all south of Pennsylvania 
‘use less than one per cent. Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Maryland 
‘produce the least in proportion to their population; Vermont, New Hamp- 

‘shire, New York and Wisconsin produce the most in proportion to their 
(population. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and 

Maryland, consume the least in proportion to their population. Virginia 
‘consumes as food nearly seventy per cent. of the entire milk product of that 

‘State ; Rhode Island over sixty per cent., and Maryland, Delaware, Massa- 
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chusetts and Wisconsin over fifty per cent. of the product of the States | 

severally. New York and Vermont manufacture into butter nearly two- 

thirds of their entire milk product. But one State, Virginia, uses less than 

one-third of its milk in the manufacture of butter. Rhode Island uses the | 

largest per centage in the manufacture of cheese ; New York the largest per | 

centage in butter; and Virginia the largest per centage as food. Virginia 

uses the smallest per centage in butter and cheese, and Vermont the least 

per centage as food. 

This table shows the per centage of Milk consumed as food, and manufactured into Butter 

and Cheese. Also, the average produce in quarts to each person, and the average 

amount each consumed : 

Manurac- | AveRAGE | AVERAGE 
CONSUMED. BUTTER. TURED Propuce To | CONSUMED 

STATES. Per CENT. PER CENT. CHEESE. |EAcH PERSON. a EACH 
| PER CENT. QUARTS. ERSON. 

QuARTS. | 

Maine ee ee Ne [he eta ats) 03 422 177 
New Hampshire............ 44 .50 .06 524 230 
WAIN Nie @ STOUR OO rICee -26 .63 old 980 255 
Massachusetts..........-.06- 02 .40 .08 211 110 
Rhode Island.............. 61 a3 .02 203 124 | 
Wonmecticutz.)) 3.2.5 caine ole. .30 .06 .09 287 135 
ING WO NCOL yee itee ta tecistorc racers 220 64 .09 520 140 
Pennsylvania ...)........2.. -46 53 .O1 417 192 
ING WrJELSCY:<\cciie's sein iciels » © 44 .55-|- .01— 372 163 
OP) Van wid Oops ewes aclamate sie ccevets .d06— .44— .01— 362 208 
Miaiaydanclers ieee chides sels bide ye .438— .01— 247 141 
SWHSC OMS. euch eoale aheie ot ieeis .00 48 .02 463 282 
AVSIM TINT Daye tNeaces ec cicrets eter aera .68-|- .31-|- 01i— 373 254. 

“The average amount consumed daily by each individual, taking the 

whole thirteen States, is one pint. The greatest average daily consumed by 
each person is 1.6 pint in Vermont and Virginia. The least average daily 

consumed by each person is 0.6 of a pint in Massachusetts. 

Dr. Loomis gives the following table, showing the quantity of Milk received in the city 
of New York, at the depots of the Erie, Harlem and Long Island Railroad compa- 
nies, for the year ending June 30, 1861: 

Hartem R.R.| Ene R. R. yee pee Torat. 
MontHs. QUARTS. QUARTS. QuARTs. QUARTS. 

CFiUD Daye PEERS ea ts tad sev bah apace opavcnsinn Gaeeay Sars | 2,816,720 2,743,750 282,530 5,843,000 — 
PANIOUS bret ssepoleietey orate sais) afuus austere tee epeiec 2,657,150 2,636,880 286,250 5,080,280 
DE BUCMMMEN.,). mo teal ceceecs ose we: 2,399,410 2,225,800 265,190 4,890,400 
Ocioberyas. Sacah toms e hs «tweed 3% 2,320,610 1,959,740 269,890 4,550,240 
ISO SECTS ea ee ea a Ber 1,715,128 267,890] 4,040,588 
IDEeeMbereiia ar .ie soe ete. s eee 2,068,320 1,564,670 262,660 3,895,650 
AMMA Y psf AS isishs: exe ldesdhee Sr uakee ees 2,061,730 1,547,630 260,010 3,869,370 
HEC WE WARY ict a vains. hg ook sya siatefelore id oaiaens 1,853,080 1,474,150 266,740 3,093,970 
March. ............ cscs eee eee eee 2,169,590 1,788,910 275,840 4,234,340 
PASINEG Ee yeaksr<tch Vic's ie afisictctsbeise choles: oat 3/362 « 2,203,010 1,944,770! 286,180 4,433,960 
VM eiypte teres ates oes ol aie vase. Salen sraiatepejaucietnns,\6 2,436,800 2,320,670 301,900 5,059,370 
ILI Crore yeretae iors ajnicl icles ecicceseeiaiene ss 2,463,090 2,492,510 301,650 5,207,200 

Of al eyes cape ave sertarssee prs «pve. 27,507,080}  24,414.608 3.826,7380] 55,248,418 

In 1861 thirty thousand six hundred and ninety-four cows were required 
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to supply the milk transported to New York city on the Harlem, Erie 

and Long Island Railroads. The average annual cost of transport was five 
hundred and fifty-two thousand four hundred and eighty-four dollars, and 

the cost of milk as received for transportation was one million one hundred 
and four thousand nine hundred and sixty-eight dollars annually. We have 
no statistics at hand to show the quantity of milk used in New York city 

for the year 1870, but the quantity and its cost must be very much greater 
than in 1861. 

VALUE OF THE MILK CROP IN 1860. 

Dr. Loomis says:—‘‘ The value cf the milk crop may be very fairly 
estimated from the value of milk used in the manufacture of butter. Fifty- 
four per cent. of the entire crop in the thirteen States before named is made 
into butter; hence, the value of butter forms a very correct basis for ascer- 

taining the true value of milk. In the following table the prices of milk given 
for each State has been derived by taking the average prices given for the 
cost value of butter at the places where it is made, and extended over a 
period of twelve years. 

The localities were selected from various sections of each State. This 
method was pursued with all the States except Wisconsin, which extended 
over a period of only three years. 

He adds :—“I am aware that these values, with the exception of Dela- 

ware, fall below the generally estimated value of milk, yet I am confident 
that if there is any variation from the true value, it is that I have over-esti- 
mated them.” 

The value of milk in the United States in 1860, or before the war, he 

thought would average less than one cent and five mills per quart. 

He says :—“ The following table is a correct statement of the value of 

milk per quart; the total value of the crop; together with the value of the 
amount consumed in each of the named States : 

Srarzs. omeaieoe QUART) VatuE ConsuMED. Toran VALUE. 
ENTS. 

MT enero oa Greene ee es 1.36 $1,523,377 96 $3,606,246 72 - 
New Hampshire................ 1.44 1,080,753 52 2,459,289 60 
WG O TG a A Odes eee OR ee 1.28 1,040,488 41 3,955,921 92 
Massachusetts.............20000. 1.68 2,277,384 52 4,369,438 08 
Biodenisland sce ele tc ce 1.64 353,752 46 518,544 00 
WOnMeChiCuGa si. samc elses cnc): 1.60 1,017,875 82 2,847,657 60 
PNG WOR se noe a acl) Vere Sahat 1.36 7,885,216 '72 27,506,291 04 
Pennsylvania......... eines Sete s 1.28 7,089,005 12 15,518,522 88 
Ne a EUSC Vics Wh aeldocs ocitsimot gas 1.76 1,938,688 29 4,396,754 24 
Weta eveen ct voi sedans e'cics sia canon cies 2.00 455,277 40 813,420: 00 
DIG IROVLEUOC LS gts at nc anand ae a id 1.20 1,155,437 83 2,040,400 80 
VASCOMSIIN a setae ac / ack me 1.48 - 2,578,368 89 5,160,053 44 
‘\Y/LEG ESTE AIS Goes en i 1.12 4,542 284 53 6,665,440 32 

$32,482,361 47 $79,857,980 64 

With the above tables as a basis, it was estimated that the entire milk 
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crop of the United States for the year 1860, exceeded $160,000,000, or ag 
follows: 

ATMOunt Consumed ast0Od. ere areetarr eetaclacieie en eerie ere nee $90,000,000 
Amount manufactured) initio: Duttier- Creole sts ee eo aemearionen 65,000,000 
Amount manufactured into cheese,.................- deed anos - 5,000,000 

PS OMA rad oters oe ex cuale alee cccbicye's “inte castle eee $160,000,000 

The additional value produced by the manufacture and transportation of 
butter and cheese he estimates will make the value of the crop for the year 
1860, exceed $200,000,000. The estimate is made on the value of milk at 

1.48 cent per quart. At two cents per quart the value of the dairy would be 
upwards of 260,000,000. 

MILK PRODUCT OF 1870. 

Now if we proceed upon the above basis in estimating the entire milk 
crop of 1870, taking its increase of quantity and advanced prices, we shall 

have the following. . 

Milk consumed as food, say 40 per cent. of whole product, at 2 
Celts “MEr Quarto. cs oie ccs Keone sei ste wticls Sates ein sla in ease eter $10,400,000 

600,000,000 pounds of butter, at 80 cents,..........022 cee ceees 180,000,000 
240,000,000 pounds of cheese, at 12 cents,............eeeeeeee .- 28,800,000 

TO TAT SS Bas oi oie bis abe ose eb Ghetto $379,200,000 

This is below the estimate made by Commissioner WELLS in his Report 
upon the “Industry, Trade and Commerce of the United States,” for the 

year 1869. He puts the value of dairy products of the United States at 
$400,000,000 per annum. It will be seen, then, that the diary has become 

an important branch of National Industry. 



DAIRY FARMS AND FIXTURES, 

Iy Dairy Farming the first thing, naturally, to be considered is the farm. 
Reference has been made to the importance of a suitable climate as one of 

the requisites to success. Experience and experiment must of course deter- 
mine what our several localities are best adapted to; but it is certain that 
much of the land in this Northern belt is well adapted for making butter and 
cheese. Its climate is comparatively cool, and that is a matter of great mo- 
ment in securing dairy products of fine flavor and quality. With its showers 
and dews, pure water and fresh sweet feed, it answers the description of a 
good dairy country, which the warmer and drier Southern and Western lati- 
tudes do not. I am satisfied there is no branch of farming in this Northern 
belt that will suffer less from outside competition than dairying, and hence, 

where locality favors it nothing in the long run will pay better. 

PERMANENT PASTURES. 

But climate may be favorable and locality unfavorable for the dairy. We 
must consider whether the lands are naturally adapted to grass, or that pas- 
tures at least may be made enduring, and that the farm is well provided with 
an abundance of pure water. 

These two points are very essential to success. I refer to pastures, in dis- 

tinction from meadows, because a rotation of crops may be adopted on arable 
land, so that sufficient hay may be produced, where the natural condition of 

. the soil would not continue to be productive of grass from year to year, 

during long periods. But pastures should be of a character to be made 

enduring, for a variety of reasons which I shall presently notice. 

SIZE OF HERDS. 

The question is often asked, how large a number of cows can be kept 
profitably in one herd ? or, rather, what is the limit to the number that will 

yield the best average returns as a dairy? I have taken some pains to get 

the opinion of practical dairymen, both in this country and in Europe, on this 
question ; and it seems to be the universal expression of those who have 
given the matter attention, that, in their experience, sixty cows are about the 

limit, or maximum number. If we take pains to look up the largest average 

yield of dairies in the country, we shall find, almost invariably, that they are 
among the small herds numbering from twenty to forty cows. 
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Very large herds become unwieldy. They are more subject to disease, and 
a larger number of accidents in proportion, than smaller herds. In driving 
to and fro in the pasture, there is more excitement or worry, which operates 

to lessen the average quantity of milk. There is also a greater proportion of 

farrow, or abortive stock in such herds, hence in New York, dairymen who 

have large farms, prefer to divide them up, making their dairies number from 

thirty to fifty cows each. 
DIVIDING HERDS. 

I found this condition of things prevailing in the dairy districts of Eng- 
land and Scotland, and I therefore conclude that herds having a larger num- 

ber than sixty cows are not to be generally recommended. If it is desired, 
however, to keep a larger number, I should advise that the cows be pastured 

in separate herds of say thirty each, and that they be milked and wintered in 

separate stables, allowing no communication among the several branches. 
In some instances, I have seen dairies of a hundred cows, divided up into 

two herds of fifty each, and good results were obtained. The herds were 
milked and wintered in one barn, but in stables opposite or adjoining each 
other, and so arranged that the cows of the different herds could have no 

communication with each other whatever. 
This fact in relation to the size of herds it is important to understand 5 

since large losses have been made by persons who have tried the herding of 
a large number of animals together for dairy purposes. 

FENCING. 

There is another point of considerable economy in the management of 
dairy farms, often overlooked even by old and experienced dairymen, and this 
is in regard to fences. In New York it is daily becoming a problem of 
increasing interest where we are to obtain our fences. All sorts of hedges 

are recommended, but who has ever seen a good one in New England or New 
York!—one that will stand the test of every day practical utility in turning 
stock? In England they are easily enough produced, and so are pastures. 

A humid atmosphere, frequent showers, frosts so light as not to injure grass 

in winter or even render it unfit for the sustenance of sheep ordinarily, even 
in mid-winter. Absence of our fervid heats of summer, and during summer 
many more hours of daylight render any comparison between that country and 

cur own in the way of growing hedges, of doubtful character. But few per- 
sons, I imagine, have even sat down to fairly estimate 

THE EXPENSE OF FENCING THE FARMS OF A STATE. 

It has been vaguely estimated that $40,000,000 would not fence the farms 

of New York. But to fence one hundred acres of land with only four lots 
require nearly eight hundred rods of fence, which, at $1.50 per rod, would 

cost $1,200. Now deduct one-third of this for the fencing of the contiguous 

farms, and we have $800 per hundred acres for the cost of board fences. A 
town—after rejecting poor land—of say one hundred such farms, would cost 

| 
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$30,000, and a county of twenty such towns the enormous sum of at least 

$1,500,000. Multiply that by the number of counties in a State and see what 

an immense sum we arrive at. The corollory is‘a safe one that the fences of 
New York cost more than the Hrie Canal or the Central Railroad. At least 
one-third of these fences are of no earthly use, but on the contrary, it can be 

proved, are a serious damage. 

Upon dairy farms, therefore where it is practicable, the farm should have 

but one line of interior fence. Immense sums are thrown away by the farm- 
ers of the country in 

USELESS SMALL ENCLOSURES. 

It is not necessary to go into the exact details of cost in erecting a substan- 

tial fence, dividing a farm into ten acre lots. This in the outset is a heavy 

outlay of capital and labor, but the burthen of repairing must be carried 
from year to year. Division lines between farms should always be marked 

with good substantial barriers. Where stone are plenty upon the farm, they 
are perhaps well employed in division or line fences, but it is hardly advisable 
to use them for interior barriers, especially such as may require to be removed 
from time to time. 

In early times when timber was plenty, and forests to be cleared, the 

expense of fencing a farm was of not so much account as now. ‘Then a 
selection of timber could be made and a thousand rails split, with but a trifle 
more labor than a quarter that number from the cullings of the present wood 
lot of the farm. Timber among the early settlers was considered of very 

little value. Now it is costly, and the farmer who has much fence to build 

must study economy in material as well as in labor, and even under the best 
management he finds the expense burthensome. The division of a dairy 

farm into numerous small enclosures, I regard as poor economy, and in many 

ways objectionable. 

The generality of fences upon American farms, to say the least, are 
unsightly. Besides the first expense and labor of keeping them in repair, 

they occupy too much land, and are a harbor for weeds and bushes, and 
briars ; all of which must be put down as serious objections. 

I know there are men who claim great advantages for small enclosures, 

and who regard five, eight, or ten acre lots as almost indispensable in their 
farming operations. I do not propose to argue points with them, but simply 

suggest that the cost of fencing such enclosures for ten years be figured, and 

compared with the advantages claimed. In most instances, I think, the 

balance sheet will be a strong argument against the fences. Of course some 
small enclosures may be necessary, such as that for the vegetable garden, the 

orchard, &c. Ido not object to these, but to the extending of them over 
the whole farm. Upon half the farms in the old States, it would pay the 
occupants to 

EMPLOY AN EXPERIENCED ENGINEER, 

to make a careful survey of the farm and establish the location of fences. 
Let the farmer make a plain statement of the character of farming he is 
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about to follow, his actual necessities upon the farm, requiring of the fence 
engineer a reduction of the fences to the lowest possible point. I am very 

certain that the fences on most farms may be so arranged as to afford ample 

convenience, and yet be largely reduced as to length. The necessity of 

building strong and high fences along the road-side is not so imperative now 
as formerly. There is a law in many of the States against cattle running at 

large in the highways, which ought to be enacted in all the States and put in 
force in every neighborhood. 

THE LOG AND RAIL FENCES 

of the early settlers, have both had their day. Neither is to be recommended, 
except perhaps in heavily wooded regions, where timber is of little value. 
In old districts they must soon pass away, since timber is becoming scarce 

and land is too valuable to be wasted by this character of barrier. 'They are 
very objectionable in plowing, and even upon dairy farms when such a fence 
divides pasture and meadow, considerable more expense is required to do 

the mowing, as the machine cannot run into the corners, which must be 
trimmed by hand. Besides, as was remarked at the outset, they are a harbor 
for weeds and bushes, since they are more liable to be left uncut, than when 

the fences are straight, and there are no corners to prevent obstructions, as 

the work goes on. It should be remembered that we do not fence against 
the strength of cattle; for if our animals were so inclined, they would break 

down nearly all the wooden fences which we build. What we seek in the 

construction of interior farm fences, is to bui.d a barrier that will appear 
formidable to cattle, of sufficient strength to resist ordinary storms of wind, 

and the occasional contact from cattle rubbing against it. It should be so 
high that cattle cannot reach over it, so compact that they cannot get their 

heads through it, and so near the ground that they cannot get under it. 

MOVEABLE PANELS. 

For surrounding patches of land that require breaking up and cultivating, 
and to be returned again to grass an effectual barrier can be erected at much 

less expense for labor and material than the heavy post and board fence 

commonly recommended. There are various forms of moveable panels, 
easily erected and taken down and removed from place to place, which are 
of great practical utility and economy upon dairy farms. Some of our New 
York dairy farmers find the picket fence the most formidable barrier to 
cattle, of all the kinds of wooden fence in use. 

A LIGHT FENCE 

of this description, and which has been found to be an ample protection 
against stock, for patches of grain, vegetables, &c., recommended by Mr. S. S. 
Wuireman of Herkimer, is constructed as follows :—The pickets are four feet 
long, two inches wide and five-eights of an inch thick. They are nailed three 
inches apart on the rails, or seventeen pickets to the rod. The rails are ten 

© 
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feet long, two inches wide and one and a half inches thick, three rails to a 
panel; that is—a rail at top and bottom, and the third rail running 

diagonally between the other two in the form of a brace. In making these 

panels a frame or skeleton form is constructed arranged with wooden pins, 

so as to separate the various pieces the desired distance apart. 
The top and bottom rails are then dropped into their appropriate places, 

the pickets arranged between the pins, where they are rapidly nailed with 

five-penny nails. After the skeleton frame is once constructed, these panels 

may be speedily made. The pickets do not cover the ends of the rails, a 

space being left for lapping the panels together, when they are to be set up 

in the fence. The method of putting the fence up is to let the rails of one 
section overlap the rails of the other at the point where they are joined 

together; the sections being supported at the right height from the ground 
by a stone or block. Then a stake about the size of a common hand spike, is 

driven down on each side of the lapping sections, and supporting block, and 
the top of the stakes fastened together with wire. These panels can be 
easily loaded on a wagon rack and removed from place to place as needed. 

DIGGING POST HOLES. 

Line fences and that separating the pasture and madow may be of a more 

permanent character. When posts are to be set, the holes can be dug 

expeditiously after the following method :—First, strike a line and mark off 
the distances between the posts, sticking small stakes about four inches from 

the line. Then make the center of the hole opposite the stakes. The digger 
stands faceing the line of fence, making the hole the width of the spade at 
the line, and slanting towards him as he digs, while all the other sides are 
perpendicular. This slant enables the digger to lower the handle of his spade 

and bring up a full spadeful, enabling him to do the work easily and 

expeditiously. 
BOARD FENCE. 

There are various ways of making board fence. When boards sixteen 
feet long are used, they may be six inches wide and one inch thick. The 
posts then should be set seven and a-half feet apart. Fasten the boards at 
each end with a seven inch spike and a two and a half inch slat, resting the. 
boards on the spikes. The lap on each end of the boards should be six inches. 

At the middle post, as there is no lap, a six inch spike may be used. If 
the boards used are but thirteen feet long, they should be one and a-fourth 
inches thick, and the middle post may be omitted. By using slats, and 
allowing the boards to rest on spikes, rather than driving them through the 

boards, they are less liable to decay, while the panels may be easily 

removed as occasion may require. The question of 

ECONOMY IN FENCING 

does not receive the attention which it deserves among farmers. The cost 
of fencing farms, and their repair year after year is enormous. It would be 

well if we could look forward to something more tasteful than the rail 
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structures, which disfigure the country at every hand. We must get in the 
way of doing work ix a more economical way. As we grow older asa 
nation, structures, whether they be in buildings or fences, must inevitably be 

improved. It would be better that we begin at once since much money 
would in the end be saved. 

CHANGE OF PASTURES. 

Ihave endeavored to show the importence of economy in the matter of 
fencing, and it may be well perhaps in this connection to name some of the 
practicle results of the plan recommended. The practice which obtains with 
some of dividing the pasturage into separate fields, and changing the herd 
every week or two from field to field is now generally disapproved of by our 
best dairymen. 

Cows confined to one field are more quiet and contented. They will 
usually go over in the course of the day every portion of the field, selecting 
their food, and when filled they lie down to rest, and manufacture grass into 
milk. All extra labor, excitement and gluttinous feeding from an over 
stimulated appetite lessens the quantity of milk. Everything about the 
“every day pasture” is familiar, and if food is abundant, they have no 
thought beyond leisurely taking their meals, and reclining at ease on some 
favorite spot, ruminating or dozing over their “ knitting work” as it has 
been aptly termed—no shadow of discontent clouding their peaceful and 
seemingly happy existance. 

But let a bite of grass in new fields be had and all this is changed. They 
over-feed, and in consequence their health is more or less deranged ; they _ 
tramp around in every nook and corner of the field in search of dainties— 
become restless and discontented, and not unfrequently some of the more 
active and enterprising members of the herd, try fences and make excursions 
into fields of grain and prohibited crops. I have seen herds with one or two 
unruly disposed members, though perfectly quiet and orderly while confined 
to one pasture, become so restless and discontented from a change to new 
fields, as to be exceedingly troublesome and cause serious losses. 

‘There are other reasons. The pastures will not be so uniformly cropped ; 
large portions will get a rank growth, be rejected by stock, and therefore 
afford less nutritious food through the season, than when used as one 
pasture. 

FRESH PASTURES PRODUCE SCOURS. 
Fresh pastures are more apt to produce scours, as is well known, 

deranging the appetite and health to a greater extent than when confined to one field. The argument generally used in favor of two pastures, is that the 
daily tramping of the cattle on the one pasture renders. the food less fresh and palatable, and that the alternate pastures obviate this, giving time for 
grass to grow, thus producing more food and better results, The conclusion 
arrived at, is not true in fact. Stock when turned into a new pasture do not rest till they have roamed over and examined every part of it, and will tramp 
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down, soil, and destroy more food than if the same land was in one pasture, 

thereby really affording or rendering available to the herd, a less amount of 

nutritious food during the season. Cattle, it is true, like 

A CHANGE OF FOOD, 

but this change should exist in the varieties of grass in the same pasture, and 

not in different fields. Of course the aftermath and gleanings from grain 
fields are to be consumed by stock in fall, as deemed expedient, but the sum- 
mer pasture should be one field, as productive of more milk with less trouble, 
expense and loss. 

PASTURES SHOULD NOT BE OVERSTOCKED. 

Pastures, it is proper to say, should not be overstocked—the supply of food 
must be abundant, otherwise serious losses will beincurred. There is nothing 

gained by stocking clear up to, or a little beyond, the full capacity of the land, 
and trusting to an extraordinary good growing season to bring the animals 
through. 

Much milk will require a proportionate amount of food, and I have yet to 
see the cow miserly kept on scanty fare, that can turn that fare into a large 
dairy product. The rule should be, the largest quantity and best quality of 

dairy products per cow, and not the largest number of cows without thought 
or care as to the respective quantity or quality of milk from each. 

DAIRY BARNS. 

An important requisite in Dairy farming is to have a convenient barn. 
Indeed, of so much practical importance is this, that I must treat the subject 

at considerable length. A handy barn for a grain farm is a very different 

structure from what is needed on a dairy farm. Dairymen of experience 
affirm that a convenient dairy barn on a farm carrying fifty cows, will save an 

annual expense in labor of at least $200 over the structures in use twenty 

years ago, and, indeed, over those which are largely in use at the present day. 

THE MODERN DAIRY BARN 

began to be erected in the old dairy districts of New York about ten years 

ago, and it is a matter of surprise that a people who have been sixty years 
engaged in dairying as a specialty, should have neglected this branch of their~ 
art so long. 

The modern dairy barn is roomy, and arranged, if possible, so that one 
building or a structure under one roof, will meet all the wants of the farm. 

This is easily done, when a side hill and running water are convenient to the 

farm house. In such cases the stables for milking are those in which the 

cows are kept in winter. This arrangement saves the cost of a special 
building, or “milk barn” as it is termed. . 

-The stables should not only be well lighted, but arranged with wide drop 
doors at the sides, so that for summer use you can expose a skeleton or section 
of the frame, admitting into the stable a flood of light and pure air. 
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MANURE CELLARS. 

There has been great difference of opinion whether manure cellars under 
the stable are injurious or otherwise. 

Many barns in Central New York are constructed with the cellars under 

the stables, and in no instance where they have been properly ventilated, and 

absorbents used for taking up the liquid manure, have I heard of any 

bad effect on account of the manures, &c. The stock is quite as healthy, 
and appears as thrifty at all seasons, as in barns without manure cellars. 

I have examined manure cellars under stables, at different seasons of the 

year. Some of them were badly ventilated, and were foul with gases emana- 
ting from the decomposing mass of excrement which had been dumped with- 
out absorbents. Such a condition of things must be a source of disease to 

stock and cannot be recommended. In others, where ventilation has been 

secured, and absorbents, such as muck, dry earth or sawdust freely used, the 

atmosphere was comparatively pure, and free from any disagreeable odor. 

Generally those who have manure cellars under their stables are pleased with 
them. They save a great deal of labor in the course of a year, and, with the 

precautions I have named as regards ventilation and absorbents, have not 
been found to be objectionable. 

A CONVENIENT DAIRY BARN. 

T shall describe somewhat minutely what has been found to be a conven- 

ient dairy barn having capacity for fifty cows. It has a basement or manure 

cellar under the stables. ‘The barn stands on the edge of a knoll or side hill, 
and is one hundred feet long by forty feet wide, and has a stone basement 
nine feet high. The bottom of this basement, which is used for manures, is 
paved with cobble stones, pounded down in the earth, and then cemented 

with water lime and sand, in the proportion of one part lime to nine parts 

sand. This forms a perfectly tight bottom and is the receptacle for all liquid 
and solid excrement from stock in the stables above. 

The basement is well lighted and ventilated, and teams can be driven 
through the central alley for removing manures. Muck and dry earth are 
hauled into the central alley, during odd spells in summer, to be used from 
time to time as absorbents, and when thus mingled with the liquid and solid 
excrement a large quantity of fertilizing material is made. 

THE STABLES | 

are on the sides of the building, immediately above the basement, and are 
eleven feet wide back of the feed box, and the cows are fed from the central 

alley, which is fourteen feet wide. The cows stand four feet apart, or rather 
they occupy that space, and are fastened with double chains two feet long, 
attached to a ring sliding on a post. Between each cow there is a plank 
partition extending into the central alley, the width of the feed box, and back 

int6 the stable some two feet. This plan gives the cow more liberty and ease 
of position than stanchions, and some prefer these fastenings to stanchions on 
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this account. Back of the cows and along the outside of the stables, the 
floor is raised some five inches higher than the drop where the cows stand, 

and there is an open space between the two floors where the manures are 

pushed into the cellar below. This it will be seen can be done very rapidly. 
(Some use a trap.) The stables are well lighted and ventilated. Above 
the cows are 

THE DRIVE FLOORS AND BAYS 

where the teams deposit the hay and fodder. The loads come in at one end 
and go out at the side on the other end, so that several teams can be in the 

barn and the work of loading and unloading go on at the same time, and not 
interfere with each other. On one side of the barn are the 

HORSE STABLES AND CARRIAGE HOUSE, 

communicating with the upper or drive floor, and all arranged in the most 
perfect manner as to granary and the means of dropping hay for feeding 

horses and cattle. 
In the upper loft over the drive way, a flooring is arranged with open 

‘spaces, where a considerable quantity of corn in the stalk may be stored until 

such time as there is leisure for husking. The leading feature of the barns 

now being buiit in the dairy region is to have the drive floors and bays 

above the stables. When the site is suitable some prefer to have the drive 
‘way near the peak or top of the barn. The hay may then be rolled from the 

load on either side into the bays. 
In feeding,—the stables being below,—the fodder is thrown downwards, 

either through openings arranged in the bays, or in the central alley, accord- 

ing to the manner in which the cows are placed in the stables. 
A portion of the basement is partitioned off for roots, which at the time 

‘of harvesting are dumped through a trap on the feed floor. 
Not far from the southern shores of Oneida Lake, and at the geographical 

center of the State of New York, a peculiar religious sect, numbering about 
two hundred votaries, has established itself upon a few hundred acres of 
choice land. They do almost everything among themselves, and conduct a 
‘system of mechanical operations and high farming. They have men of science 
‘and education among them, and their workshops and farming operations are, 

in many respects, models of excellence. 

AN EXCELLENT DAIRY BARN. 

A few years since, they sent their architects through the country to exam- 

ine all the best barns that could be found, and from a large number of plans 
they modeled and erected a dairy barn of the following description :—It is 
one hundred and thirty-five feet long by seventy feet broad, and has a hip 

roof. The structure is of wood, resting on a stone basement nine feet high. 
‘The basement is divided by walls into spaces for the manures, the root cellar, 

and bottom of the bays. There are three drive ways or barn floors running 
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across the building, with bays thirty feet square on either side of the central 
drive way, so that the teams can deliver their loads from the three floors. 

The stables run all around the outside, except in the spaces taken up by the 

drive way. The stables on the ends hold twenty cows each, and the four 

stables on the sides, between the floors, have nine stalls each, so that seventy- 

six animals can be housed at one time. , | 

Under the middle drive way is the root cellar, where roots are dumped by 
opening a trap door; on the other floor are traps for dropping muck, or other 

absorbents into the manure cellar. The drive ways are fourteen feet wide, and 
the width of the stables sixteen feet, including the mangers, which arethree 
feet. Back of the cows there is a manure sink two feet wide, and from this | 

to the outside of the building is a space of five feet. There are four 

VENTILATORS > 

that run from top to bottom so as to give good ventilation. Saw-dust and | 

— 

l S| 

». 

MEADOW BROOK FARM DAIRY BARN-ELEVATION. 
cut straw are used for bedding stock. Of the straw, about four hundred 

loads are used for the purpose during winter. The hay is cut into chaff, and at | 
certain seasons, when cows are in milk, it is mingled with meal or bran before | 

being fed. When bran is used the cows get each about four quarts per day. 
The root cellar holds about four thousand bushels, and the roots are fed 
during winter. It is the only barn I have seen arranged on this plan. The 
bays for hay extending into the basement seems to me to be objectionable. | 
The arrangement for storing both hay and grain, and the feeding of stock, 
appear to be convenient. 

MEADOW BROOK FARM DAIRY BARN. 

By the politeness of Mr. Gzo. S. Bowen, of Chicago, Ill, I am in re- | 
ceipt of the accompanying cuts showing elevation and plan of Dairy Barn 

; 
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erected in 1870 upon his Meadow Brook Farm, near. Elgin IIL, the following 
description being taken from the 

Western Rural: 
“The barn is L-shaped, the main 

being 96x36, the wing 40x36; its 
hight from the ground to the 
ridge-pole is forty-two feet. The 
lower floor, as will be seen by the 
accompanying diagram, is devoted 
to stalls, milk-room, water-trough, 

root-cellar, ete. 

“Mr. B. has contrived to secure 

ample and ready ventilation —a 

point which is very often considered 
too lightly in the construction of 

buildings of this character. The 
stalls occupy portions of both the 
main part and the wing, and will ac- 

commodate sixty-three cattle, with 
single feed boxes for each, and 

STALL FORE z< 

LOWER FLOOR. 

long, hinged supply lines immediately in front. There is a space of seven 
feet from the drop (or receptacle for the droppings) to the: windows, which 

UPPER FLOOR. 

are large—their size admitting of 
increased ventilation during hot 
weather, and facilitating the re- 
moval of excremental matter. 

‘‘ A wind-mill pump is to be sup- 
plied to raise water into a reservoir 
so constructed as to fill the cooling 
vats in the milk-room, and to pro- 
vide water for the stock during 
stormy weather. 

“« A protected flight of stairs leads 
from the lower to the upper floor, 
where there is a large room for 
storing farming utensils; a grain- 

bin, 36x20; two bays for hay, one 

76x12 and the other 36x12. The 
entrance floors are seventy-six and 

thirty-six feet, respectively, and 
reached by bridges or causeways 
leading from the ground. There 

are eight large sliding double doors, all moving on rollers, and four hay 
slides to get whatever is needed to the lower floor. Successive flights of 
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stairs communicate with a large cupola. The cost of this barn was three 

thousand six hundred dollars. There were used in its construction one hun- 

dred and ten thousand feet of lumber, fifty-five thousand shingles, and two 

thousand eight hundred pounds of nails.” 

ANOTHER STYLE OF BARN 

is used by those who have a prejudice against manure cellars. It is built with 
or without abasement. The cows stand in two rows opposite each other, 

with their heads facing the outside of the building, and the space in the center 

between the cows and the drop is wide enough for a drive way for hauling 
out the manures. The cows enter at the central door, and take their places 
on either side. Absorbents may be used for taking up the liquid manures, 

and every day, when the stables are to be cleaned, it is piled upon a sled or 
wagon and taken directly to a field where it is to be used. 

HOW MANURES ARE MANAGED. 

Harris Lewis, Herkimer Co., N. Y., has been quite successful in managing” 
the manures from his stock, from a barn of this description. He uses saw-dust 

for absorbing the liquid manures in his stables, at the rate of about sixty 

bushels per week for a stock of fifty cows. The liquid manure thus absorbed 

is hauled from day to day to a meadow lot containing twenty-five acres. Itis 

spread as evenly as possible with a shovel or fork, and in the spring it is 

brushed, so as to be completely broken up and distributed in fine particles. 
By underdraining, and the use of this top dressing, he has been able to bring 

a piece of ground containing twenty-five acres, originally of only ordinary 

fertility, to a condition in which the annual yield of hay is sufficient for the 
winter keep of fifty cows. 

THE CONVENIENCE OF MANURE CELLARS. 

Buildings of this kind, however, are much less convenient than those pro- 
vided with manure cellars, as there are many days in winter when it is stormy, 

and inconvenient and difficult to haul manure from the stables. Besides, if 

they are to be applied upon grounds that are somewhat descending, a consid- 
erable portion of the manure is liable to be washed away as the snow goes off 

in the spring. With the cellar, on the contrary, advantage can be taken of 
the time in applying manures, and practically they are found to be productive 
of the best results. 

BARNS FOR CUTTING AND STEAMING FODDER. 

I have yet another barn to describe, adapted to a level surface, and where 
the straw from considerable quantities of grain is to be cut and steamed for 
cattle food. This barn was erected for Mr. TrunspaLz, an extensive dairy 
farmer in Wisconsin, who spared no expense in obtaining the best models and 
architects, and who is said to have the most perfect dairy barn in that State. 
I visited this establishment in 1869, and give a sketch of it from my notes: 

The barn is an immense structure, being in outline the form of a T. The 
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\top of the T is one hundred and twelve feet long by forty feet wide, with 
twenty-two feet posts. The whole stands upon a heavy wall, which forms a 
cellar under the building for manures. The part representing the top of the 

T is used for threshing, shelling corn, grinding the grain and cutting the fod- 
der. Immediately to the right, but separated only by a short platform, is 

another building in which all the fodder is cooked by steam. The cattle 
stand in the body of the T, in two long stables at the sides, with their heads 

facing each other, the central alley being sixteen feet wide. The stables are 

nine feet wide, and the platform on which the cows stand is four feet nine 

inches to the stanchions, leaving a ditch one foot wide and a space of three 
feet back of the ditch to the sides of the building. The stanchions are three 

feet three inches apart from center to center, and the platform on which the 

cows stand is raised so as to give a drop of nine inches. Of this drop a 

space of five inches is left open, through which the manure is pushed to the 
‘cellar below. The stables will accommodate one hundred and forty cows 

Seventy animals on aside. The second story (above the cows) is used for 

‘oats, grain unthreshed, and hay, the hay being stored in the lower end, in a 
section by itself, for spring use. 

THE THRESHING 

‘is done as the straw and grain are needed for the stock. The threshing 

imachine and straw cutter are in the second story of the top of the T. The 
grain in bundles or loose, is thrown on a car, which runs on rails through 

ithe different sections over the cows, and a load is drawn up to the machine 

iby a simple arrangement operated by power from the engine. The various 

machines are then set in motion, and as the straw is threshed it passes to the 

‘straw cutter, and falls chopped in pieces, to a large bin below. The chaff is 

‘blown out of the grain and falls into the same bin, while the grain passes on 
and falls into a fan mill below, where it is cleaned, and goes into a bin. 

\Everything is arranged so conveniently, that but little labor or time is em- 

ployed to do this part of the work, from time to time as needed. 

PREPARING THE FEED. 

‘The corn sheller and mill for grinding the grain are below with the grain bins 
opposite. Oats and corn are mingled together in the proportion of two-thirds 
of the former to one-third of the latter, when it is carried by machinery above, 

falls into the hopper, and is ground and passed to its appropriate bin. There 
are two steam boxes sixteen feet long, five feet wide and five feet deep. They 
‘stand upon cars, with a track leading through the central alley of the stable 
‘to the steaming room. These cars are run up to the straw and meal bins, and 
‘the boxes filled. First the straw is filled into the steam box a foot deep, then 
‘one bushel of the mixture of oats and corn meal is sprinkled on, and so alter- 
mately with straw and meal until the box is filled, which gives four bushels of 

‘meal to the box. Then the boxes are run into the steam room and the con- 

tents wet down by pumping water through a hose. 
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At the bottom of the boxes are perforated iron pipes running three times | 

lengthwise across the bottom, and arranged at one end so as to be locked on 

to the steam pipes connected with the engine. The cover is then fitted to the | 

box, and the steam let on. In about half an hour the contents of the box | 

are broken down and cooked. 

FEEDING THE COWS. 

The food steamed in the morning is thrown out into the car and left to 

cool till evening, when it is just pleasantly warm to the hand, and is ready for | 

feeding. The night’s steaming is treated in the same way for the morning 

feed. The cars are run along the central alley, between the heads of the 
cows, and each animal receives her share in the manger before her. ‘The two | 

boxes of steamed food are sufficient for one feed of one hundred and forty 
head of cattle. It will be seen, therefore, that in addition to the straw, the 

one hundred and forty head get sixteen bushels of meal, or about three and | 
one-half quarts of meal each per day. The cows are very fond of their 

rations, and under this treatment were looking sleek and in good condition. 

GAIN BY STEAMING FOOD. 

Mr. Truesdale’s estimate shows about twenty-five per cent gain in cost of — 
feed over the ordinary method where hay is used, to say nothing of the im- 
portant saving made in converting his straw into available manures.. The 
stock is wintered in this manner, and when the cows begin to come in milk, 
he commences feeding hay. The stables, I should have remarked, are well 
lighted, and ample provision ismade for ventilation, so that the cows have 

really a luxurious abode in their winter quarters. 

j THE MANURE CELLAR 

is immediately under the cow stables, and is well lighted and ventilated. In 
the fall of the year, or during summer when work is not pressing, muck, 
which has been thrown out of the ditches and dried, is carted into the cellar 
and piled in the central alley as an absorbent. From five hundred to eight 
hundred loads of muck are thus stored annually. The liquid and solid excre- 

ment from the cows goes down into the cellar through the opening in the 
stable floor as I have described, and every day or two the muck from the 
central alley is thrown upon the dung until all moisture is absorbed. 

HOW THE MANURE IS USED. 

Mr. Truesdale’s system here is, without doubt, a good one, and the large 

quantities of manure annually made, must in a few years give ample returns 

upon the farm. A portion of this manure is used for top-dressing meadows 
and newly seeded lands, in the fall, at the rate of about twenty loads to the 
acre, evenly spread and brushed down fine, and about fifty acres are annually 

treated in this way. . 
Under this arrangement of barns and machiner y, two men will take care 

of one hundred and forty head of cattle, steaming the food, cleaning the 
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stables, and doing all the work necessary for the care and comfort of the ani- 

mals. There are two open yards, one on each side of the barn, where the cows 

from each stable are provided with water, which is pumped from a never- 

failing well. These yards are partly planked, and are to be whelly planked 

the coming year. 
BARN WITH FOUR ROWS OF STABLES. 

An Ohio correspondent of the Rural New-Yorker sends the rallosine 

description of a Dairy Barn: 
Its distinguishing charaeteristics are a free use of tram-ways, and a separ- 

ate building for the factory operations incident to feeding a large drove of 

cattle, and for the stor age of gr ain and feed. 

The size of the main barn is 96 by 56 feet; of factory, 24 4 20.0 ihe 

barn will hold one hundred and twenty cael: and hogs ad libitum. The 

basement story, or hog and manure cellar, is not shown in the elevation. It 

is divided into pens for hogs, on either side of a central alley. The base- 

ment story of factory contains the steam engine and a continuation of the 
tram-way which passes through the hog cellar. 

The second floor of the barn contains the cattle stables, arranged for four 

rows of cattle, each double row facing a feeding alley in which there is a 

tram-way for the easy conveyance of the cooked food. The second story of 

the factory is for the grist mill, cider mill, saw frame, or any other machinery 

it is desired to use. A belt also runs to a separate shaft in the main barn, for 
turning the hay cutter, threshing machine and corn sheller. 

The third story of the barn contains the barn floor, with large bays on 

either side. Also a room for cutting hay and a bin for the cut feed. A tram- 
way and hay car are provided for the easy handling of the hay and fodder used. 
The corresponding story of the factory is for the reception of grain, and of 

meal from the grist: mill below. The necessary spouts and elevators are pro- 

vided, as common in grist mills. In the fourth story of factory is stored the 

bran or mill feed. 
On a level with the purline plates is laid another floor for corn in the ear. 

This floor is also provided with tram-way and car. The stables are provided 

with manure traps, one foot by twelve, running the whole length of the 

stalls, and hung upon hinges. These render the cleaning of the stalls an | 
easy task. If more accommodations are required, the length of the barn 

might be increased.’ One correspondent says :—I believe in this barn, three | 

‘men might take care of one hundred and twenty cattle and five hundred hogs, 
including the running of the engine and the machinery. As to cost, no 
estimate can be made, since lumber and stone or brick vary so much in price 
in different localities. Where both are abundant, the cost would not exceed 
four thousand dollars. 

The accompanying plans will, perhaps, the better enable the reader to 

comprehend the arrangement of the barn. 
In Fig. 1 is shown the plan of the stables on the second floor, S, 8, 8, 8, 
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Fig. 3 shows a sectional view of barn and factory. <A, first story; B, 

second story; C, third story of barn; D, D, hay bays; E, eorn loft; e, e, 

(dotted line) ground level; a, first, 6, second, ¢, third, and d, fourth stories 

of factory. . 
PRACTICAL BEARING OF MANURE CELLARS. 

I have given some of the leading features esteemed requisite in the con- 
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Fig. 1—Srconp FLoor or Stock BARN. 

Fig. 3.—SECTIONAL VIEW OF BARN AND FACTORY. Fie. 2.—ENGINE Room. 

struction of a convenient dairy barn. Of course the size of building and in- 

ternal arrangements may be modified to suit the wants of particular cases 5 

but Iregard the manure cellars underneath the stable of great practical utility, 

I have seen such rapid and large improvement in dairy lands from its adoption, 
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that it has commended itself strongly to favor. I know of farms that were 
quite ordinary a few years ago that are now made to carry an extraordinarily 
large stock, and I have repeatedly asked the occupants in what manner they 
have been enabled to produce crops sufficient to supply food for an extra 
number of cows upon the farm (sometimes double the number that are kept 
on adjoining farms of the same size,) and the reply has been that the result 
was accomplished through the manure cellar. Before the manure cellar was 
inaugurated they say :—‘ Do the best we could, much of the manure went to 
waste. The quantity at most was small compared with what is at present 
turned off, and yet the labor expended under the old system was vastly greater 
than now. I do not say but there are other methods for producing the same 
results, but they cost more, are less convenient, and from the liability of neg- 
lect are not so likely to prove successful. 

} THE DAIRY HOUSE. 
TuE question is often asked whether under our factory system a dairy 

house is required on the farm. I should advise such a structure, though it 
need not be so expensive and elaborate as is sometimes seen under the old 
system of family dairymg. The building should be arranged and fitted up 
for both butter and cheese manufacture. The reason for the erection of such 
a structure even in cases where the milk is to be carried to a factory will, from 
a moment’s reflection, be obvious. 

In the first place, the factories open and close operations at stated periods, 
and during the time they are not working considerable quantities of milk 
must be cared for and utilized at the farm. With no provision for the care 
and manufacture of such milk, the annual loss from waste will soon amount 
to more than the cost of building and fixtures, to say nothing of the worry 
and trouble in trying to utilize the milk without any conveniences. 

Again, occasions occur when it is desirable to make up the milk on the 
farm to secure the butter or cheese for family use. Possibly, from time to 
time some accident may happen which would exclude a batch of milk from the 
factory, and in such cases it may often be worked up on the farm without 
material loss. Cases not unfrequently occur where a factory is badly managed, 
where the cheese or butter maker is incompetent, and while such a condition 
of things remains, or during the time it may take to make a change of manu- 
facturers, it will be desirable to hold the milk at the farm. There are a 
variety of circumstances constantly occurring in neighborhoods where fac- 
tories exist which make the necessity for a dairy house imperative, if the 
dairymen would avoid losses, and I therefore think it economy to provide such 
structures, and I hold that they belong to good dairy management. 

WHAT IS A PROPER DAIRY HOUSE, 
and how should it be located? For convenience it should be situated near 
the milking stables, but out of the way of odors and gases arising from the 
decomposition of manures, since milk absorbs these with great facility, result- 
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ing in injury to the product. Where side-hills are convenient to the other 

buildings they afford advantageous situations for placing the dairy house. In 

such cases the lower story of the house, if built of stone, will help to secure 

a low and even temperature for the milk room. A building twenty-five feet by 

thirty feet, a story and a half high, would be ample for a dairy of forty cows. 
The lower part should be divided into two departments, one for butter 

manufacture and the other for cheese. The two departments should be ar- 

ranged so as to afford easy communication, the one with the other. If 

COLD SPRING WATER 

can be conducted into the house the butter department should be arranged 
with water tanks sunk into the earth to hold water twenty inches deep. The 
tanks may be made of wood, but are better if of stone, well cemented. Pipes 
leading from the tank or tanks through the wall on the lower side of the 
building will conduct off surplus water. These tanks are for holding the cans 

of milk for obtaining cream and will be more fully described hereafter under 
the head of butter manufacture. There should also be 

A SMALL BUTTER CELLAR 
connected with this department by partitioning off a part of the room next 

the bank or hillside. The milk room should have windows at the upper part 

or near the ceiling protected with gauze wire, so as to be used for ventilation. 
The floor of : 

THE CHEESE MAKING ROOM 

may be a step higher than the butter room, and should be provided with self- 
heating vat for cheese making, press, hoops, and curd knife. The story above 

should be in one room, and is to be employed for curing cheese. There 

should be a large ventilator in the center, rising above the roof of the build- 

ing and extending through the ceiling of the curing room provided with a 
wicket by which the draught may be regulated or shut off as desired. About 

the sides of the room, and even with the floor there should be openings nine 
inches by twelve, arranged with wickets, so that air may be admitted in large 
or small quantities, or closed off, as needed. With the small ventilators at 

the sides and the large ventilator in the center 

THE CURING ROOM 

may be kept free from impurities and noxious gases, while the temperature to 
some extent may be controlled in warm weather. The curing room should 

be well lighted, as light operates beneficially in securing a fine flavor to the 
cheese. 

When the dairy house is to be located on a level surface, and stone is ex- 
pensive or not convenient, the building may'be wholly of wood, the bottom 
room having double walls, and if possible should be shaded by trees. Instead 
of tanks set in the ground the room may be provided with the 

JENNING’S PANS. 

The pans consist of large shallow tin vats, set in wooden vats, with spaces 
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between for water. The pans are of various sizes and one pan is designed to hold 
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the entire mess of milk of the dairy at one milking. ‘The water may be con- 

veyed to the pans either by pipes leading from the penstock, or it may be 
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drawn from the well. I have not proposed here to enter into minute descrip- 
tions of dairy house and apparatus, as these more properly belong to the 

topics in which butter and cheese manufacture are considered. But I have 

given some of the leading features required in the construction of these 

establishments, from which a general idea may be had. 

DESCRIPTION AND PLAN OF A FARM DAIRY HOUSE. 

In the plan of farm dairy house here presented, economy, simplicity and 
convenience have been studied, together with the means of regulating tem- 

perature in the cheese-curing room to some extent by the use of wickets and 

ventilators. The design is for farms where cheese dairying is conducted as a 
specialty and where from twenty-five to thirty-five cows are kept. 

| PIAZZA | 
Ae HASSE og) geese 

STORE ROOM 
_  L0X12 

CURING ROOM 
2EKIO 

WOOD ROOM 
18X24 

BASEMENT, OR FIRST FLOOR. SECOND FLOOR. 

A building twenty-four feet by thirty feet, story and a-half high, will be 

large enough for an ordinary sized dairy—say of the number of cows above- 

named. Light is to be admitted only on the north and south sides, as less 
liable to let rays of the sun fall on the cheese. The lower part is divided into 
rooms for making cheese, twelve by fourteen feet ; store-room, ten by twelve 

feét ; the balance, wood house, eighteen by twenty-four feet. If desired, a 
portion of this latter room may be partitioned off, or nearly the whole of it 

converted into a place for setting milk for butter during spring and fall. A 
piazza runs along the sides of the store room and room for making cheese, 
rendering these parts cooler in summer, and affording a convenient place for 

drying aud sunning utensils. The upper part of building, the cheese-curing 

room, twenty-four by thirty feet, eight feet high, studded, and lathed and 

plastered. 
A ventilator runs from ceiling in center of room above the roof, termi- 
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nating in usual form with arrangements at ceiling for closing draft entirely, 

or conducting larger or smaller quantities of air as desired. Air is admitted 
under the roof (where it joins the sides of the building) into the garret, so 
that by opening slides inside the ventilator above the ceiling, a current of air 
may be maintained in the garret part. Openings, with wickets, are placed at 

the bottom of the room, and along and through the sides of the building, to the 

open air—three or more on a side. These openings are ten inches by twenty 
inches; the wickets close tight or admit more or less air as desired at pleasure. 

An ice reservoir or refrigerator on rollers can be set in the room in which 

ice may be exposed if neccessary, in extremely hot weather. A good coal 
stove, tables with hemlock bed-piece, for holding the cheese, thermometer and 

platform scales. These are the general features of the dairy house suggested. 
The whole will be readily understood by the cuts :—O, O, openings with 
wickets; C, chimney; E, elevator; D, door for delivering cheese; A, alleys ; 

W, windows; V, vat and heater for making cheese; P, cheese press; E, ele- 

vator for elevating cheese; 8, stairs; P, cistern pump. 

AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD: WATER. 

In regard to water I start with the broad proposition universally recog- 
nized by dairymen of long experience, both in this country and in Europe 
that dairying cannot be successfully conducted without an abundance of good 

water to meet the daily wants of stock. Stagnant water, the water from 

sloughs, mingled as it often is with a considerable per centage of vegetable 
matter, even though it be abundant and easy of access, has an unfavorable 
influence on the flavor of “ dairy goods,” and of itself precludes the dairy- 

man from reaching the highest standard in his product. I have no space now 
to discuss the physiological side of this question, but I state a fact abundantly 

proved in practical experience. There is great difference of opinion among 
people who are not experts as to 

WHAT CONSTITUTES GOOD BUTTER AND GOOD CHEESE. 

Persons whose tastes have been educated by long use of an inferior product 

do not readily appreciate the imperfections existing in second class goods. 
The great markets of the world are demanding better grades of food than they 
did twenty or even ten years ago, and in no class of food is this more obsery- 

able than in dairy products. It is only the best article that really pays or is 
made remunerative to the producer for a series of years. Wemust look then 
to some of 

THE LEADING REQUISITES TO SUCCESS. 

To the dairyman an abundance of pure water, of easy access to stock, will 
be found important. Many suppose that if there be water located on one part 

of the farm, the other parts being dry, that will suffice for all practical pur- 
poses in supplying the needs of dairy stock. This is a mistake, especially 
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where large herds are to be kept. Cows should at no time be compelled to 
travel long distances to slake their thirst, since the greater exertion and labor 
imposed must in proportion affect the quantity as well as the quality of their 

milk. Instances have repeatedly come under my observation where springs 

have failed and cows, in consequence, subjected to travel over a considerable 

distance to get water. The milk not only fell off rapidly in quantity, but in 
several ways depreciated in quality, especially in hot weather, showing a ten- 

dency to quick decomposition, and giving an inferior product when worked 
into. cheese. Water should be so conveniently situated in pastures that stock 
will require no extra or special travel to obtain it, and it should be situated 
at such points in the field that stock feeding over the ground naturally go 

toward it, so that when a supply of food has been taken, the animals may 
slake their thirst, lie down and quietly convert their food into milk. 

MILCH STOCK AVERSE TO EXERCISE, 

For it must be observed that milch stock are averse to any large amount 
of exercise, and do not ordinarily care to take more than is necessary in sup- 

plying themselves with food.. Give them plenty of food and an easy access 

to water and they quickly fill themselves and spend most of their time at rest. 
When water is situated in out of the way places on the farm, cows will often 
go thirsty for a considerable portion of the day rather than make a special 

journey to obtain it. This has been observed by all practical farmers, and yet 

it is curious that many who are conversant with the fact neglect to take proper 
advantage of this peculiarity in the habits of the animal. It is an important 
object with the dairyman who desires the highest success, to promote as far 
as may be (without resorting to artificial means,) the taking of an abundant 
quantity of water by his herd. Milk cannot be made without water, and 
when it is secreted largely, a large amount of water is absolutely required. 

WATER IN MILK. 

Milk of an average good quality contains in one hundred parts from 

eighty-five to eighty-seven parts of water. Is it not surprising that any one 
would suppose that a material like this could be of excellent quality when the 
dilution is made up from pools of stagnant or putrid water, which would be 

shunned by every intelligent mind as the very hot-beds of disease? And yet. 
we often compel our animals to drink this character of water and expect them 
to manufacture from it a pure, healthy milk. The subject demands attention 

everywhere. Where there are an abundance of streams and springs of living 
water they only require to be properly utilized, but where they fail the diff- 
culty can be obviated in the application of wind-power for raising water from 
wells. : 

WIND-POWER FOR PUMPING WATER. 

The modern windmill is a very different affair from the old cumbersome 

and expensive power, which needed constant attention to make it serviceable. 
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The modern windmill regulates its own sails according to the force of the 

wind. It isstarted or stopped with the greatest ease ; it is easily erected and 

is not expensive, and therefore comes within the reach of any ordinary farmer. 

Where pure water then may be had from wells, there can be no excuse for sub- 

jecting the herd to the bad influences I have enumerated, and I am convinced 

that one of the troubles complained of in the flavor of cheese is caused by 

bad water, and the sooner dairy farmers look this thing fairly in the face and 

set about correcting the evil, the sooner will they be on the right road to 

success. It should be understood that bad water must always be an insepar- 

able objection to the production of the nicer grades of butter and cheese. 

Where good clean running water cannot be had, I should advise the digging 

of wells and the use of wind-power for pumping water, at convenient points 

over the pasture lands. Then large tanks or troughs should be provided 

and arranged so that the surplus water may flow back into the well, as this 

course keeps the water in motion and obviates, in a measure, the necessity of 

extreme care and attention. 

SHADES IN PASTURES. 

There are those who advocate that shades in pastures are detrimental to 

milch cows; or rather, that shade trees, by affording a comfortable place for 

cows to rest during hot weather, cause a decrease in their milk, and therefore 

they are objectionable, by holding out inducements to and fostering habits of 
laziness on the part of the cows. They reason that cows, to yield a large 

quantity of milk, will require a proportionate amount of food; that the longer 
you can keep the cow feeding, the more grass she will store away to be manu- 
factured into milk. In hot weather, they say, cows are not disposed to be 

industrious, but lounge lazily under shade trees in the middle of the day, wast- 
ing valuable time and, what is of more consequence, neglecting to keep the © 

milk-producing machinery in vigorous operation. If the pastures are deprived 
of shade, they say the cows will find it uncomfortable resting in the hot sun, 

will prefer to keep more upon their feet, and are therefore induced to spend 

most of their time in feeding. Some dairymen therefore cut down and destroy 
every vestige of shade in pastures, and are earnestly recommending this sys- 

tem to the dairy public. I hear of some so eager in carrying out this princi- 

ple that pains are taken to go out among the herd from time to time during 
the day, starting the animals up from their resting places, and thus urging 
them to the consumption of more food. 

I do not approve of this system, nor do I believe that it has any advan- 
tages on the score of economy. It certainly cannot commend itself for its 
humanity, since the system is a species of cruelty and a disregard for the 

comfort of creatures which, though dumb and devoid of reason, have the 

more claim to our kind care and protection. \ 

THE FORCING SYSTEM. 

It is undoubtedly true that the quantity of milk can be increased under a 
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forcing system of feeding if certain circumstances and conditions are ob- 
served. And, first among these conditions is quietness and freedom from 

anything like labor or extra exertion on the part of the cow. A certain 
amount of exercise may be needed for health, but all exercise produces a 

waste of the animal structure which must be repaired by food. The first 

office of food is to support respiration and repair the natural waste of the 

body, and if the waste is excessive, by reason of excessive labor, the food 

will go first to supply this waste and after that for the production of milk. 
Hence, those who study to get large results from milch cows are careful to 

KEEP THE ANIMALS AS QUIET AS POSSIBLE, 

avoiding excessive travel or labor, taking care that there be no disturbing 
causes for excitement, such as fear, anxiety, or solicitude, for these waste food, 

and check the secretion of milk to a much larger extent than most people 
imagine. The principle is true, whether acknowledged or not, that the more 
comfortable we make our milk stock the better will be the results. If during 
the heat of the day cattle seek shade and lie down to rest, their quietness, com- 
fort and enjoyment will add more to the milk-pail than food taken in discom- 

fort and excessive exercise. We are presuming, of course, that the animals 

are placed in pastures that afford an abundance of food, and pastures should 
never be overstocked. In good pastures 

IT IS NOT NECESSARY THAT COWS SHOULD BE CONSTANTLY FEEDING, 

for we can see from the peculiar structure of their stomachs, that nature in- 
tended a considerable portion of time to be spent at rest, that the process of 
rumination and digestion be perfected. The first stomach seems to be simply 
a receptacle for storing up a quantity of food to be used and enjoyed at leisure. 

The food as it goes into the first stomach is very imperfectly masticated. 

After having filled this receptacle the animal rests from her labors and is now 
prepared to enjoy her food, which is thrown back in small quantities into the 
mouth, where it is chewed, and then goes into the third and fourth stomachs 

to be properly assimilated and digested. Hence rest is required; and to de- 
prive the animal of a comfortable resting-place or to drive her out in the hot 
sun while in the act of rumination or masticating her food is not only cruel - 
but a piece of intolerable stupidity. 

THE ONLY REAL ARGUMENT AGAINST SHADE TREES 

in pastures is, that the animals collect there and deposit manure where it is not 

needed. The proper way to avoid this is to erect temporary shades, and they 
can be removed from time to time to different parts of the field and thus be 

made of double service—affording comfort to cattle and manuring the land. 

I have seen this plan adopted with the best results; the temporary shades 
being placed on barren knolls and the poorest parts of the pastures, and these 

places were thus brought into a high state of fertility. I believe in shade 
4 
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trees and shades in pastures, and am convinced from observation and expe- 

rience that the herds do better with them than withoutthem. Itisaninhuman 
practice to compel cattle to bear the intense rays of the sun during our hot 
summers. “They need protection at such seasons, and if man finds shade at 
times “not only grateful but necessary, I cannot see why the same rule may 

not apply in some degree to our domestic animals. It is true they may not 
die from. exposure to the sun’s rays, but if the hot, panting beasts could speak 
we should learn that their health was not promoted by this exposure. 



MANAGEMENT OF GRASS LANDS. 

THE GRASS CROP IS, 

without doubt, one of the most, if not the most important of any known to 

agriculture. It is the basis for all successful farming. It is the natural food 
of our most useful animals, and without grass we should soon have no stock, 
no manures, and scarcely any cultivated crop. The money value of the grass 

crop in the United States is immense. Lewis F. ALLen, in his work on 

American cattle, estimates the number of neat cattle in the States and Terri- 

tories in 1867 at 28,145,240 head, and he puts their value at a thousand mil- 

lions of dollars. 
That is only one item which may be credited to grass; for if we add the 

annual product of the ten millions of milch cows, together with the horses 
and the sheep and wool of the country, we shall begin to appreciate how 
much the nation owes to grass for its prosperity and wealth. Indeed, the 
enormous value of this crop is comparatively overlooked by political econo- 

mists in their calculations. 
Before going into an examination of its pecuniary value let us look for a 

moment at its value in the higher and more extensive relations it bears to the 

comforts not only, but existence of the human race. 
“ All flesh is grass,” say the Scriptures, but in a different and more ex- 

tensive sense than is there conveyed is, truly, all flesh grass. Strike out of 
existence the two great families of the bovine and wool-bearing animals, and 
where would the human race be left? ‘To say nothing of the innumerable 
comforts that spring from these two races of animals, such as wool, leather, 

&c., for which various substitutes could be doubtless discovered, the very 
existence of a large part of mankind is directly dependent upon them. 

Despising all vegetarian theories, we only call upon the common sense of 
mankind to prove that without meat, which is itself fed, nourished, and sus- 

tained upon grass and grass alone, one-half the human race would perish at 
once. Such is the value of grass esthetically considered. But look at the 

PECUNIARY VALUE OF GRASS, 

and for this purpose we may refer to official statistics. In the report of the 
Agricultural Department for 1864 the value of the hay crop that year in the 

United States is put at $365,707,074. Commissioner WELLS gives the hay 
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crop of 1860 at 25,000,000 tons. He estimates its value at $10 per ton, which 

amounts to $250,000,000. . 

But the value of pasturage must be equally as great, or greater. For 

probably, taking the country together, the hay represents the maintenance 

of the live stock for one-third only of the year, while pasturage embraces 

two-thirds. Then there is the labor of gathering the hay, which goes into its 

value to offset a part of that. We cannot estimate the value of the grass 
crop for 1869, therefore, at less than $700,000,000. Remember we speak here 

of grass in its popular sense, as embracing the clovers, which, strictly speak- 
ing, belong to the leguminous family of plants. 

Now the cotton crop of 1869 was valued at $303,000,000, corn at $450,000,- 

000, wheat, $375,000,000, oats, $137,000,000, potatoes, $90,000,000. Who will 

say in view of these facts that cotton, or corn, or wheat is king? Among all 

the productions of the earth grass, unpretentious though it be, is truly king. 

It is the only truly indispensable product of the earth that nature herself takes 
care shall not fail. But for dairy farmers — who owe so much to this crop, 

and which if it failed but for a single season wide-spread ruin would stalk 
abroad — its importance need not further be discussed. 

The great question with dairy farmers to-day and at all times must be in 
what way can grass be made to thrive and produce abundantly? The ques- 
tion is a broad one and I shall first touch upon the matter of pastures. 

PASTURES, OVERSTOCKING, ETC. 

In the first place many pastures are habitually overstockec. By this prac- 

tice the roots of grasses and the whole plants are kept so small that their growth 
is feeble, and not one-half the feed is afforded that the land would produce if 
stocked lightly a year or two and the grass allowed to get a good thrifty 
start. But this is not the only disadvantage from overstocking. The feebly 
growth of the grasses allows other plants to creep in, and the ground soon be- 
comes overrun with weeds, which on account of their not being cropped by 
stock, grow in great luxuriance, maturing their seed and thus impoverishing 
the soil. 

THE CURSE OF AMERICAN DAIRYING 

to-day is weeds. When once they get full possession they become so formid- 

able that the farmer is often disheartened and gives up their eradication. Many 
farmers, too, have an erroneous notion in regard to the destruction of weeds 

on grasslands. The impression often prevails that the only way of getting rid 
of weeds is to break up and thoroughly cultivate the ground in hoed crops. This 
is not always convenient or even desirable, for in many cases it cannot be done 

without breaking up the herd or dairy, while some uneven surfaces cannot be 
plowed. There is another way of killing weeds such as the daisy and that 
class of plants, by the liberal use of manures and grass seeds. I have erad- 

icated white daisy in several instances by simply applying farm yard dung and 

gypsum, and strewing the ground with a heavy seeding of clover. Establish 
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your clover upon the soil and feed it until it is luxuriant and it destroys the 

daisy and other weeds, by a system of plant-garroting, strangling and chok- 
ing the life out of them. Then some weeds may be killed by frequent cutting. 

and not allowing them to seed. It is always advisable to pull up or extermi- 

nate bad weeds on their first appearance in pastures, and not allow them to 
spread. 

The subject of pastures is of great importance to the dairy interest. To 
know how to produce milk cheaply and of the best quality, is the underlying 

stone of the dairyman’s success. The points to be determined, it seems to 
me, are these: 

WHAT KIND OF PASTURES ARE BEST FOR THE DAIRY ? 

Are they those which have been long in grass, or are they those which have 
been recently plowed and re-seeded ? Can pastures be kept productive when 
remaining long in grass; or in beginning to fail, is it necessary to renew by 
plowing and re-seeding ; and, finally, what are the cheapest as well as the best 
modes of obtaining quality and productiveness of pasturage ? 

In considering these questions it should be borne in mind that the subject 
has reference to pastures for the production of milk, or those adapted to the 
dairy. Soils vary in character, and when under the modifying influence of 

climate and location, exhibit a peculiar fitness for certain plants; thus we have 
those best adapted to the production of grain, grass, fruit, or for those 
abounding in textile fiber. 

I have said you cannot profitably carry the dairy upon the extensive plains 

of the West and South-west. They lack water. Pastures become brown and 
dried up long before midsummer; nor will they hold grasses of any ap- 

proved kind for any long time. We are not, therefore, to consider the treat- 

ment of all pasture lands alike, but of those that are particularly well adapted 

to grass, and which cover a considerable portion of the lands known as the 
dairy region. 

Now, what are we to do with pasture lands that begin to fail from over- 

cropping, or from other causes? Shall we plow them up, re-seed, or shall we 

adopt some other mode of renovation? I know of pastures that have been 

in grass for sixty years and upwards, and to-day show no signs of failure, 
Wherever I have been through the dairy region I find these pastures, and it 

is the universal testimony of those who have them that they are yielding better 

returns in milk than any recently re-seeded grounds. 

I have seen old pastures plowed, re-seeded, and put in meadow, where the 
annual crop for a few years was large, but when put back again in pastures 

gave poor returns, and took years to obtain a nice, thick sod. This may not 

always be the case, but it is frequent and, I am inclined to think, general. 

It may be said that the fault lay in re-seeding ; that a greater variety of 
seeds should have been sown, timothy, the clovers, orchard-grass, blue grass, 

red top, &c. Our farmers generally, I believe, seed mostly with timothy, 
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clover and red top, using the ground at first for meadows, and afterwards for 

pastur es. What we want (and it is usually that which obtains in old pastures) 

is a variety of grasses springing up in succession, and those that will bear 

cropping, so that they will afford a good fresh bite from May till November. 

OLD PASTURES 

are generally filled with a variety of plants that are adapted to the soil, and 

in plowing and taking off grain crops and then re-seeding, the conditions or 

elements of fertility are somewhat changed, so that anticipated results are not 

always obtained. 
In 1855 I plowed up an old meadow, about two acres of which was yield- 

ing large crops of timothy and clover, but so situated in the field that the hay 
crop could not be got off in time. I took from these two acres the first year 
one hundred and ics bushels of corn and the second year one hundred 
bushels of barley, when the land was seeded down to timothy and clover. 

For two or three years it did not produce satisfactorily, though receiving the 
isual dressing of plaster. I also top-dressed it with stable manure—perhaps © 
twenty loads to the acre—but without getting the large crops of grass that I 

did before re-seeding. Some mineral elements, therefore, I supposed to be 

wanting—perhaps potash, and so I top-dressed with ashes and had no further 
trouble. I have seen quite a number of old pastures that were yielding 
tolerably well, plowed with somewhat similar results. The land would bear 
abundant crops of grain, ‘but grass failed to be enduring, or ‘vas less nutri- 

tious, and hence frequent plowings and re-seedings were resorted to. 

OLD PASTURES FOR FATTENING STOCK. 

I have visited many stock farms where men make a business of buying 

cattle and fattening them for the market, and they say to me that they have 
never been able*to fatten stock with that facility from grass raised on newly 

seeded grounds as on that of those put down many years ago, or from pas- 

tures that have never been broken up at all. Others make similar statements. 
I shall not dispute the point that we may doctor up our lands to produce any 

desired crop, but to do so is expensive, and will often require more science 
and skill than are common in the country. 

When nature furnishes the conditions for producing grasses that give the 

best results in milk, and when these grasses become firmly established in the 
soil, are wenot pursuing asuicidal policy in destroying them, by over-cropping, 

or by allowing weeds to smother and crowd them from the soil, under the impres- 
sion that our pastures can be renewed at any time by plowing and re-seeding ? 

Would it not be better and cheaper to exterminate weeds and give our 
pastures some rest during the hot, dry weather of July and August, by feed- 
ing sowed corn instead of cropping down to the roots and allowing the sun to 
roast them out and destroy the plants? It is the weeds, and over-cropping, 
and unprotected covering of pasture lands in hot weather that are the fruitful 
sources of failure of grass in pastures. 

! 
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Generally on rich soils, like those of Herkimer, N. Y., the old dairy pastures 
need but little, if any, organic matter; the decay of roots and the droppings of 
stock supply this matter in abundance, and hence the application of cheap min- 
eral manures is that which is most needed. These, of course, can be readily 

supplied , but if we are to plow up and take off grain crops, barn-yard manures 
must be used, which are more expensive. 

It is very unprofitable for the dairyman to break up lands that are yielding, 

or can be made to yield readily, good crops of grass. Our most successful 

dairymen in the Eastern and Middle States believe that grain can be pur- 
chased from abroad cheaper than they can raise it. Grain raising, therefore, 
with many is considered a matter of necessity rather than choice, but grass 
fails and the lands are plowed and re-seeded. This may be well enough for 
meadows, but is not so conveniently managed in pastures. 

If a part of the pasture land begins to fail and it is designed to plow and 
re-seed, the land must be fenced, which is expensive and often inconvenient. 
But after getting it down to grass cattle cannot be turned in until the plants 

become somewhat established, as they tread up the ground, pull up the grass 

by the roots, and by midsummer there is a barren field. Again, to plow pas- 
ture lands the herd must be reduced to meet the necessities of the case. This 
is also an objectionable feature, and one that is always distasteful to the 
dairyman. 

TOP-DRESSING GRASS LANDS. 

When grass utterly fails, plowing and re-seeding doubtless should be re- 
sorted to; but generally pasture lands may be kept permanently in grass by 

giving them a little extra care and attention. If they begin to fail from over- 
cropping or neglect, a judicious course of top-dressing and sowing seed will 
be found preferable to the plow. Usually on the black, slate lands of Herki- 

mer, plaster at the rate of one hundred to two hundred pounds to the acre 
every alternate year will keep pasture lands in good condition. I have found 

great benefit from the use of ashes in connection with plaster, at the rate of 
two or three barrels per acre; well decomposed horse manure hauled out in 
the fall, broken up fine and applied when the cows are in the afterfeed, has 
produced good results. I have no doubt but that all pasture lands in the 
dairy region would be greatly benefited by the use of bones, as this material © 

is largely taken from the soil. 
The quantity of phosphates that have been removed from soils long em- 

ployed in dairying must be very large. When in Europe in 1866 I had an in- 
terview with Professor VortcKer, who has made so many analyses of milk. 
In his laboratory the different constituents in a gallon of milk are separated 
in bottles. One bottle contains the oil, another the casein, another the phos- 

phates, another the milk-sugar, &c., &c. 

| THE QUANTITY OF PHOSPHATES IN A GALLON OF MILK 

is by no means infinitesimal, but if placed in the hand would surprise most 
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dairy farmers on account of its bulk. If we consider for a moment the large 
number of such handsful that are taken from dairy pastures in milk every 

year and never returned, and in addition the bone material required in the 

young calf it must be evident that some soils at least are deteriorating in this 

element. 

The Doctor remarked, while showing the bottle containing the phosphates, 

that they were really the manure, upon which the finer and more nutritious 

grasses feed, and that the best results nearly always follow from their appli- 

cation upon old dairy farms. There is an immense waste of bones in America. 

In England they are husbanded and imported from America and other coun- 

tries, and largely used. 

The views of Dr. VoELCKER correspond with my own observation and 
experience in regard to old pastures, if properly kept up in fertility, beng 
superior for milk to newly cultivated grounds. 

THE QUALITY OF MILK, 

he says, is greatly influenced by the finer grasses native to the soil, and these 
are only found upon the old swards. When we commence cultivating by 
breaking up, we get a coarser herbage that produces an inferior quality of 
milk. 

TOP-DRESSING WITH ARTIFICIAL MANURE. 

The remarks of Dr. VorEtcKER in a recent lecture before the Derby- 
shire Agricultural Society may be of interest in this connection. He 
said that some years ago he made a series of experiments with a variety 
of artificial manures as applied to grass lands; and the result of those 
experiments, carried out on a tolerably large scale in several counties in © 
England, was to lead him to the conclusion that the most economical and 

most efficient manure that could be applied to grass lands was good farm 
yard manure. No manure produced so good a result, if they could get 
plenty of it, as good stable dung on grass land; but as they could not 

always get enough they must get the next best, or the land, instead of 

becoming richer would become poorer and poorer. In determining which was 
the best substitute, they had to consider what was the character of the land. 

If, as was the case with most of the Derby pastures, the land required lime; 

they should lime it well, and having done so, leave it for a couple of years 
without putting any manure at all upon it. His experience showed that in 
most counties of England it was desirable to apply bones to grass land, but 

bones never did well on newly limed lands, and in many cases where they had 

been so applied, he had not been able to see where the bones went to. It was 
very important to settle the point whether the land needed lime. If the 
herbage looked unhealthy or “ deathlike,” as people said, they might take a 

little of the soil and pour upon it weak spirits of salt, and if there was an 

effervescence that would be an indication that there was enough lime. If they 
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tested the land in that locality they would find that by far the larger part of 
the pasture land required lime. The effects of liming might be regarded as 

permanent, and after its application they should adopt other means. Suppos- 
ing the lime to be thoroughly incorporated with the land, the next thing to 

be decided was whether bones would answer as a manure. There were no 
general rules which would hold good under all circumstances. On some 
descriptions of land bones had little effect; on others the effect was perfectly 

marvelous. Speaking generally, on heavy soils fresh bone dust, at any rate, 

did not show so well as on light and more porous soils; and as some bone 

manure was rather expensive at the present time it was well to make an ex- 
periment on a small scale before applying it extensively. The result of his 

inquiries went to show that all good artificial manures for grass lands should 
contain a certain proportion of phosphatic materials, if possible, in the shape 
of bone dust; and light land should also be supplied with salts of potash. 

Pasture lands to yield a good crop must be also supplied with a considerable 
proportion of nitrogenous matter in the shape of ammoniacal salts, and he 
would recommend for light pasture lands mixtures of manures which should 
include potash—a good deal of which was now got from Germany, where it 

had been discovered ina state called Kaihit. They ought to pay for that 
something like £3 to £3 10s. per ton retail. It was imported into England 

for something like £2 10s. It was retailed at £4, which was rather too much 
profit, and the farmers should insist upon getting it for less, and the dealers 
could well afford to reduce the price. He would recommend for light marly 

grass land one hundred weight of superphosphate, which would cost six shil- 

lings; two hundred weight of bone dust, which at seven shillings and sixpence, 

would be fifteen shillings; two hundred weight of potash salt, at four 

shillings, which would be eight shillings; and one and a-half hundredweight 

of Peruvian guano, which would be £1 or twenty-one shillings, making a 
total of £2 1Qs. per acre. He would not advise them to lay out less than 
that if they wished to apply artificial manure to grass land at all, as he 

thought it would be like wasting away powder by dribbling it into the breech- 
lock of a gun, where it would produce no effect. Two hundred weight of bone 
dust and the same quantity of Peruvian guano, and three-fourths hundred 
weight of nitrate of soda made a very good dressing for light grass lands. 
On heavy soils they might leave out the potash salts, more especially if they © 

contained a fair proportion of the better description of the more unctuous 
kinds of red clay. 

FIELD EXPERIMENTS ON CLOVER SEEDS AND PERMANENT PASTURE. 
In the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, issued in 

1869, Dr. VortckEeR gives a report of experiments on clover seeds and 
permanent pasture. Subjoined are the experiments: 

’ Field Hxperiments on Clover Seeds, made in 1867 at Escrick Park Home 
Farm, by Messrs. Coleman and Hull. 

The field upon which the following experiments were tried grew barley in 
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the preceding year. The usual mixture of clovers and Italian rye-grass was 

sown with the barley. The seeds came up well, and the plant was tolerably 

good and uniform on the piece selected for the experiments. Apparently the 
selected piece of land was uniform in depth and in its general character. It 

was divided into eleven equal and adjoining plots of one-twentieth of an acre 

each. The eleven plots were treated as follows, as regards manure : 

: Name of MANURE. Quanriny Oo RATE PER AORE. 

ts). et ye" lb! 
A aee MINER ALC) OL SOC Aer caicto ye elaiaicte civjejni aise ni e¥e aiesniei = 2246 lbs. Riera: apn | real 
Fe Sulpliate: Oly AMIMOM ete see ss ol cielens eves == 2214 lbs. 0 4 0 
3) | Mineral superphosphate... .:..5.2.... si... 2216 \bs. 0 4 0 
Adm WC OUMNOMISAl tsetse «ye phe Wale os a ferauelareteelare tok 2216 lbs, 0 4 0 
5 INOUIMAMUNE Ste nie olecie cieae «ee cre cislle/erets in) eletel(ete) o|(o\'s/0] ofote\ el e)ehel oteter itl ieee tele ane 
@ |) Minrene® OF fro oo cbasacadnusocopabo0Do Sor 2214 lbs. 0 4 0 
Fee SUD ALC E Gt MIOLAG cece tiate tersletetoloisfal sole lehorelekels 2216 Ibs. 0 4 0 
Bre la sulplate OLmlimie tye. cic circretesisvalete.osctala/si0.e Lal: pean Uhr) 
9 | Mineral superphosphate and nitrate of soda... 2214 lbs. Ov ee oe 

10 | Mineral superphosphate and muriate of potash, 2246 lbs. 0 4 0 
TAL Wao ochithiaeenign mabe se camino wat hob Aanenicor |lbeoocron occdcollaccossctooe20s0e: 

The artificial manures were sown by hand on the 11th of April; the clover 
was cut on the 12th of June for the first time, and a second cutting was 
obtained August 24th, 1867. The produce of each plot was carefully weighed 
on the same day, and as soon as cut, when the results incorporated in the 
following table were obtained : 

Table showing the Pfoduce of Artificial Grasses (mixed Clover and Rye-grass) on Experi- 
mental plots of one-twentieth of an acre each, made at Escrick Park Home Farm, 
York, in 1867: 

WEIGHT OF CLOVER. 

Manure USED. 

5 TRS T- - 
z rt See ee Toran, 

ct. qr. Ib. | ct. qr. Ib. | ct. qr. Ib. 
1 | Nitrate of soda...... eR anrnicl ae S cdtccdad Se TT 2 Olea LOR Ie 
2) |sSulpliate Of ammonia: oo. kee = erate et bac! elal= 10..2:0 }2) Lai eae 
8 | Mineral superphosphate...............+..e00- 5 214/ 22 9) 8 0 28 
4b || Chimmian Gilisgeaguusouaccodnoénonomune0coger BS TE 2 ST a One ant 
Bis INCOM ANT sr tevaste cist aye cre cries cictorotenetetaievererstonercttets 0. A126) 2h ade za CO 
GN WUTOOMIENTD CH AONE Gosococa wanes odconsanooo0dd Gy 2 ied) A eo er seas 
| ‘Sulphate of potash... 0... ccc ccc sa see sce alse s Ml a lf 781!) 
SruirsalplaterOl Mime. e sy./e/ sci cic aoe) sesepotatsierpee alles 4123} 2 2 38] 6 8 26 
9 | Mineral superphosphate and nitrate of soda....| 10 316] 2 0 0| 12 3 16 

10 | Mineral superphosphate and muriate of potash... 9 0 0}; 4 38 2) 18 3 2 
iii |) Nay Wena saan eedunmooedohoc ood n.co0 1.0000 50 6 SO) | 223542) eSaeats 

Mr. Hutz kindly furnished me with the following notes, which he took on 
the field during the progress of the experiments. 
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The manures were sown on the 11th of April, and no perceptible change 

was produced by any one of them until the 23d of April, when the clover 

seeds on plot 1 and plot 9 could readily be distinguished from those on all the 
other plots by their darker green color and more vigorous growth. 

Hirst Cutting. 

Plot 1 was dressed with nitrate of soda alone, and plot 9 with a mixture 
of nitrate of soda and superphosphate. Both plots had a darker green color 
than the rest throughout the experiment. . 

The nitrate of soda on plot 1 encouraged the growth of the rye-grass to 
such an extent that it quite smothered the growth of the clover plant. 

Plot 2. Sulphate of Ammonia.—The rye-grass grew vigorously, but was 

not so long and coarse as the rye-grass on the plot dressed with nitrate of soda, 
while it was superior in quality in comparison with the latter. The clover on 
the plot grew fairly, but was weak. 

Plot 3. Mineral Superphosphate.—Rye-grass good, but clover thin; very 
weak, and much blighted. 

Plot 4. Common Salt.—Rye-grass and clover fair, but short. 

Plot 5. No Manure.—Appearance of plant much like that on preceding 

lot. 
: Plot 6. Muriate of Potash.—The clover on this plot was very good, both 
as regards color and vigor of growth, and the rye-grass also was strong and 
of good quality; 

Plot 7. Sulphate of Potash—Clover good, but rye-grass weak. 

Plot 8. Sulphate of Lime.—Rye-grass very thin and unhealthy in appear- 

ance; the worst piece of the eleven experimental plots. 

Plot 9. Nitrate of Soda and Superphosphate—Clover plant quite 

smothered by rye-grass, which grew very long and coarse, and of quality little 
better than good oat straw. 

Plot 10. Swperphosphate and Muriate of Potash.—Decidedly the best 
plot ; clover remarkably strong, with a good broad leaf of a dark green color. 

Rye-grass also very vigorous and of excellent quality. 
Plot 11. Wo Manure.—About the same as plots 3, 4 and 5. 

Second Cutting. 

Plot 1. There was scarcely any clover in the second cutting, and rye-grass 
also was very thin and weak. 

Plot 2. Clover very weak; rye-grass much better than on the preceding 
plot, though short. 

Plot 3. Much the same as plot 2; rye-grass not quite so strong. 
Plot 4. Rye-grass and clover short and weak. 
Plot 5. Clover fair; rye-grass short. 

Plot 6. Rye-grass good ; clover leaves broad and of a good color. 
Plot 7. Clover good, but rye-grass weak and thin. 
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Plot 8. The produce on plot 8 small and weak. 
Plot 9. Merely a few plants of clover were left on plot 9 after the first 

cutting, and the rye-grass was very thin and weak ; the soil appearing to have 
been quite exhausted by the first cutting. 

Plot 10. Clover very good, with a good broad and dark-colored leaf; the 
rye-grass also strong and healthy. By far the best plot. 

Plot 11. Much the same as 4 and 5. 
We owe to Messrs. Lawezs and Girprrt a series of most valuable and 

instructive field experiments on the influence of different fertilizing matters on 
the quantity and quality of the produce of permanent pastures. The changes 
which several of the fertilizers employed by Messrs. Lawxs and GILBERT 
produced in the character of the herbage of several of their experimental plots 
are so instructive that for some years past I have made it a point to pay a visit 
tv Rothamsted Park at the time when the grass crop is in the hight of perfec- 

tion. Having frequently seen with my own eyes in what a remarkable 
degree the growth of true grasses, especially the coarser kinds, is encouraged 
by nitrogenous fertilizers, and having also noticed the changes which a mix- 

ture of salts of potash and superphosphate produces on permanent pasture in 

the relative proportions of leguminous plants and true grasses, I was quite 
prepared for similar changes in the produce of the Escrick experiments. But 
the difference in the quality of the produce of some of the experimental plots 
at Escrick Park was more striking than that which I had previously witness- 
ed at Rothamsted Park, or anywhere else. 

The Italian rye-grass on plot 9 I found at harvest time, as Mr. Hutu truly 
observes, so exceedingly coarsesthat it appeared scarcely better than good oat 
straw, and very few clover plants could be seen. Again, the effect which 

muriate of potash, and in a still higher degree a mixture of muriate of potash 
and superphosphate produced on the clover plant was truly magical. 

I never before witnessed anything so striking and instructive as these ex- 
periments on artificial grasses. There must, of course, be a good reason why 
in this instance the quality as well as the quantity of the grass crop were so 

much more powerfully affected by the different manures than I found to be 
the case in other experimental trials) We know that the character of the 
soil materially affects the quality and the weight of the crops we raise upon 

different classes of soil. It is, therefore, natural to connect the remarkable 

results obtained in the Escrick Park experiments with the peculiar character of 
the soil on the experimental field. I have, therefore, taken care to obtain a 

fair average sample from the field on which the grass experiments were tried, 

and after drying the sample at 212 Fahr., I submitted it to a careful analysis, 
according to which the composition of the soil is represented in the table 
on the following page. 

® 
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Composition of the Soil of the Field at Escrick Park Home Farm, on which the Experi- 
ments upon Clover seeds were tried : 

Ueeme matter and loss on heating. .c02 fs .20. f 06. ee ee EAN) 4.28 
PARC MOEN ONIN: cia) SG SUSE LES AM var Beng ONG nea bs ole May eit yp cake 3 61 
ALTE CDI «64 ceo DOP PER ere SCLC CDE Ces SSE NERY ag Dg AR 2.16 
CE MOMICLOM IME... cco. <<a arc ccmiee te cere teeta tree re Cee ee Fe a 39 
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Carbonate of magnesia..... 23 
LEO Slo dn 20.8 SERRE ER Isc ciite Lele ete Aa: ee a ih Aba ial dipcinl 5 aba. 4 14 
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Insoluble silicious matter (sand)...... 91.81 
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Even a superficial inspection will show at once that this is an extremely 
poor and very light, sandy soil. Mr. CoLteman, moreover, informs me that 

the field from which this soil had been taken, had been badly farmed, and 
that it was in consequence in a poor agricultural condition. 

It will be noticed that this soil is remarkably poor in available potash, and 

I may add, in almost all the more valuable fertilizing constituents found in 
good soils. The total amount of oxide of iron and alumina was not quite 
three per cent., and of lime there was not a-half per cent. On the other hand 
it abounds in silica, for on examination I found the ninety-two per cent. of 
silicious matter which enters into the composition of this soil to consist almost 
entirely of pure fine grained quartz sand. 

I need hardly say that a soil containing ninety-two per cent. of sand and 

very little clay, and a still smaller proportion of the more valuable soil-con- 

‘stituents has to be regarded as extremely poor. Such soils are readily 

exhausted by cropping, and though they will yield fair crops when literally 
supplied with manure, they are naturally very unproductive. 

The extreme poverty of this soil in available potash at once intelligibly 
explains the benefits which both the clover seeds and the Italian rye-grass de- 
rived from the application of muriate of potash; and presents us with a good 
illustration of the utility of chemical analyses and the aid of the chemist, of 

which the practical farmer may occasionally avail himself with advantage. 

The analysis clearly points out a deficiency of potash and also of phosphoric 
acid ; and hence the employment of potash manures on land of that descrip-_ 

tion may be recommended with confidence. The composition of land like 
that of the soil of the experimental field, moreover, shows that lime or clay- 
marl may be applied to it with advantage, and that it is impossible to grow 
any good roots, or barley, or wheat, or clover on land of that character with- 
out giving it a liberal dressing of phosphoric manures. Moreover, the loose 

and porous nature of the soil, and the want of a fair proportion of clay in it, 
clearly indicates the necessity of manuring it but very moderately with am- 
moniacal or nitrogenous manures; for as the proportion of available mineral 
constituents which enters into the composition of the ashes of our usual farm 

crops is but small, and the solubility of these matters in water is greatly 
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facilitated by ammoniacal salts, such poor soils are all the more rapidly 
exhausted when the crops grown upon them are too liberally manured with 

fertilizers rich in nitrogenous matters, or in salts of ammonia. 

For the sake of better comparison 1 have calculated the yield of each 

experimental plot for an acre, and placed the results in the subjoined table: 

Table showing the Green produce per Acre of 11 Plots of Artificial Grass (Clover seed and 
Rye-grass) grown at Escrick Park Home Farm, 1867: 

| 

PRODUCE PER ACRE. 

g ManuRES USED. 
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An attentive perusal of the preceding figures will bring to light several 
particulars on which a few observations may not be out of place. 

1. In the first place it will be noticed that two plots were left unmanured. 
In all experimental trials, at least two, or, if possible, three plots, should be 

left unmanured. Although the crop in a field may appear quite even and the 

soil uniform as regards depth, texture and general character, the weight of 

the produce of such a field invariably differs to some extent in different parts. 
Natural variation in the productive powers of different portions of the same 
experimental field must be expected to occur in all cases ; but these variations 
must not surpass a certain limit, or else no fair and legitimate deduction with 
respect to the efficacy of the manuring matters employed can be made from 

the results of the experiments. Many of the anomalies which so much per- 

plex the experimenting farmer, I am inclined to think, are often solely due to 
inequalities in the soil, or to differences in the agricultural condition of the 

several experimental plots. For this reason it is absolutely necessary in field 
trials to determine whether the natural variations in the productive powers of 
different parts of the experimental field are not so great as to spoil the exper- 

iments altogether. In the case before us it will be seen that one of the un- 

manured plots yielded, when calculated per acre, eight tons five hundred 

weight and forty pounds, and the second plot eight tons eighteen hundred 

weight and forty-four pounds; the variation in the production of the two 
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plots thus amounted to thirteen hundred weight and four pounds, showing 
no greater difference than can be expected under favorable circumstances. 

2. Neither common salt nor sulphate of potash appears to have had any 
effect upon the produce, for it will be seen that the weight of the clover seeds 
on plots 4 and 7, dressed respectively with salt and sulphate of potash, was 
somewhat less than that of the unmanured plots. I attach no value to the 

apparent diminution of the produce on plots 4 and 7, for the increase is not 
sufficiently large to entitle us to infer from the result that the saline matters 
used on these two plots had an injurious effect upon the crop. 

3. On plot 8 sulphate of lime was used at the rate of one ton peracre. This 
is a very large dose. Although sulphate of lime and gypsum is but spar- 
ingly soluble in water, and for that reason may be used with perfect safety 
in much larger quantities than in this experiment, provided it is well mixed 
with the soil, a large dose of finely-powdered gypsum, when applied as a top- 
dressing to young clover seeds, appears to injure the plants and to retard 
their growth. 

4. It is worthy of notice that while common salt had no effect upon the 
produce, muriate of potash materially increased it. We have here another 
direct proof that soda is incapable of taking the place of potash in the nutri- 
tion of plants. 

5. On plot 3 mineral superphosphate alone had no effect whatever on the 
crop. This is an interesting result, for it seems to indicate that the great de- 
ficiency of potash, which is characteristic of the soil of the experimental field, 

entirely prevented the display of the useful functions which we know per- 

fectly well that superphosphate of lime does discharge on land of a better char- 
acter. On poor, light, sandy soils we may learn from this that a purely 

mineral superphosphate cannot be used with advantage for clover seeds. I 
may observe in passing that on such soils mineral superphosphate has even 
little effect upon root crops, for which phosphatic manures are so largely used 
with the best effect. 

6. It is remarkable that while plot 3, manured with mineral superphos- 

phate, gave no increase whatever; and plot 6, manured with muriate of 
potash, gave an increase of one ton four hundred weight and forty-two pounds 
over the average produce of the two unmanured plots, (average produce eight — 

tons eleven hundred weight and ninety-eight pounds,) the mixture of both 
manures on plot 10 gave the largest weight of clover seed and rye-grass per 

acre of any of the eleven experimental plots. 

In the first cutting plot 10 produced nine tons, and in second nearly five 
tons of green clover seeds, or both cuttings yielded in exact weight thirteen 
tons fifteen hundred weight and forty pounds, which is an increase of five tons 
three hundred weight and sixty-four pounds per acre over the average yield of 

the two unmanured plots. . 
Plot 10 gave not only the largest increase per acre, but the quality of both 
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the clover and rye-grass was much superior to that of the produce of any other 
of the various experimental plots. 

7. There is another circumstance connected with the result obtained on 
plot 10, which deserves the best attention of the practical agriculturist. It 
will be seen that, although the first cutting produced a heavy crop of clover 
seeds of by far the best quality of any of the experimental plots, the land 
was left in a better agricultural condition after the first cutting than where no 
manure at all was applied, and a much smaller weight of green clover seeds 

ws reaped at first; for on plot 10 the second cutting yielded nearly five tons 
of green produce, in addition to the first, whereas the two unmanured plots, 
5 and 7, yielded only two tons fifteen hundred weight of additional produce in 

the second cutting. The liberal supply of available potash and soluble phos- 
phates thus had the effect of greatly increasing the weight of the crop, im- 

proving its quality, and leaving the soil in a better agricultural condition for 

- the next crop. 

8. Again, it will be noticed that on plot 6, on which muriate of potash - 

alone was employed, the second cutting weighed more than the second cut- 
tings of the other plots, except that of plot 10, where superphosphate was 

added to the potash-salt. It therefore appears that the beneficial effects of 
potash on soils so poor in this element as the land on which these experiments 
were tried, has a more permanently beneficial effect than some of the fertili- 
zing matters which were used on other plots. 

9. On the other hand, nitrate of soda unmistakably had a tendency to ex- 
haust the land; for it will be noticed that on both the plots 1 and 9, on which 

nitrate of soda was used, the second cuttings weighed less than those of the 

unmanured plots. 
As already mentioned, the nitrate of soda on plots 1 and 9 encouraged the 

growth of very coarse and inferior rye-grass, which completely smothered the 

clover plant. 

When I saw the experimental field late in the autumn of 1867, after har- 
vest, the contrast in the appearance of the various experimental plots was most 
striking. While the land on plots 1 and 9 appeared quite burned up and 

exhausted, and scarcely any clover was visible, the potash plots could be 

readily distinguished by a dark green color and healthy look of the remaining 

herbage, in which clover predominated. 

We may thus learn from these experiments that nitrate of soda alone, or 

even in conjunction with superphosphate, should not be used as a top-dressing 

for artificial grasses on very poor sandy soils, like the soil of the experimental 

field, inasmuch as nitrates hasten the exhaustion of the potash naturally 

present in such soils in very small proportions. Indeed, nitrate of soda, and 

in a minor degree, ammoniacal salts, are the worst artificial manures that can 

be used under such circumstances. It may be further observed, that no just 

estimate can be formed of the real value of a special manure if no account be 
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taken of the condition in which the land is left after the crop has been 
removed from it. This is not the first time that I have noticed this tendency 
of nitrate of soda to produce rapid exhaustion of naturally poor soils, and I 

would therefore strongly recommend farmers to abstain from the employment 

of it as top-dressing for grass or corn crops which are intended to be grown 

on naturally poor, sandy soils. 

The following simple method for breaking down bones has been recom~ 

mended : 

DISSOLVING BONES. is. 

Bones may be dissolved or broken down by taking a box or hogshead, 
and covering the bottom about two inches deep with ashes and lime mixed 

—one part of lime to two of ashes. The lime should be newly slaked and 
mixed with the ashes, both dry; then put in a layer of bones, then two or 

three inches of lime and ashes again. Fill up in this way to about eight 
inches of the top, and then fill out with clean ashes on the compound and wet 

_it gradually until the whole mass is thoroughly saturated, but not so as to 
drain. Let it stand at least six months, and when wanted for use take it out, 

fork it over, pick out all the bones that are not soft, and save them for the 

next batch, and then pulverize and mix the ingredients well together. It | 
makes one of the strongest and best fertilizers in use, and when composted 
with fine manures is admirable for top-dressing grass lands. 

The more ready way of dissolving bones is by the use of sulphuric acid. 
To every hundred pounds of bones about fifty or sixty of acid is'taken. If 
bone dust is used, from twenty-five to forty-five pounds of acid. The acid 
must be mixed with two or three times its bulk of water, because if applied 
strong it would burn and blacken the bones without dissolving them. — 

The bones are placed in a tub, and a portion of the previously diluted acid 
poured upon them. After standing a day another portion may be poured on 

and finally the remaining portion on the third day, if they are not already 
dissolved. ‘The mass should be often stirred. 

Dr. J. F. Hopexs of Belfast, at a meeting of the Chemico Agricultural 
Society of Ulster, recommended the farmers to adopt the following plan: 
Place in a wooden trough or tub, the bones, broken into as small pieces as 

possible, and pour upon them one-third of their weight of boiling water, and, 

having steamed the mass so as to render the bones completely moist, add one- 

third of the weight of the bones of sulphuric acid and common vitriol of the. 
bleacher, and mix the materials completely, by stirring them, by means of a 
wooden shovel or old spade. The mixture may be conveniently made in an 
old sugar hogshead, and should be allowed to remain some weeks previous 
to being used. It may be mixed, if necessary, with dry peat, mold, or refuse 
charcoal, or with sawdust; but lime should not be added to it: By carefully 
following these reno” the farmer may obtain a compound of high fertiliz- 

ing value, ae much superior to many of the specimens of dissolved bones 
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offered for sale. The addition of slacked lime and soap-boilers refuse, which 
some persons occasionally use, should be avoided. By employing the bones 
as described, the manure will be found to contain a large amount of soluble 

phosphate, which very few of the advertised manures afford. 

ASHES 

are valuable in eradicating mosses, and furnishing food for grasses, and are 

worth at least twenty-five cents a bushel for most of our grass lands. 

LIME 

is of great service to some soils. Six years ago I limed an old side hill 

meadow, mossed over and not producing. It was applied at the rate of forty 

bushels per acre, and the annual crop of grass has ever since been good. 

I am inclined to think that good old pastures produce a better quality of 
milk than those recently re-seeded, and that it would be cheaper and better 
to renovate by top-dressing than to plow and seed. 

THE TROUBLE WITH RECENTLY RE-SEEDED PASTURES 

is, the grass early in the season is apt to be rank, watery and more fleshy than 
the thick, fine herbage of old pastures, Considerable portions of it often get 
the start and soon become woody, and are rejected by stock. A recently 

re-seeded pasture will not bear cropping like one that is old. The coarser 

varieties of grasses are so rank as to crowd out the smaller and finer grasses, 
which are the most valuable for the production of milk. The feed in old pas- 
tures springs up earlier and lasts longer than on grounds recently re-seeded. 

MILK-PRODUCING GRASSES. 

White clover, wire-grass, (poa compressa,) and June or Kentucky blue- 
grass are valuable for producing milk; they are indigenous to most dairy 

soils, and are generally abundant in old pastures, where they seem to thrive 
best. The character of food a cow eats has a greater influence on the quality 
of milk she yields than many imagine. 

During the season of drouths, when the cows begin to eat the tufts and 
portions of pasture that have been rejected or left to grow up high and rank, 

I have found the quality of milk so depreciated that it took from twelve to 
thirteen pounds of milk, and in some instances more, to make one of cheese. 
We may perhaps get more bulk of grass by plowing and re-seeding, and yet 

obtain poorer results in milk than from the old, thick sward that has been 
broken up. One great source of failure and decline of grass in old pastures, 
is over-stocking, as I have already remarked. The lands are crowded to their 
utmost capacity year after year and receiving scarcely any attention, must. 
succumb at last. 

Again, weeds are allowed to go to seed and get possession of the soil, and 

where they thus overrun the ground and destroy the grasses, doubtless the best 
course to adopt is to plow and re-seed ; but the true course is to pay attention 
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to pasture lands in season, giving them an occasional top-dressing, scarifying 

the surface in spring, and sowing seeds here and there upon patches that 
begin to fail. As a top-dressing 

SAWDUST, 

in which the liquid manures have been absorbed, applied in fall or spring, 

gives great vigor and growth to grasses. It can be spread over the surface 
in a finely divided state, and is in condition to be available to plants. 

Road-scrapings and composts of muck, earth, and manures applied in the 
fall, and pulverized. over the surface with a brush harrow, together with the 
use of ashes, plaster and lime, all of which are available to farmers, will be 
found of service in keeping up a permanent pasture. And it is believed, by 
taking a few acres annually and treating them with manure, better results 
will be obtained at a less cost than by plowing and re-seeding. 

I may remark that, in the use of barn-yard manures, fresh cow-dung ought 

not to be used on pastures for the dairy, as it produces grass distasteful to 
dairy stock, and some claim it to be the cause of abortions. 

The more common method of improving pastures and meadows in the 
dairy district of Central New York is by 

THE USE OF GYPSUM (SULPHATE OF LIME). 

It is very extensively employed by the farmers of Herkimer and the adjoin- 
ing counties, and with the most marked results. In the Valley of the Mohawk 
there are mills for grinding the stone into powder. The stone is taken from 
the quarries in Western New York, and is transported in boats on the Erie 
Canal in large quantities during the summer, and in this way the mills are 

supplied. The grinding is mostly done in winter, in spring and early summer. 

It is applied to lands usually in early spring and up to the middle of June, 
and sometimes as late as July, though for meadows an earlier application must 

be made to be of much benefit to the crop of standing grass. 

Many farmers commence hauling their gypsum in winter, depositing it in 

small box-like houses, located in different parts of the farm, where it is con- 
venient for an early application in spring, when the roads are bad, and thus ad- 
vantage can be taken of sowing or scattering it upon the land at the earliest — 
moment after the snow is off the ground. Others living within a few miles 
of the mills haul and spread directly upon the land during the spring or early 
part of June. . 

It is sown either by machine or hand. Machine sowing is best, as it 
‘scatters it more evenly over the surface, a matter of considerable importance 
in the application of mineral fertilizers of this description. One of the best 

machines for the purpose with which we are acqua‘n‘ed is Seymour’s Improved 
Plaster Sower. 

It can be used not only for sowing plaster, but many other fertilizers 
besides, such as guano, bone dust, ashes, salt, 'im2, &c., at the rate of any 
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quantity per acre as desired. It will sow them as well when damp as when 
dry, and as the machine is light, simple, not liable to get out of repair, not 

expensive and sows rapidly, dairy farmers will find its use economical. The 
machine is represented in the accompanying cut. 

THE QUANTITY OF GYPSUM USED PER ACRE 

differs considerably with different farmers—from one hundred to two hundred 
or more pounds to the acre. Some sow upon the land only every second year, 

taking half the pastures or meadows every year alternately. It has been 

estimated that in Herkimer county, a third more feed is obtained from the land, 

one year with another, by the judicious use of gypsum. However this may 
be, the increase in grass from its use, both in meadows and pastures, is very 

considerable, and dairymen regard “ plaster,” as it is termed, as one of the 
important adjuncts in dairying. It is certain that our pastures are kept 
fresher and greener by the use of gypsum, and a neglect in its application for 
any considerable time is made apparent in the milk pail, and decrease of the 
cheese product. 

Gypsum in its natural state is a compound of sulphuric acid, with lime and 
two equivalents of water, and has the following composition in one hundred 
parts : 

Tenner SUS SENTINEL OS AEN AN bath, DECC Gn 10 i ars 
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It is sometimes artificially made by pouring sulphuric acid upon quicklime. 
The fertilizing power of gypsum, when used in conjunction with animal ma- 

nures, is very apparent in the growth and richness of the vegetation produced, 

and experiments have placed its value beyond a doubt, in the cultivation of 
the artificial grasses, and especially such plants as sainfoin, lucerne and clover. 

-It is found to answer best when spread in moist, damp weather. 

THE VALUE OF GYPSUM 

in agriculture has been the subject of great diversity of opinion; due in part, 

no doubt, to a want of proper observation of the circumstances in which its 

application has or has not been successful. Upon some soils it is said to be 
of no appreciable benefit, while there is considerable difference observable in 
its effects upon the dairy soils of New York in different seasons. 

There are various theories put forth in explanation of its action, and the 
question is not altogether a settled one. Lizxzia thus speaks of it:—‘The 
evident influence of gypsum upon the growth of grasses, the striking fertility 

and luxuriance of a meadow upon which it is strewed, depend in some mea- 
sure upon its fixing in the soil the ammonia of the atmosphere, which would 
otherwise be volatilized with the water which evaporates. 

“The carbonate of ammonia contained in rain water is decomposed by 
gypsum, in precisely the same manner as in the manufacture of sal-ammoniac, 
soluble sulphate of ammonia, and carbonate of lime; and this salt of ammonia 
possessing no volatility, is conseqnently retained in the soil.” One hundred 

pounds of gypsum, Lirsie calculates, would be equal in ammoniacal fertiliz- 

ing energy, to what would result from six thousand five hundred and twenty 
pounds of horses’ urine. 

Sir Humpnruey Davy held the opinion that the influence of gypsum on 

clover and other plants of this description is due to their containing naturally 

a large proportion of sulphate of lime, and consequently required it in greater 
abundance than all soils are capable of furnishing. He examined the ashes 

of these plants, and found that they afforded considerable quantities of gyp- 
sum, which substance, he thought, might probably be intimately combined as 
a necessary part of their woody fiber; and he believed that when gypsum 
failed to produce a good result, it would be found that the soil naturally con- | 
tained so much of the salt that its artificial supply was unnecessary. 

LOCATION OF PASTURES. 

Pastures, it may be remarked, should be located upon uplands, or well- 
drained soils. Thisis of great practical importance. The grass upon swampy 
or wet lands not only yields an inferior quality of milk, but milk often highly 
charged with the elements of putrefaction. When pastures are wholly or mostly 
composed of low or wet lands, the herds are liable to become more or less dis- 

eased. Foot-rot, bloody murrain, and febrile diseases are not unfrequent. I 
have known bloody murrain to be so virulent on such lands that they had to be 
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abandoned; but by under-draining the land and returning to pasture the 

stock was rendered healthy. 

The excessive drain on the animal system in the production of milk, has 

an important influence on this class of animals, rendering them less able to 

withstand disease than those that are not yielding milk; hence they require 

more favorable conditions in their management than other stock. ‘ 

DEFICIENT DRAINAGE OF PASTURES. 

In some remarks on this subject the London Field has the following : 
“‘There can be no doubt, for experience has proved it, that one of the 

chief causes of periodical disease is a want of drainage. In this respect our 
tillage lands are generally better managed than grass lands, for many imagine 

that pastures do not require under-drainage; but this is essentially a mistake. 
On some lands scouring takes place periodically; others are liable to produce 
splenic apoplexy, black leg, and red water. Now, however different these may 

be in their characteristics, Dr. VoELcKER, in his investigations, has thrown 

much light on the subject. It would appear that ‘Scour is partly caused by 
a too rapid growth of grass, and its consumption, either green or converted 
into hay, while in an unripe state—that is, while containing an excess of saline 

and nitrogenous ingredients, and a lack of sugar.’ And this is especially the 
case on imperfectly drained lands. Again, splenic apoplexy, which was very 
frequent during last autumn, was owing, in a great measure, to the rapid 
growth of grass from some warm showers in the autumn after the very dry 

summer. ‘The plant found in the soil an excess of mineral matter; the ani- 

mal eating such rapidly-formed and raw food was affected, the blood rendered 
viscid, and inflammation of the spleen ensued.’ Even the liver-rot in sheep 

is caused hy a rank state of grass upon undrained or partially-drained lands, - 

and Professor Smronps, in his investigations, shows that the conditions 

causing this terrible disorder only occur during two months of the year, and 

generally from rank vegetation. Professor CormMay, in a paper lately read 

at the Central Farmers’ Club, states:—‘ As two instances of very fatal dis- 

eases which arise from unhealthy grass, 1 may mention black leg and red 

water. Black leg invariably attacked animals grazing on some peaty, swampy 

pastures, and disappeared when the same were thoroughly drained.’ It may 

be objected to this, that these diseases may also be found on land that has 

been drained. But though this may be so in many cases, the fact still remains 

that in almost all cases where grass land is unhealthy for stock, it is because 

an excess of moisture impoverishes the herbage,-and during the summer 

causes a too luxuriant and rapid growth.” 
The importance of draining wet lands is so well understood, that I need 

only briefly allude to ithere. A few years since I paid a visit to Joun Joun- 

sToN, the great farmer of Geneva, the pioneer of draining in this country, and 

who, it is said, has had more practical experience in draining than any man 
in America. He said to me that in his first efforts he had made great mis 
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takes; that all drains should be laid directly up the incline, instead of trying 
to cut off springs by running the ditches horizontally or diagonally across the 
inclines ; that it was not necessary to drain land when stagnant water stood 
more than four feet below the surface, but that when water stood within two 

feet of the surface, land is benefited by drainage. A soil filled with water 
cannot be heated downward, as experiments have shown that ice will remain 

unmelted in the bottom of a vessel filled with water, which has been made to 

boil by the application of heat to the surface. 

Under-drained soils are heated by the warm rains sinking into them. Mr. 

JounsToN said that he would not build drains of stone, even if a supply were 
found on the farm, if he could get tiles at reasonable cost, because the excava- 

tions for stone drains would require greater labor, and such drains were liable 

to fill with mud or dirt, especially in soft lands. He would lay drains at least 
four feet deep, in order to secure their full benefit in heavy rains, and to place 

them beyond the reach of subsoil plows, moles and roots. 

In order to prevent obstructions, drains should have a continuous fall, and 

this could be easily ascertained by stretching a line and measuring the depth 

of each tile from it. There was no danger of uniting the tiles too closely; 
the joints should not have over a quarter of an inch space, and ground tan- 

bark or shavings are a suitable covering to the joints. 

LAYING DOWN PASTURES. 

In seeding for permanent pastures, a greater variety of seeds should be 
sown than is commonly employed. The grasses are evidently social in their 

character, and delight to congregate together. From a single sod in a rich, 

natural pasture as many as thirty varieties have been counted. If we mix 

the varieties of early and late blooming, we get not only a succession for feed, 

but also a heavier growth upon the land. The mixture of varieties recom- 

mended by Mr. Frnt is excellent, and may be advantageously adopted. He 
recommends for seeding the following proportions: 

Sweet-scented vernal, flowering in April and May.................0002ee0e0> 1 pound 

Mentonmescuey May Andina. s.ctiho ni tie ats apok ete iain lw eye ele cise aptiotere «heal Mr 

Meadow Foxtail “ ORS CEe ere sinc Sas 352 eseum epee baa Bi acts ielalccagthcA IG oat Dips 
Orchard-grass Ny SecaisaiseeteVs eaccetas ate ate a bensulte Secanehss sagen en ctehataite eyed greual sot Ges 

June-grass ‘: i aig Soin ls Naha altel tiem Peace aOR MM es Mi 
MUN Ie OIE SASSI: Races cays o Bed ete sche eee Senn salys s tice eee htiee somes Aeauks 

PREM AIEEE OTAGO IAF Seeds: ila Seely Soin Ieee aie: Hab vieiele Slate Minmete ee © wiele tale o's elalata fe Gy 7% 

HRSRemIaleClovera hein erat spice sfais ciate siete ai eles «lola erecta sfetalale aie oevgiei ste late ofeieterens ee 

Salt iyapeMIN EcaT Gs Ply, fei shill n! 3) a/s§hes sqaa:e Rhepepe,oigualeyarau es slap shah oka si NY oie ole Si 
Red-top, Y Ce Uae trae: dint kes Lady stan, Sicha ea otha alah Yamin A nasueaneanys chia h Cori pier thse 

FOUS Stalled Meadow, June ANC i ULY .,. «. 32008 = apyeinnbvesagss «esis neko eirieee ep CAMO 
White Aas May to September.....:-.----0-- « OU eaienca eh ena RED ahs Sek Or 

1 ACen een et BE Bo S's OOS Oc clas Ro RCE RS CUTER 40 pounds 

To this we should add, blue-grass (Poa compressa,) three pounds, and Al- 
sike clover, three pounds. 
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ALSIKE CLOVER 

has only been recently introduced into this country, but from all the accounts 

we get of it, it would seem to be extremely valuable as a pasture grass ; more 

productive than white clover, and quite as hardy, highly relished by stock, 

and, like white clover, is adapted to the production of milk of good quality. 
Mr. Ricuarp Gipson, of New York Mills, N. Y., who has for some years 

past managed with great success the noted thoroughbred herd of Wa.cotr 
& CAMPBELL, gives the following communication to the New York Central 

Farmers’ Club as the result of his observation and experience, both in this 
country and England, in relation to 

PASTURE GRASSES. 

He says the objects sought are, to get our pastures as thickly covered with 

as good a quality of herbage as our soil is capable of growing, and to have 
them bear stocking early in the spring to withstand drought, and to continue 

to yield a “‘ good bite ” all through the season. 
To accomplish this, it will therefore be necessary for us to ascertain which 

of the cultivated grasses are best adapted to our particular soils, and in what 

proportion they should be sown. 
I shall not attempt to recommend a particular mixture of seeds, but will 

merely give a general description of some of our best pasture grasses, and 
the quantity of seed per acre generally sown in mixture with other grasses, 
and leave each one to select such as may seem best suited for his soil and 

purpose. If we take them in alphabetical order, we shall find first, agrostis 

vulgaris, a very common grass in some districts. 

* Agrostis Vulgaris, or red-top, is well suited for permanent pastures, ‘site 

it should be fed close, otherwise it becomes wiry—grows in any soil, moist or 
dry—and stands our hot seasons well. I think it is over-estimated by most 
farmers, and worth more for lawns than for pastures—2 to 3 pounds. 

Anthoxanthum odoratum, or sweet vernal grass (6 pounds,) should be 
introduced into all mixtures for permanent pastures, on account of its early 

spring growth, as it is also one of the latest in the autumn—luxuriates most 

in rich and cool soils—}? pound. 
Alopecurus pratensis, or meadow fox-tail (54 pounds). Thisis one of our 

very best pasture grasses, being quite early, much liked by cattle, and with- _ 

stands our hot summers without burning. It flourishes best in a rich, moist, 
and rather strong soil (14 to 24 pounds). 

Dactylis glomerata, or orchard grass, (11 pounds), is in my opinion the 
most valuable grass we have, and should enter largely into all mixtures in- 

tended for permanent pasture. It is one of our earliest, as well as most 
nutritious and productive grasses, and is exceedingly palatable to stock of all 

* The numbers immediately after the name of grass indicate the average weight of the seed per bushel. 

The numbers after the description the number of pounds generally sown per acre in mixture with other 

grasses. 
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kinds. Asa pasture grass it should be cropped close (four to five pounds). 

Festuca duriuscula or hard fescue (9$ pounds). This is not so productive 
as some of our pasture grasses, being one of the fine and dwarf-growing 

varieties, still it is desirable as thriving well in dry situations, and with- 

standing drought better than many other kinds (2 pounds). Of the numer- 
ous varieties of the fescues. 

Festuca Pratensis, or meadow fescue (13 pounds), is the most desirable, 

and it is one of our best grasses, producing a large bulk of very nutritious 
' grass, highly relished by cattle, does not attain its full growth until three 
years from the time of sowing; prefers soils of good quality (34 pounds). 

Lolium Italicum, Italian rye-grass (15 pounds). Occupies the same posi- 
tion among grasses in England as timothy does here. Is remarkable for its 

early maturity and rapid reproduction. I have not succeeded’ in growing it 
satisfactorily here, but I think it can be done, as it succeeds well in the dry 
Australian climate. If it can be grown here it will become one of our 
standard grasses (6 to 8 pounds). 

Phieum Pratense, or timothy (44 pounds). Is so well known that it 

needs no description. More valuable for meadows than pastures, as it will 
not bear close grazing (3 pounds). . 

Poa pratensis, or blue grass (133 pounds). Is common in most sections of 
the country, but prefers limestone lands. Starts early in the spring and 
remains green until checked by frosts (14 pounds). 

Poa trivialis, or rough-stalked meadow grass (15 pounds). Much like the 

blue grass in appearance, except that the one has a smooth and the other a 
rough sheath. It is one of our most valuable grasses, highly nutritive, and 

both cattle, horses and sheep are very fond of it (2 to 4 pounds). 
The above are some of the most valuable of the grasses; the list might be 

extended, and I should always recommend sowing in a mixture with above 
grasses, red clover and ¢trifolium repens, or white clover, say 3 or 4 pounds 
of each per acre. . 

Mr. GrorcE Srnciair wrote a very instructive essay on “Grasses,” in 
which he says, after advancing some reasons why a variety of grasses should 

be sown, “‘ There is another important law in the natural economy of the — 

grasses which governs all those species of most value to the farmer. It is this, 
that individual plants of the same species will not grow close to each other 

for any length of time, for however thickly planted from seed in one or two sea- 
sons, intermediate plants decay and leave vacant spaces, which are soon filled 
up with spurious grasses, weeds or moss; but when a variety of different 

species adapted to the soil are mixed together, they grow close, form a 

dense bottom and continue permanent.” 
That is just what we want in this climate, “‘a dense bottom,” to withstand 

our scorching sun and dry summers, and to obtain which we must have a 

_ variety of grasses. 
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Just one instance, quoted from the same authority, to illustrate how closely 

plants will grow. ‘A rich natural pasture at Endsleigh, Devonshire, Eng., 
contained twenty-two different species of grasses on something less than the 

space of a square foot of the best fattening pastures ;” and in a turf one foot 
square of a very old pasture in Lincolnshire, on having the soil carefully 
washed from the roots of the herbage, and the individual plants of which it 
consisted separated, their number amounted to one thousand and ninety, while 
in a pasture formed of rye-grass and clover, only seventy-five plants were 
found per square foot.” 

In seeding, whether it be for pastures or meadows, too great pains cannot 
be taken to have a good seed bed. In this latitude (43°), and on most of our 
dairy soils, I prefer 

SEEDING IN SPRING, 

as the young plants then have longer time to establish themselves before cold 
weather. However, location, the character of the soils, and circumstances, 

will always have controlling influence on this point. For spring seeding the 

land should be plowed in the fall, and unless mellow and in good tilth, it 
should be plowed again in the spring. Then, unless the land is very rich from 
previous manuring, well rotted manure should be spread upon the surface and 
worked in with the cultivator until the surface is finely pulverised, and for 
covering the seed, a light harrow or brush should be used that they may not 

be covered too deeply. The great point in successful seeding is to have the 
land in good heart and fine tilth. 

SOILING. 

There is another system of management adopted by some with great suc- 

cess. When lands are expensive and a considerable portion of the land is 
arable, the rougher or broken lands, and such as are not easily cultivated, are 

put into permanent pasture, and a system of half soiling is adopted. 
The plan of whole soiling, or keeping the cows in the stable and yard, has 

been strongly advocated by some, and there are many- points about it that 

commend it to favor. But while it seems to have been successfully practised 
by a few persons, whose lands are located near cities and are of limited ex- 

tent, and are in consequence valuable, still the system is not generally adopted 
among the dairymen of this country or Great Britain. 

The profits of feeding cows wholly by soiling instead of pasturing, must 
depend of course upon the market value of land in different localities. Where 
land is cheap and a given quantity of food can be furnished cheaper by pas- 
turage than for the labor involved in soiling, it is evident pasturage will be 
preferred. 

But the system of part soiling, as now adopted by our best dairymen, is 
for the purpose of keeping up a flow of milk during the hot, dry weather, 
when grass in pasture depreciates in quantity and value. European writers 
have stated that there are 
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SIX DISTINCT ADVANTAGES 

to be obtained from the practice of soiling : 
I. It saves land. 
II. It saves fencing. 
Iil. It economizes food. 

IV. It keeps the cattle in better condition and greater comfort. 
V. It produces more milk. 
VI. It increases immensely the quantity and quality of the manures. 

The second. and third of these propositions are so self-evident that I need 
not discuss them here; but of the other four I may allude briefly to the argu- 
ments urged by the advocates of this system. And first, how does it save land? 

Cattle that are turned to pastures, they say, waste as much and often 
more food than they consume. ‘This is done in various ways—by treading it 
down; by dunging; by staling; by blowing upon it; by lying down upon 

it; and again, when there is a flush of feed, by a portion of the grass not 
being touched by stock, thereby becoming rank, old and woody, and thus 
going to waste. 

The late Mr. Quincy of Massachusetts, who was an earnest advocate of 

the system, and who practiced it with great success upon his farm, says he was 

enabled by soiling to keep twenty cows on the product of seventeen acres of 

his land, but which under the old system required fifty acres. 

European writers make the difference between the two systems (soiling 

and pasturing,) as one acre to seven. But, taking Mr. Quincy’s maximum 

quantity, which he says was never at any time required to be increased for 

the full supply of food for the number of cows named, it will be seen that 
the number of acres needed through the soiling season for fifty cows would 

be forty-two and a-half acres. This, it will be seen, is quite a saving, as it 
would have taken, according to his statement, one hundred and twenty-five 

acres of this land for the same stock at pasture. 

The objection that the constant plowing of land under the soiling system 
would soon exhaust it, is answered by the argument that crops that are not 
permitted to go to seed make no heavy drafts on the soil; besides, by the 

practice cf soiling an abundance of manure is at all times at command, and | 

hence it is concluded that by no system of farming can land be enriched at so 
little cost. 

Under the fourth proposition, that it keeps the cattle in better condition, 
it is contended that animals kept under this system are healthier and not so 
liable to accident. 

HEALTH OF SOILED STOCK. 

The experiences of the English, as well as that of Mr. Quincy, seem to 
show that stock provided regularly with an abundance of food, with a plenti- 
ful supply of pure water, and otherwise properly cared for, are seldom essen- 

tially ill; seldom miscarry or meet with those accidents incident to herds that 
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are roaming over pastures, often subjected to hunger and thirst, drinking 

muddy and impure water, driven and worried by dogs, breaking down and 
jumping over fences in quest of food, or otherwise gratifying their propen- 

sity for mischief. They are also more protected against noxious weeds that 
often injure the milk as well as the animal. 

The soiling system does not necessarily confine the animals wholly to the 

stable. A yard is provided in which rubbing posts are set, and where shade 

is insured. Into this inclosure they are turned for several hours during the 

day, and where they can take all the exercise necessary for health. 

Those who have practiced soiling milch cows, seem to be unanimous in 

their statements that more milk is thus produced than by pasturage. The 
arguments proceed upon the principle that by soiling an abundance of nutri- 

trious, palatable food is always at command, whereby the flow of milk may 

be kept up to the highest point throughout the season. Experience teaches 
us what high feeding is capable of doing in the production of milk, and other 

things being equal, the argument cannot be charged as wholly theoretical. 

IN THE SAVING OF MANURES 

there can be no doubt but an immense advantage is gained. Mr. Quincy 
estimates the value of manures made from soiling to be equal to the whole 

cost of labor employed to take charge of his stock. 

KINDS OF FOOD TO BE USED IN SOILING. 

I have now gone over the chief points in favor of this system. I can only 

briefly touch upon the kinds of food to be used and the order of their suc- 
cession. The English speak of lucerne, clover, peas, cabbage, &c., as used 

for soiling. Mr. Quincy relied chiefly upon but four kinds of green crops 
for carrying onthe system. Ist. grass; 2d. oats; 3d. Indian corn; and 4th. cab- 

bages. He used grass for the first month of the soiling season. This was 

cut from his earliest pieces, patches here and there about his buildings, and 
the sides of a private road leading through the farm. 

He gives as the result of his experience, that one acre of good clover is 

sufficient for six head of grown cattle from the twentieth of May to the 

twentieth of June. Oats are made to be the food for July, one acre being 

sufficient for every four head of cattle soiled. The oats are sown at the 

earliest moment possible, and generally afford a good cut by the first of July. 
But when oats alone are depended upon without the aid of any other crop, 

he advises that one-half the destined quantity of land should be sown as 

early as the seed can go into the ground, and the other half a week or more 
later, that the crop may have some succession. 

Indian corn is relied upon for the month of August; and during the 
month of September reliance is placed upon the grass from the second crop, 

from those acres in which soiling was effected in the month of June. The 
grass of the second crop, he says, will generally enable the farmer to soil to 
the fifteenth of October if his grass land be in good heart. 
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From the fifteenth of October till the time cattle are housed, reliance 
is placed upon the tops of winter vegetables, such as carrots and turnips, 

together with cabbages. This food is distributed in racks under cover, or in 

the barn, about six times each day in due proportion. 

’ I do not propose in this place to discuss the minutiz—the time of sowing 
and best manner of raising crops—as my object has been merely to give a 
general outline of the system. It undoubtedly has great advantages under 
certain circumstances, and the plans of barns which I have given, are arrang- 
ed so that it could be in whole or in part adopted. 

HALF-SOILING. 

Now the half-soiling to which I have alluded is managed in this way (and I 
give simply an outline of practice adopted by some of our leading dairymen 
in Central New York. My description is the management of Dr. Wieut, 

whose location is near Utica, N. Y.): 

Dr. Wicut has had some experience in “ part-soiling,” during several 

years past, and he says he is satisfied that when the soil is well adapted to 
the system, as it is on the Mohawk flats, it is far more profitable than the old 
method of grazing. His practice has been to set apart about twenty-five 
acres of pasture for fifty cows. Commencing about the middle of May he 
lets the cows to pasture a few hours each day, still giving them what they 

will eat of the early cut fine hay, of the previous year’s crop, and which has 

been cured and stored especially for this purpose. Then he soon begins to 

cut some rye, sown early and thickly the previous autumn on rich soil. The 
advantage of rye is, that it is fit for feeding earlier than any other soiling 
food. But he feeds it no longer when he can get early clover, as it is too 
light a crop to be profitable. Early clover is then fed twice a day, as long as 
it remains green and succulent. Next late, and large clover, followed some- 
times by oats, sown thickly on rich soil, and cut just before they begin to 

head. Oats are succeeded by sowed corn, the seed having been drilled in at 
different times, and this he continues to feed till frost comes, exchanging 

awhile with the second crop of small clover, which furnishes as much feed as 
the first crop. 

He generally turns the cows upon such after-feed as he does not wish to — 

cut for a second crop of hay, both for the purpose of saving the feed and to 
benefit the next year’s crop of hay; as a large growth of after-math left on 
the ground of the Mohawk intervales, injures the succeeding crop very much. 
By pursuing this course, he says he finds three acres will carry as many cows 

through the year as four acres treated in the usual way. 

The expense in labor is considerably more, but that is counterbalanced by 

the increase in manure. Cows fed thus, he affirms, will at least equal if not 

surpass those kept in the usual way, in both quantity and quality of milk, 

and the dairyman, by adopting this method, finds his profits enhanced nearly 

one-fourth. 
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Full soiling he has never practiced, as he cannot overcome the prejudice 

of feeling it to be better for the health and comfort of stock to roam freely 

in the open air a considerable portion of the time. 

MR. BIRNIE’S PLAN OF SOILING. 

In 1869 I was at the residence of Mr. Wittiam Brirntz, of Springfield, 

Mass. Mr. Brenie has a reputation as a breeder of Ayrshire stock, and he 
gave me the outlines of his management for a dairy of twenty cows, which 

are kept upon fifty acres of land in the immediate vicinity of Springfield, the 
milk going to milk dealers for consumption in the city. hia 

Upon this farm the practice of soiling has been adopted for the last ten 
years, and the results have been eminently satisfactory. Out of the fifty 
acres there are ten acres which make up a rough, broken pasture, upon which 

the cows are allowed to feed daily and take their necessary exercise. In 

addition to the ten acres of rough pasture land, seven and one-half acres are 

employed for crops, in soiling, as follows:—Rye, one and one-half acres; 

clover, two acres; and sowed corn, four acres. 

He commences cutting and feeding the rye about the 1st of June, and by 

the time that is fed off the clover is ready. The clover is cut over three 

times during the season. For ten days, while the hay is being harvested, the 

cows are fed from the meadows. Then comes the sowed corn which, with 

the after-feed from the meadows, finishes the remainder of the season. 

As soon as the rye is cut and fed, the ground is immediately plowed and 

prepared for cabbage; and from this crop a considerable profit is realized, the 

sound, hard heads being sold, while the loose leaves and soft cabbage are fed 

to the cows on mornings during frosty weather in the fall, when grass begins 

to depreciate. 
Usually the plowed land has a four years’ rotation, being then seeded in 

connection with an oat crop, and with the following proportion of seeds to 

the acre: Clover and herd’s grass, one peck each, and red top, one bushel. 

Now, here are seventeen and a-half acres, five and a-half only of which 

are under the plow, that give an abundance of food during the pasturing . 

season for twenty cows. Under the system of pasturage alone it would take 

at least forty acres to carry the cows through the same period ; and on many 

farms fifty acres would not suffice. 

It may be remarked that the rough, broken land of ten acres is of a poor 

character of soil, and does not afford a large amount of food, so that proper 

allowances should be made on this account. 

The labor of feeding, he said, would amount to something ; but this is 

partly and perhaps wholly paid back in the greater quantity of milk yielded, 

the better health of stock and the saving of manures—this last being an im- 

portant item. 

Where lands are cheap we cannot expect the system of green soiling to 

pay, but where they are valuable and scarce the plan adopted by Mr. Birnrz 

is suggestive, and will be found remunerative if properly conducted. 
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RAISING AND FEEDING ROOTS. 

Mr. Brrntz feeds largely of roots during the winter, of turnips and man- 
golds, each animal getting about one-half bushel per day. The turnips are 

fed during the early part of the winter, and the mangolds later. He gave me 

a statement of a crop of mangolds grown on two and one-half acres. The 

land had been prepared with the design of raising tobacco, but it was thought 
best to put it to mangolds. Thirteen cords of well rotted stable manure were 
hauled on, and the land plowed the 26th of April, and again the 7th of May. 

The ridges were made two feet apart, and fifteen hundred pounds of bones 
dissolved or broken down in sulphuric acid, together with sixteen bushels of 

coarse salt, were used as special fertilizers. Then about the 10th of May, seed 
of the long red variety was drilled in at the rate of six pounds per acre. On 

the 3d of June the plants were hoed the first time, and seven days after they 
were cultivated with the horse-hoe, followed by hand hoeing, thinned by 

drawing a hoe through, and the blank spaces filled by transplanting. In the 
first week of July the horse-hoe was again run through the rows, and the 

plants thinned out from eight to twelve inches apart—one plant in a place. 
On the 16th of July the horse-hoe was again used, which was the last 
cultivation employed, as the plants now generally covered the ground; but 
wherever vacancies occurred they were filled with cabbages. 

On the 15th of September the leaves were stripped to feed the cows, and 
eighteen two-horse wagon loads were taken from the piece before harvesting. 

At the time of harvesting twelve loads more of leaves were gathered and fed 
to the cows. He commenced to gather the crop on the 9th of October, 
finished on the 23d, and harvested seventy-six loads of roots,.each load 

weighing twenty-five hundred pounds, the whole crop amounting to three 
thousand one hundred and sixty-five bushels, besides four hundred heads of 
sound cabbages. The expense of this crop was estimated as follows: 

i3s;cords Stable:manures at $6) per Cords. A. cck eon hess bie Ve bare Delia w clle sic dalelele ue $78 00 

LUO pomnesavitriolized Onegs sty. se wkela hie teesata cick ahs «! ch ge lel fail J) s/atydualei are sy Brats 18 75 

16 bushels salt..... Pee sata sist ome tayoA eeabi oy ah slats ap Sy a) cates) WacMere ray auahe lof Sve (aisiows amayounibnell ous takenesiane gars 3 20 

Ko talMorsrMmamuness oasc's chee. g cee cette tere ele che creer erelslete $99 95 

The labor employed was as follows: Men and teams five days in plowing; 

men’s labor twelve days planting; twenty-five day’s work cultivating in June; 
eleven days’ work cultivating in August ; twenty-seven and a-half days’ work 
in October, harvesting; ten days, man and team, hauling and storing roots in 
the cellar, &c. 

As the price of labor varies at different seasons and in different places, I 

have not thought it worth while to set any special value upon it, but let each 
one figure the cost of labor to suit himself. 

The manures, it is evident, should not be wholly charged against the crop, 
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as their influence extends over and benefits the land for other crops. The 
yield was a remarkably good one and shows what can be done by thorough 
cultivation. 

THE COMMON PLAN. 

Now, the usual system adopted by our dairy farmers is to rely mainly upon 

pasturage, and in giving a little extra food from green corn fodder, so as to 

meet the necessities of drought, or to help carry the stock along for about five 
weeks, say from the 20th of July to the 1st of September, when the animals 

are turned into the after-feed. Grass is usually most abundant during the 

early part of the season, and if pastures are not over-stocked up to the 
middle or latter part of July the herd may be carried through the balance of 

the season at little trouble and expense, by having a provision of forage from 
sowed corn. 

THE TIME FOR SOWING CORN 

for the summer soiling of milch cows is, for the latitude of Central New York, 

from the 1st to the 15th of June. The land should be heavily manured and 
the seed scattered thickly in drills, the rows say about two feet and a half 

apart and not to exceed three feet. I have experimented with this crop by 
sowing the seed broad-cast, planting in hills, and drilling in rows at various 

distances apart, and have uniformly found the best result when used in the 
way recommended. What we want to obtain is a heavy growth of tender, 

brittle stalks which will be readily consumed by stock with no waste. Thin 
seeding or drilling the rows too far apart will be apt to give the stalks 
considerable size, with a large amount of woody fiber, which the cows will 
not eat. 

The breadth of land to be sown must vary, of course, according to the 

quantity of food desired, but should not fall below an acre for every ten cows. 

It is true the season may be such that the whole may not be needed, but this 
will not result in loss, for if the stalks are cut, bound and shocked before frost, 

they may be cured, and will afford a large amount of valuable fodder for the 

cows in fall and early winter, when something better than hay is required for 
the animals in milk. 

On rich land, well manured and in good tilth for the seed, it is surprising 

what a large amount of nutritious food can be grown to the acre of this crop. 
It is admirably adapted as a milk food, not only giving quantity but quality, 
and if we take into account its adaptation to a variety of soils, and wide 
range of climate, its productiveness and the ease with which it may be culti- 
vated, there is not in the whole catalogue of forage plants one so valuable for 
the summer soiling of milch cows as Indian corn. 

In sowing some use the Western or Dent variety. It gives a larger yield 
than any other, but the stalks are apt to grow coarse and woody, and it is less 
nutritious than other kinds. In our own experience, sweet corn of the Ever- 
green variety has given the best results in milk. From the following 
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ANALYSES OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF CORN 

it will be seen that sweet corn is comparatively rich in caseine, albumen, and 
sugar, while the per centage of fiber is much less than that of other varieties: 

OxIO Write | Erent | Swenr |Tusca-| Por |Buzt’s 
DENT Frit, | RowED | Corn. RORA. Corn. |DutTTon 

YELLOW. 

Starch ....... re in aU 41.85 | 40.34 | 30.29 | 11.60 | 48.90 | 46.90 | 36.06 
Gutnte mpage ee ee a hie. ale ig 4.62 | 7.69 | 5.60] 4.62 9.24 | 5.00 
CO) tarps pera asses oie 5 05s ace cat ian ayanee 3.88 4.68 3.90 8.60 8.72 6.96 3.44 

PAMIMMUMIRNG MIE eee os ato tes sy. cr ete 2-04 | 3.40 1, 6.00 | 14.30} 2.82 | 5.02) 4542 
(CRASHING: AC ae aires ie One TUE  aRN | 1.32 0.50 2.30 6.84 2.00 2.50 1.92 
IDR XatHISINNE)etsicrseouaicets sania facet esis etetere 5.40 2.90 4.61 | 24.82 | 14.00 2.25 1.30 

TED sie 6 ad eee eit ies eae | 21.36 | 18.01 | 26.80 | 11.24 | 10.00 8.50 | 18.50 
Sugar and Ext. Matter.......... 10.00 8.30 5.20 | 14.62 | 18.68 7.02 7.25 

IVVAebUC Rie reeeeke Asal etc nw:e oailalee Os | 10.00 | 14.00 | 13.40 10.32 12.12 | 15.02 

101.07 | 99.82 | 98.10 1100.96 99.62 Hoo 6 92.91 

No dairyman, looking for a profitable return from his herd should neglect 
to provide a patch of sowed corn for soiling in connection with pasturage 
during the hot, dry weather of August and September. If the seed is put in 

early a portion of the crop will be fit to cut in the latter part of July, when 
pastures begin to fail. Cows should not be allowed to shrink in their milk 
for want of nutritious food at this season of the year, for when once the flow 

of milk is checked from this cause it will be difficult to get them back again 
into a “ milky habit.” 

An abundance of food for soiling, in the way referred to, will make a 
larger difference in the receipts than most men imagine who are accustomed 

to depend solely on pasturage for summering the herd. And in case of drought 

the satisfaction of knowing that your stock is amply provided for, more than 

compensates for growing this special crop, to say nothing of the money 
receipts coming from its use. 

MEADOWS—ENGLISH SYSTEM. 

As to the management of meadow lands and the establishment of perma- 
nent meadows there is great diversity of opinion among dairy farmers. The 
English, who have studied these questions and who have had long experience 
upon a soil and in a climate particularly well adapted to permanent meadows, 
do not believe in setting apart much land for this purpose. In my tour 

through the dairy districts of England, I was often surprised at the small 
quantity of land put down in permanent meadows upon dairy farms. They 

believe that grass is most profitable when it is to be cropped by cattle ; hence 

the area of pastures is extended while that which we understand by meadow 
lands is reduced to the narrowest limits. 

THE ENGLISH DAIRY FARM 

‘may be said to be divided up into pastures and arable lands. Upon their 
cultivated fields much of the hay comes from a regular rotation after grain 

6 
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crops; the field is mowed once or twice and is then broken up for a crop of 
wheat. Various mixtures are sown, and large yields often the result. I have 

' geen meadows on what is termed the four or five course shift, where the first 

crop of hay would be at least three tons per acre. I was upon a splendid 
meadow of this kind in Devonshire, where the seeding of the previous year 
had been as follows: Eight pounds red clover, two pounds white clover, four 

pounds trefoil, and three pecks of Italian rye-grass. This is not given as 

an illustration of the best mixture, but rather as a specimen of what 

some of our American farmers would call heavy seeding. Lands often 

get more and a greater variety of seeds. The English say they can get more 
profit by cultivating their arable lands, raising grain, and feeding cows when 
not in milk, with cut straw, turnips and oil meal, instead of keeping them 
wholly on hay. And the profits of English dairy farms, I may remark, are 
very much larger than with us. Their permanent meadows are kept up by a 

system of mowing and cropping alternately. Ground bones and phosphatic 
manures are used to some extent as a top-dressing, but barn-yard manures are 

for the most part employed for the grain and root crops. I am inclined to 

think that 
A SYSTEM OF ROTATION IN CROPS, 

in which the land should lie in meadow from four to eight years, according to 

the character of the soil, would be much more satisfactory in results than the 

attempt to make permanent meadows over a large area which, from its 
extent, cannot be properly top-dressed with manures furnished from the farm 
except at long intervals. And, although grain farming alone as a specialty 
cannot hold out a promise of any considerable gains on many of our Hastern 

soils, still in connection with the dairy, by which the straw and coarse fodder 
can be utilized and the land, by rotation, be made to produce better crops of 

hay, we may, on the whole, be able to get better profits than by a system of 

permanent meadows. 

PERMANENT MEADOWS. 

Much, of course, must depend upon the soil and its situation. When 

lands are rough, or not easily tilled—lands that are filled with stone, which 

at every seeding would require much labor in removing—it may be desirable, 

if possible, to put down in meadows that are to remain long in grass. How, 
then, can these be made productive from year to year, in the least expensive 

way? Perhaps the most economical method in treating such lands would be in 

TOP-DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURES, 

as the liquid excrements from animals produce the most remarkable results 

upon grass lands. In 1866 I was upon Alderman Mecut’s farm near London, 

where the system of liquid manuring is most elaborate, and where the results 

obtained are truly astonishing. His stables are constructed over cellars laid 

in stone and cement, so as to be water tight. The cattle stand upon sparred 

floors, where the liquid and solid excrements drop through the openings 
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between the narrow joists to the manure pit below. A large tank is sunk in the 
ground outside the building, and pipes laid from this to the manure cellar. Pipes 
lead also from the tank into the fields where there are hydrants, to which gutta 
percha hose are attached for distributing the liquid manures. The solid and 
liquid manures in the cellar are every few days flushed with water, so that 

they can be pumped into the tank by the aid of a steam engine, and from the 
tank they are forced through the pipes to the fields and distributed over the 

crops from time to time, by simply manipulating the flexible hose. By this 

system his crop of Italian rye-grass yielded thirteen and a half tons green, 

or if made into hay about four tons seventeen hundred weight at the first 
cutting, and as much more at the second cutting. From 

THE MEADOWS NEAR EDINBURGH, 

on which the town sewage flows, the rye-grass has been made to yield, it is 

stated, at the enormous rate of eighty tons green grass, or twenty-five tons 

of hay, to the acre. This system is not applicable, of course, to American 

dairy farms, but I mention it to show the value of irrigating grass lands 
with liquid manures. But I have another method more practical, one that 
has been adopted in Herkimer with success, and which may be carried out 
on the majority of dairy farms. 

ABSORBING LIQUIDS WITH SAW DUST. 

_ It consists in absorbing the liquid manures of the stables by the use of 
saw-dust or muck, and applying as a top-dressing. 

Mr. Lewis of Herkimer, N: Y., has practiced this system with great 
success. He commenced some years ago by taking twenty-five acres of land 

which were then of only ordinary fertility. These he underdrained and 

seeded to timothy, clover and orchard grass, and began to top-dress with 
liquid manures. He uses saw-dust for the absorption of the liquid manures, 
and for this purpose it is spread in the stable behind the cows. As fast as 

the liquids are absorbed by the saw-dust, during the winter, they are hauled 
immediately to the field and placed in piles. In Spring these piles are spread 

as evenly as possible over the surface with a fork or shovel. Then he goes 

over it with a brush harrow, which completely breaks up and distributes the 
manure in fine particles. He uses basswood dust from seasoned wood, and 
which is obtained at a neighboring match factory. 

By this practice he has for some years past been enabled to get from this 
meadow a quantity of hay sufficient for the winter keep of fifty cows. 

LIQUID MANURES. 

Dr. VoELcKER, the celebrated agricultural chemist of England, in a 

recent lecture on the subject of manures, made the following remarks :—‘‘ He 
need not speak of the superior value of the liquid over the solid excremen- 
titious matters of dung, for that was well known to intelligent farmers ; but 

there was a chemical point to which he must be permitted to direct attention, 
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and it was this: The liquid portion of rotten dung had a most active power 

of dissolving the more valuable fertilizing matters of the solid excrements of 
animals. They know, for instance, that phosphate of lime—the material on 

which principally the value of bone dust depended—was soluble to a great 
extent in liquid manure. As the liquid in rotten dung dissolved a large 

proportion of the more valuable constituents of the solid excrements they 
would now see an additional reason for preserving their liquid manure, for in 

so doing they would not only retain the fertilizing matters in urine, but they 

would also prevent the waste of the most valuable constituents of the solid 
excrements. He had dwelt on that chemical point, because it had come under 
his notice especially, in consequence of an examination of the liquid portion 
of dung, sent to him by Mr. Campsxtt of Buscott Park. In that liquid he found 
a very large proportion of phosphate of lime, which was otherwise insoluble.” 

Wherever I have seen liquid manures used in this way, whether absorbed 
by sawdust, or muck or loam, previously dried, the very best results have 
been obtained. A point of great importance in 

TOP-DRESSING MEADOWS 

is, to use fine manures, or such as can be readily broken up and distributed, 

so that the particles may reach the roots of all the plants. Coarse manures 
improperly prepared, ought not to be used, as they cannot well be broken 

down, remaining in lumps upon the surface, obstructing the growth of grass 
and clogging the machines while mowing. 

TOP-DRESSING AFTER MOWING. 

In top-dressing meadows with the solid excrements from cattle, or farm 
yard dung, very excellent results are obtained by making the application 
immediately after mowing. The manure then acts as a mulch, protecting the 
grass roots from the scorching rays of the sun, while the fall rains carry the 
particles to the plants, giving them vigor, and thus enabling them to with- 
stand the severity of winter frosts. Gypsum should always be used immedi- 
ately after the application of manure for top-dressing, in order to avert the 
escape of ammonia. 

THE STANDARD VARIETIES OF GRASSES FOR MEADOWS 

are red-top, timothy, the clovers, and orchard grass, to which may be added 

perennial rye-grass, tall oat-grass, rough-stalked meadow-hard fescue, or 
such varieties as seem best adapted to the soil and situation. 

The following are the analyses of timothy and red-top at the time of 
flowering: 

ALBU- MINER- 
WareEr|Srarcy| V0DY | Sygar.| men, | Gum. [AL mAT- 

FIBER &. TER. 

Avian Ula Aeer see cieerel « Sadek chs te ona 70.0 5.5 | 12.5 42 40 1.8 2.0 
ed=topecme ceases oi: R Ser s acacotante 71.0 3.8 | 13.0 49 | 33 1.5 2.5 
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ORCHARD GRASS. 

Complaint is sometimes made against orchard grass, that it grows too 
much in tufts or tussocks. This may be obviated by heavy seeding. I have 

seen meadows of great productiveness from this variety alone, where the 

turf was solid, and the yield of hay at the rate of four tons per acre. It was 

cut twice during the season, and even after the second cutting a large yield 
of aftermath was produced. In these cases the land had been seeded at the 

rate of one and one-half to two bushels per acre. The following table shows 

THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF GRASSES, 

as made from analyses. They do not always represent their experimental 

values, but still the table is useful in comparing approximate values of differ- 
ent varieties. It is taken from C. L. Fiint’s valuable work on “ Grasses and 
Forage Plants.” 

& te) h kes) | ry & 

ie shied ace ae toh cle 
Bee lide (Wace Satie) ators 

Name oF Grass. zh | Com. a en 
| cue |, | BEES) & | 28 SEE APH EN ee Maw ise a Bs g ay i in ° do 

< ey co} e =I 

Sweet-scented vernal grass,............000.-- 10.43 | 3.41 | 48.48 36.36 6.32 
INTO O We OM UA leces coe Ci ctcie ec cols win iwie aimee os vei 12.382 | 2.92 | 48.12 | 33.83 7.81 
PANO ATH OMASSH Mae selstelete chest ois)s) eheict sie sie el clo ols) eter 12.95 | 3.19 | 38.03 34.24 | 11.59 
MONA ERAS Ss eV iAP a: ee) syoles ejetinsy.s elejaioisinie. se Si 18.58 | 3.14} 44.32 | 33.70 5.31 
Orchard-grass, seeds ripe,............2.+e.0e- 23.08 | 1.56 | 26.53 | 43.32 5.51 
MiendovaSOtLOrass, SNH HR. ek lee eee sie ds 11.52 | 3.56 | 39.25 39.30 6.37 
Meadow barley-grass,.............s+eseseeeee 11.17 | 2.30 | 46.68 81.67 6.18 
BERET EY “CLASS, « <csse 1: ose) <e epelode sinpelse els. ee gee 11.85 | 3.17 } 42.24 35.20 7.54 
liiei iat, Tey Gas. 316 Gablobee cue oop bdebeaoeb OnE 10.10 | 3.27 | 57.82 19.76 9.05 
BILE Oy eeTe AG ie  eidel ot 2 2) alc cna wiacere' siete evotelers + 11.36 | 3.55 | 53.35 | 26.46 5.28 
PACMAN ES PS AVAOTASS le vatiwiars cia) ciesrualevotecyeiewls:eyoleys) o/s 11.88 | 3.42 | 51.70 30.22 2.83 
SIMITTEHOGASS Mere sebekta se skeshrohrels Sie”s siete’ bl aete aa 10.385 | 2.68 | 438.06 88.02 5.94 
Rough-stalked meadow-grass,.............--- 9.80 | 3.67 | 40.17 38.03 8.33 
Grass from irrigated meadow,................. 25.91 | 6.53 | 32.05 | 25.14 | 10.37 
Grass from irrigated meadow (second crop),...| 10.92 | 2.06 | 43.90 34.30 8.82 

The following table, from analyses of BoussINGAULT and others, gives the appropriate 
composition of the green stems and leaves of some of the leguminous and other 
plants not usually cultivated for hay: 

GREEN Common 
GaeEy | Spur- | STALKS |Comm’N|FRENCB aa WHITE GEREN 
SARE. | RY. cs BUCK: VETCH. | VETCH. |LUPINE. aTELD enn 

VAY S peat ss es Ee ear a a 80.00 | 77.00) 82.5 77.5 | 79.5 | 86.0 85.0 82.0. 
DLAC EEE Ae chorereaveidielede 3 3.40 2.3 4.7 2.6 3.8 1.3 1.5 5.0 
Woody fiber,............ 10.31 | 12.0 10.0 10.4 | 11.5 7.0 9.0 7.5 
UATE. cote a cose chew ieie © AD a | leva nie ta '<roteies Sec de | chanted ebeteatecaibil le sterlsrete 0.2 3.5 
Albumen,...........000. 0.90 2.7 0.2 1.9 0.7 1.8 1.05 1.0 
Gums) &e.o oboe ks 0.65 5.2 2.6 7.6 3.6 | 2.9 2.25 0.5 
TO abet (2) a ee le , seve ie | ha: aatonss| uevates ekg sya Resse bg: 0.9 1.0 | ROT bates 
Phosphate of Lime,... os 0.19 | OLS Nie Ra ARSE NA IEE | Mcvcke Sees Mae 0.5 
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IMPROVING LANDS BY IRRIGATION. 

There is another method of keeping up permanent meadows which I am | 

surprised is not more frequently taken advantage of by the dairy farmers 

of America, and this is irrigation. Where meadows are located at the foot 

of hills and slopes, and where the water of small streams coming from the 
uplands can be taken advantage of, valuable results can often be obtained at | 
trifling expense, simply by leading the water in channels so that it may be | 
made to overflow the meadows. In Great Britian opportunities of this kind | 
are generally taken advantage of by farmers. | 

UTILILIZING WATER FROM SPRINGS. . 

I was recently upon a farm in Lewis County, N. Y., where a meadow of | 

forty acres had been made to yield annually, a crop of three tons of hay per 
acre, by utilizing the water from springs oozing out of the slope above it. 

This meadow was slightly undulating, and the surface soil largely made 
up from the wash of the hills. It had been underdrained, but the large and 

continuous yield of the grass crop was due mainly to irigation. Along | 
near the foot of the hill above the meadow, there is a small stream, made up | 

from numerous springs coming out of the hills, and this stream having been | 
made to take a diagonal course across the slope, is employed to irrigate the | 
entire meadow lot whenever desired. 

The water is first let upon the meadow in the spring when the snow is | 
going off, and is left upon the ground a week or more, when it is turned off. 
Then about the middle of May, if the weather is dry, the ground is flooded 

again and so from time to time till the grass gets a good, thrifty vigorous | 

growth. Sometimes only portions of the field are flooded when the grass is | 

not heavy, and the whole is effected with but little trouble, by means of | 
sluices from the creek, and a hoe to turn the water on different parts of the — 
meadow as desired. This meadow had been sown about ten years, and had 

received but little attention in manures. 
Mr. ALLEN, of the same county, has a meadow of a hundred acres lying 

at the foot of a range of hills; but there are no permanent streams or springs 
which can be made to overflow it. Still in the spring of the year a large 
quantity of water from the melting of the snows, comes down, and by cutting 
channels this is utilized in flooding the land, and producing the most marked 

result in the yield from his meadow, which has been down in grass more 
than twenty years. 

I was recently upon a meadow of six hundred acres, in the state of Wis- 
consin, which had never been plowed. About twenty years ago, advantage 

was taken of a considerable stream of water flowing on one side of the field, 
and by erecting a dam and gates at a point in the stream just above the field, 
and cutting sluices from it to the meadow, and then again a ditch at the lower 

end of the field to let the water off into its main channel, the land could at any 

time be flooded. This meadow had never received a particle of manure, and 
for the last fifteen years the annual crops have been large. 
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Mr. Kiersrep of Ulster Co., N. Y., states, in a communication published 

in the Transactions of the New York State Agricultural Society, that he had 
a piece of land—a coarse gravel, nothing but Johnswort grew upon it. 
There was a large spring directly above the lot, though the water running as 

is mostly the case from springs, in a channel directly across the lot. He went 

to work cutting channels with a plow, and drew the water upon the land; the 

result was, red top and herds grass came in and grew so stout that it lodged. 
The water, he says, should be attended to at least twice a week, and not 
allowed to become stationary or stagnant. 

I have not proposed to discuss the different methods adopted to effect the 
objects of irrigation, but have merely alluded to some of the simple modes 
which have been employed with success. Numerous and well authenticated 
statements might be given of the valuable results obtained in fertilizing fields 
by artificial irrigation, and thus increasing their productiveness. 

Sir Joun Srnciarr, in speaking of this operation, calls it one of the 
easiest, cheapest and most certain modes of improving poor land, in particular 

if it isof a dry and gravelly nature. ‘ Land,” he says, ‘*‘ whenever improved 
by irrigation, is put into a perpetual state of fertility, without any occasion 

for manures or trouble of weeding, or any other material expense;” and in 

explaining the philosophy of its effects, its valuable results, it is supposed, are 

not due altogether to the artificial moisture furnished the plant, but to the 
mechanical action of the irrigating current of water in exercising the plants; 

strengthening their organisms, keeping their stems and root crowns clear of 

obstructions, and promoting the equable distribution of the soluble materials 
of their food. These probably play a considerable part in irrigating fertiliz- 
ation. 

“The difference of effect, from the mere circumstance of flowing or stag- 
nation of the water, is prodigious; for while flowing water coaxes up the 

finest indigenous grasses of the climate and renders them sweet and whole- 
some, nutritious and luxuriant, stagnant water starves, deteriorates, or kills 

all the good grasses.” 

GROWING ROOTS FOR DAIRY STOCK. 

Every one who keeps stock should make some provision for their winter 
keep by raising a patch of roots. We have heretofore alluded to the benefit — 
resulting from this kind of food for cattle during winter and spring. The 
foddering season in latitude 43° falls but little short of six months. Continued 
feeding of dry food for so long a period has a tendency more or less to 

derange health. This is particularly so with milch cows, many of the 
diseases which occur from time to time being induced by badly regulated 

diet. There is nothing that improves the health of stock like an occasional 
feed of carrots, beets, or turnips through the foddering season. 

There may be difference of opinion in reference to the kinds of roots most 
profitable to grow; but there can be none with regard to the improved condi- 

e 
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tion of stock that have a daily or even semi-weekly allowance of this character 

of food. For the spring feeding of milch cows roots of some kind should be 

regarded as indispensable. After years of experience in the management of 

dairy stock and ample experiment in feeding, in order to get the best results 

for the season, I have come to the conclusion that the value of roots as a 

spring feed for milch cows can hardly be over-estimated. Dairy stock that 
had a daily allowance during the spring months, come upon grass in vigorous 

health, and are enabled to yield heavy returns of milk throughout the season. 

If a cow on turning to grass is thin and in feeble health, nearly half the 
summer is consumed in regaining health and condition; and until this point 
is attained a maximum yield of milk cannot be expected. Many dairymen 

complain in the early part of the season that their stock is doing poorly, 

though an abundance of pasture is provided, and they cannot see the reason. 

But if the cause be traced out it will often be found to be in impaired 

health or some derangement of the system, resulting from the character of 

the food consumed during winter and spring. Cattle like a change of food, 

and it is as necessary for their health as for that of the human species. 

When we make use of milk from animals it is of the utmost importance 
that it be kept free from every objectionable taint. A sickly cow not only 
yields a diminished profit, but she yields unhealthy milk, and unhealthy in a 
higher degree than her flesh. If for no other reason than improving the 
health of dairy stock, root culture should enter into the operations of every 
dairy farmer. Beets, carrots and mangolds should be sown early, but turnips 

may be delayed till the latter half of June. The mangold has this advantage 
over other roots, it keeps late, and is therefore valuable for feeding during 

the latter part of spring. Sugar beets—the white and yellow—are nutritious, 

and make a good feed for cattle. Beets require a deep and well pulverized 
soil. In field culture they grow best where the land has been sub-soiled. In 

root culture, whether for beets, carrots, or turnips, it pays well to manure 

heavily with well rotted manure. Fresh manures are objectionable in this 
respect ; they induce a sprawling, imperfect growth of roots, and more espe- 

cially is this so with carrots. In field culture we should always prefer that 
the drills be so far apart as to admit of cultivation between the rows with 

horse power. It takes more land it is true, but then this is amply compensated 
by the less amount of labor necessary to raise the crop. When labor is high 

it pays to use the various improved devices for tilling the soil and cultivating 

crops which are to be worked by horse power. If the rows are from two 
to two and one-half feet apart they can be readily worked by the horse-hoe, 

and the weeds kept down at much less expense than by hand labor. All roots 
demand thorough culture and freedom from weeds. Clean culture is the main 

secret in growing a rootcrop. Large returns cannot be had where the ground 

is allowed to be overrun with weeds, and it is always better to plant no more 
than can be well cultivated. Some persons make a mistake in laying out 
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more work than can be accomplished with the usual force on the farm, and so 

in their effort to get through the whole, they no more than half cultivate the 
ground, allowing weeds to get the start; and thus root culture is abandoned 

because it is managed so that it does not pay. Thisisall wrong; it isalways 

the safest course to start moderately, and as it were, “feel one’s way” into 

a business until all its parts are perfectly understood. No one need expect to 
grow carrots, or beets or turnips, without labor. They may require more 

attention than the inexperienced at first expected, but they are a good 
investment, and will pay back for all work well directed and judiciously 
applied. 

Some prefer the culture of carrots because they make a good feed for 

horses as well as cows. The crop requires more labor, because the plants are 
of slow growth at first, and cannot be so readily freed from weeds on this 
account. It is a good plan to sow radish seed at the time of putting in the 

crop, as the radish springs up earlier and serves to mark the rows, 

Where turnips are to be planted the ground should be well manured and 
repeatedly plowed up to the time of sowing. This will keep down weeds and 

give a good seed bed. Where the ground is prepared by ridging and the 

seed sown on the ridges it can be cultivated earlier and with more ease than 
by flat culture. The quantity per acre and the profits of a root crop will 
depend on the manner in which it is cultivated, and cared for. By special 
cultivation immense yields have been made. In ordinary or fair culture from 
six hundred to one thousand bushels per acre on good soil may be obtained. 

Roots should be more extensively grown. By this means more stock can be 

kept on the farm, an increased quantity of manures made, and of course 

better profits realized than where no such culture enters into a part of dairy 
farm management. 

TURNIP CULTURE. 

In 1865 I visited Mr. Broviz of Jefferson Co., N. Y., who is well known 

as a breeder and importer of thoroughbred Ayrshires. He believes that 
turnips are the best root crop for cattle feeding, and he raises annually large 

quantities of them for this purpose. He practices a system of rotation in 

which turnips enter as a regular crop. The system is as follows: The first — 

crop after breaking up grass land is Indian corn; this is followed by roots, 
generally turnips or potatoes, and the third crop is barley or oats, when the land 
is put down to grass by seeding with about a peck of timothy and seven | 
pounds of clover seed per acre. From five to eight acres of turnips (Swedes) 
are usually sown, and as many as seventeen hundred bushels to the acre have 
been raised, single specimens sometimes weighing from twenty to twenty- 
three pounds. Mr. Bropie thinks turnips are worth 10c. per bushel when hay 

is $10 per ton, and the cost of raising and storing them is 2c. per bushel, 

calling the use of the land $5. The tops also are worth something for 
feeding. 
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A neighbor, who made the experiment to test the value of turnip tops for 

milch cows, found that the increase of milk, from feeding to twenty cows, was 

worth $1 per day for cheese making. 

For turnips the land is plowed in the fall, and cross plowed in the spring, 

sometimes twice, and then the drills are opened and well rotted manure 

- applied at the rate of thirty-five loads per acre. When long manure is to 

be used it is forked over two or three times and applied last. The drills are 

made with a Scotch plow, having long handles and a long share, thus facili- 

tating the opening of a perfectly straight row. This is important in order 

that the machine for weeding may cut the weeds away close up to the plants. 

BONE MANURE 

had been tried by Mr. Bropix for turnips, but without giving satisfactory 

results. The rows are made twenty-eight inches apart, and seed sown about 

the 1st of June, at the rate of three pounds per acre. After the plants are 

well up they are thinned out to twelve inches apart and the weeds kept down 
between the rows by the use of a Scotch horse-hoe. This implement consists 
simply of a common cultivator frame, with a thin, sharp shovel-tooth in front, 
and two rear cultivators or knives running down perhaps six inches and then 
bent at right angles inward, so that this machme may be set to run close up 
to the plants without injuring them. It does the work effectually, leaving 
but little labor to be done in hand-hoeing. 

HARVESTING, STORING AND FEEDING TURNIPS. 

When the turnips are ready for harvesting, the men go along the rows 
with a sharp hoe and strike off the leaves of a plant at a blow. The tops are 
gathered up and given to stock, and when all are removed a team and harrow 
are brought into the field and the roots hauled out with the harrow. This, it will 
be seen, is a very expeditious mode of pulling the roots, and one that should 
be generally known to those who are engaged in growing turnips for stock. 

In storing turnips they should not be kept too warm, and a little frost 
does not injure them. They generate considerable heat, and when stored in 

a large heap provision should be made for ventilation. 
For fattening animals two bushels are fed per day ; but for cows a peck at 

a feed and twice a day is all that is used. When “calves begin to come” 
and when cows are giving milk in the spring, a quart of beans per day is 

added to the feed of each cow. Cattle that are fed a bushel of turnips per 
day will not take much water. 

In estimating the value of turnips as compared with hay at $10 per ton, 
Mr. Bropre put them at 10c. per bushel, though he remarked that he would 

not sell at that because if he had a surplus it would be more profitable to 
purchase stock and feed for the butcher. It will be seen that under this 
system where from eight to ten thousand bushels of turnips are annually 
grown a large amcunt of stock can be wintered, and of course an increased 

quantity of manure made upon the farm. 
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PLAN OF ROOT-GROWING AT YORK MILLS, N. Y. 

Mr. Ricuarp Gisson, who had the management of the stock farm of 
Watcotr & CampBetu at New York Mills, and who has been very success- 
ful in managing root crops, has recently given the following details in regard 

to his system of growing this crop. He states that in 1869 he raised about 
fifteen acres of roots, which yielded at the rate of one thousand bushels per 

acre; and the cost, including rent of land and manures, was 6$c. per bushel. 

Two rods of the red mangolds yielded at the rate of two thousand and thirty 

bushels, by weight, to the acre. He believes there are great advantages in 

ridging the land for root crops, because in that way more surface soil which 
contains most of the properties of plant food, is next the roots. Again, one 
man can cultivate the ridges with the horse-hoe as easy as a man and boy can 
where there are no ridges. A better seed-bed also is made in this way. The 
ridges are about one foot wide on top where the seed is drilled. He says: 

‘J will commence at once with what I consider the great secret of the 
successful cultivation of roots, viz.: Autumnal or fall cultivation. And in 

endeavoring to be as concise as possible will not here give my reasons for 
preferring this season of the year, except to observe that we have a better 

opportunity of destroying foul weeds, &c., than in the hurry of spring work. 
The first great object to be attained is to get a fine seed bed, as soon after 
harvest as convenient, either by plowing, or as I prefer, with the two-horse 
cultivator, followed by the harrow and roller. If this has been properly done 
you will have a fine seed bed, when the first shower will cause all seeds of 

annuals, &c., lying in the soil near the surface to germinate. 

*‘ When you judge all seeds have started growing, the land should be 

plowed up deep, which will kill one crop of weeds—and at. this time I prefer 

to apply the barn-yard manure. If it is coarse, would plow it under; but if 

well rotted and on light soils, would apply to the surface, and well incorporate 
with the surface by harrowing, again producing a fine seed bed, thereby 
causing all other seeds left in to germinate and be killed by the frosts. 

“As I have before remarked, a fine mold is one of the principal objects 
aimed at by the root grower. We gain this the best on heavy soils by ridg- 
ing in the fall; they lie thus until the latter part of April when they are 

harrowed down, the artificial manure sown and the ridges again made up, not 
reversed. The fine winter mold is thus kept at the surface, where required. 

“ Sowing does not immediately follow, but time is allowed for the mois- 

ture from beneath to find its way upward again, which it is sure to do. 
Another reason why the soil is better to be plowed up deep and made fine is, 
that in time of drought moisture ascends from below by capillary attraction, 
just as a piece of thread placed with one end in the water would become all 
wet from the moisture below. So do the minute particles of earth carry 
moisture from below upward—provided the subsoil be porous. Again, avery 

great source of moisture in dry seasons is the night dew, which permeates 
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well-tilled porous soils, conveying all its rich treasures of nitrogen for the 

supply of the plant, but which dews could not penetrate to the rootlets of 

the growing plants on lands which are simply skimmed on the surface. 

VARIETIES. 

“‘ There are three varieties of turnips, viz.: Swedish, or ruta-bagas, yellow 

and white. The white or common turnips are sown last, but used first, 

followed by the yellow, and lastly the Swede, which is the kind generally 
grown to store for winter use. 

“There are also several varieties of mangolds, viz.: long, red, and yellow, 

the yellow and red globes, also the white or sugar beet. JI prefer the globes 

on all soils except such as are very deep and rich, where you can get a greater 
weight of the long varieties ; but I consider for a general crop, the yellow globe 
the best, being the hardiest and also most nutritious. The sugar beet I have 
discarded, not being able to grow such large crops, and it is apt to grow 

fangy, which makes it harder to pull up, and liable to break in the ground. 

SOWING. 

“There are two ways of sowing, either on the flat in rows from eighteen 

to twenty-six inches apart, or on ridges twenty-six inches apart. Each plan 

has its advocates. For my part I prefer the ridge on all soils except very 

light, as being so much easier to hoe and keep clean. 

MANURES. 

“Of the various kinds of manures I have used, I have found good barn- 
yard dung answers best, taking all soils and seasons into consideration. When 
I say dung, I don’t mean straw and water, but manure made from animals 
eating oil-cake or grain, and made in sheds or good yards, with buildings 
well spouted—applied at the rate of fifteen to twenty-five loads per acre. 
But occasionally you are so situated as not to have sufficient manure to spare, 

therefore must use artificial, and indeed, though not absolutely necessary, it 

is what I would always advise, to give the young plant a good start and force 

it along, so as to get it out of the way of the fly as fast as possible. Nothing 

that I have tried answers the purpose so well as superphosphate of lime applied 
at the rate of two to three hundred weight per acre. 

“ Others may be so situated that they have no barn-yard manure to spare; 

in that case would sow bone dust at the rate of ten to fifteen bushels per 
acre, with a little quick, active manure, such as guano or superphosphate, 
applied at the time of sowing to give the young planta start. What manure 
is applicable to one soil might not be to another; we must ascertain what 
suits our soil the best, there are so many circumstances to be taken into 

consideration—character of soil, previous course of cropping, climate, &e. It 
would be foolish to say bones would suit all lands, or that because guano 
failed on a certain soil it was good for nothing. Itis like a physician prescribing 
for a patient when he doesn’t know his disease. I have never known bones 
to fail, and of this you may be sure, good barn-yard manure always tells, 
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“The yield per acre will depend in a great measure upon the means 
employed; the increase being for the most part dependent upon the state of 

the soil, and the quantity of manure applied. It must, however be obvious, 

that after the land has been brought into the necessary state of tillage the 
next question is, to what extent manure may be applied best to facilitate the 
object. It becomes merely a calculation whether an extraton of manure will 

or will not produce a corresponding return in weight of roots. So far as my 

experience has gone I have found that by an extra application of one hundred 

weight of suitable artificial manure at the cost of two to three dollars, from 

four to five tons increase of roots may be produced. The mangold being a 
plant of marine origin, salt is necessary to its full development. I have 
generally applied this in the fall at the rate of from two to four hundred 
weight per acre. 

TIME AND METHOD OF SOWING. 

“T have already noticed how important it is for the soil to be reduced to 

a very fine condition before the sowing of the seed; but there is another 
point to which it is advisable to draw attention, for the moisture of soil has 

a very powerful influence on the early growth of the plant, as well as upon its 
continual development. In ordinary seasons the usual method of sowing the 
seed as soon as the tillage operations are completed, appears to answer satis- 

factorily ; but when the seasons are unusually dry, there is a great advantage 

gained by modifying this system. The land having been ridged and rolled, 
instead of sowing the seed immediately it is better to delay the operation for 

twelve or fourteen days. There are one or two reasons for this practice 
which are worthy of notice. The chief inducement is, to give time so as to 
enable the natural moisture of the land to rise into the recently worked soil. 
If you examine land shortly after it has been worked in dry weather, -you 
will find a moist layer of earth on the surface of the ridge, which covers up 
adry layer beneath. When the seed is sown upon such a ridge the moisture of 
the upper soil causes the seed to sprout, and as its roots pierce into the ground 
beneath, they enter a drier soil from which they can procure no moisture, 
and therefore no nourishment. This causes a check in the growth just when 

the turnip-fly is busy at its work; and unless there should happen to be a fall 
of rain, the crop is sacrificed, or at any rate seriously injured. But when the - 
ridges have been ready for sowing twelve or fourteen days, generally the ~ 

moisture of the soil will have risen into the ridge, and no such check can 

arise ; but if the land should be too dry for the seed to sprout, then it waits 
for rain, and when the supply comes it grows as if it were in a hot bed. 
Under such circumstances it is a matter of no importance how dry the surface 
may be at the time of sowing. 

“‘Mangolds should be sown in this climate early, in fact as early in the 
spring as the land is warm enough and in a proper condition. I generally 
sow before corn-planting—Swedes from the 10th to the last of June. Quantity 

of seed per acre, Swedes, about two pounds. For the sake of an extra half a 
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pound of seed a crop has often been lost. Sow thick enough, so that if the 
fly or beetle does attack them there will be plenty left for the crop. Man- 

golds, if drilled, will require about five pounds, if dibbled, not so much after 
cultivation. 

“The young plants will make their appearance in about six or seven days. 
As soon as they can be distinctly seen, the horse hoe should be run through 

them, and when the plants are about three inches high they will be ready for 
flat hoeing, and this is a very particular operation. If the horse hoe has been 
properly used, it will have left a ridge from three to four inches wide and two 
to three above the general level, with a row of plants in center; these are 
singled out with hand hoes, being careful to leave but one plant at intervals 
of twelve inches, and if the land is very rich, they may be left still farther 

apart. If your land has been properly cleaned before sowing, it will now 
require very little attention—running the horse hoe through a couple or three 
times, and it may require going over again with hand hoes. But if the 

weeds make their appearance, keep up the battle—you can’t grow both. 

Whenever they show themselves keep the horse hoe moving; let them once 
get well ahead and you are beaten. 

PULLING, 

“‘T commence about the beginning of November. They should be safely 
pitted before sharp weather sets in. Mangolds are very sensitive of frost, 

therefore should be got up first. Turnips will stand considerable frost with- 

out injury, provided they are not bruised or handled much while frozen. We 
generally pull up the mangolds, give them a shake and wrench off the tops; 
a knife should not be used; it is better to leave a little soil on them than cut 

into the root, as they bleed considerably wherever the skin is broken, and are 
apt to decay. ri 

“T will endeavor to describe a very expeditious way of gathering turnips ; 

where your crop is large and soil dry it answers well, and is very cheap: 
Take a sharp hoe and cut off the tops of two rows, gathering them with your 

foot as you go along. When you have gathered a good sized heap, pull up 
with your hoe a few turnips where the heap is to be placed. Another man 

brings along two more rows and piles his tops on the same heap, so that the 
tops from four rows are piled in one row of heaps. Care must be taken to 

pile the tops in rows each way, and make good large heaps. When all the 
tops are cut off, run a chain harrow between the heaps of tops, and in an hour 
or two cross harrow them, which will shake off all the soil and take them up 

clean. A common drag will answer, but a chain harrow is better, not bruis- 

ing the turnips in the least. For three years I have taken eight to ten acres 
up each year, and they keep until June; and no rotten ones. 

STORING. 

“If you have not cellar room sufficient to store all your roots, they may 
be kept equally well, in fact, I believe, better, for late feeding, by properly 
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pitting. They may either be stored in heaps in the field where grown, or 

carted home, near barns, and pitted in long heaps, about four or five feet 
wide at the bottom, and arranged as high as will stand, gradually sloping 

toward the top; the piles to be covered with a few inches of straw and then 
about ten inches of soil, well beaten down, so that there are no cracks or 

open places where the frost can enter. Care should be taken that the piles 
are made on top of the ground, in dry situations; and at intervals of six 

or eight feet drain tiles or wisps of straw should be placed in the ridge to 
allow the heat and steam to escape, for after being placed in large heaps 
they always heat more or less, and if there is no vent for the steam, &c., to 
escape it rots the roots. More roots are rotted every year by being covered 
too close than by frost. 

“‘T have not said much about carrots, as I have discarded them for cattle, 

because I believe we have in the turnip and mangold nearly everything 

desirable in the root crop. For horses, probably they are better, also for 
butter making in winter. But they have always cost me twice as much per 
bushel as mangolds have done, and for causing a flow of milk I am perfectly 
satisfied that the mangold is altogether superior. On finishing our carrots 

one year ago, and commencing to feed mangolds, our cows increased their 

milk very perceptibly. 

“If I were asked to name the best root for all purposes, I should have no 
hesitation in naming the globe mangold. Ist. It can be grown on land 

unkind for the growth of tnrnips. 2d. Such lands will bear a much heavier 

crop. 8d. It may be kept much later in the season, and if fed judiciously 
with other food it is equal, if not superior, in its fattening qualities, to the 
best kind of turnips. 4th. It has fewer enemies, the cut worm being the 
only insect that I have found to prey uponit here. 5th. Let it once get fairly 

established in the ground before hot weather sets in, and drought has very 
little effect on it—standing dry weather better than any crop with which I 
am acquainted. You may lose u little in quantity but gain in quality. 

“The turnip, though it has its enemies, has also its good qualities, indeed 
for pregnant animals I prefer it to the mangolds; also for fattening stock up 
to April, when the mangold is better and increases in nutrive value. For 
butter making in winter I have no doubt that the parsnip is one of the best 
roots, ranking fully as high as the carrot, but from my own experience, I 

cannot recommend them for field culture, as they require so much hand 
weeding, and being so long before they come up, give the weeds such a 

chance. I have always been able to grow mangolds at one-half the price 
per bushel, and for causing a flow of milk, I consider them superior. 

ROTATION OF CROPS. 

“‘ A root crop here can never bear the same relation to other crops in the 
rotation as it does in England; there it is the great crop for cleaning and 
manuring the land for another course; here it must be grown in a great 
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measure for the value of the root alone; there, half the crop is generally 
eaten on the field where grown, by sheep, the other half being fed to cattle 
in sheds; here, it must be regarded more as a crop which may be profitably 

used to keep our cattle and sheep in a growing and healthy condition through 

long winters. Asa crop in the rotation, I would take a field that wants clean- 
ing, as you have a better chance to get your lands clean with roots than any 
other crop, though they may cost you more a ton to produce. After roots, 

if your climate is suitable to the growth of barley, I would sow that, and seed 
down, as it is well known that grass seeds ‘catch’ better with barley than 
anything else, and the soil after turnips, with the constant hoeing, is generally 

in such a friable state as barley delights in. After turnips last year, I sowed 
oats ona small piece of one acre, two roods and three perches; have just 
finished them; there were ninety-one bushels—and one man was threshing 
part of a day, which were not'measured—in all there would not be less than 

ninety-six to ninety-eight bushels. The grass seed also grew well.” 

BEETS. 

Hon. Henry Lane of Cornwall, Vermont, who has been very successful 
in raising large crops of the American Improved Imperial Sugar Beet, thus 

_ details his manner of cultivation in an essay before the Vermont Dairyman’s 

Association. He says: 
“A light sandy soil is least suitable to the growth of the sugar beet, while 

the various loamy soils, and especially those containing a large proportion of 

clay, are best adapted to its growth. 

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL. 

“Jn the first place, all stagnant water, either on the surface or within 

reach of the roots of the beet, should be removed by thorough drainage. 
Although the beet requires a large amount of moisture to carry on a vigorous 

and healthy growth, yet I know of no plant that will show the presence of 
stagnant water quicker than the beet by its assuming a yellowish hue and 

sickly aspect. «It will not extend downward its usual length, but on reaching 
water will divide into numerous small furzy roots, which spread in all 

directions, to the great injury of the crop ; hence, in the preparation of most 

soils, and especially clay soils, thorough drainage is necessary. Land intended 

for beets should be kept in high condition by a liberal application of fine 

manure, at least twenty-five loads per acre. If your soil contains quite a per 

cent. of clay, it should be plowed in the fall, as the action of the frost will 
mellow it. Avoid sowing on turf land, for the turf will obstruct the tap-root 

and thus induce a development of furzy lateral roots, much to the injury of 
the crop. After the manuring and plowing have been done, harrow the ground 
until mellow, ridge with the double moldboard plow, making the ridges 

thirty inches apart, flat down the ridges with a garden rake. I sow with 
Harrineron’s or Hotsroox’s seed sower, at the rate of four pounds of seed 
per acre. 
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TIME OF SOWING. 

“With beets the success of the crop depends very much upon early 

sowing. The very first suitable weather after the frost is out and the soil 
sufficiently dry to be worked, should be improved even if this is as early as 

the middle of April. Beets, after growing to one half-inch in thickness, form 

. a concentric ring or layer about every fifteen days; these vary in number 

from six to ten, depending upon the length of the season after planting. The 

oldest leaves are those at the bottom of the crown, and are in direct commu- 

nication with the older and central layer. As new leaves are formed, the 

central leaves on the top of the crown communicating with the last and 
external layer, each succeeding layer being external to the one preceding it, 
its diameter and bulk increases in an increased ratio, the last two being at 
least equal to the four internal ones, consequently doubling the crop, and this 

generally after the first of September. 

DISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS AND PLANTS IN THE ROW. 

“J would not have the distance between the rows less than two feet or 

more than two and one-half feet. This latter distance I consider the best, as 

it gives more space to run the cultivator. Itis always better that the crop 

should be made up of large, sound roots, than that it should consist of a great 
number of smaller ones, even though the weight be the same per acre. The 

large roots require less labor from the singling out to the final harvesting 
of the crop, and indeed, till they are fed out. I leave the plants eighteen 
inches apart in the row. If the plants stand eighteen by thirty, there will 

be eleven thousand six hundred and sixteen per acre. At this distance, each 

beet weighing eight pounds, would give to the acre forty-six and a-half tons. 

SINGLING AND HOEING THE CROP. 

“« After the plants have put forth their second pair of leaves, the cultivator 
should be run between the rows, and the “ bunching” should follow. This is 

done with a hoe, cutting out twelve or fifteen inches, leaving about three 

inches in the drill untouched all along its length. Soon after bunching, the 

singling and weeding should be performed. After singling out the plants 

and the first weeding is performed, the after labor is accomplished by the 

hoe and cultivator, requiring but little more labor than an ordinary hoed crop. 
Beets require a large amount of moisture, and by frequent tillage, keeping 

the surface light and porous, the soil will retain this necessary moisture. 

HARVESTING. 

‘Tn ordinary seasons, the middle of October is the best time for harvesting 

this crop. This variety of beets can be lifted by hand without the use of a 
fork. The roots when pulled are left lying in the rows until dry. The tops 
are removed by wrenching them off by hand or cutting with a knife. If the 

knife is used care should be taken not to injure the crown of the beet. As 
the tops are ay place the roots in heaps to dry, and go through the 
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sweating process previous to their removal to the cellar. Protect them at 
night and from storms with their own leaves. After two or three days, they 

can be stored in the cellar for winter use, and if stored dry, will keep sound, 
even if hundreds of bushels are placed in one pile. 

COST OF RAISING. 

“If we would make a field crop of the beet, we must avoid the old practice 
of doing all the labor with the hoe, thumb and finger, and give them clean 

culture by the frequent use of the horse cultivator. They can be raised for 

five cents per bushel (of sixty pounds). At this low cost, and considering 
their great value as food for cattle, sheep and swine, how can a farmer think 

of wintering his stock without his cellar of roots. This subject is well 
deserving the attention of all farmers.” 

ANALYSIS OF MANGOLDS AND TURNIPS. 

The following table, the result of analyses by Sir HUMpHrey Davy and Mr. HerEepata, 
shows the comparative value of the sugar beet with mangolds and turnips. 

QUANTITY OF NUTRITIOUS AND FAT-PRODUCING ELEMENTS IN 1000 PARTS, 

MuciLacEe GLUTEN OR 
or STarcu. | “SUGAR. ALBUMEN. Torat. 

Swedish turMips,..<-.- 2s... - bigs Soho Noe ee 9 ol 2 62 
AWVGIUL eR UUM MT SUa Le et ue los awe. Sevkis & ance, sale 7 34 il 52 
Na colo wurze lie ec. sie: Meee ere eau e a) 13 119 4 1386 
Oymcerolowle swuezel eee ree jeer oe 1534 10634 11g 134 
SUGAT ADC CLA oer Same = tcl. eetiee Selen mis. cM see toe 1734 12634 14 14534 

COTTON SEED MEAL. 

Cotton seed meal has not been used to any great extent by American 

dairymen as a feed for milch cows. Among those who have used it for this 

purpose there is some difference of opinion as to its value. In 1866, while 
going through the dairy districts of England, I found farmers often speaking 

of cotton seed meal, and commending it as a highly nutritious and valuable 
food for milch stock. With some it was preferred to linseed cake, and much 

surprise was manifested that its use had not become general in the dairies of 
America. he question of what is the cheapest and best food for milch cows 
is one of considerable importance to the dairy farmer, and is by no means 

settled. Some insist that good pasturage and early cut, well cured hay are 

sufficient for the summer and winter keep of cows; while others regard it 

profitable to give in addition to the above a daily allowance of grain or meal of 

some kind. With the constant variation in the price of different grains, 1t often 

becomes quite difficult to determine which is relatively the cheapest for feed- 
ing purposes. A scale of prices based upon the experimental or nutritive 

value of different kinds of foods for animals, would be extremely useful to 

farmers, since I am convinced that many feed in a hap-hazard way and 

without knowing whether the cheapest or the dearest food is employed. 
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To the general lack of knowledge in respect to the comparative nutritive 
value of different kinds of food for stock may be attributed, at least to some 
extent, the limited use of linseed cake and cotton seed meal among the stock- 

keepers of the country. 

In regard te the value of cotton seed meal for milch cows, I find an 
interesting statement from Mr, A. W. CuExEvER, in the Massachusetts Plough- 
man. He gives the experience of farmers in Cumberland and Franklin, where 

cows are made to yield a large quantity of milk by a daily allowance of the 

meal. Mr. Morey, he says, showed him cows that would yield, at their best, 

twenty-four quarts, and were, at the time of his visit, giving from twelve to 
sixteen quarts. In summer, each cow gets, in addition to pasture, two quarts 

of cotton seed meal. Mr. Bercner also feeds in the same manner. They 
both think very highly of cotton seed meal for feed. 

Mr. B. was formerly cautious in the use of it. Now he buys a cow and 

immediately puts her on a full feed of cotton seed meal. “‘ He bought a cow 
last spring for seventy dollars that was claimed by the owner to give twelve 
quarts. He now milks eighteen quarts from her daily. 

“ Mr. Morey says if he is out of cotton seed one day his cows will shrink 
a quart each, and neither Indian meal or wheat shorts will keep them up to 
their quantity ; but after feeding cotton seed again one day they will come up 

again to their full rate. Neither of the gentlemen named have ever had a 

case of garget or swelled udder on their premises,” &c. 

Mr. CuEEVER says he knows of other herds in the town of Franklin that 

are fed on cotton seeds very freely, that are healthy and free from anything 

like garget. In his own experience he has been quite cautious in the use of 

cotton seed, having rarely fed more than two quarts per day to a cow, but 

with such.examples is inclined to feed more boldly in the future, “ as it is one 

of the cheapest grains he can buy, and, according to the chemists, one of the 
richest.” 

Dr. VoELcKER, who some years since made a number of analyses of 

cotton cake and cotton seed meal for the purpose of determining its nutritive 

value, speaks of it as a most valuable feeding substance. He says the best 
decorticated cotton cake has a light yellow color and is free from any strong 

smell ; neither has it any well-defined taste. 

Mixed with water in a roughly powdered state it does not become gela- 
tinous like linseed cake; nor does it develop any pungent smell under this 
treatment like rape seed. 

Cotton cake does not contain any large amount of mucilage nor anything 
that produces, on mixing with water, a volatile, pungent and injurious essen- 
tial oil. 

Cattle often take at once to it, and even when fed upon linseed cake they 
soon get accustomed to the taste of cotton cake and apparently eat it as 

readily as linseed cake. It contains very high and much larger percentage of 

flesh-forming matters than linseed cake. This circumstance suggests that 
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cotton cake may probably be given with great advantage to young stock and 

to dairy cows. As by far the largest proportion of the nitrogen of food is nct 
assimilated in the system, but passes away with the excrement of animals, 

the dung produced by stock fed upon cotton cake will be found particularly 

valuable. 

In comparison with linseed cake, there is much less mucilage and other 

respiratory matter in cotton cake. This deficiency is compensated, to a certain 

degree, by the larger amount of oil in cotton cake. The proportion of indi- 

gestible woody fiber in decorticated cotton cake is small, and not larger than 
in the best linseed cake. Lastly, it may be observed that the ash of cotton 

cake is rich in bone material, and amounts to about the same quantity as that 

contained in other oil cakes. 

Two specimens of cotton seed meal, on analysis, gave the following 

results : 
Node sn Nowe 
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On analyzing the ash of the cake it gave the following average compo- 
sition: 
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From this analysis it will be seen that, for the purpose of supplying 
animals with bone material, cotton seed is a very valuable kind of food. 

The conclusion which Dr. VortckeR draws from his numerous analyses 
is as follows:—“ The best cotton cake is richer in oil and albuminous (flesh- 
forming) compounds than linseed cake, but contains less mucilage and other. 
respiratory constituents. The mineral portion of cotton cake resembles 
closely, in composition, that of linseed and other oil-cakes. Like the ash of 
all cakes it is rich in earthy and alkaline phosphates, and well adapted to 

supply animals with bone materials. Genuine oil meal is simply thick, decor- 

ticated cake reduced to a coarse powder, and of course has the same compo- 
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sition as the cake from which it is made. Decorticated cotton cake and oil 
meal, in comparison with other kinds of artificial food, are decidedly cheap 
feeding materials.” 

In the early manufacture of cotton seed meal, injurious effects were some- 
times attributed to its use as a cattle food, on account of the large per- 
centage of indigestible woody matter, or husk of the seed which it contained. 
This hard shell in which the kernel of cotton seed is encased being removed 
or taken out by the manufacturers of the cotton seed meal, makes it unob- 
jectionable in this respect. 

LINSEED. 

This is the seed of the flax plant, the Linum usitatissimum of botanists, 

and the type of the linaceous group of vegetation. The seed contains on the 

average about twenty-two per cent. of oil, ten of sugar, forty-five of starch, 
and eighteen of albuminous matters. When the oil is expressed the residuum 
is linseed cake, a highly nutritious cattle food; as are also the seeds them-. 

selves in a crushed or half-boiled state. There can be no doubt of the 
nutritive advantages of the plan of crushing and boiling the flax seed, and 

steeping in the liquid the usual allowance of dry food, over that of giving 

animals the seed whole and alone, er in conjunction with dry food in its ordi- 
nary state. The plan which has been found to answer best is to mix the 
crushed or ground linseed in the proportion of one of linseed meal to one 

gallon of water, adding three pounds of beans, peas or oatmeal, to neutralize 

its oleaginous properties, and to give it when cool. It is stated that a cow 
supplied with the usual feed of hay and turnips, which gave four quarts 

of milk per day, yielded eight quarts, besides improving in condition “on 
getting two additional feeds from one bushel of flax seed chaff pressed in a 

tub of boiling water, allowed to stand for twelve hours, and mixed with two 

pounds of oatmeal and four ounces of salt... These feeds were thus given: 
The first feed of steamed mixture at 7 a.m.; then some hay; at 10 a.m. thirty 
pounds of sliced turnips; the cows were then let out for two hours, until the 

house was cleaned out and fresh littered; the next feed was thirty pounds 
each of mangold wurzel, and at 7 p.m. another steamed feed and hay for the 

night. 
LINSEED CAKE 

is well known as a fattening food for cattle, and for milch cows it is useful in 
moderate quantities as a means of keeping up their condition, and thus 

securing richness in their produce. 

RAPE CAKE 

is of very similar properties and value. From four to six pounds given daily 
to each cow, at the same time that it greatly diminishes the requisite supply of | 
other food, will very much enrich the milk. In nutritive value 22-3 parts of 

these oil cakes are equal to 100 parts of good hay. From experiments made 

by Mr. Tompson on the comparative effect of linseed and beans during 
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equal periods in producing milk and butter, it was found that the amount of 
railk produced by beans was equal to the mean of that produced by linseed 
during ten days; the amount of butter under the bean diet was greater than 
under that of any other kind of food whatever. This is an important fact in 
reference to the soures of butter in the food, since the linseed meal employed 

in the experiments contained twice as much oil as the bean meal. 

LUCERNE. 

The Medicago sativa of botanists and a member of the leguminous 
family. It is a deep-rooting perennial, with clover-like stems, and is, in a 
mild climate or on a good deep calcareous soil, one of the most productive 
sources of green food, yielding more than clover and being considered by 
some to be even superior in quality. Good grass, however, such as the 

Italian rye-grass, must be considered a better food. The seed is sown early 
in April, and during the season four cuttings at least may be taken. A 

fourth part of an acre will yield an ample supply for one eow during the 

soiling season. This and similar green crops, which if taken in excess are 
liable to render the animals ‘“ hoven,” may be safely given when slighty air- 
dried. Lucerne contains in 1000 parts, 750 of water, 143 of woody fiber, 44 

of gum, 22 of starch, 19 of albumen, 8 of sugar, &c. Its inorganic constit- 

uents contain a large preponderance of lime, with considerable quantities of 

potash, soda, phosphoric and sulphuric acid. Compared with meadow hay its 
nutritive value is represented by 83, the latter being 100. 

THE DIFFERENT CLOVERS CONSTITUTE 

probably, as valuable food for cattle generally as the true grasses, and for 
milch cows they excel in the principles essential to an increased flow of rich 

milk, The analysis of the three important species used for both fodder and 

hay, substantially, as given by Eryuor and Crom, are as follows : 

RED CLOVER. |WHITE CLOVER.| LucERNE. 
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STRAW, 

Straw, besides its value as litter has, when of good quality, considerable 

value as fodder. Cut up and soaked in emulsions of linseed or similar pre- 
parations, it serves the important part of giving bulk to the richer kind of 
food, while it is not itself innutritious. The best straw for this purpose is 
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that of the oat. The nutritive equivalent and percentage of nitrogen in the 
different kinds of straw is shown in the table given below, as compared with 
meadow and clover hay: 

NITROGEN IN DIFFERENT STRAWS. 

ani PERCENTAGE 

e% Nea COMPOSITION PER CENT. 
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1, Meadow hay, 100 | 1.384 | 1.15 14 30 40 iA 92 tod) autod OD 
2. Red clove 

hay.: soll. 1.70 1.54 14 25 40 9.3 8 to 5 9 
Biivestaw. 9.1 4791 0/30 P0248 Helto1d| 45 |. 38) 1.3 | 9 4 
4. Oat straw....| 383 | 0.36 | 0.30 12 45 85 | 1.3 | 0.8 6 
5. Wheat straw, 426 | 0.386 | 0.27 |12to 15) 50 30 ibe} wh PA tho B 5 
6. Barley straw,} 460 | 0.380 | 0.25 |12to15} 50 30 1.3 2 9) 
7. Pea straw....| 64 1.45 1.79 {10 to 15 25 | 45 19.83 1.5 4to6 

CONSTITUENTS OF FOOD OF ANIMALS. 

The importance of attention to the proper constituents of the food of 
animals is very properly insisted on by Dr. Tuomson in his little work 

entitled “‘ Experimental Researches on the Food of Animals,” and is clearly 

pointed out in the table given in the next page, which I have extracted from 

it. From this it is evident that food containing the greatest amount of 
starch or sugar does not produce the greatest quantity of butter, although 

these substances are supposed to supply the butter; but the best product of 

milk and butter is yielded by those species of food, which seem to restore the 

equilibrium of the animals most efficiently. The first column in the table 

represents the food used by two cows; the second column gives the mean 

milk of the two animals for five days; while the fourth contains the amount 

of nitrogen in the food taken by both animals during the same period. 

MitkK BUTTER NITROGEN IN 
IN IN FOOD IN 
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“From this table,” continues Dr. Tuomson, “ We may infer that. grass 

affords the best products, because the nutritive and calorifiant constituents 

are combined in this form of food in the most advantageous relations. The 
other kinds of food have been subjected to certain artificial conditions, by 
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which their equilibrium may have been disturbed. In the process of hay- 
making, for example, the coloring matter of the grass is either removed or 

destroyed by fermentation, while certain of the soluble salts are removed by 
every shower of rain which falls during the curing of the hay.” 

OATS. 

Oats are of the least value for fattening purposes of all the cereals, and, 
unlike the others, the meal is most nutritious when made from the kernel 

alone. When made into bread, it possesses very great nutrition and excellence. 

It is rich in flesh-formers, and consequently valuable for food for the laboring 

classes, in furnishing elements contained in a meat diet, which is not always 
attainable to them. This is particularly the case in portions of Europe, 
where it furnishes one of the principal articles of food. The composition of 

oats, after most of the husk has been removed, is as follows: 
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Tt is a fact worthy of remark, that of one hundred pounds of oats, two- 
ninths, or about twenty-three pounds, consist of husks, which are of no value 

as food. Oats are most valuable as food for horses, and in this country are 

used almost entirely for this stock. 
BARLEY. 

The composition of barley is as follows: 
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BUCK WHEAT. 

Buckwheat, although valuable for fattening purpose, is grown but little 
in this country, comparatively with other grains. The composition of the 

grain when ripened is: 
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The good returns, easy cultivation on poor soils, and ability to stand extremes 
of temperature, render this a desirable grain on the farm, and there is no reason 
why it should not occupy as high a position as some of the other cereals. 
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TABLE OF COMPARATIVE EQUIVALENTS OF DIFFERENT CATTLE Foops. 
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CENTAGE IN ONE HUN- FORMERS IN ONE HUN- DRED POUNDS. FORMERS IN ONE HUN- DRED POUNDS. 
PERCENTAGE OF FLESH 

DRED POUNDS. 
PERCENTAGE OF FAT TOTAL NUTRITIVE PER- NUTRITIVE EQUIVALENTS 
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245.3 
691.6 
607.3 
251.5 
336.5 
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1185.7 
067.6 
565.9 
960.0 

1016.3 
1106.6 
922.2 

1212.1 
1345.9 
524.2 
863.4 
415.0 
100.0 
907.1 

1185.7 
905.4 
120.8 
84.6 
98.2 
61.4 
64.2 
71.0 
76.0 
72.0 
81.5 
76.0 
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78.2 
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A careful examination of this table, prepared from the best English, 

American and German authorities, and the comparison of the money value 
of these articles of food, modified as experience may suggest, with their 
feeding value as here given, would be of immense benefit to farmers, and 

save them much money, often injudiciously expended.— U. S. Ag. Rep., 1865. 



STOCK—SELECTION, CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF FOR 

THE DAIRY. 

Which is the best breed of cows for the Dairy and how is it to be obtained? 

This question has been before the dairy public for the last quarter of a 
century, and to-day is by no means settled among practical dairymen. If 

you go among the breeders of thorough-bred stock, you will get no end of 
argument, backed by a formidable pile of statistics, to show that this or that 

breed is best. It is now Short-horns, then Ayrshires, or Alderneys, or 
Devons, or Dutch cattle; just as you happen to meet those interested in one 

or the other of these breeds. 
Now it may be presumed that none of these men intend to mislead; for 

they may have strong convictions of the truth of what they advocate, and, 
under certain conditions, I think it might be proved that either would be 
right. But that any one of these breeds is best adapted to all soils, all 

climates, and for all purposes, is quite another matter, and which is not true 

in fact. The practical questions for dairymen to decide are, first, what breed 

of cattle is best adapted to the climate, the soil and the surface of the 

country, or farm where the stock is to be kept, and second, what breed is best 

adapted to the particular purpose for which it is wanted. It would, it seems 
to me, be exceedingly poor economy for the butter maker, located on a 

rough, hilly surface, affording scanty herbage, to select short-horns; because 

they are not an active race, and demand a plentiful supply of nutritious food, 

food easy to be obtained. And to the cheese dairyman, located on a level or 

slightly undulating surface, yielding an abundance of rich food, who desired 

to get the greatest profit from making cheese and beef, it would be equally 

bad economy to select the Alderney. And yet if one was to engage in butter 

dairying alone, where extra quality and high prices were looked after sharply, 

the Alderney might serve his purpose altogether best. 

It is from overlooking certain conditions, and hoping to realize every 

excellence, such as quality and quantity of milk, of butter, of cheese, of beef 

with activity and endurance all centered in some one breed, that has caused 

so much dissatisfaction and difference of opinion among dairymen, in regard 

to particular breeds. 
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I have not proposed to discuss the breeding of stock at length, and in its 

various relations. The subject is a broad one, and a better knowledge of it 

can be had by taking up some special treatise like the admirable little work, 

for instance, of Mr. Goopatx, Secretary Maine State Board of Agriculture, 

or that on American Cattle, by Hon. Lewis F. Atten. But what I have 
proposed is to to touch briefly upon some leading points of most practical 
utility to dairymen. Without entering upon the history of the different 

races of horned cattle, it will be sufficient to state that cattle have been domes- 

ticated from the earliest ages, and have been so varied by breeding that it 

would be impossible to say from what species of wild animals they have been 
derived—whether they had a common ancestry in one wild species, or in 
several. It is contended by some that the origin of the more marked breeds 
is due to several wild species, and that these have contributed to make our 
cows what they are. But however that may be, we know that different 

breeds have existed from very remote times. 

BREEDING INSTEAD OF PURCHASING COWS. 

No one will deny that one essential requisite to success in dairying is to 
have good cows for the business, and in considering how this is to be obtained, 
it is evident the surest method would be to rely upon breeding animals upon 
the farm where they are to be used, rather than to purchase at random from 
droves, providing a kind, or race of animals can be obtained that will transmit 

desirable qualities or excellencies from geueration to generation with reason- 
able certainty. Experience teaches us that we cannot rely upon the common 
stock of the country, to transmit any desirable quality with that certainty 

we can obtain from cultivated breeds which have been long bred in reference 
to special qualities, and have, in consequence, established a fixed type in this 

regard. I think our dairymen need not look beyond four or five breeds of 

thorough-bred cattle for obtaining desirable results ; namely, the Short-Horns, 

the Ayrshires, Devons, Alderneys, and the Dutch or Holstein cattle. There are 

other breeds more or Jess famous in the districts where they originated; 
such as the Galloways, the Kerrys, the Herefords, the Bretons, the Swiss 

and other European varieties. Some of them, at least, when transported 

from their native districts, have not given such satisfaction on the whole as 

the breeds I have named. 
a ACCLIMATED CATTLE. 

Again it is of some importance to have cattle acclimated. How long it 
may take a race of cattle reared in a climate different from ours, to become 

perfectly adapted to the change from one country to another I cannot say, 
but it evidently requires some time. Hardiness and good constitution are of 
the utmost importance in milch stock. The drain on vitality from the yield 
of milk for long periods together, with the annual production of the calf is 
excessive, and hence the greatest attention should be given to this point. 
For what would it avail to have cows capable of yielding an enormous 
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product, that were wasting away with consumption, or of so little vitality as 

not to be able to resist disease or the ordinary inclemencies of our climate? | 

I have seen such herds and the cost of nursing and keeping them up, with | 
the annual loss of stock, left no profit in their product. 

BREEDING FROM HEALTHY ANIMALS. 

From ascertained physiological laws, says Prof. Verrin1, “it appears that | 
the ova of the female which are to become the germs of the future young, | 

begin to develop at a very early period and continue to increase up to the | 
time of impregnation. It is obvious then that constitutional diseases or | 
imperfections, will be most likely to affect the ova. Hence only healthy or | 
vigorous females should be used for breeding purposes, and they should be in | 
the prime of life—not too young nor too old. It is equally important that the | 

male should be perfectly healthy and sound, and free from all constitutional 
and hereditary diseases or imperfections. 

THE EXCESSIVE USE OF THE MALE 

for breeding purposes, either by placing him with too many females, or 
employing him too often, is to be carefully avoided. The production of sper- 

matozoa is one of the most exhaustive operations of the animal system, and ‘if 
carried to excess, not only weakens the organs and destroys more or less the 

vitality of the spermatozoa, but seriously impairs the general health, and espe- 
cially the nervous system.” I feel it the more incumbent to allude to this 

point because over a considerable area in New York, and in other dairying 
districts, 

ABORTION 

is excessively common among cows, and has become epidemic, causing 
immense loss. In New York commissioners have been appointed by the 
State, and have carried their investigations over the infected districts during 
a period of three years, but without arriving at any positive conclusion as to 
the cause of the disease. It doubtless has its origin in several causes, and it 
is strongly suspected that one of the principal causes of the disease is the 

employment of inferior males, or those that have been so over-taxed by 
excess as to weaken the reproductive organs and impair the quality and 
quantity of spermatozoa. A low vitality too, of the cow from excessive milk- 

ing and perhaps constitutional imperfections, operating with the other, have 

doubtless had an influence in developing this disease. “From the manner in 

which the young becomes united with the mother, so that the liquid portion 

of the blood may pass freely from one to the other, we may readily under- 
stand how the health or food of the mother may affect the embryo, or also how 

the mother’s blood may be affected by the constitutional peculiarities of the 
embryo; and therefore, since the embryo partakes also of the qualities of the 
father, how the mother may be so affected indirectly by the peculiarities of 

the male, that she may transmit those qualities to subsequent young by other 
males. ‘The tainting of the mother’s blood is produced in this manner. 
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Examples of this are common where a mare has first brought forth a mule. 
Subsequent colts for several years will present more or less the mulish fea- 
tures. One of the earliest and most striking cases recorded, occurred in 

1815, when a pure Arabian mare was served by a quagga, a species of wild 

ass, striped somewhat like a zebra. The resulting hybrid had the quagga 

characters well marked. Afterwards, in 1817, 1818, and 1821, she had colts 

by a pure blooded black Arabian horse, but each of them bore more or less 

of the peculiar features and markings of the quagga, although she had not 
seen him after 1816. Cases have been noticed in breeding between horned 
and hornless breeds of sheep and cattle, where the first calf of a cow of a 

hornless breed has been by a bull having horns, subsequent calves, although 

by bulls without horns, and of the same pure blood as the cow, have had 

long horns. Similar facts have often been noted in regard to dogs. A bitch 

of pure blood having once had pups by an inferior dog, will not afterward 

produce pure-blooded pups by a dog of her own breed. From these facts all 

breeders of choice animals should learn the necessity of allowing females to 
breed only with pure-blooded or desirable males, even if all the young are not 

to be reared.” | 
CROSSING COMMON STOCK WITH THOROUGH-BREDS. 

As a general rule however, the dairyman must rely upon the common stock of 

the country on the one hand and the thorough-bred bull on the other, for the 
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NATIVE COW. . 

base of his operations. It is useless to talk about the exclusive introduction 
of pure thorough-breds to meet the present wants of dairymen. The animals 
would be altogether too expensive even if it were possible to find them. 
Again, it may be doubted whether any advantage would be gained in the 
mere production of milk, over a judicious crossing of common stock with 
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thorough-breds. The grade animal, as a milker, may prove equal to or even 

superior to the thorough-bred. It may be better acclimated and, as a rule, is 

more hardy. Losses are constantly occurring from time to time in every herd, 

from accident and disease. A portion of the herd must be turned off for this 

reason and on account of age. The only practical course, therefore, it would 

seem for the majority of dairymen is, to start with a good herd of native 
stock, using a thorough-bred bull, and breed up to the qualities desired. In 
saying this I do not object to the breeding of thorough-bred stock on dairy 

farms; that may be done, and may be found advisable ; but I would commence 
at first in a small way, extending the business by degrees, as found profitable. 

WHAT IS TO BE CONSIDERED IN BREEDING. 

I have said, the first thing for the dairyman to decide, is the use which 
he intends to make of his stock, and to what breed his lands are best adapted. 

To this end he must have some knowledge of the leading characteristics of 
the several breeds from which his choice is to be made. We may, therefore 

briefly glance at some of the chief features of the five breeds which have 
been named. 

SHORT-HORNS. 

First, of the short horn or Durham, which has done more, perhaps, to 

improve our cattle than any other breed, and which is really the most won- 
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SHORT-HORN BULL. 

derful exhibition of the skill of the breeder. This large, docile, and rather 
inactive breed originated on the richest pastures of England. It has been 
bred especially for beef, and from its breeding was never intended to roam 

over rough, hilly surfaces, and gain thrift upon the lean feed of thinnish soils. 
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That breeders have accomplished eminent success in this animal is unques- 
tioned, and in nearly all countries where it has been introduced it has 

improved the size of cattle, and the quality as well as the quantity of beef. 

Some strains of this blood have been remarkable for their milking qualities, 

as we have abundant proof in England, and from early and late importations 

into this and other countries. Indeed, Mr. ALLEN, in his work on American 

Cattle, affirms that they are the greatest milkers in quantity of any breed 

whatever, with the exception of the Dutch, or that they may be compara- 
tively inferior, as education, keeping, or purpose may govern. We have 

numerous well authenticated instances, he says, of their giving six, seven, 

SHORLT-HORN COW. 

eight, or even nine gallons a day, on grass alone, in the hight of the season, 

and yielding fourteen to eighteen pounds of butter per week, and of holding 

out in their milk as well as other breeds of cows through the year. And he 
remarks further, that if the breeder’s attention be turned solely to the dairy 
quality, he succeeds in obtaining, with few exceptions, good milkers. But if” 
he turns his attention, regardless of milk, to the grazing qualities of his 
stock, he can gradually breed out the tendency to milk. 

THE SHORT-HORN GRADES. 

When Short-Horns are crossed on the common stock of the country, where 
good milking strains have been selected, the grades have often proved of great 
excellence as milkers. Upon fertile lands, rather level, or slightly undulating, 
and that furnish a large yield of nutritious grasses, this breed, from its peculiar 
aptitude to fatten readily, will naturally commend itself to those dairymen 
who desire to get a profit from their animals in beef, as well as in milk. 
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DEVONS. 

The Devons originated in the south-western part of England on other and 
different pastures. They have another kind of beauty, and have been bred 
for ancther kind of use; not so large as the Short-Horn, thriving better on 
thinner soils and poorer forage, making good working oxen, and tolerably 

good milkers; in fact, more of an animal for all uses than the Short-Horn, but 

inferior to it for certain special purposes in certain localities. The Devon 

yields a milk of rich quality, that will yield more butter in proportion to 

quantity than that of any other breed, except the Alderney. She is in some 
respects well fitted for a dairy cow, being docile in temper, easy of keep and 

readily managed. Her udder is of good shape with good teats, the milk 
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DHVON BULL. 

easily drawn, and not unfrequently remarkably good milkers have been found 
in this breed. We have good authority, says Mr. ALLuN, that some of them 

have yielded ten to twelve pounds of butter per week, and they have given 

eighteen, twenty, and twenty-two quarts of milk per day, for months after 

calving, under steady milking. As a beef animal the Devon has always 

ranked first class. The flesh is fine, juicy and of delicate flavor. The Devon 
matures early, and develops rapidly under good feeding. Devon oxen have 

always been regarded as among the best. 

DEVONS FOR BUTTER. 

The butter dairyman on rather thinnish soils, or on rough, hilly pastures, 

and especially if he looks to the production of beef in connection with butter- 

dairying, will scarcely pass over the Devon as wholly unworthy his considera- 

tion. I cannot agree with some authors in their deprecating estimate of this 
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breed. In the southern dairy districts of England, I found them largely used 

for the dairy, and highly esteemed; and my own experience with Devon 

grades satisfies me they are much higher in the scale of good milkers than the 

Herefords, with which they are sometimes classed, for dairy purposes; of 

course it is important to select stock from good milking families. 

THE AYRSHIRES, 

originating on the western side of Scotland, in a moist climate, have been 

bred specially for milk; and for this use no-one questions their value. 

They are medium in size, hardy, healthy, pretty well fitted to our climate 

and pastures; and for the milk farmer and cheese dairyman, where milk 

or its products alone are the object, considering the size of the animal, the 
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DEVON COW. 

food required for its keep, the great variety of soil and surface of the 

country to which it is adapted, perhaps no breed can show a better record. 

YIELDS OF MILK FROM AYRSHIRES. 

We have European accounts of some most remarkable yields of milk from 

Ayrshire cows. According to some writers, from six hundred to eight hun- 

dred gallons of milk per year is not unusual, while in some instances a 

thousand and more gallons have been produced. We may remark that these 

high yields have not been generally made by Ayrshires in this country, though 

the testimony of our dairymen in regard to their superior excellence as 

milkers is universal. Their only fault is in their short teats, which often 

renders them difficult to be milked, and in their highly excitable or nervous 

organization, which requires gentleness and extreme care in their manage- 

ment. They are not esteemed as a beef-making breed, though breeders claim 
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that they readily fatten. J have fattened and used the meat of Ayrshire 
grades, and find them inferior, as beef-makers, to the Short-Horn and Devon. 

SHORT TEATS. 

It may be remarked in this connection, that a short teat is a serious 
defect in a cow. The milk is not only drawn slowly from such cows, but 
milkers often neglect to milk clean, and in consequence the cow is made to 
decrease in her yield, and not unfrequently loses the use of one or more teats 
from obstructions resulting from neglect in drawing the milk. Hundreds of 
valuable cows in the dairy districts are injured and ruined from this cause. 
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AYRSHIRE BULL. 

When Ayrshires are crossed on the common stock of the country, or with 

cows having more or less of Short-Horn blood, the grades are generally good 

milkers, and the teats are greatly improved. Some of our dairymen insist 

that a high grade Short-Horn covered with a thorough-bred Ayrshire, gives 

the best result, and is to be preferred to the thorough-bred Ayrshire for the 
dairy. ‘ 

THE ALDERNEY OR JERSEY. 

The Alderney or Jersey, comes from the group of rough, rocky islands in 
the channel between England and France. The pastures here are not luxu- 
riant, the feed is generally rather short, but very nutritious, and in that damp, 
mild climate, the feed extends through most of the year. The Alderneys are 
small in size, with deer-like head, thin neck, high shoulders, hollow back, 

large belly, and a clean, good sized udder. Though by no means a handsome 

animal, I do not think they are so homely and mean looking as many writers 
charge against them. 
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RICHNESS OF ALDERNEY MILK. 

It is perhaps needless to say that the Jersey cow is famous for the 
richness of her milk. It has a deep yellow, creamy color, and in England the 

Somersetshire cheese dairymen nearly always have two or three Alderneys 
in their herds, to give quality and color to their milk. At Versailles 
it was shown that milk of this breed yielded six and a-half per cent. of 

butter, and Sir Witi1Am Coxtines of the Isle of Jersey, carefully observed 

the quantity of butter from one of his cows; it amounted to three hundred 

and ninety-four pounds per year. In another case, five cows for five years 
yielded three hundred and fifty-three pounds per year each. Many similar 
statements might be given. 

ALDERNEYS AS BUTTER COWS. 

As a butter cow, the Alderney undoubtedly has great merits; and where 
? 

rich milk and a fine quality of butter is sought after, for fancy prices, the 
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Alderney, or a dash of Alderney blood in the herd, is of advantage. They © 
do not yield a large quantity of milk, nor are the animals so hardy as the 

other breeds named, still they are more and more coming into use, and when 
crossed on deep milkers of our native stock, give good satisfaction among 

the butter dairymen. 

CROSSING ALDERNEYS AND AYRSHIRES. 

I should not consider the crossing of a pure bred Alderney with a pure 
bred Ayrshire as judicious. The cross has not been successful in Scotland, 
the result in both ways having been to produce a progeny having the inferior 

points of both breeds. 
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THE ALDERNEY BULL, 

as has been remarked by Mr. SrEepueEns, “has not so good a frame as the 
Ayrshire cow, nor has the Alderney cow so good a constitution as the 

Ayrshire bull. There would be no economy in such crosses, since both breeds 

ought, from their high character, and world-wide reputation as dairy breeds, 
to be kept distinct and pure.” But in the crossing of one or the other of 

these breeds on a common grade cow, the case is different, and good results 

may be expected. 
THE DUTCH BREED. 

The Holstein or Dutch Cattle of North Holland, are perhaps the most 
noted for the dairy of any originating on the Continent of Europe. Holland 
has long been a dairy country, and the farmers there have given more care 
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and attention to their cows than to any other domestic animal. The breed is 

of large size, and of a compact, massive frame, capable of making good beef. 

Their color is black and white, spotted or mottled in picturesque inequalities 

of proportion on the body. The horn is short, and the hair short, fine and 

silky. The Holsteins have been long bred and cultivated with a view to 

develop their lacteal production, and their milking qualities are truly wonder- 

ful. Some have expressed doubt, whether cows of so large a size, weighing 

from thirteen to fifteen hundred pounds, could be made profitable on much 

of our dairy lands. Doubtless on poor, thin soils their introduction might ~ 

not prove advisable; but when there is an abundance of food, the case would 

be different. Holland cattle have as yet received but little attention from 

American dairymen, but if the European accounts given of them are to be 

credited, there is reason to believe they would prove a success, on our deep, 

rich soils or most productive pasture lands. 
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NORTH HOLLAND CATTLE AS MILK PRODUCERS. 

In June, 1869, I received a letter from Mr. Miter, then at the Royal 
Farming Academy at Eldena, Prussia, in which he gives an account of the 
North Holland cattle, and especially of the herd belonging to Professor 

Ruope of the Royal Academy. One of these cows, he states, had yielded 
in one year six thousand one hundred and forty-two Berlin quarts of milk, 

equal to one thousand five hundred and forty-eight English gallons. If we 
assume that a gallon of milk will make a pound of cheese, it will be seen that 

the annual product of this cow would be about three times as much as that 
yielded by what is considered our best dairy cows. Mr. Minter states that 
a herd of twenty-two Holland cows owned by Professor RuopEr made an 

average yield of three thousand five hundred and ninety-five and five-tenths 
Berlin quarts of milk each per year, while three Ayrshires in the same herd 

yielded only about half the quantity, or one thousand seven hundred and 

ninety-five and one-half quarts each. At the rate of milk given, this herd of 

North Holland cattle would have made an average in cheese of about eight 

hundred pounds each for the season. But whether as good yields can be 
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made here by this breed, of course, must be decided by trial. Of recent 
importations of Holland cattle, it is said that one of the cows, six years of 

age, dropped a calf on the 15th of May, weighing one hundred and one 

pounds, and from the 26th of May to the 27th of July, by careful and exact 
record, gave four thousand and eighteen pounds fourteen ounces of milk. 

The largest yield in any one day was seventy-six pounds five ounces, or thirty- 

five and one-eighth quarts. Her average for ten days was seventy-four and 
forty-seven hundredths pounds per day, and the amount of cream produced 
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from this milk was twenty-two seventy-one-hundredths per cent. Six days’ 
milk of this cow being set for cream, produced seventeen pounds fourteen 
ounces of good butter. The Holstein cows have a reputation of being spe- 

cially adapted to cheese dairying, and it is for this purpose, doubtless, they 
should be employed. 
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Enough has been said, perhaps, to indicate the practical side of this ques- 
tion. The dairyman must have a clear understanding of his situation and the 

use to which his animals are to be put. Then remembering that “ like begets 

like,” he will select his materials, and breed to the desired point. The most 

HOLSTEIN COW. 

practical course to be recommended, it would seem, is by raising our native 
stock by a judicious admixture with the blood of milking breeds; and then 
by improving on these grades. 
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BAD HABITS INHERITED. 

In breeding stock for the dairy a point quite generally overlooked, but 
which is of great importance in securing good results, is to breed from ani- 

mals that are even-tempered and not disposed to be vicious. Peculiarities 

of bad temper, irritability and a disposition to be troublesome, seem to be 

transmitted from either parent to the offspring with considerable certainty. 

With the grazicr these qualities may, in a measure, be tolerated. To him the 
chief points of consideration must be an aptitude in the animal for taking on 

fat at as little expense as possible, the finenees of the grain of the meat, mode of 

laying on fat, smallness of bone, soundness of constitution, and a certain con- 

geniality of the animal for the climate and soil on which it is to be grown or 
made ready for the shambles, being important. The grazier is not brought 

into that close familiarity with, or daily handling of the animal that is 

a necessity on the part of the dairyman, and hence, what might be 

considered intolerable vices in the dairy, would not be developed or 

noticed in the mere grazing animal. An animal may be descended from a 

good milking family, and under certain conditions of extreme care, prove to 

be a superior milker, though of a nervous and excitable temperament; but if 

she be naturally vicious and bad tempered, she will cause more vexation and 

annoyance in the long run than her milk is worth, while she is always liable 
to become worthless as a milker from freaks of nervousness and ill temper, 
which the herdsman, with all his care, is unable to prevent. I have seen and 

owned animals of great milking capacity, which it was a most disagreeable 
task to milk, and which, if the milk wasted by them during milking through 
the season were counted out, would make their yield poor indeed, so far 
as profit was concerned. 

I believe that a great many good cows are annually spoiled by cruel treat- 

ment and the bad temper of the milkers. Still there are vicious cows, and 

those of an extremely nervous organization, from which no profit can be realized 
under any course of treatment. JI know men who have bred from a vicious 

and nervous thoroughbred bull, who are very much dissatisfied with this pecu- 

liarity of the parent infused in their herds. Ihave bred from animals disposed 
to be unruly and mischievous, cows that had acquired the habit of sucking 
their own milk, and have found these peculiarities strongly marked in their - 
offspring ; not invariably, it is true, but generally when any viciousness was 

strongly marked in the parent, it was pretty sure to be developed in the off 
spring. My experience is, that such animals, even though they may be good 
milkers, do not on the whole pay in the dairy. I do not believe in pounding 
and beating milch cows, and have never seen any good come of it; buta 
vicious beast is such a sore trial to the patience that most dairymeu are better 
off to be at once rid of it. Such cows cannot well be trusted to hired help 

without being pretty sure a mishap of some kind will befall them during the 
season; besides, the time spent in tampering with a bad-tempered cow, will 
make her milk cost a high price, even though she yield a large quantity. 
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VALUE OF A GOOD-TEMPERED COW. 

One of the most valuable qualities in milch stock is quietness and good 
temper; and in selecting animals to breed from, these qualities should be 

sought after, and considered of prime importance. Experience and close 
observation have taught that ‘like produces like,” in other words, that the 

qualities of the parent, such as beauty or nitidity of form, disposition to fat- 
“ness, goodness of flesh, abundance of milk, and temper are inherited by their 
offspring. And yet dairymen often overlook serious defects of temper, and 
raise stock for the dairy that prove very unprofitable on this account. 

When thorough-bred bulls are to be purchased to improve dairy stock, they 
should not only be descended from good milking families, but from families 
that are known to be of good temper and free from any strongly-marked 
viciousness ; and by always selecting bulls of this character from which to 
breed, the defects in dairy stock referred to may be corrected, rather than 

increased. © 
INFLUENCE OF KINDNESS. 

It may be remarked, also, that gentleness and quietness in milk-stock result 
in a measure from education. I have seen so many heifers ruined, which 

might have been fashioned into valuable stock for the dairy, that I desire to 

call attention to the importance of early handling and educating stock that is 
intended for milk, An animal cannot be taught quietness and familiarity 

with persons in a day, or ina month. Habits are slowly formed; and if we 
would secure the highest results, the animal should be petted while young, 

and should have a constant familiarity with persons, and the feeling thor- 

oughly impressed that man is its best friend, from whom it has nothing to 

fear and to whom it may naturally look for kindness and protection. The 

treatment should be commenced with the calf and continued until it shall 
have become a full grown animal. Then it will have formed those feelings 

of affection for, and sympathy with persons, similar to those implanted in the 
brute for its young. I have seen heifers and cows reared in this way, taking 
to a kind milker, exhibiting strongly marked affection, and showing a degree 
of patience and consideration that plainly indicated the feeling to which I 

have referred. Calves and heifers should be freely handled but never irritated 

or plagued, as this will teach them bad habits, which they will not forget as 
they grow older. I like to see stock that can be approached at any time in | 
the pasture, and that has no fears of being handled or petted. For a milker, 

most dairymen prefer a heifer to come in when two years old, and if she has 

been well kept, so as to have attained good size, she will then be old enough 

to become a cow. The habit of giving milk is in part a matter of education, 
and I prefer to form that habit young. | ni 

The impression prevails with many, that good blood is the only important 
requisite in rearing dairy stock. To reach the highest success, something 
more is necessary. The stock must have good keep and kind care. Good 

blood is a requisite ; but the best milking strain may be rendered inferior by 
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poor keep and a bad education. To those who propose raising calves, with a 

view of having them take their place in due time in the dairy, I say commence 

at once to educate for milkers. Good feed, good care, with the habit of 

fondling your animals, will have an important influence in molding them to 
your wishes, and in securing desirable results. 

SELECTING COWS FOR THE DAIRY. 

In the enumeration of points for the selection of good milch cows, we 

find some valuable hints in a work by Prof. J. H. Maens, from which we 

briefly quote. A more extended description of points will be found in Mr. 

ALLEN’s excellent work on American Cattle—a work that should be in the 
library of every American dairyman. Among the points to which attention 

should be given, the digestive organs are important. He says:—‘* Where 

these are defective, good milch cows are rarely met with, since these organs 

have a powerful influence on the exercise of all the functions, and particu- 
larly on the secretion of the milky glands. A good state of the digestive 
organs is evinced by a belly of moderate size, with yielding sides; a large 
mouth; thick and strong lips; a good appetite; easy and quick digestion ; 

glossy hair ; supple skin, with a kind of unctuous feel. The constitution should 

be sound, and this is implied by large lungs; a broad and prominent chest; a 

somewhat slow respiration; and a great inclination to drink—an inclination 

stimulated by the abundant secretion of milk. Preference should be given 
to cows with small bones, fine and slender limbs, and tail fine at its base; 

the head small but longish, narrowing toward the horns; the horns them- 

selves of a bright color, tapering finely and glistening; small neck and 

shoulders, apparently long because slender, especially near the head; small 

eyelids well divided, but not much wrinkled; prominent eye, and a gentle, 
feminine look. 

“Good milkers allow themselves to be easily milked—often while rumi- 

nating they look with pleased eye (easily recognized) at the person who milks 

them ; they like to be caressed, and caress in return. The udder is formed 
principally by the glands which secrete the milk, and called the milky glands. 

These, four in number, two on each side, are designated by the name of 
‘quarters,’ each constituting nearly a fourth part of the udder. The udder 

is composed, moreover, of skin, cellular tissue, fat, lymphatic ganglions, 
vessels; &c. In almost all cows, the abundance of the milk is in proportion 

to the size of the mamelles. The marks indicating that these glands are 
constituted so as to produce much milk are, a very large developement of 
the hind quarters ; a wide and strong lumbar region; a long rump ; haunches 
and hind legs wide apart; a large space for lodging the udder; milky glands 
well developed, and causing the udder to be of considerable size. In good 
cows the gland constitutes a large part of the udder, and accordingly after 
milking, it shrinks much and becomes soft, flabby and very wrinkled. The 

teats should be set apart from each other, as indicating that the milk vessels are 
spacious. Of all the marks for ascertaining good cows the best are afforded 
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by the blood vessels; if the veins which surround the udder are large, 
winding and varicose, they show that the glands receive much blood, and 

consequently that their functions are active and that milk is abundant. The 

veins on the lateral parts of the belly are easily observed. These veins issue 

from the udder in front, and at the outer angle, where they form, in good 

cows, a considerable varicose swelling. They proceed toward the front part 

of the body, forming angles more or less distinct, often divide toward their 
anterior extremity, and sink into the body by several openings.” 

GUENON’S DISCOVERIES. 

Some years ago Mons. GuEenon, a Frenchman, made the discovery that 
cows known as “ good milkers,” had certain characteristic marks, shown in 

the hair growing upon the udder, and upon and between the thighs above 

the udder. Following out this peculiarity on different animals, and noting 

the variations in the marks on a great number of cows, from the best to the 

most inferior milkers, he was enabled to establish his theory of the “ milk 
mirror” or “ escutcheon,” as it is termed. The basis of the theory may be 

stated in general terms, as follows:—The hair on the buttocks of cattle grows 

in two different directions, one portion pointing upward, and another part 
downward, and thus producing a sort of fringe at the point of juncture. The 
hair which has an upward tendency, has been termed the “ escutcheon,” the 

larger the extent of the “ escutcheon,” according to M. GuENoN, the greater 

the promise of milk, and also of the continuance even after the cow is in 
calf. A cow may have a small escutcheon, and yet be a good milker; but 

observation leads to the conclusion, that if she possessed a more fully devel- 

oped escutcheon, she would have been a better milker. In estimating the 

extent of the escutcheon, allowance should be made for the folds in the skin, 

otherwise a large escutcheon may be taken for a small one. Besides the 
escutcheon there are tufts of hair which, when seen on the cow’s udder, have 

a certain degree of value. It may be observed here, that M. Guunon’s 
theory is very elaborate, and cannot be relied upon in all its details, though 

its general outlines or leading features, when taken in connection with the 
shape and size of the cow, the texture of her skin, development of the 
udder and milk vein, her disposition, endurance of constitution and other 

points, give valuable aid in selecting good milkers. The principles laid down 

by M. Guenoy, are of considerable value as additional aids to other well 

known points of a good cow, but they should not be relied upon singly and 

alone, as indicating what is, and what is not, a good milker in every case. 

I have known “ experts ” in the theory to be deceived, or make bad selections 

in cows; and I have been misled, relying too much upon the marks, or escutch- 

eon, overlooking perhaps other essential considerations. 

MAGNE’S CLASSIFICATION OF COWS. 

M. Maens, in his summary of M. GuEnon’s system, divides the cows 

according to the quantity of milk which they give into four classes. 
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FIRST-RATE COWS 

-are in that class, where both divisions of the lower escutcheon, the mam- 

mary and the perineum, are large, continuous and uniform, and cover at least 

a large portion of the perineum, the inside of the thighs and udder, and extend 
moreover, with little or no break, more or less over the limbs, eliptical in shape, 

and situated in the posterior face of the udder (Fig.1,2). But the cows may be 
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considered first-rate as milkers, if in the absence of a well developed escut- 

cheon, they possess the following marks:—Veins of the perineum, varicose 

and visible externally, or at least easily made so by compression at the base 
of the perineum; veins of the udder large and knotty; milk veins frequently 
double, and equal on both sides of the animal, and forming zigzag or wavy 
lines within the belly. In addition to the marks shown by the veins and by 
the escutcheon, the udder should be large and yielding, of homogeneous. 
texture, having a thin skin covered with fine hair, and yielding or shrinking 
much under the process of milking. The chest should be ample, and a good 
constitution displayed by regular appetite, and a disposition to drink much ; 
the skin soft and supple; hair short and soft; head small; horns fine and 
smooth ; eye quick, but gentle; fine neck and feminine air. 

GOOD COWS 

are those that present the mammary portions of the escutcheon well devel- 

oped; but the perineum portion is either wanting or but partially developed. 

(Figs. 3, 4). If the escutcheon is ever so well developed, the cows are 
middling or bad, and do not belong to the first or second class, if the veins 
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of the udder are not in considerable numbers, and the milk veins under the 

belly are not large. 
MEDIOCRE COWS 

possess the lower tuft of the escutcheon of the mammary part, little devel- 

oped or indented, and the perineum portion irregular, narrow and contracted. 
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(Figs. 5,6). The perineum veins are not visible, and the veins of the belly 
are small and straight. The head is large, skin stiff and thick, and the 
animal is often peevish and restless. ; 

BAD COWS — 

possess escutcheons of very small extent (as shown in Figs. 7, 8); no veins are 
visible in the udder or the perineum, and the milk veins are feebly developed. 

The cows of this class are generally in good condition, and. showy, taking 

animals, the thighs are fleshy, the skin hard and thick, neck thick, head and 

horns large, and the latter of large dimensions at the base.” 
I have perhaps quoted sufficient to show the general outlines of M. Gux- 

Non’s theory, without going into an elaborate essay on the subject, which 
would need a large number of cuts to be clearly explained. But desirable as 

it may be for the dairyman to have a good strain of milking stock, his success 
will not depend altogether upon blood and skill in breeding. 

THE FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT 

of his herd is an art which he will find is not to be learned in all its details 
ina day. Some dairymen never can, or at least never do, learn it. During 
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the past ten years my business has called me very much among dairymen, 

where almost every variety of management is adopted. I have seen men 

with ‘ scrub-herds,” picked up here and there from the common stock of the 
country, obtaining an enormous product. I know men who get from common 

stock an annual yield of between six hundred and seven hundred pounds of 

cheese to the cow, while perhaps a neighbor with much superior blooded 

stock is unable to obtain anything like that product. How is this effected ? 

In the first place these men have a natural talent for selecting good cows, and 

in the second place, they seem to be in perfect sympathy with the animals 

under their control, attending to every detail for their comfort, providing 

wholesome, nutritious food, pure water and pure air—everything of this kind 

in abundance—keeping the animals properly sheltered from storms; feeding 

always with great regularity ; paying the most marked attention to the time 

and manner of milking, and withal preserving a uniform kindness and gentle- 

’ 

Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

ness of treatment throughout every operation, a gentleness extending even 
to the tone of the voice. It is really astonishing what a large difference in 
the yield of milk it makes by attending properly to a number of small things, 

which would seem to many quite too insignificant to be worth observing. 
Indeed, had I not seen these effects in numerous instances and in my own 
experience, I could never have believed that their influence was so potent. 

DRYING COWS OF THEIR MILK. 

It would be impossible, in the scope of the present volume, to discuss all 
the essential points of management for dairy stock. I can allude only to some 
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of the leading requisites for success. I commence first with drying cows of 
their milk at the end of the milking season. There is great difference in 

opinion among farmers as to the time that a cow should go dry. Some 
contend that no injury follows from milking cows so long as they will yield 
milk, or up to within a week or two of the time at which they are to calve; 

while others insist that at least from two to three months should be given a 

cow to go dry. The latter is doubtless the more sensible and judicious course 
to be adopted. A cow that is to “come in” during the early part of March, 
should be allowed to go dry in December. She will then have time to recu- 

perate and repair that waste which has been going on in the production of 

milk, and in building up the structure of th: young which she carries. 

It is a great drain on the system to continue the milking of a cow in 

winter, and up to near the time of giving birth to her calf; and it is to be 

doubted whether an animal treated in this way will yield any more, if as 

much profit, as she would were the other course adopted. For it is not 

altogether the quantity of milk that is to be looked after, but its quality must 

also be taken into account. Cows that are overtaxed and weak, yield milk 

of poorer quality than when in vigorous health. And as to the question of 

health, endurance and long life, all experience must show that the animals 

wear out sooner, are more liable to disease and mishaps, under the “ excessive 

milking system,” than when allowed a reasonable time for rest. 

FALL AND WINTER FOOD FOR COWS. 

But what makes the matter worse is, that many dairymen provide no feed 
beyond hay to animals yielding milk during the winter. They are often 

exposed to biting storms of rain, and sleet and piercing winds, all of which 
operate in reducing the tone of health, and in undermining the constitution. 
Hence we not unfrequently see cows wasting away with consumption, and 
meeting with little accidents that prove fatal, because the cows have not the 

vigor to resist them. Some cows, it is true, are inclined to give milk the 

year round, and are difficult to be dried off. Such animals require some- 

thing more than hay; and an additional feed of ground grain (oat and corn- 

meal mixed), should be commenced to be given in the fall, or at least as soon 

as grass begins to depreciate in its nutritive quality. “Frozen grass and 
moonshine,” even though furnished in great abundance, are not the kind of 

food on which deep milkers thrive and are invigorated. Cows, whether in 
milk or dry, ought not to be allowed to fall off in flesh late in fall, or at 

the commencement of winter. Thin cows are sensitive to cold, and require 

more food for their winter keep than they do when commencing the season 

with a good coat of flesh. It is always less expensive to get stock in 

- condition during warm weather, or before winter sets in; and it is therefore 

very poor economy to allow deep milkers to run down thin late in fall, as 

it often entails a good deal of careful nursing all the winter through, in order 

to bring the animals safely over to grass. 
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DRAWING ALL THE MILK FROM THE UDDER. 

In drying cows of their milk, attention should be given that all the milk 

be drawn from the udder at any one milking. Some are in the habit of 

only partially drawing tne milk trom time to time, when drying otf cows. It 

is not a good practice, as the milk left in the udder becomes thick and putrid, 
causing irritation and inflammation, and not unfrequently results in the loss 

of a teat, or a portion of the bag, the next season. When cows are being 
dried off, they should be examined every few days, and their udders completely 

emptied of all accumulated milk; and with cows supposed to be dry, their 

teats should be tried at least once a week, all winter, to see if there be any 

accumulation of milk. I have had serious losses from trusting to hired help 
in this matter, and taking for granted that it had been properly attended to. 

There is no safety unless the work is done under your own eye, or an exami- 

nation made with your own hand. And it may be remarked that in the 

management of dairy stock, nothing pays better than a frequent oversight of 

the creatures by the master’s eye. Hands, however trusty, sometimes get 

careless and indifferent in their care of stock, which can only be corrected by 

constant oversight on the part of the proprietor. 

SHELTER. 

The importance of keeping stock well housed from storms during inclement 

weather is often under-estimated by dairy farmers. Much more food is 

required for stock exposed to cold, bleak winds and storms of sleet and snow, 

than when properly sheltered. A certain amount of food is needed to keep 
up animal heat, and it is much cheaper to supply this warmth in properly 
constructed stables than to use extra fuel in the shape of hay and grain, to 

keep up heat in the open yard. It has been estimated that an animal wintered 

in the open yard, without any other shelter than that afforded by fences and 

the sides of buildings, will consume a third more food than if properly 
housed. And even with the additional food, the animal does not come out so 

well in spring as the sheltered animal on less food. The principle is abund- 

antly established, and ought to be recognized by every one who has had the 

eare of stock; and yet, strange as it may seem, a large proportion of the 
herds are left shivering in the cold from morning till night, under the impres- 

sion, it would seem, that the stable can only be used economically during 
night, or as a place in which to give food. Some insist that this exposure is 

promotive of health, that it imparts vigor and tone to the system, and that 
attention in housing from cold and storms during the day is a species of 

pampering, highly injurious to the constitution and well-being of the animal. 

Unfortunately for those who hold these opinions, the record of .losses, of 
accidents, of diseases incident to milch stock, are against the theory, and in 

favor of those who are careful to shelter their stock from undue exposure. 

A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EXERCISE, 

of sun and air, together with freedom from restraint, is without doubt condu- 

cive to health, but the conditions must be favorable or such as the stock enjoy. 
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An animal may be trained to endure cold, exposure and fatigue, and under 
certain conditions, health may be maintained. But you cannot impose, at 

the same time, the duties of maternity and the yielding of large quantities 

of milk, because the waste of the system from these sources is so great as to 

leave only a small amount of vitality to be employed in another direction. 

This is particularly the case with milch cows, which, under a system of 

domestication and breeding, have been educated into a “ milky habit.” Left 
to themselves under the most favorable circumstances, in warm weather, they 
like but little exercise compared with other classes of animals; and when 

required to exercise much, always fall off in milk. Warmth, comfort and 
quietness are particularly essential to these animals, and any system of man- 

agement opposed to these conditions, must in a measure, fail to be profit- 
able to the dairyman. 

DISEASES FOLLOW EXPOSURE. 

Cows that are in milk, or that have been milked late, are peculiarly 
sensitive to cold, and they are frequently injured. by being exposed to storms. 
By getting wet, and becoming chilled, pulmonary complaints and other 

diseases are induced, and thus the farmer has a sick animal on his hands 

which is a source of trouble and anxiety, and not unfrequently a total loss. 

Many of the troubles that come upon cows at the period of calving, may be 
traced directly to exposure during the winter ; and therefore on this account 

alone will it pay the farmer to shelter his stock on the approach of storms, 

either of wind, or snow, or rain. During those days in winter that are sunny 

and warm, there may be no objection to allowing stock to run at large in the 

yard a greater portion of the day ; but in extreme cold weather three-quarters 
of an hour in the morning and the same length of time in the afternoon, to 

slake their thirst at the trough, will give them all the exercise needed. The 
remaining portion of the time they will be better in a warm, well-ventilated 

stable, where they can quietly ruminate, without fear of being hooked and 

driven about by master cows. 

Any one who may have closely pbkocied the alate of milch cows kept 

out in the yard during extreme cold weather, it would seem, could not well 

come to a different conclusion. The animals often stand about the buildings, 
pinched up and shivering, the cold exciting to bad temper which they vent 

upon the underlings, severely punishing them without cause, and many times 

to the serious loss of the owner. At such times open the door of your 

stable, and give them choice of entrance, or to remain without; and if they 

do not seek warm quarters they differ from any of the herds with which I 

am. acquainted. 
THE LOSSES FROM NEGLECT 

of, and inattention to stock during winter, are so large, that the subject 
cannot be too urgently pressed upon the attention of dairymen. If farmers 

will only take a common-sense view of the question, and seriously count 
the cost of the neglect to which I have referred, I am convinced they will 
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agree with me, that an important saving may be made by the proper sheltering 

of stock during the rigors of winter. 

CARDING COWS.—SCRATCHING POLES. 

The practice of carding cows is of great importance in promoting health, 
and increasing the profits of the dairy. It not only improves the health of 

_ stock, but leads to habits of neatness and cleanliness about the stables, that 

have an important influence in securing good, clean milk, during the spring 

months. I would furnish cattle with scratching posts in the yard, and place 

a pole firmly on posts with one end higher than the other, to accommodate 
animals of different sizes, that they may pass under and scrateh themselves 

as desired. When these are erected, they will soon be found polished from 
frequent use. 

THE STOMACHS OF RUMINANTS— PREPARING FOOD FOR ASSIMILATION. 

Before discussing questions in regard to feeding stock, it will be well, 

perhaps, to allude briefly to the manner in which ruminants prepare their food 

for assimilation. We quote from Dr. J. V. Smiru:—“‘ The cow requires 
large quantities of food; it remains in her stomach a long time, but the 

relative amount of nutrition needed is small. A carnivorous animal has only 
one stomach, and requires food more condensed and nutritious. Generally 
animals that chew the cud have four stomachs, to fill which requires a great 
bulk of food, and they must be filled or they will collapse, and the opposite 
walls will meet and destroy each other by their involuntary action. Hence, 

when the food of such animals is too concentrated, health rapidly declines. 
The slops of distillers do not sufficiently distend the stomach, and the milk 
secreted from such diluted food, lacking the elements of nutrition, is doubt- 

less the cause in cities of many diseases of children that partake of it. The 
first stomach or paunch, may be called the receiving organ; it is very 

capacious, and is divided into four compartments. The animal takes its food 
at first with very imperfect mastication, storing it away in the rumen or 
paunch, and at its leisure, converts the food into nutriment. It makes balls 

of its food, by chewing it, then, one after another, lets them down into the 

paunch till this organ may be compared to a basket filled with eggs. The 
food becomes moistened, and is perpetually revolving through the different — 
compartments of the rumen, and undergoing important preparation for future 
digestion. The muscular coats of the rumen consist of two layers, running 

in different directions, and these muscles are the mechanical agents by which 

the food is kept in motion, and by running in these different directions they 
are enabled to act upon all the differently-formed cells of this enormous 
viscus. The animal when at rest, or on lying down, commences the process 
of using the food. These animals like company, for they are social. A cow 

generally will not give as much milk when solitary, as when associated with 
her kind. Digestion now commences with a reversed action. One of the 
balls comes back into the mouth, where it is chewed over and made into a 

9 
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smaller ball, when it is discharged into a second stomach by another passage, 

the entrance to which is under the animal’s control. There a fluid is secreted, 

and mixed with the food so received, and becomes of a yellow color. Here 

the animal has no further control of the food. ‘Thence the food drops into 

the third stomach, which is smaller, and here the food, if not completely 

broken down, is ground into pulp and mixed with a white fluid, when it drops 

into the fourth stomach in a yellow, creamy stream. In this stomach it becomes 

arranged in layers, and by the secretion of another and peculiar fluid, is 

changed into chyme. This form it must of necessity assume before its nutri- 

tive matter can be separated. The solution being complete, or so much so as 
it can be rendered, the food passes through the lower orifice of the stomach 

into the duodenum or first intestine, where its separation into the nutritive or 
innutritive portions is effected, and the former begins to be taken up by the 
lacteals, and carried into the system.” 

IN SUCKING CALVES 

this fourth stomach is the one that is active, and it is the one which is used 

for rennet in coagulating milk for cheese making. In the earlier ages of the 
world, when habits were simple and wants were few, the only cheese used 

was obtained from this stomach of the animal. But afterward it was found 

that the material of the stomach itself would curdle milk, and hence came 

the manufacture of cheese. Thus we see the food of these animals must go 

through the various wonderful processes described before it is fitted to furnish 

nutriment. 
BALLS OF HAIR 

are sometimes found in the first stomach, from one inch to four inches in 

diameter. In the spring cattle curry each other, to allay itching, by licking, 
and in so doing they cannot get the hairs off their tongues, and are forced to 
swallow them, when they naturally take the shape of a ball. The animal tries 
to expel it, but the structure of the tongue prevents, when it is swallowed again, 

and is kept going to and fro up and down many times. Of course such a 
foreign substance will often produce disease, which is likely to. have many 
names and for which medicines totally inefficacious are prescribed. It is 

obvious that, at the season named, it is very important in the treatment of 

cattle to curry them with the curry comb, to prevent the formation of these 

hair-balls. 
COWS IN CLOSE CONFINEMENT. 

In the winter management of dairy stock it has been urged by some that 
the animals winter best when kept confined to the stable most of the time. 

Some dairymen scarcely allow the cows to leave the stable during the whole 
winter. Each cow has a water box before her which is supplied with fresh 

running water as desired. I have examined herds and taken the testimony 

of the advocates of this system, and although cows kept in a well-lighted, 

well-ventilated and cleanly stable, daily curried and bedded with straw 
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appear healthy, still I cannot approve of the system. Such cows may for 
the time give more milk and lay on more flesh, but at the expense of 
health and vitality. Health and physical development are indispensable. 

Locomotion is not only natural but necessary. There is not a respectable 

medical authority in the country that dare recommend the dispensing with 
daily exercise in the air for man and beast where health and physical develop- 
ment are sought after. Weakness and incapacity are induced by confinement. 

We must not sacrifice indispensable ends to temporary profit and conveni- 
ence. Temporary profit is often the wanton violation of physiological law. 

Provide warm sheds, and well ventilated stables, with bedding ; feed well and 
groom well, but allow stock an opportunity for free exercise, at least an hour 

or two each day, whenever the weather permits. 

HOW COWS SHOULD GO INTO WINTER QUARTERS. 

Now we have said that one essential point in the wintering of dairy stock is 

to have the animals in good, thrifty condition, when they go into the stable at 
the commencement of winter. Deep milkers are apt to milk down thin in 

fall, and when there is a disposition to lose flesh in this way, it is always well 
to commence feeding ground grain, oat-meal, bran and ship-stuffs; since it is 
much easier and less expensive to put on flesh in the fall, when the weather is 

comparatively warm, than in winter. If the animals go into the stables in 

good condition, and are properly dried of their milk, they will continue to 
gain through the winter, on good hay alone. But if they get a daily ration 

of roots—either carrots, turnips, or mangolds—with a little straw to pick at 
from time to time as a change, they will come out in spring in good, healthy, 

serviceable condition. They must be fed and watered with regularity, and I 

prefer that the feeding be three times a day—morning, noon and night. 

In Herkimer Co., where we have been engaged in dairying for seventy 

years, a great many experiments or different methods of management have 

been tried, but our best dairymen say that when cows are wintered on early 

cut hay, with an allowance of roots of some kind, and treated in the way I 
have indicated, the cows almost invariably do well after calving, with no 
trouble from retention of after-birth or from garget. 

EARLY AND LATE CUT GRASS— RELATIVE VALUE FOR MILCH COWS. 

The opinions of dairymen in regard to the nutritive value of grass cut 
for hay at different stages of maturity have changed materially during the 

last few years. Grass now, in the best dairy districts of New York, is cut 
much earlier than it used to be; and it is found by experience that cattle 
thrive in winter upon early cut grass properly cured, and come out in spring 

in a much better condition as to flesh and health, than when fed upon grass 
cut when over-ripe. When grass is left to stand till over-ripe there is a large 
amount of woody fiber, which the animal cannot assimilate. Hence, in order 
to get sufficient nutriment, a large bulk has to be consumed. It has been 
proved by experiments made by our best Herkimer county farmers, with a 
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view to determine the relative value of early cut grass, that the early cut grass 

in feeding will give as good results when given without any additional food 

as the late cut grass with a moderate daily ration of meal. 

Some farmers, therefore, prefer to cut a portion of their grass early in 

June, before it comes fairly into flower, curing it without allowing it to get 
wet, and storing it where it can be used specially for spring feeding. In this 
way some avoid feeding grain in spring, when cows begin to come in milk. 

I have made frequent examinations of herds carried through to grass 
without a particle of grain, or indeed any other food except the early cut 
grass, nicely cured, and the animals on turning to grass were in good, fair 
condition. I do not approve, however, of wintering milch cows on one kind 
of food, believing they should have variety, such as roots, straw and coarse 
fodder, in addition to a full supply of the best hay; and then, when cows 

begin to come in milk, before turning to grass, a little ground meal, bran or 
ship-stuffs should be given daily. I mention these facts in reference to early 

cut grass in order to show that it is much more nutritious than many farmers 
suppose. 

STOCK SHOULD BE WINTERED WELL. 

To have stock make a good yield of milk during the season, it is important 
that the animals be wintered well, and not allowed at any time to get poor 

in flesh, or weak. The cow that comes through the winter weak and debili- 

tated, and reduced in flesh, will require the larger part of the summer to 
recuperate. She will yield not only a small quantity of milk during the time 
she is recuperating, but it will be poor in quality, and hence such an animal 
can render but meager profits even on the cheapest kind of land; for her 
care, and the labor of milking, &c., will nearly if not quite eat up in cost 

the value of her product. 

THE VARIATION IN THE QUALITY OF MILK, 

on account of poor keep, thinness of flesh, and a debilitated condition of 
the animal, has been very abundantly set forth by the chemists, in their 

analyses of milk from such animals. In such cases the butter has been found 
to fall off from five per cent. to less than two per cent., with a considerable 
reduction also in the casein. The influence of poor keep on the quality of 
milk, is a question not very well understood or appreciated by the majority 

of farmers. The man who keeps his herd poorly, and delivers his milk at the 
factory with those whose herds are well fed and cared for, ought in justice to 

make a proper allowance for an inferior quality of milk. To come in on an 
equality with his neighbor’s good milk, is in fact to take from his neighbor a 
certain amount of property without accounting for it. There is no practical 
method as yet, at the factories, for regulating this abuse, except by excluding 
such milk from the factory. But there is another question of considerable 
importance in connection with cutting grass early. The meadows are more 
enduring and yield better returns year after year. In New York we find 
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ONE GREAT CAUSE OF MEADOWS RUNNING OUT, 

is allowing the grass to stand until ripe or over-ripe, before cutting. When 
meadows are thinly seeded, and it is not desirable to break them up, the turf 

will be greatly improved by cutting the grass early, just as it comes in flower. 

It is very poor economy to let the grass stand until over-ripe to shed seed, 
hoping to re-seed in this manner and get a good turf. A much better way 

will be to cut the grass early, and then as the fall rains approach go over the 
ground, scattering seed wherever it is needed; but when the earth freezes 

deeply, and the roots of the grass are liable to be destroyed by frost, this 

operation of seeding can be done early in spring. One great trouble in 

GETTING A GOOD TURF UPON MEADOWS, 

results from using too little seed and too few varieties. When timothy alone 

is to be raised, a half bushel of seed to the acre is none too small a quantity 

to be used. A very successful farmer in Herkimer, who grows large crops 

of timothy, adopts the following system:—If old land (or land upon which 
a hoed crop has been grown), it is plowed in the fall. Then in the spring a 
coat of manure is spread on the surface and worked in with the cultivator, 

and the grass seed sown with some spring grain. 

VALUE OF EARLY.CUT GRASS. 

In regard to the value of early cut grass for dairy stock, the experiments, 

not only in my own dairy but numerous well authenticated statements from 

others, leave not the slightest doubt. The most remarkable result, however, 

on record, was that obtained in the feeding of the Vermont cow. Taking 
into consideration that the animal received no grain, and was fed nothing but 

grass and hay, her record is worthy of a place beside the celebrated Oakes 
cow. The Oakes cow, it will be remembered, produced four hundred and 
eighty pounds of butter besides suckling her calf for five weeks, and all 
between the fifth of April and the twenty-fifth of September. She received, 
however, in addition to her full allowance of grass, a bushel of corn-meal per 
week, and all her own milk skimmed. The Vermont cow, upon grass and hay 

alone, produced during the year 1865, five hundred and four pounds of butter, 

and the following is her record, given by her owner, Mr. A. Scorr of Crafts- 
bury, Vermont: 

Dec. 20th, 1864, to Apr. 20th, 1865, 200 Ibs. @ 60 peas pee Thea eR $120.00 
PAT ics Bar RAN atts Sastre. SOM S x Bs BOs 145s Hui 1a Bicnatehireleis hoitey Epes 54.00 
Ue cu Sephari 6M. AO Tbs. @ 40 0 re AU EOE SE Sa Oe EON 16.00 
Bept. “ eC tes sie hn, ae LDS: O0 by ne lal aes crea Ces oy cca ta 17.00 
Olin NOV, 80 Ibs. @ 90.) * SP uptaresePe oman taale sar bio 16.50 
INGven ae er eee © SS NEN SET SO Ibs: '@'bo" Oo Lnbn Ando hall eaten um am 11.00 

Total for the year, - 504 lbs. $234.50 

This cow is described by her owner as of good size, and of native breed, 
and when purchased, four years before, was considered a very ordinary cow. 
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The Oakes cow was also of native breed. In the Transactions of the New 

York State Agricultural Society, we find a notice of several cows remarkable 

for their large yield of butter during a short period, but it is not stated upon 
what feed the animals were kept. Thus we have the Nourse cow of Danvers, 

that produced fourteen pounds of butter per week for sixteen weeks; the 

Sanderson cow of Waltham, fourteen pounds weekly for the same length of 

time ; the Hazelton cow of Haverhill, the Bosset cow of Northampton, and 

Buxton of Danvers, the first two yielding fourteen pounds, and the last 

sixteen pounds weekly for twelve weeks. Gro. Kerr, of Ontario Co., N. Y., 
reports nineteen pounds of butter from a native cow in one week, and sixteen 

pounds weekly for the two succeeding weeks. T. Comstock of Oneida Co., 
from a three-fourths native and one-fourth Durham cow, seventeen pounds five 

ounces in one week, and C. D. Mitier of Madison Co., twenty and one-half 

pounds in one week; and from the same source we learn that G. A. Mann 

of Onondaga Co., made sixty-seven and a-half pounds of butter from the 
milk of one cow, in thirty days. 

The Vermont Cow came in milk on the 15th of December, and on the 

25th Mr. Scorr commenced setting the milk. The first nine days she made 
twenty-three pounds of butter, and in twenty-six days she had filled a tub of 
fifty-two pounds. In the detailed statement which Mr. 8. gives in reference 
to the feed and management of this cow, we find considerable difference from 
the usual practice, and indeed from the commonly received opinion of farmers 
on this question. He believes as much butter can be made in the barn by 
having the cow come in in winter and fed upon hay, as in the summer upon 
grass, and the remarkable results obtained seem to prove it. He does not 
believe in feeding meal to cows, and has not fed any for the last five years. 
He remarks :—“If I had a cow as good as one I spoiled with meal a few 
years ago, I think, with my present treatment, she would make three 

pounds of butter a day, instead of two and a-half as the cow alluded to above 
has done.” 

MR. SCOTT’S MANAGEMENT OF COWS. 

The management of his stock is as follows: The cows arefed on hay three 
times a day, no more or less; are watered morning and evening, and then put 

back into the stall, and kept there night and day during the winter. The 
amount of hay fed to this cow did not vary a pound from twenty-five pounds 
a day; smaller cows take about twenty pounds. The hay that cattle eat, he 

says, does them little good until they raise it up and chew it over in the cud ; 

then it goes to form milk or flesh, as the case may be. If the animals have a 
comfortable place to lie down in they commence chewing it over as soon as 
they get their meals eaten, and when twelve o’clock comes they are ready for 
their meal again, and so on until evening. There should always be regularity 
in feeding and watering. 

He describes his barn as double-boarded, outside and in, with double 

windows, and so ventilated that the temperature may be controlled at pleasure, 
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even in the coldest weather. It is thrown open all round or shut up, just as 
the weather happens to be, and is kept above freezing point. But another 
important point, from which the highest results named have been reached, is 
in securing the hay in such a manner that a large percentage of the nutritive 
matter is retained. Haying is begun about the 8th of June, and finished, if 

possible, by the 25th. Another crop is cut the last of August, and in some 
places a third crop in September; and he well remarks that instead of com- 
mencing haying about the 4th of July and finishing in August and September, 
as has been the practice from time immemorial, all the grass ought to be cut 
and in the barn by July. Here then, after all, is a part of the secret of Mr. 

Scort’s success. It is in making the hay so that it shall be equal in nutritive 

value, or nearly so, to the fresh grass of pastures. There can scarcely be a 

doubt but that immense losses are sustained by our best farmers in this 

matter of harvesting the hay crop. We do not commence harvesting early 

enough, but wait until much of the nutritive value of the grass has been 
wasted and used to form woody fiber, under the impression that we are 
getting more bulk and therefore more available food. Some years ago Mr. 
Lewis of Herkimer, abandoned the use of meal and grain in spring, believing 
better results were obtained from early cut grass properly cured. I went out 
to Mr. Lewis’s farm in spring, and made a personal examination of his herd, 
for the purpose of seeing how far flesh and condition could be maintained in 
the way suggested, and I found the animals as thrifty as had been represented. 
The experiment of Mr. Scorr is valuable in this: it demonstrates the relative 
value of early cut and late cut grasses, for no one can doubt the fact that his 
hay must have contained a more than ordinary amount of nutrition to produce 
the result—a result, we venture to say, which could not be realized from late 

cutting. Most farmers are aware that hay as usually cut and stored is 
insufficient to keep milch cows in a full flow of milk for any considerable 
length of time. When no additional food is given they fall off rapidly in 
flesh, and the milk depreciates in quantity and quality, even if the cow has 
all the hay she can consume. 

INJURY FROM FEEDING CONCENTRATED FOOD. 
There is another question raised by the experiment of Mr. Scort, and that 

is, to what extent milch cows are injured by feeding concentrated food? He - 

asserts that he spoiled a cow by feeding meal. Of course cows are liable to 
be injured by over-feeding ; but we are not prepared to admit that a judicious 

use of meal will injure a cow for milk. The feeding of meal may be, and 
doubtless is, more expensive than grass cut and prepared as he suggests ; and 

admitting that such hay makes the most milk, it does not prove that meal fed 
judiciously will spoil the animal, without it be from over-feeding. Cows 
doubtless are injured and their lives shortened by excessive feeding of meal 
and grains, but if hay is poor or cut after half of its nutritive elements have 
passed away, the waste must be made up in some way in feeding, or the 

animal runs down, and when turned to pasture, is a long while recuperating. 
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CUTTING AND COOKING THE FOOD. 

But where considerable quantities of straw and coarse fodder are raised 

on the farm, it may be of advantage to utilize it by cutting and cooking. In 

the English dairies, as I have observed, stock is mostly wintered upon cut 

straw, pulped turnips, and oil cake. The food is not generally cooked. In 

using cooked straw, a certain proportion of meal, bran, or ship stuffs is added 
to make up a nutritive equivalent equal to good meadow hay, and the experi- 
menters pretty generally agree that the gain by cutting and cooking is about 

one-third ; that is, that the expense of food is one-third less than when hay 
alone is used in the usual way. I have referred to this system in the account 

I gave of the TruEspALE barn. A few years ago Hon. Wm. I. SkiInnER 

of Little Falls, N. Y., set up machinery and experimented during one 

winter, to satisfy himself in regard to the system. He divided his stock, 
feeding forty-four head upon straw and shippings, and twenty-six head upon 

hay. The forty-four head were consuming four hundred and forty pounds of 

oat straw and three hundred and fifty-two pounds of shippings per day, and 
two men were employed to cut and steam the food and take care of the 
stock. ‘The whole expense was as follows: 

AZ bs. Straw, @ BLO, Per COM. ye iees apciccins or arg siohaye Srer's wi wiaieley ote el eysteielssekers oteheuel aan $2 20 

aoe lbs. shippings, @ 244c., mragket PrCe wn «sie. dees ole «,a/ere ofa m2 oteia 5) final ee 7 92 

CUM Vb OG SNTNIMIMS DET AY CACM 21a opel cps oleieiniel ale sister sucleneetereietehacvaiell eee 2 25 

Wood used™ for Cooking Per Gay... 2 ain secs coe tc ee oc eee e ves el eleie ¥ieveielelaiele/a)s Mane ene 39 

$12 76 

or twenty-nine cents for each head per day. Each cow received ten pounds 

straw and eight pounds shipping per day. The twenty-six cows consumed 
six hundred and fifty pounds of hay per day, and the expense for this lot was 

as follows : 

GoOMS MHAY AO pao PEE LOW. cf Ee ance mre sale oe coletecene tee alata eye) atc] aie ee $8 1216 

Kaboridman, 9'shillings: per'day. Soe). ee THAR ACS MH AAP SALA ch lis | 1 121g 

$9 25 

or thirty-five cents per day for each cow, showing a balance in favor of straw 

and shippings of six cents per day for each head. Cut straw averages about 
five pounds to the bushel, and cut hay eight pounds. The eight pounds of 

shippings make a little over ten quarts. J examined this stock several times 
during the winter, and to all appearance those fed on the cooked food were 

plump and doing better than the lot on hay. The several descriptions of 

feed used are put at the market price that winter. 

MR. E. W. STEWART’S EXPERIMENTS. 

Mr. E. W. Stewarr of Erie Co., N. Y., who has experimented largely 
in cooking food for cattle, says :—“ Steaming renders moldy hay, straw and 
corn-stalks sweet and palatable, thus restoring their value; renders peas and 
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beans agreeable food for horses as well as other stock, and thus enables the 
feeder to combine more nitrogenous food in the diet of his animals. Half 
hay and half straw, mixed and steamed, more than equals hay unsteamed. 
When cows are kept in milk through the winter, cooking their food will 

greatly increase the yield of milk.” He estimates the saving in food for each 
cow inmilk at $8.00 for the season. Again he says, that a mixture of oil and 
pea meal and bran makes an excellent food to produce milk, and keep up the 

condition of the cow; one and a-half pounds of oil and pea meal and three 
pounds of bran mixed with ten pounds of hay steamed per day for each cow 
weighing eight hundred pounds, will generally be sufficient. This, he says, has 

been determined by his experiments, long and faithfully tried. And, he adds, 
this may be thought a small quantity from which a cow of that size, at her 
best season, could produce four gallons of milk and keep up her condition ; 
but it must be remembered that four gallons of milk contain only about four 
pounds dry matter, which will leave a supply for the thrift of the cow. And 

when this sixteen pounds of hay, oil, and pea meal and bran, are thoroughly 
cooked together the nutriment is all extracted by the animal. In experi- 

menting to determine what amount of bran or meal upon straw would make 

it equal to hay, he found two quarts bran and one quart corn meal on one 

bushel of oat, wheat or barley straw rendered it equal to the best of hay. 
When considerable quantities of coarse fodder are raised on the farm, doubt- 

less cutting and steaming could be practiced with considerable advantage, but 
it is a question whether it will pay to introduce machinery for cooking early 
cut hay, and the general impression of our dairymen is, that for this kind of 
food, considering the extra labor and expense in cooking, there would be no 

advantage. 
COWS CALVING. 

The practice is now quite common in New York to allow cows to drop 

their calves while confined in the stanchion. The practice isnot to be recom- 
mended. It is better as this critical time approaches, to separate the cow 
from the herd, placing her in a roomy stable, where she may have perfect 

freedom, and where she may be at liberty to perform the necessary office of 

cleansing the young calf and giving it suck. In most cases parturition will 
be natural and easy, and, as Mr. Fiint remarks, “the less a cow is disturbed - 

or meddled with the better.” Soon after calving a bran mash, made with 
tepid water, should be given to the cow, which operates favorably on the 

expulsion of the afterbirth. 
SPRING AND SUMMER FEED FOR MILCH COWS. 

There is a great difference of opinion among dairymen in reference to the 
kinds of grain best adapted to milch cows in spring. Dairymen generally 
suit their own convenience in this matter, without much regard to the opinion 
of others. If they have raised and have on hand asurplus of corn, or barley, 

or oats, they are very apt to feed one or the other as best suits their conven- 
ience at the time; and if grain is to be purchased, the matter of prices has 
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more of a controlling influence than what is best adapted to the animal 
economy. So widely do people differ on this question that many prefer to 
feed in spring nothing but hay, if of good quality, claiming that the cows will 

be healthier when turned to grass, and that the net profits from the dairy will 

be greater than where grain is used in spring feeding. In other words, that 
the value of the grain fed in spring more than balances receipts from the 
extra quantity of cream and butter produced; and hence grain feeding in 
spring must be very poor economy. Another class of dairymen, who claim 

to have looked pretty closely to the profits to be realized from milch cows, 

and to have compared results one year with another, say that nothing is 

gained by having cows “ come in milk” as early as February or March. ‘They 
prefer the months of April and May, as not only more agreeable, but actually 

resulting in greater profits. They argue that cows “coming in milk” early 
in the season, are more exposed to cold and storms which must injure the 

health and weaken the constitution of the animal; that it sooner wears out 

the cow, and yields no more net profit than when a later date is had for 
commencing the business of dairying. Why, they say, should one do extra 
work in milking and nursing stock through the bad weather of February 

and March, when the result from stock calving thus early, not only is no 

pecuniary gain, but brings positive injury to the herd? 
Others insist that greater profits are realized when cheese and butter 

making is commenced early in the season. But if we assume that cows are 
to come in milk as early as March, then some kind of food other than hay 

—at least hay as usually harvested—seems to be imperatively demanded, 
in order to keep stock in decent condition as to health and strength, until 

it comes to grass. 
THE SECRETION OF MILK A HABIT. 

Now, the secretion of milk is in some respects a matter of habit or educa- 

tion, and should be promoted and kept up from its first flow. This cannot 

be accomplished on late cut hay alone, since the cow cannot be induced to 

consume the quantity necessary for her maintenance and a full yield of milk 

of good quality. This will be made evident by comparing the constituents 

of milk and those of ordinary meadow hay. Suppose the cow is yielding 

but eight quarts or twenty pounds of milk perday. This will contain a little 

over two and a-half pounds of dry material, as follows: 
Tbs, 

OF Casein. ee eee oc cle cele bic eo eben cles ee cee oc nee sieisanlale leis elulelele|wuele\s ©lelels winie 1.000 
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Of phosphate of lime. ........ 6... ee cee ee ce eee eee eee eee ee en ee eee este nes 0.045 

Other mineral ingredients. ............ 0 cece eee eee eee eee e ee tee eee enn ees 0.055 

if Wak c'mon SLA) SOE eos vate 2.600 

Twenty pounds of ordinary hay contain of albuminous matter, fibrine and 

casein, &c., say about 1.85; oil, butter, d&c., say 5.36. So it will be seen that 
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this quantity of hay (considering that a part of the nutritive matter is not 
assimilated, and passes off in the excrement), will be mostly needed for the 
manufacture of the milk alone, while a like quantity and more must be used 

for her maintenance. Experience as well as science amply demonstrates 

the fact that late cut hay when used as an exclusive food for milch cows 

is insufficient to produce milk rich in quality and large in quantity. Mr. J. 
B. Lawes of Rothamsted, England, in a recent paper on the 

EXPENDITURE OF FOOD BY RESPIRATION, 

says:—“ If there is one thing which is more firmly established by scientific 

inquiry than another, it is that actual waste or expenditure of substance is 

going on during the whole period of our existence, and that unless this waste 
be compensated by food, death must quickly ensue. 

‘“‘' The nearest approach to the continuance of life without food is in the 

case of those animals which pass through a period of hybernation. A dor- 
mouse for instance, sleeps through a great part of the winter; the little 
animal becomes cold to the touch, shows no sign of respiration, and is to all 

appearance dead. Nevertheless, careful experiments have proved that slow 

respiration is going on all the time, accompanied with gradual loss of 
substance; and if the cold weather be sufficiently prolonged, or the animal 
be subjected by artificial means to a continuance of low temperature, death 
will take place; if not from other causes, at any rate as soon as there ceases 

to be a supply of accumulated fat, or other material within the body, avail- 

able for the purposes of respiration. 
“Indeed, the resources of the body itself, unreplenished by food, can 

supply the necessary material for waste for only a limited period. The 
minimum amount of food required to maintain existence will vary for a given 

live weight according to the description of the animal, the description of the 
food, the conditions of life and individual peculiarities. But, to say nothing 
of other losses, as part of the substance of the body passes off into the 
atmosphere with every respiration, it is absolutely certain that death cannot 
be far off whenever the supply of food is stopped. 

“The fact of a constant expenditure of food by respiration has a very 

important bearing on the economy of the farm. Every animal that is kept, 

whether for labor or for the production of meat, requires a given amount of 
food for the mere maintenance of life. If it receive more than this, the 

remainder may serve to enable the working animal to perform his labor or 

the meat-making animal to increase in substance and in weight, and conse- 
quently in value. 

“It may be mentioned, in passing, that direct experiments have proved 
that the expenditure by respiration is very much greater within a given time 
while an animal is awake than while it is asleep; and again, very much 
greater in exercise than when at rest. 

“ Confining attention to the case of the animals fed for the butcher, it will 
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be obvious that the economy of the feeding process will be the greater the 

less the amount of food expended by respiration in the preduction of a given 

amount of increase; and it is equally obvious that one ready and efficient 

means of lessening the proportion of the waste or expenditure to the increase 
produced, is to lessen, as far possible, the time taken to produce it; in other 

words, to fatten as quickly as possible. 
“« An example taken from the ordinary practice of the farm clearly illus- 

trates the point, and shows the great importance of bearing the facts in mind. 

From the results of numerous experiments made at Rothamsted, it may be 
assumed that on the average a pig weighing one hundred pounds will, if 

supplied with as much barley meal as he will eat, consume five hundred 

pounds of it, and double his weight—that is, increase from one hundred 
pounds to two hundred pounds live weight, in sixteen or seventeen weeks. 

The following table shows the amount of dry or solid constituents in the five hundred 

pounds of barley meal, and how they will be disposed of in the case supposed: 

500 POUNDS OF BARLEY MEAL PRODUCE 100 POUNDS INCREASE AND SUPPLY. 
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“From the figures in the table we learn that the four hundred and twenty 

pounds of dry or solid substance which the five hundred pounds of barley 

meal contain, about seventy-four are stored up in the one hundred pounds of 

increase in live weight, about seventy are recovered in the manure, and two 

hundred and seventy-six, or nearly two-thirds of the whole, are given off into 

the atmosphere by respiration and perspiration—that is to say, are expended 

in the mere sustenance of the living meat and manure-making machine, 

during the sixteen or seventeen weeks required to produce the one hundred 

pounds of increase. 

“ But now let us suppose that instead of allowing the pig to have so much 

parley meal as he will eat, we make the five hundred pounds of barley meal 

last many more weeks. The result would be that the animal would appro- 

priate a correspondingly larger proportion of the food for the purposes of 

respiration and perspiration, and a correspondingly less proportion in the 

production of increase. In other words, if the five hundred pounds of barley 

meal be distributed over a longer period of time, it will give less increase in 

live weight, and a larger proportion of it will be employed in the mere main- 

tenance of the life of the animal. Indeed, if the period of consumption of 

five hundred pounds of meal be sufficiently extended, the result will be that 
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no increase whatever will be produced, and that the whole of the food, 

excepting the portion obtained as manure, will be expended in the mere 

maintenance of the life of the animal. The conclusion is obvious, that 

provided the fattening animal can assimilate the food, a given amount of 

increase will be obtained with a smaller expenditure of constituents by 
respiration, the shorter the time taken to produce it. In fact, by early 

maturity and the repid fattening of stock, a vast saving of food is effected. 

It is true that the flavor and quality of the meat of the one-year old sheep 
or the two or three-year old bullock, are not as good as that of the three or 

four-year old sheep, or the four or five-year old ox. But it is obvious that 

the mutton and beef of the older animals can only be produced with a much 
greater expenditure of food, and generally at an increased money cost, which 

must put them beyond the reach of a great majority of consumers.” 

HORSFALL’S EXPERIMENTS. 

Some of the most valuable experiments for feeding milch cows are those 
made by Mr. Horsratt of England. By affording a full supply of the 

elements of food adapted to the maintenance and produce of the animal, he 
was enabled to obtain as much milk, and that which was as rich in butter 

during winter as in summer. He used, to some extent, cabbages, mangolds, 

shorts, and other substances rich in the constituents of cheese and butter. 

‘¢ My food for milch cows,” he says, “after having undergone various modifica- 
tions, has for two seasons consisted of rape cake, five pounds, and bran, two 

pounds for each cow, mixed into asufficient quantity of bean straw, oat straw, 
and shells of oats, in equal proportions, to supply them three times a day with 
as much as they will eat. The whole of the materials are moistened and 

blended together, and after being well steamed, are given to the animal in 
a warm state. The attendant is allowed one pound to one and a-half pounds 
per cow, according to circumstances, of bean meal, which he is charged to give 
to each cow in proportion to the yield of milk, those in full milk getting two 

pounds each per day, others but little. It is dry and mixed with the steamed 
food, on its being dealt out separately. When this is eaten up, green food 

is given, consisting of cabbages from October to December, kohl-rabi till 
February, and mangolds till grass time.” His cows under this treatment: 

usually yield from twelve to sixteen quarts of milk (wine measure) per 
day, for about eight months after calving, when they fall off in milk, but 
gain flesh up to the time of calving. From these experiments, conducted in 
a careful manner, it would seem that food rich in albuminous matter produced 
the best results. Bean meal contains twenty-eight per cent. of this substance. 
Beans are not used in this country as food for stock, but if we select other 

grains, rich in cheesy matter, the principle may be carried out, and satisfactory 
results obtained. 

_ The three grains containing albuminous or flesh-forming matter in largest 

proportion next to beans (if peas are excepted), are rye, oats and barley, each 
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containing from ten to fourteen and a-half per cent.; these, when ground into 
meal and mixed in equal quantities, taking their usual market value into con- 
sideration, are perhaps the best that can be selected. My own experience 
in the use of these grains asa spring food for milch cows corresponds with that 
of others as giving most satisfactory results. Ihave used oats and peas ground 
into meal together, and could wish for no better feed, but the cost was more, 
which was not met by increased production of milk. Barley and oats ground 
and mixed together have also been used with good results. Corn-meal I deem 
objectionable, on account of its heating nature. Its influence at times is very 
deleterious, having been known to lessen the quantity and injure the quality 
of milk, and in some instances dry up the cows. Bran is a very valuable feed 
for milch cows; it is rich in phosphates and nitrogenous or flesh-forming 
material, and when mingled with oat meal, gives the very best results. 

FEEDING GRAIN IN SUMMER. 

On the question of feeding cows grain through the summer, the general 
opinion among dairymen is, that it does not pay so long as the herds have an 
abundance of good grass. When shorts and bran can be obtained at cheap 
rates, and feed is beginning to fail, they may doubtless be employed with 
profit. Mingled with the hay and fed to cows, the milk gives a larger per- 
centage of cream, while the quantity of milk also is increased. 

The most natural, and of course the healthiest food for milch cows in 
summer is the green grass of our pastures. When cows are giving an extra 
quantity of milk, and in consequence are milking down thin and poor, it will 
be advisable to use concentrated food. The principle to be understood is that 
milk of good quality and large quantity depends upon food, and that the 
condition and strength of the animal must at all times be kept up. If allowed 
to run down and become poor and weak, we are undermining the constitution 
of the cow, and by inattention and neglect defeating the ends by which our 
best interests are to be promoted. 

TURNING TO GRASS. 

When cows are first turned to grass in spring, if feed is abundant, they 
should not be allowed in the pasture but a few hours each day, for several 
days—the change of food should be gradual. Serious troubles have some- 
times resulted from inattention to this point, especially when turning cows 
into luxuriant afterfeed in autumn. 

SALTING COWS. 

Another important matter in the management of dairy stock is to have it 
properly provided with salt. The best way to salt dairy cows is to have the 
salt in some place conveniently located for stock, where daily access may be 

had to it, and the animals allowed to take whatever their appetites crave. It 
may be placed in boxes arranged in the feed alley of the stables, or in troughs 
in the shed, or open yard. Where cows have free access to salt, they soon 
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regulate their appetite to the daily use of small quantities of it, taking no 

more than is required to promote health. Animals require more or less salt, 
according to the character of their food, and the practice of salting at certain 
intervals is often injurious, since they are liable to overfeed of it, causing 

excessive scouring and derangement of health. This is particularly the case 

when salt is thrown out to stock indiscriminately in the fields at intervals of 

a week or more. In such cases the master cows not unfrequently gorge 
themselves, preventing the weaker animals from getting a due supply, and 
thus one part of the herd is injured by overfeeding, and the other part by 

not obtaining what is needed. When the animals have access to salt, nature 
dictates as to its use, and hence the best results, both as to health and yield 

of milk, follow. Salt is very necessary for milch cows. Without it the milk 

becomes scanty and imperfect. It is an important element in the blood, and 
furnishes the soda necessary to hold the cheesy part of the milk in solution. 
Har.in found in one thousand pounds of milk, analyzed by him, nearly half 
a pound of free soda, and over a third of a pound of chloride of sodium. 

There was also one and three-quarter pounds of chloride of potassium. There 
are various purposes in the animal economy that require salt, and cows in 
milk should at all times have free access toit. Perhaps the greatest necessity 
for its use is in spring, when cows are first turned to pasture. The food then 

is rather deficient in saline matter, and does not furnish sufficient for a large 
quantity of milk. As grass becomes more mature the mineral elements are 
more abundant, and there is less desire on the part of animals for salt. It is 
on this account and because cows have been dried of their milk, that in 

winter much less salt is required in the dairy than in summer. From experi- 
ments that have been made it has been found that in May and June, when 

milch cows have been deprived of salt for several days, the milk shrunk from 
one to two per cent. in quantity, and from two to four per cent. in quality. 

Later in the season the experiments showed less difference. Thus it will be 
seen that dairy stock, to produce the best results, should have a daily supply 
of salt, and that the quantity is much better regulated by the animal than it 
can be by the stock-keeper who doles it out at intervals. 

WATER FOR COWS. 

I have alluded to the importance of providing milch cows with good 
water, and something more may be said on this point, because it is one of the 

secrets of success, which the great majority of dairymen to-day do not fully 
comprehend. The importance of providing an abundance of water for cows 
in milk cannot be over-estimated. Every practical dairyman must have 
observed how rapidly cows shrink of their milk in hot, dry weather, when 
water is scarce and the animals do not get their usual supply. But although 
in such cases the cause of milk falling off is traced to its true source, many 

forget to take a hint from such observation in their management of milch 
stock during the summer and fall. Cows of course will live where the daily 
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supply of water is limited, and by yielding a less quantity of milk, they adapt 

themselves to the circumstances under which they are placed. And if water 

is not abundant or is situated in out of the way places, where it is not easy 

of access, the animals soon educate themselves to get along with a much less 
quantity than they would were it placed before them in abundance. Up toa 
certain point, the animal will accommodate herself without complaint to the 
conditions, and it often happens that because cows show no very marked 
uneasiness nor falling off in flesh, it is supposed they get all the water which 

they require, when in point of fact they are taking only a limited supply. 

Herds thus situated do not yield large returns. The fault is not in the cows, 

but in their management. Now, milch cows should rather be induced to take 

all the water they will, and at no time should they be allowed to suffer from 

thirst. A cow that gives a large quantity of milk, must of necessity require 

more water, other things being equal, than the cow that gives only a small 

quantity of milk, for we must remember that of the constituents of milk 

eighty-seven parts or thereabout are water. To what extent the quantity of 

milk can be increased and at the same time a good quality be secured, by 

inducing the animal to take an abundant quantity of liquid, is still a question 

undetermined, but that milk of good quality can in this manner be increased 

and without injury to the animal, there is not the slightest doubt. Upon 

this point we have some interesting experiments by M. Dancert, as communi- 

cated to the French Academy of Sciences. He found that by inciting cows 

to drink large quantities of water, the quantity of milk yielded by them can 

be increased several quarts per day without materially injuring its quality. 
The amount of milk obtained, he says, is approximately proportional to the 
quantity of water drank. Cows which, when stall fed with dry fodder, gave 
only from nine to twelve quarts of milk per day, at once produced from 
twelve to fourteen quarts daily, when their food was moistened by mixing 
with it from eighteen to twenty-three quarts of water per day. Besides 
this water taken with the food, the animals were allowed to drink at the same 

intervals as before, and their thirst was excited by adding to their fodder a 
small quantity of salt. The milk produced under the water regimen, after 

having been carefully analyzed and examined as to its chemical and physical 
properties, was adjudged to be of good quality, and excellent butter was 

obtained from it. 
The precise proportion of water which can thus be given to cows with 

advantage, he says, is a point not readily determinable, since the appetite for 
drink differs very considerably in different animals. But by observing the 
degree of the appetite for drink in a number of cows, by taking note of the 
quantity of water habitually consumed by each of the animals in the course 
of twenty-four hours, and contrasting this quantity with that of the milk 
produced, M. Dancer asserts that any one can see that the yield of milk is 

directly proportionate to the quantity of water absorbed. He asserts, more- 
over, that a cow that does not habitually drink so much as twenty-seven 
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quarts of water per day—and he has met with such—is actually and necessa- 

rily a poor milker. She will give only from five and a-half to seven quarts 
per day. But all the cows he has seen which drank as much as fifty quarts 

of water daily, were excellent milkers, yielding from nineteen to twenty-three 
quarts of milk. In his opinion the quantity of drink consumed by a cow is 
a valuable test of her worth as a milk producer. 

Now, whether the inferences drawn by Dancen from his experiments be 
strictly true in any particular or applicable in all cases, need not be discussed 
for the present, but they illustrate in some degree at least, facts familiar to 

practical men. The most common observer must have taken note that in the 
human family the mother suckling her infant requires and consumes more 
liquids than she did before or after her period of nursing. And the practical 

dairyman must have been dull indeed if he has not observed the difference in 

the appetite of cows for water before and after they have begun to give milk. 
The lesson which practical dairymen should learn from these facts is, that 

cows to yield the best returns must be provided with an abundance of pure 

water, so located that it is easy of access at all times. In fine, that induce- 

ments held out in this way for cows to drink, are a paying investment to 
dairymen. But while milch cows can be made to yield larger returns by a 
judicious use of liquids, we cannot recommend pushing the point to that 
excess which may affect the health of stock or reduce the quality of milk to 

a low standard. 
FALL FEEDING. 

As pastures begin to fail the latter part of July, soiling in part either with 
green corn fodder, lucerne, millet, oats, or clover must be resorted to, for 

keeping up a flow of milk, until cows go to the aftermath. It is essential that 
the flow of milk be kept up, for if cows are allowed to fall off in milk at this 

season of the year, it will be impossible to bring them back again by fall 

feeding. I need not discuss this point further, and I have only a word more 
in relation to the fall treatment of stock, since it is here that many dairymen 

make very grave mistakes. As the season advances occasional frosts begin 
to appear, and although grass may be abundant it is flashy and the frosts 
injure materially its nutritive value. 

At this season more than any other cows are apt to milk down poor, and 

often before the dairyman is fully aware of the fact. If it is desirable to 
keep up a flow of milk, a little bran or ground grain can be used with profit ; 
even a few nubbins of corn fed daily will prove serviceable in keeping up the 
strength and condition of the animal. But this is not all; the cold storms 
and frosty nights are injurious unless the animals are sheltered. Cows in 
milk, as 1 have remarked, are susceptible to cold, and if not protected from 
the inclement weather fall off rapidly in flesh and milk; even in summer a 
cold rain storm lessens the quantity of milk, as every dairyman must have 
observed; but towards the approach of winter, after yielding milk for several 
months, the general tone of the system is reduced, and the animal is unable 

10 
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to withstand sudden changes without being injuriously affected. Stock that 

is reduced in flesh at the commencement of winter, will require at least a 

quarter more food to bring it through to grass than it would did it 

start in high condition. This fact is lost sight of by many who suffer their 
cattle to run down in the fall, milking them late, and allowing them to be 

exposed to all kinds of weather. In cold, stormy nights during the fall cows 

will do better in the stable, even with no feed, than to be left out exposed to 

the inclemencies of the weather. What little food they pick up at such times 
is not of much account; they will seek out some spot that affords a partial 

protection from the storm and cold, huddle together, and stand there shiver- 

ing and discontented till morning. It is at such times that more or less injury 

is done to the underlings of the herd from being hooked and driven about by 
master cows. Perhaps at no season of the year does stock require more care 

and attention than late in the fall, and at no season is it so generally neg- 

lected. Many never think of housing an animal at this season so long as the 
ground remains uncovered with snow, and many fancy they are saving fodder 

by withholding food so long as there are patches here and there of frozen 

aftermath, that are not eaten down. Such persons are often found complain- . 

ing that their hay rapidly wastes away after feeding has commenced, and is 
wanting in nutrition; that their stock comes out thin in spring, and the yield 
of milk during the summer is less than it should be. They have no definite 

idea where the trouble lies; it is either in the hay or in the season, or in the 

cows, and they mourn over their bad luck, when in fact the real cause of all 
the trouble arose from neglect and want of care and attention in the fall 
treatment of stock. 

Cows that are expected to yield largely must have careful treatment and 
liberal feed—they must be protected from the inclement weather in roomy, well- 

ventilated stables. The importance of comfortable, well-lighted and well-ventil- 
ated stables for milch cows is imperfectly understood, although much has been 

written on the subject. It should be remembered that a large share of the 
food eaten is used in furnishing warmth to the animal, and if we can supply 
warmth by artificial means, it will be equivalent to a certain percentage of 
food. Good shelter, therefore, serves in part for food. It has been well 

remarked that “beside the actual loss of food from the increased amount 

required under exposure to cold, there is a further less in milk from the feeling 

of discomfort. The secretions are always disturbed by influences that cause 
pain or uneasiness, and every shiver of a half-frozen cow will make itself 

visible in the milk pail.” It will often therefore, be a matter of economy for 

dairymen to commence feeding cabbages, the tops of roots, or small quantities 
of grain, just as soon as the grasses of the pasture have been touched with 

frosts. A daily allowance of bran, shorts, or ground feed of barley and oats, 

or oats and corn, in the proportion of two parts oats to one of corn, will be 

of the greatest service in keeping up a flow of milk and at the same time 

keeping the animal in health and condition. 
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There are many more topics in regard to the management of stock which 

I could have wished to discuss, but enough perhaps has been said to give an 
outline of the more important requisites in this branch of dairy management. 

RAISING CALVES. 

In raising calves they should always have a good start, and for this pur- 
pose I know of nothing equal to milk as it is drawn from the cow. Some 

people recommend separating the calf from the cow a day or two after it-is 

dropped. I think it should be allowed to run with the cow and have all 

the milk it can take for at least four or five days. Ordinarily the cows milk 

will not be in a proper condition for human food under four or five days from 

the time of dropping her calf, though many dairymen who are anxious to 

make the most out of the milk insist that it is good enough for cheese-making 

at the fourth milking. 
After the calf is taken from the cow it should be generously fed with new 

milk until it is two weeks old at least. This should be the earliest period at 

which the commencement of any substitute for new milk ought to be given. 

I should prefer to feed new milk for some time longer, but still very good 

calves may be raised by compounding a food for them a little less expensive 

than new milk. 
If skim milk can now be afforded, the calves will thrive on liberal feeding, 

but the cheese dairymen often feel that even skim milk is too expensive to be 

long continued, and are not satisfied till the diet of the calf is reduced to whey. 

Now, if whey and oil meal be properly prepared, it can be made to serve as 

a very good substitute for milk. The whey should be dipped off when sweet 
from the vat, then bring it to the boiling point and turn it upon the oil meal. 

Let the mixture stand till night, and then feed. In the morning, whey sweet 

from the vat may be fed. At the commencement a little less than a pint of 

oil meal per day will be sufficient for four calves. This may be gradually | 
increased till each calf has a daily ration of half a pint. At first 1t 1s better 

not to feed calves all the whey they will drink at a time. <A large feed of 

whey cloys the appetite and deranges thé health. <A half pail of whey at 
first is enough for a feed, which may be increased to three-fourths of a pail 

and a pail, as the calf increases in age. Two meals a day, if the calf runs in- 

a good pasture, is sufficient. Calves fed in this way ought not to be weaned 
until they can get a good bite of afterfeed from the early cut meadows. It 
is important to keep them in a growing, thrifty condition, with no check. 
When weaned earlier, their growth is often checked by reason of short, dry 

or innutritious feed in pastures. When whey cannot be had, the following 

substitute for milk in feeding calves is recommended by the Irish Farmers’ 
Gazette :—“ Take three quarts of linseed meal and four quarts of bean meal, 
and mix with thirty quarts of boiling water, when it is left to digest for 

twenty-four hours, and it is then poured into a boiler on the fire, having 

thirty-one quarts of boiling water. It is here boiled for half an hour, being 
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stirred with a perforated paddle to prevent lumps and produce perfect incor- 

poration. It is then set aside to cool, and is given blood warm. When first 

used it is mixed with milk in small quantity. The milk is gradually decreased 

till they get the mucilage only. Indian meal may be given in place of bean 

meal, and perhaps pea meal would serve the same purpose as bean meal, the 

latter not being common in this country. I have used buckwheat meal 
cooked into a porridge and added to whey, for calves, with good results, and 

I have no doubt that buckwheat meal could be substituted for bean meal in 
the mixture, and make a good feed. It is desirable and important to feed the 

calf well and hasten the maturity of the young animal so that it will come in 

milk at two years old. Many complain that they are unable to have their 

heifers in milk until three years of age. Heifers coming in milk at two years 

of age invariably make better milkers than those coming in milk a year later, 

to say nothing of the profit of one season’s milk. It will be seen, then, that 
a little extra care and feed pays well, in order to an early maturity of the 

animal.” 

Mr. Brown of Herkimer Co. prefers March calves in selecting stock to raise. 
The calves are fed new milk for two weeks, at the rate of eight quarts per day 
each. After this, commence adding whey to the milk, and feed in this way 

up to the twentieth of April. By this time, if there is a sufficient quantity of 
whey made daily, no milk is given, but oil meal is made to take the place of 
milk, the quantity for each calf being at the rate of one-half pint of dry meal 
per day. Boiling water is turned upon the meal, which increases its bulk, 
in a few minutes, to three times the quantity of dry meal. It is then mixed 
with the scalding whey, and when sufficiently cool given to the calves. 

About three-fourths of a pail of whey to each at a mess, and two feeds per 

day are deemed sufficient. The calves are turned out to grass as soon as a 

good bite can be had, but the whey and oil meal are allowed daily until the 
time for turning into good fresh after feed, when its use is discontinued and 
the calves weaned. In this way good thrifty calves are raised, which winter 

well, and to all appearance are as healthy and in as good growing condition 
as though they had been raised’ on milk. The calves are always provided 

with a good shelter where they can go at will, out of storms. When oil 
meal cannot be had, oat meal is substituted, at the rate of two-thirds of a 

pint for each per day. The whey should be scalded, as in this condition it is 
better adapted to the animal, and has a tendency to prevent scouring. 

RAISING CALVES ON THE SOILING PRINCIPLE. 

Mr. G. D. Curtis of Wisconsin, contributes the following to the Boston 

Cultivator :—‘ About the first of April last, I began raising ten heifer calves 
for the dairy—taught them to drink at three or four days old, and fed them 
the milk of five cows, two hundred weight corn meal, and what hay they 
would eat, till May 15th. Milk and meal were then discontinued, and for the 
next two months they had about ten quarts sweet whey per head a day, and 
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what clover and orchard grass they would eat, fed three times a day, of which 
they consumed half an acre. The next sixty-three days they were fed the 
sowed corn that grew on one-half an acre, and the same allowance of whey 

as at first. About the twentieth of September they were turned into wheat- 
stubble ground, seeded to grass last spring. When six months old the 
heaviest one weighed four hundred and thirty pounds, live weight, and the 
lot averaged four hundred pounds per head. The expense of cutting and 

feeding the grass and cornstalks was about the same as harvesting and thresh- 

ing an acre of wheat. 

Pe GTeG ily MAC eMMLONCMECSEs aatees aoe sike< Sate sic Sols ss asic eee meee sues $55.00 

mavomuncned Wert corm meal Ab lGSees .)cs)s as ce sah seis Sintels Seine enc cee cielescie 4.00 

TCU AMES LIMA LOG hat tiar Pers lak ees We etenaeU SEM on rem un ra Mera al! insides 2 cies chi Dace Mags 1.00 

Wnewcrenland tonwheat/ would have HTOUS DE Kilts scien seis tale slaciecleic + Wosislo ein hos 30.00 

“YRS CE WANG, SOAS AR Gomece tio pe hor boa nes des Reanc Ants Sona hangar Go Parnn se riscis 10.00 
SON shoe hay, slO wl LET L MOMs \avey ers etelelct = eiafoiellefspels « ncaicis (aia einy=ictelr’ siisleyate eee 40.00 

MNO LAMCONE RV.CHIAG Sma n. Bin tron ote NURS Mele oe Wacken ie, Sisicia eitiacoe Hele Mie cists $140.00 

Equal to about fourteen dollars per head for yearlings,—about double the 
cost of ‘ peace prices.’ 

“‘T have been engaged in dairying and stock-raising for the past twenty 
years, and have tried nearly all the different ways of feeding calves, and 

consider the experiment of the past season much the best. It produces very 
superior animals, and is no more expensive than the other plans.” 

CALF SKINS. 

When calves are to be slaughtered for veal, or killed at a very early age, 

as is common in some dairy sections (in the latter case the hide and rennet 
only being saved), some attention should be given to stripping off the hide 
properly, and preparing it for market. 

Calves that are to be “deaconed” should be allowed to live at least four 
or five days, and when killed the throat should not be cut crossways, for it 

can be bled just as well without. The skin should then be removed by slitting 

the hide from the middle of the under jaw to the root of the tail, and down the 
inside of the forelegs from between the dew-claws to the slit already made, 

and down the outside of the hind legs over the gambrel joint, and then direct. 
to a point in the slit first named, midway between the teats and the roots of 

the tail. It is the safest way to draw the skin off with a windlass or a horse, 
but when this is inconvenient great care should be taken not to cut or hack 

the skin, as a cut part way through the skin is quiteas bad asahole. Instead 
of a knife for removing the skin, a bone or hard wood instrument shaped like a 
knife should be used, as it can be done almost if not quite as rapidly and with 
no danger to the skins. If the skin be a veal it should now be weighed and 
the weight marked down, as veal skins are purchased by the pound: But 

whether a “ deacon” or a “veal” it should be stretched out on the floor or 
some level place, and about two pounds of salt applied, taking care that 
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every spot istouched. The better way is, after sprinkling the skin as evenly 
as possible, to take an old brush or the hand and rub the salt thoroughly in. 

After lying for a day or two, if in the way,it should be hung up and allowed 
to dry under cover, but not exposed to the sun. If the skins are on hand 

after the first of June, they should be frequently whipped, to prevent the 

working of moths. The taking off and care of skins should not be left to 
young and careless boys, but should receive the personal attention of the 

farmer, or some trusty person. For skins taken off in the above manner and 

free from cuts, the tanner can afford to pay a price considerably above the 
market for ordinary skins as they run. Damaged, “slunk and dead skins,” 

have a value, but should be sold as such for what they are worth. 

HOVEN IN CATTLE. 

Among the many diseases of dairy stock, hoven, or hove, as it is usually 

termed, is of frequent occurrence. It is induced by a sudden change of diet, 

as when animals in spring are turned from hay upon luxuriant pasturage, or 

later in the season, by changing from the pasture to a full growth of after- 

feed in meadows. Cows, when thus turned into fresh herbage, devour it 
greedily, which produces over-distension of the rumen, followed quickly by 

hove. A similar derangement of the digestive functions sometimes happens, 
it is said, from feeding turnips, though the more frequent occurrence of this 

disease coming under our observation, has been from a change of diet, and 

where the animals have been allowed to gorge themselves upon luxuriant 

grass. The food in such cases is imperfectly matured, the stomach becomes 

loaded, the process of rumination is prevented, decomposition takes place, 

gas is generated, and the animal becomes swollen with confined air that dis- 

tends the paunch and intestines. 
Great care should be exercised in the management of stock at the partic- 

ular seasons referred to, since with proper precautions, the malady may often 

be avoided. It is always best that the change of food should be brought about 
by degrees, allowing the cows at first to take only a part of a meal, and con- 

tinuing in this course for a few days until they have become somewhat 
accustomed to the fresh grass. In spring, after having been restricted during 
our long winters to dry food, a sudden change to a full supply of succulent 

food will be apt to derange health, even if the animals by chance escape an 
attack of hove. It will be well, too, on first turning to grass, that it be done 

at such times as when the weather is dry and the herbage is not covered with 

dew ; and this rule should be particularly observed on first turning stock into 
luxuriant aftermath. 

There is scarcely a dairyman of any considerable experience but has had 
cases of hove more or less severe among his cows—and the loss of valuable 
animals on account of the malady is of frequent occurrence. Indeed hove is 
so sudden in its attack and the disease progresses so rapidly, that unless 

speedy relief is given the animal dies. The fermentation which the food 
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undergoes is facilitated by the heat and moisture to which it is exposed while 
in the rumen. ‘The gaseous compounds produced by the fermenting process 

vary according to its duration; at first carbonic acid gas is evolved, but in 

a short time this product gives place to carbureted hydrogen gas. 

Various medicines have from time to time been recommended, but scarcely 

any, with the exception of chloride of lime, is of much avail. When the 
attack is not severe the animal often recovers without any assistance. 
Chloride of lime is frequently found effectual in bad cases, administered in 

a small quantity of water, the dose of chlorinated lime being from three to 
four drachms. Used in time it effectually neutralizes the carbureted hydrogen 
gas. In its action the chlorine quits the lime and unites with the hydrogen 
and forms a substance—muriatic acid—with which the new uncombined lime 
unites, and the result is a harmless substance—muriate of lime. 

In severe cases there should be no delay in adopting the necessary treat- 

ment, or the animal may be lost, for 
death in this disease is caused by 
suffocation. Immediate relief is given 
by puncturing the rumen, a quite 
simple operation when it is under- 

stood, and one which should always 
be resorted to in bad cases. <As the 
disease is of such a character that no 
time is to be lost (forif the animal is 

Fie. 1. to be saved, prompt action is re- 

quired), every farmer should understaud the nature of the operation and be 

able to perform it. By observing the following diagrams but little difficulty 

need be had in operating successfully. 

It is important to bear in mind that the operation should always be per- 
formed on the /eft side of the animal, in consequence of the inclination of the 
rumen to that part of the abdominal cavity. Figure 1 is a sketch intended 

to represent the first stomach in its natural situation; a, the anterior pouch; 
6, the anterior-posterior, the one which is opened in these cases ; c, the mid- 

dle, and d, the posterior-inferior. 

The place of puncture is in the flank about three inches below the spinal 

column, and mid-way between the last rib and the hip. 

The instrument recommended by veterinary sugeons is called a trocar; 

it consists of a stilet, having a lancet-shaped _ 
point and a sheath. We give Professor (~™=™— 

Smronps’ directions, as follows: 
“The stilet should be about six inches in length, and when placed within 

the sheath it should protrude about three-fourths of an inch; its diameter 
may vary from three-eighths of an inch to half an inch. In performing the 

operation it is best to first puncture the skin with a lancet; which having 

been done, insert the point of the instrument in the wound and thrust the 
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stilet covered by the metal sheath inwards and slightly downwards, using 
sufficient force to penetrate the coats of the rumen; afterwards withdraw the 
stilet leaving the sheath in the situation. The sheathis to remain until the gas 

has escaped, when it is to be removed and the edges of the wound in the 
skin brought together by a stitch of strong silk.” 

As farmers are not usually provided with the proper instruments for per- 
forming the operation, a dirk-bladed 
knife may be used, and a quill or any 
small tube introduced into the punc- 
ture for the escape of the offending 
gas. There is no danger attending 
the operation when the proper instru- 

ment is used. 
Figure 2 represents the point where 

puncture should be made—at the 

point where the lines a, 6 and ec, d 
intersect each other. 

HUTCHINS’ FUMIGATOR FOR DESTROYING LICE ON CATTLE. 
The fumigator consists of an iron cylinder with a circular bellows attached 

to one end, and the opposite end is 
contracted into a nozzle, so as to be 

easily inserted into the wool when @, 

using it for sheep ticks. It also has fj 
sieves at each end of the cylinder to | 
prevent the fire passing into the bel- 
lows or out through the nozzle; by 

this means the smoke is never hot enough to do the least injury to animal 

or plant. 
The cylinder being filled with cut tobacco and pressed down a little, same 

as you would fill a tobacco pipe, is ignited on top, and the smoke is forced 
out through the nozzle by the action of the bellows. 

For ticks on sheep, introduce the nozzle into the wool, and give one or two 

good puffs; then move it from two to four inches, and puff again, and so on 

till you fill the fleece with smoke. It will take from two to four hours to 

smoke one hundred sheep, and one pound of tobacco will be sufficient for that 

number. 
To kill lice on cattle, colts, &c., fill the hair with the smoke, then blanket 

them. In all cases go over them again after the nits hatch. It is better to 
take sheep into the open air to smoke them to prevent it making the operator 

sick. 
For lice on plants and bushes of all kinds, also for the currant worm, 

squash bug, &c., cover the bushes or plants with some old clothes box, or 

anything to hold the smoke, then give them a good smoking; it will not 
injure the plant, but will kill the vermin. 



MILK, 

OF all the various foods used for the support of human life milk is one of 
the most perfect. It is almost the only food that will, when used alone, 

support life, and maintain health and vigor for an indefinite length of time. 

The earliest records of our race tell us of flocks and herds, and it may be 

assumed that not only the milk of animals but that the products of milk, in 
some form, have been employed in the diet of man from the most remote 

times. But while milk has been the natural food of the young of ali mam- 

malia, and while it has been, for ages, both in its natural and manufactured 

state, a blessing to the poor and a luxury to the rich, little was known com- 
paratively of its composition, and of its behavior under certain peculiar 
conditions, until within the last half century. 

Milk is described by the chemists as a secretion produced from the 
elements of blood and chyle, by the mammary gland of the female animal of 

the order, mammalia, after giving birth to young. It is a whitish, opaque 
liquid, of an agreeable, sweetish taste, and a faint but peculiar odor. It is 

slightly denser than water. Cows’ milk of good quality has a specific gravity 

of about 1,030; woman’s milk, 1,020; goat’s and ewe’s milk, 1,035 to 1,0425 

and asses’ milk 1,019; that of water being 1,000. Whatever food has the 

effect of inducing the secretion of a very large amount of water, must 
necessarily give milk poor in quality. Such is the effect when food is supplied 
of distillers’ grains, grass from irrigated meadows, acid slops, obtained by 
allowing barley meal, cabbage leaves, and other vegetable matter mixed with 
a great deal of water, to pass through the lactic acid fermentation. There 
cannot be much question but that whey may be added to this class of food, 

though there seems to be great difference of opinion among those who feed 

whey to milch cows, as to its materially affecting the proportion of solid 
constituents of the milk. We need a series of carefully conducted experi- 

ments to satisfactorily determine this matter and put the question at rest. 
Dr. VoEtcKER is led to conclude from his experiments that milk is rich when 

it contains twelve per cent. of solid matter and about three per cent of pure 
fat. Anything above this is of extra rich quality. 
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The specific gravity of milk is an important test of its quality. From 
experiments made in the Doctor’s laboratory, for the purpose of ascertaining 

the influence of dilution upon the specific gravity of milk, and the quantity 
of cream thrown up, some useful hints are obtained. Water being the 

standard at 1.000, cream 1.012 to 1.019, and good milk 1.0320, the tempera- 

PRACTICAL DAIRY HUSBANDRY. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY A TEST OF QUALITY. 

ture always being 62° Farenheit, the following results were obtained : 

Pure Milk at 62° Fahrenheit, 
“ 

CC ec 

and 10 per cent. of, water, atta arene arate Anette eae 

CC ic) 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

1.0320 
1.0315 
1.0305 
1.0290 
1.0190 
1.0160. 

Experiments with the hydrometer and direct weighing give the following: 

Pure Milk, 

By HYDROMETER. 

CC ce) 

28 10 per cent. of water, 
a (79 ics 

Another experiment made upon skimmed milk with hydrometer gave the 

following : 

on Milk, 
ac 

From these investigations the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. That good new milk has a specific gravity of about 1.030. 

2. That skim milk is a little more dense, being about 1.034. 
3. That milk which has a specific gravity of 1.025 or less, is either mixed 

with water or is naturally very poor. 
4, That when milk is deprived of about ten per cent. of cream and the 

PER CENT. CREAM 
IN BULK. 

lll 
10 
9 
8 
6 
i) 

SPECIFIC GRAY ITY AT pees BEFORE 

By Drrectr 
WEIGHING. 

1.03141 
1.0295 
1.0257 © 
1.0233 
1.0190 
1.0163 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
AT 62° F. AFTER 

SKIMMING. 

By Direct 
WUIIGHING. 

1.0337 
1.0308 
1.0265 
1.0248 
1.0208 
1.0175 

Se ee ee ee ic 

eee eee eee ee ese seer te eer ee oe se eee 

CC 

ee ee Ce ey 
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SPEcIFIC GRAVITY. 

1.0350 
1.0820 
1.0265 
1.0248 
1.0210 
1.0180 
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original volume is made up by ten per cent. of water, the specific gravity of 
such skimmed and watered milk is about the same as that of good new milk; 

this circumstance however, does not constitute any serious objection to the 
hydrometer or lactometer, as milk skimmed to that extent cannot be mixed 

with water without becoming so blue and transparent that no instrument 
would be required to detect the adulteration. 

5. That when unskimmed milk is mixed with only omen per cent. of 

water, the admixture is indicated at once by the specific gravity of about 
1.025. 

Mr. Fuint gives the result of a test of different specimens of milk, the 

hydrometer and lactometer being used on the morning’s milk, at a tempera- 

ture of of sixty degrees. The scale was graduated for pure milk at one hun- 

dred degrees. 

The first pint drawn from a native cow stood at................--00e serene 101 Degrees. 

SUMO UM SRO tM Seen COW eter aiscsers wtentavere vreieietel ats cartes clei erch erm dome nun avelevo;'alniatbarninte 86 e 

INTRO ta UREMD RE CUAECTSE Ve ler tne w/e\slaw adetlo cine Wla/e al Arneiera aiaeere elelercister aranerevele 95 ‘ 

ey s ALVIN Bod Hobo ale boca wo CooNO Oo Ono Odin an goat pcos 100 : 

eieth ef IBIS KONG Ae ena aeons Go Gace D eG Ge Seas cata 6 Sem oC Soe 106 oe 

eat i BD) OW, Oe. cess vejsiones akerey oud rset coteial ovssieistas aves ey’) ere) avarsvetauei soca oeaReaeTs ial we 

SPENT CRU IME MACLEAN G SLOOW sara. clalcte cite Sie.s © cet dicho vat erie 'sie'a: eave. o sicieleie/eicie! elon © 66 s 

All these specimens of milk were pure, and milked at the same time in 
the morning, carefully labeled, put in separate vessels, and set upon the same 

shelf to cool off; and yet the variations of specific gravity amounted to 

twenty-five degrees ; or, taking the average quality of the native cow’s milk 

at ninety-three and one-half degrees, the variations amounted to seventeen 

and one-half degrees. - But knowing the specific gravity at the outset, of any 

specimen of milk, the hydrometer would show the amount of water added. 
This cheap and simple instrument is therefore of frequent service. At the 
cheese and butter factories: the lactometer and cream gauges are the only 

instruments employed to determine whether milk is delivered pure or has 

been watered. It is found that notwithstanding the milk of different cows 
in the same herd will vary considerably in specific gravity, still when it is all 

massed together, the specific gravity of such milk, if compared with the milk 

of different herds of a neighborhood, will be very nearly the same. It is 
from this fact that the attempt has been made in New York to establish the 
lactometer test as competent evidence in the courts, and some of the lower 

courts have so ruled. 
LACTOMETER IN COURT. 

An interesting and important case was tried in 1868 at the Circuit Court 
held at Herkimer, Judge Fosrr presiding, as to whether the hydrometer or 
lactometer, as it is commonly called, be or be not a reliable milk test, and 

alone competent to convict where the instrument indicates watered milk. The 

suit was brought by the Treasurer of the Frankfort cheese factory against 

one of its patrons, to recover a penalty for alleged violations of the law to 
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prevent adulteration or watering of milk. The plaintiff claimed that the 

defendant at certain times during the year 1865 brought to the factory milk 

which, when tested there by the hydrometer and cream gauges, indicated from 

twelve to seventeen per cent. less specific gravity than pure milk, and hence 

that it had been diluted with water. No other proof was in evidence except 
the tests of the instruments at the factory as above named. The defendant 

denied the allegation, and he and his three sons testified that the milking and’ 
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carrying the milk to the factory had been done by them, and that no water, 
to their knowledge, had ever been added to the milk. 

The witnesses on the part of the plaintiff were the manager of the factory 
and some of its patrons, together with several managers of factories from 
different parts of the country and Canada, of large experience and of high 
reputation. The plaintiff proved the testing of defendant’s milk at the fac- 
tory by the hydrometer and cream gauges—that it was deficient in cream 
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and indicated by the hydrometer from twelve to fifteen per cent. of water. 
Several managers of factories stated that where the tests were applied to the 
milk known to be pure, from different dairies, the variations were generally 

no more than from two to three per cent. from the standard of pure milk. 
Several of them testified also, that they regarded the lactometer to be per- 
fectly reliable as a milk test, and that this conclusion had been arrived at from 

hundreds and even thousands of tests of milk from dairies as it came to the 
factory. The plaintiff’s counsel attempted to show from reported analyses 
of milk, and from other sources, that the variable constituents of milk, for 

the most part, were the cream and the water, both of which were lighter 
than pure milk, that consequently, where there was a deficiency of cream and 

the specific gravity was less than pure milk, as had been shown in the milk 
furnished by the defendant, it could be accounted for in no other way than 

from adulteration or watering the milk. 
The defense took the ground that the hydrometer was a mere float, well 

adapted to determine the specific gravity of fluids and of milk, but that 
the latter being made up of several constituents, all of which were liable 
to vary from time to time, the specific gravity of the compound at the 

factory gave no positive evidence of its quality as it came from the cow, unless 
such quality had been clearly ascertained as a standard from which to make 
comparisons. It was proved by several witnesses that in testing milk known 

to be pure, from different cows, with the hydrometer, there was considerable 

variation, sometimes as much as ten per cent.; and this variation had occured 

where the cows were of the same breed, fed on the same kind of food, and 

general treatment alike. It was proved from the books and from witnesses 

that the quality of milk is affected by various circumstances, such as difference 

of breed of the cows, quantity and quality of food, distance from time of 

calving, withholding salt for a time, and then salting, health of stock, general 

treatment, &c. From VoELcKEr’s analysis of four samples of new milk, it 

was shown that the water varied from 83.90 in one hundred parts, the butter 

from 7.62 to 1.99, the caseine from 3.66 to 2.94, the milk sugar from 4.46 to 

5.12, and the mineral matter from .64 to 1.13, making percentage of dry 

matters vary from 16.10 to 10.05. 

Another analysis of several specimens of milk was referred to in the 

Report of the Department of Agriculture, where the difference in constituents 

was considerable, one specimen showing 93.0 of water, 1.8 of butter, 3.4 of 

casein, .8 milk sugar, and .1 of salts—thus making a variation of water 

between that and the specimen analyzed by VortckER of over nine per cent. 

The milk sugar varied nearly five per cent., and the ash over one per cent. 

It was proved also that in making tests of milk with the hydrometer, great 

care was necessary in having the temperature exact, and in having the milk 

thoroughly mingled or stirred together, since the upper portion of the milk 

was of less specific gravity than that at the bottom. 

One of the witnesses testified to the following experiments made with 
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the milk’ of different cows in his own dairy. I was present at the tests, 
and-helped to conduct the experiments: 

First. A heifer’s milk at 80°, when tried with the hydrometer marked the 
instrument 3° below zero, showing five per cent. variation from pure milk. 

Second. Milk of cow eight years old at 80°, hydrometer stood 4° below 
zero, a variation of two and a-half per cent. from pure milk. 

Third. Milk of all the cows mingled together in the vat at 80°; hydro- 
meter §° above zero, showing a variation of 3.75 per cent. 

Fourth. Thin cream at 80°, taken from night’s milk in the vat; hydro- 
meter sunk below 10°, or the point graduated as pure water. 

Fifth. Milk at 60°, taken from near the bottom of the vat, and where the 
whole depth of milk in the vat was only four inches; hydrometer stood 1° 
below zero, showing ten per cent. variation from pure milk line. 

Sixth. A portion of the above milk in the vat, taken from the top at 60° ; 
hydrometer stood 2° below zero, or 3.75 per cent. variation. 

Seventh. The above milk thoroughly stirred and mingled together in the 
vat, and at 60° ; hydrometer 2° below zero, or 74 per cent. variation. 

Kighth. The same milk above, stirred together and raised to 80°; hydro- 
meter g° above zero, or one and a quarter per cent. lighter than pure milk. 

Ninth. Milk from twelve years old cow at 80°; hydrometer $° above 
zero, Showing five per cent. water. 

Tenth. Milk from eight years old cow at 80°; hydrometer stood at zero, 
or pure milk mark. 

Eleventh. Milk from a two years old heifer at 80° temperature ; hydro- 
meter +° above zero, or five per cent. variation. 

Twelfth. Milk from a two years old heifer, 80° temperature ; hydrometer 
4° above zero, or two and a-half per cent. variation. 

Greatest variation in milk of different cows as above tested at 80° tem- 
perature, one degree or ten per cent. 

For every 2.28° of temperature the hydrometer marked one per cent. 
variation. 

I have thus given some of the leading points as brought out in this 
case in regard to the hydrometer or lactometer. The arguments of counsel 
on both sides were able, as was also the J udge’s charge to the jury, which, 
after a mature deliberation, brought in a verdict for the defendant, thus 
settling the question that the hydrometer alone, in cases of this kind, is not 
sufficient to convict. . 

The Court House was densely crowded and great interest manifested by 
dairymen and others during the whole time this case was being tried, which 
lasted two days. Counsel for plaintiff, Hon. R. Earn and Brother, of Herki- 
mer; for defendant, Hon. Roscoz Conxiing and Hon. F. Kernan. I 
may remark here, in closing, that the result of this suit does not lessen the 
value of the hydrometer and cream gauges in the hands of intelligent persons. 
They act as sentinels, warning the operator of any unusual condition of the 
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milk, and when such occurs he should not hastily jump at conclusions, but look 
carefully at all the causes likely to have influence in the case, and then make up 
his judgment upon them. 

TEST OF WATERED MILK. 

In making a test for watered milk, two equal glass jars or cream gauges 
are taken, and a small jar which is graduated and used for a one per cent. 
glass. Now one of the cream gauges is filled to gauge mark, ten, with milk 
which is known to be pure and drawn from several cows. This will be the 
standard for pure milk for that day. Fill the other glass, to the same number, 

CREAM GAUGE. PER CENT. GLASS. CREAM GAUGE. 

with milk from the can you wish to test. To avoid any mistake, mark the 

first jar pure milk, by putting the letters P. M. on the side or bottom. Set 

the jars away, side by side, a sufficient length of time for the cream to rise. 
Now note the quantity of cream on each. If a less quantity is found on the 
milk you are testing than on the other, it indicates dilution or skimmed milk. 
Now remove the cream from each with a spoon; introduce the hydrometer 
or lactometer into the jar marked P. M. and note on the scale mark where it 
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floats. Now place the hydrometer into the other. If it sinks lower than in 
the first, it is very strong evidence of dilution with water. Replace the: 

lactometer in jar marked P. M. and from per cent. glass filled with water 

exactly to 0 or zero, pour into P. M. jar until the lactometer sinks exactly to 

the same point as in the other jar. Now count or number on per cent. glass 

from zero down (each mark represents half of one per cent.), and you will 
have precisely the percentage of water with which the milk you are testing 
has been diluted. Care must be taken to have the temperature of the samples 
the same. 

RECENT MILK TESTS. 

The subjoined results of milk examinations made during the present year, 
1871, by Mr. J. A. WauKtyy, member of the Royal Bavarian Academy of 

Sciences, and published in the London Milk Journal, will be of interest in 
this connection :—‘ In making examinations of milk for sanitary or commer- 

cial purposes, it is customary to use determinations of specific gravity as 

indices of the strength of milk. It is, however, recognized that owing to 
the circumstance of cream being lighter than water, while skimmed milk is 
heavier, the indication of strength afforded by a determination of specific 

gravity is not very precise. Obviously, if in addition to the specific gravity, 
the percentage of cream were taken, a connection could be applied so as to 
rectify the indication of strength derived from specific gravity. In the course 
of an examination of milk, undertaken for this Journal, the observation was 

made that there is another source of inaccuracy hitherto quite unsuspected. 
Skimmed milk consists mainly of water, caseine, milk-sugar, and a small 

quantity of mineral salts. Now, the exact molecular condition of the caseine 

influences the specific gravity of milk. In other words, samples of milk of 

the same strength will vary in specific gravity according to the exact mole- 
cular condition of the caseine. Especially are these changes in condition 

brought out if milk be kept for a while. This is illustrated by the following 
examples. 

“In attempting to analyse articles of general consumption, with a view to 
determine the extent of adulteration, it is necéssary to operate on a large 
number of samples obtained from bona fide purchasers, and to adopt means 
calculated to ensure comparable results. We do not intend on this occasion 
to enter fully into the subject of milk analysis, but we may state that plans 
commonly adopted are of little worth. We have had to notice the untrust- 
worthiness of specific gravity determinations of milk—that is to say, the 
danger of judging of the strength of milk by its specific gravity. To be of any 
value at all, the specific gravity determination must be made while the sample 
of milk is very fresh. After milk has been kept for two or three’ days, even 
in a closed vessel, its specific gravity falls in a very remarkable manner. The 
following examples exhibit this in an extreme form. The specimens of milk 
had been kept in corked bottles for four days: 
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Showing that the highest specific gravity sometimes accompanies the lowest 
percentage of solids. The reason of this want of correspondence between 
specific gravity and solid contents we have already explained. Meanwhile, 
in judging of the strength of milk, we propose to adhere to the method of 
evaporating to dryness in the water-bath, and weighing the residue. 

‘We have examined seven samples of milk sent to us by different persons, 
with a request that they should be examined. We have found in one hundred 
parts by weight of each, as follows: 

TOTAL SOLIDs, 
DRY AT’ AsH 

212° FauR. 
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“The sample No. 6 is a gross case of dilution. It is milk supplied to a 
workman’s family in Bethnal-green, and contains no legs than four parts of 
water to six of milk. Samples Nos. 5 and 7 are not so bad, but unless dilu- 
tion had been practiced, the milks were exceedingly and abnormally poor. 

“We recently obtained a specimen of country milk from the Dairy Reform 
Company. We procured it in the perfect confidence that, if pure unadulterated 
milk can be obtained from any source, it can be obtained from this. admirably- 
managed association. The specific gravity was 1024.8, taken with great care 
with an accurate balance, at a temperature of 60° Fahr. As a crucial test 
we sent a special messenger to the Victoria Dairy, in Union Street, Hackney, 
to obtain four samples of milk from one cow. We wished to test the milk as 
drawn straight into the sample bottles from each quarter of the udder. The 
results were : 

Sp. gr., at 
60° Fahr. 
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“The cows in this dairy are well cared for, and fed on meal, clover, and 
other foods calculated to give a good quality of milk; but we thought the 

11 
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drawing of the first portions of milk from each quarter would scarcely give 
fair samples, since the strippings are always richer. We have also obtained, 

as the result of the strippings from all the quarters, milk with a specific 

gravity of 1025.1. When, therefore, a great deal is made of very high 

specific gravities, we can only say, from a milk consumer’s point of view, that 
the results must be accepted with due caution. 

‘“‘We rely more for practical purposes on careful weighings of the solids 
obtained directly from milk at the boiling point of water, and of the ash, 

after carefully burning the same solids. The results are most satisfactory ; 

and we have examined samples from several dairymen in Kensington, which 
prove that the milk dealers are far from being the very black sheep they are 
so commonly represented to be. Last month we had to record very poor 
results, and we should have exposed one or two of the most shameful cases 
of dilution had we the opportunity of repeated examinations. This month 

we have been more fortunate in every respect, as the subjoined list indicates : 

"Toran SoLips 
NAME AND ADDRESS. DRIED AT 212°) AsH. 

Faure. 

Tunks and Tisdall, Newland Terrace, Kensington................ 12.12 0.61 
Clarkes Kensinston Place, High Street. 3.2.02 vance deca able aul 12.16 0.65 
Watson, Russell Gardens, Addison Road, Kensington......... me Whee (O32 =F! 0.66 
ian Church-street, Kensington... .'s 22+, 142», tomsloeineavecemiueniee 12.47 0.76 
enisiit) ieti-sineet, Kens StOm. cs: «,+n)z - or nic anesjeva bree ates 11.25 0.74 

“These are fair samples. The first four are virtually alike, and undoubt- 
edly rich. The last sample of milk is poor. 

‘“‘ A sample of milk direct from the cow, obtained from the Victoria Dairy, 

gave: 
Total solids. Ash. 

ESL CORRES Ae OE SE ae 0.75 

“This is very rich, and ‘strippings’ above referred to, with sp. gr. of 

1025.1, yielded 
Solids. Ash. 

BAS SER. SEO OLE a aS 0.62 

‘“‘No comment is needed when these results are compared with many 
published analyses. 

SPONTANEOUS CHANGES IN MILK. 

“The remarkable diminution which the specific gravity of milk undergoes 
on keeping, noticed in last month’s Journal, induced us to study the changes 
occurring in milk from the moment it is drawn. As it comes from the cow it 
is at the temperature of the body, viz., about 100° Fahr., and in the most 
perfect state of emulsion. There are some material differences in the chemi- 
cal composition and physical characters of different portions drawn in succes- 
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_ sive quantities into separate vessels in the one act of milking. Thus asample 
—the first eight ounces of milk drawn direct into a bottle gave; 

PVAMOONPARIS HS ie LL eka eles eee MESSI SOLIGSE.-S23 font Eee 0.70 ash. 

The specific gravity taken the same day at 60° was 1020.4. The specific 
gravity taken two days later at 60° Fahr. was 1030.2. 

“An average sample of the same cow’s milk taken the next day, with due 
care that the whole secreted by the one quarter of the udder was drawn off 
and well mixed, yielded: 

Impl OO} parish. eo OUTS | LENO ii TS CO isolids se ti tS ye 0.75 ash. 

The specific gravity at 60° Fahr., was 1031.3. 
“Lastly, the ‘strippings,’ after drawing the sample which gave the last 

result, and having well milked the cow, showed: 

nO pantss thts ki oe. Sede. - ASU45solids, Gh 2 LU See ey Eee 0.62 ash. 

The specific gravity at 60° Fahr. was 1024.6. 
“From the whole course of our experiments, it appears that the first 

change which milk experiences is a contraction. Specific gravity 1020 becomes 
specific gravity 1030. The next change is expansion—and this occuples some 
days—which is manifested by the specific gravity sometimes falling below 
1000. We reserve further details for a future number. We have said enough 
to caution people against trusting to the lactometer in determining the 
nutritive value of milk.” 

ABSORPTIVE PROPERTIES OF MILK. 

The following note on the remarkable properties of milk in absorbing 
and retaining exhalations such as those of tar, carbolic acid, and other ill- 
smelling substances, is from the pen of Mr. Lawson Tarr, F.R.C.S., of Bir- 
mingham. He writes: “In the month of April last I was engaged with my 
friend Mr. M. E. Naytor, veterinary surgeon, in examining the conditions 
attending the spread of the foot and mouth disease in the West Riding; and, 

_ amongst other stations of suffering, we visited the farm attached to the West 
Riding Lunatic Asylum, under the superintendence of my distinguished 
friend Dr. Cricuron Brownz. I had a long conversation with the intelli- 
gent farm bailiff, Mr. Turner; and, amongst other experiences I tasted the 
diseased milk. I found that this had a peculiarly disagreeable, smoky taste, 
and at first I rashly set this down as due to the disease of the cows. I found, 
however, that this smoky taint was by no means confined to the milk yielded 
by the affected animals; and Dr. Browne told me that he had sometimes 
occasion to send away milk and cream from his table, which was unfit to use 
an account of this smoky taste. A little examination further showed us that 
this flavoring was due to the recent asphalting which had been done in and 
near the milk-house. It at once flashed across my mind that, if milk acquired 
this tarry flavor from absorption of the exhalations of asphaltum, it was just 
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possible it might also acquire other things which were not so innocuous ; and 

I at once set going a series of experiments which have led me to the belief 

that milk is an extremely dangerous agent for the spread of contagion. I 

need not say that I did not try any experiments, as they were all personal, 

with contagious matter ; but by inclosing fresh milk under bell-jars with tar, 
turpentine, assafcetida, fieces, urine, &c., I found that in most instances the 

milk became impregnated with the smell, and sometimes with that intensely 

disagreeable sensation which we know as the ‘taste like the smell’ of the 
substances employed. The degree to which this was acquired seemed not so 
much to be in proportion to the amount employed either of milk or of infec- 
tant substance, but to the amount and quality of the cream which rose to the 

surface of the milk; the oleaginous molecules seeming to act as the menstruum 

of contagion. This is not unlikely, when we remember that the best solvent 

for nearly all odoriferous principles is oil. Clinically, this question will be 
most difficult and dangerous to work out. For one, I shall not attempt it. 

But, if we bethink ourselves of any instances of diseases which might in 

certain instances be communicated by milk, typhoid fever stands out with 

fearful probability.” These observations are of obvious importance to the 
farmer, not only as indicating the infections of which he must beware, but 

the high-smelling sulphurous, chlorinated, carbolic, or tarry disinfectants— 

such as sulphurous acid, chlorine, chloride of zinc (Burnett’s fluid), carbolic 
acid, and McDougall’s powders, against which he must be equally on his 

guard, however much they may be pressed on his attention by interested or 
imperfectly-informed persons. 

COLOR OF MILK. 

Milk of average good quality contains about eighty-seven per cent. of 

water. It is for the most part an emulsion of fatty particles, in a solution 

of caseine and milk sugar. Thus the proportion may be stated to be very 

nearly, in one hundred parts, as follows: 
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Milk varies in its composition in different cows, at different seasons, or 

when fed upon different kinds of food,—the greatest variation in either of 
its solid constituents being in the butter. The fatty particles are inclosed in 

little cells of caseine. In other words the butter is encased in curds. These 
milk globules are generally round or egg-shaped. They are of different sizes 
in different animals; and even in animals of the same kind they vary from 
the 1-2000th to the 1-4000th part of an inch. Viewed under the microscope 
milk appears as a transparent fluid, in which float these innumerable small 
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round or egg-shaped globules—the so-called milk globules. The fluid consti- 
tutes the bulk, and the milk globules but a small fraction of the milk. The 

white appearance of the milk is due to the milk globules suspended in it. As 
these globules are separated in the shape of cream, the milk becomes clearer 
and acquires a peculiar bluish tint which at once indicates its character. ‘As 

blue as skimmed milk” is an old adage—a familiar expression, if not a 

familiar fact to most people, whether they be dairymen or otherwise. Com- 

pletely separated from the milk globules, the fluid is a perfect solution of 
curd or caseine, albumen, milk sugar, and mineral matters. 

These butter bags or cells, being lighter than milk, rise on standing, and 
are removed as cream. The less transparent the milk is, the better, and the 

more butter it contains. If it were possible to separate the cream completely 
by standing, the skimmed milk would be almost colorless; but as a certain 

number of milk globules always remain suspended in milk, even after long 

standing, skimmed milk is always more or less opaque. In the ordinary 
process of setting milk and skimming, the fatty matter is not wholly removed . 

with the cream which rises; for if the skimmed milk be made into cheese, 

the cheese on analysis will be found to contain butter, though the quantity 
may be small. But that the butter is not all removed from the skimmed 

milk, will perhaps be as satisfactorily indicated to the dairyman, by observing 
the thin coating of cream which rises upon the whey obtained from the man- 
ufacture of ‘skim cheese.” Skimmed milk and buttermilk, having a whitish 

appearance, still contain minute milk globules, with shells of caseine, or 
caseine in solution, which color the fluid. | 

TINT FROM THE FOOD COWS FEED ON. 

It may be observed that the food which cows feed upon sometimes 

imparts its peculiar tint. It is a well known fact that food containing 
substances of a medicinal character which pass rapidly into the milk, imparts 
to it medicinal properties, similar to those in the substances themselves. 
Thus, if castor oil be given to a milch cow in considerable quantities, the 
purgative effects of the oil pass into the milk. The peculiar flavor of turnips, 
cabbage, or onions, used as food, passing to the milk, is of so common an 

occurrence to those in habit of handling milch stock, that it will be readily 
recognized as a fact. In like manner, the tint of some kinds of weeds 

passes into the milk and colors it. Most authors state that cow’s milk is 

either neutral or slightly alkaline, and that the milk of carnivorous animals 
has always an acid reaction. The samples of milk taken from different 
animals of my own herd, when tested with blue litmus paper, have invariably 

shown an acid reaction. When milk is allowed to turn acid by keeping for 

some days, or when any acid or rennet is added to new milk, the curd of 

milk, contaminated with more or less butter, separates in the form of a white, 
flocky, voluminous substance, having a slightly acid reaction. When dried it 
shrinks greatly in bulk and becomes semi-transparent and horn-like. In this 
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condition it is scarcely soluble in water, but dissolves with readiness in a 
weak solution of caustic potash and soda; and is again precipitated from its 
alkaline solution, by acetic or mineral acids, and restored to its former gelati- 

nous condition. 
CASEINE 

exists in milk in a state of solution, and is distinguished from albumen, which 

it resembles closely in composition and general physical properties, by not 
coagulating on boiling, and by being precipitated by rennet. On boiling a 
solution of caseine it absorbs oxygen, and in consequence a pellicle which is 

insoluble in water is gradually formed upon the surface. A similar pellicle is 
formed when skimmed milk is boiled. New milk gradually heated to near 

the boiling point of water, throws up cream, while at the same time, a skin 
of oxydized caseine is formed on the surface. Thus in the noted “ clotted 

cream” of Devonshire we find more curd than in cream collected in the 

ordinary manner. When I was in Devonsire, I was particularly interested 
‘in knowing how this highly esteemed English delicacy was made, and I shall 
describe the process, as I frequently saw it in operation among the Devon- 
shire dairies. 

DEVONSHIRE CREAM. 

The dairy house is of stone, usually in connection with the dwelling; 
stone floors and stone benches for the milk to set upon, and all well ventila- 

ted, and scrupously neat and clean. The milk is strained in large, deep pans, 

and put in the dairy house, where it stands eight to ten hours, when the pans 

are taken out and the milk scalded, by placing the pans holding it in an iron 
skillet filled with water and set upon the range. At the bottom of the skillet 
there is a grate on*which the pan of milk rests, so as to keep it from the 

bottom and from burning. The milk is slowly heated to near the boiling 
point, or until the cream begins to show a distinctly marked circle or crinkle 
around the outer edges When the first bubble rises on the surface of the 
cream, it must be immediately removed from the fire. Some experience is 
necessary in applying the heat, to have it just right, otherwise the cream is 
spoiled. When properly scalded, the milk is removed to the dairy, where it | 
stands from twelve to twenty-four hours, according to the condition of the 
weather, when the cream is removed and is in a thick compact mass, an inch 

or more thick, and quite different from our ordinary cream. It is then divided 

with a knife into squares of convenient size, and removed with a skimmer. 

It is more solid than cream obtained in the usual way, and has a peculiarly 

sweet and pleasant taste. It is considered a great delicacy, and is largely 

used in England, with sugar, upon pastry, puddings, or fresh fruits, and 

especially upon the famous gooseberry pie. It makes an extensive article of 

commerce, and is really a delicious article of food. I do not know as this 

cream has ever been manufactured in this country, but it ce deserves 
to be introduced, and perhaps would prove profitable. 

\ 
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SOLUBILITY OF CASEINE. 

The solubility of caseine in milk, says VorLcKEr, is generally ascribed to 
the presence of a certain small proportion of free alkali. But though it is 
quite true that alkalies are excellent solvents for caseine, and milk is fre- 
quently slightly alkaline, it may be questioned whether the solubility of 
caseine is due to the presence of free alkali; for even in milk which is 
slightly acid, and therefore does not contain any free alkali, all the curd 

occurs in a soluble form; nor does the addition to new milk of diluted 

acid in quantities which, though small, are sufficient to render it decidedly 
sour, cause the separation of caseme. This takes place only after a large 

qantity of lactic acid has been formed spontaneously, or an excess of free 
acid has been put into the milk. And he remarks further, that the action of. 
rennet on the soluble form in which caseine occurs in milk is peculiar, and as 
yet unexplained. It was supposed for a long time that 

RENNET COAGULATED MILK 

by converting the sugar of milk into lactic acid, and that the lactic acid, by 
neutralizing the free alkali, was in reality the agent in effecting the separation 
of the curd in a coagulated condition. But this view is no longer tenable; for 

rennet at once coagulates new milk without turning it acid in the slightest 
degree. He affirms that he has even purposely made milk alkaline, and yet 
separated the curd by rennet, and obtained a whey which had an alkaline 
reaction. In my interviews with Professor VoELCKER in London, during the 
summer of 1866, he said to me that the chemists were as yet quite unable to 
explain the coagulating principle of rennet, or even to give it a name. Since 

that time, by the aid of the microscope, the coagulation of milk has been 
explained, and if the theory is correct it opens up a very interesting field of 

investigation. JI shall presently refer to these microscopic investigations, and 
give the views now entertained by scientific men on this question. When 

curd is exposed to air in a moist condition, it undergoes partial decomposi- 
tion and becomes a ferment, which rapidly decomposes a portion of the 
neutral fats of butter, separating from them butyric and other volatile fatty 
acids which impart the bad flavor to rancid butter. Caseine ferment also 
rapidly converts milk sugar into lactic acid. Pure caseine of milk has almost 
precisely the same composition as vegetable caseine or legumen, and possesses 
the same physical and chemical qualities. 

ALBUMEN. 

When rennet is added to milk it separates into curd and whey, and if 
properly conducted a perfectly clear whey is obtained. On heating the clear 
and filtered whey nearly to the boiling point of water, a flaky curd-like sub- 

stance separates itself. This substance is considered to be albumen. It 
exhibits all the distinguishing properties of white of egg or albumen, but has 

' not yet been subjected to ultimate analysis. The albuminous matter which 
is not separated by rennet, but coagulates on boiling the whey from which 
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the curd has been previously removed, amounts in cows’ milk to from one-half to 

three-quarters per cent., or about one-quarter to one-fifth part of the caseine. 

It is somewhat remarkable, says Dr. VortcxeEr, that this albuminous matter 

doesnot coagulate when new milk is simply raised to the boiling point of water. 

In this case a pellicle of oxydized caseine is formed on the surface, but no 

albumen separates, and it thus appears that the curd of milk has first to be 

removed by rennet before the albuminous matter can be obtained in a coagu- 

lated form. Whether some practical method will yet be invented for arrest- 

ing this highly nutritious constituent of milk and incorporating it in the 

cheese remains to be seen; but up to this time none of the ordinary methods 

of cheese-making have peed: 

DENSITY OF CREAM. 

T have said that the milk globules are small, round, or egg-shaped bodies, 

which inclose in a thin shell of caseine a mixture of several fatty matters. 

They are somewhat lighter than milk and consequently they rise on the sur- 

face when milk is set aside and remains at rest. Cream is slightly denser 

than pure water, and will therefore sink in distilled water. By churning 

the cream, the caseine shells are broken, and the contents of the milk globules 

made into butter. 
MILK SUGAR 

is contained in the clear whey from which curd and albumen have been 

separated, and is prepared by evaporating in shallow vessels until crystals 

begin to separate. The sugar of milk is less sweet than grape or cane sugar. 

It requires five to six parts of cold water for solution; dissolves readily 

in boiling water, and crystalizes again on cooling, in white, semi-transparent, 

hard, small crystals, which feel gritty between the teeth. In a pure state it 

may be kept, unadulterated, for any length of time, but if left in contact with 

caseine and air it gradually becomes changed into lactic acid or into fruit 

sugar, which in its turn enters into alcoholic fermentation, producing carbonic 

acid and alcohol. Most of the milk sugar of the shops is now manufactured 
in Switzerland. It forms an article of commerce, being used largely in the 

preparation of medicines. It is usually sold at the shops at from six to eight 
shillings per pound, and it has been suggested that it could be profitably 

manufactured here, and employed for various purposes, were its cost cheap- 

ened. A firm in Chicago have recently advertised for the whey of the 
Western cheese factories, and propose to enter upon milk sugar manufacture. 

MINERAL MATTERS. 

The mineral matters of milk consist mainly of phosphate of lime and 

magnesia, and the chlorides of potassium and sodium, besides a small quantity 
of phosphate of iron, and some free soda. A thousand pounds of milk, 
according to the analysis of HarpLeNn, would contain from five to nearly seven 
pounds of mineral matters. The relative proportions of the several sub- 
stances are given by Harpien as follows: 
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I have now given a very full account of the different constituents of milk 

as described by the chemists, and found by chemical analysis; and it is 
important that those who manufacture milk into dairy products, have some’ 

general idea of the component parts of the material with which they have 
to do. fl 

QUALITY OF MILK—HOW AFFECTED. 

The quality of cow’s milk is affected by the age of the animal, as well as by 

the distance from the time of calving. Now, as to the milk of aged cows, the 

general impression in this country among dairymen is, that the milk of old 

cows is quite as good or even better than that of young cows. Hence the almost 
universal practice of our dairymen is to retain good milkers on the farm, and if 

no accident occurs, on account of which their milk fails, they are kept in the 
dairy until quite worn out with age and are then turned off—but little better 
than mere skeletons of hides and onesoon from six to ten dollars per head. 

In England I found a very different practice RE evailing. When milch cows 

have attained an age of from six to eight years’ they are put in condition for 

the shambles and sold. <A good profit is thus realized on the animals for 

meat, irrespective of what may have been made in the dairy. They hold that 

the milk of old cows is of inferior quality to that of young cows, and chemical 

‘analysis, it seems confirms this opinion. Again, as old cows consume more food 

than young cows, and are therefore more expensive to feed, nothing appears 
so unprofitable as to keep cows until they grow old. Vortcker affirms that 

generally speaking, after the fourth or fifth calf the milk becomes poorer. 
This is a very important question in the economy of dairy practice, and it is 

one which I hope will be thoroughly investigated at our agricultural colleges. 
Milch cows sell at from seventy to eighty dollars. If turned for beef at seven 

to eight years’ old, there will be little or no loss, but if kept four years 
longer and sold for ten dollars, the loss on first cost of the animal is some 

sixty dollars, or fifteen dollars per year. 

INFLUENCE OF FOOD IN CHANGING THE RELATIVE CONSTITUENTS OF MILK. 

There is another interesting question which I hope to see investigated at 
our agricultural colleges, and that is, whether the food upon which the cow 

is kept, has much, or little, or no inufluence in changing the quality of milk, 
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or the relative proportions of its various constituents. Dr. Kuun, a German 
chemist, in a recent communication to a meeting of agricultural chemists at 
Halle, Germany, answers this question in the negative. His opinion is based 

upon an experiment with eleven milch cows, and he believes the result to be 

correct, as the experiment was made with great care. He says:—“‘ Green 
clover was fed with or without the addition of cut straw, so that the propor- 

tion of nitrogenous elements to the non-nitrogenous elements of the food 
varied from 1 to 2.5 to 1 to 3.5; nevertheless the relative proportions of the 

several constituents of the dry substance of the milk, as fat, caseine, albu- 

men, and sugar, remained constant throughout. 

The relative proportions of the several dry constituents of the milk 

appear, therefore, he says, to depend, not on quality of the food, but on 

special characteristics in the constitution of the animals themselves. Dr. 
Kun says he has confiymed this result by experiments with a more varied 
mixture of food, since he has fed hay alone, then hay with starch, with oil, 

with beans, with bran, so that in one instance the proportion of the nitro- 
genous to the non-nitrogenous was as 1 to 8.1. It is not possible, he says, by 
any choice of food to modify the character of the milk so as to make it richer, 

for example, in fat or any other organic ingredient; this can only be done 

by a judicious selection of the breed of milch cattle. The proportion of 
water however, to the ingredients of the milk may be affected by the char- 

acter of the food; so that the richness of the milk in any given constituent, 

as for example, oil, may be increased ; but at the same time every other con- 
stituent except water is increased in the same proportion. 

The following paper communicated during the past year (1871), to the 

New York Tribune, by a student of Scientific Agriculture, at one of the 
German Universities, will explain more in detail the theory referred to: 

INFLUENCE OF FODDER UPON MILK PRODUCTION. 

Some accounts of experiments on the best methods of feeding cattle, made 
at the Agricultural Experiment Station in Moeckern, Saxony, have already 
appeared in an article entitled “ Best Food for Milch Cows.” An account of 
another experiment, the object of which was to determine the effect of differ- 
ent kinds and quantities of food upon the milk production, will be interesting, 
from its practical as well as scientific bearings. 

The question to be solved is this: What effect does the quality—the com- 

position—of the fodder, have upon the quality—the composition—of the 

milk? Jf I have a dairy and make butter, it is worth while to know 

whether, by increasing the amount of fatty matter in the food, I can get a milk 

richer in butter, or whether in case I wish to make cheese, during the hot 

summer months, I can increase the amount of albumen and caseine in the milk, 

by adding albuminous material to the food, Here in Germany, when a ques- 

tion of this kind arises, they have a simple way of settling it. They “try 
and see.” And the spirit in which this trying and seeing, this experimenting 
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is done, is the same spirit that has made Napoleon to-day a prisoner upon 
German soil, and borne King William, with his victorious army to the gates 
of Paris; the spirit of System, of patient, systematic, thorough, intelligent 

work. How Dr. Kusn and his assistants carried on this experiment, and what 
its plan and results were, we shall be better able to understand after a little 

reviewing of some of the fundamental principles of physiological chemistry. 

The chemistry of the present day informs us that there are two general 

classes of substance which make up the great bulk of the organic matter of 
the plant, and of the animal body, or of its products, as milk. The main 

difference between them, as shown by chemical analysis, is that the one class 

contains nitrogen, while the other does not. Hence they are styled nitro- 

genous and non-nitrogenous substances. But the physiologist finds that they 

have very different uses in the animal system; that the non-nitrogenous or 
carbo-hydrates, as they are also styled, contribute more to the formation of 

fat, and make also fuel, whose combustion keeps up the animal heat—while 

the nitrogenous build up the muscles, the lean meat, and, at the same time, 

are believed to be especially efficient as a source of strength, in the same way 
that the carbo-hydrates generate heat by their consumption in the system. 

Let us, then, fix thoroughly in our minds the names and chief offices of these 
two classes of substances: 1. Nitrogenous, or albuminoids—flesh-forming, 

strength-giving. 2. Non-nitrogenous or carbo-hydrates—fat-forming, sources 
of animal heat. Meanwhile we will be content to know that in hay, in meal, 

in meat, in milk, indeed in all that makes up the food and flesh of animals or 

men, these two classes of substances constitute the most important part, and 
that this distinction lies at the foundation of that application of science to 
cattle-feeding, which is called, on this side of the Atlantic, ‘Rational 

Foddering.” 

Fat meat, the fatty portions of milk, and the butter are non-nitrogenous, 

but lean meat and skim-milk cheese are nitrogenous. So the question to be 

decided by our experiment is, Will a ration, rich in carbo-hydrates, give a 
milk rich in butter, or will a milk rich in albuminoide be produced from a 
food of corresponding composition ? 

In the stables of the Moeckern Station, are some stalls especially set apart 
for cows under experiment. During the course of the experiment these cows 

are fed and milked under the direct supervision of one of the chemists, Dr. 

Haase, whose duty it happens to be to attend to the feeding and milking. 
The cows are quietly eating their hay and oil cake, a cow-maid is milking one, 
and the Doctor is looking on to see that no milk is spilled, and is ready to 

take the milk and weigh it as soon as it is ready. The general plan of the 

experiment is to feed the cows during one period of two or three weeks, with 
a ration rich in albuminoids, the ration being made up of hay, which we con- 
sider normal fodder, to which is added bean meal or rape cake, or some other 
substance rich in nitrogen; and then change the proportions, and for the next 
period furnish a preponderance of carbo-hydrates, or hay, with oil, starch, 
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&c., and note the difference, if any, in the quantity and quality of the milk. 
That would seem to be quite a simple matter, but in fact it is a very compli- 

cated work. To feed a cow three weeks on the highly nitrogenous food, and 

then suddenly change to a highly non-nitrogenous ration would be too great 

a shock upon the internal system to allow the experiment to be reliable. And 
further, natural change, that takes place in the composition and amount of 

the milk, independent of the fodder, makes the work still more complicated. 
To get over these difficulties we must start with a period of normal fodder- 

ing on good meadow hay, then gradually change, through a transition period, 
to the more or less nitrogenous feed, as the case may be, and continue this 

latter course of feeding for a long while, so as to be sure that it has a fair 
opportunity to work out its full effect; then, in a second transition period, 
pass gradually to normal fodder ; then on to the second special ration, which, 

on the supposition that the former was over-rich in nitrogen, will have an 

excess of carbo-hydrates. When this period has run on long enough there 

comes another transition period, during which the carbo-hydrates will be 
removed, until at length we come back to meadow hay again, and this normal 

foddering is kept up through the last period. The actual rations in the differ- 

rent periods of the experiment were: 

Period I. Normal Fodder—Meadow Hay. Transition, in which a highly 

nutritious material—bean-meal—was added in increasing quantities. 
Period II. Nitrogenous Ration—Meadow hay, with bean-meal or rape- 

cakes. Transition, during which bean-meal was replaced by carbo-hydrates, 

oil, or starch. 

Period III. Non-nitrogenous Ration—Meadow hay, with oil or starch. 

Transition, during which the carbo-hydrates were withdrawn. 

Period IV. Normal Fodder—Meadow hay. 

“The amounts and compositions of the different rations are estimated by 
accurate weighings and analysis. The yield of milk during the normal periods 

at the beginning and end of the experiment gives us a means of estimating 
the line of changes through which the quantity and quality of the milk would 
run, the natural variation in amount and composition during the whole time 
of the experiment—some three months and a-half—and the variations from 

this line during the periods of special foddering, give us the influence of the 
foddering upon the milk, the results aimed at in the experiment. And what 

seems to be the probable result of these experiments? Thus far, it appears 

that no change in the quality of the food is capable of materially affecting 

the quality of the milk, at least so long as the ration is of such quality as to 

be healthy, and is given in sufficient quantity.” 
Meanwhile one of the cowmaids has finished milking, and brings the pail 

to the Doctor. He weighs it carefully on a scale standing close by and notes 
the weight. ‘ You will notice,” he says, “that the cows are numbered one, 

two, three, four. For each one there is a separate set of measures for the 

fodder, and a separate milk pail. This is No. 3. The exact weight of pail is 
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known, and that, subtracted from the whole weight of pail and milk together 
gives the weight of the milk. As you see, I have the milk weighed from cow 

three. A portion intended for analysis is poured into a dish marked three, 

the date is also noted, and it is taken into the laboratory with similar portions 
from one and two and analyzed. The composition of the food given is also 
known from analysis, the quantities fed are regularly and carefully weighed 
out, and detailed accounts of the food given and milk obtained are kept, so 
that when the experiment is finished we have all the data from which to draw 
our conclusions.” 

Omitting further details we pass at once to the result. First, as to the 

natural changes that the milk undergoes during the milking period, that is tosay, 

as the time from calving increases. The average amount of milk given was: 
First period, 18.1 lbs., with normal fodder, meadow hay ; last period, 14.6 lbs., 

with normal fodder, meadow hay. Falling off in three months, 3.5 lbs. Other- 

wise than in this falling off about a pound per month in the yield, there was 
no especial change, save a very slight increase in the richness of the milk. 

Indeed, it appears from these and other investigations, that there is generally 
a very slight change in the composition of milk during the milking period— 
that it becomes somewhat richer, and that there is a slight increase in the 

relative amount of albuminoids, and decrease in that of fatand sugar. How- 
ever, during the first three or four months at least, this change is too trifling 
to be of any practical consequence. Now as to the main result of the exper- 
iment, the influence of the nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous rations. The 

changes in the composition of the milk during the middle periods were so 
extremely small as to be of no real importance. In fact, the variation 
observed from day to day, and the differences in the milk from the different 
cows were greater than those found in the milk given in the different periods. 

To show how extremely small these differences were, and at the same time to 

give an illustration of the chemical composition of milk, I append the follow- 
ing figures, the first column showing the average composition, with the 
normal fodder of meadow hay, and the second with the addition of bran meal 
or rape cakes to the hay, the third with hay and oil or starch. In one thou- 
sand parts obtained from these articles were contained : 

Nirrogen- | NON-NITRO- 
pee ous RATION. RAO: 

“TOUGH agee tea ea | 878 880 | 882 
LS TIES go LS Ae APE aE ee ee ee era 41 40 39 
JILTLIE, SRG piRe a MEMS Bs cates nen ee a ne a 44 44 43 
PMURMLUIO KOS rrere Paitin oe cole ie crasvcccac hat occa vitae 28 29 | 29 
MincralMattonstiyy wa AA 2 dd. talks ie 7 7 | 7 

In short, the differences are so minute as to be of no practical account 

whatever, and it appears that the variations in the quality of the ration were 
without effect upon the composition of the milk. Now, let us make sure that 
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we understand this thoroughly. We have been talking of “ quality” and 

“ composition” of milk and fodder. By this we mean the relative amounts 

of the different ingredients of the milk, water, sugar, fat, albumen, caseine, 
&c. The more organic substance, sugar, fat, and albuminoids in the milk, the 

richer ; the more water, the poorer it is. When we say that the milk grows 

gradually richer with the increase of time from calving, we mean that there 
is more organic substance and less water in a quart sn the cow has been 

milked six months than when she has been milked only one month. The 
quantity, the whole “ mess” yielded each day, will be larger at the end of one 

month than at the end of six months, and on that account the amount of the 

organic substance in the whole “mess” will be greater in the former case, 
while the amount in one quart will be greater in the latter. And when we 

say that variations in the quantity of the fodder are without effect upon the 
quality of the milk, we mean that the relative amounts of fat, sugar and albu- 

minoids in the organic substance of the milk are unaltered thereby. Suppose 
now I feed a ration, say twenty-five pounds of second quality hay, from which 
my cows yield an average of twenty pounds of milk a day, containing two 
and a-half pounds of organic matter, of which forty per cent., or one pound, 

is butter. I increase this ration, or make it richer by the addition of turnips, 

oil-cake, &c., and obtain a yield of twenty-four pounds of milk, or one-fifth 

more. I have then a corresponding increase of one-fifth in the organic 
matter and the butter, and three pounds of the former and one and one-fifth 

of the latter. 
There is just one more point to be explained. The experiments show that 

the composition of the organic substance remains unaltered by changes in 

the fodder; but how is it with the relation of water and organic substances 

—the richness in the milk? Will not green fodder, or pasture-feeding, give 

a more watery milk, and consequently a larger yield? I am not aware that 

this especial subject has been tested with sufficient thoroughness to decide the 
question. It has long been the opinion of practical men that a dry fodder 

would make a richer milk than green fodder. The later German experiments 

seem rather to oppose this idea, or at least to show that their effect is much 
less important than has generally been believed. 

But so much is certain: When I have once found a ration upon which my 

cows will thrive, each one of them will give a certain amount of milk, the 
organic matter of which will have a certain composition. By varying the 

ration I can vary the total yield of milk and of organic substance—that is to 

say, of butter and cheese produced, and may possibly bring about a slight 

change in the relative amounts of organic substance and water; but the 

amount of organic substance in a quart of milk will vary but slightly, if at all, 

and the quality and the amount of butter in an ounce of organic substance 

will be practically unaltered. 
Had but one experiment of this sort been made, the use of its conclusions 

for establishing rules for practice would be open to objection. But the better 
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scientists of the present day have learned the fallacy of building conclusions 
on such narrow foundations, and taking warning of the fall of earlier and 
poorly supported theories, are loth to proclaim a theory to the world until it 
has a reasonable basis of experiment. 

Dr. Kuuy has carried out quite a number of investigations similar to the 
one above described, and several other well known investigators have been 
for some time past at work upon the same subject. One of these latter, Pro- 

fessor Wo.rr, Director of the Experiment Station at Hohenheim, in Wurt- 

emberg, gives the result of a long series of investigations in the following 
language: 

“One interesting result of these experiments is, that the quality of the 
milk—the amount of butter it contains—leaving the taste out of account, has 
always remained the same, in spite of manifold and important changes in the 

quality of the fodder. In fact, the changes in the amount of butter in the 
milk, as determined by chemical analysis, are so unimportant as to be entirely 

_unworthy of consideration. As the practical result of this, we are left to 
infer that the quality of the food exercises no influence upon the quality—the 
content—of butter in the milk, while, on the other hand, the effect of fodder 

becomes readily and distinctly manifest in the quantity of the milk yielded, 
and in the increase or decrease of the live weight of the animals. The 
quality of the milk seems, therefore, to be determined by the peculiarities of 
the breed or the individual animal, at least as long as the fodder is healthy, 
palatable and sufficient in quantity.” 

Dr. Kuuw gives the result of his own experiments, in so far as they are 

directly applicable to practice, in similar language: 
“The influence of variations in the fodder in these experiments was mani- 

fested in the amount of milk yielded alone, and not in the quality. The 
influence upon the quantity is, however, quite apparent. As regards the desire 
of the farmer to increase the production of a certain element of the milk, as, 

for instance, butter, by a change in the quality of the fodder, the above law 
is fully valid. The farmer must, on the other hand, look to the peculiarities 
of different breeds of cattle for that quality of milk which is best adapted to 
his own special purpose. If he would increase the quantity of milk yielded he 

must select such individuals as give a good yield.” 
Foddering, then, if rightly managed, may increase the quantity of the 

milk, but will not alter its quality. Must, then, the milkman who sells his 
milk in the city, and the country dairyman who makes butter and cheese, be 

content with the same quality of milk?—or is there some other means by 
which each may obtain a milk adapted to his special purposes? Dr. Kunn 

suggests the answer to this question at the close of the paragraph just quoted. 

The subject is an important one; let us pursue it a little further. Every man 
who will realize the largest profits from his cows must see to It, first, that he 
has good milkers ; second, that he feeds them well. If he desires a large 

yield of butter, he must select breeds and individuals whose milk is rich in 
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butter. If he sells his milk in the town, and does not care so much for the 

quality, as long as the quantity is large, he will do best with other breeds and 

other individuals. At least so say the best German authorities, and they 

have experimented enough upon the subject to entitle their opinions to 

confidence. 

What is believed here in Germany concerning the best method of fodder- 
ing, and how science and practice have contributed to the grounding of 
German theories on “rational foddering,” will perhaps form the subject of 

another article. It will be more appropriate here to notice something of 

what statistics, experiments and practical experience say as to the milk and 
butter-producing qualities of different breeds. 

In Saxony and Prussia, where a great deal of attention has been given to 
this matter, the Hollander, the Holsteiner and Oldenburger breeds, from the 

lowlands of North-western Europe, the Allgauer, from the mountainous 

regions of Southern Bavaria, and the English breeds—the Ayrshire, Suffolk, 

Cheshire, Yorkshire, &c.—are the most popular as milkers ; while the Short- 
Horns, &c., are preferred for fattening. 

The statistics of a large number of farms in the Kingdom of Saxony, for 

the year 1853, show that the average yield per cow in the year 1853 was: 

Lgs. oF 
Qts. oF | LES. OF |BUTTER IN 
MILE. BUTTER. |100 LBS. OF 

MILE. 

BAUER Yohei at gta aia fais acaats sata. oiZ oidcene:Siaik = si aia tess aie Sfolela Sievagelaelabetoiens 2,664 269 10.1 
UO UAT CGN Ay Rese hk wars Sieve csie'sc, wlatere oheCote orto PesatererelatNers arotel oxekePoretele 2,859 252 8.8 

PeNativersaxomyCvttl era cls sicher sitoineyehaeieisreitel deeteiexe tet ieters 2,110 190 8.5 

Whence it appears that the Hollanders are the largest milkers, but that 
the Allgauers give a milk much richer in butter ; one hundred pounds of milk 

from the former making 10.1 pounds of butter, of the latter only 8.8 pounds. 
A very natural conclusion from this would be for the butter-makers to select 
Allgauers, and the milkman who sells his milk in town to fill his stables with 

Hollanders. And, indeed, among the milkmen in this region, Hollanders are 

the most popular breed. 

As to the qualities of the English races as butter producers there seems to 

be a lack of accurate statistics. The best sources represent the average 

butter production in England at one hundred to two hundred pounds per cow, 

yearly; and in the lowlands across the Channel—Holland and Holstein—at 

considerably less, or some one hundred and twelve pounds, which would make 

the English cows better butter-producers than the Hollanders. Von WEcE- 

ERLEIN, a noted German cattle-breeder, who has made this subject a matter 

of a great deal of observation and experiment, puts the English breeds, the 

Yorkshire and Suffolk, a little below, and the Devons and Herefords some- 

what above the Allgauers, but finds them all superior to the Hollanders in 
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richness of milk. The Short-Horns have likewise the reputation of giving 
better quality but smaller quantity of milk than the Hollanders. 

In general in Germany, where English, French, and German breeds of 

cattle have been tried quite thoroughly, the Short-Horns are, as far as my own 
observation goes, looked upon as most excellent for fattening ; the Allgauers, 
Devons, and Herefords are much liked for butter and cheese-making, while 
the Hollanders are special favorites among milkmen. 

It seems to me that these two breeds, the Allgauers and Hollanders, 

deserve rather more attention among our cattle-raisers in America than they 

have as yet received. We are quite well acquainted with English breeds, but 

the German are almost unknown to us. And yet the most intelligent 

German farmers, who can import Devons and Durhams as well as Hollanders 

and Allgauers, and who have tried all these races faithfully, give the decided 

preference to the Allgauers and Hollanders as milkers, and consider the 
Short-Horns superior only in fattening qualities. 

The Allgauers are small or medium-sized, fine-boned, thick-set, and very 
finely built. The large amount of milk yielded by this breed, its richness, 
and at the same time their small consumption of food, make them most 

desirable cows for the dairy. Some herds average between two thousand five 

hundred and two thousand six hundred quarts per head yearly. For regions 
where fodder is uncertain, and not over good quality, the Allgauers can be 
very highly recommended. The Hollanders, on the other hand, are large and 

stout built—the cows often weigh sixteen hundred and fifty or even seven- 

teen hundred pounds, and are remarkable for their very large milk production, 
amounting in some cases to nearly four thousand five hundred quarts per 

year, though not very rich in butter. They require, however, rather high 

feeding, but, on the other hand, are very easily fattened. On these accounts 

the Hollanders are specially adapted to the neighborhoods of large towns 

where brewery, and distillery refuse and commercial food, as oil-cakes, are 

cheap, and the fresh milk finds ready sale.” 
Now this differs from the opinion expressed by Prof. VortcKEr, who 

says that: “Milk may be regarded as a material for the manufacture of 

butter and cheese, and according to the purpose for which the milk is 
intended to be employed, whether for the manufacture of butter, or the 

production of cheese, the cows should be differently fed.” And he remarks 
further, that ‘‘ Butter contains carbon, hydrogen or oxygen, and no nitrogen. 
Cheese on the contrary, is rich in nitrogen. Food which contains much fatty 
matter, or substances which in the animal system are readily converted into 
fat, will tend to increase the proportion of cream in milk. On the other hand 

the proportion of caseine or cheesy matter in milk is increased by the use of 

highly nitrogenized food. Those therefore who desire much cream, or who 

produce food for the manufacture of butter, select food likely to increase the 
proportion of butter in the milk. On the contrary, when the principal object 
is the production of milk rich in curd—that is, when cheese is the object of 

12 
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the farmer, clover, peas, and bean meal, and other plants which abound in 
Legumin—a nitrogenized organic compound, almost identical in properties 
of composition with caseine, or the substance which forms the curd of milk 

—will be selected. As a matter of pure theory, the latter position seems to 
be the more reasonable. And in practice it has been observed by our dairy- 
men, that when pastures have a good proportion of the finer clovers, 

especially the white clover, the cows feeding upon them yield abundant returns 

in cheese. So also in spring feeding, when bran and pea and oat meal are 
used in connection with hay, a much larger percentage of cheese is produced 

than when fed upon Indian meal. But carefully conducted experiments, with 
accurate analyses of the milk, would add much to our stock of knowledge on 

this vexed question of animal foods. Indeed, VorLcKER remarks in some 

of his more recent investigations, that we cannot increase or improve, ad 
infinitum, the quantity or quality of milk. Cows which have a tendency to 
fatten when supplied with food rich in oil and in flesh-forming materials, like 
linseed cake, have the power of converting that food into fat, but they do not 
produce a richer milk, and they may even produce it in smaller quantity. It 

is this which renders all investigations on the influence of food upon the 
quantity and quality of milk so extremely difficult. According to theory, 

it would appear that food rich in oily or fatty matter would be extremely 
useful in rich milk, but in practice we sometimes find that it produces fat 

and flesh instead. Sometimes its influence is even injurious, for cows supplied 
too abundantly with linseed cake produce milk which does not make good 
butter; and he refers to an instance of this kind where the milk of cows so 

fed furnished cream that could not be made into butter, and when put into 
the churn it beat up into froth, nor by any manipulation would the caseine 

separate from the butter. VorLckEeR says, on examining this milk, and 
trying to separate as much as possible, the solid or crystalized fat from the 
liquid fat, I found that the latter was very much in excess of the former. 

CLIMATE 

has a most marked effect on the quality of milk. In moist, cool seasons, 

though a larger quantity of milk is produced, it is poorer, the amount of 

solid matter being less than in dry, warm seasons. This peculiarity has often 

led to serious errors in estimating the probable yield of dairy products in New 

York. In cool, moist seasons when pastures are abundant and cows are 

yielding a comparatively large flow of milk, a largely increased product of 

cheese is predicted, but at the close of the season, to the great surprise of 

many, the quantity falls below that of dryer seasons. I have known the 

annual product of cheese to fall off in Herkimer county, in such seasons, 

very considerably. As to the causes of this variation, something no doubt 

is due to the greater amount of water in the food present in wet Seasons, 

but how much is due to temperature and moisture of the atmosphere, or 

its effect on the health and condition of the animal, we do not know. That 
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the general state of health and condition of the animal has an influence on 
the quality of the milk need hardly be stated. 

THE SIZE AND BREED 

of the animal, as we have previously remarked, have an important influence 
on the quality of milk, and generally speaking the small breeds are better for 

butter, and the larger breeds for cheese. 

THE FIRST MILK 

after the cow has given birth to her young, contains an unusually large 
quantity of caseine. Bossincautr found on analyzing such milk, that it con- 

tained, in one hundred parts, about four times as much caseine as in ordinary 

milk, the constituents being as follows: 

INE 0 ol creates RE Ce Bra Maat OL SI a ee OO ae ASU a ne 75.8 

BERTI OHMC DIET Malle peyote O¥e.' cee at cnts 5 a eveeaco nse ondder niaberey is. wid aioe (SS Mualltte cravald toaseuafareadancis het Seer 2.6 

(QUEEN 9S 5 Oana ater SOMOS Be GOO E aeons Cee ata ton tne Tee Sma ree eh rains Lene 15.0 

ADVERTS eee Sapa ORT EE EE: KAM Sta NG RR Rag ee OB any hI 2 INUaME Na ge 3.6 

EVIE DEM n Uti go cero iail eke ies Sears cotied. WW tettncc ye cer cc ais a apRgehciets laya sun RRO gaat 3.0 

100. 

This peculiarity disappears after eight or ten days, and the milk assumes 
its ordinary condition. 

THE STRIPPINGS. 

What are the “strippings”? Probably about one-half of the people in 
cities, or a large share of those born and brought up in cities, if they were 
to choose milk as drawn from the cow, would take that which is first milked. 

I was looking over a somewhat noted dairy recently, while the hands were 
milking. In this particular dairy it was customary to save the “ strippings”’ 

by themselves, keeping them separate for a special purpose. While one of 

the milkers was drawing the strippings, a very intelligent gentleman who 
was visiting the family, came out with a cup to get a drink of warm milk. 
Following the milker to the dairy, where the milk was to be strained in pans, 

our visitor was invited to hold his cup under the strainer of the “ strippings.” 
“‘ No,” said he, “I do not care to take the dregs; I want the richest milk, 
and will take that which was drawn first, in the other pail.” 

When the milkmaid told him the “strippings,” or last drawn milk, was 
nearly all cream, and that it was set apart for making choice butter, he mani- 

fested the greatest surprise, and said the thing was entirely new to him. A 

great many people are no wiser. Now, cream being lighter than milk, the 
denser or heavier portion of the milk is drawn first from the udder, while 
the lighter parts, rich in butter, remain back, and make up what is known 
among dairymen as “the strippings.” 

It will be seen, then, how important it is that the last drop of milk in the 
udder should be drawn while milking, and that when particular attention is 
not given to this point the loss is much more serious than a waste of the 
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same quantity of first drawn milk; for the one is thin cream, while the other 
is nothing more than plain milk. There is another loss, of course, in not milk- 

ing clean, as it has a tendency to dry up the cow, or lessen the secretion of 

milk from day to day. It is very difficult to impress milkers with the impor- 

tance of drawing the “strippings” from the udder. Many milkers are in 

the habit of finishing their work just as soon as the free flow of milk ceases. 

Such milkers, it is needless to say, entail a heavy loss on the dairyman in the 

course of the year, and if they milk many cows they waste more than their 

wages. The “strippings” make a very nice quality of butter, and some 

butter makers think it pays well to keep them separate from the first drawn 

milk. It is a little more trouble to the milker to separate the “ strippings,” 
as it necessitates having a “stripping pail,” but there is no doubt that it 
educates milkers to milk clean, if of no other advantage. 

THE MILK OF DISEASED COWS. 

I am convinced from extensive observation that great ignorance or 
thoughtlessness prevails among many in regard to the use of bad milk. 

From numerous experiments during many years, in feeding the milk of 

“ailing cows” to pigs and calves—the milk from those cows that happen to 
be ill from time to time in my own dairy—lI long since became satisfied that 
such milk is a much more fruitful source of disease than is commonly 

imagined. In dairies, whether the milk is to be delivered at the factory, or 

made up on the farm into butter and cheese, or sent to the town or city for 

consumption, what is the usual practice of the milk producer? Is it not to 
be feared that the milk of diseased cows—of cows whose feet or udders are 

affected. with sores or ulcers, and discharging corruption—is sent forward to 
be used as human food in the majority of instances? Many doubtless have a 
faint notion that the milk of a sick cow, or one afflicted with sores or ulcers, 

is not just the kind of milk to be used, and is not such as they would care to 
use in their own families; still, as there would be a loss in throwing such milk 

away, the conclusion is that it can do no injury to other people, and so long as 
the consumer is ignorant of all the facts no harm is done. Others affirm, and 
doubtless believe, that the milk of a sick cow when mingled with other milk 
and made into butter and cheese, becomes in some way purified in the process 

of manufacture, so that nothing unwholesome remains in the butter or cheese. 

The difficulty of always tracing disease to its true source and of detecting 

the poisons thrown off in the milk of diseased animals, may help to hide the 
culpable practices of dairymen and milk producers, but the moral wrong 

remains the same; and I cannot but think that the nuisance would in part 
become abated, if people were fully convinced they were sending out food 

heavily freighted with the elements of disease and death. If the loss from 

bad milk must be in some way mitigated, would it not be better to make the 
saving by feeding it to pigs or calves upon the farm, since the health or life 
of an animal is less valuable than that of human beings ? 
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Prof. Gamexs, in his address before the American Dairymen’s Associa- 
tion, in referring to the foot and mouth disease, then so prevalent in England, 
says :—‘‘ The poison of this disease is found in the vesicles within the mouth, 

and is discharged with the gallons of saliva secreted daily, under the irritation 
produced by the eruption on the tongue, palate, cheek and lips. It is also 

formed in vesicles on the teats, and finds its way into the milk, and thus it 
kills young pigs, calves, and even children that get milk fresh or undiluted.” 
And he remarks further, that although he “has no facts to indicate whether 
cheese and butter would retain the virus for any length of time, yet in all 
probability they would; and a trustworthy observer assured him some 

years since, that a pudding made with milk from a sick cow, though boiled, 
produced the disease in a family of five grown persons.” The unwholesome- 
ness of milk from city dairies, where the cows are kept in underground 
stables and fed largely on distillers’ slops and refuse garbage, has been proved 
over and over again, from the investigations of scientific men. Country 
milk has been generally supposed to be perfectly wholesome and harmless, 

but if all the facts concerning its production were known, I fear it would 
often be found very objectionable as an article of food. 

INJURY TO MILK FROM COWS INHALING BAD ODORS. 

The injury to milk from cows inhaling bad odors is not well understood, 

or at least has not elicited much attention from those who have had the care 
of milk stock, and made dairying a specialty. It is only of late years and 
since the inauguration of the factory system, that American dairymen have 
had their attention called to the various causes influencing the quality of 
milk. We have now a class of men following a distinct and special calling | 
—men whose time and thoughts are almost wholly given to the manipulation 
of milk in butter and cheese manufacture. 

The competition between different factories and the discrimination made 

by dealers in dairy products, have stimulated these workers in milk to make 
close observation and inquiry concerning the condition of milk; and their 
investigations have brought to light many things that are new respecting the 
material upon which they are employed. From the investigations of these 
men, old theories, long promulgated as truths, have been exploded and shown 
to be false. As we become better informed as to the nature of milk, and the 

causes influencing its quality, our dairy products improve, and any one who 
has watched the progress made in this department during the last half-dozen 
years, cannot but come to the conclusion that American dairy products are 
destined to reach a standard of flavor and quality surpassing in excellence 
anything that has hitherto been produced. 

Among the new class of questions now claiming the attention of intelli- 
gent cheese manufacturers, is the one we have named, viz.: the influence upon 

milk resulting from cows breathing bad odors while at pasture. That milk 
is often tainted in this way has long been suspected by observing cheese 
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manufacturers, though it was difficult to trace out the cause and establish the 
principle. A few years ago Mr. Fostzr of Oneida Co., N. Y., brought this 
question prominently before the American Dairymen’s Association and gave 

undoubted evidence that bad milk could come from such a source. He was 
having considerable trouble with the milk at his factory, and finally traced it 
to his own dairy, where the greatest care was taken in milking, in the clean- 
liness of milk vessels, and everything pertaining to the dairy. This fact led 

him to investigate the matter thoroughly, to examine the water and feed with 
which the cows were supplied, together with the health and treatment of the 
stock, in the hope of discovering the cause. Finding nothing at fault in these 
particulars, and the trouble still continuing, the conclusion forced itself upon 
him that the cause must come from the cows inhaling bad odors. In a field 

adjoining one part of his pasture a neighbor had left exposed a dead horse, 

which in its decomposition carried a bad odor over that part of the pasture. 
Here the cows in feeding inhaled a sufficient quantity of the offending gases 
to taint the milk, as he concluded; for on calculating the time it was found 

that the trouble with the milk dated at about the period the horse was left so 

exposed. Arguing from these premises he had the putrifying carcass removed 
and buried, when the trouble in the milk immediately disappeared. 

Mr. L. B. Arnoxp, a very close observer and of much experience in 
handling milk, gives a similar account of tainted milk caused by cows breath- 
‘ing air polluted by carrion. In this case the trouble in the milk was traced 
to one particular dairy, and a committee was appointed to visit the premises. 

The committee found nothing at the stable, in the milking nor in the general 

care of utensils, to cause tainted milk. But on examining the pastures they 
did find the air polluted by carrion, upon the removal of which, as in the 
other case, the taint in the milk at once disappeared. I could enumerate 

other cases of similar character, and the evidence warrants the conclusion 

that milk can be tainted in hot weather by cows inhaling a polluted atmos- 
phere like that we have named. If the facts are worthy of credit, and the 
conclusion is correctly drawn, it opens up a very important question for 

dairymen, in the production of milk. 

IS MILK IMPROVED BY EXPOSURE TO THE AIR WHILE COOLING ? 

One of the leading questions now being discussed by cheese manufacturers 
is, the importance of cooling milk at the farm and as soon as drawn from the 
cow, if it is to be carried to the factory. I was the first to bring the subject 

to the attention of New York dairymen several years ago, and though I 

have persistently urged its importance from time to time, it is only quite 

recently that its necessity has been generally acknowledged. 

That milk properly cooled at the farm will arrive at the factory in better 

condition than it would had the animal heat been retained, no one having any 

experience in handling milk at a factory for a moment doubts. Experiments 

upon this point have been numerous, and results have demonstrated the fact 
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in the most positive manner. But while it is now universally admitted that 
cooling has a preservative influence upon milk, it is not so clear to all that a 

free exposure of it to the air during the cooling process improves its flavor. 
There are those who contend that the cooling of milk by any process, will at 
the same time deodorize it; in other words, that the animal odor is a “‘ bug- 
bear”—that milk as soon as drawn from the cow may be placed in an air-tight 

vessel, and cooled down to 60°, and may then be carted to the factory, and 

will be as perfect in flavor and condition as it would if all its particles had 
been freely exposed to the air during the process of cooling. The question 
is one of considerable importance, since there are two classes of coolers 
before the public ; one representing the first and the other the last principle. 

I have always held that freshly-drawn milk is improved by being exposed to 

a current of pure air; that the health of the cow, her food, water, and various 

other circumstances have an influence upon her milk, rendering it at times 

imperfect, and rank in flavor; and that its exposure to the air takes out, in 
some degree at least, disagreeable gases, making it more palatable. We 
know that other substances infected with a disagreeable odor are often 
improved by being exposed to the air, or are freed of it altogether; and it 
is not easy to see why milk may not be subject to the same law. Perhaps if 

milk was always in perfect condition an exposure to the atmosphere while 
cooling would not be deemed so important. 

I cannot say that with all milk at all seasons, an exposure to the air for 
the purposes referred to would be necessary. That must be a matter of 
experiment and investigation. But the fact that milk is produced often under 
unfavorable circumstances; and that it sometimes possesses a taint before it 
is drawn from the cow, would seem to favor the notion that airing it would 

be beneficial. The exposure to the air of milk coming from cows fed upon 
turnips may not free it altogether from the turnip flavor; but the chance for 
its improvement, I think, would be greater from this treatment than to shut 
it out from the air, and to cool it in a way that permits no gases to escape. A 

few years ago I prevailed upon Mr. Arnoxp to investigate and experiment in 

this matter, in order to see if my own experiments and conclusions were 
correct. He arrived at the same results. In order to show that there is no 

“necessary connection between animal heat and animal odor, and that animal 

heat does not differ from heat derived from other sources, he made the follow- 

ing experiments, which I give in his own words: 
“By abstracting the heat rapidly by an application of ice and cold water, 

I easily succeeded in removing the heat and leaving the odor in the milk. It 
is true that in experiments for this purpose, the odor was not so apparent to 

the olfactory nerves as to the organs of taste. The animal odor became an 
animal favor. But upon warming the milk again the odor revived. Then 

by the use of a filter of pulverized charcoal, I succeeded perfectly in remov- 
ing every trace of animal odor from milk when first drawn and leaving the 
animal heat in the milk.” 
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After pointing out what animal odor is, he says :—‘“‘ Because the cowy 

smell has died away when the milk is down to 70° or below, it has usually 

been supposed that the odor or cause of the odor was wholly removed. But 
it is by no means necessarily so; for unless the cooling has been very slow, 

or the milk has been spread so thin as to make the exit of the gases easy, 
the cause of the odor (the condensed gases) will be there, and be readily 
detected by the taste; and at 58° or 60° it will remain there until the milk. 
sours. The cowy flavor is most effectually preserved when milk is cooled in 

a close vessel shut out from the air, and the heat absorbed away by an appli- 

cation of ice and cold water.” 

Again: “The gas in milk varies both in quality and relative effect. For 

instance, it is in the smallest amount when the cow is in good health and 
quiet. It is more abundant when actively exercised, as when sharply driven “ 
to the yard by dogs. It needs but little hurrying, especially in the morning, 

to make the effect apparent in cheese. It is different in health and disease, 

and very abundant and very infectious in cases of fever. There is more in a 

state of debility than of strength; and more when pinched with cold than 

when comfortably warm. 

“¢The most marked effects that I have observed, have been produced by 

the odor of milk from cows in a feverish state—a state that may generally be 
detected readily by smelling the milk. It becomes so infectious that a small 
quantity—the milk of a single cow even—will infect a whole vat full of good 
milk. In connection with the rennet, it becomes a ferment, inducing rapid 

changes in the milk and curd. New gases are evolved, which, becoming 

more elastic as the temperature is raised, swell out the lump of curds, giving 

them a soft spongy feel, till at length their bulk is so much increased that 
they float in the whey. But perhaps some will say this is the result of 

diseased milk; it is not chargeable to animal odor; the milk is faulty. I 

once thought so too, but I have found since that I was mistaken. In the 
worst cases I have seen, the milk, for aught I can discover, is as good as any 

other. It may be somewhat altered in the proportion of its elements, perhaps 

it is, but it does not differ materially from other milk when new. I filtered 
a sample of feverish milk in the fore part of August, when the weather was 

so very hot and dry, and floating curds were so very common ; the result was 

very striking. The filter was all ready and the milk turned in as soon as 

drawn, and though it stood at about 90° when it issued from the filter, it was 

free from any offensive odor, and its flavor was delicious,” and very different, 

he remarks, from milk cooled by ice-water to a low temperature. 

The remedy he suggests, is to give the gases from which the odor arises 

a chance to escape as soon as possible after the milk is drawn ; for the reason 

that they are then more elastic and escape more easily, as well also to keep 

them from imparting an influence to the milk from their presence. And he 

remarks that this should be done at the dairy, because it is generally a little 
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too Jate when milk gets to the factory. The question is one of much interest 

to cheese-makers, and should be studied. 

CANNING AND KEEPING MILK IN GOOD ORDER. 

The Food Committee of the Society of Arts in England, has been discuss- 
ing, recently, the means to be employed for preserving milk in good order 

during the transit over long distances to the city. It appears that milk pass- 

ing over the Great Western Railway to London, is in cans holding sixteen 
imperial gallons. An effort has been made to reduce the size of the cans to 

a capacity of about four gallons each, similar to those adopted in France. 

THE FRENCH CAN 

has a tight-fitting cover, and the vessels are completely filled, so as to prevent 
disturbance of the particles of milk, by motion in transit. It is said the milk 

passing over the railways in France, arrives at its destination generally in 

good order. The question therefore arose as to the advantage of these cans, 

over those of larger size, if any, in the preservation of milk during its transit 
to the city. Mr. Gro. Branam, managing director of the Express Country 
Milk Company, and who appears to have had large experience in this business, 

and to have been also a close observer as to the condition of milk under 

various circumstances, opposed reducing the size of the cans, on account of 

the greater trouble in moving to and from the milk vans. He stated that the 
great secretin having milk in good condition was in allowing it to cool 

sufficiently before being placed in the cans. The shaking of the milk in the 

conveyance would not be greater in a large can than in a small one, provided 
in both cans they were filled thoroughly full. It was his opinion if milk was 

packed at a temperature of fifty to sixty degrees, the shaking would have no 
prejudicial effect upon it. If the milk was packed at seventy or eighty 

degrees, the agitation would tend to separate the butter and to promote the 

deposit of caseine; and if the temperature of the air was no higher than that 
of the milk, no injury would be occasioned by the admission of the air to 

the milk, while it remained in the cans. He stated that a large quantity of 
milk arriving at night was left standing at the station until four o’clock next 
morning. The milk that was put in the cans warm and the lids kept on all 

night, acquired a bad smell, and it would take from two to three hours’ expo- 

sure for that smell to pass off. 

EFFECT OF AGITATING MILK IN TRAVELING. 

As to the question whether the agitation of the milk in traveling destroyed 
the cream in the milk brought into London, Mr. Bartuerr replied that the 

globules would not be destroyed ifthe milk was put into the cans at a 
sufficiently low temperature, say sixty degrees. 

EFFECT OF SOILS ON KEEPING QUALITY OF MILK. 

The Express Country Milk Company received milk for two years from 
Wareham in Dorsetshire, a distance of one hundred and thirty miles by rail, 
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and seven miles by road. It arrived in London in fine condition. This result 

was attributed in part to the chalky nature of the soil where the milk was 

produced, and to the thorough manner in which the milk was cooled before 

being packed. He stated that it was a well known fact, that the milk of cows 

fed off heavy clay land, would not keep so long by several hours, as that 

produced on light or chalky soils. The influence of soil upon the keeping 
qualities of milk, is a question which has received but little attention from 
the American Dairyman, and it would be well if experiments were made to 
determine this point. 

EFFECT OF CARRIAGE UPON THE CREAM PRODUCT. 

Milk that is carried does not throw up so much cream when set, as it 
would if placed in the milk house at the farm. From the experiments in 
England, the amount of cream which rose to the surface of the milk when 

set, was rendered less by about twenty per cent. through traveling, that per- 

centage being retained in the milk. As to the advantage of cooling milk 
before canning, in order. to prevent cream from rising and churning into 

butter while traveling; Mr. B. said that the express company received ten cans 

of milk from one dairy every day last summer, and there was not a particle 

of butter in them, though they traveled two miles by road to the station, 
forty-eight miles by rail to the metropolitan terminus, and three miles by van 
to the place of business. Some of the cans were only three parts full, and yet 

the cream was retained in the milk, although from being cooled it would 
take some hours longer for the cream to rise. 

HOW ENGLISH CREAM IS TRANSPORTED. 

When cream is sent in a separate state to London it is packed solid in 
bottles prepared for the purpose; and kept cool by grass or cabbage leaves 

fastened around the bottles. 
MILKING FOR THE LONDON MARKET. 

For supplying the London market with milk, the system of twelve hours 
milking is generally adopted. The milk supplied in the early morning is 
milked during the night, say from seven P. M. to two A. M., the hour 
depending upon the time the last train at night, or the early train, calls at the 

country station. The afternoon milk is milked from nine to eleven A. M., 

and is distributed between two and four o’clock, P. M. 

OPEN OR CLOSED CANS. 
The English milk can has holes in the lid of the can, through which air is 

admitted to the milk. The Parisian milk is generally acknowledged to keep 
longer than that supplied in London, and this has been attributed to its being 

hermetically closed in the can while traveling. It was stated, however, 

that the real secret of the matter was, that the French dairymen mixed 

bicarbonate of soda with their milk, which served to avert decomposition, and 

hence the milk was kept in good order, for a longer period than milk in its 

natural state. I give the main features or substance of remarks brought out, 
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as they have a practical bearing on the great question now agitating the dairy- 
men of America—the means of getting milk in good order to the factories. 

COAGULATION OF MILK. 

We have now come to that part of our subject in which some of the 
phenomena connected with the coagulation of milk, and its separation into 
curd and whey, may be considered. I shall speak in another place of rennet 5 

a term used by dairymen to designate the stomach of the young calf after it 

is properly cleansed, dried, and prepared for the purpose of coagulating milk 

for cheese making. But the explanation of its action on milk, as well as the 
thickening or curdling of milk from souring, together with other somewhat 

peculiar behavior of milk, which has not been satisfactorily accounted for on 

the old theories, will perhaps best be treated in this connection. I have 

alluded to the aid which has been given by microscopic investigations in 

the elucidation of these questions, and to the theory now set up by scien- 

tific men in regard to the coagulation of milk. In the discussion of this 

topic, I can only give briefly the outline of the theory, and I shall draw 
largely in what I have to say from the recent address of Prof. CALDWELL, 

before the American Dairymen’s Association. But in the first place, let us 

go back a little to the point where the coagulation of milk was alluded to. 

If we take a piece of the dried rennet, soak it in water, and pour the liquid 
into a portion of warm milk it soon begins to thicken, and turns into a jelly- 

like clot, and after a while it separates into whey and curd. Scientific and 

practical writers on milk have stated that the caseine is held in solution by a 

small quantity of alkali, that when in warm weather the milk curdles, lactic 

acid, which is always found in sour milk, is formed from a portion of the 
sugar of milk, and this lactic acid, by neutralizing the alkali which holds the 

caseine in solution, causes its separation from the milk. 

_ Rennet is supposed to act as a ferment, which rapidly conyerts some of the 

sugar of milk into lactic acid. Whether, therefore, milk coagulates sponta- 

neously after some length of time, or more rapidly on the addition of rennet, 

in either case the separation of the curd is supposed to be due to the removal 
of the free alkali by lactic acid. This theory, says VoELCKER, is not quite 

consistent with facts. The caseine in milk cannot be said to be held in solu- 
tion by free alkali; for although it is true that milk often has a slightly 
alkaline reaction, it is likewise true that perfectly fresh milk is sometimes 

slightly acid. We might as well say, therefore, that the caseine is held in 

solution by a little free acid as by free alkali. 
Again, newly-drawn milk is often perfectly neutral; but whether milk be 

neutral, or alkaline, or acid, the caseine exists in it in a state of solution, 

which cannot therefore depend on an alkaline reaction. We all know that 
milk when it turns sour curdles readily. It is not the fact that a good deal 
of acid curdles milk, which I dispute ; but the assumption that the caseine in 
milk is held in solution by free alkali. 
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“THE ACTION OF RENNET UPON MILK, 

then, is not such as has been hitherto represented by all chemists who have 

treated this subject. Like many other animal matters which act as ferments, 
rennet it is true, rapidly induces the milk to turn sour; but free lactic acid 

I find, makes its appearance in milk after the curd has separated, and not 

simultaneously with the precipitation of the curd. Perfectly fresh and 
neutral milk, on the addition of rennet, coagulates, but the whey is perfectly 
neutral. I have even purposely made milk alkaline, and yet succeeded in 

separating the curd by rennet, and, what is more, obtained a whey which 

had an alkaline reaction.” 
And he says further :—‘‘ What may be the precise mode in which rennet 

acts upon milk I do not presume to explain. I believe it to be an action suit 
generis, which as yet is only known by its effects. We at present are even 

unacquainted with the precise chemical character and composition of the 
active principle in rennet, and have not even a name for it.” 

“Now, we know,” says Professor CaLpWELL, ‘“ that any structure that 

has been built up by the vital forces acting in the vegetable or animal world, 

from the simplest plant that grows in water to the most perfect animal that 

walks on land, will, after life has departed, begin to suffer change if left 

exposed to the air under ordinary circumstances; and this change will go on 
unless stopped by some artificial application, till the structure has nearly dis- 

appeared, and nothing more is left than would remain of the body were it at 

once put into the fire and burned—only a few ashes—while carbonic acid 
and ammonia have passed off into the atmosphere. Before this final change 
is reached, however, a great many intermediate products are formed, some 

of which are useful to man, some are poisonous, some have foul or agreeable 

odors, and some have peculiar flavors.” ‘These changes and compositions are 

usually classified under three heads— 

DECAY, FERMENTATION AND DECOMPOSITION. 

“Decay is simply a slow combustion or burning of the body; it depends 
upon a free supply of air from which the necessary oxygen is absorbed. In 

both fermentation and putrefaction, on the other hand, there is nothing but a 

re-arrangement of the particles or elements already in the body, sometimes 

with and sometimes without the evolution of gaseous products. If these 

gaseous products have no offensive odor, or if no ammonia is formed, the 
process is called fermentation, and generally some useful application of a 

part of the product of a fermentation is made—thus, sugar is converted by 
fermentation into a gas, carbonic acid and alcohol; and in the preparation of 

bread we cause sugar in the dough to ferment by means of yeast, so as to 

produce carbonic acid, that in its attempt to escape makes the bread light; 

while for beer and wine we cause sugar to ferment for the sake of alcohol. 

If, on the other hand, a part of the products have an offensive odor, or ammo- 
nia is found among these products, we call the change putrefaction. Ammonia 
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is always one of the products of true putrefaction, and the offensive odor 
nearly always, though it may sometimes be weak. All substances which are 

liable to decay (fermentation or putrefaction), may be separated into two 
great divisions, namely :—Those that are composed of three elements, carbon, 

hydrogen, and oxygen, and those which in addition to these three have one 

more, nitrogen. Compounds of the first class, like sugar, starch and fats, are 

usually very stable; their elements are firmly united together, like the links 

of a strong chain. Compounds of the second class, on the other hand, like 
white of eggs, flesh and the caseine of milk are unstable; the introduction 

of the element nitrogen has made a weak link in the chain. 

*« Now it has been found by experiment, if the white of an egg or a piece 

of meat is boiled in a glass flask with water for an hour or so, and the mouth 

of the flask is then closed with a plug of carefully cleaned cotton, or with a 

cork through which a glass tube passes, that is drawn out to a fine orifice at 

both ends, and outside the flask has along arm bent downward, the substance 

will remain unchanged for months, even in a place where all the circumstan- 
ces are made favorable as possible for putrefaction—free access of air through 
the interstices of the cotton plug, or through the glass tube—a plenty of 
moisture, and a suitable temperature; and that no essential change has been 
produced in the substance by the boiling, may be shown by simply removing 

the plug, when putrefaction and decomposition will set in. On the other 
hand, if the experiment is varied only to this: that if the substance is not 
thoroughly heated to the temperature of boiling heat, putrefaction may 

speedily set in, even though the flask be closed air-tight. Now, microscopic 
examination has revealed the fact, that every case of fermentation or putre- 

faction is attended with the development or growth of living organisms; 
most of which at least belong to the vegetable kingdom, and the present most 
generally accepted view—that which has the balance of evidence in its favor 
—is, that these organisms are the cause of all fermentation and putrefaction ; 

that the dust of the atmosphere, as well as all fermenting or putrefying matter, 

contains either the germs of the microscopic fungi, or the fungi themselves 
in one stage of development or another; that these germs fall on all sub- 

stances exposed to the air, and that if the substance so exposed is one that 

can nourish their further development, they will vegetate and increase, and in 
so doing cause the substance itself to decompose—that these fungi like all 

others, and like all plants, require moisture and a moderately elevated tem- 
perature for their growth, as well as food for their sustenance—are killed by 

exposure to a temperature of two hundred and twelve degrees, Fahrenheit, 

and that they live at the expense of a portion of the substance in which they 
grow, while the rest is decomposed, that is, fermented or putrefied, with 

the final result of the breaking down of the whole structure. Accordingly, 
the reason why the meat in the flask closed with a plug of cotton is not 
attacked, is that the germs, minute as they may be, are yet entangled among 

the fibers of the cotton, so that none reach the meat; they do not attack the 
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substance in the flask closed with a cork and glass tube, because the germs 
being heavier than the air, can be transported only by currents in it, or by 
cohesion to some moving body. There is no current of air passing through 
the glass tube into the flask that is sufficiently strong to carry them up 
through this long arm. 

“The reason why previous boiling is necessary is, that every substance that 
has been exposed to the air has some of the atmospheric dust containing these 
germs adhering to it, which, if they are not killed, will begin te vegetate and 
excite decomposition as soon as outward circumstances are favorable. The 
reason why substances of the second class will decompose more readily than 
those of the first class, containing no nitrogen, is, not only that the elements 
of the second class are more feebly held together, as before said, but also that 
these fungi must have nitrogen iu their food, and that although they can, to a 
limited extent, draw it from the large supply in the atmosphere, if exposed 
to that, yet they can get it far more easily and naturally from the nitrogen- 
eous matter in which they take root. 

“The result of the growth of these fungi on or in a substance, or in other 
words, the products of the fermentation or putrefaction which that growth 
induces, depend mostly on the nature of the substance, and the particular 
stage of development of the fungus, and often, but not always, upon the 
species of fungus; not always, for in some cases several different species of 
fungi produce the same effect upon the same substance. On the whole, the 
result depends more upon the chemical composition of the substance that is 
decomposed, than upon the species of fungus producing the decomposition. 
The transformation which these fungi undergo is very remarkable. They 
assume many different forms, adapting themselves to the chemical composition 
of the substances with which they come in contact.” 

THE FUNGUS AFFECTING CHEESE. 

The particular fungus intimately connected with the art of cheese-making 
is said to be the Penctlliwm crustaceum. It is found almost everywhere on 
the surface of the earth, constituting generally the greenish-blue mold that 
appears on vegetable and animal matters, and is concerned in all the common 
processes of fermentation and putrefaction. It is composed of delicate white 
filaments or threads that bear on their ends the groups of spores or germs, 
which to the naked eye appear like a fine, bluish-green dust. If these spores 
are scattered over substances similar in chemical composition to that which 
produced the mold, it can be reproduced again and so on from generation to 
generation. But if these spores be sown on distilled water, they swell up 
and burst, expelling a great number of minute bodies, called zoospores. These 
soon begin to grow by elongation, and as each elongates partition walls are 

thrown across, so that one sac or cell becomes several, and the multiplication 

of cells is so rapid that from a single zoospore an almost incredible number 
of new cells can be produced in a few hours. According to Hatxier these 
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cells, forming delicate, brittle chains, are found in great numbers every night, 

in the mouth or throat of all the digestive organs. If the spores of the mold 

are put under a liquid rich in nitrogen they swell up and expel the zoospores, 
and then each zoospore sends, out a little bud that soon becomes detached 

from the mother cell and in its turn produces another cell, and so each new 

cell goes on multiplying. 
To this form of the fungus the name of micrococcus has been given, and 

Haier considers it the cause of all putrefaction, and calls it putrefactive 

yeast. According to him both rennet and cheese are highly charged with 

this yeast. If the miécrococcus cell be put in a liquid poor in nitrogen, it 
produces the common yeast of the housewife, which multiplies as the micro- 

coccus, and causes the common alcoholic fermentation. This form of the 

fungus is called eryptococcus. Again, if the pencillium spores be put in 
milk which has been boiled to kill all germs in it, we have within two days 
the same result as when they were sown in a liquid rich in nitrogen, viz.: 
the zoospores and the microocccus cells, and so soon as this micrococcus 

appears we have souring and curdling of the milk. And when a small 
quantity of lactic acid has been thus formed a new condition has been 

assumed by the fungus. The minute micrococcus cells enlarge as they do 

when about to pass into the eryptococcus, but with quite another result, 

viz., the production of elongated cells, four-sided and often with abrupt 
square ends, possessing a peculiar luster and multiplying by subdivision into 

chains of cells, and this form is called arthrococcus, or jointed yeast, and is 
the ferment which attends the formation of lactic acid in the souring of milk. 

If the pencilliwm spores be sown in completely fermented wine or beer, 

wherein all the sugar has been converted into alcohol, we have another form 

of yeast which is concerned in the formation of vinegar. Under different 
circumstances at least six forms of cells can be obtained from the spores of 

the pencillium crustaceum, and any of these forms, if sown on a substance 

similar to that which produced the mold, will produce the same mold again. 
The wonderful rapidity with which these fungi produce new cells is shown 
by the fact that one single pencillium spore to start with will produce in the 
space of twenty-four hours, at a low estimate, four hundred million micro- 

coccus cells. The spores also have a strong hold of life. They can be dried, 
frozen and heated to any temperature short of 212°, without injury, and will 
retain their germinating power a long time, in some cases three and a-half 
years.” x 

Enough has been said, I think, to indicate the basis of this theory and the 

line of argument adopted. Were I familiar with microscopic examinations, 
and the peculiar habits of fungi or this low order of life, I might be able 
perhaps to present this matter more clearly; but from a long and intimate 

acquaintance with the behavior of milk in its relation to dairy practice, I 
can judge somewhat as to these views, and they give at least a plausible 

explanation to many things connected with the action of milk that have been 
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shrouded in mystery. If the cause of the conversion of sugar of milk into 
lactic acid is due to fermentation, or the result of the action of living organ- 
isms on the substance fermented, we should have such organisms here. 
Haviier and Pasrrur, and others, have proved that the souring of milk is 
accompanied by a species of yeast ferment, different from the ordinary yeast 
or alcohol ferment; it is started by the méicrococcus yeast, and its continu- 
ance is attended with the production of regular lactic acid yeast cells or 
arthrococcus below the surface. In the miik as it comes from the cow we 
have the micrococcus cells already formed. Haxurer proved their presence 
in sow’s milk, and has always found them in the blood, even of healthy 
animals; hence it is reasonable to suppose they are in all milk. And it 
appears so long as these cells remain unchanged and do not grow and multiply, 
the milk will not be affected by their presence. Haxzrer asserts that the 
action of rennet is due simply to the fact that it, or its extract, contains in an 
extraordinary measure the micrococcus of the particular fungi which produce 
the change in milk called coagulation; that without this micrococcus, or the 
germs that give rise to it, the change will not take place in the manner that 
we ordinarily bring it to pass; and that the reason why if the extract of 

rennet is boiled a few minutes it will no longer coagulate milk any more than 
it will turn it sour, is because we have killed the fungus; and that the coagu- 

lation is attended with, or is the result of a rapid growth and multiplication 
of the micrococcus; consequently the curd must contain it, and by still further 
increase in the ripened cheese, that is saturated and penetrated through and 
through with it. 

HEAT AFFECTING RENNETS. 

When I first commenced cheese-making, twenty years’ ago, I lost a large 
number of rennets by hanging them near a stove-pipe that was kept very hot. 

The vells were exposed to this heat for several weeks, and when I came to 

use them they would not coagulate the milk. Of course I learned a lesson 
from this ; but I could not fully satisfy myself then why their action was lost; 

but upon the theory here suggested it is evident the fungus was destroyed. 
We know, too, that excessive washing of the stomach when taken from the 

calf will almost wholly destroy its virtue; hence the experienced dairyman 
is careful only to wipe off with a cloth any dirt that may adhere to it. The 
washing evidently removes a large number of micrococcus cells, thereby 
accounting for its loss of strength. 

Now, it appears so long as we cultivate a friendship with the micrococcus, 
giving it good, pure milk to feed upon and controlling its action by tempera- 
ture, air and cleanliness it is harmless, and we make it subserve a very useful 
purpose. But if by any means we allow other fungi, or such as originate in 
putrid matter, to get possession of the milk, their influence is harmful in the 

highest degree. Nothing is of more common observation in the practical 
handling of milk than its especial susceptibility to emanations from putrid 
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matter, and so readily can these minute germs make their way anywhere and 

everywhere, that if the air containing them in unusual quantity is inhaled by 
the cows, their milk may be infected before it leaves the bag. We see then 
how important it is that the utmost cleanliness be observed with everything 
that comes in contact with milk. 

A PARTICLE OF TAINT 

in the air or on the walls of the dairy, or in the pails or vats, means a quan- 
tity of fungus germs, often a multitude of them, all ready and most willing 
to take possession of the milk and to hold it too, when once in possession, so 
that no process will expel them, except such as will ruin the product which 
we are manufacturing. From what has been said I think it will be plain that 
in this single subject of milk alone, there is ample field for investigation, 
investigation that will tax all our skill, all our talents, and which will afford 
ample material for study for a long time, and to master which in all its details 
is no holiday affair. And I must confess after twenty years’ practical expe- 
rience and observation in handling milk, after years of labor in correcting old 

abuses and errors, and leading our dairymen up to the improved manufacture 

of to-day, I can still see an immense field for investigation and improvement. 
And I think there is some inducement for young men to study these questions 
and perfect themselves in dairy practice. 

FIRST-CLASS CHEESE-MAKERS 

in New York command a salary of from $1,000 to $1,300 for the season of 

eight months, and the demand for good cheese-makers has been for several 

years larger than the supply. I am in receipt of many applications from 

factories every year for cheese-makers, only a part of which can be filled, and 
if the business continues to prosper it must continue to offer a fair field of 

employment for young men who have nothing but their hands and brains with 

which to make their way in the world. 

CONDENSED MILE. 

Within a few years past milk has been put upon the market in a form or 

condition to keep sound and fresh in flavor for long periods. The importance 
of the discovery of condensing and preserving milk can scarcely be estimated 
at the present time, but there can be little doubt, as the article becomes 

better known among consumers of milk in cities, that it is destined to revo- 

lutionize the prevailing system of the milk trade. Before proceeding to give 

some of the processes for condensing milk which have come under my obser- 
vation, the following brief history of the origin and development of the 
condensed milk trade, from the London Milk Journal, will be in place. 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONDENSED MILK TRADE. 

Condensed Milk should, with greater propriety, be styled “ Preserved 
Milk,” since, although the milk is condensed, the main object sought is, its 

preservation from decay. For many years there have been upon the market 
13 
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preparations called “ Desiccated Milk,” ‘“ Mill Powders,” “ Milk Essence,” 

etc. But these were articles prepared trom milk, rather than actual milk. They 

found, however, prior to the introduction of condensed milk proper, consid- 
erable demand for use at sea and in the colonies, where anything that has 

the appearance of milk will in the nature of the case command more or less 
sale. Still they did not enter into family consumption to any extent in Eng- 
land. The desideratum was a preserved milk which should be so pure, 
wholesome and palatable, as to take the place of crude milk in large cities. 

To Mr. Gait BorpvEen of New York, should be awarded the eredit of first 

producing preserved milk that filled all these conditions. Indeed, all the 
brands of good or even fair quality now sold, are prepared substantially under 

the system originated by him. A man of intense energy and unyielding 

tenacity of purpose, and an inventor of great ingenuity if not of marked 

scientific attainments, he added to all this the enthusiasm of a philanthropist 
who believed that preserved milk would be a boon to humanity. As long 
ago as 1846 he began his experiments, conducted simultaneously with others 
whose aim was the preservation of meat. It may be mentioned here that in 
the London Exhibition of 1851, a gold medal was awarded to Mr. BorpEN 
for his “ Meat Biscuit.” We believe that he did not at this time exhibit his 
condensed milk. It was not until about 1856 the he himself arrived at the 
conviction that he had obtained the quality he had been seeking. Mean- 

while he had expended energy, time, and quite a fortune in his experiments, 

for he at length saw that to experiment to advantage a large amount of 

material, involving much expense, must be used in each instance. 

At an early stage of his experiments, he decided that milk could not be 
preserved in a dry form as “ desiccated,” or “ powdered,” or “ solidified,” but 

must be left in a semi-liquid state. That some preservative agent must be 

added, and that nothing but water must be eliminated, also became apparent. 

The result is that condensed milk, as now known to the trade and consumers, 

consists of milk from which only water has been taken, and to which nothing 

but sugar has been added, the product being of the consistency of honey, and 

by dilution in water reconvertible to milk itself, somewhat. sweetened. It 
may be stated in this connection, that all the dry preserved milks require to 
be dissolved in hot water, while the condensed milk prepared under the 

BorpeEn system readily dissolves in cold water. 
By 1861 Mr. Borpun had quite extensively introduced his article, and 

four or five factories were in operation, capable of producing in the aggregate 
five thousand cans of one pound each per day. During the War of the 
Rebellion, large quantities were required for the Northern Armies, the 
officers and many privates purchasing it of the sutlers, while the hospitals 

were supplied by the Government and the various Christian and Aid Societies. 
This gave an impetus to the trade, at the same time that the shipping demand 

steadily increased. About this time Mr. Borprn put upon the market for 

city use, what he calls 
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PLAIN CONDENSED MILK. 

This is prepared in the same way as the other, except that no sugar is 

added, and it is not hermetically sealed. It will remain sound from one to 

two weeks, and it is so convenient, as well as economical, that it is stated 

that now more than one-third of the milk used in New York City is of this 

' kind. With the end of the war and the dissolution of the armies, the demand 

for sugared condensed milk fell off, and the manufacturers, who had been 

stimulated to too great a production, turned their attention to this “ plain 

condensed milk.” It would be well if enterprise and capital and philanthro- 

phy could be enlisted in supplying London with this form of milk, to the 

extent that New York and other American cities are now supplied with it. 
We have no means of estimating the present extent of the manufacture of 

condensed milk in the United States. For this we must wait for the returns 
of the census of 1870. However, we know that the capacity of the eight or 

ten factories on the Hudson, in Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Illinois, is not 

less than five hundred cases of four dozen pound cans per day, equal to eight 

million five hundred thousand pounds per annum. It may be stated that one 
pound of the condensed is equivalent to four or five pouuds of crude milk. 

THE EXPORTS OF CONDENSED MILK 

(combined with sugar,) from the United States during the twelve months 
ending September 30, 1870, amounted to a declared custom house valuation 
of $200,000, equal in round numbers to £40,000. In the year 1869 it was 

imported into England from New York to the value of upwards of £16,000. 

The bulk of the remainder exported from New York was sent to South 

America, India, Australia, and China, while that sent to London and Liver- 

pool was mainly held in bond, and sent eventually to the colonies or disposed 

of as ship’s stores. We now pass to the introduction of the manufacture of 
the Borden kind of condensed milk this side of the Atlantic, and to the 

development of its manufacture and sale in Europe. In 1865 an American 
gentleman who had noted the advantages of the article in the American 

army during the four years of the war, became resident in Switzerland in the 
capacity of U.S. Consul. Remembering the cheapness and richness of Swiss 
milk, the cheapness of labor, and other facilities afforded in that country, he 
conceived the idea of preparing 

CONDENSED MILK IN SWITZERLAND. 

The ultimate success of his project has abundantly proved the soundness 

of his conception. He promoted the “ Anglo-Swiss Condensed Milk Co.,” 
the extent of whose present business is set forth in the following extract 
which we take from the “‘ Grocer ” of Dec. 31,1870. The factsseem to have 

been compiled from statistics procured at the Board of Trade, which were 
doubtless obtained from the Report of the British Legation at Berne: 

‘“‘In the Canton of Zug there has of late grown up a new mode of pre- 
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serving the milk, which, owing to the good pasturage of that locality, is very 
excellent in quality. In the Commune of Cham the Anglo-Swiss Condensed 

Milk Co., with a capital of £12,000, employ about sixty operatives in their 

factory, the tall chimney of which may be seen by the railway traveler passing 

over the line from Lucerne to Zurich. The number of cows hired for the 
year is fourteen hundred and forty, and the average amount of condensed 

_ milk prepared daily during the three hundred and sixty-five days of the year, 
as it is necessary to include the Sundays, is one hundred and ten cases of four 
dozen each of one pound cans; these equal one million nine hundred and 
twenty-seven and two hundred cans as the produce of the year. The price 
of the crude milk is seventeen cents per mass, or about one cent per quart, 
and the daily cost of the cans made in the establishment amounts to £16 10s. 

About one-half of the produce is sent direct to London, where one-half of 
this is consumed, while the remainder goes for ship’s stores, is exported to 
the colonies and sent to the provincial towns of England. Entering as it 
does into the daily food of the masses no duty should be imposed upon it; at 

present it is classed with confectionry and pays accordingly, whereas it is 

milk; at all events only the quantum of sugar which it contains should pay 
duty, and this quantum is uniform and can easily be ascertained. The half 

of the produce not sent to London is distributed over Germany, and there is 
some demand from France and Russia. We have been informed that a large 
shipment was placed in Paris two days before the investment of the city, 
and balloon letters beg that a large supply may be ready to be sent in so soon 

as the siege shall terminate. Owing to the demands from the sutlers who 
supply the armies of Germany and France and the various aid societies for the 
moment, this company is only able, with great difficulty, tokeep an adequate 

supply for their regular demands. The process of condensation has already 
been fully described to our readers, who are now asked to patronize not only 
other Swiss condensed milks but Irish condensed milk also. 

“It should be mentioned that this company was the first in Europe to 

introduce condensed milk to family use. Until its advent the article was 

known as only for ship’s stores and for colonial consumption. By extensive 
and systematic advertising, and through the boundless energy which charac- 
terizes your business Yankee, this company has received a large demand for — 
ordinary family consumption, not only in England but also in Germany and 
Russia. In this respect its success may be largely attributed to the fact that 
Baron Lizzie and other authorities on questions of food, supported it heartily 

from the first, and allowed the patronage of their names for publication. Its 
success led naturally to the springing up of competitive companies. These 
have been established at Gruyeres and half-a-dozen other places in Switzer- 
land, in Bavaria, in Holstein, in Ireland, and in England. But failing to 

produce a standard quality, and wanting in prestige, they have nearly all 

ceased to manufacture.” 

All now known to the London trade are the “ Anglo-Swiss” (Milk-maid 
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brand), Mr. Newman’s ‘Irish Condensed Milk,” at Mallow, near Cork, 

(Harp brand), and the “‘ English Condensed Milk Company,” (Lion brand), 

whose works are at Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. At one time the milk pre- 
pared at Gruyeres had a good sale in London, but since the outbreak of the 
war, in July, none of its brand has appeared here. In the spring of 1869 it 
was announced that the 

IRISH CONDENSED MILK 

(Mr. Nrewman’s) was about to be put upon the market. However, it was 

not introduced until the spring of 1870, but then under powerful patronage. 
We cannot say definitely what quantity Mr. Newman has prepared, but we 
have reason to believe that it was about ten thousand cases of four dozen 
one pound cans each. 

THE “ENGLISH CONDENSED MILK COMPANY ” 

began to manufacture about the Ist of September, 1870. The editor of the 
Food Journal recently visited its works at Aylesbury. He seems to have 
been very much struck by the system under which this Company prepares its 
condensed milk; he remarks upon the ‘almost absurd cleanliness ” observed. 

We gather from his statement that this Company makes about twenty cases 
of four dozen one pound cans six days per week. It seems that,. unlike 
the Swiss Company, they do not work Sundays. This company was registered 
June, 1870, under the Limited Liability Act, as having a capital of £5,000 
only, but it is fair to suppose, considering the extent of its works, that its 

capital has since been considerably increased. It will doubtless still add to 
its facilities as the demand increases. We have good authority for stating 
that neither the Swiss nor the English Company has lately been able to 
supply the call for their products. On the other hand, the competition 
between the companies is so eager and keen, and prices thereby have been so 

reduced that any new company will have to encounter great difficulties before 
it can establish itself. 

It would be invidious in us to express any opinion as to the comparative 
merits of the condensed milk offered to the public by these several companies. 

That is the public’s own concern; the best and cheapest will in the end win, 
as it is the nature of trade. The value of the condensed milk sold in London 
daily is not less than £150. It is to be found at most shops in London, for 
sale at tenpence per can, which is cheaper than ordinary crude milk.” 

THE BORDEN FACTORIES—PROCESS OF CONDENSING. 

Persons proposing to enter upon the business of condensed milk manu- 
facture should visit some establishment of the kind, and make themselves 

familiar with the various parts of the process, obtaining a knowledge of the 
buildings and machinery in detail. There are several factories in operation 
on the BorpEn plan, which is now considered the best, as with proper care a 
very fine flavored and superior article is manufactured. The principal factories 
are at Wassaic, N. Y., Livermore Falls, Maine, West Brookfield, Mass., 
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Winstead, Conn., and at Elgin, Illinois. The Elgin factory is quite noted for 
its fine product under the management of Mr. C. Cuurcu. I have examined 
this factory and its operations several times, and present here some of the 
leading features of the establishment, and its process of condensing. 

The main building is sixty-five feet by one hundred feet, three stories 
high. Upon the ground floor there are fourrooms. The bath room is forty- 
five feet by sixty feet. Here the milk is prepared and condensed. The room 
contains a milk receiver, heating vat and well, vacuum pan and pump. The 
second room on the ground floor is to the right of the bath room, and here 
the milk is cooled. It contains three vats for cooling milk, with capacity for 
cooling fifty cans at a time. Spring water of the natural temperature of fifty 
degrees at all seasons of the year, is used for cooling the milk. The third 
room is used for a hall and store room, where sugar and tin are stored. The 
fourth room is called the meat room. Here meat is prepared for cooking and 
condensing. It has a meat chopper and force pump, the latter of which is 
used for elevating rain water from a cistern located about ninety-five feet 

from the building, and which is used for meat purposes. The boiler and 
engine rooms are attached to north side of main building. It contains two 
boilers and an engine of fifteen horse power. The chimney is eighty-five feet 
high. In the rear of the boilers is the coal house. The cheese manufacturing 
room is in the rear of the bath room, and is twenty by thirty feet. The 
receiving room, where milk is delivered, is on the left of bath room. Here 
the dairymen unload their milk and have their cans washed, steamed and 
rinsed, so as to be prepared for milk the next day. A department like this 
should be attached to every cheese or butter factory in the land, as the cans 
are thoroughly cleaned, and the steaming effectually destroys all germs of 
ferment. The second story is divided up into a room for preparing extract of 
beef; tin room, where cans are made for putting up the milk; sealing room, 
where the condensed milk is filled into the smaller cans and sealed up, and 
lastly, a room used for an office. The third story or floor, is used for general 
store room, and together with the part leading over the boilers, is used 
for curing cheese. Connected with the establishment is an ice house, thirty- 
eight by fifty-five feet, and a box shop; thus rendering the whole very com- 
plete for doing the various kinds of work which belong to the condensing 
business. 

When I was last at Elgin, I found the Elgin Condensed Milk Establish- 
ment putting up large quantities of condensed milk for the Boston and New 
York markets. This business is yet in. its infancy, but the time is not far 
distant, in my opinion, when a very large trade will be done in this direction. 
City consumers who are in the habit of using condensed milk tell me they 
prefer it for ordinary use; that they are sure of getting a pure, unadulterated 
article, and that it is cheaper even at a high price than milk ordinarily sold 
in cities, because of the shameful adulterations practiced by milkmen, and 

the liability of the milk getting sour; losses of this kind continually occur- 
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ing more than make up the difference in price, so that condensed milk is the 
cheaper of the two. Besides the convenience of always having sweet, pure, 
milk in one’s house, in small cans ready for use, is an important consideration 
to the city consumer. 

THE CONDENSING PROCESS 

at the Elgin Works, is that under the patent of Gain Borpen, and all his 

plans and suggestions are here strictly carried out. At this establishment the 

very greatest attention is paid to having milk delivered pure, and in perfect 

order, They have an admirable set of rules as a guide to each patron, and 

he is required to follow out the instructions to the letter. As these rules 
will be valuable to every dairyman who handles milk, I shall present them 

here at length. 

RULES FOR THE TREATMENT OF MILK. 

I. The milk shall be drawn from the cow in the most cleanly manner and 

strained through wire-cloth strainers. 
II. The milk must be thoroughly cooled immediately after it is drawn from 

the cow, by placing the can in which it is contained in a tub or vat of cold 
water, deep enough to come up to the hight of the milk in the can, containing 

at least three times as much water as the milk to be cooled; the milk to be 

occasionally stirred until the animal heat is expelled as below. 
III. In summer or in spring and fall, when the weather is warm, the bath 

shall be spring water not over fifty-two degrees temperature (a day or a night 

after a heavy rain excepted), constantly running or pouring in at the bottom 

necessary to reduce the temperature of the milk within forty-five minutes, to 

below fifty-eight degrees; and if night’s milk, to remain in such bath until 

the time of bringing it to the factory, to below fifty-five degrees. The 
morning’s milk not to exceed sixty degrees when brought to the factory. 

IV. In winter or in freezing weather, the bath shall be kept at the coolest 
point (it need not be running spring water) by the addition of ice or snow 
sufficient to reduce the temperature of night’s milk speedily below fifty 
degrees. 

V. In spring and fall weather a medium course will be pursued, so that 
night’s milk shall be cooled within an hour below fifty degrees, and morning’s 
milk below fifty-five degrees. 

VI. The bath and supply of water shall be so arranged as to let the water 
flow over the top to carry off the warm water. The can in which the milk 

is cooled shall be placed in the water immediately after the milking, and shall 
remain therein until the process of cooling shall be finished. 

VII. The night’s and morning’s milk shall be separately cooled before 
mixing. 

VIII. No milk shall be kept over to deliver at a subsequent time. 
IX. The milk shall be delivered on the platform at the factory in Elgin 

every day except Sunday. 
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X. Suitable cans of proper dimensions to transport the milk from the 
dairy to the milk works shall be furnished by the seller and the cans shall be 
brought full. 

XI. The Company shall clean and steam the cans at the factory free of 
charge, but customers shall keep the outside clean. The pails and strainers 
employed shall be by the seller thoroughly cleaned, scalded in boiling water, 
and dried morning and night. 

XII. Immediately before the milk is placed in the cans they shall be thor- 
oughly rinsed with clean, cold water, and great care shall be taken to keep 
the cans and milk free from dirt or impurities of any kind. When the cans 

are not in use they shall be turned down on a rack with the tops off. 

XIII. All the “strippings,” as well as the first part of the milk, shall be 

brought. No milk will be received from a cow which has not calved at least 
twelve days, unless by consent of Superintendent or Agent, who may deter- 
mine its fitness sooner by a sample of the milk. 

XIV. The cows are not to be fed on turnips or other food which would 

impart a disagreeable flavor to the milk, nor upon any food which will not 

produce milk of standard richness. 

XV. It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto, that if the 

Superintendent or Agent of the Company shall have good reason to suspect, 

either from evidence furnished or from the state of the milk itself, that water 

has been added, or that it has not been cooled as provided, or that it has 

been injured by carelessness, he shall have a right to refuse to receive such 

milk, or any further quantity of milk from the person so violating these 
directions and stipulations. The outlines of 

THE CONDENSING PROCESS 

are briefly as follows: Each man’s milk is examined as it is received, and if 
all right it is strained and passes to the receiving vat. From this it is con- 
ducted off, passing through another strainer into the heating cans, each 
holding about twenty gallons. These cans set in hot water, and the milk 

is held here until it reaches a temperature of 90°. It then goes through 

another strainer and into a large wooden vat, at the bottom of which is a 
coil of copper pipe, through which steam passes, and here it is heated up to 

near the boiling point. Then the best quality of white granulated sugar is 
added in the proportion of one and a-quarter pounds of sugar to the gallon 
of milk, when it is drawn into vacuum pan having a capacity of receiving 

three thousand quarts ata time. This pan is a copper cylinder witha coil of 
copper pipe inside and jacket underside also for steam. The milk remains in 
the vacuum pan subjected to steam for about three hours, losing about seven- 

ty-five per cent. of its water, when it is drawn off into cans holding forty 
quarts each. The cans are then set in a large vat containing cold water, 

the water being of a hight equal to the milk in the cans, where it is stirred 
until the temperature of the condensed milk is reduced to a little below 70°. 
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It is then emptied into large drawing cans with faucets, and from them drawn 
into small cans holding a pound each, immediately soldered to exclude the 

air, and when properly labeled is ready for the market. There are 

TWO KINDS OF CONDENSED MILK, 

that containing sugar as above described, and simply the plain milk without 
the addition of the sugar. The wholesale price received at this factory for 

their milk is $3.50 for a dozen cans, or a trifle over twenty-nine cents per 
pound. It will be seen that four pounds of fresh milk as drawn from the 
cow, or about two quarts by measure, when condensed by taking out seventy- 

five per cent. of water, will make one pound condensed milk, and therefore a 
little more than fourteen and a-half cents per quart is realized for it. Jam 

not prepared to give the expense of manufacturing, but if four and a-half 
cents per quart be taken to cover all expenses and this is doubtless too large 

an estimate—we have the milk worth ten cents per quart to the producer. 

THE CONDENSED MILK 

is about the consistency of thick sirup, has a pleasant taste, and when used 
for tea or coffee is not to be distinguished from pure, fresh country milk. 
From what I saw of this establishment, and from a test of its products, I was 
convinced of its great benefits to all parties concerned, and could not but 
wish that more establishments of the kind were in operation throughout the 
country. The factory at Elgin is managed by a company, and it was paying 

farmers in the winter nineteen cents per gallon for milk. 

PROVOST’S CONDENSING FACTORY. 

In 1865 I was at the Provost Condensing Works, in Middletown, Orange 

Co., N. Y. The establishment was then under the management of Dr. C. E. 
CRANE, a very intelligent gentleman, who went over the premises with me 
and explained the various apparatuses for manipulating the milk. The 
process of evaporation here is different from that of BorpEn’s, and was 
claimed to take less heat. We give briefly a description of the process. 
Milk is reduced and prepared in two forms at the factory. That which is 
run off without the addition of sugar is called condensed milk, and when 
sugar is used, concentrated milk. 

During the summer about three thousand six hundred quarts per day are 

received at the factory. The milk is weighed and tested when received, and 
emptied into long pails holding twenty quarts, similar to the pails used at the 
butter factories for cooling the milk. About eighteen quarts are put in each 
pail, and after the milk has been cooled to 60° in order to divest it of animal 
heat and expel the ammoniacal gas, the pails are immediately plunged into a 
vat of water heated to a temperature of 185° to 190°. Refined loaf sugar is 
added at this stage at the rate of four pounds foreach pail orcan. It is kept 
in the vat of heated water about thirty minutes, when it is poured into an 
immense pan having fifty corrugations which sets over water and upon a 
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furnace in the adjoining room. Here are arranged two large fans, directly 
over the milk, which are kept in motion by machinery, the temperature 

of the milk while evaporation is going on being 160°. The fans carry off 
the water, forcing it through ventilators, out of the building, as fast as it is 

formed into vapor. It takes about seven hours to condense the milk, seventy- 
five per cent. of its bulk in water being driven off. The faucets at each end 
of the pan are then opened and the condensed fluid passes through fine wire 

strainers or sieves into large cans. These cans, when filled are rolled away 
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to the tables where their contents are drawn off into small tin cans holding a 

pound each, and are immediately sealed up. The milk when condensed has 

the consistency of thick molasses, and is then sold at from twenty-five to 

forty cents per pound, according to the price of milk in the New York 
markets. The cans are packed in barrels with saw-dust, and are thus shipped 
to the markets—the milk being used in the navy and in hospitals, and in 

warm climates. 
Dr. Crane informed me that milk thus prepared will keep good for years 

without the least trouble He opened cans in my presence that contained 
the preparation a year old, and I found it of good flavor and apparently 

not injured by age. It had a rich, creamy taste, rather sweet, with a flavor 

of boiled milk, but by no means unpleasant. The price paid for milk at the 
factory during the summer had ranged from four to five and a-half cents 
per quart. In winter the price paid was seven and a-half cents per quart. 

EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK. 

The exports of condensed milk from New York alone in 1869 amounted 

to $79,652, of which England took $21,770; Austria $9,494; the States of 

Columbia $9,176 ; China, $8,166 ; Brazil $3,087, and Cuba $3,098. 

USE AND MANAGEMENT OF MILK AS A DIET TOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN. 

The following paper by Dr. Atrrep Wiursuire, M.R.C.P., of London, 
Physician to the British Lying-in Hospital, and late Medical Inspector to 

H. M. Privy Council, is a brief but valuable treatise upon this important 

subject : / 

“Tt may with truth be said that the value of milk as a food for infants and 

young children is incalculable. Not only is it the pabulum which thrifty nature 

provides for the nourishment of the young of the highest order of animals, the 
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mammalia, among which man is the chief, but it is the single article of diet 
upon which alone life can be sustained, and the body kept in perfect health 

and vigor. Most people know something of this, yet seldom think how 

variable a fluid milk may be or become according to the source whence it is 

derived or its subsequent treatment. Few, among the millions who daily use 

milk in their ordinary diet, reflect that the milk of each species of animal — 

possesses peculiar and distinctive characters specially fitting it for the nourish- 
ment of the young of the same species, and fewer still that the milk of 

different individuals of a given species varies considerably ; nay, more, that 

the milk of the same individual may vary materially at different hours of the 

day, or be changed by circumstances under which it is secreted. Thus, the 
state of health, the kind of food, passion or emotion may greatly modify the 
constitution of the fluid for better or worse, though the changes thus induced 

be, especially in the case of passion or emotion, so subtle as to elude detection 
by ordinary methods of examination, and only betray themselves by their 
effects when consumed as food. It is obvious then that when we speak of 
milk we speak of a fluid which may differ essentially, as it is obtained from 

the cow, the goat, the ass or the mare, not to speak of the alterations in its 

composition which may be induced in individuals by the conditions just 
mentioned. 

“Without dealing with the subtle changes of which milk is capable, and to 

which woman’s milk is more liable than that of any other animal, owing to 
her great susceptibility to emotion, or indeed without considering human 
milk at all, except by reference to it asa standard, I desire to say a few 

words upon the use and management of cows’, goats’ and asses’ milk as food 

for infants and children, but chiefly of cows’ milk, that being practically the 

most readily obtainable, if not the best. The foregoing remarks are made with 
the view of impressing upon the non-professional reader, the fact that there 
are important differences in the chemical and physical constitution of milks, 
and that the milk of any animal may not be indifferently taken, in the belief 

that being milk it is all one, whether it be yielded by a cow or a goat, an ass 

or mare. As regards results, scarcely any of us live entirely without milk ; 
either as a luxury or as a necessary of life, nearly all partake of it. But 

there is a great host of little ones, to whom indeed it is a necessary of life, 

to whom it is one of the very first conditions of existence, to whom it is 

meat and drink. As the constitutional vigor and health of adults are largely 
influenced by the conditions of their existence as children, it becomes import- 

ant that children, who in their turn become men and women, should be reared 

in the healthiest manner possible, so as to secure for them that vigor which, 

in after life, is so essential to their own well-being and that of the community 

of which they are members. We say advisedly that this cannot be done, 
that is, good sound health cannot be secured without milk—good milk. And 
this valuable article should be properly used if we would get from it all the 
benefits it undoubtedly will afford if rightly used and treated. It is upon 
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this part of the subject I would particularly dwell:—the proper use and 
management of milk as a diet for infants and children. 

‘‘It is hoped that it will not be requisite to insist upon scrupulous cleanliness 
in the treatment of milk. Taint of any kind, and acidity, should be looked 
upon as destroyers of its good properties. Milk, fresh, sweet and pure, is a 
most wholesome diet; putrefying, it is harmful. 

“ Before going further, it will, perhaps, be well very briefly to consider the 
chief characteristics of woman’s milk, and to compare them with cow’s milk. 
This will enable us to see the difference between the two ; and we shall then 
be in a position to say how cow’s milk may be made more nearly to resemble 
human milk, and thus fitter for the consumption of children. Clearly this is 
a matter of some importance. The chief thing to be borne in mind about 
cow’s milk is, that it is much richer in cheesy matter than mother’s milk. 
The value of this knowledge will be shown presently. It is also somewhat 
richer in butter, and decidedly richer in salts. On the other hand, mother’s 
milk is richer in sugar. It may be said with some truth, that cow’s milk is 
“stronger” than mother’s milk, for one pint of the former will contain more 
solid matter than a like quantity of the latter. To bring cow’s milk toa 
condition resembling mother’s milk, as regards the cheesy element, it is 
necessary to dilute it with water (I much prefer lime water as a rule) in the 
proportion of a third or a fourth of water, to two-thirds or three-fourths of 
milk. But then the resulting mixture will not be rich enough in sugar and 
fat, and to remedy this a little sugar of milk (which is now easily procurable) 
and some cream should be added. Lump sugar should be very sparingly 
used in the food of children; it is much abused in this respect. Better not 
use sugar at all than use too much. Sugar of milk should only be used to 
the extent of slightly sweetening the prepared milk. To repeat, two-thirds 
or three-fourths pure, new cow’s milk mixed with a third or fourth of water 
(the proportion may be varied according to the age, requirements or peculiari- 
ties of the child; very young children, for instance, often thriving best on half 
and half), to every half pint of which two teaspoonsful to a tablespoonful of 
fresh cream and a little sugar of milk are added, will form a fluid resembling, 
as nearly as may be, mother’s milk. If cream cannot be procured, a few 
drops of sweet olive oil will be a good substitute. I make mention of this, 
as I consider fat to be of the highest importance to children. Now, having 
brought cow’s milk into a condition as nearly as possible resembling mother’s 
milk as regards proportion of ingredients, we may go a step further and 
endeavor to improve it as regards the quality of one of its principal ingre- 
dients, viz., the curd or cheesy element. The curd of cow’s milk is much 
denser and therefore far less digestible than that of mother’s milk. This is 
a fact of great practical importance. How can it best be obviated? Before 
stating this I would refer, en passant, to a matter upon which much ignorance 
prevails. It is commonly believed that if a child brings up curdled milk it is 
a sign that it does not agree with it. The truth is, that it would not agree 
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if it did not curdle after its reception into the stomach, for curdling by the 

gastric juice (an acid fluid secreted by the stomach, and endowed with pecu- 

liar properties) is one of the first and most important acts of digestion. The 

vomiting may be wrong, but the curdling is not, for as just stated, the first 
act in the digestion of milk is the coagulation of its curd. The curd formed 
from mother’s milk is very light and delicate; it is feathery, or like snow 

flakes, and thus permits of easier digestion. If a child fed upon cow’s milk 
vomits dumps of curd, there must be something wrong, but the bringing up 

of a little curdled milk need not generally be taken as indicative of mischief. 
How then can we bring the dense curd of cow’s milk into the flocculent 
condition observed in mother’s milk? My own observation and experience 

lead me to believe that this can best be done by diluting the milk with lime- 
water. Usually I advise the substitution of lime-water for the third or fourth 

part of water alluded to, and I have witnessed the best results ensue upon 

the adoption of this plan. If plain water be not wholly replaced by lime- 

_ water, I always direct that a portion of it shall be. I believe I have the 
strongest grounds for this recommendation. In the first place, as already 

stated, lime-water renders the curd of cow’s milk lighter and more digestible ; 
secondly, it helps to neutralize acidity, to which hand-fed children are espe- 

cialy exposed ; thirdly, it helps children to form teeth, often backward and 
fourthly, it is an excellent remedy against that bane of childhood, rickets, in 

which too common disease there is, as is well known, a deficiency of lime in 
the bony tissues, owing to defective assimilation of lime salts, the supply of 

which, moreover, is frequently inadequate. Lime-water, then, is a valuable 
addition to the milk diet of children, on several grounds. The addition of a 
small quantity of well prepared baked or bojled flour; Cuapman’s entire 
wheat flour; Lizsie’s food, or Rozp’s biscuit, may also tend to keep the curd 

from clotting into large, hard masses, and in this way such articles may prove 
useful; but I am persuaded, that as a rule, nothing but milk diluted with 
water, or lime-water, as directed, should be given to infants for the first six 

months after their existence. 
“There is a very strong reason why starchy matters, such as arrowroot, 

etc., which can scarcely be called food, should not be given in early infancy. 

It is this: for about the first three months of life, infants do not secrete 

saliva, and unless starchy matters are mixed with saliva, they cannot contrib- 
ute any nourishment to the body; on the contrary they become active sources 
of acidity. Farinaceous foods are, as a rule, more or less injurious on this 

account, and milk is often unjustly stigmatized as bad, owing to the admix- 
ture with it of some kind of starchy material, which is apt to excite intestinal 
disturbance in young children. Milk should not be blamed when used under 
such conditions; to try it fairly it should be used as already pointed out. 

Some children have an aversion to milk, and for them various diets may be 

devised. It is not my intention to speak of such diets here; but I would 
remark that children who take milk reluctantly, or with indifference, may be 
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induced to take it more kindly by the addition of a very little pure cocoa or 
chocolate. Much of the trash sold as cocoa consists of a compound contain- 
ing starch, etc., and should accordingly be carefully avoided. Van Hovuten’s, 
SCHWEITZER’s or CapBuRY’s, are excellent. Or a little flavoring by vanilla, 
cinnamon, carraways, or a very few drops of brandy or rum, will occasionally 
render milk extremely palatable to children. All these require to be carefully 
and sparingly used, especially the latter. 

A word or two further may be said upon the treatment of milk. It 
should never be boiled; this renders it less digestible; indeed, it should not 
be mrore than slightly warmed, and ought never to be kept long in that con- 
dition, as fermentation is favored by warmth. It should never be exposed to 
objectional effluvia or odors. The feeding-bottles and appurtenances, and all 
receptacles for milk, should be kept scrupulously clean; the slightest acidity 
from such sources tainting the whole fluid, and thus rendering it hurtful. It 
need hardly be said that pure milk, the produce of healthy animals, should 
alone be used. The milk of asses, when procurable, is excellent. Goat’s 
milk is useful, but is perhaps a little strong in curd, and may require to be 
treated accordingly. 

THE USE OF SKIMMED MILK AS AN EXCLUSIVE DIET IN DISEASE. 

In regard to the value of milk as a curative agent in disease, the Medical 
Times, Philadelphia, has the following interesting statement from Dr. S. W. 
Mircouett. He says :—‘“ My design in this and the brief papers with which I 
hope to follow it, is to give my own experience in the use of skimmed milk as an 
alterative diet in certain cases of disease. After reading Carzt’s paper some 
years ago, I began to employ this very useful method of treatment, and since 
then have found repeated reason to congratulate myself upon the success 
which, in my hands, it has attained whenever the cases for its use were 
selected with discretion. In dealing with the subject I shall first make some 
general remarks upon the mode of using milk and upon the effects observed 
in nearly all cases. Next, I shall relate histories of its employment in gastric 
disorders, in diarrhea, in malarious and renal dropsies, and finally in nervous 
maladies. I hope to conclude with a study of the influence of the milk cure 
upon the secretions and excretions. In following this path I shall in some 
ceases differ from Dr. CarxEt ; but in general my views will be found to corre- 
spond with those held by this physician. The milk is to be used as free as 
possible from cream; and if, as is generally the case in our cities, there is an 
abundance of ice to be had, I prefer to let the milk stand in a well-chilled 
refrigerator for twenty-four hours. It should then be carefully skimmed, 
after which it is fit for use. As Carmen remarks, the quality of the milk goes 
for something, and perhaps too the surroundings, since I have found persons 
who could not bear the treatment in a city, while in the country they throve 
under it admirably. As to temperature, it may be given warm, not hot or 
cold, as suits the taste. In rare cases, where at first it caused nausea, I have 
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had to use it with more or less lime-water during the first few days. In 
other instances the repugnance to its taste is a difficulty, and this may be 
overcome by faintly flavoring it with a few drops of coffee or with caramel. 
Other patients prefer to add to it a little salt; but as a rule I desire to give 

the milk alone as soon as possible. 
“ Quantity.—The patient takes, to begin with, one or two tablespoonsful 

on rising, and every two hours during the day. When I followed CarEt’s 
rule of giving at once half-a-tumbler to a tumblerful (two to six ounces) four 
times daily, I found that few patients would bear it without nausea and early 
disgust. I increase each dose by a tablespoonful every day—say three the 
second day and four the third day. Thus, if the patient begins at eight A.M. 
he takes up to ten P.M. eight doses, that is to say about sixteen ounces. Now, 
this is the lower limit; nor have I been able in the cases of females or delicate 

men to give it more largely at first. Indeed, few women of sickly or seden- 

tary habits are able to exceed at any time a pint and a-half daily. After the 
fourth day it is better to separate the doses as you increase their amount, 

until they are taken at four equal intervals daily, and the maximum quantity 

is attained. This varies greatly. I had one patient, a railroad contractor, 
who, living an out-door life of the most active kind, took daily for more than 

a year fourteen tumblers of skimmed milk, and thisalone. Two quarts a day 
is the limit with most of my patients. I suspect, from CaRrEt’s account, the 

Russian patients must have more hardy stomachs. 
“« Where people are well enough to live afoot I have had little difficulty in 

the use of milk; but in very feeble persons—and I have often given to such 

—I have found it absolutely necessary to use with it for a few days, brandy 

or whisky, and even beef soup, all of which I expect to abandon as soon as 

the patient can take milk enough to sustain his strength. It is needless to 
say that for a patient to take steadily a diet of skimmed milk alone, requires 

the utmost fortitude and all the moral aid which the physician can give. 
Caret thinks the first week the most difficult one, and this is usually the case; 
but sometimes the whole period of milk use is one long struggle, even after 
we begin to allow a partial use of other diet. It is not in these cases hunger, 
but simply the craving for other food which tortures the patients. Most of 
them avoid the sight of food in order to control their desires, and in one case 

I was much amused by a gentleman who said tome in a guilty tone, ‘ Indeed 
Doctor, but I could not help it; I stole an egg this morning.’ 

“Dr. CarE. begins to alter the diet of milk after two or three weeks. 
I prefer to reach the latter limit before giving other food, but this, after all, is 

a matter for separate decision in individual cases. My own rule, founded on 
considerable experience, is this: Dating from the time when the patient 
begins to take the milk alone, I wish three weeks to elapse before anything 

be used save milk. After the first week of the period I direct that the milk 
be taken in just as large amount as the person desires, but not allowing it to 

fall below a limit which for me is determined in each case by his ceasing to 
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lose weight. ‘Twenty-one days of absoluté milk diet having passed, with such 
exception as I shall presently mention, I now give a thin slice of stale white © 
bread thrice a day. After another week I allow rice once a day—about two 
tablespoonsful—or a little arrowroot, or both, as circumstances may dictate. 
At the fifth week I give a chop once a day, and then in a day or two another 
at breakfast; and after the sixth week I expect to return gradually to a diet 
which should still consist largely of milk for some months. In children I 
sometimes use raw in place of cooked meat for a time, but grown people will 
rarely take it, although very often they are willing to take raw soup (Liebig’s.) 

THE SYMPTOMS DEVELOPED 

under the use of milk are very interesting, and not all of them are told by 
_Carzt. In no case have I seen any one gain weight duriug the first few days; 
but where the treatment succeeds, the patient soon ceases to lose, and then 
slowly gains in weight. This is usually the case in severe gastric and intes- 
tinal cases ; but in some cases the loss of weight continues even after they 
are taking an amount of milk usually sufficient to sustain the body in an 
equilibrium. This is remarkably the case in very fat persons, who, as every 
one knows, are quite commonly small eaters. Taking three cases of dyspepsia 
at random (all women) I find this record: The first lost in two weeks fourteen 
pounds of a weight of one hundred and thirty-one; the second lost eighteen 
pounds of a weight of one hundred and twenty; and the third eleven pounds 
of a weight of one hundred and seventeen, her total weight at the start. In 
another case where the quantity of milk taken was two quarts daily, and the 
exercise small, the man lost weight steadily up to the time that I began to 
give bread, when the gain was immediate and speedy (case diarrhea.) Mrs. 
S., aged forty-seven, weight one hundred and ninety-four pounds, inactive, 
sallow, feeble, dyspeptic, and a very small eater, lost in four weeks thirty 
pounds, with general gain in strength and vigor. 

THE STATE OF THE SKIN 

has seemed to improve in all cases of chronic, gastric, or intestinal disease, but 
in others there has been no change. The urine, in a few cases is somewhat 
annoying during the first week, the patient having frequent calls; but com- 
monly no such complaint is made, although in certain dropsies I have found 
the milk to act strictly as a diuretic. The changes in the urine we shall 
have occasion to study in future. 

““The tongue is apt to become furred, and be white and rough two or 
three weeks,—in some cases so long as milk is taken; but so far is this from 
representing a disturbed state of stomach, that the dyspeptic after a few days 
usually finds himself in the enjoyment of an amount of digestive comfort 
long a stranger to his viscera. The stools begin to show the milk tint—a 
yellowish or salmon liue—after forty-eight hours, and when the milk disagrees 
they are apt to be loose, while usually they are intensely tough and constipa- 
ted. This feature of the use of skimmed milk is at times most obstinate and 
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annoying. After some weeks of creamless milk, I have often resorted, in 
such cases, to unskimmed milk, and with good effect; but it is quite clear 
that even this, in adults, may constipate, as it never does in the child. CarEn 

says that a little coffee in the morning is often sufficient to relieve the bowels; 
and where a small cup of pure coffee can be used, this is true. I give it 
without sugar. Later in the treatment, fruit, fresh or stewed, may be used; 

but as a rule, I find that a little Saratoga water on rising, and a half grain of 
aloes, with a grain of ginger at night, will answer; or if these do not, then 

an enema is required. In some cases, this symptom is simply unconquerable 
by any constant treatment, and twice it has forced me to abandon the milk. 
In another case—a lady who undertook the milk cure unassisted—I was sent 

for on account of violent rectal and sciatic pain which followed every effort 
at defecation. She said she had a daily stool, which was true, but the amount 

passed was trifling, and her rectum was packed. with feces so tough as utterly 

to defy injections, until I had mechanically broken up the mass. The pulse 
is usually quickened, until the milk diet is large enough to sustain the weight 
unchanged, when it falls again. In certain cases of hypertrophied left ventri- 

cle with palpitation of the heart, the immediate effect is to lower the pulse 
and quiet the heart. The nervous system is not strikingly affected by milk. 

I have once only, in a very stout and hysterical lady, seen vertigo and faint- 

ness follow its use, and forbid its continuance; but as a rule, it is in such 

persons soothing alone. Carrt makes no mention of one symptom of which 
many have spoken to me: this is an intense sleepiness. It is common, but 
not universal, and soon passes away. 

“In this brief sketch I have told plainly my own experience, and this I 

shall illustrate by cases—only some few of which I shall relate in detail. In 

no diseases has the value of milk-treatment been more clear than in certain 

instances of stomachal disorders. It is needless to add that I have quoted 

here only such instances as had proved rebellious to all ordinary methods. 
Y. C., aged fourteen, a frail and pallid lad, employed as errand boy in a sugar 
refinery, where he had contracted the habit of continually eating sugar. 
After some weeks he began to have a sick stomach, and at length incessant 
vomiting, for which a variety of treatment was employed, without relief. 
Finally it was found that he was able to keep down small quantities of milk 
diluted with equal parts of lime-water. The amounts taken were still too 
small to sustain life, and he wasted rapidly. At this time he fell under my 
care, and was at once put upon an exclusive diet of skimmed milk, taking two 
tablespoonsful every two hours. The vomiting ceased at once, and as the 
milk was increased in amount and the interval lengthened, he began in a 
week to gain weight. In two weeks he was doing well on a quart a day, 
and on the twenty-first day he began to take bread. At the fourth week a 
chop was added, and at the fifth week he went to the country. At this time 

he was gaining weight and color. He felt none of the gastric distress after 

the third day, but the sleepiness was well marked for two weeks. At the 
14 
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second week a slight return of emesis obliged him to lessen the dose for a 
few days. In him, as in most young people, the constipation was readily 
overcome by a rhubarb pill at bed time. 

“Miss C., aged fifty-two. Has had for a year, attacks of violent pain, 
which are referred to the pit of the stomach, or rarely lower. They had no 
relation to her meals, but were easily brought on by fatigue. The natural 
ending of these spells seemed to be in slight emesis, and for a long time the 
very least vomiting gave instant relief, which however ceased to be the case 
after a year, when the attacks had become as frequent as two to four a week. 
The most careful research discovered no gall stones in the stools, and only 
once was there bile in the urine. The matter vomited was rarely the food, 
but only thin mucus, not acid, and containing no sarcinae or other substance 
which cast any light on the case. Alkalies, tonics—for she was very pale 
and feeble—stimulants, acids, pepsin, arsenic, and bismuth, were used in vain. 

Hypodermic injections, and opiates internally, alike failed. In this therapeu- 
tic despair—even change of air having produced no good result—I advised 
the use of milk treatment; and as her case illustrates alike the value and the 

difficulties of this plan of diet, I conceive it to be very instructive. At this 
time her attacks were of almost daily occurence. The milk was given 
cautiously—a tablespoonful every two hours—for two days, when it was 

doubled. On the fourth day she took four tablespoonsful at each dose, and 

at the same intervals, but was manifestly not losing weight, although weak. 
A little whisky added thrice a day bridged over this trouble, and was aban- 

doned on the seventh day. Up to this time she had no attack, nor had she 
any up to the beginning of the fourth week, when the milk was given up. 

The reason for this was twofold. Her disgust at the diet was unconquerable; 
nor was I able by slight changes to secure good continued results. More 

complete alteration of diet brought back the attacks. I yet believe that these 
difficulties might have been overcome, but in her the milk caused a constipa- 
tion so invincible that not even the most powerful purgatives or enemas 
were of any avail. Needless to say that, from the promise of so much good 

from milk, no means were left unused to enable her to take it, but all alike 

failed us, and I was forced in this case to confess myself beaten. Mechanical 
means were finally needed every few days to break up the tough rectal 
accumulations, and so the milk was given up. The case was probably gas- 
trodynia. 

‘Somewhat like it in certain respects, was the history of a man who was 

sent to me from Elkton, Maryland, by my friend Dr. Extis. About nine 

months before I saw him he began to have increasingly severe attacks of 
pain, which came on an hour or two after meals, and lasted nearly up to the 

next meal. The pain was sharp and was referred to the epigastric region and 
to the left side below the ribs. There was a good deal of wind, occasional 

acid stomach, and no tenderness anywhere; bowels regular, urine high-colored, 

but free from albumen and depositing urates abundantly. He had been 
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skillfully treated with a variety of drugs, but with no relief. On explaining 

to him the milk-diet, he professed himself able to carry it out. About two 
months later he returned to show himself, when I learned that he had lived 

on milk alone during the whole of this time, with immediate, enduring and 

absolute relief from all his pains. He was then directed how to return to 

his usual diet. Several months afterwards I learned that he was still living 

partly on milk, and was well and vigorous. 

“Mrs. B., widow, aged thirty-three, had for years suffered from constant 

acid dyspepsia, for which she had been treated by several physicians, both at 

home and abroad. Her only relief consisted in the most careful choice of a 

minimum amount of food, and in the constant use of bismuth. She weighed 

one hundred and eighteen pounds and was sallow and disfigured by an ecze- 

matous eruption. During the first day of the milk cure she only took one 

tablespoonful every two hours, and after this it was increased as I have 
described. In a week she was taking a little under a quart daily, and her 

weight was down to one hundred and fourteen pounds. A little whisky was 
now added, and left off at the fifteenth day, when she was taking over two 

quarts of milk. The weight continued nearly up to the end of the third 

week, when she declared that even the perfect ease obtained as early as the 

third day of the treatment, was scarcely a compensation for the horrors of this 

exclusive diet. A little persuasion, however, enabled me to continue its use 

another week, when I began to give stale bread, and in a few days later 
venison. Her gain in weight from this time was strangely rapid, and five 
weeks and a-half after we began, the milk brought her up to one hundred and 
twenty-nine pounds, with a perfectly clear and spotless skin. The aloes pill 

and enema answered throughout to control her bowels. It is now nearly a 
year since this time, but despite her final abandonment of milk she retains 
alike her good looks and comfort in digestion, having had in this time only 

one relapse which yielded to a brief return to the diet. I was very much 

struck in another case, with the same remarkable improvement in the clear- 

ness and beauty of the skin which I have just mentioned. 
*“‘ Miss L., a young lady aged twenty, of remarkable personal attractions, 

was seized with a violent attack of inflammation of the ileo-czecal region, with 

the common accompaniments of intense pain, swelling, tenderness and fecal 

accumulation, with violent vomiting. After a week or ten days the bowels 

were moved and the attack subsided. The experience of several such illnesses 
finally taught me that the local use of ice over the diseased region, chloral 
internally, and no purgatives for a week, gave the best and shortest curative 

result ; but by this time the attacks recurred so easily and her general health 

had so suffered as to make some permanent relief imperative. At this period 
all the usual alteratives had failed to effect this end, and she was wasted, 

thin, and excessively sallow, with dark stains beneath the eyes. During three 

weeks only she took the milk, and I was then obliged by her urgency to add 
a chop daily. The effect of this diet was both to me and to her friends 
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astonishing, in the sudden gain of weight, and in the return of clear and 

delicate skin tints. No less marked were the ease of digestion, previously 

much impaired, and the total disappearance of the hardening about the 

ascending colon. The bowels, somewhat to my surprise, were easily managed 

by a little rhubarb twice a day. In this case I did not hope for permanent 

relief save by six months of milk treatment. So soon, however, as she felt 

well I found it impossible to secure a continuance of its use, so that after 
some months I was not surprised to see her in a new attack. The case has 

value chiefly as showing that, with a tendency to a constipative disease, milk 

may still be used, and is illustrative of the profound change which milk some- 
times effects in the nutritive system. The above cases, selected for various 
reasons, are merely representative of difficulties or successes, and it would be 

quite possible for me to multiply either class. Suffice it to say that in oldand 
unmanageable cases of dyspepsia, and in neuralgic disorders related to the 

gastro-intestinal viscera, the treatment by milk has been sometimes a reliable 
resource when without it I must have been in therapeutic despair.” 



ASSOCIATED DATRYING—ITS RISE, PROGRESS, &C. 

I HAVE said that the dairy has become an important branch of national 

industry, that it is rapidly spreading over new fields, and is engaging the 

attention of farmers in the western, northwestern and middle States, wherever 

the lands are adapted to grazing, and there are springs and streams of living 

water. It is true, there are extensive plains at the south and southwest 

where the business of dairying cannot be carried on, but broad belts and 

isolated patches of land are scattered over our vast domain, well adapted 

to grazing, and such lands, when taken in the aggregate, cover a wide extent 

of territory. 
There are two causes that have been operating the past few years to 

stimulate the development of this branch of industry, and have brought it to 

assume proportions that give it a distinctive feature of nationality. The first 
is a large and increasing foreign demand for dairy products ; the second is the 
American system of “Associated Dairies,” now brought to such wonderful 
perfection that the business can be readily introduced into new sections with 

all the ease and certainty of success in producing the qualities attained in old 
dairy districts. 

The foreign demand for cheese, it is believed, will be permanent, and 

exportations from year to year must largely increase, since the finest Ameri- 

can grades are acknowledged to be equal to the best manufactured abroad. 
This fact alone gives confidence to those about entering upon the business of 

dairy farming—that it will be remunerative and enduring. 

In addition, as the texture and flavor of cheese have been improved, a 

large home demand has sprung up, which requires large quantities to meet its 

wants. It is believed by many that the home demand, for years to come, 

will more than keep pace with increased production; and home sales for the 
past few years would seem to prove that this view is not without foundation. 

With a constantly increasing home trade and a reliable market abroad, no 
branch of farming to-day offers prospects of better or more permanent 
remuneration than the dairy. 

COMMENCEMENT OF CHEESE DAIRYING AS A SPECIALTY—ITS HISTORY, ETC. 

The history of American Cheese Dairying has never been written, and 

perhaps a brief glance at its rise and progress will not be out of place. 
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Cheese making began in Herkimer county, New York, more than sixty 

years ago. For upwards of twenty years its progress was slow, and the 

business was deemed hazardous by the majority of farmers, who believed 

that over-production was to be the result of those making a venture upon 
this specialty. The fact, however, gradually became apparent that the cheese 
makers were rapidly bettering their condition, and outstripping in wealth 

those who were engaged in grain raising and a mixed husbandry. 

About the year 1830 dairying became pretty general in the towns of Herki- 
mer county north of the Mohawk, and some years later spread through the 
southern district of the county, gradually extending into Oneida and adjoin- 

ing counties. Up to this period and for several years later, little or no cheese 
was shipped to Europe. It was not considered fit for market till fall or 

winter. It was packed in rough casks and peddled in the home market at 
from five to eight cents per pound. All the operations of the dairy were 
rude and undeveloped; the herds were milked in the open yard; the curds 

were worked in tubs and pressed in log presses. Everything was done by 
guess, and there was no order, no system and no science in conducting opera- 

tions. 
In 1840 the value of the dairy products of New York—butter, cheese and 

milk—was estimated by the United States census returns at $10,496,021, and 

in all the States at $33,787,008. Some idea of the comparative increase will 
be found when it is known that the value of the butter products of New York 

alone, in 1865, was more than $60,000,000. From 1840 to 1850 cheese began 

to be shipped abroad, the first shipments being inaugurated under the auspices 

of Herkimer county dealers. 
In i848—’49 the exports of American cheese to Great Britain were 

15,386,836 pounds. Much of the cheese manufactured this year was of poor 
quality, and British shippers claimed to have sustained heavy losses. There 

Was a more moderate demand the following year, and prices fell off a penny 

a pound, varying from fair to strictly prime, from six to six and a-quarter 
cents for Ohio, and six to six and three-quarters for New York State. The 

exports in 1849—50 were 12,000,000 pounds, and continued to vary, without 

important increase, for several years. From September, 1858, to September, 
1859, the exports of cheese to Great Britain and Ireland were only two 
thousand five hundred and ninety-nine tons, and in the following year, for 

the same corresponding period, they were increased to seven thousand five 

hundred and forty-two tons. 
During the early part of the year 1860, SamurL Perry of New York 

city, a native of Herkimer, and one of the earliest operators in the cheese 
trade, endeavored to control the market, purchasing the great bulk of cheese 

manufactured in the country. He was reputed to be wealthy, and had for 

years enjoyed the confidence of dairymen, and being liberal in his dealings he 

was enabled to secure the dairies by contract, making his purchases at from 

nine to ten cents per pound. Then commenced the exportation of American 
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cheese on a scale hitherto unknown in the history of the trade; and to him 
belongs the credit of opening up a foreign market for this “class of goods.” 

The exportation of cheese from New York to Europe during 1860 was 
23,252,000 pounds, which was increased on the following year to 40,041,000 

pounds. 

About this time (1860) the associated dairy system began to attract 

attention. Several factories were in operation in Oneida county, and were 

turning outa superior article of cheese. The system had been first inaugurated 

by Jesse Wiitiams, a farmer living near Rome, in that county, and was 
suggested from mere accidental circumstances. Mr. Witi1AMs was an expe- 

rienced and skillful cheese-maker, and at a time when the bulk of American 

cheese was poor. His dairy, therefore, enjoyed a high reputation, and was 

eagerly sought for by dealers. In the spring of. 1851 one of his sons having 
married, entered upon farming on his own account, and the father contracted 

the cheese made on both farms at seven cents per pound, a figure considerably 

higher than was being offered for other dairies in that vicinity. When the 

contract was made known to the son he expressed great doubt as.to whether 

he should be able to manufacture the character of cheese that would be 

acceptable under the contract. He had never taken charge of the manufac- 

ture of cheese while at home, and never having given the subject that close 

attention which it necessarily requires, he felt that his success in coming up 

to the required standard would be a mere matter of chance. His father 

therefore proposed coming daily upon the farm and giving the cheese-making 
a portion of his immediate supervision. But this would be very inconvenient, 
and while devising the means to meet the difficulties and secure the benefits 

of the contract, which was more than ordinarily good, the idea was suggested 

that the son should deliver the milk from his herd daily at the father’s milk- 

house. From this thought sprang the idea of uniting the milk from several 

neighboring dairies and manufacturing it at one place. Buildings were 

speedily erected and fitted up with apparatus, which, proving a success, thus 
gave birth to the associated system of dairying now widely extended through- 

out the Northern States. 

The system of associated dairies, during the last eight years, has been 

earried into the New England States and into the Canadas. It is largely 
adopted in Ohio, and has obtained a foothold in Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, 

Kansas, and other States. It is known abroad as the “ American System of 
Dairying,” and its peculiarities are so well adapted to the genius of our people 
as to give it a distinctive character of nationality. 

PROGRESS OF THE FACTORY SYSTEM IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK, AND 
CAPITAL INVESTED IN THE BUSINESS UP TO 1866. 

The number of cheese factories in the State of New York at the com- 
mencement of the season of 1866, was more than five hundred. The following 
table will show the number of factories erected in the State each year from 
1850 to 1866: 
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YEAR OF ERECTION. 

eee eee eee ee ee ee ee ee eee ose ce oe 

ee eer ee eer ee ese sors eee se eesee ees 

See ere ee eee teres esse ere ew eseees 

See ee esos es ere eee eee esses esecoes 

Ce i ee a er es 

Ce a 

See eee eee er see se eser ec eneessesece 

eee ress ee wees eres ee essere seecrsee 

Ce 
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se a 
z Be 

1 1860° 6. SoS ee 17 
sj aisieiae LBG Do 0 on, on! en) rm \epeyejetrays! sa ee ns 
es Hoe L862. eo ae wees + cs a See 

4 1863. cee Oe RE 111 
Bt) 1864 2 ation Out opie er 210 
3 TS60 Seles a 6a es san oe ee 52 
3 LSGG ag a a 46 
4 pee 

4 Total, April, 1866... 2. seen 500 

These five hundred factories would probably average four hundred cows 
each, making a total of two hundred thousand cows, which, at the low cash 

value of $40 each, give an aggregate of $8,000,000. The lands employed in 
associated dairying in New York in 1866 would not be less than a million of 

acres, which, at an average of $40 an acre, would amount to $40,000,000. 

COST OF PERSONS EMPLOYED. 
NO. 0 E Soe eee BUILDINGS ve pirates POUNDS OF MILK 

TORIES. APPARATUS. MALES. FEMALES. cows. ; 

! | 

Allegany........ 6 $17,000 9 11 1,395 1,006,445 
Broome: . =. 2.1... 1 8,000 1 2 500 643,510 
Cattaraugus..... 3 8,000 6 7 1,474 192,730 
Caylgar sie... 1 3,000 1 2 270 837,550 
Chautauqua....} 11 43,720 27 24 3,003 6,423,689 
Chemung. ....5| 3 1,800 5 4 107 764,850 
Chenango...... 19 54,556 31 Al 6,505 17,917,494 
Cortland....... 8 36,354 19 26 5,000 13,714,985 
1 DIMAS aes oe 7 18,925 13 22 2,248 4,128,380 
Essex 1 3,500 2 5 1,000 2,648,657 
ISON, oS ee anoe 2 8,500 3 4 800 
Herkimer...... 31 79, 975 57 63 11,499 32,157,583 
Jefferson ..... 78 76,858 | 101 77 14,088 82,618,713 
MUCWAS cise. cede: 32 52,546 5d 63 12,084 83,581,746 
Livingston..... 2 1,200 4 2 68 lox. onc eens 
Madison: ..... 384 72,100 55 74. 11,685 83,037,450 
Montgomery ...| 9 33,500 17 19 3,200 5,747,902 
INTAGATA .,~ 5) 210,0< il 225 3 2 DG onic cc Cee eRe 
Oneida. ii... 80 156,084 | 135 178 27,146 70,414,328 
Onondaga...... 4. 12,200 5 6 825 2,631,304 
Orange se) .2 si. 20 57,583 54 26 5,837 9,962,949 
Oswego...... : 21 40,100 31 38 6,815 13,450,857 
OBISE EO i icie's a's 35 44500 40 47 7,055 15.455 437 
St. Lawrence...| 4 9,000 6 9 1,375 2,848 3822 
Steuben........ Ie 175 3 2 Pa Mn Ie Me 8 ees ae ay 
Sullivan....... 2 1,050 Cie len ete er acy es BUT See Seer 
Tompkins ..... 2 7,200 5 11 1,550 3,237,512 
Washington.... 2 5,580 3 5 450 461,696 
Wyoming...... 5 14,200 10 ii 2,245 4,343,153 

Total...... 425 | $862,931 | 75 | 781 

POUNDS OF 
CHEESE 

MADE. 

104,374 
74,000 

See ee oe eee 

3,092,268 
3,357,546 
3,171,721 

19.900 
3,420,057 
474.622 

9.606 
8,107,018 

46,229 
446,011 

128,526 | 307,677,242 | 32,663,014 
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We give the preceding table, collected from official sources, showing the 

amount of capital invested in factory buildings, the number of hands 
employed at the factories, average number of cows delivering milk, pounds 
of milk, and pounds of cheese made during the season of 1864, at four 

hundred and twenty-five factories. The summary is made by counties. 
From the foregoing statistics it would not be practicable to deduce general 

results to show the relative products and profits of manufacturing in the 
several counties, since some of the factories were in operation only part of 

the season. A better estimate can be made from the following statistics, 

gathered from the New York State census returns, showing the operations 

of one hundred and thirty-three factories selected from the whole number, 
and working through the season of 1864. The tables were made up and 
published in the New York Tribune soon after the returns were completed, 

and for convenient reference the factories are numbered from one to one 

hundred and thirty-three, inclusive : 
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Table showing the capital invested in buildings, persons employed in manufacturing, num- 
ber of cows, season of beginning and closing operations, pounds of milk and pounds 
of cheese, at one hundred and thirty-three different factories in various parts of the 
State of New York, for the year 1864: 

CounTIEzs. 

Cattaraugus,......... 
Chautauqua,.......... 

Chenango,........... 

Essex, 

Madison,..........-.. 

sere twee cene 

© tee tec ee ee 

NuMBER. 

WOMINDOUP WW 

CAPITAL INVESTED IN BUILDINGS 

AND APPARATUS. 

PERSONS EM- 
PLOYED. 

3 
3 3 
= a 
— iS 

2 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 4 
1 2 
2 il 
a1 | 3 
2 5 
if 3 
1 3 
Q 2 
i 2 

1 \ 2% 
3 3 
3 2) 
3 4 
3 3 
2 4 
14% 3 

4 
6 

x 

WV WB 69 BD HD dD 69 WW HW FW W COW C9 OT 19 C9 AID 1 CIT HWW WWW WWW WWW WWI UDW WWW WW RWW WWW LW PWUWWNWNWENWWNHWNNWHWWNHWNHWNHWNWH Ew 

AVERAGE NUMBER oF Cows, SEASON BEGAN— 

May 5, 1864 
May 10, 1864 
May 3, 1864 
May 2, 1864 
Jun. 28, 1864 
Apr. 11, 1864 
May 2, 1864 
Apr. 18, 1864 
May 10, 1864 
Apr. 14, 1864 
April 5, 1864 
Apr. 27, 1864 
May 9, 1864 
May 10, 1864 
May 11, 1864 
May 9, 1864 
April 9, 1864 
May 26, 1864 
Apr. 10, 1864 
Apr. 19, 1864 
May 14, 1864 
May 8, 1864 
Apr. 15, 1864 
Apr 21, 1864 
May 24, 1864 
May 12, 1864 
Mar. 15, 1864 
Mar. 9, 1864 
May 15, 1864 
Apr. 26, 1864 
May 19, 1864 
May 28, 1864 
May 27, 1864 
Apr. 20, 1864 
May 1, 1864 
May 9, 1864 
May 11, 1864 
May 3, 1864 
May 11, 1864 
May 9, 1864 
May 1, 1864 
Apr. 22, 1864 
May 1, 1864 
Apr. 10, 1864 
May 22, 1864 
May 3, 1864 
Apr. 14, 1864 
May 11, 1864 
May 10, 1864 
May 11, 1864 
May 10, 1864 
May 2, 1864 
Apr. 25, 1864 
May 20, 1864 
Apr. 18, 1864 
May 5, 1864 
May 19, 1864 
May 3, 1864 
May 16, 1864 
Apr. 22, 1864 
Apr. 25, 1864 
Apr. 12, 1864 
April 4, 1864 
April 7, 1864 

SEASON ENDED— 

Noy. 1, 1864 
Oct. 10, 1864 
Oct. 15, 1864 
Noy. 18, 1864 
Nov. 12, 1864 

;. 1, 1864 
. 8, 1864 
. 1, 1864 

Noy. 15, 1864 
. 29, 1864 

. 1, 1864 
Are doseere 
Oct. 20, 1864 
Oct. 28, 1864 
Noy. 10, 1864 
Oct. 81, 1864 

. 1, 1864 
. 29, 1864 
. 22, 1864 
. 10, 1864 

Nov. 15, 1864 
. %, 1864 

Noy. 25, 1864 
. 1, 1864 
. 10, 1864 

». 18, 1864 
. 29, 1864 
. 31, 1864 

8, 1864 
22, 1864 

Nov. 1, 1864 
Oct. 15, 1864 
Bea do.... 
Nov. 1, 1864 
Oct. 31, 1864 
Noy. 7, 1864 
Oct. 28, 1864 
Oct. 31, 1864 
Noy. 1, 1864 

Nov. 15, 1864 
Secs doraee 
Oct. 22, 1864 
Oct. 23, 1864 
Oct. 27, 1864 
Noy. 5, 1864 
Noy. 1, 1864 
Novy. 5, 1864 
Nov. 1, 1864 
Oct. 25, 1864 
Noy. 5, 1864 
Novy. 1, 1864 
Noy. 2, 1864 
Oct. 15, 1864 
Nov. 4, 1864 
Noy. 1, 1864 

ee dobiece 
Nov. 5, 1864 
Nov. 4, 1864 
Novy. 28, 1864 
Nov. 5, 1864 

Pounps or MILK USED. 

oO = (=>) £ S 

2,824,179 
2,046,083 

Pounps or CHEESE MADR, 

124,284 
141,728 
122,415 
138852 
82,214 

114,499 
121,800 
175,146 
136,271 
113,564 
122,966 
127,345 
126,254 
111,799 
148,174 
207,634 
209,360 
171,760 
208,747 
128,478 
111,539 
249 603 
264,865 
151,960 
178,152 
136,809 
176,000 
173,815 
142/518 
134,050 
49,386 
58,875 
71,000 

128,846 
165,000 
162,000 
50,560 

106,268 
75,004 

127,685 
124,649 
91,639 

364,000 
247,120 
150,437 
81,536 

207,121 
165,165 
102,835 
165,165 
102,835 
155,559 
296,259 
145,941 
210,010 
130,000 
177,115 
89,016 

182,111 
272,460 
155,400 
170,284 
284,379 
199,839 
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Table showing capital invested in buildings, &c.— Continued. 

‘| uae ; | ; 3 us PERSONS EM- a 2 Be PLOYED. 4 a a 
z x .S) p i 

2k 6 | | s a 
CounrTIzs. a = 6 4 | a = | a 

Zz 2 4 g | z fe | fx 

i | 33 a | é . : : 
SOMES A oad ei ae 3 é : : 
5 cain S a 5 FY a 3 8 
4 3) = >) < n n a a 

Meck... Epeieiistscaisis 65 | 3,200 2 2 400 | Apr. 12, 1864 | Nov. 7, 1864 | 1,356,000 135,621 
66 | 1,600 | 2 2 | 350 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Oct. 25, 1864 | 12201000 | 122,105 
67 | 3,000 2 3 575 | Apr. 20, 1864 | Nov. 1, 1864 | 1,200,000 120,000 
68 | 1,000 1 3 450 | May 1, 1864 | Oct. 20, 1864 705,990 10,600 
69 | 3,000 4 2 575 | Apr. 22, 1864 | Oct. 28, 1864 | 1,880,000 199,400 
70 | 2,500 3 3 650 | May 21, 1864 | Nov. 15, 1864 | 2,265,543 225,341 
v1 | 2300.) 4 4 | 400 | Apr. 18, 1864 | Nov. 4, 1864} 1.175.117 | 115.175 

Montgomery, ........ 72 | 2,500 2 2 325 | May 23, 1864 | .....do..... 975,625 98,101 
73 | 3,400 3 2 500 | Apr. 16, 1864 | Noy. 10, 1864 | 1,473,619 147,361 
n4 | 5,000 | 2 3 | 450 | June 6, 1864 | Nov. 7, 1864 | 1,308,069 | 134.161 
"5 | 3,000 | 2 Q 340 | Apr. 11, 1864 | Nov. 1, 1864 990,589 | 103,640 

Oneidastoy. seca 3h 76 | 2,400 2 2 380 | May 2, 1864 |} Oct. 22, 1864 849,852 86,556 
wv | 1,800 | 2 2 | 450 | May 27, 1864 | Oct. 17,1864] 826,282 | 86,156 
78 | 1,800 2 2 588 | May 1, 1864 | Oct. 31,1864 | 1,639,910 164,875 
79 | 4,000 3 q 1000 | Apr 20, 1864 | Nov. 1, 1864! 3,027.943 295,115 
80 | 2,000 2 2 350 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Oct. 25, 1864 | 802,500 78,000 
81 | 2,000 2 2 300 | May 2, 1864 | Oct. 22, 1864 802,359 75,000 
82 | 2,000 2 2 400 | Apr 11, 1864 | Nov.10, 1864 | 1,000,000 100,000 
83 | 1,200 2 3 400 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Oct. 24, 1864 850,000 82,584 
84 | 3,000 | 2 3 | 425 | Apr. 18, 1864 | Nov. 1, 1864 | 1,399,380 | 135,858 
85 | 2,600 | 2 3 | 650 | Apr. 11, 1864 | Oct. 31, 1864 | 1,665,621 | 166,585 
86 | 2,100 | 2 3 | 350 | April 8, 1864 | Oct. 29, 1864 | 1,028,799 | 102,392 
87 | 2,000 2 4 600 | Apr. 14, 1864 | Oct. 1, 1864 | 1,670,000 167,720 
88 | 3,500 | 2 5 | 900 | Apr. 11, 1864 | Nov. 20, 1864 | 2,227,295 | 222,678 
89 | 1,500 1 2 350 | Apr. 18, 1864 | Novy. 15, 1864 | 1,059,579 102,350 
90 | 1,000 | 1 2 | 300 | May 1, 1864 | Nov. 1,1864 | 882,252 | 81,123 
91 | 5,000 } 1 3 530 | May 3, 1864 | Oct. 29, 1864 | 1,419,251 | 141,645 
92! 4.000 | 2 3 | 525 | May 20, 1864 | Dec. 18, 1864 | 1,866,917 | 181,082 
93 | 4,000 | 2 4 | 500 | April 1, 1864 | Dec. 1, 1864 | 2,020,409 | 264,161 
94 | 2,500 2 3 400 | April 5, 1864 | Oct. 29, 1864 709,908 68,431 
95 | 2,000 al 1 400 | Apr. 12, 1864 | Novy. 20, 1864 915,562 55,000 
96 | 1,500 1 2 350 | May 11, 1864 | Nov. 1, 1864 |} 1,777,500 180,000 
97 | 3,400 | 2 4 | 725 | Apr. 17, 1964 |-..... dose 1,883,004 | 180,000 
93 | 2,500 | 2 3 | 550 | May 1, 1864 | ..... dose 1.484.443 | 184,721 
99 | 3,000 | 3 3 550 | April 4, 1864 | Oct. 31,1864 | 1,746,784 | 173,691 

100 | 3,000 | 3 3 | 400 | Apr. 29, 1864 | ..... dows 1,416,750 | 130,545 
101 | 3,000 | 2 3% | 325 | Apr. 28, 1864 | Nov. 1,1864| 745,692 | 78,976 
102 | 3,000 3 Q 675 | Apr. 18, 1864 | Nov. 12,1864 | 2,177, 920 208,260 
103 | 2,400 Q 2 350 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Noy. 5, 1864 | 1,114,288 107,805 
104 | 1,800 2 2 430 | Ayril 4, 1864 | Nov. 30,1864 | 1, 331, ,048 128,045 
105 | 3,000 | 2 5 | 500 | Apr. 18, 1864 | Nov. 10, 1864 | 1,440,590 | 144,059 
106 | 1,500 2 ay 400 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Noy. 1, 1864 1.184.591 121.701 
107 | 2,300 | 2 2 480) | a dome Oct. 29,1864 | 1,318,412 | 129,604 
108 | 5,000 2 3 700 | Apr. 11, 1864 | Oct ue 1864 | 1,900,000 185,000 
109 | 2,200 2 2 420 | Apr. 20, 1864 | ..... COsaceq 1,453,352 136,606 
110 | 3,000 2 3 575 | April 1, 1864 | Nov. 30, 1864 | 2,051,688 204,025 

@nondaray-.--.-4-..- 111 | 3,200 1 3 400 | May 1, 1864 | Noy. 1, 1864 1,831,304 123,734 
OSWEEOF Sos e22 sie 2122 112 | 2,200 2 2 (6200 ha Bic doseeen Oct. 1,1864 | 1,400,000 97,700 

113 | 2,000 Q 1 500 | Jun. 18, 1864 | Oct. 15, 1864 800,000 88,888 
114 | 2,500 2 3 500 | Apr. 15, 1864 | Oct. 3,1864 488,288 46,476 
115 | 1,000 1 2 300 | Apr. 19, 1864 | Sept.29, 1864 382,804 35,009 
116 | 2,000 | 2 2 | 400 | Apr. 15, 1864 | Oct. 15, 1964 | 1,443,082 | 142,500 
417 | 2.500 | 2 1 350 | May 25, 1864 | Nov. 15,1864 | 803,718 | 84,662 
118 | 3,500 2 4 600 May 12, 1864 | Oct. 29,1864 | 1,714,269 155,180 
119 | 2,700 2 1 375 | April 7, 1864 | Oct. 15,1864 | 1,117,873 110,365 
120 ! 1,600 1 2 300 | Apr. 15, 1864 | Oct. 22, 1864 | 1,187,948 119,784 
121 | 2,500 1 3 800 | May 16, 1864 | Oct. 1, 1864 515,430 51,543 
122 | 2,000 1 3 400 | May 10, 1864 | Noy. 2, 1864 | 1,215,185 126,625 

ESE RO ashe soos Sica sc 123 | 4,200 | 2 4 | 500 | April 1, 1864 | Sept. 1, 1864 | 1,226,700 | 136,300 
124 | 3,000 1 2 500 | Mar. 9, 1864 | Dec. 12,1864 | 1,749,974 172,894 
125 | 3,000 | 2 2 | 400 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Dec. 6, 1864 | 1,446,871 | 137,886 
126 | 2,000 2 2 500 | Apr. 19, 1864 | Oct. 29,1864 | 1,140,000 114,000 
127 | 3,200 2 2 280 5 are GOs Sea5 Oct. 31, 1864 881,539 86,583 

St. Lawrence,....... 128 | 3,000 1 2 375 | May 17, 1864 | Oct. 23,1864 | 1,107,373 109,518 

Tompkins,........... 429 | 1,200 | 3 7 | 900 | May 2, 1864 | Nov. 3,1864| 2,871,042 | 302,215 
Wyoming, "Scenes 130 | 3,000 2 2 400 | June 8, 1864 | Nov. 2, 1864 820,803 84,142 

131 3,000 2 3 600 | May 31, 1864 | Oct. 29,184 | 1,243,469 125,664 
132 | 3,000 2 2 350 | May 15, 1864 | Oct. 25, 1864 990,000 100,000 
123 | 2,500 1 2 505 | Apr. 25, 1864 | Nov. 12, 1864 | 1,139,121 120,205 
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The above statistics present the following aggregates :—Cost of buildings 

and apparatus, $378,187; persons employed (males), two hundred and fifty- 
eight; persons employed (females), three hundred and sixty-two; number 

of cows used, sixty-seven thousand and thirty-four ; pounds of milk used, one 

hundred and eighty-seven million, eight hundred and twenty-two thousand, 

eight hundred and thirty-eight; pounds of cheese made, eighteen million, 

nine hundred and forty-three thousand, four hundred and thirty-five ; average 
number of pounds of milk for one of cheese, 9.915; pounds of milk to a cow, 

two thousand eight hundred and two; pounds of cheese to a cow, two hun- 

dred and eighty-three ; value of cheese at twenty cents per pound, $3, (ees 6875 
average value of cheese to a cow, $56.52. 

The prices at which cheese sold in 1864 ranged from ten to thirty cents, 

and averaged about twenty cents. 

The quantity of salt used to one hundred pounds of cheese was reported 
from three hundred and seventy-seven factories. In one hundred and one of 

these the amount used was three pounds; in eighty-seven, two and a-half 

pounds ; in fifty-one, two and three-fourths pounds; in forty, two and seven- 

tenths pounds; in nineteen, two and four-fifths pounds; in nine, two pounds, 

and in six, five pounds. The least quantity used was three-tenths of a pound. 
In Limburg cheeses the quantity was much greater, ranging from fourteen to 

seventeen pounds. 

It would be proper to remark that since 1864, considerable improvement 

has been made at many of the factories, in securing a better quality and 

larger quantity of cheese from a given quantity of milk. In comparing the 

quantity made per cow, as deduced from the foregoing statistics, with that 
made in family dairies, it should be remembered that the factories are not in 

operation during the whole milking season, and therefore due allowance 

should be made on this account. These statistics are of interest, and will be 

found of great value, as comparisons can be made of the product of cows in 
different parts of the State. 

COST OF MANUFACTURING CHEESE IN FAMILIES, ETC. 

In many counties of the State, family dairying is still largely in practice, 

and in order to compare the two systems understandingly, it will be well to 
make an estimate of the actual cost of manufacturing cheese in families, after 
the ordinary method—say from a dairy of forty cows—together with the care 
and marketing of the same. We estimate from the point when milk is in the 
vats, putting values, &c., on a gold basis: 

Original cost of cheese house, including tables, &C.,....00s.ecsccecesscceseccee $410 00 

Via USPANOMINCA LCDS. 1s acerca a iace ciacade' ois wise ete it ee eee SRE eal ito a SieeMa a ais de Rb aterious 50 00 

Press, hoops, curd knife, &c.,........... eA ei suielalefemleverseuere 45 Sa ESAS IS Se OBIE 5 + 40 00 

$500 00 
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Per pTEKeStOMIOL inal Outlays singel wok tae Wateke eee Sanh $35 00 
Dairymaid, say half time, for nine months, including board,.................000- 60 00 
Man’s time about the dairy, turning cheese, &., say average of one hour each day 

for nine months—twenty-five days, at one dollar,............0.+.e:e++0-e 25 00 
Annual cost of fuel and its preparation for vats and curing room,...........-... . 1500 
Man’s time boxing aud marketing cheese, including team, say two days per month 

Cian CHE, tt ONS Goileye eyovel GANANE CF ee Ao se oc Sono dba mancocscnoeece 27 00 
Annual wear and tear of dairy utensils, and keeping buildings, &c., in repair,..... 15 00 

$177 00 

Forty cows, averaging five hundred pounds of cheese per cow, gross 
amount, twenty thousand pounds; cost per pound for manufacturing, nine 

mills; thirty cows, fifteen thousand pounds, say eleven mills; twenty cows, 
ten thousand pounds, seventeen mills. 

It will be seen then, that the cost of barely manufacturing cheese in single 
dairies will average a little more than one cent per pound; and this sum, for 

the most part, is the actual cost in cash paid out, for we have not taken into 

account the general care and supervision necessary in the manufacture and 

curing of cheese, which cannot be entrusted to domestics, but must daily 

occupy the time and attention of the proprietor or some member of his family 

who has something beyond mere wages to stimulate to action. And here it 
may be proper to observe that one of the inconveniences which is widely felt 

among dairymen, results from the difficulty of obtaining careful and reliable 

hands for the management of the dairy. If it is desirable to make first class 
cheese, that will command in market the highest price, all the operations of 
manufacture must be performed by tried and skillful hands—hands that can 

rarely be obtained for hire, and when obtained commanding comparatively 

large wages. Now, as cheese making is an art which must be learned like 
other trades, and as most of its operations are performed by females, the 
dairy farmer may be said to have, for the most part, nothing but apprentices 

in his employ; for when his dairymaid has been carefully taught the trade, 
she marries, and is at once lost to him. This scarcity of skilled cheese makers 
is severely felt throughout the whole dairy region, necessitating the farmer 

and his family, and more especially the female portions, to arduous labor ; 

taxing their strength to a degree that tells heavily on health and constitution. 

The result is, that persons prematurely aged and with broken health, are 
more frequently found in a dairy region than in other farming communities, 
The introduction of improved dairy apparatus has, it is true, lessened the 

labor of cheese making, but the business still demands the same skill and 
careful oversisht; the want of one or relaxation of the other, resulting not 

only in immediate loss, but exerting a damaging influence upon the reputation 

of the dairy. 
There is no desire to say one discouraging word of a business which has 

added so much to the wealth of the country, and in which those who are 

engaged generally prosper, and soon become independent in worldly goods, 

but the truth must be told, nevertheless. Wealth has its advantages, but its 
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price should be kept in view, and if overtasked muscle, incessant care without 

relaxation, and, finally, disease, is to be the patrimony of wives and daughters, 

its charms, to say the least, are very much diminished. 

A point of some moment to those engaged in cheese making is high skill 

and perfection in manufacture. It is not deemed necessary to enumerate all 

the reasons why this does not generally obtain. The fact is patent that choice 

cheese is made by acomparatively small number, rather than the majority of 

dairymen. Even among those noted for producing a strictly prime article, 

the process of manufacture, as well as other work of the dairy, is at times 

hurried and neglected, and must be necessarily so from the nature of things. 

It does not pay to keep an extra force on hand to take the place of those who 

may be disabled by accident or sickness, or who from other causes are obliged 
to suspend work. Occasional periods of farm labor, too, demanding immedi- 

diate and pressing attention occur more or less frequently; the result of 

which is imperfect cheese, which must be marketed as such and at corres- 

sponding prices. One or all of these causes have been in operation in every 
farm dairy, and must continue to occur from time to time. What the losses 

from this source may be through the year depends of course on the many and 

various circumstances that have controlling influence in each particular case. 

We have known it to be large enough, in many instances, to cover the whole 

cost of manufacturing the entire cheese of the dairy for the year. Dairymen 

are conversant with these facts, and they are points to be considered, and 
should have their proper bearing in making up our estimate of the two 

systems. 
| ADVANTAGES OF THE FACTORY SYSTEM. 

The advantages claimed for the factory system are, superior quality, 

uniformity, higher prices, saving, by buying at wholesale, such materials as 

salt, bandage, annatto, boxes, &c., and, finally, relieving the farmer and his 

family from the drudgery of the manufacture and care of cheese. It is not 

pretended that a better quality of cheese can be made at the factory than in 

families, but that it is quite as fine as the best, and therefore above the 

average of that manufactured in small parcels. We have enumerated some 

of the causes that conspire to depreciate the quality of cheese when made in 

single dairies; these are not present in the factory system. The agent or 

superintendent makes it his business to see that all parts of the work are 

properly performed. He employs skillful workmen, and his interest and 

reputation are at stake, prompting him at all times to do his best. He knows 

that neglect or mistakes will not be tolerated, and the desire to satisfy 

persons interested, in order to secure their patronage, stimulates him to make 

every exertion to build up and sustain a reputation for “fine goods.” He 

has every convenience at hand for manufacturing to advantage and making 

the business a sole employment. He is not liable to be disturbed by other 

matters which might serve to call his attention away from time to time, to 

the prejudice of the immediate work at hand. 
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The same rule must hold good with him as among those engaged in other 
professions and arts; for he who gives his whole attention and energies in a 

certain direction is likely to become more skilled, and arrive nearer to per- 

fection in his calling, than he who is striving to do many and diverse things 

at the same time—more especially in cheese manufacture under this system, as 
a high degree of skill is expected, and jealous and interested eyes are daily 

watching and noting every short-coming. Uniformity and fine quality are 

more likely to obtain under this system, and whatever progress can be made 

towards improvement will naturally develop itself more rapidly here than 

among persons scattered over a broad extent of country, and who are so 

occupied with a variety of work as to have little time to spend in the improve- 

ment of any one particular branch. The factories, so far as we are acquainted, 
have acquired a high reputation for fine quality and uniformity. 

At some of these establishments we have seen a large number of cheeses, 

making in the aggregate more than one hundred thousand pounds, so uniform 

In appearance as they lay on the tables, that the most practiced eye could 

detect scarcely any difference in their manufacture. Such a quantity of cheese 

uniform in size and quality will command a higher price in market than that 

of single dairies, from the fact that in the latter an allowance is always made 
by the purchaser for unequal or imperfect cheese. We have alluded to some 
of the causes that operate to increase the price of well-made factory cheese 
over that of private dairies. Another may be added the—saving of time, 
trouble, and expense in purchasing. The whole quantity made from six 
hundred or a thousand cows can be bargained for and bought in the same 

time and at no more expense than a “‘twenty-cow dairy.” This item amounts 

to a considerable sum in the aggregate, as experts are employed by the prin- 

cipal commission houses in cities, by shippers and dealers, to select and 
purchase cheese, under salaries ranging from $500 to $1,000 or more per year. 

Others, again, get a certain percentage on what they buy. “These sums, of 

course, come out of the produce, and hence by so much must depreciate the 
price of cheese. 

We come now to consider the most important advantage to farmers in 
this union arrangement. It is the relief from the drudgery of cheese-making 

and the constant care and attention necessary in properly curing and fitting 

the cheese for market. It would be difficult to estimate this in dollars and 
cents, since health enters into the account more largely than is generally 

suspected. It is believed, and we speak advisedly, that the old method of 
cheese-making has done more to injure the health of women in cheese-dairy- 
ing districts than any other cause. Much of the work about the dairies ought 
to be performed by men; but too often the manufacturing and most of the 
care of cheese are left wholly to females, overtasking their strength by hard 
and exhaustive labor, thereby laying the foundation of weakness and 

disease. 
As the same process has to be gone through with in manufacturing cheese, 
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whether the quantity of milk be large or small, and as nearly the same time 
also is occupied, it will be seen that what requires the labor of a great many 
persons to do, when cheese-making is divided up in families, can be accom- 

plished with but few persons on the factory system—some five or six being 

sufficient to do all the work about an establishment manufacturing the milk 
of a thousand or more cows. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE FACTORY SYSTEM. 

The objections urged against cheese factories are, difficulty of detecting 
adulterated milk; the carrying of milk to the factory, and lability of sour 

milk; difference in quality of milk, arising from the manner in which cows 
are fed and managed; the cartage of whey; and the necessity of manufac- 

turing the early and late made cheese in the family. These are the principal 

objections urged by dairymen. As the milk is measured at the factory and 

each credited with the amount daily furnished, it is evident that, when there 

is a considerable quantity, a dishonest person could add water, and thus 

increase the number of gallons. Such cases have occurred, and the indi- 

viduals cheating have been summarily expelled from the association. We 
now have devices that will detect watered milk, and therefore a watchfulness 

on the part of the superintendent, and the exclusion from the association of 

persons of doubtful honesty, are sufficient means of meeting the difficulty. 
Some object to the labor and trouble of carrying milk to the factory, and 

the necessity of keeping regular hours for its delivery under all circumstances 

of weather, &c., since no delay at the factory can be made for the milk of a 
single dairy without hazarding the acidity of a large quantity—at least that 

contained in one vat—besides deranging in some degree the regular factory 

works. Others contend that, having the milk, the cheese can be made by 

the family with but little more trouble and labor than that of carting the 
milk, while one’s own time and convenience can be studied at pleasure, and 
the cheese be at all times under immediate control. 

Without extra care and cleanliness as to the pails and milk cans there is 

liability of sour milk from time to time, which, of course, would not be 

received at the factory, as milk only slightly acid would damage that with 
which it came in contact. The milk cans for carrying the milk, it may be 

observed, are somewhat difficult to cleanse and to keep sweet; and the con- 

finement of the milk and its agitation while being carried in hot weather, 

render it susceptible to change, especially if there be the least taint of acidity 
about the cans. 

Dissatisfaction often occurs at the factory with regard to the condition of 
milk, the superintendent being certain that the milk is slightly and perhaps 

perceptibly changed, while the farmer stoutly insists that it is perfectly sweet ; 
and he goes home in no pleasant mood, complaining that his cans were not per- 
fectly cleansed, laying the fault of the sour milk upon some member of his 
family, or disbelieving that the milk was changed. If the milk is not received 
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at the factory there is a loss to the stockholders. Hence it will be seen that 
more or less trouble is brought about on this account. Not unfrequently bad 

feeling -is engendered on the part of the farmer and his family, and he with- 
draws from the association. 

Another objection is urged, and with some apparent reason, that the 
quality of milk varies with different persons, according to the manner in 

which the cows are supplied with food and are managed throughout the sea- 

son. It is contended that clean, sweet, upland pasture, an abundance of food, 

and plentiful supply of pure water, cattle wintered well and receiving careful 

treatment in every respect, will produce a better quality of milk, from which 

more and better cheese can be made, than when the reverse is practiced. 

And yet the poor herd that has been wintered improperly, that is pastured 
on the coarse herbage of low lands, with general bad treatment on the part 
of the owner, is credited according to the quantity furnished on an equality 

with the better herd. It is not easy to see how this can be remedied without 
excluding such from the association. 

Then there is trouble with the whey, which is regarded by some to be an 

important item in pork making, or as a feed for cows—for the whey in some 
cases is the property of the person who runs the factory, but even were it 
given the farmers, there is the trouble and expense of carting it home. An 
objection is also urged against the system, that in fall and spring, when the 
cows are “ coming in” or being dried off, the quantity of milk is too small 
to be carried with profit to the factory; that the family butter is to be made; 

that it pays better to take off the cream for butter and turn the skimmed 
milk into cheese; and that, therefore, as the factory does not do away wholly 
with cheese making in families, cheese apparatus and implements are neces- 
sary; and if the spring and fall cheese are to be made at home, the other 

portion of the dairy may as well be made there also. This objection could 
be partly met be setting the milk and taking off a part of the cream and 
delivering the milk every other day, or at longer intervals. We have now 
presented both sides of the question, and are prepared to advance another 

step in the discussion, which brings us to 

THE ORGANIZATION, SELECTION OF FACTORY SITES, ETC. 

Cheese factory associations are organized in neighborhoods of ten ora 

dozen or more farmers. When it is proposed to start a factory, if enough 

are found willing to turn in their dairies, so as to make a fair start, say three 
hundred cows, a committee is appointed to look further into the matter, to 

visit factories, and get all the information on the subject that can be had. 
The favorable report of the committee being had, they then organize, choose 
directors, and adopt some general rules or plan for the guidance of the 

association. The next stép will be the selection of some experienced cheese- 
maker as superintendent, and the plan for the erection of the factory building. 
Sometimes a person proposes to put up the building on his own account, 

15 
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and to manufacture and take care of the cheese at a fixed price per pound, 
demanding a contract on the part of the farmers to furnish the milk of the 
requisite number of cows for a certain number of years. The milk of about 
three hundred cows, it is believed, is the smallest quantity that can be 

employed by the manufacturer (when cheese making is his sole business) to 
obtain a fair living compensation for services, while the milk from a thousand 

cows can be manufactured at but little extra expense, comparatively. 

FACTORY SITE. 

In choosing the place for the erection of the factory buildings two requi- 
sites are sought after—good water and convenience of access and distance for 
the dairies furnishing the milk. The site, above all, should command an 

abundance of pure spring water. This is regarded by those who have had 

longest experience at the business as imperative. Even in family cheese 
making a considerable quantity of water is needed in various ways about 
the dairy, for cooling milk, cooking the curd, and keeping the buildings clean 
and sweet; but, for the factory, the quantity of water should be abundant 

and unfailing. In the old factories it was usual to have a considerable stream 
of water passing under the manufacturing room, so as to carry off the drip- 

pings of whey and refuse slop, so that there be no accumulation of; filth or 
taint of acidity hanging about the premises. At the modern factories this is 

obviated. When whey and slop are allowed to collect from day to day about 
the milk room, the stench at times becomes intolerable and must do great 
damage to the milk, which absorbs taints of every character with great readi- 
ness. Hence means must be taken to have all the refuse matter swept far 

beyond the premises.. Some factories are being built where dependence for 

water is placed upon wells of large capacity. At all events it will be seen 

that much more labor will be required, with greater liability to taints, when 
water is deficient or too warm in temperature. 

THE EARLY CHEESE FACTORIES. 

The buildings consisted of a manufactory or place for making the curd, a 
press room, dry house or curing rooms, and an ice house. The dry house was 

thought best to be a separate building, so as not to be affected by dampness, 
and in case of fire, that the cheese could be more readily removed. At one 

of the early establishments near Rome, Oneida Co., and where the milk of 

six hundred cows was used, the sizes of the buildings were as follows: Manu- 
factory, twenty-six by twenty-six feet—story and a-half; press room, thirty- 

nine by thirteen feet; dry house, twenty-six by one hundred feet—two stories 
high. Cost of the buildings, with fixtures, about $2,500. These buildings 

consisted in nothing but frames, shingled and covered with nothing hut rough 
siding, and even not lathed and plastered. The curing house, where it is not 

proposed to lath and plaster, should be sided with matched floor plank and 
provided with ventilators at the sides and top. In 1863 Mr. Frazix built a 
factory at Truxton, Cortland Co.,N. Y. Mr. Fraziz had formerly conducted 
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a factory near Rome, N. Y., and had there made considerable improvement 

over the original or early built factories. The buildings at Truxton were a 
great improvement over the Rome establishment. The ground plan of these 
buildings is here represented in the following cut: 

GROUND PLAN OF TRUXTON FACTORY. 

1 1, Vats; 2, Sink on rails; 3, Truck for Sink; 4, Presses; 5, Engine and Boiler; 6, Ranges in the 
Curing Room; a, Platform and Delivery Windows. 

The factory has capacity for manufacturing the milk of fifteen hundred 
cows. The manufacturing room is thirty-two by forty feet, and contains 
seven vats fifteen feet long by three and a-half feet wide, of six hundred gallons 
capacity each. There are two places at which the milk can bé delivered, so 

as to keep the wagons waiting the least possible time. Adjoining the work 
room is the press room, fifty by sixteen feet; there are ten presses on each 

side. The sink containing the curd stands on rails, so as to be run into the 
press room opposite the presses. There is a space of four feet behind the 
sink, so the hands can work the curd and not interfere with those who are 

dipping it out. The engine of eight-horse power stands in a separate build- 
ing. There is a (horizontal) main steam pipe, six feet from the floor, to which 

are attached six steam pipes connecting with vats. The hands can in this 
manner go round each end of the vats. 

The buildings are on a level, so the cheese can be run from the press room 
on trucks into the curing house, between the counters ; no carrying by hand 
of the cheese as at the original factories. The back side of work room is 
built of masonry, and the water, fifty feet fall, brought into a large reservoir 

directly under the platform upon which stand the receiving cans. Under the 
work room is laid flagging, over which flows a stream of water to keep it free 
from any matter that might collect there if the soil under the building was 
soft. The whey vats are a long distance from the building, so that the milk 
may not absorb any impurities from the atmosphere. Hog pens are dispensed 

with entirely, for Mr. Frazrz was of the opinion that if cheese is properly 
made, there is not enough nourishment left in the whey to make it profitable 

for pork-raising. 
The accompanying cut shows the ground plan and buildings of the factory 

near Herkimer, Herkimer Co. The cut shows the bank or mound supposed 
to be necessary with the early factories, where the teams deliver the milk. 
This is now obviated by the use of a crane. The floor of the manufacturing 
room should incline a little towards the center, so that in cleaning the slops 

may be discharged into the creek. 
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THE HERKIMER FACTORY 

had facilities for manufacturing annually three hundred thousand pounds of 
cheese. The manufacturing room is twenty-eight by forty-eight feet and the 
curing house twenty-eight by one hundred feet, and two stories high. There _ 
are four tin cheese vats, placed inside an equal number of wooden vats, the 
milk heated by steam; each vat holds four hundred gallons. 

COST OF MANUFACTURE AT THE 

FACTORY. 

The cost of manufacturing cheese is, 
to the farmer, one cent per pound, ren- 
net, salt, bandage, annatto and boxes, as 

‘ well as carting the cheese to market, 

\\ being charged to the association and 

Enp ELEVATION MANUFACTURING DEPoT HERKI- 

MER Factory, SHowiNe OLD STYLE the season. The whey, as has been be- 

the quantity of milk furnished during 

DELIVERY WINDow. : Ae 
x ik fore observed, usually is a perquisite of 

the factory. All other expenses, including the care of the cheese while 
curing, &c., is paid by the manufacturer. To run a factory using the milk | 
of six hundred cows will give constant employment to at least four persons, 

= paid by each dairyman in proportion to 

half or more of whom may be females. Before the war, when prices had 
not become inflated, the actual cost of manufacturing the milk from six hun-— 
dred cows was about eight hundred dollars for the season. This sum does | 
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Front ELEvATIon or HERKIMER Factory. 

not cover interest on capital invested for buildings and fixtures, but was the 
amount paid for labor, board, fuel, &c. From these data it will be easily 
estimated what amount of money can be realized from the business of manu- 
facturing. Allowing that the six hundred cows produce, on an average, four 
hundred pounds of cheese each, there will be in the aggregate two hundred 
and forty thousand pounds. The cost of a well-constructed factory will not 
be far from three thousand dollars. 
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We have then two hundred and forty thousand pounds, at one cent,............ $2,400 
Cost of running factory, say....... aIetepes sinlgiase cole sctateitiscatia AtMe aes eh oes ee . $800 
Interest on buildings, &c.,.............00c00 apkinvatarseaeret smears Kei aby ats Av oteas 210 
Annual wear and tear, or depreciation of property,............ Sopeual sail --- 200 

—— $1,210 

Protts, {0,2 eae HL seine Brersepsts abkecoeeiece sta paieh eral eienchetekotaerceate $1,190 

Now, for three hundred cows, nearly the same expense would be incurred, 
and the factory account would stand thus: 

One hundred and twenty thousand pounds of cheese, at one cent,.............. $1,200 

Bee SChO re HUMINT, LAC tOl yy PEAY Aes ceerayit a s/sinve!s/slasye cha. o. essere: NU bala aeltbgd eu tlenhe $700 

Interest on capital invested,.......... Shae ake(e: sre ceisl eta eno cacenerarcuoneeees socosod od Caw) 

PMU GePrecCiatlOMs Ol MLOPEILY, <fenc's c¢e.cs oe ee nele soced cs caeets cc ert. 200 
<= 

MAROMteces cechs ss Pe eaiat eis sy Senta A aetcrapere. etientacrs eiaiaa eve See $90 

We do not pretend to give the exact figures in the above estimate, but it 
will be seen that a factory manufacturing the milk of a less number than 

three hundred cows will not be a very paying business, unless the manufac- 

turer can have most of the work performed by members of his own family. 

| (CEHOUSE ¥ 
LLL LL EEE 

GROUND PLAN OF HERKIMER FAcToRY. 

1, Vats; 2, Sink on Rails; 4, Track; 3, Presses; 5, Engine and Boiler; 6 
Engine room; 7%, Ranges in Curing room. 

DELIVERING THE MILK. 

When a factory is located in a neighborhood where all 

or nearly all the dairymen are on one street, some one of 

the number may be employed to gather up the milk of 

the several dairies, and deliver it at the factory. Neigh- 

bors living near each other may take turns, each delivering 

one day out of the week. When men are hired to gather 

up and deliver the milk for a neighborhood during the season, the price paid 

for such delivery is one dollar per cow. 

£48 -4X2418Z N00, SMENLIV INNA 

TREATMENT OF THE EVENING MILK. 

In cheese manufacture an important point to be considered is the proper 
‘management of the evening milk, and to do this to the best advantage the 
‘state of the atmosphere must be observed at the time the milk is placed in 
‘the vats. The milk room should be cool, airy, and free from impurities. In 

‘hot and sultry weather much care must be given to have the evening’s milk 

well exposed to the atmosphere, and thoroughly cooled down before it is left 
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at rest for the night. When there are large quantities of milk to be attended 

to in hot weather it will be better to spread it thinly over a considerable 

surface, rather than deeply, as in filling the vats the temperature of the even- 

ing’s milk should be so reduced that it will stand in the morning at about 
sixty-two or sixty-three degrees, and it should be reduced to at least sixty-two 

degrees before leaving it for the night. At the factories, where carrying the 

milk and mingling it together from several dairies has a tendency to hasten 

its acidity, there is more necessity for care and attention than in families; or, 

rather, there is more danger of souring. 
It may be proper to observe that the requisite degree of acidity in milk 

to the time of setting it with the rennet for a cheese is imperfectly under- 
stood by the generality of cheese makers, and must be learned by well and 

carefully-conducted experiments. It is not possible to make so good-a quality 
of cheese from milk recently drawn from the cow, or from any milk that has 

been kept too sweet, as from milk that has acquired proximate acidity—that 
is, after the ordinary method of cheese manufacture. Neither will it be 

possible to obtain the greatest quantity of curd from the milk so manufac- 

tured. Such milk will require a treatment of sour whey, which will be 

considered under its appropriate head, further on. 
At the factories, it is believed there is more danger from too much acidity 

than otherwise, since there are many causes to hasten that condition of the 
milk which are not present in family dairies. In the factories it is usual to 

cool the evening’s milk to about sixty degrees, by letting in water between 
the vats, by the use of ice, and by lifting and stirring the milk with an agita- 
tor which is moved by the waste water from the vats. This, under all circum- 

stances is, or should be, attended to. The lifting or stirring of the milk and 
exposing it to the atmosphere, not only serves to cool it down to the desired 
temperature, but also operates favorably on the condition of the milk for the 

_ production of fine cheese, since the stirring and lifting process allows the 
animal odor and impurities to pass off more readily. Ifa considerable quan- 

tity of milk directly from the cow be placed in the vat and cooled down 
without proper exposure to the atmosphere it retains more or less of this 
taint, and more especially if the cream soon rises to the surface, forming a 
barrier to escape and holding it in the milk. We urge, then, that the lifting, 
stirring, and moving. of the milk, so as to come freely in contact with the 

atmosphere, is of material benefit. 
Some idea may be had of the effect of this animal odor by placing milk 

recently drawn in a vessel where it is closely confined and excluded from the 

air. In afew hours it becomes fetid and putrid. In family dairies too little 
attention is given to this point in the treatment of milk. 

PROXIMATE ACIDITY OF MILK FOR FINE CHEESE. 

The requisite acidity in milk for producing the best results in cheese man- 

ufacture has not been fully treated by American writers on the dairy, and 
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is very imperfectly understood by most dairymen who make up their milk at 
the farm. 

Experienced cheese makers have observed the fact that milk which has 
been cooled down to a low temperature and kept very sweet, requires more 
rennet to form the curd, and when coagulated is longer in cooking, and often 

will not work down firm, but will be soft and spongy, forming what is termed 

a ‘honeycomb cheese.” Many times a superabundance of whey is retained 

and cannot be pressed out; this soon becomes sour and putrid; the cheese 
does not cure evenly, but goes on depreciating in quality until it reaches a 
high state of decomposition, giving off an offensive odor, and not unfrequently 

requiring an immediate removal from the shelves to the pig-pen. When 
cheeses swell and puff up, the whey oozes out, carrying a portion of the 
butyraceous matter, changed to oil, and are saved with difficulty, and when 

saved, cannot be marketed at half the ordinary price of good cheese. 

The principal features of this character of cheese are given, that it may 
be identified, and because large quantities are annually made, during spring 

and fall, many farm dairymen not knowing where the trouble lies or how to 
obviate the difficulty. Now, this results from manufacturing from milk that 
is too sweet, and which should have been treated with sour whey. The use 
of sour whey in cheese manufacture, when the temperature of the evening’s 
milk has been kept low, we deem of imperative necessity, if uniform cheese of 

firm quality be desired. It may be observed that milk should never have 
acquired sensible acidity at the time for setting with rennet, but should never- 

theless be well on its way to that point. By sensible acidity, we mean acidity 

that can be detected by the taste or smell. Some milk is more acid than 

other soon after being drawn from the cow, and often, when freshly drawn, 

will redden litmus paper, yet to the taste is perfectly sweet. The milk from 

cows fed with whey or slop, is more acid than that from those which get 

nothing but grass on sweet upland pastures. But if by chance or accident 
the milk is sensibly changed when about to be made into cheese, it should 

be set at a low temperature, and all the subsequent operations hastened as 

far as practicable. 

APPLICATION OF SOUR WHEY AT FARM DAIRIES. 

When the evening’s milk stands in the morning at or below sixty-two 
degrees, the morning’s milk may be added to it, and at the time of putting 

in the rennet a quantity of sour whey may be added, and stirred into the 

mass, in the proportion of two quarts whey for sixty or seventy gallons of 
milk. If the night’s milk stands below sixty degrees a large quantity of whey 
may be used, and the quantity of whey always graduated according to the 
degree of the sweetness of the milk. If the evening’s milk stand at or above 
sixty-five degrees in the morning, no sour whey need be used, as the milk is 
on its way towards a change, or has acquired a sufficient acidity to render 
the use of the whey not only unnecessary, but a damage, from excess of acid. 
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When milk has not been treated with sour whey at the time of adding the 
rennet, and there is a difficulty in cooking the curd, it will be better to add 

to the mass while cooking a sufficient quantity of sour whey to harden up the 

curd; but it is always better, when practicable, to use the whey at the time 

of setting the cheese, as by that means the coagulation is rendered more per- 
fect, while more of the butyraceous matter is retained, and the cheese is 

consequently richer and of finer texture and flavor. 

When acid is used in this way to assist the rennet in its work of coagula- | 
tion, it passes off in the whey, and in pressing, and in the cheese room, leaving 

the cheese sweet, mild, firm, rich, and of the finest texture. It has none of 

the characteristics of cheese made from milk sensibly sour; as in that case, it 

will be hard and retain an acid taste. 
In hot weather there will be no occasion to use the whey, unless the milk 

is cooled down with running water to a low temperature and so held through 
the night. We may remark here that it is presumed that the milk room, 
dairy utensils, &c., are kept sweet and clean; for if otherwise, it will be use- 

less to attempt uniformity of manufacture—for no degree of skill in manu- 

facture can counteract all the damage done when the milk is constantly 

absorbing sour or putrid emanations, or where taints are received from unclean 
dairy utensils. 

The whey should be distinctly acid, about like that coming from a sweet 
curd in summer weather and standing thirty-six hours. If the weather be 
cool the whey must be kept in a warm atmosphere to acquire the requisite 
acidity. | 

Milk treated as above with sour whey will produce curd that will be ali 
that can be desired, which will work down evenly and without trouble, the 

cheese curing with a firm, compact texture, retaining more of the butyra- 
ceous matter, and having that mild, rich, pleasant flavor peculiar to first-class 
cheese. Attention to this matter, and a little experience and observation in 
the use of the whey, will, we are convinced, work a marked improvement in 

the quality of spring and fall cheese, while at the same time it will add in quan- 

tity, and save that which would otherwise go off in the whey and be lost. 

SIZE OF -CHEESE. 

In starting a manufactory some little anxiety will be had in regard to the 
most suitable size of the cheese to be made. This doubtless must be con- 

trolled from time to time by the market for which the cheese is manufactured. 
The southern home trade prefers a medium-size, flat cheese—say from thirty 

. to forty pounds, and pressed in fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen-inch hoops. This 

style of cheese should be about five inches thick. For shipping to Europe 
there seems to be a growing demand for cheese of moderate size. The 
cheddar is now very much in favor for exportation—a cheese fifteen and 
a-half inches in diameter and twelve and a-half inches high, and when made 

smaller, in like proportions. In former years cheeses weighing from one 
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hundred and forty to one hundred and fifty pounds were in favor among the 
American dairies, but this size is now considered too large for the foreign 
trade, and a size not beyond fifty or sixty pounds in weight is more salable. 
Small cheeses are easily handled, and in case of accident either at the factory 
or in carrying to market, the loss is not so great as in the larger cheeses. 
Some of the factories for several years past have been fee a limited 
number of immense cheeses, weighing seven hundred and more pounds each, 
and the sales of such have been in advance of the small size; but for exten- 
sive sales, the market generally would regard them as objectionable. Ready 
sales of small lots of these large cheeses are doubtless made at an extra price, 

because being rare, they excite more or less curiosity and induce purchases at 
the shop where they are. cut and sold. But such cheeses are of no better 

quality than the smaller size; they are more liable to be broken; are too 
large for families that are in the habit of purchasing a cheese from time to 

time, and therefore can never become popular for the general trade. We 
shall have more to say on this topic in another place. 

COST OF PRODUCING MILK IN OLD DISTRICTS. 

The question of the cost of producing milk should be determined on every 
dairy farm. The estimates should be carefully made and compared with the 
sales, and it will then be seen whether the business is profitable or not. We 
have entered upon an extraordinary phase in the history of American taxa- 

tion, and our necessary annual expenditures must for years to come be greatly 

above those of the past. They must be met manfully, and ways devised for 
providing for these extra calls upon our earnings and profits. They cannot 
be met by poor herds and a shiftless and improvident mode of farming. 

The average annual yield of the cows must be brought up to six hundred 
or more pounds of cheese per head. We must learn the means of keeping 

more stock on a less number of acres, and at the same time supplying the 
herds with a greater abundance of food at a less amount of labor in obtain- 
ing it. 

It has been remarked by Lizxic that cows driven long distances to pasture, 

unless they get an extra supply of food, yield milk poor in caseine or cheesy 
matter; the materials which would otherwise have formed that constituent 
of the ale being used in repairing the waste of muscles and other parts 

employed in locomotion. This fact is lost sight of by many farmers. Herds 
that are compelled to travel long distances for water, or which are occupied 
a considerable portion of the day in getting a supply of food, yield less milk, 

and of a poorer quality, than when they can fill themselves quickly and lie 
down to rest and manufacture their food into milk. In administering food to 
milch cows the first consideration should be the maintenance of a healthy, 
robust condition. That secured, the increase and improvement of their milk 

may be realized by paying due attention to securing quiet among the herds, 
and supplying the requisite food from which good milk may be produced. 
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OLD DISTRICTS UNFAVORABLY AFFECTED—A FOREIGN MARKET NOW 

DEMANDED. 

But it is claimed that there is one feature with regard to cheese associa- 
tions that operates injuriously on the interests of old dairy districts. Cheese 
dairying is no longer a privileged business, narrowed down to a few places, 
where high skill in manufacturing has built up an enviable reputation. It is 
opened up to many localities. What has been acquired by long years of 

patient toil, by science and experience, is at once opened to whole communi- 

ties, where the art of manufacture is unknown. ‘They pick off the best 
cheese makers, they erect factories, and meet in the market on an equality. 
So long as dairying was conducted on the old system, this could only be done 
so slowly and gradually as not to influence the trade for years. Doubtless in 
this respect the factories act unfavorably on those who would prefer to see 
dairying confined within narrow limits, and the fears that the business may 
be overdone are not altogether groundless. But the step has been taken, and 
it is too late now to look back. It remains for us to make a market suffi- 
ciently large to take all our produce. In what manner this can be done is 
obvious. The quality of American cheese must be improved, so that it will 
be sought after in all the markets of Europe. There is no reason why Amer- 

ican factory cheese may not become as noted in its line as the wines of 

Johannisberg, the porcelain of Sevres, the sword blades of Damascus, or the 
shawls of Cashmere. We can compete with the dairymen of the old world 
as to prices, and if we are able to outdo them in quality, a market for our 
“goods” is secured for all coming time. 

The business of cheese dairying is now assuming large proportions, and 
will increase rapidly under the stimulus of rapid sales, high prices, and the 
facilities offered for manufacture under the factory system. How far this 

influx of business is to influence prices remains to be seen. Without a 
market in Europe, at least for the present, the supply, it is evident, will beso 
great as to glut the home trade and render cheese dairying unprofitable. It 
is true, nature seems to have hedged the dairy within certain limits. 

The immense plains of the West and the South, as well as large portions 
of the Middle States, are not adapted to dairying. The lands are deficient in 
springs and streams of living water; the soil is of such a character that 

grasses soon run out, and pastures become brown and dried, or afford scanty 

herbage long before midsummer. 

These lands are better adapted to wheat and corn, or the production of 
beef, or mutton and wool, and hence will not naturally be employed for the 

dairy. But still there are large tracts of lands suitable for milch cows, and 
should they be generally devoted to the dairy, we may possibly find the annual 
supply of cheese so great as to sensibly affect prices. There is no question 
of more importance, none of more vital interest to the dairyman, than this 
matter of market—a market that is enduring and remunerative. 
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PERMANENCY OF THE SYSTEM. 

The questions have been frequently asked: Is the factory system destined 

to stand the test of years? Is it to continue to prosper, or will it soon break 
up and dairymen return again to the old order of cheese-making? In my 
Opinion it is to live. The system is a progressive step, and all history teaches 
that when that is taken it is difficult to retrace it. 

Doubtless some may remember when the wool and the flax grown on the 
farm were spun and woven by the family. We shall never return to that 

again, because we cannot afford it. They can be more cheaply manufactured 
by associated capital, substituting the untiring arm of the machine for one of 
living muscle. The flesh and blood of our wives and daughters are of too 

much consequence to be worn out by this ceaseless toil, when the spindles and 

looms driven by steam or water power can relieve them of the burden at a 
fraction of what it costs in home manufacture. Why, then, should a neigh- 
borhood of dairymen do the work of cheese-making in families, employing 

many hands, when it can be performed equally well by half-a-dozen persons in 

a well-constituted factory ? 
Progress is a law of nature. From the earliest dawn of creation there 

has been a constant series of developing improvements. Geology reveals 
that the lower orders of sensitive beings gave way to those of higher grade, 
until the last result of physical creation was attained in the creation of man, 
whose improvement, as a rational creature and an immortal soul, is still 

destined to be onward and upward. 

The inauguration of associated dairies is rapidly producing a revolution 
in old customs and heretofore fixed ideas. It teaches the important lesson 
that farmers can adopt successfully the same means that have proved so bene- 

ficial to the merchant, the banker, and the commercial man of the world. 

By a consolidation of interests, the dairymen of to-day can wield a power 

and influence never before reached. The vast capital in lands and herds is 
of a substantial and permanent character, while the aggregate product of 
the farms, annually amounting in value to millions of dollars, compels respect 

from those who would assume that the proper province of the farmer was 
merely to till the soil, leaving for others to divide the profits realized in 

marketing his productions. 3 

It has been suggested that an arrangement could be made by which lead- 
ing European houses would take choice factory brands direct from the pro- 
ducer, and advance, through an agent in New York, the stipulated price. 
Whether more could be realized in this way than by the present system, under 

which the country buyer gets one commission, the house in New York 
another, and the shipper another, is a matter that needs vestigation. 

But the dairyman with his herd of fifty or one hundred cows, standing 

alone, has a circle of influence whose radius extends but little beyond his 

farm. He is, in a measure, at the mercy of corporations and speculators, 
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who, by operating together, may fix prices and control the trade. When | 
associated with others in neighborhoods, in towns, in counties, and in the 
State, he becomes formidable, and meets on equal terms the community of 
dealers with whom he is operating. 

THE ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y., BUTTER FACTORIES. 
Another feature springing out of the system of associated dairies, and of 

national importance, is the production of butter at factories in connexion with 
the manufacture of cheese. Its importance will be more readily seen when it 
is known that the finest quality of butter can be produced under this system, 
thus avoiding immense losses resulting from a poor article, as manufactured 
in private families, together with the saving effected by turning the skimmed 
milk into cheese. It takes more skill and science to make cheese than butter. 
Cheese-making is a chemical process; butter making is mechanical. 

The cheese-makers are, as a class, inferior butter-makers. Some have 
attempted to account for the poor butter in cheese-producing counties, on the 
ground that no limestone region can produce a prime article. They assert 
that soft water is indispensable in butter manufacture. 

There are many errors afloat in the world—errors so old and so well 
established that they are difficult to be overthrown. I do not propose to 
argue the point, or to waste breath upon fine-spun theories. Facts are 
opposing forces of more power than words, and, with due respect to the 
opinions of others, it is believed that as nice butter can be made in the hard 
water districts as in the far-famed butter regions. But the cows must be 
good, fed upon old, sweet, rich upland pasture, with abundance of pure water, 
the milk and manufacture perfect. Cows fed on leeks and onions will not 
make good butter, even if it be washed in the softest water. 

BUTTER IN HARD WATER DISTRICTS. 

There are butter-makers, even in the hard water districts of Oneida 
county, New York, who pack in Orange county pails, who manufacture 
specially for consumers in New York and Philadelphia, and whose butter is 
pronounced by competent judges equal to the best brought into those markets. 
I have seen as good butter made upon the black slate hills of Herkimer 
county, New York, as any in the soft water regions—butter that would keep 
at least nine months, as sweet as a nut and as nice as could be desired. These 
are facts. I have no theories to advocate, and no feeling in the matter further 
than stating the truth. 

The cheese-makers have no conveniences for making butter; they have 
no order nor system in managing the milk. Their milk is often set in a 
tainted atmosphere, in cheese vats, or mixed up with cheese utensils, and the 
butter therefrom has an unpleasant, and often a cheesy flavor. They do not 
intrust the butter making to careful manufacturers, but set their raw hands 
to the work, pack it any kind of a tub that will carry it to market, and get 
the best price for it they can. A great deal of this butter soon becomes 
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rancid, and is a miserable grease, unfit for anybody to eat. It is.sold at com- 

paratively low prices, and hundreds of thousands of dollars are thus annually 

thrown away. It is hard to remedy the evil on the old system of private 

dairies, since the farmers tell you it wont pay to build a spring room and hire 

a skillful butter-maker for a few tubs of butter, spring and fall; and even 

should he go to extra expense and care, it is not certain that the butter would 
sell any higher. The wife and daughters’ have more labor than they can 
attend to, iinet slaving over the butter-making, and so a good deal of poor 
butter goes to market. 

The associated dairies have the means of remedying this defect, in the 

establishment of butter factories in connection with cheese manufacture. 
Butter making at factories is of recent origin. It was inaugurated in Orange 
county, New York, about ten years ago (1861), and, in connection with the 

manufacture of skim-milk cheese, has proved a success. A number of factories 
have been put in operation in that county, and the system has been adopted 
to some extent throughout the whole dairy region. 

If the system is managed judiciously, it will prove a source of profit to 

the producer and a great blessing to consumers. There is danger, however, 
that too many in the cheese producing counties may rush thoughtlessly 

into the manufacture of skim cheese, and thus, by over-production of both 

butter and a poor character of cheese, make the whole thing a failure—that 
is, render it unprofitable. How far markets may be opened for the disposal 

of skim cheese remains to be seen; but it is evident that the great bulk of 

American cheese must be made of whole milk, or at least of milk that has | 

been but lightly skimmed. 

Dr. VoELCKER’s analysis of the best samples of English and American 
cheese shows that ours is about two and a-half per cent. richer in butter than 

the English samples, the latter containing more moisture. Whether, there- 

fore, we may be able to remove a portion of the cream and yet manufacture 

a nice, palatable cheese, equal to the best English cheddar, is for future ~ 

experiments and skill in cheese making to determine. 

It is believed that as we progress in the science, great improvements will 

be made in this direction, and a superior quality of cheese be made from milk 

not particularly rich in butter; but until the facts are fully established, and 
the processes of manufacture generally understood, there is danger of an 
excess of butter factories depreciating the standard of American cheese, by 

throwing upon the market a surplus of the poorer grades. Though in favor 
of butter factories, and fully in the belief that the public necessities demand 

' them, in limited numbers, and that the system is an advanced step in dairy 

progress, there is necessity for caution, that we may not overdo the work and 

get “too much of a good thing” at once. This danger of an excess of butter 
and skim cheese factories will be more apparent when the comparative profits 

of the two systems, at present prices, are taken into account. 
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MILE TO A POUND OF BUTTER. 

In November, 1865, when in Orange county, I was told by Mr. ALLISON, © 
superintendent at one of the factories, who had kept a record of work, that 
the average product during the season, up to October, from fourteen quarts 
of milk, wine measure, was one pound of butter and two of skim cheese. 
The cheese factories do not produce more than three pounds of cheese from 
the same quantity of milk. Now the average sale of factory cheese in 1865 
was only a little over fifteen cents—call it sixteen cents—and we have forty- 
eight cents as the value of the milk by that system. But by the other system 
the average prices at which butter was sold in the fall would nearly cover 
that amount, leaving the two pounds of skim cheese as clear gain. These are 
the facts which serve as a basis for estimating the relative profits of the two 
systems. We may assume that a given quantity of milk will yield an equal 
weight of product by either system, but in one a third of the weight is in 
butter. 'To be exact, I suppose that by the Orange county system the milk 
is worked up more perfectly, or with less waste, and hence there is really a 
larger product by that system; but as some cheese makers claim to be able 
to work milk without much waste, the excess need not be named here. The. 
cost of manufacturing butter and cheese combined, is slightly in advance of 
manufacturing cheese alone, but the difference is not so great as to be of 
much account. 

It will be seen, then, that the success of butter and cheese factories will 
depend upon the price by which butter is to rule in the market above that of 
cheese, and the facility in disposing of skim cheese. The Orange county 
factories have sometimes sold their butter at seventy cents, and their skim 
cheese at prices slightly in advance of whole milk cheese from the best factor- 
ies of Herkimer and Oneida. But such a condition of things may not occur 
again, and it would not be fair or safe to make these figures a basis for future 
operations. 

The dairy region has been trying to make a finely flavored, high priced 
cheese, such as will sell in the markets of Great Britain along with improved 
English cheddar, at eighty-four to one hundred and twelve shillings per 
hundred—that is, from twenty to twenty-five cents in gold. Some of our 
factories, during the last two years, have come up to the required standard, 
and American cheese now stands equal to any manufactured in the world. 
If we can prove to our English customers that we are able to supply them 
with the best cheese, they will take of us from fifty to one hundred millions. 
of pounds annually, and pay us well for it. But we must not get back on a 
poor grade, and lose the reputation we have labored so hard to obtain. These 
points should enter properly into the consideration of this subject, with those 
contemplating a change to butter and skim cheese manufacture. aia 

The advantages of butter making on the associated dairy system over that 
of private families are very great. In the first place, a uniform product of 
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superior character is secured. Every appliance that science or skill, or close 

attention to business is able to obtain, is brought to bear upon the manufac- 
ture, and prime quality necessarily follows as a result. If you could assume 
that, in a neighborhood of one hundred families, each was possessed of the 
skill and conveniences of the factories, and that each would give the subject 

the same close attention, there doubtless would be no difference as to quality 

of product; but such a state of things rarely exists. : 

Again, the factories are able to obtain a larger price, because it costs the 

dealer no more to purchase of the one hundred dairies combined, than it 

would of an individual, dairy, and the uniformity and the reliability of the 

product does not entail the losses that are constantly accruing in different 

lots on account of inferior quality. The factories, too, relieve the farmer and 

his family from a great deal of drudgery, and unless the work is to be done 
by members of the family who cannot be employed profitably at other labor, 

it is a matter of economy to have the butter or cheese made at the factory; 

since what would employ a hundred hands scattered over the country, is 
performed in the same time by three or four when the milk is worked up 
together at one place. . 

The only serious complaint against the factory system is in hauling the 

milk. This has been obviated, in many instances, by establishing a route of 
milk teams, where the milk is delivered for the season by the payment of a 
small sum. The associated system, applied to butter-making, has all the 
advantages, and will do as much for the improvement of butter as it has for 
cheese; and no one at this day will deny that, in the latter it has brought 
about a wonderful improvement. The butter-making departments can be 
easily applied to cheese factories. There need be scarcely any alteration in 
the buildings. A spring room, churn room, and butter cellar must be added, 
but these need be but small and cheap structures. The spring room is to be 

provided with vats or tanks for holding the water. They should be sunk in 
the earth in order to secure a lower and more even temperature of the water, 

as well as for convenience in handling the milk.. The vats may be about six 

feet wide, and from twelve to twenty-four feet long, arranged for a depth of 

eighteen inches of water. There should be a constant flow of water in and 
out of the vats, so as to secure a uniform temperature of the milk after it has 
been divested of its animal heat. The milk is set in tin pails, eight inches in 

diameter by twenty inches long, each holding about fifteen quarts of milk. As 
fast as the milk is delivered, the pails are filled to the depth of seventeen 
inches and plunged into the water, care being taken that the water comes up 
even with or alittle above the milk in the pails. The temperature of the 

water should be from forty-eight to fifty-six degrees. \ 
The old notion that cream cannot rise through a depth of milk greater 

than seven inches, it is believed, is an error.» The Orange county farmers 
say they can get as much cream by setting in pails on the above plan, as they 

can to set the milk shallower in pans, and the cream is of better quality, 
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because a small surface being exposed to the air, there is not that liability for 

the top of the cream to get dry, which has a tendency to fleck the butter and 
injure its quality. Desiring to test this matter, I took glass cream jars, on 
which were graduated scales, and set milk of the same quality at different 

depths, from two to eighteen inches. The depth of the cream was always in 

proportion to the quantity of the milk. 

When the butter department is to be added to cheese factories already 
built, about a third of the cost will be in pails, two of which are required for 
every cow from which milk is delivered. To build a butter and cheese fac- 
tory combined, of a capacity for four hundred cows, fitted up with the 
necessary machinery complete, the cost is estimated at ten dollars per cow. 

It will hardly pay to build and run a factory for less than three hundred cows, 
and it is not desirable to have the number of cows above a thousand. 

In the working of any new system, practical men always desire statistics 

of results. I have seen the statement of receipts and expenditures of the 
Wallkill factory, Orange county, for the year 1865. The quantity of milk 

received from April 1 to December 1 was six hundred and twenty-seven 
thousand one hundred and seventy-four quarts, of which twenty-seven 

thousand three hundred and eight quarts were sold at a little above seven 
cents per quart, leaving five hundred and ninety-nine thousand eight hundred 

and sixty-six quarts to be made up into butter and cheese. The product was 
as follows: thirty-one thousand six hundred and thirty pounds of butter, 

eighty-one thousand seven hundred and seventy-eight pounds of skim cheese, 

five thousand nine hundred and eight pounds of whole milk cheese, two 
thousand two hundred and sixty-one quarts of cream, sold at nineteen and 
six-tenths cents per quart, and one thousand five hundred and sixty-one quarts 
of skim milk, at one and five-eighths cents per quart. The net cash receipts, 

after deducting transportation and commissions, were as follows: 
Horapiune milkeisGl@d Weiss. 6 SRM EE a, Be a Ree eee eee $1,926 22 

skim milk....... (stig yah aisha suscs os EAGRATS cae wks Pal fois eu Maen us PIE Ueicneia eRe, aul 24 02 
PULLER ede yet accoce as aiarads, cvaisshsciog ane wine o etisee oe sie entake ee re et ee 13,344 21 
Cloimr cheese sie AI! AEA BOL 2 eee 11,659 08 
sul oledmulleCHeese ec cinie «cis Se ppausiorcss «ome wocwmkoeets save Solon cee eee at 44 
SPCOLCGMALTS: CREAN, ssc-e0 S's oicarsien ccs ceo es Cok sie ciated MRO Ee nee 443 33 
hhogsfed! tipon wihiey 226 14 Fh ek GaN TS Se 446 24 
battegmilkcond) sundries... a sic a oepcysiew wpals B¥SE ops io.4 olakeiarcsovevace isles mie a 207 49 

Making a total of........... ifS aha 2 Pando inetatc ete, ofa ana ene 29,116 03 

The expense account was as follows: 
Bleapra ory es Be Se ee sides 8 bal ih oes Sack Ae is wie A NE eee $1,476 40 

BD EF INN heise SS an. ofRtes ya)'n 246, 2h hac oteccnek Veco ec EA Nee hea IC ee 79 96 
CNEESEWWONES Scones cs casa ce tec cs Sree ee Eee ee einen Coe aerate nS 653 17 
mOSaAeles Walt Gets SI Fs Aes LA ake el hag. Gas SE EAS, lee 89 25 
BeNMeLVDANGAGe GC... so ojo:s anions oho sune aot EE eta ee eee 483 55 
CATIIDE CHEESE eae sa ee ain eva ete ce ciek ccc heen es Teen eee Te cote eee eee 273 10 
BUS OS Ahan t. lak Soe Cin Je asia aie whe. Sa Sernenee pee meteta Ales Uae anes am, 179 90 

i 3,235 338 
This gives an aggregate net receipt of $25,880 70. 
From these statements it appears that the butter averaged forty-two and 
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- a-quarter cents per pound, the skim cheese fourteen and a-quarter cents, and 

the whole milk cheese eighteen cents per pound, while the average amount 

received on the whole quantity of milk was four and one-tenth cents per 

quart. ‘The expenses of the factory were a little over half-a-cent per quart. 

From a report of average sales of cheese from the New York and Ohio 

factories, it appears that fifteen and a-half cents per pound was all that has 

been obtained by a majority of the best whole milk cheese factories during 
the year 1865, and the comparative profits may be thus stated: 

Fourteen quarts of milk, making three pounds of cheese, (at fifteen and 

a-half cents,) forty-six and a-half cents; deduct cost of manufacturing, 

boxes, &c., six cents—leaving forty and a-half cents. - 
At the butter and skim cheese factory, fourteen quarts of milk, at four 

and one-tenth cents per quart, amount to fifty-seven and two-fifths cents ; 

deduct cost of manufacturing, &c., seven cents, and we have a difference of ten 

cents in favor of the butter and skim cheese on every fourteen quarts of milk. 

It may be asked, How do the butter and skim milk factories compare with 

those dairies where butter alone is manufactured from the milk? I have no 

statistics from dairies in Orange county showing the quantity of milk for a 

pound of butter, but was told that by the factory system of taking off part 
of the cream and working up the skim milk, greater profits were realized. 

The Hon. Zapock Pratt, in the account given of his butter dairy in 
Green county, gives the average quantity of milk required for a pound of 

butter during the season of 1860, to be eleven and twenty-hundredths quarts, 

and in 1861, ten and forty-two hundredths quarts. In 1859 it took fourteen 
and fifty hundredths quarts, and in 1858, sixteen and sixteen hundredths 

quarts, for one pound of butter. The milk in this dairy is set in shallow pans, 

and the cream skimmed off after the milk has soured and begins to thicken. 

At the Orange county factories it is not desired to take all the cream from 

the milk, since a portion of it is needed in the skim cheese. That which is 
taken off is fresh and sweet and is in condition to make the finest flavored 
butter. The management of the milk is without doubt the best that has yet 
been discovered, and should be generally adopted whenever good butter is 

sought after. The churning and working of the butter does not differ mate- 
rially at the factories from that of other experienced manufacturers. The 
cream is churned in the barrel and a-half dash churn, and the butter worked 

with a lever upon an inclined slab. The whole system commends itself to the 

dairy public, especially to the butter districts, and if the cheese-makers would 

adopt it at their factories for making spring, fall, and winter butter, large 
sums would be annually saved, and the public greatly benefited by being 

able to secure readily a desirable article. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES OF ORANGE CO.—CHARACTER OF THE SOIL, ETC. 

Orange county is broken up into numerous hills and valleys. The southern 
and eastern parts are mountainous. The great valleys run in a northeasterly 

16 
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and southwesterly direction. The Shawangunk mountains are at the north- 

west, and along the northern boundaries of the county flows the Shawangunk- 

kill, a considerable stream which empties into the Wallkill. The Wallkill, 

rising in New Jersey, passes in a northerly direction through the central 

portion of the county and into Ulster county, emptying into the Hudson at 

Rondout. It isa sluggish stream, except in times of high water, in spring and 
fall, but furnishes abundant and durable water power along its entire course. 
Along the valley of the Wallkill are some of the best farming lands in the 
county. There is a diversity of svil in the county, gravelly and sandy loams, 

light and heavy clay loams, and alluvial soils. The interior of the county is 
a rolling upland, broken in many places by abrupt and isolated hills, and the 

valleys and streams. In the town of Blooming Grove, the land is undulating, 

but in some places broken by ridges of rocks. The soil is generally a clayey 

loam, running sometimes into a gravelly loam, and, adjoining the ridges of 
slate rock, becoming a sandy loam. West of the valley of the Wallkill, the 

prevailing soil is a clayey loam, well adapted to grazing. It is in this district 

that the famous Goshen butter is produced. Here abound the natural 

meadows that have not received a plow for more than a hundred years. The 

soil on these meadows is a black earth, made up from the wash of the hills 
and slopes, and is rich in vegetable mold. In some parts the soil is slaty, 

and strips of land occur that are stony, being filled with boulders and frag- 

ments of rock, but the whole section seems to be fertile and productive of 

grasses that are sweet and nourishing. The water is pure and the climate 
healthy. Soft and hard water are often found upon the same farm. A con- 
siderable portion of the surface of Orange county is occupied by the Hudson 
river group of rocks, which takes a north-east and south-west direction. On 

the banks of the Hudson, above Newburgh, is found the Utica slate. The 

Trenton limestone is found near Mount Lookout, in Goshen, and in the 

adjoining town of Hamtonburgh. The Black river limestone is found in 
Goshen, and is the rock of which Mount Lookont is made up. 

THE BUTTER GRASSES OF ORANGE COUNTY. 

In the old pastures there are several varieties of grasses, that spring up 
spontaneously, and afford sweet and nutritious feed, and from which the best 
qualities of milk and butter are produced. These grasses form a rich, thick 

turf, leaving no intervening spaces. In our conversation with farmers, much 
importance was given to these natural grasses as a means of securing the 
richest milk and the finest butter, and some affirmed that it was impossible 
to obtain the best flavored butter or so large a result from recently re-seeded 
grounds of clover and timothy. These grasses are similar to those found in 
the old pastures of Herkimer, Lewis, and Oneida—they embrace the June or 
blue grass, the fowl meadow grass, poa serotina, meadow fescue, festuca 
pratensis, red-top, agrostis vulgaris, the wire grass, poa compressa, and the 

sweet-scented vernal and vanilla grass. Timothy, orchard grass, red clover, 
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-and other forage plants are also grown in pastures and meadows. The sweet- 
scented vernal grass grows best upon the moist soil of the old meadows; it 
starts very early and gives off an agreeableodor. The June grass is regarded 
as very valuable, throwing out a dense mass of leaves, highly relished by 

JUNE GRASS. RED-Top. 

_cattle,and from which a superior quality of butter is made. It is found growing 
throughout the butter districts of the county. The wire grass is deemed 
one of the most nutritious of the grasses, is very hardy, eagerly sought after 
by cattle, and is one of the best grasses for fattening. Cows feeding upon it 
yield milk of the richest quality, and from which the nicest butter is made. 
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It flourishes well upon gravelly knolls and in shaded places, and its stem is 
green after the seed has ripened. It is found growing in all parts of the 

county. The meadow fescue is common in the old grass lands where the sod 
is thick and grasses of different variety mingled together. It starts up early 
in spring, is relished by stock, and furnishes good early feed. The milk 

ORCHARD Grass. Mrapow Frscur. 

farmers hold it in high estimation as a reliable grass, tenacious of life, and 
not running out like timothy or clover. 

I have been thus particular in describing the soil and grasses of Orange 
county, that farmers in other sections may make a comparison with their own 

lands, and be better able to judge wherein the one differs from the other. I 
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may remark here, that weeds common in other sections are common also in 
Orange county. The white daisy, the thistle, the golden rod, the fire weed, 

the snap-dragon and other weeds, seem to be common in the county. West 

of the Wallkill, farmers complain of the snap-dragon as the worst weed 

SWEET-SCENTED VERNAL. Poa ComPEssA. 

against which they have to contend. The daisy is not regarded as formidable, 

since manuring with barn-yard manure, salt and plaster, it is said, will rid 

the land of this pest. The rag weed, we observed, was common in cultivated 

grounds, but it was said, did not trouble grass lands. 
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THE STOCK. 

The herds are usually made up of native and grade cattle. In the milk 
dairies there is no particular prominence given to thorough-breds any more 

than in other localities of the dairy region. There is a sprinkling of Short- 
Horns, Ayrshires, Devons and Alderneys, and occasionally some Dutch cattle. 

The farms are not generally above an hundred acres. Mr. StavGureEr, 
who has an excellent farm about a mile and a-half west of the Wallkill, will 
carry forty-five head of cattle upon one hundred and fifty acres. His farm 
contains a hundred and seventy-five acres, twenty-five of which are in timber. 
He usually has about twelve acres annually under the plow, raising corn, oats, 
and wheat in rotation, and then seeding down to grass, and this is the rota- 
tion usually followed in this section of the county. The soil here, and 
generally through the county, is well adapted to corn, and the average crop 
will reach fifty bushels per acre. Wheat yields twenty-five bushels per acre, 
and oats from sixty to seventy bushels. Farmers generally do not believe in 
feeding down pastures close, so as to expose the roots of the grass toa 
burning sun, but rather seek to have the ground covered at all times with a 
good growth of herbage. 

SYSTEM OF ORGANISING FACTORIES. 

The farmers of a neighborhood join together and erect the buildings, each 
one paying in proportion to the size of farm or number of cows from which 
milk is to be delivered. After the structure is completed and furnished, a 
superintendent is chosen, and help hired for running the factory, and the 
expenses are shared by stockholders, in proportion to the amount of milk 
delivered. Repairs, additions, &c., from year to year, are added to the 
expense account. 

THE CAPTAINS—MARKETING BUTTER. 

The manner of marketing butter differs from that practiced in other sec- 
tions. Consignments are not generally made direct to the New York dealers, 
but shipments are entrusted to captains, as they are called, or persons who 
make it a business to collect freight and take it in charge to New York, mak- 
ing the sales and returning the proceeds to the manufacturer. These captains 
go with their freight twice a week, are men of standing and responsibility, 
who are well posted in the trade, and know how and where to obtain the best 
prices. They receive a commission for their labors, and find it to their interest 
to make good bargains, otherwise they would lose the confidence of those 
entrusting freight to their charge, and would therefore be displaced. These 
captains often receive proposals or offers for large lots of butter, which are 
submitted to the factories, when they are rejected or accepted, as seems best 
to the parties interested. 

THE MILK BUSINESS. 
Since the construction of the New York & Erie railroad, large quantities 

of milk are daily shipped to New York from the several depots. The milk 
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trains start out of Goshen and Middletown late in the afternoon, and milk 

is shipped only once a day. A portion of the milk, when it arrives in New 
York and is ready for the milk carts, is thirty-six hours old. To carry milk 
sweet for that length of time, in hot weather, requires some art in handling, 

and this seems to be well understood by the Orange county farmers. The 
milk, as soon as it comes from the cow, is strained and put in long tin pails, 

which are set in water, care being taken that no portion of the milk be 

higher than the water. These pails look like sections. of stove-pipe, being 
eight inches in diameter, and from seventeen inches to twenty inches long. 
The milk is occasionally stirred so as to keep the cream from rising It is 
deemed important that the animal heat be removed as soon as may be, at least 
in an hour’s time after it comes from the cow. The old plan, which is yet 
practised by some, is to cool the milk in the cans, but it is regarded as a very 
unsafe way when it is designed to have the milk keep sweet for a considerable 

length of time. The milk stands in the pails until ready to be carted to the 
trains, when it is put in cans holding from fifty to sixty gallons. These cans 

are filled full, and the cover, which fits close, adjusted. 

Within a few years past creameries have been established within conven- 
ient distance along the route of the railroad, where the milk is cooled, and 

from thence shipped to the depot. Here farmers daily deliver their milk, 
night and morning, as at our cheese factories, where it is measured and 

credited, and no further trouble is had with it on their part. At the cream- 

eries a part of the cream is taken off the milk, put up in cans which, when ready 
for shipment, are set in wooden tubs, made so as to be tapering towards the 

bottom. The space between the cans and tubs is then packed with ice, the 
cover fastened, and it is ready for shipment. 

WALLKILL CREAMERY ASSOCIATION. 

The main building consists of a two-storied structure, arranged on a 
plan similar to our cheese factories. Below are the vats, presses, &c., for 
making cheese, and above is the dry room. On one end of this building is 
erected the spring house, containing two rooms, the one twelve feet by sixteen 
feet, and the other fourteen feet by twenty-four feet. It has windows and 
doors for ventilation. The packing and churning room is a separate building, 
twelve feet by twenty-four feet, and stands opposite the spring room, with a 
narrow alley between. Adjoining to and connected with this is the horse- 
power for churning, and a store room. The establishment receives the milk 

from four hundred cows, and after the cream is taken from the milk, the milk 

is made up into skim cheese. 

THE SPRINGS AND MANNER OF TREATING THE MILE. 

There are two springs in the spring house. Vats are constructed about 
the springs for holding the water. They are three in number, twelve feet 

long by six feet wide, set down even with the floor, and with racks in the 

bottom for holding the cans. The water flows up through these racks and 

* 
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above them to the depth of seventeen inches. The pails are twenty-two 

inches long, and eight inches in diameter, and as fast as the milk is received 

they are filled within five or six inches of the top, and immediately placed in 

the water. Care is taken that the surface of the milk in the pails is not above 
that of the water in the spring. The pails are set close together, and one 

spring will hold two thousand and forty quarts of milk. The spring should 

have a sufficient flow of water to divest the milk of the animal heat in less 
than an hour. Mr. SLtaveurTer regards fifty-six degrees as the highest tem- 

perature that the water of the spring should be, for conducting operations 

successfully. He has not determined the precise temperature of water best 
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adapted for obtaining the most cream from the milk, but is satisfied from his 
experiments that the natural temperature of the water should not be below 
forty-eight degrees, nor above fifty-six degrees. He says, more cream, and 
that of better quality for butter making, can be obtained by setting the milk 
on the above plan, than in shallow pans. The object is to expose as little of 
the surface of the milk to the air as possible, in order that the top of the 
cream may not get dry, which has a tendency to fleck the butter, and injure 
its flavor. 

The milk of one day is left in the spring until next morning, when it is 
taken out, the cream dipped off and put immediately in the churns. In 
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removing the cream a little tunnel shaped cup, with a long upright handle, 

is used. It is gently pushed into the pails and the cream dipped off. It is 
very expeditiously effected, and the milk line easily determined by the appear- 

Pat For SETTING THE MILK, 
AND CREAM DIPPER. 

About fifty quarts of cream are put in each churn, 

and each then receives a pail of cold spring water 

and the mass is brought to a temperature of six- 

ty-three degrees to sixty-four degrees. In warm 

weather ice is sometimes broken up and put in 
the churn to reduce the temperature to fifty-six 
degrees, but it is deemed better to churn without 
ice if the cream does not get above sixty-four 
degrees in the process of churning, as butter 

made with ice is more sensitive to heat. It is, 

however, a less evil to use ice than to have the 

butter come from the churn white and soft. It 
requires from forty-five minutes to an hour to 
churn, when the butter should come solid and 

of a rich yellow color. It is then taken from the 

churns and thoroughly washed in spring water. 

In this process the ladle is used, and three times 
pouring on water is generally all that is required. 
It is then salted at the rate of one pound and z 

ance of the milk. The cream in the fall of the year, and 
in spring, is churned sweet. In summer, the cream is 

dipped into the same pails and returned to the spring, 
and kept there until it sours. As fast as the cream is 
removed, the milk in the pails is emptied into the vats 
for making skim cheese. 

THE CHURN-ROOM AND CHURNING. 

The churning is done by horse power. The churns 
are the common barrel and a-half dash churn, four in 

number, and are placed on 

each side of the power, so as 

to be all worked together. 

two ounces of 

al salt to twenty- 

= 7 two pounds of butter. In making winter 
pt (Px <0 butter a little more salt is added at the last 

Apis working. The butter, after having been 
salted and worked, is allowed to stand till 

SIEGES Iota evening, and is then worked a second time 
and packed in sixty pound pails and shipped twice a week to New York. 

At this factory in hot weather, after the butter is salted and worked over, 
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it is taken to the spring and immersed in the water where it remains until 
evening when it is taken out and worked over and packed. For winter butter 
a small teaspoonful of pulverized saltpetre and a large tablespoonful of white 

sugar are added for the twenty-two pounds of butter at the last working. 
No coloring matter is used in butter at this establishment. 

The butter is worked on an inclined slab with beveled sides running down 
to the lower end and within four inches of each other. A long wooden lever, 
so formed as to fit in a socket at this point, is used for working the butter. 
It is very simple and does the work effectually. In churning, the dashers are 
so arranged as to go within a quarter of an inch of the bottom of the churn 
at every stroke, and rise above the cream in their upward stroke. 

When butter is packed in firkins, none but those made of white oak are 
used. These firkins are very handsomely made, and are tight so as not to 
allow the least leakage. Before using they are soaked in cold water, and 

THe ButTeER Bown AND LADLE. 

after that in hot water, and then again with cold water. After being filled 
with butter they are headed up and strong brine poured in at the top to fill 

all the intervening spaces. The pails for holding the milk in the springs are 
daily cleaned with soap and hot water, rinsed in spring water, and put on a 
rack to dry. In furnishing a factory two pails are allowed for each cow, as 

it is necessary to have a double set. 

THE CHEESE. 

In making the cheese, the milk is set at eighty-two degrees; highest heat, 
ninety-six degrees to ninety-eight degrees, and three pounds of salt to one 
hundred of curd. The curd is pressed in fourteen inch hoops, and cheese 
made four inches high. They are of a very good flavor, and by no means 
unpalatable—though of course, inferior to pure milk cheese. These cheeses are 

shipped to warm climates, and many of them go to China in exchange for tea. 
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ORANGE COUNTY MILK ASSOCIATION, 

This establishment commenced operations in 1862. The main building 
is sixty feet by twenty-four feet, and is located about four miles northeast from 
Middletown. The number of cows from which milk is delivered is five 
hundred and fifty, and the farmers owning the building number thirty. The 

construction of the building and spring house is similar to that of the Wall- 

kill Association. There are two spring rooms, each ten by twenty-four feet. 

The water here is soft, aud stands at a temperature of fifty degrees. 

The factory stands near or adjoining a wet and springy piece of ground, 

covered with fragments of rock from the Shawangunk Mountains. At this 
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GRoUND PLAN OF ORANGE County MILK ASSOCIATION BUTTER FACTORY. 

establishment, in addition to the spring room there is a cellar twelve feet 
by fourteen feet, with walls nicely laid up with stone, and extending into the 

bank, at the rear end of the building. Here the butter is stored in summer as 

-soon as packed, where it remains until ready to be shipped. 
In the fall of the year, when cream does not readily sour, it is put in the 

churn in the evening and a can of water raised to 100° set in the cream. It 
is left there over night, and by morning the cream sours. 

ROCKVILLE MILK ASSOCIATION. 

The main structure is twenty-five by fifty feet—two stories, which are used 

for manufacturing and curing cheese—adjoining this on one end, is the spring 

room, and on the side running back in the shape of L, is the churn room, 

twenty by thirty fect. On the end of the churn room is the ice house, which 

is arranged so as to lead out of the churn room with a broad hall or alley, 

which serves as a cellar for storing butter. 

rs 
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This hall has double sides packed in with tan-bark, and the ice-house being 

on one side, with communication by door, makes it a cool and nice place for 
keeping butter or cream in summer. In the spring room there are two vats, 

one nine feet by twelve feet, and the other eight feet by twelve feet, sunk 

even with the floor, and arranged so as to be filled from one spring. The 

temperature of the water is 48°. It is soft water, but less so than those at 

the other factories to which we have referred. The delivery of the milk is at a 

window and on a platform the hight of the wagon. As the teams drive up, the 

cans are slid upon the pees m and emptied into a large receiving box or can of 

= tin inside the window, standing upon platform 
scales, where the milk is weighed and then 

conducted out by two faucets into the long 

tin pails or coolers. The cost of structure 

and fixtures was $3,000. The number of 

cows from which milk is delivered is four 
hundred and twenty-five, and on November 

Ist the receipts were eighteen hundred quarts 
—estimating a quart, wine measure, to weigh 

two pounds. Milk varies in weight, and a 
wine quart weighs at some seasons of the 

year, a trifle over two pounds. During the 
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month of May, when cows are in pasture, Mr. SitavenTer finds that one 
hundred quarts, wine measure, will weigh two hundred and eleven pounds. 

The milk here is kept in the spring from twenty-four to thirty-six hours, when 
the cream is taken off and allowed to sour, and then churned. Mr. Uprs- 

GROVE, the Superintendent of the factory, says that about one-tenth more 

butter is obtained from the cream when churned sour than when sweet. 

BUTTER MAKING AT THE ORANGE COUNTY FACTORY. 

The churns are the barrel and a-half dash churn, and are filled about half 

full of cream, which is diluted by putting in cold water in summer and warm 
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water in cold weather, at the rate of sixteen to thirty quarts for each mess or 

churning. The temperature of the cream in summer, when the churns are 

started is about 60°, but in cold weather they are started at about 64°. 

When a mess of cream is to be churned the churns are filled about half full, 

and a pail of spring water added to dilute the cream; in warm weather cold 

water is used and in cold weather warm water, so as to make the mass at a 

temperature of 60° to 62°. The temperature of the cream while churning is 

kept below 65°, for if at the close of the churning the buttermilk should be at 

a temperature above 64° the flavor and color of the butter are injured. When 

the butter begins to come, the churn is rinsed down with cold water. After 

the butter is taken from the churn, care is taken not to touch it more than is 

necessary with the hands. The butter trays are elliptical in shape, and the 

ladle is used for turning over the butter while it is being washed. In salting 

and working over, the whole is done by the butter-worker heretofore 

described, and great care is taken not to work it too much, as overworking 

spoils the grain and makes the butter salvy. A twenty-two pound batch is 

laid upon the inclined slab or butter-worker, and the lever applied, first 

beginning at one side, until the whole is gone over. Only a few manipula- 

tions of this kind are required, and one is surprised at the expedition with 

which this part of the process is effected. The salting and working of the 

butter is by the same rule adopted at the other factories, eighteen ounces of 

salt being used for twenty-two pounds of butter. 

The butter-worker is similar to the one alluded to, except that the lever 

is diamond-shaped, which it is claimed is an improvement. The inclined 

triangular slab on which the butter is 

worked stands upon legs, and has beveled 

sides about three inches high. It is four 

feet long and twenty-five inches wide at 

the upper end, tapering down to five 

inches at the lower end. At this point 

there is an opening for the escape of the 

Onancz counry Burren. WORKER. butter-milk into a pail below. In salting, 

the butter is washed and then spread out with the ladle upon the worker, and 

fine, pure Ashton salt sprinkled over the mass. It is then turned over alittle 

with the ladle and afterwards worked with the lever. 

At this factory there was a little contrivance consisting of a wheel and 

lever and weight for regulating the stroke of the dashers when churning. 

The trays are elliptical, being two and a-half feet long and one and a-half feet 

across, and will hold twenty-five pounds of butter. The butter is packed in 

Orange county pails or tubs holding sixty pounds, or in oak firkins of eighty 

pounds, as at the other factories, and shipped twice a week to New York, 

bringing seventy cents per pound. The association is composed of twenty- 

eight farmers who have dairies running from five to ten and up to thirty cows. 
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Four farmers not belonging to the association deliver milk here and are 
charged $1.50 per cow extra. 

0. —————— — 

Lo 
RETURN BUTTER Pat. 

ORANGE CouNTY BUTTER PACKAGES. 

DAIRY PRODUCTS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

The following tables give the number of pounds of butter and cheese 
made in different sections of the Union, according to the census returns of 
1850 and 1860. The total production of butter in the United States and 
Territories in 1850 was 313,345,306 pounds, and in 1860, 469,681,372 pounds. 
Of cheese, the product in 1850 was 105,535,893, pounds, and in 1860, 103,- 
663,927 pounds, showing an increase in the production of butter, and a 
decrease in cheese during that decade. From the tables it will be seen which 
States are largely interested in this branch of industry. For convenience of 
reference we have arranged the States in groups: 

Amount of Butter and Cheese made in 1860 and 1850. 

BUTTER. CHEESE. 

STATES, ae ae 

1860. 1850. 1860. 1850. 

NEW ENGLAND STATES. 

COUMCENICUL, eee. Locale. Laie Sachin 7,620,912 6,498,119 3,898,411 5,363,277 
Maine may RebO AE J Se a Mead 11,687,781 9,243,811 1,799,862 2,434.454 
Massachusetts, . 8,297,936 8,071,370 5,294,090 7,088,142 
New Hampshire... 6,956,764 6,977,056 2,232,092 8,196,563 
node Wsland Maris bo) oo tas 10,211,767 995,670 181,511 316,508 
AVFSTIMOME rors fesliesessorersialnsld cid’. seaereles 15,900,859 | 12,187,980 8,215,030 8,720,834 

Motaly. Myce os hm. aap 60,675,519 | 52,924,006 | 21,620,996 | 27,119,778 

MIDDLE STATES, | 

INTE SY OLE Aer 5 Oe ee a eT 103,097.280 | 79,766,094 | 48548289 | 49,741,413 
Pennsylvania, po OST CERES ISSUE eke 58,653,511 | 389.878.418 2 ‘508, 556 2,505,034 
WNewlderseyntoh hoped os, oh 10,714,447 9 487,210 182.172 365,756 
Del arpremiens ale oy ait resets 5 5 cues ee 1,430,502 1,055,308 6,579 3,187 
Mary land, 5,265,295 3,806,160 8,342 3,975 
District of Columbia,. Oana Cates 18,835 ALTO SIs ee oye atehs tye 1,500 

75 LaLa GAM este EAL SUE 179,179,870 | 134,008,062 52,620,865 51,253,938 
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STATES. 

WESTERN STATES. 
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Wisconsin, 
TCE Sse Ee Snr SEN an 
Nebraska, 

eee eres ee oe ee ee meee eee eee ee 

i i ee 

eee er ee oe ee ores eee ee eo ese 

ee eere ee cee sere sees eer ee 

eee ere e eee eee ee so ee ee oe 

SOUTHERN STATES. 

INVENTING Sa's Seto Der oro Hoa ee eee 
PATISAN SASH siotte class cio hiaeetles 6 avavstes 
On daar c ses iste sae deco iaslees 
Georgia, 
Mississippi, 
Louisiana, 
Morin Canolina,. x jercaiisis duje +e shs's se 2 
South Carolina, 
Tennessee, 
Texas, 

eee reese ee eee es eee eee ee eee 

eee eee ee ese oe ere sees ase 

eee eee es oes eo te oo oe os 

ere see eer ee eee oe oe we oe 

eee eos eee ee eee ee ore et worsens 

ee ees ee ee 2 tee eee ee eo eee 

PING U Ml be pepe cra Skis) ssarotee sh ctalereas 

PACIFIC STATES AND TERRITORIES. 

California, 
OREGON 5.55 oh doOR eee en oem e 
Ne wANleMiGaitec ec. seek aus See es 
WaSHetOn occ, fo fiarisile: 
Utah, veces ee ere tere cere esas ees e se 
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Amount of butter and cheese made in 1860 and 1850.—Continued. 

BUTTER. CHEESE. 

1860. 1850. 1860. 1850. 

18,306,651 12,881,535 605,795 624,564 
28,052,551 12,526,548 1,848,557 1,278,225 
11,953,666 2,171,188 918.635 209,840 
15,503,482 7,065,878 1,641,897 1,011,492 
2,957 673 1,100 ROO STAs Sees 

12,704,837 7,834,359 259 633 203,572 
48,543,162 84,449 379 21,618,893 20,819,542) 
11,716,609 9 947,523 190,400 213,954 
13,611,328 3,633,750 1,104,300 400,288 
1 OOB AG Ti yaaa wes ess QO OAD cas aoe 
BE A ee cine evercrsi ais TO BAO Ai Sere Se ielaya ges 

164,786,997 90,511,255 28,428,811 24,761,472 
—__——_——— | =e 

6,028,478 4,008,811 15,923 31,412 
4,067,556 1,854,239 16,810 30,088 
408,855 371,498 5,280 18,015 

5,489,765 4,640,599 15,587 46,976 
5,006,610 4,346,234 4.4237 21,191 
1,444,743 683,069 | 6,153 1,957 
4,735,495 4,746,290 1,119 95,921 
3,777,984 2,981,850 1,543 4.970 

10,017,787 8,139 583 183,575 177,681 
5,850,588 2,344,900 275,128 95,299 

13,464,722 11,089,859 280,852 436,292 

60,242 258 45,206,392 808,397 959,802 

8,095,035 705 1,343,689 150 
1,000,157 211,464 105,379 36,980 

13,259 111 37,240 5,848 
T5309 2 Mite ec eae 12.946 ie oaes 
316,046 83,309 $3,381 30,998 

4,577,589 295,589 1,551,785 73,976 

We have not the exact figures on hand for giving the statistics of butter 
and cheese made in the Union during the year 1865, but the production of 
cheese in the middle and western States alone, it is believed, was more than 

two hundred millions of pounds. From facts gathered by the American 
- Dairymen’s Association, it is known that there are now upward of a thousand 
cheese factories in operation throughout the United States. If the number 

of cows to each be estimated at five hundred, we have half a million cows 

employed in the associated dairies, and if the average annual yield per cow 

be put at three hundred pounds, we have in the aggregate one hundred and 
fifty million pounds. But there are a large number of private or family 
dairies in operation, especially in the eastern or middle States, the production 
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of which, it is believed, will more than make up the estimated annual product 

of cheese for 1865 to two hundred million pounds. 

If the value of the cheese product of 1865 be put on an average of fifteen 

cents per pound, it shows a total of $30,000,000, while the butter product, if. 

no larger than that of 1860, at the low price of twenty-five cents per pound, 

would amount to over $114,000,000. In the estimate of the cheese product 

it will be proper to remark that the quantity is presumed to be the amount 
sold, and does not include that consumed in the families of producers. 

EXPORTS OF CHEESE AND BUTTER. 

The statistics of trade show that the dairy products of the country are 

becoming an important branch of commerce. The following table gives the S I S g 
quantity of butter and cheese exported from New York for aseries of years: 

LBS. OF BUTTER. |LBS. OF CHEESE. 

A terete CMe ieta le sls) ale aiesefe sie wclete aoieie ntolsla/ajatel IS eieieisiaciata doll ahha See eee 5,098,000 
Ta ats Oke RAR IRR ETS Saas Oe Cut a ena 2.494.000 9.287,000 
Ha eR tA TR Wk take Oe a Ee 10,987,000 23 252.000 
LES oo Se el Cem Mr 8g abe 7 SE 21,865,000 40.041.000 
EEG, Sk RAN bp RU ERE RL Ns TST) BE laingg iO 29,241,000 38,722,000 
‘1533. civ ciel ch i AAR TER LSE RU cL a 23,060,793 40,781,168 
“SBE OG Rtg 4 RO an a EE 2 By 14.174'861 46,755,842 
EGE. wong ol A a RES OIE eS NE 22,000,000 47,101,000 
“GE, 5 oie Staab A RR AT HRP De EL, 8 eileen el 5,000,000 45,000,000 
Sie Le Sy OA Me A eC RNY RL Wie W Ay ESE 58,000,000 

The decrease in the cheese exports of 1865 from those of the year previous, 
resulted from an extraordinary home demand, which took large quantities of 

cheese at a price in advance of what shippers felt warranted to pay for it to 
export. The shipments abroad have been mostly to Great Britain. <A light 

exportation for a number of years has been kept up with the West Indies and 
with South America, the trade with the latter being for the most part ina 
a poorer grade of cheese made from skimmed milk. Recently this character 
of cheese has found a favorite reception in China, where parcels have been 
sent in exchange for tea. It is believed there is a wide range of market yet 
unopened for the disposal of American cheese, needing only a little enterprise 
on the part of dealers for its introduction ; and that when once introduced, it 
will increase steadily until a heavy foreign demand is reached. Great Britain 
alone can now take considerably more than our surplus, and since the qualities 
and adaptation of styles to her needs meets, year by year, greater favor, the 

time cannot be far distant when America will be regarded, if she be not 
already, the great cheese-producing country of the world. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN DAIRYING—THEIR POINTS OF DIFFERENCE AND 
COMPARATIVE MERITS. 

Associated dairying is now conducted on so large a scale, and has so 

wide a range in America, as to give it distinctive features of nationality. 
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_ European writers have asserted that this system was inaugurated in Switzer- 
land, and that America simply borrowed the idea, putting it into successful 
operation, and therefore is not entitled to any merit as to its originality. 
Without stopping to point out the great dissimilarity between the associated 

dairy management of Switzerland and that of America, the truth of history 

demands the statement, that whatever excellence may attach to the American 
system, nothing in it has been borrowed from abroad. In the report of the 
Department of Agriculture for 1865 I gave a brief account of the origin of 
the cheese factory movement. Having been familiar with its early history, 
with the men and causes that led the way to this improvement in dairy prac- 
tice, I feel competent to speak authoritatively on the subject, and claim its 
originality as wholly American. 

The American factory system now stands pre-eminently in advance of 
dairy practice in the Old World. By it a more uniform and better product 

of cheese and butter can be made. These must soon take the lead in Euro- 

pean markets, and Kuropean nations will adopt the system or be content to 

see their own products rank as secondary, and sold at inferior prices. Since 

the adoption of the factory system a large export trade has grown up between 

America and Great Britain. The value of American cheese now sent abroad 

is from seven to ten millions of dollars annually, and as factories improve in 
the quality of their manufacture, a much larger trade, it is believed, will be 
inaugurated. 

England is old in dairy husbandry, and always claimed superiority in dairy 
practice. .A great many styles of cheese are manufactured, and some of them 

sell in their principal markets at better prices than that made at our factories. 
American dairymen, previous to 1866 had never been able to find out wherein 

this superiority lay. In view of the large trade already existing, and likely 
to increase, it was deemed important that a better knowledge of English 
dairy husbandry and cheese-making be obtained. The American Dairy Asso- 

ciation, therefore, engaged the writer to go abroad for this purpose, and the 

following pages are briefly the result of observations over the dairy districts 

of Great Britain during the summer of 1866. The dairy lands of Great 
Britain, it is believed, are no better than in the best dairy districts of America. 

Pastures, there, it is true, will generally carry more stock than ours, because 

theirs are freer from weeds and better managed. The yield of hay from per- 
manent meadows is no larger than from our best lands, two tons per acre 

being considered a good crop, but theirs is composed of a greater variety 

of grasses, is finer, and doubtless more nutritious than ours on account of less 

waste in woody fiber. Their dairy stock is generally no better than in our 
first-class dairies. I think there is no county in England or Scotland where the 
average yield of cheese per cow is so large as in Herkimer county, New York. 

In the management of: farms they are generally far in advance of us, but 
in cheese-making their appliances are inferior, their work more laborious, and 
they have but oy one style of cheese that competes with the best grades 

1 
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of our factory make. This is the cheddar, of which the leading features in 
manufacture will be fuund under its appropriate head. In the cheddar process | 

as well as in the management of stock of milk and dairy farms, there are 

doubtless suggestions which will be adopted in our practice when their supe- | 

riority is demonstrated. I have endeavored to call attention to the fact, and | 

to state the point clearly. | 

THE CHEESE DISTRICTS OF ENGLAND. 

The cheese districts of England are grouped together in counties lying | 

contiguous. Thus in the south are found Gloucester, Somerset, Wilts, | 

Dorset, &c., while in the north there are Cheshire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, _ 

Leicestershire and Shropshire. Other counties produce cheese in limited 

quantities, but not to such an extent as to make it a leading business. I went 
into the southern districts first, and found three styles of cheese, each having 
a different shape and character, and differently manufactured. They were the 
Cheddar, the double and single Gloucester, and the Wilts. 

I had never seen any large tract of country so beautiful as this part of 

England. It was in June, when the hedges were covered with dark green 
foliage, the pastures flecked with the daisy and butter-cup, flowers celebrated 
by the poets. But the English daisy is not to be confounded with that pest — 
of our fields, the ox-eye daisy, for it is small and unpretending, and does not 
suck up the life of the land. Then the smooth roads, the villas, the farm- 
houses, and the hamlets, with their adornments, together with the garden-like 
cultivation of the land, formed a picture ever to be remembered. For quiet, 
pastoral scenery, England is surpassingly beautiful. Everything seems to be 
“picked up” and in place. You see no tumble-down fences, no unsightly 
stone heaps, disfiguring the land, no cheap wooden houses falling to pieces, 

no remains of wood-piles and other accumulated trash, like a cancer blotching 
the premises, but everything seems to be swept up and in order, or, to use a 
homely phrase, ‘* prepared for company.” 

SOMERSET AND ITS SYSTEM OF FARMING. 

Somerset has a rolling, undulating surface, and it is in this county that the 
famous Cheddar cheese originated. In form the county is difficult to describe, 

perhaps partaking more of an oblong figure than any other. According to 
recent returns of live stock, &c., its area is one million seventy-four thou- 

sand two hundred and twenty acres, containing four hundred and forty- 
four thousand eight hundred and seventy-three inhabitants ; eighty-four 

thousand two hundred and sixty-two cows; eighty-nine thousand two hundred 
and fifty-seven young stock; six hundred and thirty-six thousand nine hundred 

and seventy-five sheep; and seventy-five thousand four hundred and sixty- 
nine pigs. The surface of the country is generally uneven, and towards the 
west, on the borders of North Devon, approaching to mountainous. The 
principal hills lie east and west, and are nearly parallel with each other. 
These ranges are generally poor, affording pasture for a coarse kind of sheep 
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-and some young cattle. The hill-tops of the south and south-west are covered 
with heather. The geological features of the country are varied, and are 

chiefly composed of mountain limestone, inferior oolite, the white and blue 
lias, and the new red sandstone. The highest hills are mountain limestone, 

which has been forced up from its proper place, and is found overtopping the 
upper strata to a hight of six or seven hundred feet. The eastern part of the 
country is generally oolitic, stretching away northward to Bath, at which 
place it produces some of the finest building stone in the kingdom. The lias 
comes next in rotation, cropping out from under the oolite westward. The 

red sandstone is not so prevalent. This, with the oolite, is the lightest soil upon 

which large flocks of sheep are kept, which in the south, are chiefly of the South 
Down breed, but in the northern district, towards Bath, are crossed with the 

Leicester, forming a larger and more remunerative animal. The method of 
farming is the four or five-field shift—I1st, wheat: 2d, green crop (turnips, 
vetches, etc.) ; 3d, barley; 4th and 5th, clover first and second year. The 

wheat crop is from twenty-four to forty bushels per acre; barley from thirty- 

two to sixty bushels, sometimes more. A heavier kind of land is found on 
the lias formation. A team of four horses, or six or eight oxen, is employed 
in plowing it. This is more productive of grain than the lighter land, and is 
farmed in a similar manner. 

In some places what is termed a dog-flock, that is, young sheep of a year 
or so old, are fattened for the Bristol and Bath markets. The lowlands and 

valleys are rich and productive. Between the ranges of hills before noticed 
are some of the richest plains in England. The vale of Taunton Dean, in 
the south of the county, is extremely rich. Another nearly level plain extends 

from the town of Bridgewater to the Mendip hills, and eastward to the city 
of Wells. Another plain, but rather more uneven, stretches north of the 
Mendip towards Bristol. These plains are largely devoted to the fattening 

of beef and mutton for the supply of the local, and also the London markets. 

Somerset is noted for its cheese, of which large quantities are made. It bears 
the name of Cheddar from a small village at the foot of the Mendip hills. 
The name originated from the farmers of the village uniting the milk of their 

cows for the purpose of making a larger cheese. This was done at each 
other’s houses in turn. From that time, which was about one hundred years 
ago, the thick cheese made in Somersetshire has borne the name of Cheddar, 

and bears the highest quotations of any English cheese in the London and 
other markets. It is made much thicker than was at first anticipated. The 

size that now is in request ranges from forty to eighty and up to one hundred 
pounds; the shape is from ten to fourteen inches in depth, and fifteen and 

a-half inches in diameter. 
This county, and the others south, have suffered very little from the cattle 

plague. Dairy cows, however, during the season (1866) have been high, com- 
manding from eighteen to twenty pounds sterling per cow, or from ninety to 

one hundred dollars. The dairy cows are motley grades, and so far as I have 
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seen, do not show any better milking qualities than the first-class dairies of 

Herkimer and Oneida counties, New York. 

DESCRIPTION OF STOCK. 

The cattle kept in the county at this time are the Devon and Short-Horn, 
the former pure of their kind, the latter rarely so, but have been employed to 

improve the original stock of the country. The Devons are said to have been 
formerly (with few exceptions), a small, three-cornered, nondescript animal, 
of little use to the dairyman, and less to the breeder and grazier. Their 
home is South Somerset and North Devon. The race is wonderfully improved 
through the energy and perseverance of some farmers, who have taken the 
best animals they could find and bred from them, until they have succeeded 
in producing one of the best animals of which England can boast. In the 
opinion of some no beef is equal to it, the fat and lean being so nicely inter- 

mingled. Their milking qualities are not yet equal to those of other kinds. 
A few years since there was a breed called the Hampshire cow, a useful 
animal for any purpose, of good constitution, size, milk, and beef. Mr. 
Harpine gave me a description of a cow of this breed, nearly the last of the 
race, which was twenty years old, and had been milked the previous summer, 

and in the March following went to the butchers at £20 1s. I was told that 
fifty years ago, in the neighborhood of the Mendip hills, they had what was 

termed the ‘‘ Mendip cow,” of little service but to milk; but both these good, 
and inferior animals have passsed away, and they have scarcely any cow 

but what partakes, in a greater or less degree, of the Short-Horn breed. 

QUANTITY OF CHEESE, ETC. 

The increased quantity of cheese supplied by this county is not due, it is 
said, to the change of stock, so much as to the superior management of the 

present day in feeding stock, clearing the hedge-rows, and draining the wet 
land, &c. Fewer cows were kept thirty years ago than now. It was then 
generally supposed that no more could be kept with advantage beyond what 
half of the pasture or grass land would supply with grass in the summer, and 
the other half cut for the winter. Now they keep more cows, mow less, and 
in winter do with less hay; they feed with straw and oil cake while the cows 
are dry, so that they get little or no hay till they calve. Three pounds of 

cake per day (the best American) they say will keep a cow in fair condition 
if straw be given ad libitum. In some particular districts as much as six 

hundred weight or six hundred and seventy-two pounds of cheese per cow, 
it is said, are made. This is on the best cheese-producing land; and this, 
from long observation, is chiefly on some one of the oolite formations. Not 

only does it produce the largest amount of cheese, but also of butter. There 
are no statistics of the quantity of cheese made annually in the county, but 
from all I can gather, it is from eighteen million to twenty-five million of 
pounds. 
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WILTSHIRE. 

For diversity and beauty of scenery Wiltshire is not equal to Somerset. 
Its geological formation, in general terms, may be classed in three divisions, 

namely, the white lias, which is lowest, the several classes of oolite, and the 

chalk. According to the late returns the area is 865,092 acres. The number 

of cows kept is 44,760 ; young stock and oxen, 32,967; sheep, 596,822; and 

pigs, 61,012. The natural division of the county is so remarkably distinct, 
that it must be described accordingly, viz., north and south. The south part, 

with a few exceptions, is the chalk district, and forms what is called the 

Wiltshire downs. Lying high, the land is very thin; still the valleys and 
slopes are rich for growing grain and turnips. The farms are large, some 
1,000 to 2,000 acres. Large numbers of sheep, known as the South Downs, 

are kept upon these farms. They have black faces and feet, the wool short 
and fine. The mutton commands the highest price in the London market of 

any in the kingdom. Though small in size, they will frequently load them- 

selves with flesh, so as to reach 120 pounds in weight. In this district is the 
celebrated Salisbury Plain, also on the chalk. It is not strictly a plain, except 
in general appearance; but is beautifully undulating, not unlike the ocean 

with its long swells after a storm. The farming of this district is generally 
the four-field system. In some places, such as on the white clay and the sandy 
loam at the bottom of the hills, it 1s worked in the three-field system. All 
the light land is plowed with two horses. Neat and good farming is every- 

where seen, and it is claimed is scarcely surpassed in England. North Wilt- 
shire is very different in appearance from the south. The broad uninclosed 
downs are no more seen, but rather inclosed fields with numbers of trees in 

the hedges, giving the appearance of forests from the surrounding hights. 
This is the oolite district, and is farmed in much the same manner as the 

south, being all light lands. The temperature of the climate being warmer, 
the grain ripens earlier and is therefore less liable to blight. 

THE WHITE LIAS AND DAIRY DISTRICT. 

The lias is a very small portion and may be merged into the dairy district, 
which is principally in the middle and northern parts. The cows are Short- 

Horns, and regarded here as the most useful in England, excellence in milk 
and meat being alike sought for. A large quantity of cheese is made which 

finds its way to the London and other markets. The quality of the cheese 
is not the best; a little milk butter is usually taken out, but not always, but 
a large quantity of whey butter is often made. The method of cheese making 

is laborious, not so much in the manipulation of the curd qs in the salting and 
pressing and the preparation for market, all being unnecessary labor. The 
salting, which might and ought to be in the curd, is continued over two or 
three days, rubbing it in with the hand over the external parts of the cheese, 

which receives a fresh cloth every time it is salted, which in some instances 
is twice a day. The cheese is then continued in the press, turned every 
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morning for from four to six days, after which it may venture to the cheese 
room, which is a large, airy room, supposed to be requisite for properly dry- 
ing. The cheese is then allowed to throw out a coat, generally blue. This 
coat must be scraped off and a new one formed, after which it goes to the 
market, realizing from ten to fifteen shillings, under the improved Cheddar 
price. Wiltshire, up to the 21st of April last, had lost but ninety-nine cattle 
on account of cattle plague, and I heard of no cases in the county during the 
summer. 

The principal dairy district of Wilts ranges from Westbury, in the south, 
to Chippenham, northward, around Chippenham and towards Swindon, from 
forty to fifty miles in length. It is generally narrow from Westbury to Chip- 
penham, and from Chippenham to Swindon from ten to twelve miles wide, 
and a pretty level tract of country. Before reaching Salisbury to the south 
you strike the chalk formation which underlies the “ Salisbury plains.” In 
going to Salisbury from the north, the chalk first shows itself in a range of 
high bluffs or hills. The chalk lands are rather light and are worked with 
two horses, while with the heavier lands three or four horses are attached to 
the plow. Upon the lowlands the soil is of richer character. In passing 
through this county one is continually coming upon large flocks of sheep in 
charge of shepherds—mutton sheep, of course, since the production of meat 
is always an important element in the resources of British agriculture. 

MANNER OF MAKING WILTS CHEESE. 

There is nothing in the manufacture of Wilts cheese that would. be of 
any account to the dairymen of America, and it is a matter of surprise that 
the people of this district are so bound up in old practices as to waste their 
time and substance in manufacturing cheese of this character. Comparing 
the Wiltshire method and the apparatus in use with our factory system, the 
latter is about a century in advance. I give some of the leading features of 
the Wilts method of manufacture, not for the purpose of benefiting anybody, 
but rather as a matter of curiosity, if I may so term it. I was upon some of 
the best farms of Wiltshire, and among some of the most. intelligent of its 
cheese makers, and shall give their best practice. 

The night’s milk is skimmed in the morning and added to the morning’s 
mess; milk set at 80° and left about an hour to coagulate. It is then broken 
up with a circular breaker having an upright handle and used as you would 
push a churn dash up and down. The breaking is done gently at first. .In 
cooking the mass is raised to 100°, stirring all the time with the breaker. 
It is then left to rest, and as soon as the curd can be handled it. is taken out 
of scald and put to press. It remains in press twenty minutes; is then taken 
out, ground and salted at the rate of two pounds of salt, to the hundred weight 
of curd. It is ground again and put to press. The next day the cheese is 
taken out of press and salted on the outside, receives a new cloth, and is put 
back to press, the same course being pursued for two successive days, after 
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_ which it gets no more salting, but is kept in press eight days, each day being 
taken out and turned. It is then put into a stone cheese room and left for a 
week or two and turned every day. At the end of this time the cheese will 

be covered with mold, when it is put in a tepid bath or moistened and the 
mold scraped off, when it goes to the dry room. Here it is turned every day 
until fit for market, say from sixty to ninety days old, or according to the 
demand and price. The Wiltshire cheese is less solid than the Gloucester, 
to which I shall refer hereafter. 

At one of the farms I visited, where sixty cows were kept, and very nice 
stock, too, the product was a trifle over two pounds of curd per day from 

each cow, and one and a-half pounds of butter for each cow per week. 
Cockey’s cheese apparatus was in use, which consists of a tub having a 
double bottom, the upper one copper, heat being applied between the two, 

either with hot water or steam; but generally the old-fashioned tubs hold 

sway. The hoop for pressing the cheese is turned out of a solid block of 
wood, with a bottom to it pierced with holes for the whey to escape. When 
put to press, some eight cheeses are piled up together, one above the other, 
and the pressure applied to the lot at one time. The milk pails are made of 

tin, and hold about twenty-four quarts ; they are formed with a projection or 
handle on one side and are carried upon the head while taking the milk to 
the dairy. \ 

The Wiltshire dairies are very cleanly. The dairy rooms are built of 

stone, with stone floors and whey vats of lead, and everything kept in the 
neatest possible manner. In this respect they are models, but the amount of 
labor in cheese making is very great, and the dairywomen adhere with perti- 

nacity to the old customs, giving no reason for this waste of labor, except 
that “that is the way we always do.” In Wiltshire I found the stock better 

than in Somersetshire, some attention being paid to breeding. Wiltshire 
has a great cheese market at Chippenham. 

THE CHEESE MARKET AT CHIPPENHAM. 

The market place is an open court surrounded by buildings, one side of 
which is open and supported by pillars, thus giving a spacious place for the 
stowing of cheese under cover. The open court is nicely paved, and the 
arcades on either side have a stone floor, The cheese is brought in carts, 
packed loosely in straw, without boxing. They are taken from the cart and 
placed upon the stone floors in the arcades, spread out or piled up. Each 
dairy farmer has his lot together, and they are thus exposed for sale. The 
cheesemongers or dealers come down from London, Bristol, Bath and other 
places, and make their purchases. There is a constant hum of voices and 
tread of feet, as one can readily imagine where a large number of people are 
collected together intent on selling or purchasing, or are here out of curiosity, 
or perhaps to meet persons on other business beside the cheese trade. The 
dealers go about testing the cheese, making their purchases and ordering it 
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to be sent away as sales have been made. No boxes are used in the trans- 
portation of cheese as with us in America. The market days here are twice 
a month, and often, I was told, as much as two or three hundred tons of 

cheese are in the market during the fall sales. There was a considerable 

quantity on sale at the time of my visit, all new cheese, and most of it Wilt- 

shire. The Wiltshire cheese is a small, flat cheese, from four to five inches 

thick, fifteen to sixteen inches in diameter, and taking four to make one hun- 

dred weight (one hundred and twelve pounds). They are inferior to the 

Cheddar, and very much inferior to American factory cheese, and the highest 
prices are only occasionally realized. 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

I think there are no statistics giving the number of pounds of cheese 
annually produced in Gloucestershire, but some estimate may be made from 
official returns of the number of cows in the county. It is put at 34,744; 

loss from cattle plague up to 21st of April, 116. I understand that the losses 
since that time have not been of much account. The geological features are 

the oolite, the lias and the new red sandstone, the former comprising the 
principal part of the hills and high lands, the lias the more level and the 
latter the richer and deeper soils of the valleys, which are chiefly pasture 

lands, upon which butter, cheese and meat are largely produced. The oolite 

strata in its varied character runs from north to south, forming the Cotswold 

hills. Entering Somersetshire at Lansdown, near Bath, where it furnishes 

the beautiful Bath stone, passing outward into North Somerset, widening 
as it enters Wiltshire, soon after which, in the neighborhood of Westbury, it is 

no longer the surface soil, but becomes loaded with the green sandstone and 

chalk formation, like the snail which bears its shell upon its back. The Cots- 
wold hills are well farmed in the four, five or six course systems, according 

to the capability of the-soil. Wheat, barley and turnips are successfully 
grown. The hills give the name to the Cotswold sheep—which have long 

been bred and fed there—beautiful animals, with white face, and of highly 
improved quality, both as regards meat and wool, the latter being long and 

fine, the fleece weighing from five to ten pounds. A ram will sometimes 

turn off fifteen or sixteen pounds of wool. They are generally heavier in 
mutton than the Downs. 

On the western side of the Cotswold hills, extending to the Severn River, 

and fifteen to twenty miles in length, is what is called the vale of Berkeley. 

It has every appearance of having been, in past time, covered with the sea. 

This valley is the chief dairy district of the county of Gloucester. The native 
cow is of dark color, with a black nose, short legs; is a thick-set, well-built 

animal; altogether a very useful beast; but the Short-Horns and Herefords 

are displacing her. 
In the regular Gloucestershire dairies the cheese is made thin, eight of 

them only weighing one hundred and twenty pounds. They are made twice 
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' a day, the work beginning about seven o’clock in the morning, and being 

finished about ten or eleven o’clock. At five in the afternoon they commence 

with the evening milk, and finish between eight and nine o’clock. This 
cheese is known in the cheese-consuming world as the famous Berkely cheese. 
If well made it is rich and sweet, and the makers are quite as tenacious of 
their reputation as those who make cheese worth from ten to twenty shillings 

per hundred weight more money. Cows are generally kept, more or less, over 

the county except on the uplands. The south and south-west, around the 
neighborhood of Bristol, are the coal meadows. This district is not farmed 

so well, comparatively, as the other sections, from various circumstances 5 

being in the coal district, the surface is uneven and the enclosures small, as 

are also the farms; besides it is near Bristol, at which place hay, straw and 

milk are continually sold. 

CHEESE APPARATUS AND MODE OF “ SINGLE GLOSTER’? CHEESE MANUFACTURE. 

At a nice farm in the southern part of Gloucestershire, which I visited in 

June for the purpose of seeing the operations of making “Single Gloster” 
cheese, the dairy consisted of thirty-five cows. These were Short-Horns, 
large, handsome, but not showing extraordinary capacity for milk. The 
dwelling, dairy and buildings were all of stone, large, commodious, and every- 

thing kept in the neatest manner. The place where the cheese was made was 

a spacious room with stone floor, clean and well ventilated, and as cool and 
sweet an apartment as the most fastidious cheese-maker could desire. The 
utensils or appurtenances for cheese-making consisted of an unpainted tub for 
holding the milk, leaden vats for holding the whey, a circular wire curd- 
breaker, having an upright handle springing from the center, dippers, skim- 
mers, &c., with two box presses for pressing the cheese. The last were 
unlike anything I had ever seen, and consisted of large square boxes moving 

up between standards by means of pulleys and ropes attached to a windlass. 
The boxes were filled with stones, iron, &c., making a weight of several 

hundreds pounds, and applied directly on the cheese. These presses were 

very nicely made of dark wood, and varnished, evidently intended to be orna- 
- mental as weil as useful. From the manner of their make and the power to 
be applied in raising the weight, the services of a strong man would be 
required. The milk was being made up twice a day, making eleven cheeses 
of fourteen pounds each for every two days, each cheese being about two and 
a-half inches thick by fourteen or fifteen inches broad. There was no heating 
apparatus in the room, and none is required in the “Single Gloster” process 
of cheese-making. As soon as the milk is all deposited in the tub the rennet 
is added, when it is left to coagulate. As soon as properly coagulated it is 
broken up with the wire breaker, by moving it up and down, which has a 
tendency to pulp the curd rather than break it, as the word breaking is gener- 

ally understood by our cheese-makers. The mass is then left for the curd to 

settle, and after it has arrived at a proper degree of firmness to be handled 
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the whey is dipped off down to the curd, the tub canted up to drain off what 
whey remains, and the curd gathered to the upper edge of the tub. The 

whey being removed, the curd is cut across and heaped up, and pressed with 

the hands to expel as much of the whey as possible, when it is put to press. 
It remains in press till morning, when it is taken out, turned and salted on 

the outside. It is then returned to the press and goes through the same ope- 
ration from four to six successive days. When taken from the press it is put 
upon the shelf for a few days, to be turned every day, and finally goes to the 
cheese room, when it will be ready for market in two or three months, if 

prices suit. This cheese or drying room is in the upper part of the dwelling 
house, and the cheeses, when taken here, are placed close together on the floor. 

A chance dealer from Bristol, who was present, made a test of the cheeses 

by walking upon them as they lay spread out upon the floor, which we were 
assured was the usual method of determining their firmness and solidity. They 
stood the test of his weight and boots, and were pronounced among the best in 
Gloucestershire. The hoops in which the cheese is pressed are turned out of a 
solid piece of wood, and each has a stationary bottom pierced with holes, similar 
to the hoops used in Wiltshire. In one of the presses I counted fifteen cheeses 
piled up one upon another, all of which were being pressed together. I think 
from the above description none of our dairymen will care to make “Single 

Gloster” cheese and I cannot see why people there will continue to keep along 
in the same old rut of their forefathers without making some effort to improve. 

I have now presented some of the general features of this great district. 
The country is well watered by springs and streams, but no better than, if as 
well as, many parts of the central counties of New York. Where watering 
places are constructed the plan is somewhat different from ours—small ponds 
being more numerous. The pastures produce, perhaps, more feed than with 
us, from several causes. In the first place they are more free from weeds; 
they are better cared for in top-dressings of manures, while the humidity 
of the climate produces fresher feed and a greater quantity of verdure. 

The permanent pastures have a fine thick sod, filled with a variety of nutri- 

tious grasses, among which the following may be of interest in this connec- 
tion. The sweet-scented vernal grass (Anthowanthum odorato) flowers in 
May, and grows freely in all soils and situations. It is one of the earliest of 
grasses, and the fragrant odor it affords when dried gives to meadow hay 
much of its sweetness. Meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis) flowers in 
May and June. Its early, abundant, leafy produce is much liked by cattle 
and sheep, and renders it one of the most valuable of pasture grasses. It 
forms part of the best pastures and thrives under judicious irrigation. 
Meadow fescue (Festuca pratensis) flowers in June, likes a good soil, and 
does not attain its full growth until three years from the time of sowing. 
The produce is nutritious and abundant, and it forms a uniform and abundant 
turf. Cocks-foot grass (Dactylis glomerata) flowers in June and July, grows 
three feet high and upward, and forms a large portion of all the best natural 
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pastures, and is regarded superior to most grasses in the quantity and quality 

of its produce, Its coarse and tufted character makes it unsuitable for lawns. 

Crested dogstail (Cynosurus erystatus) flowers in July, and is found in all 

pastures. It suffers but little from dry weather, but produces only a moderate 

quantity of fine herbage. Hard-fescue grass (Hestuca duriuscula) grows two 
feet high and forms a portion of all dry pastures, and retains a permanent 

verdure. It flowers in June. Sheep fescue (Festuca ovina) is found in all 
dry soils from the sea land to a great elevation; flowers in June. Meadow 
grass (Poa pratensis), or Kentucky blue grass. It produces an early, nutri- 
tious herbage, and is regarded as particularly suited to light soils. Rough- 
stalked meadow grass (Poa trivialis), fibrous-rooted, rough stalks, forms a’ 
portion of almost all mixtures for permanent pasture-grasses, and is particu- 

larly desirable in grounds shaded with trees. Timothy is also found in pas- 

tures and meadows, but is not grown to the same extent as with us. Then 

there are the clovers, red and white, which are so largely grown with us; 

and the Alsike clover (Zrifolium hybridum), a true perennial, very productive 

on moist, rich soils, and will succeed where red cloyer fails. It is regarded 
by many as superior to white clover in bulk and quality of produce, and equals 

it in duration. These are among the leading grasses; and in seeding for 

permanent pastures, a compound of the best grasses and clovers is used, 

often as much as two bushels of the light and twelve pounds of the heavy 

seed to the acre. 
I think the question of pastures is better understood in England than with 

us, and it is a point on which we have something to learn from them. I can- 

not say that the quantity of grass from permanent meadows, or those long in 

grass, is larger than is often found with us, but the quality is finer and better 

—that is, the hay has less woody fiber than with us. At Rothamstead— 

Lawes’ celebrated experimental farm—my attention was particularly called 

to the fineness of the grass made into hay. The old stocks which had been 

cut down, presented a solid mass of hay almost as fine as hair, and its nutri- 

tive quality must have been a third more than our timothy, on account of less 

waste of woody fiber. 

Allusion has been made to permanent meadows, but generally what we 

term meadows, that is, land devoted to the production of hay, are treated 

very differently from ours. Much of the hay is grown on what is termed the 

four or five course shift. It comes in regular rotation after grain crops. It 

is mowed once or twice, and then broken up for a crop of wheat. Various 

mixtures are sown, and large yields often result. I went upon a splendid. 
meadow in Devonshire, where the yield of grass upon the ground must have 
made at least two and a-half tons of hay per acre, and perhaps more, and it 
was the first crop. The seeding per acre was as follows: Eight pounds of red 
clover ; two pounds of white clover; four pounds of trefoil; three pounds of 
Peek’s Italian rye-grass. This is not given as an illustration of the best mix- 
ture, but rather as a specimen of what our farmers would term heavy seeding. 
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Lands often get more and a greater variety of seeds. Perhaps I am occupy- 
ing too much space by going so minutely into details; but I feel earnest for 

the success of American farmers, and have thought that it might be of inter- 

est for them to get a little insight into the manner in which dairy farms are 

managed abroad. Perhaps this may be appreciated the more, when they are 
told that a farmer in the dairy regions of England often pays from $3,000 to 

$3,500 per annum in rents and taxation for a two-hundred-acre farm. He 
pays this for the land alone, and gets no use of any personal property what- 

ever. He then stocks it at his own expense. He is at all the cost of uten- 

sils, labor, and of keeping the farm in repair. As the wealthy or “ well-to-do ” 
farmer, for the most part, never lays his hand to any labor beyond superin- 

tendence, one might naturally conclude, as I did, that pretty shrewd manage- 

ment at least is required to pay this sum, support his establishment, and lay 

up money from his business. 

By the judicious use of capital and the liberal use of fertilizers, and by a 
system of mixed farming, he is able to accomplish these results. It is true, 

labor is cheap. He pays his laborers from thirty to forty cents per day, and 
in harvest a little more; but he does not board them. They have cottages 

—good, substantial buildings—and little gardens. These cottages, like the 
more pretentious mansion of the farmer, are erected by and at the expense of 
the landlord; but a certain number of people go with the farm, and they pay 

rent to the farmer for their cottages, say about a shilling per week. 

The condition of the peasantry is, in many respects, most wretched; but 

that need not be discussed here. The farmer’s position is infinitely above 
them, and he lives, for the most part, the life of a gentleman. He is a man 

who is expected to have some means, say from £8 to £10 per acre; or, in 
other words, a floating capital of from forty to fifty dollars for every acre of 

his farm. This he uses in his business, purchasing stock and fertilizers, and 

making such improvements as he judges will pay him back remnuerative 
profits. And here I cannot do better than introduce the reader to Mr. 
Haropine, of Marksbury, the great exponent of Cheddar cheese-making in 

England. Mr. Harprne is perhaps sixty years old, and learned the great and 

essential principles of cheese-making from his ancestors. He has simplified 
the process of manufacture, and helped to reduce it more to a science; but he 

does not claim to be the originator of the Cheddar style. He is an intelli- 
gent, companionable man, with a rich vein of humor in his composition. A 

brief view of his mode of management will serve as an illustration of the 
manner in which dairy farms are conducted in the south of England, although 

in some respects, Mr. Harprne’s practice differs from that of others. 

MR. HARDING'S FARM. 

The farm may be regarded as of rather inferior land, some of it a com- 

pact, tenacious soil, requiring a four-horse team to plow it. Comparatively, 
he places the farm under the head of middle-class lands, and when he first 
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- came upon it, it was considered unadapted to the dairy. But, for illustration 
it will serve our purpose better to take some extra farm, since a nearer 
approximation will be reached to average results. The farm consists of three 
hundred acres, two hundred of which are in permanent pasture and meadow, 
and one hundred acres arable land. The farm is hilly, and rises from the new 
red sandstone, which is the poorest part, to the white lias, which is level, and 
upon which lies the arable portion, and again rising to the oolite, which is the 

best part of the farm. The permanent grass lands are used alternately for 

pasture and meadow, the change being made annually. Mr. Harpine making 
good cheese, which sells at a high price, believes it more remunerative to 
convert as much as possible of the arable land into milk. A considerable 
portion of the arable land is devoted to grasses that will come early to supply 
the cows in spring. The arable land is managed as follows: First crop, 
wheat; second, turnips, vetches, tares, &c.; third, barley; when the land is 

seeded with rye-grass one bushel, trefoil, ten pounds, red clover, four pounds, 

white clover, three pounds per acre. Upon these grasses the cows are pastured 
two seasons, when it is broken up in August or September and sown with 
wheat in October, without additional plowing. After the wheat is harvested, 
a portion of the stubble is immediately plowed and sown with winter tares 

for feeding sheep early in spring. Another portion is sown at the same time 
with trifoliwm incarnatum (Italian crimson clover), another part is sown in 
February with spring tares, and the balance to Swedes and other turnips. 

All this feed is to be consumed for the feeding and fattening of sheep, of 
which from one to two hundred are kept. 

The sheep are purchased in August, at from six to eight months old, at 
prices ranging from seven dollars and a-half to ten dollars each, and the next 

season, after shearing, are sold at from fifteen to twenty dollars each. In 

fattening the sheep, they are hurdled and fed on the turnips, vetches, &c., 
with corn or cake, say of the latter at the rate of half a pound each per day. 
The turnips are grown in drills, with an application of from five to six hun- 
dred pounds of superphosphate per acre, leaving the principal part of the 
farm-yard manures for the permanent grass lands, upon which are kept from 
sixty-five to seventy cows, half-a-dozen heifers, and eight horses. Thirty-five 

dollars per ton are paid for the superphosphate. 
The cows are grades partaking largely of the Short-Horn blood, of good 

size, with a view that, when failing for the dairy, they may be turned to good 
account for making beef. Mr. Harprne keeps more stock than he grows hay 

for, in the winter, thinking that grass is far more valuable than hay, and he 

makes up the lack of fodder by giving two parts straw and one of hay, cut 
to chaff, with three or four pounds of oil-cake per day to each animal. The 
cows yield about four hundred and fifty pounds of cheese each annually. 
They “come in milk” in February, and cheese-making commences about the 
first of March. The calves are sold to the butcher when a few days old, as is 

the practice of some of our dairymen. The cows are not kept in barns or 
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close stables as is the practice in New York, but are tied in sheds built of 

stone, the floors nicely paved. In these they take their place during sum- 
mer—night and morning, for milking, and each milker is allotted seven cows. 
Tin pails are used for milking, and the milkers place them on the head when 
carrying the milk to the dairy. 

The pig in this dairy forms an important item of profit. A hundred or 
more are fattened during the year on barley meal mingled with the whey, 

which annually realize about seven dollars and a-half per hundredweight, after 
paying for the meal. The hogs are of the Berkshire breed, and very fine 
ones. They are kept in a nice, spacious stone piggery, cleaned and bedded 

every day. The barn is a large stone building, provided with a water-wheel, 

to which is attached the threshing machine, chaff-cutter and stones for grind- 
ing the grain. The dairy-house is connected with the dwelling, and is a model 
of neatness, being built of stone, and provided with Cockxry’s apparatus for 
cheese-making, a tolerably good apparatus, but much inferior to our factory 
vats. The milkers are not allowed to come into the dairy, but pour the milk 
into a receiver at the window, which conducts it to a tub. The whey passes 
off through pipes to a cistern in the piggery, where it is pumped for the pigs, 

The production of hay on permanent meadows of this farm is generally at 

the rate of three thousand eight hundred pounds to the acre. Farm-yard 
manures are not allowed to accumulate in the yard, but are taken to the field 

where they are to be used and there piled. Here it is turned until pretty 
well rotted, when it is spread upon the lands to be mowed. It is applied at 
the rate of twenty cartloads per acre, and brushed down fine. 

Results—Under this system the annual average receipts and expenditures 
are as follows, the calculations of course, being upon a gold standard : 

WITERSEIROIGE pares x sirncte sieves gil dyen ah siagarantie s «an eager dante sega eels can ete eee $5,000 
Pronitton’sheep, including wool and mutton. 7. ....:.+.:.-2 eres settee esteem 500 

Provitsont pies? AUG. a AY, SE Si AD, Bs SE AG Ne ee 600 

Gratin soldivy yay sna) OO. Ode Sot sy Ma ods Fae ewes LA ASE 1,800 

Calves, and butter. j.jscjqes seielsta ne prints apis ceyeawe otstaoroate bred epaeyehenanee 8 ay ee eens 250 

; Bota, PAT oS EA I ORs eee 8,150 

The expenses are: pe 
EOP MEM. ccc ek Seis ccs s Guna a olnic ce ge Ree DE et ets | MORSE ee $2,500 

ORANGES OP LAS SL OAR OSH ad BS 450 

Norjpoer vatesiandtaxesicn saad sasnuiede bdo. Roreesikeh cease eee 400 

RMU NOT usldsvaici. Bn, Zo, A dhase sayorrhions Figg ahans eh cS RA can er ee 1,750 
—— 5,100 

Leaving an annual profit or balance of..........0eeeeeeeee eens 3,050 

The number of male hands employed, including boys, is ten. They get 
on the average thirty-three cents and three pints of cider each per day. In 

harvest the men get fifty cents per day; these sums always including the cost 
of board, since in England the hands do not live in the farmer’s family, as 

- with us, but find themselves in board. The two girls in the house are paid 
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thirty and fifty dollars per year and board. These figures were given to me 
by Mr. Harpine as his average result of profits. To this should be added, 
doubtless, the value of the food consumed in the family. No items were 
given for beef sold, since these were made to balance depreciation of stock, 
purchase of oil-cake, &c. No comment need be made on the foregoing, 
because among practical men each will make the necessary comparisons and 
draw his own conclusions as to whether his own or this is the best system of 

dairy farming. But if any can show a better balance sheet, in gold, from a 

poor farm of this size, he is doing well. 

CHEDDAR CHEESE-MAKING. 

Having described the Gloster and Wilts process of cheese-making, I will 
say something of the Cheddar process. The improved English Cheddar 
cheese is regarded by Englishmen as the finest cheese that is made anywhere. 
It suits the general taste better than any other description of cheese manu- 

factured. The fact that Cheddar always commands the highest prices; that 

there is an immense demand for it; and that its manufacture has become 

more scientific and thorough than that of any other kind, make it important 
for us to study its character. I was among the Cheddar dairymen for more 

than two weeks, studying the process of manufacture, and saw some of their 
most noted dairies. I was at Mr. Gisspon’s, who was awarded the gold 
medal for the best dairy at the international exhibition, at Paris, and at Mr. 
Harpine’s of Marksbury, Mr. McApam’s of Gorsly Hill, Cheshire, and 

others, and after having seen all the different styles of cheese in Great 
Britain, 1 am of the opinion that the Cheddar is the only process from which 
American dairymen can obtain suggestions of much practical utility. 

I may here remark that John Bull, like his blcod relation Jonathan, is a 

man of strong prejudices, and will often prefer a Cheddar cheese of no better 
quality than good American at ten to fifteen shillings per hundred weight 
more in price, simply because the English Cheddar has a better reputation. 
This feeling has very much to do in regulating the difference of price between 
the best samples of cheese of the two countries. But laying all prejudice 
aside I must, in truth, say that we have not yet been able to surpass in excel- 
lence the fine specimens of English Cheddar. It is a very high standard of 
cheese, and is deserving of all the encomiums which it has received from time 
to time. The quantity of extra Cheddar made in England is comparatively 
small, and its peculiar excellence has been rarely reached in American dairies, 
Its requisites may be briefly summed up in the following points: 1. Mildness 
and purity of flavor; 2. Quality, which consists of mellowness or richness 
under the tongue; 8. Long keeping qualities; 4. Solidity or freedom from 
eyes or holes; 5. An economical shape as regards shrinkage, handling and 
cutting. 

It is not within the range of a brief paper like this to go minutely into all 
the details of Cheddar cheese-making, but rather to present points of differ- 
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ence between their points and our own. In the first place, English dairymen 
have a cleaner and better flavored milk than generally obtains with us. The 
milking is performed with great nicety in tin pails. The milk rooms are 
perfect models of neatness. They have stone floors and the joints of the 
flagging are cemented together, so that no slops or decomposed milk can have 
an entrance. They are situated in a cool, airy place, and the walls are of 
stone or of hollow brick, thus rendering them cool and of even temperature. 
Every part is well ventilated, and out of the reach of disagreeable or fetid 
odors. The floor, the utensils and cheese apparatus are kept as sweet and 
clean as the tables and crockery of the most fastidious housekeeper. 

This condition of things I found universal wherever I went among the 
dairymen—at the royal dairy, near the Queen’s palace at Windsor Castle, and 
radiating thence through all parts of England. Nothing connected with 
cheese-making abroad struck me with more force and admiration than this 
perfect neatness and cleanliness of the dairy. In this respect they are greatly 
in advance of us; and in my opinion it is one of the chief reasons why they 
are able to obtain that fine, clean flavor which is a distinguished character- 
istic of their choice cheese. 

There is nothing, perhaps, which indicates the progress and skill of our 
manufacturers more than the fact that they are able to take imperfect milk 
from the hands of patrons, manipulate it among the fetid odors of whey slops 
and decomposed milk, and yet turn out a cheese that will compete with the 
great bulk of English make. But these conditions will not and cannot pro- 
duce the fine, delicate flavor of the best Cheddar, and it is one reason why 
there is such a great bulk of American cheese condemned abroad as “not 
just right in flavor.” Now this putrid inoculation does not show its whole 
character at first, but, like the insidious poison in the blood, increases from 
week to week, until it puts on a distinctive feature which spoils all the good 
material with which it comes in contact. 

I saw American cheese abroad, perfect in shape and color, rich in quality, 
splendidly manufactured, and it had a bright, handsome appearance, that 
would have placed it on an equality with the best in the world; but the trier 
showed a flavor that could be plainly traced to a bad or imperfect condition 
of the milk before manipulation. I have been extremely mortified, while 
testing cheese abroad, to catch the taste or smell of putrid rennet and of the 
stables. This is one point of difference between the dairy practice of the two 
nations. In the Cheddar process the milk is at a low temperature—from 
Seventy-eight to eighty degrees—using some whey with the rennet, according 
to the condition of the milk. After coagulation is perfected, which takes 
from forty to sixty minutes, the curd is cut in large checks, and soon after 
they commence breaking with a wire breaker attached to a lon g handle. The 
breaking is at first slow and gentle, and is continued till the curd is minutely 
divided. This is effected before any additional heat is applied. They claim 
that the curd cannot be properly broken at ninety or above ninety degrees, and 
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that there is a better separation of the whey and condition of the curd by 

breaking minutely at about seventy-five or eighty degrees without an increase 
of heat during the process. This process of minute breaking in the early 
stages of the curd appears to me to result in loss of butter, and this is the 
chief reason, I think, why Cheddars have less butter in their composition than 
our best American. That it does not result from inferior milk is shown from 
the quantity of whey butter manufactured. The breaking at Mr. Harprve’s 
usually occupied a full hour. The heat is raised in scalding to one hundred 

_ degrees. Their cheese apparatus is inferior to ours, and hence I think that 

part of the process is not capable of being done so well as with us, since heat 

is not applied so evenly to all parts of the mass; but from this point there is 
a wide difference in the treatment of the curds. When the curd has.reached 
a firm consistency, and the whey shows a slightly acid change—a change so 

slight as to be detected only by the experienced observer—it is immediately 

drawn and the curd heaped up in the bottom of the tub. Iam not sure but 
this early drawing of the whey is an improvement. 

When in London I had some conversation with Dr. VortcKker, the cele- 

brated chemist of the Royal Agricultural Society. Among other things, he 
said :—“ One of the greatest faults of cheese-makers is in the application of 

heat. Many use too high heat. The lower the temperature that can be used, 
and the more evenly it can be applied, the better flavor will obtain to the 
cheese. Another point of importance in cheese-making, and one not generally 

understood, is in relation to the whey. It should be drawn off, got rid: of just 
as soon as possible, or as soon as consistent with the necessary operations.” 
He would draw the whey sweet. The reason he gave was, that “you can 

never tell what matter you have or what you are dealing with in the whey. 

It may contain taints of the worst character. You cannot well determine the 
degree of its acidity, and hence great risks are run in steeping the curd for a _ 

long time in the fluid.” He would prefer to draw the whey as early as possi- 

ble and allow the curd to undergo the proper change and arrive at maturity 

heaped up in the bottom of the vat. 
Soon after the whey is drawn and the curd heaped, it is cut across in 

pieces a foot or more square and thrown again in a heap to facilitate drainage 
and develope further acidity. It remains in this condition for half-an-hour, 
the whey meanwhile flowing slowly from the heap, when it is taken out of 
the cheese tub and placed in the sink or cooler. It is then split by the hand 
into thin flakes and spread out to cool. The curd at this stage has a distinctly 
acid smell, and is slightly sour to the taste. It is left here to cool for fifteen 
minutes, when it is turned over and left for the same length of time, or until 
it has the peculiar mellow or flaky feel desired. It is then gathered up and 
put to press for ten minutes, when it is taken out, ground in a curd-mill, and 

salted at the rate of two pounds salt to the hundred weight (one hundred and 
twelve pounds) of curd. It then goes to press, and is kept under pressure 
two or three days. The curd, when it goes to press, has a temperature of 

18 
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from sixty to sixty-five degreees, and when it is in the sink it is preferred not 
_ to get below this point. A proper temperature is retained in the curd during 

the various parts of the process, in cool weather, by throwing over it a thick 
cloth. It will be seen that, the whey being disposed of at an early stage, the 

attention of the manufacturer is to be directed only to one substance—the 

curd. By draining the whey and expelling it under the press, and then 
grinding, a uniform incorporation of this material is effected. The cooling 
of the curd before going to press, and the removal of the cheese after the 
pressure, to a cheese-room, where an even temperature is kept up, differing 
but little from that of the cheese when taken from the press, effects a gradual 
transformation of the parts into that compact, mellow, flaky condition which 

is characteristic of the Cheddar, and at the same time preserves its milky or 
nutty flavor. 

Now, apparently, there is nothing difficult in the process; but the great 
art in this as in other methods of cheese-making, is to understand the condi- 

tion of the milk and the state of the curds during their various manipulations. 
These cannot be described, but can only be learned by experience. The pro- 
cess, however, is more easily acquired than that usually practiced at the 

factories, since the whey being got rid of, the curd is placed under better 
control of the operator, and the pressing, grinding and salting must, in this 
respect, make a more uniform product. We can scarcely yet appreciate the 
part that chemistry plays in the manufacture of cheese. We use a chemical 

agent—rennet—the nature of which even the most learned chemists do not 
fully understand. We note the changes that this produces in the milk and 
manipulate it in its new condition. We then employ heat, another agent, 
and develope an acid; then another agent, salt; and what wonder that, in all 

these conditions and changes, the careless and unskillful operator should fail 
in the quality of the article which he produces or the standard which he sets 
out to reach ? 

The most profound chemists are often thwarted in their operations by 
inexplicable conditions which, at first sight, seem easy of solution. Thus, for 
instance, take four well-known substances, viz., grape-sugar, corn-sugar, 
starch, and wood, each of which is made up of only three elements, carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, which it must seem easy to use so that either of these 

substances could be converted into the others. There is very little difference, 

it will be seen, in the composition of any of these substances, and yet how 
widely different are they to our senses. It would seem a very simple thing 
to convert one of these substances into another by merely adding or subtrac- 

ting an element, yet we find that the most expert chemists experience the 

greatest difficulty in bringing about a result which nature is constantly 
accomplishing in her silent laboratories. The more we can reduce cheese- 

making to a science, and confine it within certain rules, the better will be our 

practice and the more uniform our product. It may not be advisable to adopt 
any one system exclusively, since fine cheese can be made by various methods; 
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but the study of the cheese-maker should be to seize upon a good point when- 
ever he can find it, and combine it in his own practice. Mr. Harprnce believes 
a sharp-cutting instrument in breaking the curd is injurious, and that the curd 
should be allowed to split apart according to its natural grain; other persons 
in England, quite as good cheese-makers, believe in sharp-cutting imple- 
ments; of these I might mention Dr. VoELcKER of London, and Mr. McApam 
of Gorsly Hill, who has not only written well on cheese-making, but has 
done much in introducing the Cheddar system into Scotland and Cheshire. 
Of this, however, we may assure ourselves: by no system can good cheese be 

made unless the manufacturer studies his business, and learns, by close appli- 

cation, by observation and experience, the changes that are going on in the 
process with the whey and curds, and can properly manipulate them. 

CHESHIRE CHEESE-MAKING. 

I suppose that many of our cheese-makers would hardly suspect that a 
really fine, delicious cheese could be made by the following process, which is 
the one in general practice in Cheshire; and yet some of this cheese cannot 
be surpassed in flavor and excellence. The Cheshire mode of cheese-making 
is somewhat peculiar, and, to an American, would be called decidedly anti- 

quated. The night’s milk is usually set in pans and added to the morning’s 
mess, when it is set with rennet at a temperature of about seventy-five 
degrees. Often no heat is applied—the morning’s milk being sufficiently 
warm to keep the mass up to the desired temperature for setting. After the 
rennet is applied, the coagulation is perfected in about an hour, when it is 
earefully broken up with a wire or tin curd-cutter, of similar make to the old 
American curd-cutter. 

The breaking being perfected, and the curd becoming sufficiently firm, 
without any additional heat being applied, the whey is dipped off. The curd 
is then lifted into a drainer or kind of sink, where the whey can drain off 

more thoroughly, and from time to time the curd is cut across and heaped up, 
so as to facilitate a more thorough separation of the whey. It is then salted, 
by guess, and ground in a curd-mill, when it is put into the hoop, but not 
immediately to press. 

The hoops filled with curd, are set ina warm place for a day or so, generally 
in a kind of oven constructed for the purpose; and, on the second day are 
put under press. Here they are kept several days, as in the Wiltshire and 

Gloucestershire districts. The hoops have no followers. They have a bottom 
pierced with holes, which is stationary. A strip of tin, four or five inches 

wide, is placed about the curd on the inside of the hoop, or above it, so as to 

raise the curd above the top of the hoop. A board is now thrown or placed 
on top of the curd, and as the press is applied, the tin sinks down with the 
curd until it is pressed even with the hoop. If the cheese is not found to be 
solid enough, another hoop of less hight, is used, and the tin put around that 

portion above the hoop, and pressed in a similar manner. Many of the 
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presses are nothing but large square blocks of stone raised by ascrew. They 
are rude affairs. ‘The bed-pieces on some are of stone, with a flue beneath 

for conducting heat, in order to keep the cheese warm while pressing. The 
milk is worked up into curd, and the utensils cleaned up every day by 
twelve o’clock M. 

It was really a matter of surprise to find that fine cheese could be made by 
this process, where everything is done by guess, and where all the operations 

are so different from our method. Buta great deal of poor cheese is made in 

the Cheshire dairies, and as a whole is inferior to our factory make. That 
which is the best is as fine in flavor and quality as any cheese made, and will 

command the highest prices. The texture of Cheshire cheese is different 
from the Cheddar, being what is termed “open meated,” that is, loose in 
texture without being porous. Their best cheese appears richer in butter 
than the Cheddar. 

I have merely given the outlines of the Cheshire mode of cheese making, 
as a matter of curiosity. In my judgment there is nothing in the process 
adapted to America, we being at least fifty years ahead in our appliances 

and mode of manufacturing. I must say this, however, in favor of Cheshire 
dairymen: everything connected with the dairy is kept scrupulously clean. 
The floors, the utensils, and every part of the dairy are sweet and clean. 
And here, perhaps, is the secret, or at least a part of it, of the fine, clean 

flavor of their best cheese. During a portion of the time the Cheshire cheese 
is undergoing the process of curing, the cheese is placed on straw or hay 

upon the floor of the curing room. 

APPEARANCE AND COMPARATIVE MERITS OF AMERICAN CHEESE ABROAD. 

Having now described the manufacture of the leading styles of English 

cheese, it may be well to say something in regard to the appearance of Amer- 
ican cheese in England, and what is thought of it in the foreign markets. I 
went into nearly all the principal market towns in England from the south to 
the north, and heard hundreds of people discuss the merits and faults of 
American cheese at the storehouses, the shops and at the table. I took much 
pains to get at the true state of feeling in the country, and IJ think I may 

safely say that American cheese to-day, as a whole, has more quality and is 

better manufactured than the bulk of English cheese. 
I have given them the credit of producing a limited quantity of cheese of 

the finest type that has ever been reached by any manufacture, but the quantity 
_is comparatively small, and when the whole bulk is considered, there is 

nothing like the richness and uniformity of that from our factories. This is 

not only my own opinion, but that of many of the best judges of cheese in 
Great Britain. Ihave been at hotels where American cheese is always pur- 
chased in preference to English, and I have been amused to hear Englishmen 

contend that no such cheese could be produced in America, and nowhere else 

except in the best dairies of England, but who were forced to give way on 
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pointing out to them the bandage, which is an indisputable proof of American 
manufacture. Country dealers, cotters, middlemen, and shippers, admit that 

the highest grades of our factory cheese have more quality and are superior 

to the oul run of English make. 
I have often heard denleee declare in a spirit of vexation that if the Amer- 

icans continue to progress in the ratio of the last four years, two or three 
years more will place their cheese at the top of the market, and English make 
must rank secondary. They say the Cheshire dairymen are “ dough-heads ” 

not to try to keep pace with modern improvements. I have seen a dealer . 

look at American and English cheese side by side, and while admitting that 

the American was in every respect the best, take the English at a higher 
price, because, as he said, some of his customers had such foolish prejudices 
that they would not try the American, and therefore could not judge of its 
quality. A leading dealer in Manchester told me he had many times tried to 
introduce American cheese among certain of his customers, and that they 
would not purchase. By and by, when they sent up an order, he would slip 

in a few of nice grade factory make, and after that the customer would be 
eager to purchase, declaring he never cut up better cheese. 

Now, this is the condition of things all over England; there is prejudice 
to overcome, because formerly our cheese was of bad character, and there is a 

feeling that it is of such perishable nature that it will spoil if not immediately 

consumed. These remarks apply to the nice grades of cheese. There is 

another class of our cheese which comes into market that does great injury to 
sales. It is cheese that is rich and well made but of bad flavor. This, and 

_ large shipments of inferior make,the accumulated refuse from good and indif- 
ferent lots which cannot be sold alone, are mixed up with good samples 
and shipped abroad to clean out New York storehouses. 

These lots drag on the market; they are constantly accumulating, and 

sales are forced, which breaks the market, besides carrying a prejudice where- 
ever they go, against American cheese. As to the outward appearance of 
American cheese, as I saw it abroad, it is generally good. Of course some 

of it comes to hand soft, melted, and in wretched condition, but generally the 
great bulk of factory make comes in store quite as bright and handsome as does 
the English manufacture. Many of the large dealer told me they had never 
had American cheese come to market with handsomer outward appearance 
than this year’s (1866) make. And I think in getting the comparative merits 
of the cheese of the two nations we have often been misled and wrongly 
informed. Great condemnation has been made of our poor cheese, all of 
which was well deserved, but while great stress has been laid upon this, there 
has been a studied care to conceal the merits of our best goods. This is but 
natural. Men engage in the cheese trade to make money; they run great 

risks, and cannot be expected to post others up to their own disadvantage. 
The laws of trade are “to buy cheap and sell dear ;” and so, after all, perhaps, 

they are not so much to blame. 
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Some of the dealers, acting in concert with parties in New York, take 
great pains to keep factories which make prime cheese, in ignorance of the 
fact. The factory names are erased from the boxes, and so customers are 
supplied with a line of cheese which they can only trace to the private brand 
of the dealer. Some have acquired in this way an enviable reputation for 
handling choice American cheese, and have made largely by the practice. It 
is a great damage to the factories, since other dealers are kept ignorant of 
the brands, and cannot enter into competition for the purchase. I know of 

_ no way for this to be remedied except by branding the name of the factory 
on the bandage. Perhaps a good way also would be to have the name of the 
factory neatly cut in rather broad letters upon the pressing follower, so that 
the cheese when pressed will show the name of the factory in raised letters, 
There is no difficulty in this, and no hurt will result to the cheese. I have 
seen samples of English cheese where elaborate figures were raised upon the 

surface in the manner suggested, but I would not advise any “ gingerbread 
work ”—nothing but plain carving. 

STYLES OF CHEESE DEMANDED. 

The styles of cheese demanded for the trade will depend somewhat upon 
the market for which they are intended. In London small Cheddar shapes 

of forty, fifty, sixty, and seventy pounds are popular, and will command an 

extra price over cheese of large size of the same quality. The true Cheddar 
shape is fifteen and a-half inches in diameter by twelve inches in hight, and 

by preserving this proportion for larger or smaller cheese that style is obtained. 
Cheddars are made varying in size from those named up to eighty and one 
hundred pounds, but the larger are not so common. A limited number of 
those weighing one hunded pounds would readily find sale. Those weighing 
about seventy pounds are not objectionable, but the smaller sizes are of 

readier sale, and often on account of their size bring better prices. It costs 
more, however, to manufacture small cheeses, and there is greater loss in 

shrinkage ; and this ought to enter into the account in determining the size 

that will be most profitable. It would be well for factories to make two sizes 
of Cheddars, regulating each somewhat in accordance with their own con- 
venience. ‘The Cheddar shapes are popular all over England, and therefore 
may be regarded as best adapted as a general rule for our factories to make 
for exportation. 

There is another style called the Derby shape, which, when made of fine 
quality, brings the highest prices. It is a small, flat cheese, fourteen to fifteen 
inches in diameter, and two and a-half to three inches thick, and weighing 
twenty-five to thirty pounds, If care be taken in boxing, two cheeses might 
be put in a box, and thus the expense on that score lessened. There should 
be two heavy scale boards between the cheese, and none but well-made, 
substantial boxes used. There is a moderate demand for our old-fashioned 
shaped cheese—that is, a cheese half as high as its diameter, and weighing 
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from sixty to eighty pounds, but it should not exceed one hundred pounds. 
In Liverpool a variety of styles are worked off readily. Several of the 

dealers there told me they had no difficulty in disposing of cheese weighing 

one hundred and twenty pounds to one hundred and fifty pounds, providing 

it was all right as to quality and flavor; but I am satisfied, after going among 
the country dealers in different parts of England, that preference is always 
given to cheese of smaller size when the other qualities are satisfactory. 

COLOR. 

The matter of color is a question which has long occupied the attention 
of American dairymen, and upon which very indistinct notions have been 

entertained. This is not to be wondered at when the different markets in 
England give preference to a variety of shades, and different dealers ask only 
for the color of their particular market. ‘The Londoner likes a cheese of con- 

siderable color, something like the rich shade of butter made when the dande- 

lions are in bloom. It must be clear and pure; not lemony or dirty, or mot- 
tled through the cheese, but a rich shade of cream that gives a pleasing effect 
to the eye, thus serving to highten the imagination that a delicious morsel 

is before you. 
London is the grand metropolis of the world, where wealth is unbounded. 

The best articles of food readily find a market here, and command the highest 
prices of any in the kingdom. If they can only get the dest they are willing 

to pay for it, and this is the reason why choice cheese never goes begging at 
top prices. When I went through the Manchester cheese markets they told 
me that colored cheese was a drug and did not suit that market. A very 

extensive dealer had just returned from Liverpool disappointed in not obtain- 

ing a supply of pale-colored cheese. In prices, quality and shape, he said, 
there was no difficulty in being suited, but his customers insisted upon an 

uncolored article, and as that was not to be had he did not purchase. It was 
in this man’s storehouses that I saw some of the Herkimer county, New York, 

“coarse curds,” and they were commended for their texture and quality. 
There are large quantities of pale-colored cheese made in England, and con- 
siderable of the high-priced Cheddar has no color except that which results 
from the natural condition of the milk. 

I went down to Chippenham to see the great annatto manufacturer, Mr. 

Nicuots. His preparation bears the reputation of the best in England, and 
I thought it might be worth while to have him send over samples, and thus 
have an article that was approved by English dealers. Mr. Nicnois was 
willing to send out samples on my assurance that they would be properly 
distributed; but when I reached London I learned from the chemists a secret 

which is worth a good many thousand dollars to American dairymen. It is, 
that all preparations of annatto depend for their excellence, not so much upon 
any patent for dissolving or cutting the crude annatto as upon the purity of 
the annatto itself. All the best English liquid annatto is cut with potash, so 
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that American dairymen can just as well make their own coloring material ag 
to send abroad at great expense for the English article. But it is important 
that we obtain a pure article, and this can only be secured by purchasing of a 
reliable person who is a good judge of it. If you use a bad article you are 
sure to get a bricky, uneven color, which is so objectionable, and which 
reduces the price of cheese. 

BANDAGES, BOXES, ETC. 

In regard to bandaging and boxing I may remark that no cheese should 
be made in America for shipping abroad without having a bandage upon it, 
and without being put up in a strong box with heavy scale boards. I have 
seen considerable quantities of English cheese in the storehouses split open at 
the sides, a prey to skippers, and upon which losses were sustained. The 
Cheddar dairymen put a coarse linen bandage upon their cheese during the 
process of curing. It is brought round tight and temporarily secured. Some 
work eyelet holes at the ends of the bandage and bring it snugly about the 
cheese by lacing, as you would fasten a shoe upon the foot. These bandages 
are stripped off when the cheese goes to market. 

The cheeses would be better protected if they had permanent bandages, on 
our plan, and some of the English dairymen advocate its introduction in their 
dairies. By not bandaging something might, perhaps, occasionally be gained 
in helping the English dealer to deceive his customers by palming off our 
cheese as of English manufacture; but good factories would lose their iden- 
tity, and the loss from breakage and other sources would overbalance by far, 
this advantage. Besides, it should be our object to make for American cheese 
a reputation that shall stand unchallenged as the best in the world. 

DEFECTS IN AMERICAN CHEESE—BAD FLAVOR, ETC. 

We come to consider the two leading defects in American cheese—porosity 
and bad flavor; and the last may be said to-day to overbalance all the other 
defects put together, two or three times over. I need not waste time upon 
that character of cheese known as soft, spongy, or salyy, or the poor grades 
which come from carelessness, inefficiency, or ignorance in manufacture. 
Good cheese-makers know at once how these may be corrected, but I refer to 
the better class of cheese made at factories. The English acknowledge that 
the American factories stand unrivaled as sending out a cheese full of meat 
—that is, full of butter or rich in quality. They speak in high terms of the 
improvements that have been made in texture, firmness and solidity; but to 
see a cheese handsome in appearance, the meat having scarcely any objec- 
tionable feature to the eye or finger, yet under the nose a disagreeable. odor, 
is what they cannot well understand. The large exportation of this poor, 
indifferent, or bad-flavored cheese, more than anything else, breaks prices and 
does immense damage. | 

The causes of bad flavor in cheese are various—insufficient and uneven 
salting; a faulty separation of the whey from the curds before going to 
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press and while pressing ; putting the curds to press hot; high heat and a 
rapid manipulation of the curds, getting them in press before the proper 
chemical changes have been effected; but the chief causes of bad flavor in 

well-manufactured cheese, as I saw it abroad, are, in my opinion, bad milk, 

bad rennet, and bad curing of the cheese. I am satisfied that the cool, 

even climate in England, and the excellent condition of the milk, together 
with the uniform temperature of their curing rooms, enable them to succeed 
where we often fail. We have a hot-bed climate to contend with, and milk is 

often spoiled when it reaches the factory. If our dairy farmers would only 

look upon this matter in its proper light, instead of laying all the blame of 

bad-flavored cheese upon the manufacturer, there would be some hope of 
improvement. They send to the factory tainted milk and demand from it a 
perfect cheese. They impose upon the manufacturer conditions which no skill 
has yet been able to surmount. High skill and great experience in manipu- 
lating milk, together with favorable weather, and the putting the cheese in 
market at the right moment, may enable the manufacturer to counteract 
in part the faults of tainted milk; but with intensely hot weather, and under 

unfavorable circumstances, it is beyond his art. Bad rennet and tainted milk 
are prominent causes of the early decay of our cheese. 

Weare told that American cheese will decay early. Ihave seen American 

cheese in England more than a year old, perfect in flavor and in the best pres- 

ervation, but it was not made in hot weather. The cheese made in July this 
year, 1866, and sent to England, was all of it, more or less of bad flavor. 

The complaint was universal, and against some of the most noted factories in 
America. Wemust look upon these things from the practical side. I will not 
deceive the dairymen of America with a fine-spun theory. We have been 
greatly led astray in regard to this matter of flavor—led to believe that the 
people of the Old World had discovered some wonderful process which would 
ensure a perfect cheese under all conditions of the milk; but I found the 
leading feature of their success was in cleanliness and an untainted condition 

of the milk. 
It is well known that milk not divested of its animal odor, and closely 

confined in hot weather, soon becomes putrid. Cheese manufacturers tell me 

that milk often comes to the factory having a most fetid and sickening odor. 
In extremely hot weather, when cows have been exercised or unduly excited 
the milk is often of a rank odor as soon as drawn. The practice of putting 
warm milk in tight cans and conveying it along distance to the factory is 
objectionable, especially in hot weather. Here is the commencement of bad 
flavor. The good milk is inoculated with putrid matter, which shows itself 
sooner or later, and carries with it decay like any other decomposition. Some 
plan should be adopted for cooling the milk, or exposing it so that the animal 
odor may pass off, especially in hot, sultry weather. I feel certain, from my 
observations both here and abroad, that this is a leading cause of bad flavor, 
and hence the practice of the Cheddar dairymen in getting rid of the whey 
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as early as possible, and the exposure of the curd a long time to the atmos- 
phere, is founded upon philosophical principles. It is important to the dairy 
interest of America that a reputation be maintained for producing the finest- 
flavored and best cheese made in the world, and, under our improved system 
of manufacture, with proper care as to the purity of milk, this will be of easy 
accomplishment. 

Again, the cheese-producing sections of the Union are being developed so 
rapidly that competition every year must be greater and greater. Every 
factory should now establish a reputation for “extra fine goods.” They 
should keep the best manufacturers in the country. Make it an inducement. 
for them to stay with you. High skill and experience command ample remu- 
neration the world over. Old and established factories can afford to pay for it, 
rather than let new districts pick off their best cheese-makers. The London 
dealers complain that there is too little probability of factories sending forward 
a uniform brand of prime cheese year after year. They want a brand that 
can be relied upon, and when they find such will pay an extra price for 
it. The curing rooms ought to be arranged so that the temperature may be 
controlled. The curing rooms of England have walls of stone or hollow 
brick. The climate is cooler, more moist and less variable than ours. ‘These 
facts ought to afford suggestions in the construction of our curing-houses. 
There is another way in which flavor is lost; the shipment of cheese in hot 
weather, to lie in New York until heated through and through, and then 
stowing away in the vessel with cargoes of grain, oil-cakes, or some other 
freight from which taints are absorbed. Much of our nice cheese is injured 
in this. way. In Bristol, Bath, London, Chester, Liverpool, Manchester—in 
fact, all over England, the commercial storehouses for cheese are well con- 
structed for the purpose of preserving flavor. They have stone floors, are 
cool and well ventilated. Cheese that comes in bad condition is often taken 
out of the boxes, or the covers removed, and then laid upon the floor to cool. 

The fine compact texture of English cheese, in my Opinion, results, in a 
great measure, from their process of expelling the whey, grinding in the curd- 
mill, salting and pressing. I may remark that while porousness is an objec- 
tion, if the texture is not of a honey-comd character, but will fill the trier 
with a tolerably compact mass, dealers do not urge a reduction of price, if the 
flavor and quality are perfect. Extreme porosity shows a defect in manufac- 
ture, and carries with it the impression that the cheese will sooner go to 
decay, and is therefore dangerous to handle, requiring quick sales. 

THE PROSPECTS OF THE ENGLISH MARKET, 

In closing, a word may be offered in reference to the prospect of future 
exportation and prices. The English are a great cheese-eating people. We 
have no conception of the extent to which this food enters into general con- 
sumption. ‘Those who can afford to eat a good article purchase the best, and 
the poor take up with that which is inferior and bad. I have seen tons and 
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tons of the most worthless stuff, apparently fit only for the pigs, in the shops 
and public markets, and it had a rapid sale. The cutters are extremely 
expert. They use a thin, circular knife, like a half moon, having an upright 
handle springing from the centre, and with this they cut the cheese upon the 
counter. They also use a fine wire, with handles at each end, for splitting a 

large cheese. I have been surprised at the accuracy with which they will cut 
the different weights. The crumbs are laid on one side, to be used for 
balancing the scales. There is an immense demand for inferior or low-priced 

cheese. If we could manufacture cheese so as to sell on the counter at four- 
pence to sixpence per pound, I think they would take our whole product. 
Cheese does not come upon the table with pastry, as with us, but is brought 
on as a separate and last course. Ahalf or a quarter of acheese, placed upon 
a silver dish, with a clean, white napkin under it, is set upon the table and 

cut as desired. I think there must be a good foreign demand for American 
cheese for some years tocome. The production has been cut off in the north- 
ern districts of England. The cattle plague has been terrible in its ravages 
through this section. In Cheshire and the adjoining counties the losses have 
been fearful. The Cheshire people feel very melancholy, and many of the 
farmers are unable to pay their rents. Some of them are trying sheep- 
farming, but with indifferent results. They have been long a dairy people 
and understand the management of cows. I am convinced they will go back 

to dairy farming when the cattle plague shall be effectually eradicated—and 
that appears now to be almost accomplished—but they will hardly get estab- 
lished again for a year ortwo. They will not abandon dairying till we can 

furnish cheese so cheaply as to drive them from the market. The cost of 

transportation and the high prices of labor, and heavy taxation, are against the 
production of a cheap cheese on this side, at least in the older States. Holland, 
too, enters into competition with us. She is now shipping to England 80,000,- 
000 pounds of cheese per annum. Last year (1865) the quantity imported was 
nearly 73,000,000 pounds. The passage can be made in a day, and the cost 

of exportation is a mere trifle. Their cheese is very good, but not equal to 
ours; but they are improving every year in quality. They make three styles 

of cheese, which are popular among the poorer classes. The Edams and 

Middlebaes are round, like a cannon ball, and weigh from six to twelve 
pounds. The Goudars are a small, flat cheese, of about twenty pounds 
weight. The agricultural laborers like Edams, as they can take a cheese into 
the field and cut it without waste. These cheeses sell at from eight to ten 
shillings per hundred weight, below American. There is less difference 
between the Derby Goudar and the American, the former often selling within 
four shillings of the price of ours. 

Our future successes will depend upon our making fine cheese, and getting 
it to market at cheap rates. Something might be done in opening up new 
markets. The English export cheese to Australia, the Cape of Good Hope, 

Brazil, and various other points., Something should be done by the cheese 
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makers and shippers in the way of regulating exportations. If we could 
give England a steady supply, without pushing forward an immense quantity 

to clog the market, prices would be maintained, and greater profits realized. 

The following table gives the number of packages of cheese shipped from New York to 
Liverpool, from May, 1862, to September, 1866, made up so that the comparative 
weekly shipments of the different years may be seen at a glance: 

Weekly Exports of cheese from New York to Liverpool. 

WEEK ENDING 1862. PACKAGES. 1863. PACKAGES. 1864. PACKAGES. 

May (ar Te ards 2,120 3,692 2,261 
Ge eae ae 857 1,942 1,539 
ORE ae vil 1,726 9,364 1,323 
SOW caked 1,262 4,446 3,268 

es 5,9% = |————_ — 19,444. ————____ 8,391 
dune Cee cttes 1,643 3,040 4,374 

iG pa ea eae 3,280 12,174 6,897 
20. chee oe 6,362 8,744 5,232 
Cir aa ei 7,156 17,456 10,090 

—___— 19,041. |——— 41,414 |———_—__——_ 26,598 
July (ears en %,107 22,896 24,090 

1h Ue 13,441 17,032 29,886 
1B Fe. ctteeen 6,961 29,561 47,944 
QD. eieicee 27,483 19,153 33,103 

—— 54,992 |——— 88,642 |——— 135,023 
August hed, phi 35,195 16,316 38,170 

Bieaat SCAT Pe a 2 92,024 20,447 
1) pee eed 5,485 27,378 16,669 
Sy LO a 37,309 13,342 22,817 
20 i aa 24,449 11,650 18,211 

—— 102,488 |————_ 90,710 = |———___—_ 116,314 
September 5......... 30,315 11,068 15,396 

OER ae errs 19,255 16,540 14,544 
ANS) Spee Sis 24,442 19,816 19,457 
OTapges saa 14,130 18,670 24,293 

——__—___—. 88,142 |————_———_.. 66,094. |————_———_- 73,690 
October Sine eee 8,146 18,582 15,250 

MOE Sec 24,203 31,104 18,805 
res araratek eve 15,038 21,792 12,406 
QE sake 18,886 38,714 20,653 
Gi Bea 11,558 26,082 25,542 

i —_ 69,811 —. 136,274. |-———_____ 92,656 
November 7%......... 24,302 22,818 24,674 

3 aS 24,196 17,706 23,700 
13,705 10,110 15,369 
18,840 20,115 24,921 

rs 43,0438 |——_——_ "0,749, |———____—_ 88,664 
December 5........ 938 12,485 11,794 : 

IQR Seed 8,450 12,787 8,496 
LOW Rr ete 8,329 10,268 11,919 
Dye ae es 9,843 5,533 9,901 

27,560 |————___—_ 41,073 42,110 
1863 1864. 1865. 

January Shea. 12,141 5,971 2,975 
GE Fa Gl Ms ap le 11,963 8,623 

AGE ae 3,475 2,216 20,081 
PURE Y 1,296 2,632 19,156 
BOE ep 14,122 7,834 2,685 

—-. 37,034 |—————___—_ 30,616 |——__—__ 53,520 
February 6......... 886 6,428 4,851 

TG yee ae 9,587 10,834 16,069 
Open eek 1,295 4.813 5,689 
Dieasemaore 1,798 16,479 15,658 

—. 13,566 = |—————_ 38,549 | ——— 42,267 
March eee aration 929 5,583 2,718 

CORA eee 4,164 770 894 
i aeeneen 3,428 13,202 13,901 
RO eee ee 1,454 1,558 2,770 

i a 9,9%5 = |———————_- 27,118 |—— 20,283 
April PhS ah Seales 4,166 2,987 2,213 

LU SSeS crated 4,348 13,470 4,412 
AGI ees): 11,762 5,072 4,199 
Pi Wale Haan 2.742 2,037 3,745 
SON: 8,842 2,886 9%6 

26,860 |———————_ 26,432 16,545 

Mo talecrtee sc ties cect wisias cave Be OT ee ysaccoc ete GUTALO al cheese eae abe 716,256 
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Weekly Exports of cheese from New York to Liverpool—Continued. 

WEEK ENDING | 1865. | PACKAGES. | 1866. | PACKAGES. 

May EN ES, ack 2,27 927 
AGW ectoens 4,404 656 

a oie ee 253 1,170 
SOR 214 4,869 

4,149 — %,622 
June Giecare saa 3,861 2,614 

1B yap aeerion 6,091 6,168 
QOEE Le execs 20,714 11,374 
Ola sao 11,751 14,480 

42,417 84,337 
July A Pipe Ser ao: 86,345 20.994 

Oka ate 16,391 21,447 
AS aeies stares 35,097 27,875 
Oi Abameene 25,314 30,423 

— 113,147 — 100,738 
August WW ieaicrste ie 30,334 17,068 

Bree ess 23,769 11,939 
IDA See 27,476 23,882 
Qo ee as 25,367 28,138 
OO era HN. 51,466 21,975 

158,412 — 102,822 
September, 5......... ete) alee ol) Lup SURE GoeccaceDaonon 

TRA aCocsc OUGaa ee | aly bo Ult ceystqcterrers seats 
OS RF Fess OPS Yo eeaceaneoadads 
DR Seo VAOAG yi aire A Pte | ey remtare es 

— 89,211 |-———————_............... 
October Ben csaecs MED SGP ected tanh eh |r ctarsteyictss ste e 

LOS teen: DEBb a) Paley = i So relnivecn oomeonoods 
TE Gas el CR Cr) St Boon aon “ira Wal licro BoomBae dep 
24. Tb OS ee iy i) ere lle Sich voce ara fa le 
SL ea een ALGAAS VIER po Spay Re NP eat aivercar baa 

14,907 1) ———————_............- see 
November 7 ........ MEVGSH Posies | PR ae) i ltstel tate rhavenate ste are 

TV Saeee BAST Dell = Sleep thas | eee a eee Se 
Gan ene ae TORSO is re agra TN ea oi Get fee 
BRE Hey. TARRBON IY She cdi e is cl everietcbagerare ae 

——_—_—_—_—__— 85,176 |————_........- ++ «ee 
December 5........ ye 1 bea ee, bec A al Ae Be oR 

1b Re eee Yr ae) Me SEE rsa anor acetal 
LOY yee: ALOSB eso es Thy Wie Vee eee ere 
Pepe eeaoee aan ech Ro ein saeco paacen 

—. 19,432 |———————_...........-+ 

1866. 1867. 

January Oe aaa QA IH ear MTS Dae | Fac seee aety Pee eh 1 JU Mei UES rarateteney Mevercteteps 
Qe Ses SSS RN ieee key, | aP Re  eaee Sao| (eemaG ine Bina” fel Scerein pemetoo pS 

IGiteerececs a GT ( el Me een aie Be eee 2s Se) Wea ee ol eri Horiaono nc 
Obs Gee eee EEOC al\Pue ty ase) a tat en Se Ace et NU ee arlicoanaonoadanlc. 
Bil ee eee SSO |e ewe a aes 9, SYS DEER Ee eR ie oe NLS tote rere aot 

035 bf SOO S05G| beesatennnmmmnmsd DOGG) GOOD 
lagen? | (Go45h abone AAI SC UO SRW ae  iepstantcetenctote cic SP Heaton aL ily Ibornc ooecose bic 

LOWS ees BYBBO) 1 |S er lee neuclie Ui plieapeeepabe ee etal la cechiel eas lets Sheela stebeelayspehe 
DOE eetrcaerns AR OME ee) 0 Taney | eerie aeete se Sec| Op We) OM Ran Ta wictateveratere ; 
ORC oc, ce CVI ES ina enn (tains Roe Ren Mens ine Breen Wel aaa aa kon oi 

——_—-—— TS) cts uc alate sie relatctetsia 
March Die teevenes. aie WADE Wieaveey meee Ed cl ee kts So rath pol ob, aM Mean eaves Stet eVetapeysteray sca 

BED er ee apes Weecc clk icte fo micisheyetl hh Chora! ammoen’y Vial |eccpyetareiecataisrotarat|) of (AL) MNBMOURY “Gilat ies atellajaysyeketeratn 
OE Neale 202 cll 4 (Coos Semi ane te HS AA eae te Seely 9" A aia [lata oseretet tebe oettat 
ON ier os Dit ig Rae eC (eS Ne ees Ol De bel  JAN Wl MAAR Rac ate 

— "13. | ——————-.............. eee ————_]........ noe 
April Quests se AGS |e awn, MAA alte nes Noah Nee | chee nn nme oad em rc yetet sforctereeysts 

RAS uEie ee GIO he see bs SERIA oh oe Sy RN could ANRC Mt ey Ey 
UG ens CNT ie Ue ie Td Can | een ANE SA ae eal CRS S199 dla sitehinalereatee 
QS eer, ble Dyan ile er eoeaee erent han ciecl haw ye) No loaadochooen occ 
Sl erisoieicrsegs Bian GP a aed Se neice clas itl rel alsa hi onan wOeGoe ano 

CO | AAS lcs ccc 0c 0 | |e cuanto 

PRO bal emer serttera esc llsresevcteraiateveaeiereis HKU a edoe Gonnoconc 245,520* 

821,125 

Shipments of cheese to London from May 1 to August 31, 1865, 21,000 boxes; 1866, 87,000 boxes. 

* Total from May 1, 1866, to September 1, 1866. 

+ Total during same time, 1865. 
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In the foregoing table the average weight of the packages may be esti- 
mated at about seventy pounds each. The following table gives the quantity 
of cheese shipped from New York to Liverpool from May, 1865 to December 

20, 1866, reduced to one hundred pound packages, with the average weekly 
price in shillings (English) at which American cheese is sold in London. The 

tables are valuable in showing how prices are influenced by excessive ship- 
ments at any one time: 

SHIPMENTS OF CHEESE FROM NEW YORK TO ENGLAND, WITH PRICES IN LONDON. 

1865-66. 1866-67. 

WEEK END- | Box- WEEK END-| Box- 
ae: aE) 100 LES. PRIcE IN LONDON. ae met 100 LBs.| Prick in Lonpon. 

1865. 1865. Shillings. 1866. 1866. Shillings. 

dune 6 3 45 | June 22 | 64 to 68 | June 5 3 218 | June £1] %6 to 82 
13 3 850 29 | 64 to 66 12 3 893 46 to 82 
20 9 703 | July 6| 64 to 66 19 4 457 | July 5| %6 to 80 
27 8 219 3| 56 to 62 26 q 649 12| 74 to %8 

July 4} 20° 158 20 | 60 to 62 | July 3] 10 272 19| %2 to %6 
11} 14 607 27| 60 to 62 10] 12 506 26] %0 to 74 
18] 18 67 | August 3| 58 to 62 17| 16 299 | August 2| %0 to 74 
25.) 24 544 10 | 58 to 62 24) 16 234 9| %0 to %4 

August 1} 20 95 17| 56 to 60 31} 10 627 16 | 70 to 72 
8 9 809 24| 58 to 62 | August Ke i 527 23] '70 to 72 

15| 18 278 31 | 56 to 60 14) 13 313 30 | 70 to 72 
22] 30 779 | September 7| 58 to 60 21} 12 983 |September 6} 68 to 70 
29} 26 998 14} 58 to 60 28 16 466 18 | 66 to 70 

September 5] 17 546 21| 56 to 62 | September 4| 17 374 20| 66 to 70 
12}; 12 342 28 | 56 to 62 al) ary 126 27| 64 to 70 
19} 16 531 | October 5 56 to 62 18 4 914 | October 4] 62 to 68 
26 4 486 12 | 56 to 62 25 q 716 | 11 | 62 to 68 

October 3 4 486 19| 60to0 63 | October 2] 15 82 | 18 | 62 to 66 
10 2 825 26 | 60 to 63 9| 16 391 j 25 | 60 to 64 
17 2 201 | November 2] 60 to 63 16} 10 "87 | November 1} 60 to 64 
24 6 596 9] 60 to 66 23) 19 05 ' 8] 60 to 64 

2 4 Sil 3 838 16 | 65 to 70 30 8 261 15 | 60 to 64 
November 7% 4 175 23} 65 to '70 | November 6 8 154 22| 60°to 64 

14 6 10 80 | 65 to 70 1) wl 660 29 |* 60 to 64 
Paik |] alah 636 | December 7] 65 to 70 20 8 858 | December 6] 62 to 66 
28 q 361 14] 65 to 70 27) 10 847 13] 66 to 68 

December 5 4 640 21| 65to70 | December 4/ 11 551 20 | 66 to 68 
12 6 829 28] 65 to 70 Wi] 15 506 27 | 66 to 68 
19 5 683 18] 10 981 
26 6 81 1866. 25. 6 413 

January 4] 66to %0 
aaa it|estow | ee | ee : 

January — 5 683 18; 68to%0 | January 1 6 413 [occa ode ceemeta eeeeree 50 
9 4 49 25 | 68 to 72 8} 18 158. jo. cacks toon eee eee ae 

16 2 996 | February 1] 68 to 72 tL ee RN HN an 
23 1 352 8| 68 to 74 RRs) se ciaiell's cvje.s:0 ll arene mee SRE | eae 5 30 1 983 15 | 68 to 74 28a asela pete reall dana eee | eee ee a 

February 6 5 553 22) | 4 toms: | Kebruary, (5)\.. os|0 22,1. =| ene ee aS 13 3 146 | March 1| %4to 80 We RNS scse's isi] Re eee nae | ee coote 
20 2 "AT 8] %4 to 80 LO) es 55 
CaN et tore 407 15 | 74 to 80 267) io. Sel es Soe ee ee a March Gliese cea 580 22 | 80 to 84 | March oe areolar Meee ss a hallogas occa 
n (33) | San 865 29 | 80 to 84 
20) ek arate 124 | April 5 | %8 to 82 

: 27 2 157 12| '%8 to 82 
April Silt 133 19 | %8 to 80 | April 

10 1 706 26 | '%8 to 80 
UO) ae 460 | May 3 | 80 to 81 
4 |... 168 10} 80 to 81 

May ee 906 17 | 80 to 82 
A Waser 396 24! 80 to 82 |May 

15 1 871 31 | %3 to 76 
triacs 563 | June %3 to 76 

%6 to 82 



ENGLISH DAIRY PRACTICE, 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 

Tue following account of recent improvements in English dairy practice 
is from the pen of Mr. JosrpH Harpine of Marksbury, England, who is well 
known as the great exponent of Cheddar cheese making in Great Britain. 
The paper will be of interest to American dairymen. 

The spirit of improvement which has so largely pervaded the agricultural 
world during the last twenty-five or thirty years is not more manifest in the 

production of corn and meat than it is in the manufacture of butter and 
cheese ; and though the latter branch has not derived as much benefit from 

the assistance of national or local agricultural societies as the former, it has 

yet made great progress both as to the quantity and the quality of its prod- 
ucts. To the attainment of this object nearly every well-informed and intel- 

ligent dairy farmer has contributed his part. In detailing these improve- 
ments I may not, perhaps, be expected to go into all the dairy districts of 
England, and to particularize every improvement which has taken place in 

each of them; my experience, as a Somershetshire man, milking a dairy of 
my own of from seventy to seventy-five cows, will enable me to speak from 

personal and practical knowledge as to the improvements, in all their details, 
in the dairy practice of my own county, more especially in the manufacture 

of cheese. 
I believe, however, from the knowledge which I have of other dairy dis- 

tricts, such as Gloucester, Wilts, Leicester, Derby and Cheshire, that any 

disinterested person taking upon himself to write upon the subject could not 
fix on a district better calculated to answer the requirements of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England than the county of Somerset. It is true 
that this county is not much noted for its butter ; but as a district for making 
cheese, due regard being had both to quantity and quality, it is not surpassed 
in Great Britain. Here is made what is termed the ‘‘ Cheddar cheese,” 

which is always quoted in the London market at a higher price than any 
other (Stilton excepted, which is not a fair example). Here, too, an example 
has been set in the improvement of machinery, utensils and mode of manu- 
facture, which has given a stimulus not only to all the surrounding districts, 

but even to Scotland. 
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But my business is not so much to eulogize the dairy practice and produce 

of this or any other district, as to detail, in a simple and intelligible manner, 

any improvements which have tended to increase the quantity, improve the 

quality of these products, and at the same time to reduce the labor of 

manufacture. 
INCREASE IN QUANTITY. 

In order to show an increase in the dairy produce of any given district, 
it would be necessary to know its aggregate amount at different periods ; but 
as, to the best of my knowledge, no records exist which furnish this informa- 
tion as derived from any dairy district in England, it will be impossible to 
contrast our present average produce with that of former years. The only 
course, therefore, which we can adopt is to take a single farm which 
may be considered a fair specimen of the district in which it is situ- 
ated. A farm of one hundred and fifty acres in this county, of fair 
quality, divided into one hundred and ten acres of pasture and forty of 
arable, would, some years ago, probably have been stocked with thirty 
cows, five or six heifers (to keep up the stock), besides a few horses. The 
arable course would have been—one, fallow; two, wheat; three, beans; four, 
wheat again; five, clover mown twice, then fallow again; barley being grown 
occasionally on suitable soil. It was thought that on the pasture land no 
more cows could be kept than the one-half would maintain in summer, the 
other half being mown for winter-keep; that would give (allowing three 
acres per cow) ninety acres for thirty cows, and twenty acres would be left 
for the young stock and horses. The arable land at this time received the 
greater part, if not all, the manure. 

A farm of this description, would now keep fifty cows. The larger part 
of the arable land would be in grass and roots, corn being grown only on the 
decay of the grass plant, which, instead of being mown, would be grazed by 
the cows, and admit of being stocked a fortnight earlier in spring than the 
meadow grass: the straw would be cut into chaff and mixed with roots, 
meal, oil-cake, or some other substitute to make it équal in nutriment to hay. 
The roots would be chiefly grown by artificial manures, and a portion of 
them fed off by dry sheep, so that a considerable part of the yard manure 
could be spared for the pasture land. Although I have spoken above only 
of an increase of twenty cows, I know some farms on which the extra number 
is even larger. : 

Where the farm is wholly pasture, as is the case with a large number of » 
the dairy farms in this county, there cannot be as large an increase of produce 
as is stated above. Yet even here, as the land is made to carry as much stock 
as possible, the increase in the number kept is considerable. Some farmers 
will feed nearly all their land and sell the cows in the autumn, looking forward 
to replacing them in the spring of the year. This seems to be an expensive 
mode of increasing dairy produce; but where the land produces a large 
quantity of milk the grass is of far more value than the hay. : 
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Others, again, have adopted the plan of preserving a few acres of after: 
math (after being fed once) till the spring; the young grass is thus drawn 
up by the shelter which the old affords, and consequently comes to feed 
earlier than it would otherwise do. This feed is valuable for turning out the 
cows by day ; it thus both lessens the consumption of hay and increases the 
yield of milk. Among my acquaintance the farmer who realizes the largest 
amount of profit per cow, lives in Leicestershire, and makes both butter and 
cheese. His farm is a loamy soil, not much affected by drouth or wet, so 
that it is generally ina growing state throughout the summer. He keeps 
only cows and young stock. The cows have the first feed of every field, the 
heifers following them in the round of the farm. A man brings up the rear 
to clean up the droppings, so that the field is clean and fresh for the cows 
on their next round. 

The building of houses and yards for the accommodation of the cows has 
not a little tended to an increase of produce, inasmuch as it has enabled us to 

keep the stock off the land during the winter months. The grass conse- 

quently grows earlier in the spring, and enables us to mow earlier, so as to 

secure a better feed on the aftergrass. The introduction of artificial manures 
has rendered us great assistance, especially for the arable lands, although the 

pasture likewise feels the effects of the change. Bones have been used on 

the pasture, but net to such an extent nor with such success as in Cheshire. 

Besides all this, nearly all the wet lands have been drained, and the wide and 

useless hedge rows grubbed up, so that our atmosphere has become dryer 

and more healthy. Nature has lent a helping hand, and we have in conse- 
quence a longer summer and a shorter winter. A large quantity of cheese 
is made from some of the hills which formerly only fed a few half-starved 
sheep and cattle. Some of these improvements. may seem to be of small 

importance to the casual reader; but when carried out through a whole 

district, as in this county, the effect is great, and these, I believe, are the 

chief causes which have led to the dairy produce of this county being 
increased, within a few years, twenty-five per cent.. 

REDUCTION OF LABOR IN THE MANUFACTURE. 

Under this head, speaking first of butter, I may state that the improve- 
ments are not so great either in the mode of making, the utensils employed, 
or the reduction of labor, as in the case of cheese, because two very simple 

processes only are required to accomplish the object, namely, “churning ” 
and ‘“‘ working.” Churning is a simple process of agitation, and whether it 
be accomplished by a vertical, a longitudinal, or a rotary motion, the effect 

is the same ; and notwithstanding the many attempted improvements in the 
construction of the utensil employed, there is not for general purposes, any- 
thing superior to, or that is likely to supersede, the old barrel churn. In it, 
either a large or a small quantity of butter, and that of the best quality, may 
be produced. 

19° 
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As to the working the butter—which is generally performed by the hand 

—the object is the extraction of all the buttermilk. Some persons use small 

wooden spades, others envelope their hands in a cloth, but nothing of this 

kind can be termed a “late improvemennt.” The greatest step in advance 

consists in the fact that observation and the introduction of the thermometer 

has enabled us to lay down arule for the temperature to be maintained in 

churning. It is found that if the cream be put into the churn at from 55° to 

60° in summer, and not less than 60° in the winter, it will be churned in 

good time, that is, from half an hour to forty minutes, and, if properly 
worked, will produce good butter. If it be churned at a lower temperature 

it will be too long in churning, and will require heating during the process. 

If above that temperature, it will “come” too soon and will be frothy and 
oily ; in both cases the butter will be inferior. Until a comparatively recent 
date, it was a difficulty in cold weather to get the butter churned; the 

process not unfrequently occupied several hours, and I have known the 
produce to be thrown away as utterly useless after all. This difficulty is 

now entirely overcome. 
Experience, moreover, has taught us that although, if milk be allowed to 

stand till it becomes stale or sour before the cream is removed from it, the 

butter thus made will not be good; on the other hand, if the cream be taken 

while the milk is sweet, the cream may be kept until it becomes sour, without 

the butter being materially affected. 
The process of butter making varies in different countries. In Scotland, 

Ireland and Wales they churn the milk, and, when this is done properly, I 
believe that the butter, for delicacy of flavor, cannot be surpassed. 

In the making of cheese a much greater improvement has been effected, 

in consequence of its having received more attention than butter making, 
cheese being the staple commodity of the district, and, when well made, 
more remunerative to the farmer. For many years past it has been our 
object to produce the best cheese with the least possible labor—an object we 
have, in no small degree, accomplished. Within my own recollection, a 

week, at least, may be said to have been occupied in making a cheese—that 
is, from the time the milk was coagulated till the cheese was taken from the 
press to the cheese-room. During this time it was turned in the press twice 
every day, and had salt rubbed over it by the hand every morning. I have 
known, in a dairy of fifty cows, fifty-two cheeses to be thus turned thrice a 
day, giving a vast amount of unnecessary labor to the dairy woman and 

expense for cloths to the farmer. This state of things exists to this day in 
some of our largest cheese-making districts. 

The machinery and utensils, too, were of a rude description. The presses 

were either a large stone raised by a screw, or a box filled with some heavy 
material and suspended between two upright posts and lowered or raised by 
ropes and pulleys. I should have thought it almost incredible that there 
should exist a cheese-making district in England that had not partaken of the 
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universal improvement in the cheese-press, had I not learned a lesson the 
other day. <A friend of mine was traveling in a railway carriage in Lan- 
eashire in which some farmers were discussing the merits of an improved 

cheese-press lately introduced into their district, when one of them, convinced 

of its superiority, said, “I donot think I shall lay out much money in a 

stone press again.” 

The utensils were generally made of wood, and the whey, however large 
the quantity, had to be ladled out of the tub with a heavy wooden bowl. 
The curd, when put into the vat, was broken into small pieces by the hand, 
—so laborious a work that I have seen dairywomen whose finger joints were 

grown large and stiff in consequence. After the cheeses were introduced to 
the cheese-room, they had to be washed and scraped before they became 
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CHEESE PREss—3-4ths of an inch to a foot. 

marketable, which was not generally the case until they were from four to 

six months old, although they were what we should now term thin cheese. 
In many instances the cheese was kept until the following spring. The pro- 

cess of manufacture was unsystematic and irregular, without regard to an 

even or proper temperature ; consequently the cheese was of unequal quality 
—some good, some bad—from causes unknown to the dairywomen. This 
was the state of things when improvement in the machinery and utensils 
began to be studied. It is just, however, to state that, with regard to the 

cheese tub, a few wealthy and enterprising men thought it desirable to substi- 
tute copper in lieu of wood many years before this general movement took place. 

These tubs were made rough and at a great expense, many of them them cost- 
ing from forty to sixty pounds apiece, according to the number of cows kept. 
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About thirty years ago the first improved cheese press was exhibited in 
Weils market, in this county, and, though extremely simple, proved to be a 
step in the right direction. I think that prizes have been awarded to it in 

its incomplete shape more than once by the Royal and other Agricultural 

Societies. The principle of its construction was that of the lever in its 

simplest form. The subject was immediately taken up by the mechanics of 
the neighborhood, who gradually improved upon the cheese press until the 

model now in general use was produced. It consists of a screw and a lever, 

the former working in a brass socket, and serving as a fulcrum for the latter, 

by which the pressure, produced and regulated by a weight attached to the 
opposite end of the lever, is conveyed to the cheese. When the screw is 

reversed the lever drops on to a pin, the pressure is withdrawn, and the 
cheese may be removed. This is decidedly the best implement for the pur- 

pose that has yet been invented. It is manufactured in large numbers by the 
best agricultural implement makers in this and the adjoining counties. 

About this time copper, and sometimes brass, began to be used more fre- 

quently for making cheese tubs, but, being too expensive for general use, tin 

was successfully substituted and continues to be employed to the present time. 
It costs one-third the price of coppor, and will last for twenty or thirty years. 

All the other utensils of the dairy which were formerly of wood, such as 

bowls, pails, &c., are now made of tin, which saves a vast amount of labor 

and expense in brushes. 

The vessels are in some cases improved in shape as well as in material ; 
the cheese tub, which was flat at the bottom, is now made convex to facilitate 

draining off the whey. A large brass tap is soldered into the bottom of the 
tub, inside of which is a strainer made of fine gauze, wire or other material, 

to prevent small particles of curd from escaping. The whey flowing from 
this tap is conveyed in a pipe leading from the floor of the dairy to a tank 

or cistern in the piggery, from whence it is pumped for use. That the milk- 

ers may not enter the dairy, a tin receiver is placed outside the house, into 

which the milk is poured and conveyéd to the cheese tub by a conduit, at 
each end of which is a strainer to prevent any filth from the yard from pass- 
ing into the cheese tub. It is a mistaken notion with many practical cheese 
makers, and all theorists, than an exceedingly fine strainer is necessary in 
order to separate the whey from the curd. If the cheese be well made, the 
curd itself is the best strainer or filterer; but where there is a large bulk 

of whey to be drawn off from the curd, it will flow through the tap with 

great force, so as to carry away particles of curd, if something is not placed 

inside as a strainer. To obviate this, a new and valuable instrument, called 

the Whey Separator, has just been invented by Mr. Ropert McApam of 
Garsty Hill, near Crewe, Cheshire, for which he has taken out a patent. It 

is made of brass, and is a telescopic tube, one end of which fits on inside the 

outlet in the bottom of the tub; to the other end is screwed a receiver, which 

floats on the surface of the whey, which enters its perforated brass under- 
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surface, and is thus conveyed down the tube to the brass tap at the bottom 

of the tub, the tubes sinking into each other as the whey subsides. This 

separator costs about forty shillings; it is the best thing of the kind I have 
ever seen, as it takes the whey from the surface, where it is most free from 

curd, and prevents the mass of the curd from being disturbed by the whey 

on its passage to the outlet. 

The curd breaker generally in use for breaking up the coagulated mass is 

either the shovel breaker or the revolving breaker. The former is made of 

wood in the shape of a shovel with a bent handle ( ###:—); through the 
lower end of the handle, at right angles to it, nine or ten brass rods are 

inserted, extending about six inches on either side, and secured at each end 
by a strip of wood about fourteen inches in length. The revolver is made 
of rods of iron, set in a framework fitted to the inside of the tub, where it is 

made to revolve upon a vertical axis by a handle at the outside of the tub 
like that of a churn. 

Tue EXPANDING CHEESE VAT. 

The vats, which were formerly made of turned wood, are now made of 

staves like a cask. In not a few instances tin is employed for the purpose, 

but I scarcely think it will come into general use for our thick cheeses. The 

stave vat has recently been improved by being made to open at the side at 
one of the joints between the staves, corresponding to opposite joints across 
the top and the bottom; the opening is sufficiently wide to allow of the 
cheese being easily liberated from the vat when reversed for the purpose. 
To accomplish this, there are four projecting screw-holes: one at each end 

of the two severed iron hoops which encircle the vat, and one at the top and 
one at the bottom. When the vat is closed, two of these screw-holes will be 

opposite each other, and through them a screw-bolt is inserted which keeps 
the vat together ; by loosening these bolts the vat is enabled to expand and 
the cheese is easily liberated. 

An apparatus has been invented for cheese making by Mr. Krxrvit of 
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Wiltshire, and is in use in that and some other districts, which, though not 
applicable to the Somerset or Cheddar mode of making, is, I believe, of 
service in making the Wiltshire cheese. It consists of a tin tub, down the 
side of which there runs a strip of gauze wire, three or four inches in width, 
which allows the whey to escape to a brass tap at the bottom. A breaker 
is used, similar to the revolver above described, but Mr. Knxvim has altered 
the round rod to a flat, knife-shaped piece of iron, thus altering the principle 
of breaking the mass to that of cutting. Instead of a vat into which weights 
were put for the purpose of pressing the curd in the tub, a perforated circu- 
lar piece of tin is used, fitting the inside of the tub, to which pressure is 
applied by a screw running through a strong cross-piece of iron, fastened to 
the opposite sides of the tub. The cheese tub is on a raised platform, and can 
be made to incline at pleasure, so as to allow the last drop of whey to escape... 

A much more useful apparatus for our improved method of cheese making 
has been invented by Messrs. Cockry & Son of Frome. Its object is to 
save the labor of carrying the milk to and from the boiler for heating previous 
to the introduction of the rennet, and also of carrying the whey for scalding 
the curd. A small boiler is placed in a desirable situation, from which hot 
water is conveyed by pipes to a chamber underneath the tub, where it can 
be turned off or on at pleasure, by stop-cocks. One advantage in this appa- 
ratus is, that during the summer nights cold water may be let into the cham- 
ber underneath the evening’s milk, which is thus rapidly cooled down to the 
temperature of the water. This expedient is very valuable for keeping the 
milk sweet till the morning, as we make cheese only once a day. The appa- 
ratus-is extensively used in this and some other countries. During the winter 
months the cheese-room and dairy are heated from the same boiler. 

THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF CHEESE 

is due partly to what is here technically called “ slip-scalding” and to 
increased attention bestowed on the manufacture, and partly to more careful 
storing in the cheese-room. In all these cases the thermometer and the clock 
have greatly assisted in reducing cheese making to a regular system. The 
process is now conducted in the following manner :—The morning’s milk is 
mixed with the evening’s at a temperature of about 80° (varying two or 
three degrees in the spring and autumn), the rennet then is added, and an 
hour is allowed for the curd to form, when it is carefully broken up; and 
here commences the system of slip-scalding, now generally adopted in prefer- 
ence to the old method. The scalding whey is now added to the curd in its 
pulpy state, before it has had time to subside and get hard. Experience has 
shown us that a finer description of cheese is produced upon this principle, 
which is adopted by the best cheese makers in this county. What is here 
called scalding is the raising the mass of curd and whey to the temperature 
of 100° Fahr. By Cocxry’s apparatus, hot water is introduced into the 
chamber by pipes placed underneath the tub to accomplish this purpose ; 
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otherwise, hot whey is poured into the mass, which in both cases is being well 
stirred, until the desired heat is obtained. The curd is then allowed to sub- 

side, and, after the whey is drained off and the curd becomes dry, instead of 

being broken by the hand, it is passed through the curd mill, after which salt 

is added and mixed with it in the proportion of one pound to fifty-six pounds. 

It is then put into the vat and press, where it remains three days, after which 

it is taken to the cheese-room. The cheeses are made from nine to fourteen 

inches in thickness, some even more. They are turned only twice in the 
press, and that is when the cloths are changed. 

THE METHOD OF KEEPING THE CHEESE IN THE CHEESE-ROOM HAS ALSO 

BEEN IMPROVED. 

At one time we thought it desirable to keep them in a low and even damp 
temperature, but the cheese was then a long time in getting ripe, and a fine 

mellow flavor was not readily obtained. We now introduce them at once 

from the press to the cheese-room, which is kept at a temperature of from 
50° to 70°, as the case may be; and we find that the cheese ripens faster, 

acquires a richer flavor, and can be sold much sooner; so that our thick 

cheeses are often cut over the counter at three months old, sometimes even 

less; though a few years since the same sized cheese would have required 
eight or nine months to acquire the same degree of ripeness. 

This system of making has diminished the make of whey butter. Where 
we made one pound per cow, we now make one pound for every seven cows, 
and sometimes less; the quantity is so reduced that we often do not think it 
worth the risk of imparting sourness to the cheese, but turn the whey off to 

the pig-tank. Some persons tell us that we lose a great deal of valuable food 
in our whey, as proved by the bacon fatted from it. When bacon is fatted 

from whey alone this must be the case; but the whey from a cheese well and 

carefully made would not fatten a pig in six months. 
To the cheese consumers of London, who prefer an adulterated food to 

that which is pure, I have to announce an improvement in the annatto with 

which they compel the cheese makers to color the cheese. The improvement 

is not in the smell, which remains as unpleasant-as ever ; neither is it im the 

taste—that is as filthy as ever; but it consists in this—that we now get 
annatto in a liquid state, instead of a cake, which saves the trouble of 

rubbing out. 
I have now enumerated the principal improvements in dairy practice that 

have enabled us to send into the market a superior article, increased in 

quantity twenty-five per cent., at a reduction of the original labor of more 

than half. Although we ie attained this result by studying, as far as our 

observation and experience go, the state of the curd through the various 

stages and manipulations which it undergoes, and have acquired, so far, some 

knowledge of what we are doing, we have not yet arrived at perfection. 

Cheese making, as a science, is not understood. I could ask a dozen ques- 
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tions, which suggest themselves at the various stages of the process, and 
which cannot be answered. , 

We have now a body of valuable rules laid down for our guidance ; 
though strict observation and practical experience..are, of course, requisite 
for their successful application. But this is not enough. A wide and unex- 
plored field is before us, into which we should enter. Milk, as taken from 
the cow, is of a peculiarly rich and delicious flavor. The object of the cheese 
maker should be to preserve that flavor throughout the process, and leave it 
to ripen in the cheese ; but the accomplishment of this design is not always 
certain (especially in thunder weather), in the absence of an instrument with 
which we are not yet provided. Lirsre and other chemists tell us that milk, 
in its pristine state, possesses a quantity of sugar, which, in the process. 
towards decomposition, produces lactic acid. Alkalies are also present ~ 
which neutralize the acid until an increased amount of the latter is generated, 
when the milk becomes sour. Believing this to be true, and knowing that 
heat promotes the formation of the acid, when the temperature of the atmos- 
phere is 65° we act cautiously lest we should make the cheese sour, and, no 
doubt, our precaution is frequently attended with success. But there are 
other agents besides heat which promote the souring of the milk, even when 
the atmosphere is as low as 60°: over these we have no control at the time, 
besides being generally unaware of their existence until it would be too late 
to seek a remedy, if any such were known to exist. The instrument, then, 
which we want is one which will show us the exact amount of acid present, 
that we may know when to introduce the rennet, and in what quantity. It 
is true. we have litmus-paper, but this only indicates the presence of acid 
without measuring the guantity present. While searching for such an 
instrument as this among opticians and chemists for several years past, I 
have been recommended to try one or two chemical methods, the best of 
which is by Dr. Cameron of Dublin. None of these tests, however, are 
sufficiently simple to be of much use to a practical dairywoman, who wants an 
instrument effective and simple, by which she can as easily test the amount 
of acid present, as she can by the thermometer ascertain the degree of heat. 

Another desideratum is a chemical knowledge of the constitution of the 
curd and whey throughout the process. It is not likely that this investiga- 
tion will be carried out by the unaided efforts of any practical man; but 
with assistance, such as the Royal Agricultural Society of England could 
render, this object might be attained, and the result would be that cheese 
could be made (as it ought to be) upon principles scientific and, consequently, 
unerring. 

The press illustrated on page 297 is the only one I have in use for seventy- 
two cows; the other principal utensils are—cheese-tub, two milk-coolers, — 
curd-mill, six vats for summer use, six smaller ones for the spring and autumn, 
The press was made by Sroxxs of Dean, near Shipton-Mallet, and cost 
about nine pounds. 



COMPOSITION OF CHEESE. 

THE most recent and valuable chemical investigations that we have on 
the composition and manufacture of cheese, are those made for the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England by Prof. Vortckrer. These papers hitherto 
have not been accessible to American dairymen. They are very suggestive 
and valuable, and will be found of important aid to those practicing the 
cheese-making art. I therefore introduce them in this connection. He says: 

In the opinion of many persons English cheese is not what it used to be 
in the good old time, when it was far more common than now-a-days for 
farmers’ wives personally to preside over the dairy and conduct the making 
of cheese through its various stages. Some people assert positively that the 
English cheese of the present day is inferior in quality to that which was 
made centuries ago. It is of course impossible to give satisfactory proofs of 

this supposed inferiority ; but at the same time it must be admitted that the 
prevailing custom of leaving the chief dairy operations almost entirely in the 
hands of servants furnishes strong presumptive evidence in favor of those 

who maintain these views. As a rule, we have found the best cheese on 

farms where the mistress of the house was herself dairy-maid-in-chief, 

especially if industrious habits and scrupulous cleanliness were associated 
with superior intelligence. Indeed I have had recently frequent occasion to 

notice the intimate connection which appears to exist on the one hand 
between good cheese and cleanliness, order, general intelligence and desire 

to excel, and on the other hand between bad cheese, slovenliness, ignorance 

and practical conceit. In the best-managed dairies, however, cheese-making 

is practiced entirely as an empiric art, which is admitted by our best practi- 
cal authorities to be capable of great improvement, the importance of which 

is obvious when we consider the large amount of capital directly or indirectly 

embarked in dairy-farming. Mr. Humsersronr, member for Chester, has 
the merit of having first directed the attention of our Society to the import- 
ance of scientific investigation into the principles of cheese-making ; and the 
Council, on the recommendation of the Chemical Committee, made a special 

- grant to enable me to visit the principal dairy districts of England, to carry 

out certain practical experiments and obtain what practical assistance I 
required. The more direct laboratory experiments, which, like the whole 
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investigation, are still in active progress, have been selected by the Chemical 

Committee as one of the regular subjects for investigation for the current 

year. During the last ten months I and two of my assistants have been 

almost exclusively occupied with the analytical work demanded by a thorough 

investigation into the principles of cheese-making. At the same time I have 
spent between four and five weeks at different times in visiting the dairies 
of Gloucestershire, Wilts, Somersetshire, Warwick, Stafford and part of 

Cheshire ; and I purpose paying another visit to Cheshire and Derbyshire in 
the ensuing summer vacation. This paper will embody some of the practical 
conclusions to which I have arrived, partly from my visits and partly from 
my investigations. 

The first point to be observed is, that cheese is often spoiled (to use an 
Trishism) before it is made—that is, before it is separated from the milk: in 

other words, the milk is spoiled. Then the cheese is spoiled during the 
making, and also in the keeping. Again I have learned that richer cheese 
may be made on some land, even when a portion of cream has been taken 
from the milk, than on other land where the whole milk is used. 3d. I concur, 

with our best and most intelligent cheese-makers in the opinion, that good 

saleable, though perhaps not very fine-flavored cheese, can be made on any 

description of land, provided proper care and attention are paid to the man- 
agement, of the milk at the beginning, to the treatment of the cheese in the 

_ tub, and to its after ripening. 4th. From all I could learn practically, and 
from what I have seen with my own eyes, I have come to the conclusion that 
bones improve the quality of the pasture and the richness of the milk, but 
also that more care is required to make cheese from boned pasture than on 

poor land. 5th. The flavor of the different kinds of cheese, such as Cheddar, 

Stilton, Cheshire and others, is much more dependent on the method in ordi- 

nary use in these different counties than on the quality of the pasture, although 
the latter exercises a considerable influence. The inferiority of the Boothy 
cheese, made from dry food, to that produced when the cows are at grass, is 
well known. Nevertheless, admitting that food does much affect the flavor 
of cheese, I still am of opinion that the various practical manipulations exer- 
cise a yet higher influence iu this respect. 6th. Each system of cheese- 
making, whether that of Gloucestershire or Somersetshire, appears to have 

its peculiar excellences, but also its peculiar defects. 7th. Matters altogether 
indifferent are frequently insisted upon as essential to success, while others 
of the greatest importance are either neglected altogether or much under- 

valued: unless, therefore, a person thoroughly understands the grounds of 
his selection and preference, it is better to adopt one empiric method than to 

attempt to combine the different plans. 8th. I found good makers of cheese 
who had never heard a word about chemistry. 9th. Although much mystery 
is thrown around this art, all that is mysterious about it is purely accidental: 
the process in itself is very simple, and accords well with scientific principles 

so far as these have been ascertained ; but skillful management is perhaps 
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rather the exception than the rule. 10th. Even good practice may be con- 
siderably improved, or, more correctly speaking, simplified, by the applica- 
tion of scientific principles to cheese-making. 11th. With respect to the 
recent mechanical improvements which have been introduced in the dairy 
districts, KrnEviu’s and CoqueEt’s apparatus, and others which have been 

described at some length in a former volume of our Journal, save, indeed, a 
great deal of labor and time, but otherwise effect nothing which may not be 
done by skillful hands. 12th. Milk, as I have ascertained by numerous 
analyses, varies much in its composition, for which reason great differences 
must also be expected in cheese. 13th. Considerable loss both in quality and 
quantity of cheese was found to arise from careless management. 14th. In 

studying the action of rennet on milk I find that misapprehension, if not alto- 

gether wrong statements, prevail in what has hitherto been said and written 
respecting its action. I shall have presently to advance proofs in confirma- 

tion of this assertion. 15th. I would observe, that generally the scientific 
principles involved in the manufacture of cheese are either misstated by scien- 

tific writers on the subject, or but imperfectly recognized by practical men. 

These are some of the principal conclusions at which I have arrived in the 

course of my investigation. As it is not my intention to write a complete 

essay on cheese-making, I shall at present only endeavor to point out—Ist, 
some of the chief errors made in the process, stating my reasons for speaking 

of them as such; and 2dly, to suggest some remedies and safeguards. But, 
in order to make my subsequent remarks a little more intelligible, I must 

' briefly allude to the composition of milk, which, as is well known, is not a 

uniform white liquid, but a fluid owing its opaque character to a number of 
little cream gobules. Seen under a microscope of no very great power, milk 

appears as a colorless fluid in which there are floating innumerable little white 
globules or small bags containing fatty matter. The butter is encased in 
these microscopic bags or cells, which themselves are composed of very much 
the same material as the curd of milk. These, being lighter than water, rise 

on standing, and are removed as cream. If it were possible to separate the 
cream completely by standing, the milk would be almost colorless ; but inas- 
much as a certain number of milk-globules always remain suspended in milk, 

even after long standing, skimmed milk is always more or less opaque. We 
must find, therefore, in the cheese made from skimmed-milk a certain amount 

of butter, though much less than in whole-milk cheeses. On the removal of 
the cream the milk becomes bluer and more transparent; and hence the 
transparent and peculiarly blue appearance of some of the London milk is 
indicative of its poorness. On allowing milk to become acid, which it does 
readily in warm weather, one of its constituents, which, from its sweet taste, 

is called sugar-of-milk, is converted, at least in part, into lactic acid. This 

change is effected by simple transposition of the elementary particles of milk- 
sugar, without anything being added or detracted from them. This lactic 

acid again separates the next constituent, the caseine or curd of milk, which 
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may also be separated by rennet.. On the removal of the caseine, either arti- 
ficially by rennet or naturally by the lactic acid, we obtain whey ; and, pro- 
vided this whey is perfectly clear and free from all butter and curd (which is 

not generally the case) in our dairies, we may, by evaporating the clear 
liquid, obtain milk-sugar and a certain quantity of matter which is incom- 
bustible, and constitutes the ash of milk. These then are the principal con- 
stituents of milk—curd or caseine, butter, milk-sugar, and mineral matters or 

ash. Now, in the preparation of cheese we separate the curd or caseine, and, 

if we want to make good cheese, also the butter and a small quantity of 
mineral matter contained in the milk. In the whey remains the milk-sugar 
and most of the mineral matter. A glance at the subjoined diagram, which 
gives the composition of different kinds of milk lately analyzed by me, will 

show the enormous difference that exists in the relative amounts of the vari- 
ous constituents of milk. 

| COMPOSITION OF NEW MILK. 

No. 5. No. 6, 
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. Mink MILK 
MILK Mitk MILK MILK | ANALYSED| ANALYSED 

ANALYSED | ANALYSED |ANALYSED |ANALYSED}] SEPT. 6, |; SEPT. 6, 
Oct. 21, | Noy. 29, | Serr. 18, | Ave. 7, 1860. 1860. 
1860. 1860. 1860. 1860. (Morn’e’s| (EVEN’@’s 

| MILE.) MILE.) 

DURE) std 1S shiciei ever ie lola wine lalate 83.90 | 85.20 | 86.65 | 87.40 | 89.95 90.70 
MLO ee ee oe SRE ae 7.62 4.96 3.99 3.43 1-99 Ie) 
OUSEMME SC rs te came ceases eon 3.31 3.66 8.47 3.12 2.94 2.81 
AVMs Ub AES of iO 4 wits b edictas ave 4.46 5.05 5.11 5.12 4.48 4.04 
Mineral matter (ash),............ sal 1.13 78 93 64 . 66 

100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 

Percentage of dry matters,...... 16.10 | 14.80] 18.85 | 12.60 10.05 9.30 

I have selected these analyses from a considerable number of milk analyses 
lately made in my laboratory. They illustrate strikingly the great differences 
that exist in the quality of new milk. It might readily be imagined that milk 
such as that which I examined on the 6th of September, containing ninety 
and a-half per cent. of water, had either been diluted with water, or at least 
produced by cows fed on mangold-tops, distillery-wash, or similar food. 
Such, however, was not the case. The cows which yielded this poor milk 
were out in pasture, and every precaution was taken to get a fair average of 
the milkings from some eight or ten cows. The milk was received by me 
almost directly after it had left the udder, and I can thus vouch for its being 
genuine, and its watery condition natural. The pasture, however, was poor 
and overstocked, so that the daily growth of grass furnished hardly enough 
food to mcet the daily waste to which the animal frame is subject, and was 
thus not calculated to meet an extra demand of materials for the formation 
of butter and curd. The milk consequently became not merely deficient in 
quantity, but also poor in quality. It is well then to bear in mind that an 
insufficient quantity of food in the case before us caused the supply of milk 
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to be small and unusually poor. This analysis illustrates and confirms a 
principle generally recognized by good dairy farmers, that it is bad policy to 

keep more cows than can be liberally supplied with food. The evening’s 

milk on the 6th of September, it will be noticed, contained about three- 

fourths per cent. more water and somewhat less caseine and butter than the 

morning’s milk of the same cows on the same day. From this and other 

instances some may be disposed to infer that the morning’s milk is generally 
richer than the evening milk—a view which I myself was disposed to adopt 
until a larger range of experiments proved to me its inaccuracy. In truth, 
the comparatively greater richness of the morning or the evening milk 

depends on a variety of circumstances so complicated as to require a length- 

ened discussion, which I must postpone to a future paper. 

The remarkably small quantity of butter in the milk of the 6th of Sep- 

tember appears very striking when contrasted with the proportion of butter 

found in good milk, and still more so when compared with the unusually 
‘large quantity contained in the rich milk analyzed on the 21st of October. 

This milk, like that of the 6th of September, was produced by cows out in 
grass, without any additional food rich in fat, such as linseed or rape-cake, 

and yet it contained nearly four times as much butter as that of the cows 
kept on an insufficient quantity of poor grass. The beneficial influence of 

' abundance of good pasture on the butter-yielding qualities of milk, and the 

contrary effect of a stinted supply of grass, are seen in bold relief in the first 

and the sixth analyses. 
While the proportion of butter in different samples of milk varies exceed- 

ingly the relative amounts of curd or caseine, of milk-sugar and of ash, though 

liable to certain fluctuations, do not greatly differ in good, indifferent, or 

even very poor milk. It would thus appear that the quantity and quality 

of food, and other varying circumstances which affect the composition of 
milk, exert their influence principally on the proportion of butter. And as 
this is certainly the most valuable constituent of cheese, and one pound of 
butter suffices for about two pounds of salable cheese, we can readily under- 
stand that in one dairy a considerable quantity of cream may be taken off 

the milk, and yet a better quality and a greater quantity of cheese can be 

made than in another dairy, from the same quantity of milk, from which no 

cream has been removed. 
The second analysis exhibits nearly five per cent. of butter, a proportion 

which is decidedly above the average. This analysis has been selected as an 

example illustrating the increasing richness of milk in the fall of the year. 
Practical cheese-makers are well acquainted with the fact, that in autumn, 

when green food becomes scarcer, the quantity of milk diminishes consider- 
ably, but that the weight of cheese which can then be made from a given 

quantity of milk is much greater than in spring or summer. An inspection 
of the second and fourth analyses affords a ready explanation of this fact. 

Both these milks came from the same dairy. In August the milk contained 
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scarcely three and a-half per cent. of butter, and, in round numbers, three 
per cent. of caseine ; in November it yielded five per cent. of butter and one- 

half per cent. more caseine than in August. Rightly to appreciate this 

increase, it should be regarded, not so much as an addition of two and a-half 

parts in one hundred parts of fluid, as of two and a-half parts to twelve and 
a-half solid matter, the total percentage found in August, or an increase of 

twenty per cent. on the solid matter. And if we consider that most of the 
milk-sugar and of the mineral matters pass into the whey in the cheese-manu- 
facturing process, the difference in the cheese-producing qualities of the 
August and November milk appears still greater. 

In one of the milks we have three and a-half per cent. of butter and three 

of caseine, or five and a-half per cent. of solid cheese-producing materials in 
every one hundred parts of milk; in the other there are five per cent. of 

butter and three and a-half of caseine, or eight and a-half of solid cheese-pro- 
ducing matters. Thus the real proportion in the two milks is as five and 
a-half to eight and a-half—that is to say, the latter yields fifty-five per cent. 
more dry cheese-forming materials than the former ; and as we find in good 

cheese about one-third of its weight of water, the fifty-five per cent of dry 
matter with this complement of water will amount to eighty-three per cent. 
In other words, one gallon of the November milk will produce nearly double 
the quantity of salable cheese which can be made from the August milk. 

The third analysis represents the composition of good, rich milk, and the 
fourth the average composition of milk neither rich nor poor. 

In rich milk the proportion which the butter bears to the caseine is always 
much greater than in milk of average quality. In the latter there is about 

as much butter as caseine,and in decidedly poor milk the proportion of 
caseine is larger than that of butter. 

The preceding analyses have brought to light unexpectedly large differ- 

ences in the amount of butter which is contained in different samples of 
milk. With proper care and skill in cheese-making nearly the whole of the 

butter becomes incorporated with the curd; and as the market price of 

cheese depends in a great measure, though not entirely, upon the proportion 

of butter which it contains, it is evident that the original quality of the milk 
must have a decided and direct influence on the quality as well as the quan- 
tity of cheese which can be made from it. Although precisely the same 

process may be adopted, and equal care and attention may be bestowed on 
the manufacture, it nevertheless happens that not only more but also a better 
quality is made in one dairy than in another from the same number of 
gallons of milk. 

The food upon which dairy-stock 1 is kept unquestionably exercises. a great 
influence on the milk. It is, therefore, reasonable to expect certain pastures 
to be naturally better adapted for the production of rich cheese than others. 
Thus good old pasture not only produces richer milk than grass from irrigated _ 

meadows, but likewise a better quality of cheese, all other circumstances 
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being equal in both cases. There is thus some reason in the almost univer- 
sally received opinion that on some land good cheese can invariably be made, 
while on other land no amount of skill or care can bring about a like result. 

But at the same time I believe it is quite a mistake to think that good cheese 

can only be made in certain localities, and that the character of the pasture 

accounts entirely for the great differences found in the quality of this article. 
Good salable, and even high-priced cheese, I believe with Mr. Harpine, can 

be made in any locality, whatever the character of the pasture may be, where 
an industrious and skillful hand, and an observant and intelligent head, pre- 

sides over the operation; and, on the other hand, the best and richest milk, 

the produce of peculiarly favorable pastures, may be spoiled by a slovenly 

and ignorant dairymaid. But inasmuch as the nature of the herbage, as is 

well known, affects the richness, and especially the flavor of the milk, and 

the herbage is sweeter in one locality than another, and at one time of the 
year than at another, it is not likely that the very finest-flavored cheese 
should be made indiscriminately on all land and all the year round. Still, 

after every allowance has been made for these natural peculiarities, it is 
nevertheless true that the various processes which are adopted in different 
countries determine in a great measure the prevailing character of the 
produce, while the want or bestowal of care and attention in making cheese, 
whether it be on the Cheshire, Cheddar or any other plan, materially influ- 
ences the quality of the produce. 

Before I proceed to point out some of the practical errors which are often 
made in the manufacture of cheese, let us examine the composition and chief 
peculiarities of some of the principal kinds made in England. 

English cheese is produced either from milk to which an extra quantity 

of cream has been added, or secondly from the whole-milk, or thirdly from 

milk from which more or less cream has been taken before the addition of 
the rennet. Accordingly we obtain— 

1. Cream-cheeses. 
2. Whole-milk cheeses. 
3. Skim-milk cheeses. 

The first class is made in limited quantities only, and constitutes a luxury 
which is found chiefly in the houses of the wealthy. 

The second is produced in larger quantities ; and the third furnishes our 
chief supply of this important article of food for the working-classes of this 
country. 

To the first class belong Stilton, Cream-Cheddar, and the choicest quality 
of Cotherstone cheese, or Yorkshire Stilton. These, according to their 
quality, fetch more or less a fancy price in the market, as they are made in 

perfection only by few persons, and in limited quantity. 
To the second class belong the best Cheshire, some Cheddar, good Double 

Gloucester, most of the cheese made in the Vale of Berkeley, as well as 

whole-milk cheese produced in Wiltshire and other counties of England. 
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In the third class we meet with ordinary Cheshire, Gloucester, Wiltshire, 
Warwickshire, Shropshire, Leicestershire, and other cheeses made in districts 

where its manufacture is combined with that of butter. 

This division into three classes is to a great extent an arbitrary one, 
adopted more for the sake of convenience than on account of any definite line 
of demarcation. In reality the richer admixture often only compensates for 
the inferiority of the natural product. Thus the best Cheshire and Cheddar 
cheese is frequently as good and rich in butter as Stilton. Again, it is well 
known that in some dairies a richer cheese can be made from the mixed new 
morning’s milk and skimmed evening’s milk than in others from the whole 
milk. The classification, therefore, does not so much refer to the quality and 
value of the cheese as to the description of milk which is used. 

STILTON AND COTHERSTONE CHEESE. 

The following table embodies the results obtained in the analyses of two samples of Stil- 
ton and Cotherstone cheese : 
a ee 

| CorTrHERSTONE, OR 
| STILTON. YORKSHIRE STILTON, 

No. 1. | No.2 No. 1. | No. 2. 
Ne 

“iY CNS 8 CAR SON Tee EE Ser eee eae corer 82.18 | 20.27 | 38.28 38.23 
Feiner (puTetathy IGatters),..0cs ss ees eecce ca cece ces 07.36 | 48.98 | 30.89 29.12 
CIEE meni ablohlap stone utinesh oak’ Mable Laat 24.31 33.55 |) 23-98 24.388 
Milk-sugar and extractive matters,..............08- 2.22 > § { 3.70 2.76 
EMeLAl MAACCELS (ASIh),. 0. .ce so cl se csss's cu cescc nace 3.93 2.20 8.20 5.51 

100.00 ; 100.00 ; 100.00 | 100.00 

BContainin gs nvitrogenys 0s dik ind hontalas dou Miah DuOOC Pa. ae 3.83 3.90 
7. Comlaj nine: COMMONSAl bss: % vsiaye)- do blame operons Kou ate ..89 .29 79 2.55 

The two Stilton cheeses are very rich in butter, especially the second, which 
contains forty-four per cent. of pure fatty matters ; and as we have in common 
butter from fifteen to eighteen per cent. of water, besides caseine and other 
impurities, the pure fat in the second Stilton represents more than fifty per 
cent. of butter. The first analysis expresses the composition of a rather new 
Stilton. It was sold at one shilling per pound last October. The second 
analysis is that of an old Stilton, selling at fourteen pence per pound. There 
is about twelve per cent. less water in it then in new Stilton: more butter and 
less salt. Notwithstanding the smaller amount of salt, it had a more saline 
taste and much better flavor than the newer cheese. This saline taste is 
generally ascribed to the salt, and complaints are sometimes made by persons 
fond of mild-tasting cheese, that old cheese, in other respect rich and good, 
has been injured by too much salt. This is a mistake, of which the proof is 
found in the analysis of these two Stilton cheeses. The first was quite mild 
in flavor in comparison with the other, and yet it contained three times as 
much salt as the more saline-tasting older cheese. The fact is, the saline 
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taste is developed during the ripening of cheese ; newly-made cheese, though 
strongly salted, is always mild in taste. During the ripening of the alieese! a 
portion of the caseine or curd suffers ecu mapnaitiens and is partially changed 
into ammonia ; the latter, however, does not escape, but combines with seve- 
ral fatty acids ca med in te course of time from the butter. Peculiar ammo- 
niacal salts are thus produced, and these, like most other salts of ammonia, 
have a pungent, saline taste. The longer cheese is kept, within reasonable 
limits, the riper it gets; and as it ripens the proportion of ammoniacal salts, 
with their pungent, saline taste, increases. It can be readily shown that old 
cheese contains a good deal of ammonia in the shape of ammoniacal salts. 
All that is necessary is to pound a piece with some quick lime, when, on the 
addition of a little water, a strong smell of spirits of hartshorn will be devel- 
oped. In well-kept, sound old cheese the ammonia is not free, but exists in the 
form of salts, in which the base is ammonia, in combination with butyric, 
caprinic, caprylic, and other acids, generated under favorable circumstances 
by the fats of which butter consists, Ripe cheese, even if v ery old, but sound, 
instead of containing free ammonia, always exhibits a decidedly acid reaction 
when tested with blue litmus paper. Rotten cheese, on the other hand, is 
generally alkaline in its reaction, and contains free ammonia. 

Ihave made a quantitative determination of the amount of ammonia in 
old Stilton cheese, and found it to amount to 1.81 per cent. 

The first Cotherstone or Yorkshire Stilton was made near Barnard Castle, 
in the Vale of the Tees, and sold at one shilling per pound. It is highly 
esteemed in Durham and Yorkshire; but to my taste, the cheese which I 
analyzed is not to be compared with eel genuine Stilton, nor is it equal in 
flavor to Cheshire or Cheddar. 

Cotherstone cheese, it will be noticed, contains a very much larger pro- 
portion of water than even new Stilton. This imparts to it a smooth and 
apparently rich texture, but the proportion of butter is not really as great as 
it appears to be, nor, in point of fact, equal to that found in an average Ched- 
dar. It has usually a very strong taste, which would be decidedly objected 
to by Cheshire or Gloucestershire factors. In its preparation a good deal of 

whey appears to be left in the curd in mechanical combination, and to be the 
principal cause of the strong taste and smell which are its characteristics, 
and in which, more than any other English cheese, it resembles the foreign 
Rochefort. 

CHESHIRE AND CHEDDAR CHEESE. 

In making best Cheshire and good Cheddar cheese the whole milk is used, 
and cheese generally made but once a day. 

The first analysis illustrates the composition of good ripe, and the second 
that of good new Cheshire cheese. 

Since a good deal of water evaporates in keeping, the proportion of dry 
caseine, of mineral matters, and especially of butter (pure fat), must become 
larger with age. 

20 
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The following table shows the composition of two kinds of Cheshire and a number of 
Cheddar cheeses. 

eee | CHEDDAR CHEESE, 

No. 1.| No. 2.| No. 1.| No: # | No. 3. tal ee Abel, he 5] ee 6 mos. No. 4.| No. 5. | No. 6. 

Witter raya s oysse of<ese aca acisthiays sare ciate 32.59) 86.96] 30.32) 36.17) 81.17) 33.92) 37.85] 38.48 
WSULEC ES eereivere Sirs eiovmeerstis ence eters 82.51] 29.34] 35.53] 31.83] 33.68! 33.15] 28.91) 23.28 
Saipan ‘ € tists blag SOE Aide id 26.06] 24.08) 28.18; 24.93; 26.31| 28.12] 25.00! 32.37 

ilk-sugar, lactic acid, and } 
extractive matters,...... AD si n 1.66] 3.21) 4.91 .96| 4.91] 2.10 

¢Mineral matters (ash),......... 4.31| 4.45; 4.31; 3.86) 38.98) 3.85) 3.33! 3.82 

100.00 100.00 100.00)100.00|100.00)|100.00)100.00|100.00 

3.84, 4.51) 3.99; 4.21; 4.50; 4.00) 5.18 *Containing nitrogen,..........| 4.17) - 
1:91)° 1.55) 1.18), “Iedo 1.23] .52|  .65 ¢Containing common salt,...... 1.59 

The rich appearance of old cheese, however, is by no means attributable 
entirely to a very large proportion of butter; nor is the poor condition of 
new or badly-made cheese referable solely to a deficiency of butter. One of 

the chief tests of the skill of the dairymaid is the production of a rich tasting 
and looking, fine-flavored, mellow cheese from milk not particularly rich in 

cream. That this can be done is abundantly proved by the practice of good 
makers. One of the finest Cheddars which I have ever examined is that men- 
tioned as No. 4 in the above table. This was made by Mr. Harpine, Marks- 
bury, Somersetshire, and analyzed by me when about six months old. Like 

all good cheeses, it of course contains a large amount of butter; though as I 

found by experiment, not nearly so large an amount as its appearance, rich 
taste, and fine, mature condition seemed to imply, Though only six months 

old, it had a much more mature appearance than the Cheddar cheese No. 1, 

which was at least eleven months old when analyzed; and, thanks to Mr. 

Harprne’s skill and experience, had a much fatter and more mellow appear- 
ance and richer taste than a specimen which actually contained two and a-half 

per cent. more butter. 

Thus we see that the proportion of butter does not entirely determine the 
value of cheese, since a high-priced Cheddar or Cheshire cheese does not 
necessarily contain more butter than another which fetches eight or ten shil- 

lings less per hundredweight in the market. - 

In the opinion of good judges the Cheddar cheese No. 1, notwithstanding 

the larger amount of butter, and the smaller amount of water which it con- 

tained, was worth less than No. 4 by one penny per pound—no inconsiderable — 

difference in the returns of a dairy to remunerate careful and skillful manage- 

ment. The peculiar mellow appearance of good cheese, though due to some 

extent to the butter which it contains, depends in a higher degree upon a 

gradual transformation which the caseine or curd undergoes in ripening. The 
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curd is hard and insoluble in water, but by degrees it becomes softer and more 
soluble, or, speaking more correctly, gives rise to products of decomposition 

which are soluble in water. 

Now, if this ripening process is improperly conducted, or the original 

character of the curd is such that it adapts itself but slowly to this transfor- 

mation, the cheese when sold will be, comparatively speaking, tough, and 
appear less rich in butter than it really is; while in a well-made and properly 
kept cheese, this series of changes will be rapidly and thoroughly effected. 

Proper ripening thus imparts to cheese a rich appearance, and unites with the 
butter in giving it that most desirable property of melting in the mouth. On 
examining some cheese deficient in this melting property, and accordingly 

pronounced by practical judges defective in butter, I nevertheless found in 

them a very high percentage of that substance—clear proof that the mellow 

and rich taste of cheese is not entirely, nor indeed chiefly, due to the fatty 

matters which it contains. 

Good Cheshire and Cheddar, on an average, contain about the same quan- 

tity of butter; but of course inferior cheeses defective in this respect are to 

be found in both localities. The analysis No. 6 shows the composition of 

such an inferior Cheddar. 

DOUBLE AND SINGLE GLOUCESTER CHEESE. 

Gloucester, especially double Gloucester, is generally sold as a whole-milk 
cheese. It is, however, seldom made of the whole-milk. In most dairies 

more or less of the cream of the milk is made into butter; but unless the 

whole evening’s milk is skimmed and added to the whole new morning’s milk 
—in which case the cheese made is “ half-coward”—the produce, whether 

single or double, is said to be whole-milk cheese. The distinction of single 

and double Gloucester is one merely of size and thickness, and has nothing to 
do with the quality. 

The following tables embody the results of some analyses of double and single Gloucester 
cheese: 

DOUBLE GLOUCESTER. 

| No. 1. | No. 2. No. 3. | No. 4. No. 5. | No. 6. 

PVR Namie ey ho tet ssescic ais wialaie ois wcges 32.44 | 382.80 | 38.83 | 38.14 | 40.88 33.41 
LEI UIGIR < 6 G0 ROD COBEN ere ners eee 80.17 | 27.22 | 26.77 | 24.16 | 22.81 32.69 
QE SEDs lo G8e SIGE EDI IEEE 31.75 86.25 | 26.56 27.75 

Milk-sugar, lactic acid, and ex- 34.76 31.88 
THACHIVE MALLEYS)..2 cic. se « | eae | S08 | Gare { ope 

-tMineral matters (ash)........... 4.42 5.22 4.97 4.74 4.43 3.92 

100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 100.00 100.00 ; 100.00 

*Containing nitrogen,..........- ral 2s | ieyusdonebrs 4.20 AUCTION a 4.44 _ 
+Containing common salt,....... 1.41 1.27 2.04 1.28 1.45 1.01 
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SINGLE GLOUCESTER. 

= 

No. 1. | No. 2 | No.3 | No. 4 | Nese | No. 6. | No. 7. 

Wittensae coals. Bits takes 28.10 31.96 | 37.20 31.81 | 82.42 37.91 36.50 
TEU Pees orn ams Sloe cies | 33.68 31.37 | 27.30 29.26 27.42 22.70 28.75 
CO ASEMN ES! si csineiel one eetes « 80.31 | 29.87 | 24.50 | 26.12 (3t .25 | 25.75 
Milk-sugar, lactic pein | 4.46 

and-extractive mat- | 8.72) 2.85) TAL) 8.63 os 3.30 | 4.68 

{Miner tal-matters (ash)is_|1.4,19.|) . 4.45 |.9256.| 4.18 |~,.5.70, | eee 

100.00 | 100.00 100. 00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 

*Containing nitrogen,... 4.85 4.70 3.92 MASI a oper sasteee 5.00 4.12 
¢Containing common salt} 1.12 1.35 «85 1.50 1.46 1.238 1.38 

The differences in the proportion of water and butter here are very large, 

though probably not greater than will be found in other descriptions of cheese 
on examining a considerable number of specimens. It is worthy of notice 
that the poorer the cheese in butter the more water it usually contains. Thus 
the first sample of double Gloucester, which contained thirty-two and a-half 

per cent. of water, yielded thirty per cent. of butter (pure fat), while the 

third sample, containing nearly thirty-nine per cent. of water, yielded twenty- 

seven per cent., and the fifth sample, with nearly forty-one per cent. of water, 

scarcely twenty-three per cent. of butter. 

These analyses show that the distinction made between double and single 
Gloucester has no reference to quality. Indeed, the first analysis in the table 

of the single Gloucester shows that thin cheeses are made which are as rich 
in butter as any of the best Cheddar and Cheshire cheeses. No. 1 and No. 
6 in the list of double Gloucester, and Nos. 1, 2, and 4 in the table of single 

Gloucester, alike establish this equality. Nevertheless the price that is paid 

for thin, @.e., single Gloucester of excellent quality, was only seventy shillings 

per hundred weight, while Cheddar, not richer in butter, and containing 
nearly as much water, sold at ninety shillings per hundred weight. The 

latter, of course, was well-made and nicely flavored cheese, and nearly four 

months old, while the single Gloucester was only two months old. Still, 

making every allowance for loss in weight on keeping for two months longer, 
the difference in the price at which both were sold, amounting to exactly £1, 

leaves a handsome balance in favor of a system which I have no doubt will 

come more and more into favor. 

We have here again presented to us striking examples showing that 
the difference in the quality and price of the cheese is not dependent 
merely on the richness or poverty of the milk, but that the process of 

manufacture exerts a decided and direct influence on its value. Dif- 
ferent plans now followed have unquestionably various degrees of merit, 

but in our present state of knowledge it would be premature to lay down 

any absolute rule. 
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LEICESTERSHIRE, WARWICKSHIRE AND WILTSHIRE CHEESE. 

Some excellent cheese is made in Leicestershire and Warwickshire, but 

the generality of the produce of these two counties does not rank equally 

high with Cheshire, Cheddar, or even Gloucester cheese. 

Some parts of Wilts are celebrated for their rich pastures, and for an 

excellent delicate-flavored kind of cheese. In other parts of the county a 

good deal of butter is made, and here, as in ail districts where much butter 

is made and dairy farms are small, the cheese produced is of an inferior 
character. 

Whole milk cheese, I believe, is not generally made in Wiltshire, although 

in North Wilts a good deal is sold as such in the market. 

Wiltshire and Gloucester cheese is commonly colored with annatto, while 
that made in Leicestershire and Warwickshire is mostly uncolored. 

The following table shows the composition of some specimens from the three counties to Sb 

which I have just referred : 

COMPOSITION OF LEICESTERSIIIRE, WARWICKSHIRE, AND WILTSHIRE CHEESE. 

| LEICESTER. WARWICKSHIRE. WILTSHIRE. 

No. 1.| No. 2.| No. 1.| ilo. 2.|No 3.| No. 1.| No. 2.| No. 3, 

VENTE eepeisiccesclem cicieseainieies siercerens | 35.21] 32.89] 81.97) 33.61} 33.53) 34.44] 39.22] 40.07 
Sten Meebo Po are. fb aek 27.28] 29.28! 29.08] 30.04, 30.89) 28.71] 19.26; 25.55 
PEW ASEIN Chalese Mares |< ive <teie'sas in 27.93] 29.06] 27.43} 29.70) 28.19] 29.00] 34.22) 26.81 
Milk-sugar, lactic acid, and )} 

extractive matter,....... 5.04, 4.42) 7.16} 1.95) 2.84! 3.60, 2.28] 2.24 

+Mineral matters (ash),......... 4.04, 4.35) 4.36) 5.60, 4.55) 4.25) 5.02) 5.33 

100 .00/100.00)/100.00}100. 00/100 .00 100.00/100.60 100.00 

*Containing nitrogen,.......... 4.47; 4.65) 4.39) 4.74) 4.51) 4.64) 5.88) 4.29 
¢Containing common salt,...... IOS a beet “79 2.78) 1.12) 1.03) .60) 1.14 

The first analysis was made of an uncolored Leicestershire cheese, sold retail 

at ninepence per pound. The second was a much better specimen from the 

same county. The latter, it will be seen, is drier and richer than the former. 

The difference in the composition of the three Warwickshire cheeses is not 
great. In all three the proportions of water, butter and caseine do not vary 
more than two and a-half per cent. The greatest difference is observable in 

the amount of salt used. In the second specimen we have nearly three per 
cent. of salt, a proportion far above the average, and the cheese was to acer- 

tain extent spoiled by this excess. I would direct special attention to this, 
which I know from experience is not a solitary instance. For no description 
of cheese, should more than two pounds of salt per hundred, weight be used, 

and one and a-half pound per hundred weight will, I believe, in most cases be 

sufficient. This was by no means a good cheese; it had a strong taste, and 

was sold as common Warwickshire cheese. This and the third were uncolored, 

and the flavor of the latter, as well as its texture and shape, was very good 

indeed. 
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The first analysis was made of a colored cheese which was sold as best 
Warwickshire ; apparently it was an old and very much richer cheese than 
No. 2, but on analysis it was found actually to contain one per cent. less butter 
than the common cheese of the same name, thus giving another instance of the 
fact that good materials are often spoiled by unskillful management. 

Of the three Wiltshire cheeses No. 1 was decidedly the best flavored, 
and, as will be seen, also the richest. No. 2 and No. 3 contained too much 
water, showing that the whey had not been carefully pressed out, and when 
this has been the case the cheese is very apt to heave and to acquire a strong 
taste. No. 2 is very poor in butter, and, although not sold as skim-milk cheese 
for all I know may have been made of skimmed milk. 

SKIM-MILK CHEESE. 

Milk varies so much in quality that in one dairy a better and richer cheese 
can be made from milk which has been skimmed than in another where only 
the evening milk is skimmed and added to the whole new morning’s milk. 

The following analyses clearly bring out this important practical fact, but 
they also show that, as a rule, skimmed milk does not produce a good cheese: 

COMPOSITION OF SKIM-MILK CHEESE. 

| No. 1. | No. 2 | No. 3. | No. 4. | No. 5. 

PED Plots miter) ri ety ol Ua Ae et DG 27.68 | 39.43 | 38.39 | 43.87 | 45.39 ETISTITR SeSSEROA RS SOR SE ee NES SOEs 30.80 | 27.08 | 28.21] 15.89 9.97 DESI) Tp ea ied Sn a Het neg Dhae 35.12 | 30.387 | 28.37 | 28.93} 33.12 
Milk-sugar, lactic acid, and extractive 

EUV NCS 2 Faletensegacci ass /alahe bielciskoae to eieke t Loe a oe oe) — 
Flineralymatters (ash): . sce. oe aes.deb 4.94 2.90 3.23 4.84 5.138 

100.00 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 100.00 

Be ASCIME MILT OREDG 2:0 stele eiejscctcre,aeectabieaioh 5.62 4.86 4.54 4.63 5.34 
¢Containing common salt................ 1.27 20 33 1.66 1.51 

With the exception of No. 4, which was bought in a shop at Cirencester 
as skim-milk cheese at seven pence per pound, the other cheese, the composi- 
tion of which is here given, were either made under my direction or accord- 
ing to a plan with which I was made acquainted. 

No. 1, it will be noticed, though made from skim-milk, is as rich in butter 
as good Cheshire cheese. It was rather more than six months old before it 
was analysed, when its quality was pronounced by several good judges to be 
excellent ; superior, indeed, to most of the Gloucester cheese which I have 
ever tasted. 

No. 2 and No. 3, though not equal to No. 1, after keeping fer six months 
turned out very good cheeses indeed. 

No. 4, it will be seen, contained only sixteen per cent. of butter, in round 
numbers, and nearly forty-four per cent. of water. If such cheese can be 
sold at seven pence per pound, and butter at one shilling to one shilling 
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four pence per pound, I can well understand that it must pay a farmer to 

make nothing but skim-milk cheese and to convert all the cream into butter. 

No. 5 was made of milk skimmed at least three times, and sold on the 

farm where it was made to the laborers at three pence per pound. Such 

cheese cannot be kept for any great length of time, for it soon gets so hard 

and horn-like that a pickax must be used to break it into pieces. 

AMERICAN CHEESE. 

Of late years a good deal of cheese has been imported into England from 

America, some of which is by no means bad: indeed one or two specimens 

which came under my notice were excellent in quality. The majority, how- 

ever, are inferior, and are sold at a low price, being generally badly made 

and deficient in flavor. 

The following Table gives the composition of American cheeses : 

COMPOSITION OF AMERICAN CHEESE. 

| No. 1. | No. 2 | No. 3. | No. 4. 
aaa 

ROUT ete ele sonics ee Sie aie tohels opalel ar etevateh abe ce ir aralene fila 27.29 | 33.04] 31.01 38.24 

ASTIN eat EN ARM) ANS IN Seay iat teitv el sin ots ee) « 35.41 | 33.38 | 30.90 26.05 

PO eT e Lr paate ciRyais:« ciepabid is feel aS trel« si shefs eles 25.87 | 27.87 | 26.25 26.81 

Milk-sugar, lactic acid and extractive matters,...... 6.21 2.82 7.43 3.64 

+Mineral matters (ash),..........-- +s eee eee eee ee eee 5.22 3.39 4.41 5.26 

100.00 ; 100.00 | 100.00 , 100.00 

*Containing nitrogen,............00ces sence ee nee 4.14 4.38 4,20 4.29 

¢Containing common Salt,.......--.- 6s. eee ee ees 1.97 AT 1.59 1.94 

No. 1 was as nice a cheese as could be desired ; in flavor it much resem- 

bled good Cheddar, and was found to contain even a higher proportion of 

butter and rather less water than good Cheddar. 

The second cheese, though rich in butter, was retailed at seven pence per 

pound, and the third at only six pence per pound. Both were deficient in 

flavor and badly made. 
The fourth cheese was the worst of the four, and had to be sold at five 

pence per pound. It was full of holes, badly made, and had a very strong 

smell. It was evident that the whey was not carefully pressed out in the 

making. 

The examination of these and other American cheeses leads me to the 

conclusion, judging from our imports, that good materials are even more 

thoroughly spoiled on the other side of the Atlantic than in England. 

Let me next direct attention to some of the principal mistakes which are 

not unfrequently committed in the manufacture of cheese. J have said in the 

beginning of this paper—lIst, that cheese is sometimes spoiled even before it 

is separated from the milk; 2dly, that it is yet more frequently spoiled in the 

act of making ; and, lastly, that it is sometimes deteriorated by bad keeping 

after it has been made. 
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I-—PRACTICAL MISTAKES MADE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CHEESE BEFORE 

THE CURD IS SEPARATED. 

The inferior character, and especially the bad flavor, of cheese owes its 

origin in many cases to a want of proper care in handling the milk from 

which it has been made. Milk sometimes gets spoiled by dirty fingers before 
it passes into the pail. If the vessels in which the milk is kept in the dairy 
have been carelessly washed, and the milk-pails and cheese-tub have not been 

well scrubbed, but merely been washed out, and if especially the dairy uten- 

sils have not been scalded with boiling-hot water, it is vain to expect that 
cheese of the finest quality can be made, let the milk be ever so rich in cream. - 

The neglect of these simple but important precautions soon manifests itself 

in a dairy by a peculiar ferment which taints the whole milk, and afterwards 

affects the flavor and consequently the quality of the cheese. Cleanliness, 

indeed, may be said to be the first qualification of a good dairywoman. 

The nature of every ferment is to produce in other matters with which it 
comes into contact certain chemical changes depending on its own character. 
Thus a little yeast produces in fermentable liquids large quantities of alcohol 
and carbonic acid ; acid ferments containing acetic or lactic acid have a ten- 
deney to generate vinegar or lactic acid in other liquids. A small piece of 
putrefying meat in contact with a large mass of sound flesh soon spreads 
putrefaction over the entire mass; and other ferments act in a similar man- 

ner. Such ferments generally produce in other matters with which they are 
brought into contact changes similar to those which they themselves undergo. 
The disagreaable smell of dirty or badly cleaned milk-pails and cheese-tubs is 
due to a peculiar ferment, which is rapidly formed, especially in warm 
weather, when milk is left in contact with air and with the porous wood of 
the cheese-tub and milk-pails. In the rapid process of vinegar manufacture 
a weak alcoholic liquid is allowed to trickle through a barrel perforated all 
over with holes to admit the air, and filled with wood shavings. If the tem- 
perature of the room in which the vinegar casks are put up is sufficiently high, 
the alcohol, in trickling over these shavings when in contact with abundance 
of air, undergoes a complete transformation, and collects rapidly at the 
bottom of the cask as vinegar. But such a change does not take place if the 
alcoholic liquid is left for ever so long in a clean cask filled with such a 
liquid. Contact with air, subdivision of the liquid into drops, and the pres- 
ence of the porous wood shavings, are necessary for the transformation. 
These casks do not at first produce vinegar as rapidly as after they have been 
in use some time and become thoroughly soaked with vinegar ferment. And 
this is another peculiarity of all ferments, that, under favorable circumstances, 
they reproduce themselves from other materials in immense quantities. Thus 
fresh and active yeast is generated in great abundance in fermenting malt 
liquor, while the original yeast employed in brewing is more or less decom- 
posed and becomes what is called inactive yeast. These chemical facts, well 
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known to the manufacturers of vinegar and to the intelligent brewer, have a 
direct bearing on cheese making. 

At the very beginning of her operations a good dairywoman unconsciously 
carries on a steady and constant battle with these remarkable ferments, and 

it is very interesting to the chemist to see her proceed in the most rational 

and philosophical manner. 
No milk is admitted into the cheese-tub before it has been carefully 

strained through a cloth, lest a little bit of dead leaf or any similar matter, 

accidentally blown into the milk in its passage from the milking place to the 
dairy, should spoil the flavor of the cheese. No sooner has the cheese left 

the tub than she begins to pour scalding wate? into it, to scrub it, and to 
make it as clean and sweet as possible. In good dairies no utensil is allowed 
to remain for a moment dirty, but hot water and clean brushes are always 

close at hand to scrub the pails and make them almost as white as snow. 
The dairywoman probably knows nothing about the nature of the ferment, 
which is rapidly formed when a little milk is left at the bottom and adhering 

to the sides of the wooden milk pails ; she is unconscious that here, as in the 

vinegar process, the conditions most favorable to chemical change are present, 

and that the sugar of the milk, in contact with plenty of air and porous wood, 
is rapidly changed into lactic acid, while at the same time a peculiar milk 
ferment is produced; all this may be a perfect mystery to her, but, never- 

theless, guided by experience, she thoroughly avoids everything that favors 

the production of ferment, or taint, as she calls it, by leaving no vessel 
uncleaned, by scalding all that have been in use with boiling water, and if 
ever so little milk be accidentally spilt on the floor of the dairy, taking 
care that it is at once removed, and the spot where it fell washed with 
clean water. m 

It is, indeed, surprising how small a quantity of ferment taints a large 
quantity of milk. The most scrupulous cleanliness, therefore, is brought into 

constant play by a good dairywoman, who never minds any amount of trouble 
in scalding and scrubbing her vessels, and takes pride, as soon as possible 
after her cheeses are safely lodged in the presses, in having the dairy look as 
clean and tidy as the most fastidious can wish. It is a pleasure to see one 
of these hard-working women at work, especially as such a sight is not often 
witnessed, slovenly dairymaids being unfortunately in a majority. This 
being the case, we should encourage the use of tin pails and tin or brass 
cheese tubs. Wooden pails, &c., are very good in the hands of a tidy dairy- 
maid, but not otherwise. There is much less labor in thoroughly cleaning a 
tin or brass vessel than a wooden one, and boiling-hot water is not then 
required. Wood, being a porous material, inevitably absorbs more or less of 
the milk ; tin or brass does not. The milk thus absorbed cannot be removed 

by simple washing. Inasmuch as all ferments are destroyed by water at the 

temperature of 212°, it is important to ascertain that the water is perfectly 
boiling; and yet it is strange that few women, comparatively speaking, 
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though they may have spent many years in the kitchen, know to a certainty 
when the kettle is really boiling. This remark applies to some educated as 
well as uneducated females. They often mistake the singing noise of the tea- 
kettle accompanied by a certain amount of vapor for a sign that water is in 
a state of ebullition ; so that if you would drink good tea you must be careful 
to whom you trust to make it. 

In some dairies of Cheshire it is customary to paint the wooden cheese 
tubs in the interior. I confess I do not like this at all; lead paint is 
not a very desirable thing to be used in connection with cheese; and I 
am glad to find that the best dairy farmers are decidedly averse to this 
proceeding. , 

Milk sometimes gets tainted by the close proximity of pig-sties or water- 
closets, or by underground drains. Not very long ago I visited a dairy in 
Wiltshire, where every possiblé care was taken by the dairymaid to produce 
good cheese; but I noticed a peculiarly disagreeable smell in the dairy, and 
on making inquiries I found that there was a cesspool close at hand, which 
certainly tainted the mil, and rendered the making of good cheese an impos- 
sibility. In the third place, I would notice that if dairies are not well situ- 
ated,—if they have, for instance, a south aspect, so that a proper low temper- 
ature in summer cannot be maintained,—the milk is apt to turn sour and to 
make sour cheese. It is important, therefore, that dairies should be built 
with a northern aspect. 

These are some of the circumstances that spoil the cheese even before it 
is separated from the milk. The remedies are obvious. It is only with 
respect to the latter point—that of milk getting sour; that I would offer a few 
observations. If the situation of the dairy is bad, and a new dairy cannot be 
erected, We should employ all possible means to prevent the milk from getting 
warm. We should keep it in shallow tins or leads, or, better still, as I have 
seen in some parts of Somersetshire, in shallow tin vessels with a double bot- 
tom, through which cold water may be run during the warm part of the sea- 
son. By this means we can keep the milk at a considerably lower tempera- 
ture than we should otherwise be able to do. Having seen nitre and salt used 
with great advantage to prevent cream from turning sour, I would further 
suggest that they might probably be found serviceable in the same manner 
for the keeping of milk if used in moderate quantities. Some people, how- 
ever, maintain that milk requires to become sour before it can properly be made 
into cheese. A great deal has been said and written with respect to the great 
utility to the dairymen of an instrument by means of which the amount of 
acid in sour milk might be accurately and readily determined. A careful 
study of the action of rennet on milk, however, has led me to the conclusion 
that the more carefully milk is prevented from getting sour, and, consequently 
the less opportunity there is for the use of an acidometer, the more likely the 
cheese is to turn out good. Indeed, the acidometer appears to me a useless 
instrument—a scientific toy which can never be turned to any practical account. 
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If by accident the milk has become sour, the fact soon manifests itself sufii- 
ciently to the taste. An experienced dairymaid will even form a tolerably 

good opinion of the relative proportions of acid in the milk on different days 
and arrange her proceedings accordingly. Moreover, the knowledge of the 

precise amount of acid in the milk does not help us much. When milk has 

turned sour, the best thing to dois to hasten on the process of cheese-making 
as much as possible. 

II. PRACTICAL FAULLS COMMITTED DURING THE MAKING OF CHEESE. 

_1. Under the second head I would observe, first, that sufficient care is not 

bestowed upon noticing the temperature at which the milk is “set,” or “run,” 

as it is called in Gloucestershire. Thermometers, indeed, are seldom in use. 

Even where they are hung up in the dairy, they are more frequently regarded 

as curious but useless ornaments than trustworthy guides, and therefore are 

seldom put into requisition. In fact, most dairymaids are guided entirely by 

their own feelings; and as these are as variable as those of other mortals, the 

temperature of the milk when it is “set ” (that is where the rennet is added) 
is often either too high or too low. They mostly profess to know the tem- 

perature of the milk to a nicety, and feel almost insulted if you tell them that 
much less reliance can be placed on the indications of ever so experienced a 
hand than upon an instrument which contracts and expands according to a 
fixed law, uninfluenced by the many disturbing causes to which a living body 
is necessarily subjected. 

It is really amusing to see the animosity with which some people look upon 
the thermometer. It is true that there are not many dairies in which it may 

not be found; but if we took pains to ascertain in how many of these it is in 

constant use, I believe that the proportion would not exceed five per cent. 
This is a great pity, for a tolerably good one can now be bought or replaced 
at a trifling cost. 

I have spoken frankly but unfavorably of the acidometer. With equal 
frankness I express my regret that the use of the thermometer is not 
more general, as I believe it is indispensable for obtaining a uniformly 
good product. 

If the temperature of the milk when the rennet is added, is too low, the 
curd remains too soft, and much difficulty is experienced in separating the 
whey. If, on the other hand, the temperature is too high, the separation is 
easily effected, but the curd becomes hard and dry. The amount of water 
which is left in the curd when it is ready to go into the cheese-presses, to some 
extent indicates whether a proper temperature has been employed. When 
this has been too low, the curd will contain more than fifty per cent. of mois- 
ture; when too high, sometimes less than thirty-six per cent. How variable 
is this proportion of water (chiefly due to the whey in the curd) will appear 

from the following determinations made in the same dairy on the four follow- 
ing days: 
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AMOUNT OF WATER IN CURD WHEN READY TO GO INTO THE VAT, 
Percentage of water in 1st Cheese... 02.00.0000... 0 cc ceeceecceeccce. 41.58 

“ sé Bd | Cheeses 20: i) imate ine ii ae ee al a 41.49 “ «“ 3d Cheese........ aba head tlt lake eee a 38.20 
“ a 4th Cheese. 26.2). ing oh sackib ee ee ee 35.80 

In this dairy the thermometer was not in daily use, and the heat employed 
in making the fourth cheese was evidently too high, for in good Cheddar 
when ready for sale the amount of moisture is hardly less than in this curd 
when put into the vat. The cheese from these four specimens of curd was 
made according to the Cheddar system. Five other specimens gave the fol- 
lowing proportions of water: : 

PERCENTAGE OF WATER IN CURD WHEN READY TO GO INTO THE VAT. 
ist specimen, percentage of water............00c.ccccceseecececece, 59.67 
2d Hs be bee ge ae BEE Lut sabontiog weit» etre ae eee 56.93 
3d ss ss FA a nite Se niet Ree ne ea 53.40 
4th “ & POST ti Aa eS Bee eee 52.80 
Sthi is sf SU} bel Sofa 42.202 i Bierab ak od Bhs eel aaa 50.01 

These were produced according to the custom of Gloucestershire and 
Wiltshire, at a temperature varying from 72° to 75°; but, not having taken 
the observations myself, I am unable to speak more precisely. This much, 
however, is quite certain, that the lower temperature at which the cheese is 
usually made in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, when compared with the 
Cheddar system, fully accounts for the large proportion of water that is 
found in curd made after the Gloucester or Wiltshire fashion. The cheese 
made from these five curds was best at the dairy in which I found the lowest 
proportion of water in the curd. The differences here noticed, however, are 
due not only to the higher or lower temperature employed, but also to the 
trouble and the time bestowed in breaking up the curd. Other circumstances 
being equal, the more thoroughly curd is broken up, and the longer time is 
occupied in this process, the more whey will pass out, and the better the 
cheese is likely to become. I consider fifty per cent. of moisture rather 
under the average, and fifty-three to fifty-four per cent. a proper quantity of 
water to be contained in the curd when it is vatted to form a thin or moder- 
ately thick cheese. In making thick cheese, it should not have more than 
forty-five per cent of moisture. Fifty-seven or fifty-nine and a-half per cent., 
the proportions of water in the first and second specimens of curd, are too 
high even for a thin cheese, 

Curd being a very peculiar and delicate substance, which is greatly 
affected by the temperature to which it is exposed, I directed some special 
experiments to the investigation of its properties. First, I coagulated new 
milk at 60° Fahrenheit, and found that at such a low temperature it took 
three hours to complete the process, though the rennet was added in a very 
large excess. The curd remained tender, and the whey could not be properly | 
separated. Milk at 65° F., on addition of rennet, curdled in two hours ; but 
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_ the curd, as before, remained tender, even after long standing. At 70° to 
72° F. it only took from one-half to three-quarters of an hour, and the curd 
now separated in a more compact condition. The process was more expe- 

ditions, and the curd in better condition, when the temperature ranged from 

80° to 84°. At 90° the rennet curdled the milk in twenty minutes, and at 

100° F. an excess of rennet coagulated the milk in about a quarter of an 
hour, separating the curd in a somewhat close condition. By heating the 
curd in the whey to 130° F., I find it gets so soft that it runs like toasted 
cheese, and becomes quite hard on cooling. The limits of temperature 

between which curd can be improved and deteriorated in texture are there- 

fore not very wide. The exact temperature to be adopted depends upon the 

description of cheese that is wanted—a lower range, e. g. 72° to 75°, being 
desirable when a thin cheese is made; while for thick cheese, such as Ched- 

dar, it should vary from 80° to 84°; 80° being best adapted to warm 

weather, and a little increase in the heat desirable in the cold season. After 

a portion of the whey has been separated, it is advisable to scald the curd 

and to raise the temperature of the whole contents of the cheese-tub to 95° 

or 100°, but certainly not higher. I have seen much injury done to cheese 
by using too high a temperature in the making. 

Secondly, apart from this influence of temperature, cheeses are often 
deteriorated by the frequently imperfect separation of the whey from the 

curd ; by hurrying on too much the operation of breaking ; and by too great 

an anxiety to get the curd vatted. The whey requires time to drain off 

properly, and hence the Somersetshire plan is a good one—to expose the 
curd for some time to the air, after it has been sufficiently broken and been 

gathered again and cut in slices of moderate size. A great deal of whey 
runs off, and the curd, moreover, is cooled, and runs less risk of heating too 

much after it leaves the presses. 

When the whey has been ill-separated from the curd, no amount of press- 
ure will squeeze out the excesss of whey, which then causes the cheese to 
heave and blister, and imparts to it a somewhat sweet and at the same time 
strong taste. This taste is always found in an ill-shaped cheese, which bulges 
out at the sides, the interior of which will be found to be full of cavities, and 

far from uniform in texture. Many cheeses imported from America are evi- 

dently spoiled in this way, for they are often full of holes, have a strong 

smell, and contain too much moisture—sure indications that the whey was 
not properly separated. The sweet taste is given to the cheese by part of 
the sugar of milk, of which a good deal is found in whey; another portion 
of this, on entering into fermentation, forms, among other products, carbonic 
acid gas, which, in its endeavor to escape, heaves up the semi-solid curd, and 

causes it to blister, producing the numerous apertures of considerable size 

which are found in badly-made cheese. If the cheese is colored with annatto, 
the excess of whey at the same time causes a partial separation of the color- 
ing matter, so that more color collects in some parts than in others, and the 
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cheese assumes that unequal condition in which it is called tallowy. <A uni- 
form color and perfect shape are therefore to a certain extent indications of 2, 
superior quality ; while mottled, mis-shaped cheese, almost invariably proves 
tallowy, and in flavor, sweet when young, and very strong when older. The 
danger of leaving too much whey in the curd is especially great in warm 
weather, for it is then that the fermentation of the sugar of milk proceeds 
most rapidly. 

There are three precautions to be taken against an undue proportion of 
whey in the curd: : 

1. Plenty of time should be allowed for the whey to drain off properly. 
2. Before the rennet is added, the milk should be heated to a temperature 

of 72° to 75° for thin, or of 80° to 84° for thick cheese. 
3. The best preventive is the practice of slip-scalding, as it is called. The 

operation, which is highly recommended by Mr. Harprne, one of our best 
Cheddar cheese-makers, and extensively practised in Somersetshire, consists 
of heating a portion of the whey, and adding it or hot water to the curd, 
while it is still covered with some of the whey, until the temperature of the 
whole be raised to from 95° to 100°. This has the effect of making the curd 
run together into a much smaller compass, and enables the dairymaid to draw 
off the whey more perfectly and with very much less trouble than by the 
common method. If well done, no injury, but every advantage, results from 
this practice. The curd, when slip-scalded, settles down very readily, and 
its closer condition implies that it does not contain so much whey as it did 
before scalding. Hence, no skewers are required to drain off the whey from 
cheese that has been slip-scalded, and a great deal of subsequent labor and 
anxiety is avoided by this simple process. Slip-scalding, however, ought to 
be carefully performed, and the hot whey or water poured slowly upon the 
curd by one person, while another stirs up the contents of the cheese-tub, so 
as to ensure a uniform temperature throughout. The necessity for these pre- 
cautions will be best understood from the following explanation: When curd, 
broken up and cut into slices, is suddenly and incautiously scalded with boil- 
ing water, the outer layer of the slices first’ melts and then becomes hard, 
enveloping the interior, which remains quite soft and full of whey. This 
hard covering acts like a waterproof wrapper, and prevents the escape of the 
whey, however strongly the curd may be pressed afterwards; hence the 
importance of a gradual and careful admixture of the hot whey. Better still 
is it to employ one of Coquzr’s jacketed tin or brass cheese-tubs, into the 
hollow bottom of which steam may be let in, and the curd and whey be 
raised by degrees to the desired temperature. This utensil is to be strongly 
recommended to all who adopt the Cheddar mode of cheese-making in their 
dairies. 

Cheese is also spoiled by breaking up the curd too rapidly and carelessly. 
This delicate substance requires to be handled by nimble and experienced 
fingers, and to have a great amount of patient labor bestowed upon it. 
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Dairymaids, as a class, break up the curd in far too great ahurry. In conse- 

quence of their careless treatment some portions of the curd are broken into 

fragments so small that they pass into the whey when this is drawn off, while 

others are not sufficiently broken up and remain soft. The result is, that the 
curd is not uniform in texture, and that less cheese and of inferior quality is 

‘produced than when the curd is first cut very gently into large slices, and then 
broken up by degrees either by hand or machinery into small fragments. 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY. 

BB reds eeoein: c\claisteret olako crs sie oeiswie oui 92.95 | 92.65 | 92.60 | 92.75 | 92.950 
Butter (pure fatty matters),............... 65 .68 .0o .39 490 
*¥Nitroe i = Be reer emmianers (pene mnt 1S a0) si |) 08 | et Las 
}Milk-sugar and lactic acid,.............. 4.55 5.28 5.08 5.13 4.491 
Minevalemeatter (ash); -/2:\2/.\< se. ices sche) ac) > «+ 65 .58 81 .86 .644 

100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.000 

*Containing nitrogen,............+-e2.eee- 19 18 15 5.14 228 
{Containing free lactic acid,.............. 48 AL 36 41 - .120 

Vi DUET oie elie a ieee A pari ECS SR Cr Cae 92.95 | 98.150 | 92.95 | 93.30 | 93.25 
Butter (pure fatty matters),............... 29 .546 24 ol 26 

ae yinice meinsiend at By ot -aose ~.su |! stasis 
Milk-sugar and lactic acid,............4.. 5.08 | 4.662 5.27 4.68 4.70 
ineral matters (ash),.......cceeeeeeeeeee 67 086 73 70 .88 

100.00 {100.000 | 100.00 | 100.00 ; 100.00 

PC OMLAIMITITMMTOL EN. wiajon- <6 sais. aoan oo 0s .16 S169) welt .16 .148 
+Containing free lactic acid,.............- .54 | None. 39 41 41 

| No. 11. | No. 12. | No. 138. | No. 14. | No, 15. 

DUVEINCIA see. =) hteinis = afore sisisio'p wietelee eis sit «eye 92.85 | 93.385 | 92.70 | 93.15 | 938.10 
Butter (pure fatty matters),............... .29 25 31 14 .14 

*Nitrogenous substances (caseine and al- 93 91 . 91 6 
ANNO y sled e don topeSpocoomoUOoDaT .96 

+Milk-sugar and lactic acid,.......-...... 5.03 5.00 5.31 5.06 §.31 

Mineral matters (ash),.........00eeeeeeees .90 49 712 74 .69 

100.00 ; 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 ; 100.00 

FCOHUAIMINGWIULTOMENS: (5 5. sie es -eiolew's oe we 151 .148 15 .148 123 
¢Containing free lactic acid,.............- .60 48 -40 48 46 

The whey which separates from curd that has been gently broken up is as 

bright as Rhenish wine, provided the milk has been curdled at the proper 

temperature by a sufficient quantity of good rennet. On the other hand, if 

the curd has been broken up carelessly in too great a hurry, the whey is more 

or less milky, and separates on standing, a large quantity of fine curd of the 

choicest character, for this fine curd is very rich in butter. Thus the best 
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put of the curd, instead of becoming incorporated with the cheese, finds its 

way into the whey leads. Be the curd, however, broken up ever so gently, 

and the whey drawn off ever so carefully, the latter always throws up, on 

standing, some cream, which it is worth while to make into butter. But the 

quantity of whey butter made in good dairies is very insignificant in com- 

parison with that produced where less attention is paid to the breaking of the 

curd. I know it to be a fact, that in some dairies four times as much whey 

butter is made as in others. Where much whey butter is made the cheese is 

seldom of first-rate quality. Believing that this is a matter of some import- 

ance, I have visited many dairies, and repeatedly watched dairymaids break- 

ing the curd, and noticed the gentle, patient manner in which a clever woman 

goes to work, and the hurried, dashing proceedings of a slovenly girl. On 

these occasions I have taken samples of the whey, and submitted them after- 

wards to analysis. The results, as recorded in the preceding tables, show 

how much the whey of different dairies varies in chemical composition as 

well as in physical character. 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY TAKEN AT THREE DIFFERENT PERIODS. 

No. 17. No. 18. 
No. 16. 2d SAMPLE, 38d SAMPLE, 

ist SAMPLE. TAKEN 10 MINUTES | TAKEN 20 MINUTES 
AFTER ist SAMPLE. | AFTER 1St SAMPLE. 

WUVaer ee ce PN; pene tie Rise sclnle Staly eaten we 92.90 92.25 93.55 
Butter (pure fat),..........ce.eeseee- 18 .18 .03 
*Albuminous compounds,...........- 94 94 .94 
Milk-sugar and Jactic acid,............ 5.30 5.03 4.82 
Mineral matters (ash),.......-220e0+-- . 68 60 66 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

*Containing nitrogen,.......e.eee-0-- 15 15 15 

When it is remembered that milk of good quality contains from three 

and a-half to four per cent. of butter, it will be readily seen that where 
samples of whey contain more than one-half per cent. of butter, the cheese 
is deprived of a very considerable portion of its most valuable constituent, 

and that its quality must therefore depend in a great measure on the care 

with which the curd is broken up and the manner in which the whey is 

drawn off. In some samples the amount of butter is so trifling that it is not 
considered worth the trouble to gather the cream and to make whey-butter. 
In the dairies in which this happy state of things exists excellent cheese is 

made. When the whey first separates from the curd it is always more or 

less turbid, but by degrees it becomes clearer; and if sufficient time is 

allowed, and it is then tapped off without disturbing the curd, it runs off 

almost as clear as water. By this means nearly the whole of the butter may 
be retained in the cheese. In order to place this beyond a doubt, I exam- 
ined the whey which Mr. Krxvi1, the inventor of the excellent cheese-making 
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‘apparatus which bears his name, allowed me to take on the occasion of a 
visit which I recently paid to his dairy farm at Laycock, near Chippenham. 
One sample of whey was taken at the stage in which it was usually tapped 
off in Mr. Krrvir’s dairy; the second when the whey had become a little 
brighter, about ten minutes after the first; and the third about twenty 

minutes after the first. It then was as clear as water. These three samples 
when analyzed gave results as shown on preceding page. 

The first two samples are almost identical in composition; they both 
contain very little butter, but, small as that quantity is, it can be further 

reduced to a mere trace by letting the whey stand a little longer. In prac- 
tice it may for other reasons not be desirable to let the whey stand at rest 
quite so long as the third sample stood; and a dairymaid may congratulate 

herself when she succeeds in breaking up the curd so carefully that the whey 
contains as little butter as that made under Mr. Krrviw’s personal direction 
and excellent management. 

It may perhaps be supposed that the successful manner in which the 
butter is retained in the cheese in Mr. Krrvit’s dairy is entirely due to the 
use of his patent apparatus, and that by its introduction any dairymaid may 

be enabled to make good cheese. But this supposition is not correct. 
KEEVIL’s apparatus, useful and good as it is in many respects, is no safe- 

guard against carelessness. Cheese is spoiled with, as well as without it. 
It does not supersede patience and skill, but its merit consists in saving a 

great deal of hard labor and time. Beyond this, I may say, without dis- 
paragement to his ingenious contrivances for breaking the curd, straining 

off the whey, and other appliances, that it effects nothing which may not be 
done by hand. But this saving of time and hard labor is a great merit in 
an apparatus which can be bought at no great cost. Where from thirty to 

forty milking cows are kept, it may be safely recommended; in smaller 

dairies there may not be sufficient use for it. Having made frequent trial of 
KEEvit’s apparatus, I am anxious that its true merits should be known, but 
no unreasonable expectations be entertained. It has been said that it makes 

more and better cheese than can be made by hand. My own opinion is, that 
it makes neither more or less, neither better or worse cheese than a skillful 

dairymaid will make by hand, and that a careless one is as likely to spoil 
her cheese when using this apparatus as when making it according to her 
own fashion. 

Some of the very best and some of the very worst of cheeses which I 
have examined were made in dairies where KEEvi1’s apparatus is in daily 
use. The superior character of the one cheese is as little a proof of the 
merits of KrEviu’s apparatus as is the bad quality of the other an evidence 
against it. 

Again, I may point to the composition of the whey analyses marked No. 
2, No. 3, No. 8 and No. 14, in the preceding large table, and to the three 
whey analyses to which I have just referred: 
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No. 2, containing .68 per cent. of butter, was made from curd taken by KEEryr1’s 
apparatus. 

No. 16, containing .18 per cent. of butter, was made from curd taken by KEEVIL’s 
apparatus. 

No. 18, containing 08 per cent. of butter, was made from curd taken by Kenvin’s 
apparatus. 

Here, then, we have two samples of whey very poor in butter, and one 

sample containing more butter than any of the seventeen which I analyzed. 
On the other hand: 

No. 3, containing .55 per cent. of butter, was made from curd broken by hand. 

No. 8, containing .24 per cent. of butter, was made from curd broken by hand. 
No. 14, containing .14 per cent. of butter, was made from curd broken by hand. 

Here, again, we have two well-separated samples of whey, and one rich in 
butter, all three. being made from curd broken by hand. 

Passing on from the loss of butter to that of the curd itself, I find that, 

although no doubt some fine curd is lost when the whey is very milky in 
appearance, yet as a rule this loss is small in most dairies. Indeed, my 
analyses prove positively that whey seldom contains much caseine or curd 
which might be retained by ever so careful filtration. I have filtered whey 
from good milk through the finest blotting paper, and obtained it as bright 

as crystal. On heating the perfectly clear whey to the boiling point, how- 
ever, a considerable quantity of a white, flaky substance, resembling in every 

respect albumen, or the white of egg, made its appearance. Collected ona 
filter, washed with distilled water, dried at 212° F., and weighed, this albu- 

minous or curd-like substance amounted on the average to about .9 or nearly 
one per cent. in good milk; in very rich milk there may be a little more, in 

poor a little less. This albuminous matter is contained in the whey in 
a state of perfect solution, and differs from caseine or curd in not being 
coagulated by rennet. I have called it an albuminous matter, because, 
like albumen, it separates in flakes from the whey at the temperature of 
boiling water. Any one may prove the existence of this substance, which, 
however bright the whey may be, it invariably deposits in abundance at the 
boiling point. 

Assuming, then, .9 to be the average proportion of this albuminous mat- 
ter in whey, and deducting this proportion from the total amount of nitro- 
genized substances in the eighteen samples of whey, we obtain the amount 
of curd held in mechanical suspension. Thus we get for 

No. 1 whey, .80 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 2, 4, 8 and 15 whey, none. 
No. 3 and 18 whey, .06 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 5 whey, .525 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 6 and 9 whey, .11 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 7 whey, .156 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 10, 12 and 14 whey .01 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 11 whey, .03 per cent. of curd, held-in a state of mechanical suspension. 
No. 16, 17 and 18 whey, .04 per cent. of curd, held in a state of mechanical suspension. 
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Thus only in one sample out of eighteen there was about one-half per 

cent. of curd held in mechanical suspension, and one sample containing three- 
tenths per cent., all the other samples, practically speaking, containing no 

suspended curd. Thus it is not so much the curd as the butter which is lost 
when whey is badly separated from the curd. 

4. When the curd has become sufficiently consolidated and is ready to be 

vatted, it is crumbled down into small fragments. For this operation every 

dairy should be furnished with a curd mill, a simple and inexpensive contri- 
vance, which saves much labor, and produces, generally speaking, a more 
uniform material than the hand. 

5. Cheese is also spoiled occasionally by badly made rennet, that is, ren- 
net which is either too weak or has a disagreeable smell. In the one case 

the curd does not separate completely, and that which separates remains 
tender ; in the other the milk is tainted, and the flavor of the cheese is affected. 

The rennet used in different parts of England varies exceedingly in 

strength and in flavor. Even in the same locality the usage differs on adja- 
cent farms. Although I have in my possession some dozens of rennet recipes, 
which were given to me by experienced dairymaids, each as the very best, I 
shall not give a single recipe for making rennet, as my object is rather to 
elucidate chemical principles than to prescribe details; and also because, as 

long as the smell of the rennet is fresh, and a sufficient quantity is used, it 
matters little, in my opinion, how it is made. 

The ordinary practice in Cheshire is to make rennet fresh every morn- 

ing by taking a small bit of dried skin, infusing it in water, and using 
this infusion for one day’s making. In Gloucestershire and Wiltshire a — 

supply is made for the pickled vells, which lasts for two or three months. 

Generally the rennet is made in these counties twice in the season. I have 

had a good deal of discussion with practical men respecting the comparative 
merits of these two methods. The Cheshire farmers almost unanimously 

object that the rennet does not keep well when made in any quantity of 

pickled vells. This, however, is quite a mistake. I have in my possession 

some rennet which is as nicely flavored now as it was some nine months ago, 
when it was made. It has, of course, a peculiar animal odor, but nothing 

approaching a putrid smell. The spices which are used in some localities, 

such as cloves and lemons, tend very much to keep the rennet in a good con- 

dition and give it an agreeable flavor. The objection, then, of the Cheshire 
farmers, that rennet, when a supply is made, does not keep, and spoils the 
flavor of cheese, is certainly untenable. I am much inclined to consider the 
practice of Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, of making a considerable supply 

of rennet, a good one; for, when once the strength of the rennet has been 

ascertained, it is merely necessary to take the proper quantity, one or two 

cupfuls, to produce the desired effect with certainty ; whereas, when the 

rennet is made day by day, there is not the same certainty of obtaining an 
infusion of uniform strength. 
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Scientific and practical writers on milk have stated that the caseine is 
held in solution by a small quantity of alkali; that when in warm weather 

milk curdles, lactic acid, which is always found in sour milk, is formed from 

a portion of the sugar of milk; and this lactic acid, by neutralizing the alkali 

which holds the caseine in solution, causes its separation from the milk. 
Rennet is supposed to act as a ferment, which rapidly converts some of the 

sugar of milk into lactic acid. Whether, therefore, milk coagulates spon- 
taneously after some length of time, or more rapidly on the addition of 

rennet, in either case the separation of the curd is supposed to be due to the 
removal of the free alkali by lactic acid. ; 

This theory, however, is not quite consistent with facts. The caseine in 

milk cannot be said to be held in solution by free alkali; for, although it is 

true that milk often has a slightly alkaline reaction, it is likewise a fact that 

sometimes perfectly fresh milk is slightly acid. We might as well say, there- 

fore, that the caseine is held in solution by a little free acid, as by free alkali. 

Newly drawn milk, again, is often perfectly neutral ; but, whether milk be 

neutral, or alkaline, or acid, the caseine exists in it ina state of solution, 

which cannot, therefore, depend on an alkaline reaction. We all know that 
milk, when it turns sour, curdles very readily. It is not the fact that a good 

deal of acid curdles milk which I dispute, but the assumption that the caseine 
in milk is held in solution by free alkali. The action of rennet upon milk, 
then, is not such as has been hitherto represented by all chemists who have 

treated of this subject. Like many other animal matters which act as fer- 
ments, rennet, it is true, rapidly induces the milk to turn sour; but free 

lactic acid, I find, makes its appearance in milk after the curd has separated, 

and not simultaneously with the precipitation of the curd. Perfectly fresh 
and neutral milk, on the addition of rennet, coagulates, but the whey is per- 

fectly neutral. I have even purposely made milk alkaline, and yet succeeded 

in separating the curd by rennet; and, what is more, obtained a whey which 
had an alkaline reaction. 

What may be the precise mode in which rennet acts upon milk, I dd not 
presume to explain. I believe it to be an action swi generis, which as yet is 

only known by its effects. We at present are even unacquainted with the 
precise chemical character and the composition of the active pune in 
rennet, and have not even a name for it. Finding the effect of rennet upon 

milk to be different from that which I expected, ie made a number of experi- 
ments, which may here find a place. 

lst Hxperiment.—To a pint of new milk, slightly alkaline to test-paper, 
and of 60° Fahr., one-fourth ounce of rennet was added. 

Result—No coagulation after three hours. 
Another quarter ounce of the same rennet was then added. 

Result—The milk coagulated one hour after this addition, but the caseine 

was by no means well separated, and remained tender and too spongy, even 

after twenty-four hours. The whey was slightly alkaline. 
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2d Haup.—To another pint of milk, neutral to test-paper, I added one-half 

ounce of the same rennet. The temperature of the milk was 60°, as before. 

Result—The curd separated (though imperfectly) after three hours. The 
whey was neutral. 

N. B.—It will be seen that the curd separated more readily from milk 
which was neutral, than from that which was alkaline. 

3d Hxp.—tTo two pints of skimmed milk (twenty-four hours old), and 
very slightly acid, I added one-half ounce of rennet. Temperature of milk 
59° Fahr. 

Fesult—Curd separated in two hours ; reaction of whey the same as that 
of the milk. » 

Thus, if the milk is slightly sour, rennet separates the curd more readily 
than when it is neutral, though the temperature may be low. 

4th Exp.—tyTo one pint of milk, slightly alkaline, and heated to 82° Fahr., 
one-fourth ounce of rennet was added. 

Result—The milk coagulated in twenty minutes; the whey was slightly 
alkaline. 

5th Hxp.—To one pint of milk heated to 100°, and neutral on reaction, 
one-half ounce of rennet was added. 

Result—Milk coagulated in one-quarter of an hour; whey perfectly 
neutral. 

6th Hep.—Added to one pint of milk one-fourth ounce of rennet. The 
temperature of milk was 110° ; its reaction alkaline. 

Result—Milk coagulated in ten minutes; the whey was alkaline. 

"th Hap.—Milk was raised to 120° Fahr., and one-fourth ounce of rennet 

added to one pint of milk, which was slightly alkaline to test-paper. 
Result—Milk coagulated in ten minutes ; the whey had the same reaction 

as the milk. : 

8th Hap.—One pint of milk was heated to 130°, and one-fourth ounce of 
rennet added. 

Result—Curd separated in twenty minutes; whey had the same reaction 
as milk. 

The experiment was repeated, and found correct. 

It will thus appear that too high a temperature is not so favorable to the 
coagulation of the milk as a less elevated one. The separation, which at 

120° took place in ten minutes, at 130° occupied twenty minutes. 

9th Hep.—Heated one pint of milk to 150°, added one-fourth ounce of 
rennet. 

Kesult—Milk did not coagulate after twenty-four hours. 

10th Hxep.—Heated milk to 140°, added rennet. 

Result—N 0 coagulation. 

11th Hep.—Heated milk to 135°, added rennet. 
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Result—No coagulation took place, even after three hours. I then added 
another quarter ounce; the milk by this time had cooled down, and the fresh quantity of rennet caused the separation of curd in less than twenty minutes. 

Thus, at 120°, milk coagulates most readily ; at 130°, it takes a some- 
what longer time ; and at 135°, and upwards, it ceases to coagulate. 

12th Hxp.—Heated one pint of milk to boiling point, added one-fourth 
ounce of rennet. 

Atesulti—N oo curd had separated when examined, after twenty-four hours’ 
standing. 

13th Exp.—Heated another pint of milk to boiling point, and added one- 
fourth ounce of rennet. : 

Lteswti—Milk did not coagulate after twenty-four hours. ‘I then added a 
little more fresh rennet to the cooled milk, and again gently heated it, when 
the curd separated in less than one-quarter of an hour. 

Thus the temperature of boiling water, and even a much lower heat, 
destroys the action of the rennet, but does not so permanently change the 
caseine of milk that it cannot be separated. 

The whey in the last experiment, again, was neutral, like the milk. 
14th Exp.—To one pint of fresh milk I added ten grains .of carbonate of 

potash, raised the temperature to 88° Fahr., and added one-fourth ounce 
of rennet. 

ftesuli—Curd separated in half an hour. The milk and the whey were strongly alkaline. After twenty-four hours the whey was neutral, and then it became acid by degrees. 

15th Hxp.—tTo one pint of milk I added twenty grains of carbonate of — potash, heated to 90° Fahr., and added one-fourth ounce of rennet. 
Stesult—The curd separated in half an hour, but not so perfectly as in the preceding experiment, and in a softer condition. The whey was more milky in appearance, and strongly alkaline. Examined after twenty-four ‘hours’ standing, it was found to be neutral; after a lapse of two days, it was acid. 
Even a considerable quantity of an alkali, therefore, does not prevent the coagulation of milk by rennet. 
16th Hep.—tTo another pint of milk I added an unweighed quantity of 

potash heated to 84°, and then one-fourth ounce of rennet. i 
fiesult—No coagulation took place. 
Much more alkali was used in this experiment than in the two preceding ; 

an excess of alkali, therefore, prevents the Separation of curd by rennet. 
17th Exp.—To some milk, sufficient tartaric acid was added to make it — 

distinctly acid. 
Result—No coagulation took place in the cold. On the application of heat, the milk coagulated but imperfectly. 
18th Exp.—To another portion of milk I added a good deal of tartaric acid. 
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Result—The milk coagulated after some time, but imperfectly ; on raising 

the temperature, more curd fell down. 
In order to precipitate the caseine from milk by tartaric acid, it is thus 

necessary to add a very large excess of acid, and at the same time to raise 

the temperature of the milk. 
These experiments prove thus— 

a.—That the action of rennet on milk is not the same as that of an acid, inas- 

much as rennet coagulates new milk without turning it sour in the 

least degree. 
6.—That rennet can precipitate curd from milk, even when purposely made 

alkaline. 
¢.—That the whey of milk, when produced from perfectly sweet or neutral 

milk, is at first perfectly sweet or neutral, but rapidly turns sour. If 

made from milk having an alkaline reaction, the whey at first is alka- 
line; when from milk slightly acid, the whey likewise is slightly acid. 

d.—That et ceases to coagulate milk at about 185°, and upwards. 
e.—That the action of rennet upon milk is more energetic when the milk is 

slightly acid. This, perhaps, is the reason why some persons recom- 

mend putting some sour whey into the milk before or after adding 

the rennet. 
f—That an excess of alkali prevents the coagulation of milk by rennet. 

g—That an excess of acid coagulates milk, but not perfectly in the cold. 

h.—That a moderate amount of acid does not coagulate milk in the cold, and 

imperfectly at an elevated temperature. 

6. Cheese, again, is sometimes spoiled when bad annatto is employed as 

a coloring matter. Annatto at the best is a nasty, disagreeable smelling sub-_ 

stance; it would be well if it were banished altogether from the dairy. 

But, so long as a good many people will prefer colored to uncolored cheese, 

annatto will be employed for the purpose of imparting a more or less deep 

yellow color. 

The annatto of commerce is derived from the Orelan tree (Bixa orellana). 

The seeds and pulp of this tree appear to contain two coloring matters; one, 

in a pure state, is orange-red, and is called bixin; the other is yellow, and 

ealled orellin. These coloring matters are insoluble in water, but dissolve 

readily in alkalies, and also in fixed oils and fats. Solid annatto, the annatto 

cake of commerce, is a preparation, which contains, besides the pure coloring 

matter, a great deal of potash or soda, carbonate of lime, pipe clay, earthy 

matters and rubbish of various kinds. Soap, train-oil and other disagreeable 

smelling and tasting matters are often used in preparing annatto cake. 

Hence the annatto of commerce is often a most nauseous material, which, 

when put into the cheese tub, is apt to give the cheese a bad taste and an 

unsightly color. Far superior to this annatto, and more handy in its appli- 

cation, is the liquid anflatto, which is mainly an alkaline solution of the pure 

coloring matter of the Biwa orellana. An excellent solution of that descrip- 
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tion is manufactured by Mr. Nicuors of Chippenham, which is perfectly 
clear, has a bright yellow color, and is free from any of the obnoxious and 
disagreeable substances which are frequently mixed up with annatto cake. 

7. In the next place I would observe that cheese is occasionally spoiled if 
too much salt is used in curing it. Salt is a powerful antiseptic, that is, it 
prevents fermentation ; hence we use it for pickling beef and hams. A cer- 
tain amount of salt is necessary, not so much for giving a saline taste, as for 
keeping in check the fermentation to which cheese, like other animal matters, 
is lable. If no salt were used the cheese would putrefy, and acquire a very 
strong taste and smell, at least when made in the ordinary way. When an 
extra quantity of cream is put to the milk, it is not necessary, or even desi- 
rable, to salt the curd much; we might even do without salt altogether, for 
the large amount of fat (butter) in extra rich cheeses, such as Stilton or 
Cream Cheddar, sufficiently preserves the caseine. 

If salt is employed in excess, the cheese does not ripen properly, or 
acquire that fine flavor, which depends upon the fermentation proceeding in 
a sufficiently active degree. Too much salt, by checking this chemical 
activity, is thus injurious to the proper ripening of cheese. The saline taste 
of old cheese, as already explained, is not due so much to the common salt 
used in its preparation, as to certain ammoniacal salts which are formed 
during the ripening process. It sounds strange, but it is nevertheless the 
case, that over-salted cheeses do not taste nearly so saline when kept for six 
or eight months, as under-salted cheeses kept: equally long. If the milk is 
very rich, somewhat less salt should be used than when it is poor. Onno 
account, however, should more than two pounds of salt be used per hundred 
weight of cheese; one and a-half pounds in most cases is quite enough, and 
even one pound will be found a sufficient quantity when rich cheeses are made. 

8. Lastly, an inferior quality of cheese is sometimes produced when it is 
imperfectly salted; that is, when the salt is not properly applied to the 
cheese. I have often seen the salt put upon the curd in rough bits ; more 
often proper care is not taken to mix the curd with the salt, and the cheese 
becomes unequally salted. The consequence is that some particles of the 
cheese ferment too much, others too little, and that the portions which are 
too much salted do not stick well together, and acquire a dry and crumbly 
texture. The salt used in dairies should be of the finest description, and 
should be sifted evenly through a fine sieve on the curd, after the latter has 
been passed through the curd-mill, and thinly spread in shallow leads to cool. 

_ This plan of spreading the salt saves a good deal of labor, and is greatly to 
be preferred to the system of pickling the cheese in brine after it is made, or 
of rubbing in salt. When salt is applied, either in solution or by rubbing it 
into the cheese after it has been in the presses, the outside is apt to get hard, 
and close up too much. It is, of course, desirable to get a good and firm 
coat, but, at the same time, the pores should not be tgo much closed, so that 
the emanations which proceed from the cheese cannot escape. Thin cheeses 
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_ may be salted after they have been in the press; but, in making thick cheeses, 
it is far better to salt the curd before it is put into the vat. 

A rather novel way of salting cheese has lately been made the subject of 
experiments in America. As the following communication to the pages of 
the Country Gentleman and Cultivator, an American agricultural paper, may 

have some interest, I take the liberty of inserting it here: 

IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT IN CHEESE-MAKING. 

‘The dairy season is about commencing again, and I desire the privilege 
of a corner in your paper, to give the result of extended experiments in 

cheese-making. In the first place I shall take it for granted that the whole 

process up to salting is well understood, for it is of salting that I wish to 
speak in this article. | 

“In June, 1859, I finished a few cheeses after the following manner: 

When my curd was scalded (I practice thorough scalding), I threw into the 

vat about four quarts of salt—sometimes only three—for a cheese of fifty to 
sixty pounds, stirring thoroughly. Those which went into the hoop before 
being well cooled off, acted badly ; but when I took time and means to cool 
sufficiently, the cheeses were very fine. On the whole, I did not like the 
process and abandoned it. 

“In 1860 I commenced again, changing the programme as follows: After 
scalding I drew off the whey, leaving just enough to float the curd, and 

began to cool off, hurrying the process by pumping in cold water and chang- 
ing often. Then, to a curd of say sixty pounds, a little more or less, I threw 

in sometimes three and sometimes four quarts of salt, and stirred till well 

cooled—then drew off the salted whey, and threw it on the compost heap— 
put the curd to press, and pressed rapidly and thoroughly. And now for 

the result. I lost from my whey tub about three pails of whey and some 

salt. I gained in this, that my dripping tub under the press never had a 

particle of cream rise upon it, and in having a cheese that gave me no trouble 
in curing, and that when sent to market sold for the very highest price, and 

called forth the unqualified approbation of dealers as being perfect in all 

respects—fine flavored, very solid (not porous), and very fat. 
‘* And now let me talk to the experience of dairymen. In the old-fash- 

ioned way of breaking up and salting a curd, more or less bruising of the 
curd to break the lumps, in order to get the salt evenly distributed, is neces- 
sary; and when put to press the white whey runs off freely, or in other 
words the cream runs off, and of course with it the richness of the cheese, 

and more or less of its weight ; and if the curd is very dry you are liable to 
get your cheese too high salted, if not, the reverse. 

“‘ My experiments clearly prove that a curd salted in whey will retain no 

more salt than it needs, and that as every particle comes in contact with the 

brine through the operation of stirring, no bruising is necessary. Whether 

this is the philosophy of it or not, I am not chemist enough to determine, 
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but I do know that if there is no discharge of white whey, or cream, it is 

retained in the cheese, adding to it both richness and weight as a remunera- 
tion for the extra salt and the wasted whey.” 

IIlI.— PRACTICAL ERRORS MADE IN KEEPING CHEESE. 

The following are some of the practical mistakes that are occasionally 
made after the cheese has left the presses and is placed in the store-rooms. 

1. Cheese is deteriorated in quality when it is placed in damp or in 
badly ventilated rooms. 

When beef or mutton is kept for a day or two in a damp and badly venti- 

lated place, the meat soon acquires a disagreeable, cellar-like taste. The 

same is the case with cheese. Kept in a damp place, it also becomes moldy, 
and generates abundance of mites. 

In some parts of Cheshire it is a common practice to keep cheese in dark 
rooms, carefully shutting out the free access of air. This is an objectionable 
practice, which no doubt has its origin in the desire to maintain in the store- 

rooms a somewhat elevated temperature, and to avoid draughts of cold air. 
It is quite true that draughts are injurious to newly-made cheese, and a 

somewhat elevated temperature decidedly favors its ripening and the devel- 

opment of a fine flavor; but the one may be avoided, and the other can be 

maintained quite well, at the same time that due provision is made for the 
admission and circulation of fresh air. 

During the first stage of ripening, a good deal of water and other emana-- 
tions escape ftom the cheeses, which, if not allowed freely to pass away, make 

the air damp and injure the flavor of the cheeses. Why cheese should be 
kept in dark rooms is to me a mystery. 

2. Cheese newly made is spoiled by not turning it frequently enough. 

Thick cheeses especially require to be frequently turned, in order that the 

water which is given off from the interior warmer parts of the cheese may 
freely escape, and all sides be exposed at short intervals to the air. If this 

is neglected, that part which is in close contact with the board on which it 
rests becomes smeary and rots, and by degrees the whole cheese is spoiled. 

The boards, we need hardly say, should be wiped with a dry cloth from time 
to time as well as the cheese. 

3, Cheese does not ripen properly, and therefore remains deficient in p flavor, 
if the temperature of the cheese-room is too low. 

The ripening of cheese is essentially a process of fermentation, which may 

be accelerated or depressed by a proper or by too low a temperature. Any 
temperature under 60° is unfavorable, and should therefore be avoided. 

4. Cheese is also spoiled if the temperature of the cheese-room is too high. 

If the temperature of the room rises above 75°, the fermentation becomes 

so active that a cheese is apt to bulge out at the sides, and to lose the uniform 
and close texture which characterises it when good. 

5. Lastly, cheese is sometimes spoiled if the temperature of the cheese. 
room varies too much at different times. 
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A steady fermentation, which is essential to the proper ripening of the 
cheese, can only be maintained in a room which is not subject to great fluc- 
tuations in temperature. The more uniformly, therefore, the cheese-room is 

heated, the more readily cheese can be brought into the market, and the finer 
the quality will be. For this reason hot-water pipes, which give a very steady, 

gentle, and lasting heat, are greatly to be preferred to stoves in cheese-rooms ; 

with the latter it is almost impossible to maintain an equable temperature. 
The cheeses nearest to the stove, again, are apt to get too much and those 
farthest off not enough, heat. Constant attention is moreover required; and 
firing in the room is always productive of more or less dust and dirt. These 

inconveniences are entirely avoided by the system of heating by hot-water 

pipes. 
In every dairy hot water is in constant request; the same boiler which 

heats the water for cleaning the dairy utensils may be conveniently connected 
with iron pipes that passin and round the cheese-room. Beyond the first cost 
of the iron pipes hardly any extra expense in fuel is thusincurred. An extra 
pipe likewise may be introduced which connects the boiler with Coquzt’s 

apparatus, and by this means the curd in the tub may be scalded much more 

conveniently and regularly than by pouring hot whey or water over it. I 
have not made a sufficient number of observations to say definitely which is 

the best temperature to be maintained in a cheese-room; but in my judge- 

ment a uniform temperature of 70° to 75° is highly favorable to the ripen- 

ing process. 
The proper regulation of the temperature of the cheese-room, and the 

general plan of heating by hot water, I believe, is one of the greatest of our 

recent improvements. 
These are some of the practical mistakes which I have noticed in our 

dairies. I have endeavored to assign reasons why they must be so regarded, 
and have ventured to point out the appropriate remedies, many of which, 

however, suggest themselves naturally to any intelligent observer. My 
object has been, not so much to write a treatise on cheese-making, as to 

- enable those interested in dairy operations to read the various treatises and 
pamphlets on cheese-making with profit, so as to be able to sift the recom- 
mendations which are worth imitating from the heap of empirical rubbish 
under which they are too often buried. No directions, however carefully 

given, can ever be of much service in an art which, like cheese-making, does 

not so much presuppose a great amount of knowledge as practical experience, 

dexterity and cleanly habits. Neither skill in manipulation, nor habits of 
cleanliness, nor experience can be acquired by reading. A good or a sensible 
pamphlet, no doubt, may be read with benefit even by an experienced hand ; 
but the very best of treatises, in the nature of things, cannot teach a person 

who wants a rule or a receipt for everything, how to make a good cheese. A 

good cookery book, no doubt, is a useful literary production, but the best 

cookery-book is incapable of teaching an inexperienced person the art of 
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making light and wholesome pie-crust. It is the same with cheese-making 
as with cookery, as we shall do well to bear in mind. 

Lest these observations on publications on cheese-making should seem to 
disparage too much the merits of the different authors, I may state distinctly 
that a few papers contain valuable and plain directions for making good 
cheese ; but I am bound at the same time to confess that the greater number, 

and more especially most of the prize essays on cheese-making which I have 
read, in my humble opinion, are next to useless to the dairy-farmer, inasmuch 

as they generally contain nothing good but what every dairy-farmer has long 

known ever since he began making cheese—and a great deal besides, which, 

though it may appear novel, ingenious or feasible, will at once be condemned 
by any man of sound judgement as visionary and utterly impracticable. 

There are many topics intimately connected with the manufacture of 
cheese on which I have not touched at all, such as the influence of the food on 

the quantity and quanlity of milk, an important subject as yet hardly investi- 
gated at all. Again, the influence of the race on the production of milk 
deserves to be carefully studied, besides various other points on which prac- 
tical men may wish to obtain trustworthy information. My passing them 
over in silence in the present paper will not, I trust, be taken as an indication 
of want of acquaintance with the real, practical wants of the dairy-farmer. 

Hitherto scarcely anything directly bearing on dairy-practice has been 
done by scientific men ; the whole investigation has, therefore, engaged my 

liveliest attention, and brought to light some unexpected chemical facts which 
have been recorded in the preceding pages. Others I hope to lay before 
the readers of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society when the 

researches still in hand shall be in a sufficiently advanced state to warrant 
their publication. 



VOELCKER'S CHEESE EXPERIMENTS. 

On Pasture Farms, where the milk is not all sold as new milk, nor used 

for fattening calves, the question arises, by what other means it may most 

profitably be converted into marketable produce, and there is still a choice 

between four different modes of proceeding: 
1. The whole milk may be made into cheese. 

2. The cream may be skimmed from part of the milk for making butter, 

and the skimmed milk added to new milk, and then made into cheese. 

3. The whole of the milk may be skimmed and made into skim-milk 

cheese, and the cream into butter. 

4. The whole milk may be skimmed, and made into skim-milk cheese; the 

cream from the skimmed milk be added to new milk, and made into extra 

rich cheese. | 

The question is, which of these four modes gives the best money return. 

Such a purely practical question can be tested satisfactorily in one way only, 

that is by actual trials. I therefore gladly availed myself of the kindness of 

niy friend Mr. Tuomas Procror, who most liberally placed his dairy at my 

command, that I might institute a series of experiments calculated to further 

the solution of this inquiry. Iam, likewise, much indebted to Mr. Tanner 

for the practical assistance which he rendered me by superintending the experi- 

ments which were made on a sufficiently large scale to furnish reliable data. 

For each experimental cheese an equal quantity of milk was used, consist- 

ing of one hundred and thirty quarts of evening milk and one hundred and 
thirty quarts of morning milk. The first experimental cheese was made on 
the 11th of August, 1860; the others on the following days. 

In Mr. Procror’s dairy at Wall’s Court (now in the occupation of Mr. 
Ricuarp Srratron) cheese is made in the Cheddar fashion. In making the 
different experimental cheeses, the same general process was adopted, being 

that usually employed in this dairy. — 
Immediately after the morning milking, the evening and morning milks 

were put together into a Cockney’s tin tub, having a jacketed bottom for the 

admission of steam or cold water. 
The temperature of the whole was slowly raised to 80°, by admitting 

steam into the jacketed bottom. No annatto was used for coloring; after the 
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addition of the necessary quantity of rennet, the tub was covered with a 
cloth and left for an hour. Rennet, it may be remarked, when properly 
prepared and added in sufficient quantity, should perfectly coagulate milk at 
80° in from three-quarters of an hour to one hour. If the milk fail to be 
coagulated within the hour, the curd produced will be too tender, and not 
easily separated from the whey without loss of butter and injury to the 
quality of the cheese. These results invariably follow when the rennet is not 
sufficiently strong, or too little of it is employed. 

On the other hand, if the curd is completely separated from milk at 80° 
Fahrenheit in twenty to twenty-five minutes, the cheese produced is apt to be 
sour or hard. An excess of rennet always has the effect of separating the 
curd from the milk too rapidly, and in a hard condition. 

As much depends upon the strength of the rennet, it is useful in daily 
practice to prepare a large quantity at a time, and to ascertain by a few trials 
the proper amount for mixing with a given quantity of milk. In experi- 
mental trials, it is absolutely indispensable to know the strength of the 
rennet, and to employ the same rennet in all the trials. At Wall’s Court we 
took special care to fulfil these conditions. 

Our plan of proceeding was as follows:—At about half-past eight o’clock, 
the curd was partially broken and allowed to subside for about half an hour, 
after which the temperature was raised very gradually to 108° Fahrenheit, 
by letting steam into the hollow bottom of the cheese-tub; the curd and 
whey, meanwhile, being gently stirred with a wire breaker, so that the heat 
was uniformly distributed, and the curd minutely broken. The heat was 
kept at 108° for an hour, during which time the stirring was continued ; the 
curd, now broken into pieces of the size of a pea, was then left for half an 
hour to settle. ; 

The whey was then drawn off by opening a spigot near the bottom’ of 
the tub. As the curd which is obtained by this process is quite tough, it 
readily separates from the whey, and no pressure whatever is at first requisite 
to make the bulk of it run off in a perfectly clear state. 

The curd, collected in one mass, was then rapidly cooled and cut across 
into large slices, turned over once or twice, and left to drain for half an hour. 
As soon as it was tolerably dry and had cooled down considerably, if was 
placed under the press and much of the remaining whey removed by pressure. 
After this the cheese was broken at first coarsely by hand, and then by the 
curd-mill, which divides it into small fragments. A little salt was then added 
and thoroughly mingled with the curd. 

The next operation was the vatting. The cheese vat, completely filled 
with the broken and salted curd, was covered with a cloth; the curd was 
reversed in the cloth, put back into the vat, covered up and placed in the 
press. The cheese cloth was removed several times, and the cheeses were 
ready to leave the press on the sixth morning. Mr. Procror’s dairy was 
furnished with one of Messrs. Cocxry’s heating apparatus. This apparatus 
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‘not only maintains a uniform temperature in the room in which the cheese is 
ripened, but provides a supply of steam, by which the milk and whey may 
be kept at any temperature which may be required; the necessity of removing 
a large quantity of milk or whey to a boiler to be heated, that it may impart 
the proper temperature to the remainder of the milk or whey in the cheese- 

tub, is thus done away with. As the steam is quickly generated, careless 
dairymaids sometimes spoil the cheese in a few minutes by allowing the tem- 
perature to rise too high. When the curd is overheated, the cheese made 
from it is always hard and deficient in flavor. 

In using Cockzy’s jacketed cheese-tub, care should also be taken to stir 
up constantly the contents of the tub when steam is admitted into the false 
bottom, for the purpose of raising the temperature to about 100°, after the 
curd has been broken up coarsely. If this precaution is neglected, a portion 

of the curd adheres to the heated bottom, and melts. The melted curd pre- 
vents the equal distribution of the heat, and by not amalgamating with the 
remaining curd produces a cheese which is not uniform in texture, ripens 
unequally, and is altogether of an inferior quality. When steam is admitted 

into the jacketed bottom of the tub, the dairymaid should not leave her 
place for a moment, and constantly keep her hands employed in stirring the 

contents of the tub with the shovel wire-breaker. This is rather hard work, 

and therefore much better performed by men than by women, many of whom 

dislike CockEy’s cheese-tub. Where it is in use there is, indeed, greater 

risk of the cheese being spoiled than when whey heated in a boiler is added 
to raise the contents of an ordinary tub to the required temperature. But it 

is manifestly unjust to condemn a useful apparatus on account of the mischief 
which may arise from its misuse. 

Cockey’s cheese-tub, I have no hesitation in saying, is an excellent appa- 
ratus which saves a great deal of labor; but excellent though it may be, I 

cannot recommend its use to those who cannot place implicit reliance on the 
care and vigilance of the dairywoman. These women, as a class, are not 
willing to alter the plan of their operations, and learn the use of a new appa- 
ratus, which, if it saves much labor, still requires some special attention—an 
effort which to some minds seems more troublesome than down-right hard 
manual labor. 

The rennet used in the dairy was made according to the following 
receipt: Slice the half of a lemon; sprinkle it with about six ounces of salt, 

then pour upon it one quart of boiling water; cover the vessel to retain the 
steam. When cold put into the liquid one fresh vell; allow the whole to 
stand for two days, then strain the liquid through a fine cloth, and the ren- 

net is ready for use. This quantity is deemed sufficient to coagulate six 
hundred gallons of milk. 

Prepared in this mode, and carefully strained off from the sediment which 
makes its appearance in the course of some days, rennet keeps sweet and 
efficient for several months. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEESE NO. 1 (WHOLE-MILK CHEESE.) 

A cheese was made from one hundred and thirty quarts of evening milk 

and one hundred and thirty quarts of morning milk as drawn from the cow. 

A sample of the mixed morning and evening milk, on analysis, gave the 
following results : 

IWWSLLOR So aus ciateva, aroeve eicasueresalcbesisjagatekevaxers (ovale, cua: eles. sisiel opie eiel ede tere et ee eee 87.30 
BU Cen eats oot reat orn Biche bese sabelaieireueia se ce viel sia stacetcrsl ool overatey ce oe ema 3.75 
WC ASCIME TN, MeMaeictatmrseeiee Mom rail unt care hoes Stal chiens a welche Ap alts eee eae 3.31 
Malkesuear andsextractive Matters. | ceo c..9 <i. < shia diet alee Meieiae aeeene 4.86 
Min eral@mmatCersk(ASl)) heise cyelereceisielesietcrsle cisco) os a ere nurates eee eae 78 

100.00 
PAC OM LAINIIINS “TT VEOM EM ssa). 3 alow oa lo'e ie ape o.cue siesels sine eee ae a 53 

The whey obtained in this trial was as clear as Rhenish wine, and con- 
tained no suspended curd. It furnished the following analytical results: 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY OBTAINED IN MAKING CHEESE NO. 1. 

RGR UCT a terates chou cairn cio Cases te oat ee bya ie cet eyecare tale Oc 93.25 
PSAIGLED) FI eleret a ARES ciasniae ed wie sade odie oe ene Oakey aR Ane eee 26 
AND UMINOUS) COMPOUNDS c.csiele cers ciara a eleid aichelsie/a aielere erolcetea ee eee -91 
Hvar lactic BCI, ic. fe oe sages setters bons grsicke ae ecole aa eal eee 4.70 
Mineral matters (ash),. Ei Stave eta aha: aitiats eiulal sal evel Gut AW eR (cde neat a .88 

100.00 
COMM MILTON, Leia, s a'sets'e ouarecta ace at's vets aire enchant yste ancien .166 
HMA HIO UCTOM. aS LAN Seek wile in seiraehe Meech. Chee ate LR ee .60 

This whey, though perfectly clear, like all other samples contained in 
solution a considerable quantity of a curd-like substance, which is not coagu- 

lated by rennet, but separates in flakes like the white of eggs when the liquid 
is raised to the boiling point. In all probability this curdlike substance is 
albumen. In the analysis of milk this albuminous compound is given together 
with caseine ; and as it constitutes one-fourth to one-third of the caseine men- 
tioned in the analysis of milk, much less curd is obtained as cheese than 
would be the case if the total quantity of curdlike substances was coagulated 
by rennet. I have tried various means of separating this curdlike substance 
together with the rest of the curd, in the hope of obtaining thereby a larger - 
quantity of cheese from a given number of gallons of milk, but have not 
succeeded. The only simple way of obtaining this substance is to heat the 
milk or whey nearly to 212°, a temperature which of course, would alto- 
gether spoil the cheese. It has been said that perfectly clear whey possesses 
little nutritive value, but this is a mistake. Not only does such whey contain 
nearly the whole of the sugar of milk and bone-producing materials (ash), but 
also a considerable quantity of albuminous or flesh-producing compounds held 
in solution, besides some butter, the proportion of which, however, is very 
small when the operation has been carefully conducted. 

On no account, therefore, should the whey be allowed to run to waste. 
Mixed with a little barley-meal it constitutes the best food that can be given 
to pigs, for it fattens rapidly, and produces the most delicately-flavored bacon. 
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In this trial two hundred and sixty quarts of milk produced two hundred 
and thirty-four quarts of whey. 

The cheese was weighed when fresh from the press, and again from time 

to time, with a view of ascertaining the loss which it sustained in keeping. 
The loss is considerable, as will be seen by the subjoined weighings : 

PeUSUSH Ltn freshetromsbley PLESS) arom eves cle od ce Selec en ccecacee 6114 lbs. 
SSD IQS ee ars ree eRe a EL Np eg Card Me EAT Ne Oy 6014 “ 
Pee mer. AAU Qe arya Me tts ken eyo blaioicgs @! ecto an So Saleen iA 
PUERTO ali ed toe Bielees eae Ai Net i ana ade ele Wane o7ly “ 
ULES OLY TDL set sci 8 eigen RE ads Sg Se ay EE AS ar 
MAME RPA ULM srepohcnees esr ars id sicvera sins ciAlchs Sitiabs cele Slavens: tala ehssaae ai visite havedsesss 5Gu ss 

Total loss in eight months, 514 lbs., or nine per cent. round numbers. 

This cheese was considered quite ripe on the 14th of December, and there- 
fore lost one and three-quarter pounds after it was ready for the market. A 
portion analysed on the 17th of April, 1861, gave the following results: 

RY ISTE G0 Bee ene reins eR porters aR aU ae bel aale Aa cabrio tote SA7QAt oH 
NSIT ORY ete nore crete rancho ree regen eT oe ee ee 28.91 

= COS STE sas 5 Sate Ces eg Renk Ce SMe Ek aM ERE Og AE Rs DOP et Ree Pie ge 25.00 
Prcacitvesmatters, JACtIC MCI, oC ssdec, sacks sce seria va ssslesae aaeioeern 4.91 

ADMMERAIMTTANECES (ASI) ei Aina Saretabat cnt dans aa cme ae Nts Me NE anes 3.33 

100.00 
AC OMUTIMMEMMILROMEN ke pte eae lun iante Soe vuln ee ese seein 4.00 
HCONIAINMIScCOMMON RAL cro. cr wees oe ee cence caress eee 52 

EXPERIMENTAL CHEESE NO. 2 (PARTIALLY SKIMMED-MILK CHEESE.) 

The second cheese was made from one hundred and thirty quarts of 
skimmed milk and one hundred and thirty quarts of new milk. The morning 
milk stood thirty-six hours and the evening milk twenty-four hours before 

being skimmed. The cream removed measured ten pints, and produced nine 
pounds of butter. ; 

A sample of the mixed skim and new milk from which the cheese No. 2 
was made, on analysis gave the following results: 

IN Tilo cere oy tin eae ech is Deca a I AE PY SEPP s Hatogstal ect ears 87.89 
ISHII So. ge OM OO Se OA Oe Oe nO EERE ae ee AU MN REMRG Rage ens ee tae TQ) 7 3.12 

SRD EMEDIA ea nt Bore eC AE Pee rake Cue df aes ogee aro AEA LO eR Ee 2.94 
Millesuearandiextractive matters. 2 si.5k .<rs ses dase odes yes oer 5.29 
MMCE AI ALLETS: (ASH): «a5 Sojayane theleigsecedeoisialas alae jhceduitctevormipamtacnsiclaietpee 76 

100.00 
BOON IAIN OM ItTO CENA PA. 10s Avec saad Aes ase eae eee A 

The whey produced in this experiment measured two hundred and twenty- 
eight gallons, and was found to have the following composition: 

PNET erent cons ie sc ace's sia Albee on Cele he AEE ERE EE ee 92.85 
HES paisoyer sete heh scat ik Stab i Siilaieid sigh del Sine Lee EAE 29 
ee MTA ONIS COMB MOUNGS sa: 15. 1.\nic siessie! es fod atoccistne eee ieee eich ae 93 
BRS U A IACTIC ACI, WC po.. c ssck cy he cae cote eee ee oink 5.03 

fp Mieralimia ters) (ashi). 201is ots a5 vie ss bene bee eee Meee oaks 90 

100.00 
A COMMUNE NITOReT, 2 genes. v.c a tee ea ne ren oe cine, ee .168 
Fc oubaia sg laction ACG) 2). 2. 5 f.-sark «sealed peel REAR OLN hcl bode « 48 

22 
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The cheese No. 2 was made on the 13th of August, 1860, and weighed : 
August: 21st (fresh from the press), <2. 1.12 selensie tele eels ae ee 50°4 lbs. 
September Watling. co ai crepete ciate ia)atajelel ee =ctela alalatetalaetat-taretea tat eee 49l4 “ 
December 14th: ois G5c:0 5 is where warstie lore eis siehale oreuelevatode ee tele te pap a ree 2 ees 
Mirae le Wal tase 2.2/6 PH. 5 Glicta shone « Gidister~ eddie rvmsle eter eae yser at alaltare AMA ene 46 « 
ARTA S HS iam etelaln etelemia nile alee seein at ee ee 4514 “ 
DALY BOUN, Re ce clei sireiesacters wietorera ace ebeie late eles ie miolaialercishs ioe etereronctetel renee 44 “ 

Total loss in eight months, 634 lbs., or thirteen and a-quarter per cent. 
Loss when ready for sale, 334 lbs., or seven per cent. 

Analysed on the 30th of July, 1861, having been kept rather longer than ten 
months, it had the following composition: 

MENS) Gtk A SOPRA Crna a Mare eens GOR et ner Aare aM erations aid a SiG. 32.88 
1 BUI Syere hoc aici Io cr oA CIE ROr LAA Me tas EAA Aa. 0 06 29.25 

Fal OP YS0 01 epee At DEE eS PO I a IRIS clas 4 29.87 
Extractive matters, lacticvacld Ges. ss ees os ee eee eee 4.92 

{Mineral matters (ash), fatal onthe «aie Ukanelatiare' areca bole cdbedeccfolowle Sterne Ceara 3.08 

100.00 

SAC GIGAIMING MITOGEN: .)1< vs. coves pica el seh aelelshe sekavoile ei creeroeenrereeeeeee 4.78 
FAContamine \COMEIOM Salty ccs cin cisestse se terete a siete ntelore teste atelenieiee 29 

Having been kept much longer than the preceding cheese, it contained five 
per cent. less water and cut rather drier. It will be noticed that this cheese 
contained very little salt. The dairymaid made a mistake not only in this, 
but in all the trials, by using an insufficient quantity of salt; not more than 
about six ounces having been taken for each cheese. The proper quantity of 
salt is one pound for every fifty pounds of cheese. 

EXPERIMENTAL CHEESE NO. 3 (SKIM-MILK CHEESE.) 

In this instance two hundred and sixty quarts of new milk were set aside ; 
the moruing milk stood twenty-four hours, and the evening milk thirty-six — 
hours before being skimmed. The milk from which the cream was removed 

was then made into skimmed-milk cheese ; two hundred and sixty quarts of 
milk gave twenty pints of cream, which according to the preceding trial 
would have yielded eighteen pounds of butter. 

A sample of the skimmed milk from which the Cheese No. 3 was made, 
on analysis furnished the following results : 

OVVSACOTS 5.3 ates Searels. 5:4 dun Wlaraeiee ec (ereincutae au ct oy aioe shee Aram RS ete eee ee pera 89.00 
Butter iid ood aia d oad sae eee a ate ole Se eR ee ayNRleOS 

“ol OR ITS) (0 (Stee ee REE IRE AEN GE am AAs a Gnu oC Je UPON 
Milk-sugar and extractive matters..............c0ccccccsncccscsccs 5.28 
Mineral/amatters (ashi)... .. ss. vc’ eres ere we eye ols lareieicle a eeeare ate es 78 

100.00 

* Containing nitrogen,......... Shugo sdosnssnedosedon asec scssse- 48 

The whey in this experiment measured two hundred and twenty-two 

quarts, and had the following composition : 
LNCS) ei ric Sao Per oor ee ee ee ee - 93.15 
MUGLER Rees etd)t.o 2 airs sie es deee’a soe tub lve aeenay enamels a ote ce ote ea enter 14 
Albuminous compounds: .. 2:2 dcceeeee sees steed esen es secs sue peek 91 

+Milk-sugar, lactic acid; Ges: :s:ic..isea seen eae cee nee ee cette eds 5.06 
Mineral matters.............006 AEC SO Oc SUS OO UL OCUEtOE ¢ Baa oo 74 

100.00 

* Containing lactic acid...........0. SH RAL td dake Te RMS ok leis avon wee 48 
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The Cheese No. 3 was made on the 15th of August, and weighed: 
pe sig ist, (fresh from) the Press). «sd. sre Jae Ne tee aoe Gere A8l¢ Ibs. 
DEM emaMer ali toch vce aene hice tac tetas Meena re ee AT ae 
Pie cemmber WAC Y. eda Oe estas eve erk igen Ah ht 44 « 
LE EAST) IG Ul ect es ALD Fh En esc eR ae aR MDL Uh ANU 4316 “ 
LED D OD) TRU TSS isc nr ds rics ortbn Siete Al Re pir sung Autre al Ssh al: 43lg “ 
28. SOT UST NR Re ses iciaco cv COE On eC aREE aetna IP Ea Ras aie IRIS A AB a 

Total loss in eight months, six and a-half pounds, or thirteen per cent. 
Loss when ready for sale, four and a-half pounds, or nine and one-quarter per cent. 
A portion of this cheese was analyzed on the 18th of April, 1861, and 

found to consist in one hundred parts of— 
“NV EMOE SE. AoUSal 4 LO ase Ane OER TE DORON RRR LENE UENSCG ERO WMA EDS © hey 39.48 
JETUIDSIE co BEG RNG Gp RM SIRS ee ers ey ee OD ae ke a AL 27.08 

BG USUI euninta ostns ceaciet ete cite hal fonlay SAN ae crew Aare ahuae aco Se one 30.37 
Hxtractive mattersand lactic acid)... feet ILE Bl ae, ie 22 

PenlaeralwmatCers (ASH. ser. siete © ct ere clad sake eacs ca Sete youtube bee 2.90 

100.00 
PRCOMEAININE NORE 22s BAe Rew i one te eek sania ig 4.86 
FMC ONUAINING COMMONESALE cashes cc Hae eee vos ses eee 28 

EXPERIMENTAL CHEESE NO, 4 (EXTRA-RICH CHEESE). 
The cream from two hundred and sixty quarts of milk was added to two 

hundred and sixty quarts of new milk and made into cheese. A sample of 
the mixed cream and new milk from which No. 4 was made contained in one 
hundred parts : 

AN DUGEP & S60 '6 GAN Oa REPO Ate Be iam EC AA BARD Sal CRUEL Iota 85.75 
BILIIGIS 5 CRIES Va Re Ora nae TOLER REE Mu terg ea mere ech ee per Men EN Tm ain 6.11 

= CHDSISTING 5 SO RE ee CL APO te Me RMR UMD pea NDS 2.94 
Milkcsnear andlexttactive matlers: . Iss.) ss. ssscisee cel eee 4.47 
Mimrenalimearters (Ashi): ace war isciaauh Wiese es, ely smyth abet, Iwan hes 73 

100.00 
PRO OMIAININS MiItLOMEM|s 4. sploreysicisichacicvaiels ssa nical ein RGD Ace aoe aaa AT 

In this trial two hundred and forty-three quarts of whey were produced. 
The following is an analysis of the whey obtained in making Cheese No. 4: 

“ADIGE Selbe ois BP EPB ae ee aA i Ua RS pS CUT 92.95 
I S/CUUUIIETEY 2: be BSP Sth Pe i ERP ge A Ge YP TCR OP OU aR ON Pry 46/5 65 
EMIDIUMUMOUSIEOMPOUNS. 1:22 se choos ma Ce here ee ae heen 120 

ubilesumar and: [ACEC ACId.. 28 ok ook och. leaves k dol emote eedon LPT Gan 4.55 
Mineral atiters (as))):sec.veteiva whstadicn. acs) Pate. fda a ee ee .65 

100.00 
- Contaming lacticacid 222353532 00005) oh ee ee A8 

In comparison with the whey obtained in making the Cheeses No. 1, 2 
and 3, this whey is richer in butter and also in albuminous matter. It was 
rather milky, and owed its turbid condition to finely-suspended particles of 
curd and butter. 

The Cheese No. 4 was made on the 15th of May, 1860, and weighed : 
August 21st (when it left the press)..........c.ccccceccceeccces 7034 Ibs. 
Bemienmber 14 bby ey 5 che ae 2 ae eek Ae am COR teak 8 70 oe 
Wecember AAt ier scc s 2s ois ees ha as ok ee ae 67 o 
LEU ey 7) as eee ee ey ean CGE PES 
NEG)" 0 ea PE 03 2 A CGR ee 
Ze TEL USI vd UO Ps ORAL eR eb i Flh ial FR 64 re 
July S0tho os. Sue, apa aralint dere evecaistenciaaiershatne alate Sohal Me rtieial eroranerasttereits 62 fe 
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Total loss in eleven months, eight and three-fourths pounds, or twelve and a-half per 
cent. in round numbers. 

Loss when ready for sale, three and three-fourths pounds, or five per cent. 

Weather nai ecorecsoce terararecctelate re certs eens eee pneu an tna toh ie eed eee 30.53 
Butter oe cs cote de aren PRG aS Ot LR So Fd SONS SSE TA 41.58 

tat CHS IRE Re OSES Sn Decne SOOO SMO CCEA Ca. O.O0 C0 < 23.38 
ixtractive matters, dactiesaeicdl dciee eis ski)s cies) -ele aiealere ree ree ie teee te 2.45 

{Nimeralymatiens)(ash):¢ sacizh lata. a :efah mic abisinls, svoRls ole el~eetere cls eames 2.06 

100.00 

SAC OUAINING TLTO REM 5, 0)_.c.2\Sicrejcrertier oes) cea) saveval stata ere vik @ ate varel oe eee 3.74 
TACOUGANINS COMMON SALE. 6 seks ie iis we ix eve senenne Gace micinias giele ee eee 09 

It was considered desirable to repeat these trials, and to make four other 
cheese precisely in the same way in which the preceding four cheeses were 

made respectively. 
CHEESE No. 5 (WHOLE-MILK CHEESE). 

Made from two hundred and sixty quarts of new milk. 

COMPOSITION- OF THIS MILK (AUGUST 21sT, 1860). 

AWHTHEL pa Setolschbs te te 25 clei CIES. etre SURE SUES che ai eee te eee 87.00 
BES PRI He es, lee ei a sna vane sa aiea we wily evcin 81s) SUS Selous Beda Pe Ile Ahcaal wi rama eee arene 3.99 
ACHES LEI ana AE OR CAD ee ae Be Pea a a eS OR See 3.44 
Millesnear, extractive; matter, G5C.(5 (2% as chere's cheia ote she’s chefs esters rohan ieee 4.81 
Mirenall matters: (ASI); i.:5i'0iatasc.pc\ sialon die Kite oleae eaters 4 ine eee 76 

100.00 
PC OMMAIMINS NICO REM. snccrctc.cin oveheloe Ge oie w civil cislete te icie ce cicce oles epee 59 

This milk, it will be seen, differs but slightly in composition from that 

used on the 11th of August, for making whole-milk cheese. 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY FROM CHEESE No. 5. 
VBC. oe rere ese iaranenh eh dats dae aie crandie-a sai de Riatielbetst eacbtetou peste he ee 92.80 
MSGMMOR eres lee cie eet. ecle Luviela, aie asnhae wavelet oe cele a eye alee oe eee 59 
ADU NOUS, COMIPOUDAS.). jaterirdie ash nileraromveres & ate Sweeen = ai MRIa eR ake ae ok 
Miulesicar lactic Cid, RQCsis< saieeol aete teas halen = batt sl oe eee 5.04 
Mimeralimatters (ash). oc 2.2 ses. ae esac ate « age a ciceleciaidie eee -66 

100.00 

This whey, like that made from Cheese No. 4, was not sufficiently clear, 

and contained too much fatty matter in a state of mechanical suspension. 
The Cheese No. 5 was made on 21st of August, and weighed: 

August 27th (fresh from theipress) sce see sees sle teenie eee ete 6114 lbs. 
eptember wath. ../ccu uk Wee daracringls anes ee ene eee 60% “ 
December I4 this. 4 sey see hore nh idaaees ones Mala c see eee eee 5844 “ 
March, JaAth! >. 2.027 ..229luhivers’« oh. Pemciigacdes Aen elt deer ae bys is 

Total loss in six and a-half months, four and a-half pounds, or seven and one-fourth 
per cent. Loss when ready for sale, three and one-fourth pounds, or five and one-fourth 
per cent. 

COMPOSITION OF CHEESE NO, 5 ON THE 11TH JULY, 1861. 

WEIS ee ee en anne aeeeM eer Ne ee oe eRe Sg gid 31.70 
JBI DAA eh eR Lt Rie Hie he ie baie So, sora 36.18 

PACTSEMNE eo cade deste su es sans enes one CoE REE ee era 27.19 
Hxtrachive matters, lactic.acid, @c...+2. ..csse+s ees aae ooteees oe 1.95 

jalineralematters’(ash)... 3sc\ss.0'0 6d ead tele ee ae eee 2.98 

100.00 
* Containing nitrogen. : > dases2 oe NASER ae ee mee < cee 4.35 
{ Containing: common Salt: 5:5 50h: Seer et sees heen tec eae 04 
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CHEESE NO. 6 (PARTIALLY-SKIMMED-MILK CHEESE). 

Made from one hundred and thirty quarts of new milk and one hundred 
and thirty quarts of skimmed milk. 

COMPOSITION OF MILK FROM WHICH CHEESE No. 6 WAS MADE. 
VENTER RIGO Ae eye Deed SENNA MRA Oe aT ORR SN 88.50 
TEU REE AG ec AA a As i A a Maa rae Cee TL IS ARN 2.43 
BEIM Om rere snisishucPeeoeeceiae er eetete canal e Sa sclcle esis Sh cisitrelaby ee gee ee 3.25 
MONS oar rex MhACEIVe MMALLCESV OC, siiayusoss sce e cee tecaio ose ecein es 5.03 
WETET AIM ELLET S| (ASM) Faces casey siete one o's .ace Slensete) aye aby sictitn seteekarbys agstebats wokele 9 

100.00 
BAWOntaiMine MUEOMeMs «fc cates os Liesl he aoe SOR aa fe Cocaceee 02 

Ten pints of cream were taken from one hundred and thirty quarts of 
milk, and produced nine and one-fourth pounds of butter. 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY FROM CHEESE NO 6. 

VV ITS Gio RA EI ans tg ties GER Te aia ih cor he GM BS RE 93.05 
MEM MMT sere 50) cai cry cen oh chy HR NL Han eee ela eh te hoa eh cx ear mea Ny poke AP Nhe 40 
MMMM TOMS COMPO UN Sic easy toners eictevounsaayetet hors cnsnstore fous texspen re teers acorn: 95 
PUB ceS UTS ATRL AC HLCP AC lca Ce hoy ars eee yoraterch sv avevcaakeveh aaisuer craton cvecaneeenaee Renae 496 
UVM RERE Leh IT eA EENS/ (ASI): — osceia ve denahesialdcas eyere ove sends aera Naseer en dere AIAG 64 

100.00 
This cheese was made on the 18th of August and weighed : 

= 2. ESTOS S00 eiciots vie Mes sal rela Ra ea re en olen A aA d8 ibs, 
PS TET ASIEN DENS: UC UHV At AI EI COD a cot EN 5244 “ 
LG SEMDG Mats Sac brdeseide be eats AeA Ay Aer RNa Darin eairieel nea) ea 49% “ af 
BIGOT p MUN Seis. wie gchar ev ctte a Nay Ae wins aimena le heals Geko okt Sale Ma. 49 i 

Total loss in six months, four pounds, or seven and a-half per cent. 
Loss when ready for sale, three and one-fourth pounds, or six per cent. 

COMPOSITION OF CHEESE NO. 6, ANALYZED APRIL 22D, 1862. 

“AY QUID g Gt SER ie Aen PG) Santen ee Pec 38.43 
PERU GUC Toa seak hh i byrne Ayes rte eR waco ede Sie ME Parte se eS ea 23.28 
BUASUCr wh ing an esses HHsssed et hs S84 NUL hs MAES SS AEE L EU ELS ee toe 82.37 
Ereiractivie: matters, lactie:acid,iGe:s}evssshieahtaiecnccsesseces tees 2.10 

{iminteral smatters (ash): sossos25 oi stesd cuss secs s Poeae oa S Oak Seen 3.82 

100.00 
<? CODE MTT OO ae ere Ae AO e. SH mese oars Mo TOO ror 5.18 
APC ODERINING, Salts ossesssessceherdslas sc occ ke hete oe ete Ooo ces 65 

CHEESE NO. 7 (SKIMMED-MILK CHEESE). 

Made from two hundred and sixty quarts of milk, from which the cream 
(twenty and one-fourth pints) was taken off. 

COMPOSITION OF SKIM-MILK USED IN MAKING THE CHEESE No. 7. 
UTEP OU OC ae eee ne Sennen man ro. dk se ae Ld 89.10 
MSNA T By ye SOA once ek sua gokst tek ops iivoics oso ai on Ne Sn vakeyskbonekete Ae RE Ree 2.31 

See ASE INC ree ea a aia tikaaic coe: Sine soays SP Sekiya SEU RAE EE oe ee 3.50 
Millsieartand extractive matters: (69240625. 005 eee OE 28 4.32 
Miiteralimmacbers) (ASH). 2.5 45..5 5 «sis, siete so meeraieieeiae lyse eepitieieee oer ibid 

100.00 
Fe COME AN MO MILT O SCM 5 nniosa,0 a a's aiclepanie Ed peicweipisinebt tink deteretioe .56 

The whey from this cheese was perfectly clear, and contained hardly any 

butter, as will be seen by the subjoined analysis: 
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COMPOSITION OF WHEY FROM CHEESE NO. 7. 

WWiater ooo ohio a Xioccpaiclec ae eee uid widloge oe emientatee ee ay edelal tee ere Renee eee 93.10 
MU GGER ow ais. wlecore scevese whew lee bi wid feral withaie AWE SG S te nie al etcetera 14 
Albuminous CompoundSe ...60)-). 6 < oie wire rote cle nie oie state tener ee ae -76 

*Mulk-sa@ar and: WACEC ACG ii-/. <lorateiseiel=nt=ole ei eratole state ache erate nee 5.31 
Mineralimattersi(ash)ii. sect > cieieiea s slopes ie «ole cielo clei ere .69 

100.00 
+) Combaininglactic Aldi): «2)-)2c.clemiecieeie asersvela toleicle’ = <etee 46 

This cheese was made on the 20th of August, 1860, and weighed : 

JXGUSI) MON Oe We AA n aS abate Ganon Ora aU omorma robbie iciacr rec > 2 4934 lbs. 
Septenmmbena Abheeyen rye cre wreeisre cetctateleloysteletelslarst yeaa atareneee tea tote 49 
MEG EMIT MAY crete le caye alts a4 0. = sae louse o%e slodoce Ry ee 'otayerakelohe ay erayararane oneal 47lg 
UVESU CMG LAS, Behe celal cats evaycnle ts Aayaloehe.oteieligiaie /aya'e. a latatestotateyaietens 461g “ 

Total loss in six months, three and one-fourth pounds, or six and one-half per cent. 
Loss when ready for sale, two and one-half pounds, or five per cent. 

COMPOSITION OF CHEESE NO. 7 (SKIM-MILK CHEESE). 

\valligie Sates eau oecae fae seme oneteMene anna scoguobdododocon- 38.39 
HSU GUCTS eet census ces ee imate cae use iaieie «ice [oleteis axe tajole chelsea th fee ten steneRsroie eta 23.21 
BUCO AIG ERTL CYSaye ste are Sioue eusiestuceoss cee eleUssolaveleus lole tatere le tefabetonelStePe I TONGS Tar ROne Tea aEaen 28.37 
[DEEN TUNIS IEIGNO BROKE (WOR 45 pada a5o4sodo do addaso5bondoK0- 6.80 
Mite LUE HAR GLELS (ASH) S <<< cjeleiwe nie = ote arefnlaiaiein)6/elclsl© ele) ole sioaleta else hare teeaene 3.29 

100.00 

TC OWING 25) 6c, 2 0 10,0 zee wi eseyoneseusversvs tess rouaravateneus Veystere: sveretedatesale tater eeaetene 4.54 

CHEESE NO. 8 (EXTRA RICH CHEESE). 

Made from two hundred and sixty quarts of new milk, to which was 
added the cream (twenty pints) from two hundred and sixty quarts of milk. 

COMPOSITION OF THE MILK FROM WHICH THE CHEESE NO. 8 WAS MADE. 

DUEUU ET cart teas heysnafeserievat etal wth aVula? ahta'ch ofaiel ofa oh stefan ctnols‘a/aletatateteles | atawh staf ene 86.73 
NISTUGUE LU ercyayers sake lesatesar= a (atefotarels ie aisiere 4 cteelet sfaimisteiels sje eekehaaercsner ee eens 4.81 
ORRENG Ss 5 Sas ooo adoenouoscddancaouco sdeducOS sb doonGsoosas 4000S 2< 2.69 
Milk-sugar and extractive matters. ..............0.eeeececsecaecees 5.01 
I bineeMl TES (GEN so ododé sbless ads osoabogudaosobOnoadodsboooDE ess 16 

100.00 

* Containing nitroren. 1242.12 4s vaccinate «ne wee cleien ser eee 43 

COMPOSITION OF THE WHEY FROM CHEESE NO. 8. 

NAVEL Bett ete PRC Ne a MNOS e SRG Me brtas cranes Unb eo + 92.95 
RESUICCER lain eieetnis ss a/ctncd seteoiels cretaeicicte re etele iene edaratene te etate eta ee eee AZ 
Al buminousicompounds,.\-- 4-2 teeciiveae eh eel ete tee ice eee 1.01 
Milk-sugar, lactic acid; &¢). 1.12. ine dein s decimal ee 4.95 
Miimerakomatters (Gslt) 22. vee semis eats eters estate ete eee ere eee 67 

100.00 

This cheese was made on the 20th of August, 1860, and weighed : 

August 26th (fresh from the press)..........0cceeeee sere reece 7434 Ibs. 
EIA P IANS sueadede do gdnd oe oosoaddodsuscdcuadooccdKeoS 731g “ 
SEH MET NACI. ia) Sind cte os. 0'0:w alecsis losers wine oleveperammte eieheteltatoseleleis eaeiets 71 ee 

Loss from the time it left the press until ready for sale, three and three-fourths pounds, 
or five per cent. 

No analysis was made of this cheese. . 
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These experiments then led to the following results : 
Marketable 

Cheese. Butter. 
Quarts. lbs. Ibs. 

MOON GL TINK) PLOCUCE Cs irae sie cieiare: wie elle!) ol ol elaverels (whole-milk) ae ae 
2. ‘ (one-half skimmed) peniuced shad hearts rccace Maielehore 9634 18 
3. ‘s (allésiaimmed) pproduGed) str « «-)fe)<'-1-J-1-12)-1-1h-hal 9014 36 

the cream from one- skim cheese 9014 
v3 3 

1010 «isi teh al of proaucea fT Suse 3S 
The cheeses were sent to Messrs. Bripacrs & Co., extensive cheese fac- 

tors at Bristol, who considered No. 1 to be worth seventy shillings per hun- 

dredweight ; No. 2, sixty shillings per hundredweight ; No. 3, fifty shillings 

per hundredweight. 

With respect to the extra-rich Cheese No. 4, Messrs. BripeEs say: “ We 

have examined the cheese marked No. 4; we think it cuts rather richer than 

that marked No. 1, but it bears no higher value in the market.” In my 

paper on the Composition of Cheese, I pointed out the fact that the market 
value of cheese does not entirely depend upon the amount of butter which it 

contains, I am glad to find this opinion confirmed by the testimony of a 
cheese factor whose practical knowledge is extensive. 

Mr. TANNER informs me that he has had a long conversation with Mr. 

Bringes on the subject of cheese-making, and in his letter to me quotes 

several observations made by him on this occasion, which perfectly accord 

with remarks made by me in the paper referred to. 

Thus Mr. Bripexs, speaking within certain limits, considers the richness 
of cheese to depend as much upon the mode of making as upon the quantity 
of cream in the milk. Too much heat, he says, destroys the cream; meaning, 
no doubt, that too much heat melts some of the butter, which then passes 
into the whey. By carelessly manipulating the tender curd, he justly 

observes, some of the cream may be washed out and passed into the whey. 
This gentleman is also of opinion that the best Cheddar cheese can be made 
from good new milk, and therefore considers the addition of cream to milk 

of questionable service, and certainly an extravagant practice. 

The addition of cream to new milk, no doubt, if not absolutely necessary, 

certainly improves the quality of Stilton cheese, but the market value of 

Cheddar is not raised materially by such an addition. First-rate cheese- 

makers, Mr. Bripexs observes, often take some cream from the milk, and 

still make a superior quality of cheese (worth more in the market) than less 
experienced and careless makers produce from unskimmed milk. He looks 
upon the temperature and careful breaking of the curd as the points upon 
which the quality of the cheese (Cheddar) mainly depends—apart, of course, 
from the influence of the natural richness or poverty of the milk. 

Having treated of all these points in detail in my paper on the ‘‘ Compo- 
sition of Cheese,” I need not refer to them in particular. These observations 
made by Mr. Bripcxs must be satisfactory to dairymen, as affording a prac- 
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tical confirmation of the correctness of opinions which I have already pub- 
lished, as resulting from my own observations and scientific experiments. 

The cheeses produced in these trials were not so good as they might have 
been, nor like those of experienced makers, such as Mr. Harprne of Marks- 
bury, Mr. McApam of Gorsly Hill, or Mr. Cuanpos Porz of Derby. 
Anxious not in any way to thwart or disconcert the dairymaid, I thought it 
wise to let her have entirely her own way. She certainly made two great 
mistakes. 'To one I have already alluded; six ounces of salt is not enough 
for from fifty to sixty pounds of cheese; three-quarters to one pound would 
have been a better proportion. The second mistake which she made was to 
raise the temperature to 108° F. On no account should the heat of the 
cheese-tub be allowed to rise above 100° F. The higher the temperature is 
raised the more readily the whey passes from the curd, and the less mechan- 
ical work is required. The dairywoman may, therefore, be naturally tempted 
to save herself trouble to the injury of the cheese. 

Although I am a great advocate for the Cheddar system of cheese-making, 
I am bound to say that the comparatively lower temperature which the best 
Cheshire makers adopt is the main reason of the exceedingly fine aroma 
which so favorably characterises their produce. 

The finest-flavored cheese which I have ever tasted was made at Ridley 
Hall, near Crewe, Cheshire. I have no hesitation in saying that milk of the 
same quality as that which there came under the careful management of Mrs. 
Witris, in the hands of the most expert Cheddar maker would not produce 
a cheese of an equally delicious flavor. 

The care, skill, and enormous amount of work and time which the making 
of the best Cheshire entails, especially when contrasted with the Cheddar 
system, no doubt are the main causes why so little really first-rate Cheddar 
cheese is now manufactured. I would strongly recommend those who prefer 
in the main to follow the Cheshire plan, but find that their cheese is apt to 
heave and be inferior in quality, to set the milk at a somewhat higher tem- 
perature than is their custom; 80° is a very good temperature at the time 
of applying the rennet. When the curd has been carefully broken up and 
allowed to settle for about half an hour, the temperature of the cheese-tub 
may then be raised with advantage to 90° F. 

Returning to the Wall’s Court cheese trials, it appears, according to pre- 
ceding data, that one thousand gallons of milk, used according to the four 
different modes adopted, gave market produce as follows: 

No. 1. 1,000 gallons of new milk gave 8 ewt. of whole-milk cheese. 
No. 2. 1,000 galions of milk, partially skimmed, produced 614 cwts. 16 lbs. of cheese, 

and 1) ewt. of butter. 
No. 8. 1,000 gallons of milk, skimmed, produced 6 cwts. 24 Ibs. of skim-milk cheese, 

and 214 ewts. of butter. 
No. 4. 1,000 gallons of milk produced 3 cwts. 12 lbs. of skim-milk cheese, and 434 

ewts. of extra rich cheese. 

Let us now compare the economic results obtained, taking as the basis of 
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our calculation the price actually obtained by the sale of these eight large 

Cheddar cheeses, and assuming that butter is sold at 1s. per pound. 
ese ds: £ i) syed. 

No. 1. Produced 8 ewts. of whole milk cheese, worth 70s, percwt... ......-- 28 0 0 

No. 2. Cheese, 6 cwts. 2 qrs. 16 lbs, at 60s. per cwt............-- 19 18 4 

Butter, 114 cwt., at 1s. per lb... 2... eee ee eee eee eee 7 0 0 
——— 218 4 

No. 3. Cheese, 6 ewts. 24 lbs., at 50s. per cwt..........-.-.-2-005- 1510 8 

Butter, 214 Cwts.. 1... cece eee ee eee cece ee eee e ee eeee 14 0 0 
——— 2910 8 

No, 4. Made into skim-milk cheese and extra rich cheese, 1,000 gal- 
lons of milk produced: 

Skim-milk cheese, 3 cwts, 12 Ibs., at 50s............----2 20s 715 4 

Rich cheese, 4 cwts. 3 qrs., at 708. ..... 2... cece ree eee eee 16 12 6 
24 7 10 

Thus in these experiments it will appear that No. 2 gave the best, and 

No. 4 decidedly the least profitable result. Where a ready sale for butter 

can be found, I am inclined to think it is more profitable to make skim-milk 

cheese and butter than to look only to the production of a cheese of a better 

quality. The Cheddar plan, however, is not so well adapted for the making 

of skim-milk cheese as the Gloucester system, neither is it desirable to make 

thick skim-cheeses. A thick skim-milk cheese, when made at the elevated 

temperature at which Cheddar is usually produced, never ripens properly, and 

like all skim-milk cheese deteriorates when kept more than two months; 

whereas a rich Cheddar is gradually improved by keeping for many months. 

CHEESE EXPERIMENTS MADE AT MR. HARRISON’S DAIRY, FROCESTER COURT, 
STONEHOUSE. 

Mr. J. F. Harrison makes excellent uncolored single Gloucester, and 

follows the ordinary practice in his neighborhood of making cheese twice a day. 

The pasture in this district is good, but full of buttercups (Ranunculus). 

The cows kept on this pasture yield milk rich in butter. In making single 

Gloucester, a portion of the milk from each milking is generally set aside, 

partially skimmed, and then added to new milk. The rennet is applied at a 

temperature varying, according to the time of the year, from 75° to 80°. 

After an hour the curd is carefully cut across with a large-bladed knife, then 

‘removed by a skimming dish from the sides and bottom of the tub. The 

curd is allowed to subside for about a quarter of an hour, after which the 

clear whey is dipped out with a wooden bowl, care being taken not to press 

or injure the tender curd. When most of the whey has been removed, the 

curd is again carefully stirred with a wooden skimming dish, and afterwards 

with a wire breaker, at first very cautiously and gradually more briskly. 

After the curd has been thoroughly broken, the whole is left to settle for 

twenty or twenty-five minutes; the clear whey is next drawn off, and the curd 

collected into one mass. This is cut into thin slices, which are heaped up and 

again collected into one mass, and this process of slicing and heaping is 

repeated several times, as it materially facilitates the separation of the whey 

and is much preferable to the use of pressure. Many dairymaids, anxious to 

be rid of this work, put the curd far too soon into the presses ; in consequence 
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of which the pores of the outside layers of the cheese are completely closed 
up, and the whey prevented from escaping. No amount of ordinary pressure 
removes the whey so perfectly as repeated slicing and careful breaking up. 

When sufficiently firm and dry, the curd is placed upon cloth in the vat, 
and gently pressed under an ordinary cheese-press. When no more whey 
flows out, it is removed from the press, crumbled coarsely by hand, and then 
more minutely by the curd-mill. Finally the curd is vatted, and placed at 
first under a slight pressure, which is gradually increased. The last thing 
done on the day on which the cheeses are made, is often to rub in some salt. 
Subseqnently the cheeses are salted in the same way three times, and each 
time the salt is rubbed in, a clean and dry cloth is placed around the cheeses. 
In about a week’s time the cheeses are ready to be removed to the cheese-room. 

The preceding is a short description of the usual plan of making thin 
Gloucester cheese. 

Mr. Harrison does not color his cheese, and keeps it for about a fortnight 
in a warm room, and then removes it to a cool, airy shed for three weeks 
longer before he sends it to market. In both rooms the cheeses are kept on 
wooden shelves and frequently turned. In winter the first room is heated 
by a stove. 

Mr. Harrtson, who takes great interest in cheese-making, some years 
ago applied the ordinary centrifugal drying-machine to the purpose of 
separating whey. A small turbine or water-wheel drives the revolving 
vessel in which the curd is placed in a cloth. As the vessel attains its 
velocity, the whey is driven outwards through the perforated surface which 
encloses it, and escapes. The curd in this case is either not broken at all, 
unless by accident, or but imperfectly. 

Having operated with the drying machine, I am of opinion that instead 
of beating curd and whey together into the revolving vessel, it would be 
better and more expeditious to break the curd coarsely, to let it subside for 
twenty minutes, to dip out as much of the clear whey as possible without dis- 
turbing the curd, and then to place it, tied in a cloth, in the revolving vessel. 

Mr. Harrison obligingly placed his dairy at my disposal to try certain 
experiments, and for his kindness and personal assistance my sincere thanks 
are due to this gentleman. 

It has been stated by many, that in cheesemaking a considerable loss, 
both in curd and butter, is often incurred by adopting a faulty method, or 
by careless manipulation. With a view of preventing these alleged losses, 
Mr. Harrison was the first to adapt the centrifugal drying-machine to dairy 
operations. But as his excellent dairymaid prefers to make cheese by hand, 
the centrifugal machine is not often set in motion at Frocester Court. 

I was anxious to ascertain by comparative trials whether the alleged loss 
in cheesemaking was unavoidable, or whether it could be avoided or dimin- 
ished by the employment of this centrifugal whey-separating machine. The 
trials were made at Frocester Court on the 7th of August, 1860. 
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No. 1.—In the first experiments, eighty gallons of milk were made 
according to the usual plan into four cheeses, which may be called hand- 

made cheeses. 
No. 2.—In the second trial, eighty gallons of milk were made into four 

cheeses as before, with this exception—that the whey was separated by the 

centrifugal machine. 
The milk used in both trials had the following composition : 

NIE es GSE A GG bic Og CHEE ICO Me COREA Rants et OIA Inn RE RS RASA AOE: 87.40 
TSU As Sakis Waals BASHA GSC ORR OR CUAPS en I A ae EE SONATE scorch 3.43 

Es CASE TING Warner tes retetey ronstoral clita eseie wvetlast picker chic sietave ayinve ish apevevelGisyansverereienouerteie 3.12 
Milk sugar, extractive matters, &e., AIRE aA ry eee ae ad eee AR Cay Reyna 5.12 
Mineral matters (GSI) Weert ree hovers ayelrteiceiotetere Maret seeiciet syola sienesnohevera oye .93 

100.00 

* Containing nitrogen 

The whey obtained in each experiment was nearly clear; that produced 

by the machine being the clearer of the two. On analysis the following 

results were obtained : 

COMPOSITION OF TWO SAMPLES OF WHEY MADE AT FROCESTER COURT, AUG. 7TH, 1860. 

MACHINE-MADE, HAND-MADE. 

VIVELIGTE, eH Uen GIGS Ric EO AEIS SERRE ROG een enerin Gere ener 92.75 92 60 
PESUME Ue Peer eyes eae ate (eleiesle chau’ she wicialcd cs (ote: Syikchasazatstaf lays 39 55 

PAipmminous Compounds.) 4.5.2 lo. see. cects ler we 3 87 96 
SI 6 bic gil Sais Re ticles PS Be ae Ne Rr Peete .86 81 

Susarand extractive Matters,.. ...<scle+-e-e cme es 5.13 5.08 

100.00 100.00 

COM GAITIM A PMNILLOM EM. ole erie iss «<< cleyetalosnieynicle wie 14 15 
INAS IWEO AGG Hak addoobocuaducsosabocsGuddddT Al .06 

We see then that both in respect of the butter and the albuminous com- 
pounds left in the whey, the machine has an advantage, though but a slight 

one; but there is no essential difference between ordinary whey and that pro- 
duced by the centrifugal machine. Other samples of whey from cheese made 
by hand have given me quite as little butter as that found in the whey pro- 
duced by the machine; and every sample of whey which I have yet examined 

contained from 8-10ths to 1 per cent. of a curd-like alouminous matter which 
is not coagulated by rennet, and that can only be separated by boiling. 

The four cheeses of each trial were carefully marked and weighed at inter- 
vals. They were made, it will be remembered, on the 7th of August. 

No. I.—The cheeses made by hand weighed : 

PANGS tral S CLM Eteratai cre srareie solictcr slavecetetoeie Baral eral otvero tals ctarataldere stetatenete 8114 lbs. 
IOUT KOR SCE As Bena o oe ees Games cobad Ubu DucHnoacooCs Bo 786 “ 
Ephemera ee Cee cece: is ac, 5 she love clovollal ciotel skevoraichalclclomapehclonetecortsreeietchel.s/ 75 ef 

Loss in four weeks, 614 lbs., or 8 per cent. 

II.—The four cheeses made by the machine weighed : 

POS ras Pag rai eee Seeder eve.ch< ofa Wel'elae! «| oftloy otdiate es aenciet leteleltter alte chafaliayele: + 7414 lbs. 
OPED SO ola eee e.c aici e ite!s) «vis e'«/acaun's a! cotojar Meee eat cmenetal a het Aer clat at fe 7016 “ 
SEMUMIDEI Saas tris eae cc os ies sult We cigelels metenansieerare leet aiale’sle's 6 Git 

Loss in four weeks, 714 lbs., or 10 per cent. 
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The cheese was sold at 7d. a pound when only five weeks old, and no per- 
ceptible difference in the quality of the cheese made by hand and that made 
by the machine could be noticed. All were equally good and fine-flavored 
cheeses. 

Eighty gallons of milk when made by hand into cheese thus produced 
seventy-five pounds, and when made by the machlne only sixty-seven pounds 
of salable cheese. Since the whey from the machine-made cheese was 
rather the poorer, fully as great a weight of cheese might have been expected 
when the machine was used as when the ordinary plan of manipulation was 
adopted. To account for this difference of eight pounds, it may be supposed 
that the machine-made cheese was drier than the other; but the preced- 
ing weighings show that whereas the No. I cheeses lost in four weeks only 
eight per cent. in weight, the No. II cheeses made by machine lost ten per 
cent., indicating thereby that the latter were more moist than the former. 
Direct determinations, indeed, showed that the machine-made cheese contained 
more water than that made in the ordinary way. In the formerI found 37.20 
per cent. and in the latter 36.77 per cent. of water; but this difference is not 
sufficient to account for the results. 

The case was puzzling ; equal quantities of milk had in each case been 
carefully measured out; rather less matter had been left in the whey which 
came from the machine ; the cheese differed but little in respect of moisture : 
but for an accidental observation I should have been completely at a loss to 
explain the anomaly. I found out by chance that the dairymaid was deter- 
mined not to be beaten by the machine, and to prove her skill by making a 
larger quantity by hand than by the machine. The two trials were made in 
two adjoining rooms, and watching the making of the two sets of cheese from 
beginning to end, I found the dairymaid in the act of incorporating some 
cheese-parings from the preceding day’s make with the hand-made cheese. 
Whether these parings were specially reserved for the coming trial or not I 
cannot say; but I certainly saw her take them from a tolerably large supply 
which she kept under the cheese-tub. 

The examination of the two samples of whey had, however, in my opinion, 
afforded sufficient evidence of the fact that no matter how cheese is made, a 
considerable proportion of the nitrogenized compounds of the milk is left in the 
whey ; and that this loss is unavoidable, and not necessarily greater in the 
ordinary plans of operation than by the use of a machine. 

All the experimental cheeses were received by me on the 28th of Sep- . 
tember, 1860. 

One of them which was made by the machine got injured in the trans- 

mission from the dairy to Cirencester. It weighed sixteen and a-half pounds. 
A portion of the cheese was analyzed on the 28th of September, and yielded 
the following results: 
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Ree Nhe Pera) il oatic ea te uh le ES INEM sa celsbaimar Nay yieod oe) 

HERA Type ayeyetis= vcrasctaiatcisrerecsiete) taucts) svetorabolouctetavelle!-hes*Lopshel ol lakers aloueele in, leusialleie 27.30 

UG EISC UVC res coir cs wlers Si staisl ove sleteleteles eee ao) aly we\sssieveieqsuevele 8 a ssnle aiveiale < selelniinis 24.50 

Extractive matters, lactic acid, &c., ...........6. ee eee ees Shavenetendiore 7.44 

+Mineral matters (ash),.... ...esseeee ee eeee | spidebstenayovsia a heel tote foretell 3.56 

100.00 

PContainine MitTOMEN). «c/s sails yee2 amie «ele aisle cts nicle oelae ters 3.92 

+ Containing common Sall wana ietuclersciesoraisteladsielel sleteretarerekerectetet= 85 

The cheeses were kept for a considerable length of time, principally for 

the purpose of ascertaining the loss in weight which they sustained in keeping. 

On the 28th of September the eightscheeses weighed: 
MACHINE-MADE. r HAND-MADE. 

No. lbs No. lbs. 

Perch iatstacheravasecite saints 1616 DLR SADR gaa Are CHR nei ut 1834 

Be he 1714 | yaa A eC PRT OMRON 17 
Se Tae ciccic 6) aieclena elias We BPs 164 Bei ee ons ti eaten Mee ot ae Ar ann 1834 

AMP RCT YS ais citavs siscealorste atsiatys 1616 | A Ra hs Cor NES Went tea Sc apaaer 0 

MROtale sistent ree 6614 Motil eete arsine 7ALg 

On the 9th of November they weighed: 
LOSS SINCE LOSS SINCE 

MACHINE-MADE, 28th sEPT. HAND-MADE. 28th SEPT. 

No. Ibs. Ibs. No. Ibs. Ibs. 

TL A APN ie ae ee 1538 | a Step ae ang ley ers 1814 1g 

OD NCW G55) 2 5. 5s 1634 ON oR ra Bearer las 16144 A 

iron escicisitie oe 1534 A Bee aie bebe ipnies Be 184 74 

4 Consumed. AWRY oleiake peceuntos 1934 A 

Weights on the 19th of January, 1861: 
LOSS SINCE LOSS SINCE 

MACHINE-MADE. 28th SEPT. HAND-MADE. 28th SEPT. 

No. Ibs. Ibs. No. Ibs. Ibs. 

Ti austo Coenen 14 216 | ALR RE le rece Se ae 1634 2 

Desi eesels( cid csi +s 15 24 2 Consumed on the 9th Nov. 
Ee ae EE 1444 2 Bind dle ae Ses abf eee atk Oot 244 

4 Consumed. din Hig G0.b 06.5 Oy0-00 184 2 

Weights on the 12th of February, 1861: 
LOSS SINCE LOSS SINCE 

MACHINE-MADE. 28th SEPT. HAND-MADE. 28th SEPT. 

No. Ibs. Ibs. No. lbs. lbs. 

132 SA cee eee 1334 234 1 Consumed. 

Poe G Nod 60 BOO ener 1434 216 2 Consumed. 
SRE MHI Coley Sie See-'s's 4 216 BRR ea ae eR en 16 234 

4 Consumed, Uemddue cate yodd 1734 216 

Accordingly forty-two and a-half pounds of machine-made cheese lost from 

the time they were ready for sale until the 12th of February—that is, a period 

of not quite five months—seven and three-quarters pounds, or eighteen per 

cent.; while thirty-three and three-quarter pounds of the hand-made cheese 

lost in the same period five and a-quarter pounds, or fifteen and a-half per 

cent.; thus showing plainly that the hand-made cheeses were rather drier than 

those made by the machine. These weighings likewise show the economy of 

selling cheese as soon as possible after it is ready for the market. 

One of the cheeses made by hand was analyzed on the 21st of January, 

1861, and found to contain in one hundred parts: 
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IVR CES oa ven ladele, Fae MOE SIS ee one oy a ae 31.96 BBUMGbeY, <1.» 2 -4)s'  otala a's enniele fate rteloge aie Pip ies ona oe a ee ee 01.37 PUASCIME, «le. ss oN cle er eicctelelere nea eicele\e Sela Hae ens 29.37 Extractive matters, lactic acid, &.,.............0.c00-ceccecls ll, 2.85 7Mineral matters (ash);.c;. 06 <.is. sb ister eeeeen tn iee see nee an” 4.45 

100.00 
Containing, Mitropenyens einen arcsec a oo 4.70 f Containing, common salt, <2. /e: 62 025 6.0. oe nee 1.35 

During the time of keeping it became, of course, drier and correspondingly 
richer in butter. : 

Two skim-cheeses made on the 8th of August, 1860, weighed on the 18th 
of August, thirty-one and a-half pounds; on the 3d September, thirty pounds ; 
and on the 22d of September, twenty-eight pounds, and were then considered 
ready forsale. Kept still longer they lost considerably in weight, as will be 
seen by the following weighings: 

WEIGHT OF TWO SKIM CHEESES. 

SEPTEMBER 28th. NOVEMBER 9th. JANUARY 19th, 1861. FEBRUARY 12th, 1861. 

No. Ibs. lbs. Ibs. Ibs. 
1 18 1214 111 11 2 15 1414 1314 123% 

Total 28 27 2434 2394 
Total loss in weight in not quite five months, 414 lbs., or 15 per cent. 

A portion of one of the skim-cheeses was analyzed on the 19th of Feb- 
ruary, 1861, with the following results: 

TY CMG Res SGC De OA Ot DEER Da eOME AIC Lr ct 27.68 
EIU RE a A ENE Oe es 7 eg NMI 30.80 “AORSENIE, art ay Pa a A cs Oe ORME TCS 35.12 dixiractivesmatters pactiomciditce).) leo. lis ee 1.46 qVuineralatters (AS) ect een tee ioe ea. Sale «ee i 4.94 

100.00 
pIContainine nitromen yo. ckiyo cence ee soc! s sk sda). Lele 6.62 ieContaining commenisalia ven meee ee ee ios eee 1.27 

This cheese was hardly inferior to a good whole-milk cheese, and might 
readily have been sold as such. 

It is a well-ascertained fact that towards the fall of the year cows produce 
much less but richer milk than in spring and summer. This is strikingly 
illustrated by the various quantities of cheese which are obtained at different 
times of the year, from a given quantity of milk, as will be seen by the follow- 
ing results with which Mr. Harrison kindly supplied me: 

In the beginning of August, 160 gallons of milk produced 8 cheeses, weighing on the 
22d of September 142 Ibs. 

On the 19th of October, 110 gallons of milk produced 7 cheeses, weighing on the 81st 
of December, 10814 Ihs. 

On the 29th of November, 60 gallons of milk produced 5 cheeses, weighing 70 lbs. on 
the 13th of February. 

On the 29th of November the cows were still out to grass, and had no extra 
food but hay. 
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In conclusion I may mention an experiment which Mr. Harprne of Marks- 
bury made at my request, with a view of converting into cheese, if possible, 
the curd-like substance which is not coagulated by rennet, together with any 
suspended particles of butter usually occurring in whey. 

To this end seventy gallons of whey were heated to the boiling point, and 

kept for some time at that temperature. The curd-like substance which sepa- 
rated was collected on a cloth, and after the addition of a little salt, placed in 
the cheese-press. After remaining in it for three days eighteen ounces of 
whey-cheese were obtained. This cheese had a peculiar granular texture, and 
even after long keeping did not ripen properly like other cheese. The high 
temperature at which it was produced evidently prevents the necessary fer- 
mentation which curd must undergo before it becomes mellow, and salable 

as human food. 
The small quantity of eighteen ounces from seventy gallons, moreover, 

appears hardly sufficient to repay for the trouble. On the whole it would 
appear to be quite as profitable to set the whey for butter, and to give the 

skimmed whey to the pigs. 
As a matter of curiosity I append an analysis of the whey-cheese, which 

although very rich in fatty matters, had a bad texture and quite an inferior 
flavor. 

COMPOSITION OF WHEY-CHEESE. 
RIG STAI OPAN ctereystsr sche eats cau lerchcoslal acc ata 'e c eyetreee atte ete ea taetattne oo eee 80.23 
LTE? 9 5.5 Go. CUS SMA CAPO TPIT Et un) i Voreseneeor frat esi yen dink 44.27 

 CHISEITNGS 5 95 CS Ra ee tales earn Tse Share ie eas Ge yt LA a 21.50 
Prarmnce tivienmatterss lactic acids G@C:..'..c. ns anetonce teenie vente eee 1.52 

tieemmenalema tiers) (Asli)s:././6:; 4. setan eis ode skie aro acre seattle meme .. 2.48 

100.00 
AO OMMGAITINT CHM LNOMET re cesieera ah hos ee eiale wi orcrone te eretonetoua ches tctorsielarelilele rene 3.44 
PCONtAIMINENCOMMONISAlE. sss icjc vcs aleieye sue ciiercisin este oieiel ots alore averse 1.83 



PRELIMINARY TO CHEESE-MAKING. 

Brrore entering upon the subject of cheese manufacture in detail, I have 
some few remarks to make on topics omitted in previous pages. 

CLEANSING DAIRY UTENSILS. 

Before commencing the operation of milking, it is important that the 
pails and cans be clean and sweet. This is an old story, which every dairy- 
man has probably heard over and over again, and understands perfectly in 
the abstract. The cleansing of pails and cans usually belongs to the female 
portion of the household, and some would take it as an offense to be told 
that their dairy utensils are not kept clean and in order; but it is a fact that 
many dairywomen, though patterns in neatness generally, do not understand 
when a milk pail is in proper order to be used. It is a common practice to 
take wooden pails after milking, clean the outside and rinse them in cold 
water. The water is turned into the first pail, and a cloth may perhaps be 
used to brush around the water. Then the contents of the pail are emptied 
into the second pail, and thus the whole lot is treated. Then the pails are a 
second time rinsed and turned down to drain and dry, and are pronounced 
clean and sweet. This is the evening management. In the morning the 
same operation is performed with hot water, that is, water not so hot but 
that the hand may be borne in it, without seriously discommoding the 
operator. To the common observer pails treated in this way may appear 
perfectly sweet and clean; but to those who understand the nature of milk 
ferments, these utensils are positively filthy. A close observation about the 
corners at the bottom, about the ears of the pail, and often upon the sides, 
will reveal a gum-like substance, which consists of minute particles of milk, 
adhering to the surface and drying down, having the appearance of discolored 
white paint. After awhile this gummy substance becomes so thick that it 
arrests the attention of the dairymaid, and she forthwith scours it off with 
salt or otherwise, and the pails present a whiter aspect. But of the damage 
that has been done from day to day to the milk from these germs of ferment, 
especially if the weather has been warm, she has no idea, and often will not 
be convinced. 

é 
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A great deal of trouble with milk at factories and private dairies arises 
from improperly cleaned pails; for it is surprising how small a quantity of 

this old decomposed milk will set a large quantity of good milk in a ferment. 

Fieure 1. 

My own experiments upon this point have been numerous, and with those 
who have carefully studied the nature of milk the question has never for a 

moment been disputed. It was on account of the carelessness and negligence 
in cleansing wooden milk pails, that I long since denounced them as a 
nuisance, and I am glad to say that Dairy Associations in New York, in 
Ohio, in Canada and the Northwest have sustained this opinion, and resolu- 

tions recommending their banishment from the dairy, and the use of tin in 
their place. We introduce cuts of approved tin milk pails—the Mittar 
pail, that of the Iron Clad Co., and the 

Rap pail. 

Mitxar’s tin milk pails (Fig. 1) are } 
made from four cross tin, imported on 

purpose for them, have but one seam in 
the body of the pail and are soldered very 

smoothly. A tinned malleable iron rim or 
band is soldered firmly to the bottom in- 

closing it, and is so constructed as to thor- 

oughly protect and support it and to raise 
it sufficiently to prevent it from resting on 
the floor and from picking up the dirt; it 
is also convenient for tipping the pail. FicuRE 2, 
The wire in the upper edge of the pail is inclosed by the tin and then 
soldered so that it cannot rust. The bail is made from the best tinned wire. 

23 
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The Iron Clad Co. pail is also of heavy tin, substantially made, the 
bottom being convex to give it strength, It is shown in Fig. 2. 

The Ra.pu pail is of tin, and has a concave bottom. It is made in two 

styles, the one with a rim on the bottom, and the other as a tin lining toa 

wooden pail. Figs. 3 and 4 represent the last named style. 
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In cleansing dairy utensils, it should be understood that neither cold or 

warm water is sufficient to destroy the germs of ferment contained in these 
particles of decomposed milk. To be efficient, the water must be at the 
boiling point, or 212°. Dr. VorLcKER well remarks, in speaking of this 
point, that “it is important to ascertain that the water is perfectly boiling ; 
and yet it is strange that few women, comparatively speaking, though they 

have spent many years in the kitchen, know to a certainty when the kettle 
is really boiling.” ‘This remark,” he adds, ‘“ applies to some educated as 
well as uneducated females. They often mistake the singing voice of the tea 
kettle, accompanied by a certain amount of vapor, for a sign that water is in 
a state of ebullition.” Now go through the country, and how many dairies 
will be found where attention.is given to this matter of boiling water in 
cleansing cans and pails? Probably not one in one hundred. It is true 

when tin is used the difficulty of cleaning is not so great as with wood, since 
the metal will not absorb liquids; and yet we hear of much complaint from 
imperfectly cleansed milk pails and cans. At a meeting of the American 
Dairy Association, Mr. Moon of Herkimer, in discussing the question of 
floating curds, gave an instance where this trouble was had in one vat of 

milk at the factory every day for a week. The cause was finally traced to a 
certain dairy, and an examination of the milk utensils revealed the fact, that 

under the small piece of tin soldered around the vent hole in the can cover, 

some milk had leaked through the imperfect solder. Here had lodged small 
particles of milk which, decomposing or becoming putrid, was the cause of 

the trouble. The covers were repaired and properly cleaned, and afterwards 
there were no floating curds. The plan of 
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CLEANSING AND STEAMING THE CANS 

with a jet of hot steam, as practiced by the Elgin Condensing Works, is 
worthy of imitation, and should be adopted by every factory. And I believe 
that unless farmers take this matter more at heart, and resolve to be more 

careful with dairy utensils and in the delivery of milk at the factories, the 
same losses and troubles that have been going on for years past will continue. 

The question is of vital importance, and cannot be too frequently urged upon 
the dairy public. 

MILKING. 

Farmers generally have the impression that when milch cows have win- 
tered well and are fairly out to grass there need be but little care or attention 

given to the animals, and that then in their herds they have a fountain that 

is to supply good, pure milk simply by drawing it, not much matter how or 

when. It is true people understand that when cows are milked with great 
irregularity, or are subjected to any extraordinary brutal treatment—such as 

sundry kicks in the udder with a heavy boot, they will yield unprofitable 
results, since the consequence of such management forces itself almost imme- 

diately upon the attention. But it is not those things that come so plainly 
under the eye of the observer, concerning which I propose to speak. If an 
angry man kicks his cow in the udder, some of the blood-vessels of the part 
will probably be ruptured, and the bloody milk which flows from the teats 

will speak more forcibly than any words of mine; but if he kicks her in the 

ribs, or mauls her with a milking-stool upon the hips and back, the conse- 

quences may not be so immediately apparent, yet that damage is done and 
that loss will follow, is equally certain. I am speaking of no exceptional 

cases, but of those that are of common occurrence wherever any considerable 

herd is kept, and when the eye of the master is not sharp to detect and 
punish these offenses. The pressing want in the dairy districts to-day is for 

good, kind, humane laborers, who can be trusted to do the milking in a proper 

manner. Many of these people do not understand that any particular loss is 
to follow from a moderately brutal and cruel treatment of cattle. 

I have always advised dairymen to make a special contract with laborers 

who are to be employed about the dairy. Let it be understood that the 

moment acow is maltreated, that moment a settlement is to be made and the 

party offending to be discharged witha reasonable deduction from his wages. 
This fairly understood at the time of hiring, together with proper oversight 
of the animals, and those about the dairy will go far to mitigate a great and 
growing evil. It is a lamentable fact that there are a large number of ailing 
milch cows in the dairy districts—cows that are not in vigorous health, that 
fall off in milk, that have sick turns, now and then, which, if the history of 

their treatment was known, could all be traced to the causes I have enumer- 

ated. A rap upon the spine with the stool has ruined many a valuable beast 5 
a stroke upon the udder has often produced unaccountable cases of garget. 
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I wish it could be generally and thoroughly understood, that nothing pays 
better in the dairy than kindness and gentleness to stock. Milch cows should 
be kept as quiet and comfortable as possible, and no person should be 

employed in milking that the animals fear. Any undue nervous excitement 
not only lessens the quantity but depreciates the quality of the milk. Some- 

times cows take a dislike to their milker, and in such cases a change should 

be made, otherwise there is a liability of the cow falling off inher milk. I have 

seen several cases of this kind, and although such freaks are quite unaccount- 
able, it will always be found better to change the milker if possible, rather 

than to attempt to conquer this peculiarity. I do not approve the practice, 
common with some dairymen, of the milkers milking the cows indiscrimi- 
nately. The hands should each select a certain number of cows and continue 

to milk them from day to day throughout the season. 

The hours of milking should be regular, and each cow should be milked 
in regular order. The milk should be drawn rapidly and to the last drop, 

and all loud talking, singing, and wrangling avoided. These are little things 
in themselves, and may seem to many to be “ over nice ;” but repeated and 

well-conducted experiments have convinced me that they are important points 

to be attended to, and must be observed to obtain the best results. Ialways 
insist that the milkers 

STUDY THE DISPOSITION OF THE COWS 

under their charge, that they become familiar or perfectly acquainted with 
each animal, patting them, or in other ways making them understand that you 
are friendly and fond of them. When once their confidence has been obtained 

in this way they will exhibit affection in return, and will yield in the increased 
quantity of milk more than enough to pay for the time and trouble given to 

the purpose indicated. Some cows are extremely nervous and excitable ; such 

require caution and attention in management, otherwise they soon become 
worthless for the dairy. 

IN DRIVING CATTLE FROM THE PASTURE 

to the stable they should never be hurried or made to go faster than a walk. 
Good cows have well-filled udders, which make it painful to move over the 

ground faster than a walk. Besides, in warm weather, by hurrying the animal 
there is always danger of over-heating her blood and milk, and thus not only 
injuring it, but all the other milk with which it comes in contact. Dogs 
should never be allowed in a dairy. They are the source of infinite mischief. 
In all my observations I have never yet met with a strictly first-class dairy 
of cheese, where the cows were dogged from the pasture to the stable. 

What I desire to impress upon the mind is, that these truths should be 
understood not only in the abstract, but that they be carried into practice. 
Neither good butter nor good cheese can be made from diseased milk; nor 
can good milk be had from diseased cows. 
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WETTING THE TEATS WITH MILK. 

Some people are in the habit, when first sitting down to milk, of drawing 

a little milk to wet their hands and the teats of the cow. It is not a cleanly 

practice and should always be avoided. I have seen milkers with their hands 

gummed up with filth, and the reeking compound of milk, dirt and manure, 

oozing out from between the fingers and dropping into the pail, as the result 

of this bad habit referred to. In some dairies a great deal of milk is tainted 

in this way, «nd not unfrequently this taint shows itself in a very marked 

degree in the butter and cheese manufactured. Many thoughtless persons 

have the impression that milk in some way purifies itself and that taints 

imparted in the way I have named cannot be carried into the butter and 

cheese. Such ideas are very erroneous, and the sooner correct notions are 

had in regard to the purity and cleanliness of milk for dairy purposes, the 

sooner shall we arrive at a higher standard of excellence in dairy products, 

and as a consequence better prices be obtained. 

MILK WITH DRY HANDS. 

Cows do not milk any easier with wet hands than with dry hands. If the 

udder or teats are muddy or covered with filth, they should be washed with clean 

water and wiped dry. Then milk with dry hands and it will soon be found easier 

and pleasanter, even with those who have been accustomed to wetting the 

hands and teats whilemilking. In summer, when cows are running upon clean 

upland pastures, the udder and teats will generally be clean, except perhaps 

in wet weather. If there is no occasion to wash the udder and teats, it is 

always well to brush over the parts with the hands or with a cloth to remove 

any particles of dust or loose hairs adhering and then set the pail in position 

and commence to milk with dry hands. Uncleanliness in milking is one of 

the great faults in the dairies of this country, and it is one of the causes of 

bad flavor in dairy products. Every dairyman should fully explain this mat- 

ter to hired help and insist upon cleanly habits in milking. That the fault 

referred to is a serious one and more general than some would at first imagine, 

can very easily be demonstrated by visiting any of the factories at the time 

the milk is being delivered. Let the milk strainers then be closely scrutinized, 

and they will often be found to present a most disgustingly filthy appearance. 

If this mass of filth could be shown to some uncleanly milkers, I hardly think 

they would be willing to taste milk filtered through such material. 

EXPERIMENTS IN COAGULATING MILK. 

Various attempts have been made from time to time to find a substitute 

for rennet in cheese-making. Acids have been used for this purpose, and are 

to some extent employed in Holland at the present time. It is claimed by 

some that when acids are used for coagulating the milk a larger percentage 

of curd is obtained, and that the cheese has longer keeping qualities than 

when rennet is used; but I believe it to be generally conceded that no sub- 

stance has as yet been found equal to rennet for making a fine, delicate- 
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flavored cheese, such as the markets in England now demand. In regard to 

the use of acids for coagulating milk we have some interesting experiments 
made by an English manufacturer, and detailed by him as follows: 

He procured four pints of milk of the same cow, having a‘specific gravity © 

of 10.32; to one, rennet was added in the ordinary manner, to the second, tar- 

taric acid, to the third, acetic acid, and to the fourth, hydro-chloric, or 

muriatic acid. After the lapse of about half-an-hour the curd had formed in : 

the milk to which the rennet had been added. The curd and the whey | 

exhibited to test paper the slightest possible acid reaction, and both were | 
perfectly sweet to the taste; further, it was observed that the curd was very 
soft and readily broken up, while the serum or whey was somewhat white and 
opaque, from the retention of a certain amount of the butter of the milk. 
For the coagulation of the second pint of milk thirty-seven grains of tartaric — 

acid were required ; the coagulation was effected immediately on the addition 
of the acid; the whey and curd both exhibited to test paper a strong acid 
reaction and were also perceptibly acid to the taste. The curd in this case 
was firmer, and the whey clear and transparent, almost like water, showing 

that the whole of the butter had been precipitated with the curd. 
No less than one hundred and forty drops by measure of the acetic acid, 

of weight or specific gravity, 10.46, were necessary to precipitate the whole 
of the curd contained in the third pint of milk. The curd and whey pre- 
sented nearly the same character as in the previous case. Of muriatic acid, 
of specific gravity, 11.65, seventy-five drops were added before the whole of 
the curd in the fourth pint of milk was thrown down; the curd and whey 
were more decidedly acid than in the former cases. In other respects their 
characters were nearly the same. The whey was carefully separated from 
the curd in each case, when it was ascertained that those curds which had been 

formed by the addition of acids were heavier and more bulky than those 
from the rennet. The curds were then well washed with brine; this occa- 

sioned some loss, especially of the rennet curd. The application of the brine 
was made in order the more completely to separate the whey, rennet and 
acids employed in the precipitation of the curds. Lastly, the curds were 

salted and pressed into small cheeses, those made with the acids being the 
largest. 

AMOUNT OF ACIDS REQUIRED. 

For the coagulation, then, of one gallon of milk, no less than five drachms 
of tartaric acid, or rather more than two and one-fourth ounces of acetic acid, 

or one and one-fourth ounces of muriatic acid would be required. The prices 
of these would be about one-half penny, one penny, and one-half penny, ster- 
ling, or very nearly, in American coin, one cent, two cents, and one cent. 

The cost of these articles, therefore, it is evident, is an important element to 
be considered. The cheese made with the acids were firmer, sharper to the 

taste, and were of longer-keeping qualities than the one in the preparation 

of which rennet was used ; but the last was richer and more delicate in flavor. 
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THE ADVANTAGES OF ACIDS OVER RENNET 

would seem, from these experiments, to be that the yield of curd is some- 
‘what greater; that their operation is certain, and that the coagulation is 
effected without loss of time. On the other hand, they are expensive, and 
the flavor of the cheese is not equal to the standard now set up as ine in the 
English markets; that is, a cheese preserving unimpaired the combined flavor 
of the caseine and butter of the milk. These experiments may be interesting 
to cheese manufacturers, and may serve as a basis or guide for future experi- 

ments, by those who are looking for a substance different from rennet for 

coagulating milk in cheese-making. The acid usually employed by the Dutch 
is muriatic acid. Some of the Dutch cheese is excellent, and is highly 
relished by those who have acquired a taste for this character of cheese. 

RENNETS. 

There is a great deal of loose writing and bad advice about rennets. 
There is a great difference in the strength of rennets, and so there is a great 

difference in the action of living stomachs for digesting food. Some stom- 
achs are naturally weak, or have less vital energy than others. This is of 
frequent occurrence in the human family, and is not confined to it alone, but 
extends to the brute creation. Calves that are delicate eaters, that have 

weak stomachs and impaired digestion, yield weak rennets. It is the strong, 
healthy, vigorous calf, and one that has a perfect digestive apparatus, that 
will give a rennet of great strength. I have made some carefully conducted 

experiments on this point, which have convinced me that one source, at 
least, of weak rennets, is due to the cause I have named. There are other 

causes, as when the stomachs have been improperly saved and prepared. 
Many salt down the stomachs in a cask or tub. It is a very bad practice, 
and has been the cause of a great deal of mischief in the dairy. The trouble 
with salting down rennets and packing a considerable number together is 

this: If one diseased or bad rennet gets into the cask, it communicates its 
taint to the whole mass, and the leaven once having been added, develops 
with wonderful rapidity, so soon as circumstances become favorable,—and 
these circumstances do become favorable, when it is added to the milk at a 

temperature as high as 80°. 

WHAT CALVES TO TAKE RENNETS FROM. 

Rennets should only be saved from healthy calves; from those that have 
been allowed all the milk they will take for at least four days, and up to 
within some twelve or fourteen hours of slaughter. <A calf that has been 

starved will be likely to have a diseased and inflamed stomach, and if it is 
used for cheese-making it will most assuredly impair the flavor of the cheese. 
A good, healthy stomach having been selected, the contents should be 

emptied out and all specks wiped off. Then it should either be blown up 
like a bladder, or slightly salted and stretched on a forked stick, and hung 
up in a dry atmosphere, only moderately warm. . 
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RENNETS BADLY PREPARED, 

Some cheese-makers prepare rennets badly, by soaking in wooden casks 

or barrels. There are many tons of cheese spoiled in flavor every year 
simply on this account. It is almost an impossibility to keep a wooden 

vessel sweet that is used for steeping rennet. I have used the most scrupulous 

care, over and over again, with wooden vessels, and have never succeeded in 

keeping them sweet for any considerable length of time. Rennet tubs and 
rennets are often tainted when the cheese-maker is not aware of the fact. I 
have frequently been called to examine cheese that was out of flavor, or 

acting badly, with a view of discovering the difficulty, and have often found 

the whole tronble to come from a tainted rennet cask. So important do I 
consider this single point, that it may be laid down as a rule that no first- 

class, high-flavored cheese can be made, for any considerable length of time, 

where wooden casks are used for steeping rennets. 

THE STEEPING VESSELS 

should be of stone ware. They are manufactured now for the purpose, of 

various sizes—of five, ten, twenty or more gallons. We give illustration of 
the jar (Fig. 5). Farmers who have been so 

unfortunate as to have had pork tainted in 
the barrel, know how difficult it is to cleanse 

the cask; and many who have attempted 

it have lost their pork, by packing in a 

barrel that has once been tainted. Rennets 
are more liable to taint, while steeping, than 

salt meats, and common sense should teach us 

that wooden vessels ought never to be employed 

for the purpose. 

on A 
i : , im 

STEEPING IN WHEY. 

Rennets are more efficient when steeped in 
sue whey ; but the whey should be free from taint 

in the first instance, and then freed from its albuminous matter. Rennet 

does not act on the albumen of milk, and this nitrogenous constituent passes 
off in the whey. Albumen coagulates at a high temperature. By heating 

the whey to boiling, the albuminous matter coagulates, and may be skimmed 

off. This should be done soon after drawing the whey from the vats, and 

before it has begun to ferment and putrefy. When whey is used for steeping 
rennet, before it is freed from albumen, it is often decomposed and putrid, 

and a very dangerous ferment is therefore added to the milk, which carries a 
taint to the cheese. Some people save the whey that runs from the press in 
which to steep rennets. This is a very bad practice. On putting cheese to 
press, a whitish, milky substance often flows out at the first pressure. This 

whey is probably highly charged with albumen. The whey having been 

freed from its albumen, if set aside, makes a very sharp acid, and is alto- 
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gether the best liquid for steeping rennet that has yet been discovered. It 
is this purified whey that should be used for developing an acid condition of 
the curds, when necessary. 

After the rennets have been soaked, and rubbed to extract their strength 

(and this will occupy several days, the rubbing being performed at least three 
or four times), the liquor should then be strained off into a clean stone cask 
or rennet jar, and is fit for use. The rennets are then to be put to soak again 
with whey as at first, and are rubbed from time to time until their strength 

is exhausted. They may then be taken out, washed in whey, and the liquor 

added to that in the jar and the rennets thrownaway. It is not a good prac- 
tice to add new rennets to those that have been steeping, and thus keep a 

batch of rennets in soak during the whole season, as there is more liability 
of their becoming tainted ; and when their strength has once been exhausted 
they are useless in the rennet jar, and it is better to have them out of it. 
When sour whey is used. for steeping but little salt is needed. The rennets 
should not be allowed to float on the whey. By using a stone crock cover, 
they may be kept at the bottom of the whey. 

EXAMINE RENNETS DAILY. 

I hardly need to add that rennets should be examined daily, while steep- 
ing, and the liquor stirred to keep it sweet and free from taint. Nor should 
the liquor be used from the crock where the rennets are steeping, before 

being strained through a thin cloth, as small pieces rubbed from the skins 

get into the milk, and are worked up into the curds. 

PREPARING RENNET—ENGLISH METHOD. 

I have given what I consider the best method to be adopted by dairy- 
men and at factories for the preparation of rennet for cheese-making. I now 

give the method recommended in the best dairies of England, and it may be 
found suggestive in many particulars. It is always an advantage to the 

cheese that the rennet should be prepared some time before it is wanted for 

use ; and English dairymen recommend that it should be made in February 
or March, and that as large a quantity be provided as can be conveniently 

done, consistently with the size of the dairy. They find large olive jars 
useful for steeping the rennet, some of which will hold thirty gallons. A 

hole is made at the bottom to draw the rennet, and they think it much better 

to draw it in this way from the bottom, than to disturb it at the top by dip- 
ping out. A wooden tap should be used, as the acidity of the liquid has an 
injurious effect on a metal one. They have a piece of board with holes per- 
forated in it to put into the jar under the vells or rennets, to prevent their | 
getting to the bottom dnd obstructing the liquid running out by getting 

against the taps. The rennet is prepared by first making a. brine strong 
enough to bear an egg. It is then boiled for half an hour, and when quite 
cold put into the jar. For every two gallons of brine six vells are added, 

one lemon, sliced, and one ounce of saltpeter. They claim that rennet should 
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always be prepared at least two months before using, and there will then be 
less cause for the cheese to be affected with undue fermentation, which is 

injurious to fine flavor. 
ASSOCIATED DAIRYING. 

The idea of associated dairying, as has been remarked, is claimed to have 
originated in Europe. The system, it is true, has been practiced to some 
extent in Switzerland and in France, but it differs materially from that of 

this country. The European system grew out of a necessity. It was the 

offspring of poverty rather than of wealth. The peasants of a neighborhood, 
each having one or two cows, united them in one large herd. They employed 
a herdsman in common, and sent him with the herd to the mountainous por- 

tions of the Alps. Here the herdsman and his assistants take charge of the 

cattle for a certain number of months, turning the milk into cheese, which, 

at the end of the season, is divided among the owners of the cows, in propor- 
tion to the number furnished by each. Cheese cannot be manufactured to 
advantage from one or two cows; but under this system the poorest peasant 
makes the product: of his one cow compete successfully in the market with 
that made from the large herds of the wealthy, since it is similar in shape 
and quality. In other words, he has a merchantable article, which he could 
not obtain singly and alone. 

Now, the European system accomplished no grand results. It did not 

spread, or become generally adopted among the nations. It developed no 
new principle, either in the art of manufacturing the milk or in the economy 
of labor-saving appliances. It attracted no particular attention, because it 
developed nothing new. Associated dairying in America may be said to be 

the first successful movement in this direction. What distinguishes the 
American system is the constant effort to reduce the whole art and practice 

of dairying toa science. The buildings, the appliances, the manipulations 

in the various departments, are matters of study, and of progress and econ- 

omy. The grand result sought is to make associated capital pay better than 

non-associated capital. It is a new application of an old principle. It is 
adapting the rule to farming that has been found successful in commerce and 

manufactures. 

THE POPULAR METHOD OF ORGANIZING FACTORIES, 

and one which seems to give good satisfaction, is to make them joint-stock 

concerns. The ground is selected, and an estimate made of buildings, 
machinery and fixtures. The whole cost is then divided up into shares of 

_ fifty to one hundred dollars each, and the neighboring farmers, or those favor- 

able to the movement, take stock in proportion to the number of cows from 

which they are to deliver milk. Officers are chosen, and the company man- 
aged as a joint-stock company. We give the following forms, as a guide to 
companies about erecting factories, or for old factories which have been 
operating without any written form or regulations: 
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FORM FOR CERTIFICATE OF STOCK. 
es... eS ee) 

CrEAM CHEESE Dairy MANUFACTURING CoMPANY. 

Organized 1865. 

No. 1872. [cur] OnE SHARE. 

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, That UNITED STATES GRANT 7s the proprie- 

tor of one share in the Cupital Stock of the CREAM CHEESE Darry MANUFACTUR- 

InG Company, each share being One Hundred Dollars, transferable only on the 

books of the Company by the Stockholder, or by an Attorney duly constituted, on the 

return of this Certificate. 

In Testimony WHEREOF, the President and Secretary have hereunto set their 

hands, at Lenox, this 2d day of February, 1871. 

GENERAL THomas, President. 

Capital Stock, $3,000; Shares, $100 each. 
JoHN Ditto, Secretary. 

———————————— 

The following form is printed on back of the certificate : 

For VALUE RECEIVED,........hereby sell and transfer to.:......ccsceccccvcccces 

.... Share of the within mentioned stock, and do hereby countenance and appoint.......ccoe 

Attorney to transfer the same on the books of the Company. 

WITNESS 30.5. .00nd and seal. , this... 22. <dQY Of. ccs ctsi eee lnen slo tes 

RULES FOR ORGANIZING FACTORIES. 

We, the undersigned, hereby agree and unite ourselves into a body or association for the purpose of 
erecting and building a Cheese Factory, and for the purpose also of running said factory to make cheese 
from the milk which shall or may be brought in from time to time to said factory by members of the asso- 
ciation and other persons, to be made or manufactured into cheese at a certain price for the work and 
materials expended from time to time, to be fixed by the association. 

Said building or manufactory is to be one hundred feet by thirty-four in size, and three stories high, 
to be built of good and substantial materials, and suitable and convenient in its arrangements for the pur- 
pose intended, and is to be located on the land of... ....... ... .... 

It shall be known by the name and style of ........ 20.0... cence ceeceeeerees , and it is agreed by and 
between the parties to these presents, that they shall and will at all times during the continuance of such 
association bear, pay and discharge equally between them, all cost of building said factory, and all rents 
and other expenses, and for hired help that may be required for the support and management of the said 
business ; and that all gains, profits and increase that shall come, grow or arise from or by means of the 
said business, shall be divided between them, said association, share and share alike; and all loss that shall 
happen to them in said joint business, by all commodities, or by bad debts or otherwise, shall be borne 
and paid equally between them; and there shall be kept just and true books of account and entry of the 
resolutions and doings of said association, showing the true state of the operations of said association by 
reason or on account of said business, and all matters and things whatsoever to the said business and 
management thereof in any wise belonging; which said books shall be used in common between the 
members of said association, so that either of them may have access thereto without any interruption or 
hindrance of the other. 

And it is hereby further agreed that all questions arising as to the way and manner of conducting said 
business and as to the person or persons to be employed as help by the association, and all and every matter 
of interest, of whatever thing or nature, to the association, shall always, in case of dispute, be decided by 
a majority vote, which shall be entered of record and the time for the continuance of said association or 
Sone 2s a0" of any member thereof, and entry of any new member shall, in case of dispute, be decided in 

the same way, and recorded. 

¥ Ja witness petere es the parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals, this........ 
ER;G) oricaedernoeimeee podlSsaens 

ANOTHER FORM FOR ORGANIZING, 

ArRTIcLE J. This Association shall be known as the........ ..Dairy Manufacturing Company. 

Arr. If. The business of this association shall be under the direction and control of a Board of 
three Directors, There shall also be a Secretary and Treasurer; all of which shall hold their respective 
Offices one year, and until others are elected. 

Art. III. The annual meeting of this company shall be held on the first Saturday in January of each 
year, at the cheese house belonging to this company, at two o’clock, P. M., at which time the officers 
authorized by the second article shall be elected, and any and all business connected with this company shall 
be lawfully transacted—each share of stock being entitled to one vote. 

’ 
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Art. IV. At said annual meeting said directors shall make a reportin writing of the financial 
condition of the company, showing all moneys received and expended by said directors. 

Art. VY. The Secretary shall keep a record of all meetings of the company, for the examination of 
stockholders ; also a list of stockholders and of all transfer of stock reported him. 

Art. VI. It shall be the duty of the President of the Board of Directors, in connection with the 
Secretary, to issue certificates of the capital stock of the company to each shareholder—each share to be 
one hundred dollars; also to issue new certificates in case of transfer, to the party purchasing the same, all 
of which shall be duly numbered, dated and recorded. 

Art. VII. All sale or transfer of the capital stock of this company shall be in writing, and be reported 
to the Secretary within thirty days after such sale or transfer, or be of no binding form on the company. 

Art. VIII. All moneys paid by the Treasurer shall be by the consent of the Directors, and on the 
written order of the President of such Board of Directors. 

Art. IX. Any stockholder refusing or failing to promptly pay any and all assessments made on his 
stock (not exceeding one hundred dollars on each share) within the time ordered, shall forfeit to the company 
any and all payments formerly made, but nothing in the article shall release such delinquent stockholder 
from a suit at law for the recovery of any assessments due and unpaid by him. 

Art. X. The Directors shall not incumber or impair otherwise the property of this company. 

Art. XI. A special meeting may be held in pursuance of a call of the Directors in writing to be filed 
with the Secretary, giving at least (7) seven days’ notice of the time and place of such meeting; and it shall 
be the duty of the Secretary, in case of such notice of a special meeting being delivered to him, to post 
in (8) three public places, and also an the cheese house front door, a written notice of the time and place of 
such meeting. It shall also be the duty of the Secretary to give notice of the annual meeting of the com- 
pany, by posting (3) three notices as provided for a special meeting. 

Art. XII. The capital stock of this company shall be Three Thousand Dollars, in shares of One 
Hundred Dollars each. 

ArT. XIII. The foregoing By-Laws, or any one of them, may be repealed or amended at any annual 
meeting, by a majority vote of the stock represented, there being not less than sixteen shares represented 
at such meeting. 

CREAM CHEESE DAIRY MANUFACTURING CO.—NOTICE TO PATRONS. 

The Directors are happy to announce to the public that they have secured the valuable services of 
Mr. Wm. SHAKSPEARE, and that they will be prepared to commence the manufacture of Cheese on Monday, 
April 12th, upon the following 

TERMS: 

1. Two Dotiars, TWELVE AND ONE-HALF CENTS PER HUNDRED PounpDs (to be deducted from the 
receipts at eacn sale), and ONE GOOD RENNET for each four hundred pounds of cheese; which shall include 
manufacturing, curing, furnishing and ordinary expense, delivering the cheese at the door of the dry house 
ready for market. 

2. The company will not be responsible for any loss by fire, theft, or other similar cause. 

3. It is expressly understood that every person sending milk to this Factory will conform to the 
following 

REGULATIONS : 

1. All milk to be received for manufacture must be carefully strained and brought to the factory in 
a tin can without faucet, PURE AND SWEET. 

2. Any milk which by reason of negligence, uncleanliness or other cause, is not in suitable condition 
for uS€ WILL BE REJECTED if discovered before it is let into the vat. 

3. If any person shall bring milk which has been skimmed, watered, or otherwise tampered with in 
a manner forbidden by law, then upon obtaining proof sufficient to convict the offender, the directors will 
prosecute such person and will not compromise or settle only as he pays the FULL PENALTY OF THE LAW AND 
ALL DAMAGE ACCRUING FROM HIS OFFENSE, 

4. It shall be the duty of the manufacturer, at least once in each week, to carefully test the milk from 
each and every dairy, and in case he shall find any that has been skimmed or watered or otherwise in viola- 
tion of law, shall at once report the same to the directors, and to NO OTHER PERSON, and they will then take — 
such measures as they think expedient to obtain conclusive proof against the offender. 

5. It is necessary that milk should be delivered at the factory before eight o’clock in the morning of 
each day, and the manufacturer will not be required to receive it after that time. i 

6. Each patron may take from the factory his share of whey in proportion each day to the amount 
of milk delivered the day previous; the’quantity to be regulated by the manufacturer. a 

%. These regulations shall apply to each director in all respects the same as to any other patron. 

DAN’L WEBSTER, 
HENRY CLAY, | pirectors 

CREAM Huu, N. Y., April 10th, 1871. J. C. CALHOUN, 
e) 

SELLING THE CHEESE. 

Usually a committee or some one person selected from the patrons, is 
chosen as salesman of the cheese, whose duty it is to make sales at best prices 
to be had, to arrange dividends and to pay over shares to patrons, deducting 
of course the price per pound for manufacturing, which is made to cover all, 
including the per cent. on cost of buildings and fixtures. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SALE. 

The accompanying form should be filled out to be given to each patron at 
the time of paying over his share of proceeds; a book of printed blanks 
being provided for the purpose : 

FORM OF BLANK. 

Op SatispuRY CHEEsE Factory, 1871. 

ISAICPINO PE Oa ECS NOs Of ON ceser sold neta. te oc) ETUCE SOLD OTe onreere eae Whole 

amount of Cheese sold..........+- LOS aie ROU sme, crcsaselasc¥or Comprising Cheese from.......... 
UDG both days included. Pounds of Milk required for one pound of Cheese......... 
[DITION DAT DO EEE Aree 

ERURGS Of. MALES. oi isicie Nahetalb eS aie: Pounds of Cheeses eee. oe 0: Amounts due2 cts. per 1b. 
for making, &c., deducted, $..........---+4-- 

BOS Man ter Grice hee cece , Salesman. 

PAYING THE MANUFACTURER BY THE POUND. 

Sometimes a good cheese-maker isemployed as manufacturer and manager, 
at a certain price per pound of the cheese manufactured. This manager 
employs his laborers or assistants, and bears all expense of running the factory, 
taking care of cheese, keeping record of milk delivered daily by different 
patrons, entering the same on the books of the factory, and upon the pass- 
books of patrons. Often the Company employ the manufacturer and all hands 
at fixed salaries. Some prefer one plan and some another. The milk is 
weighed at the factory when delivered, and as experience has shown that 
every ten pounds of milk (as an average for the season) should make one 
pound of cured cheese, firm, solid and in good marketable condition, each 

farmer thus has a daily record in his pass-book of what his herd is yielding. 
The manager is employed with the understanding that he is to make a good, 

fair article, and his product is examined from time to time by committees, by 
experts, and by patrons as they see fit, and thus bad work is soon detected. 
If the management is not satisfactory the cheese-maker is discharged, or the 

. causes of the bad work traced out and rectified. 

The stock-holders, and those delivering milk may meet from time to time 
and deliberate as to sales; each one voting according to the number of cows 

from which he delivers milk, and in this way instructions are issued to the 
salesman. 

FACTORY OWNED AND MANAGED BY ONE PERSON. 

Then there is another method of establishing factories. One man or a 

company erects buildings and bears all expenses of running the factory, charg- 
ing by the pound of cured cheese for manufacturing. The cheese in this 
instance, it will be seen, belongs to patrons, who appoint a salesman and con- 
trol the product precisely as under the other method. We give a form of 

rules and regulations applicable to such cases; also to cases where the pro- 
prietor of a factory purchases the milk of patrons. Of course these rules 
may be varied to meet the views of persons in different localities. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SINCLEARVILLE 

CHEESE FACTORY. 

I. The proprietor of the factory is to make and take care of tke cheese, furnish boxes, salt, 
swathing, coloring matter, box and weigh the cheese, mark the boxes, make out bills, tally out 
cheese to cheese drawers, keep the books, receive the cheese and tally the same at the point of 
delivery, receive the money for the cheese and disburse the same among the patrons, for the sum 
of two cents (.02) per pound; this includes patrons sending milk five months. Patrons sending 
milk four months and less than five months will be charged two cents and one mill (.021) per pound. 
Patrons sending milk three months and less than four months will be charged two cents and two 
mills (.022) per pound. Patrons sending milk less than three months will be charged two cents 
and three mills (.023) per pound for manufacturing. 

II. Each patron sending milk to the factory is to furnish one good calf rennet, in good order, 
to each cow’s milk sent to the factory, or pay the sum of fifteen cents in lieu thereof. 

III. Each patron shall have such proportion of the money received for the cheese as his 
milk bears to the whole quantity furnished by patrons during the time he sends milk to the factory 
(always subject to part first). 

IV. Each patron shall furnish pure, sweet, unskimmed milk, and each one furnishing milk 
shall strain the same before it is delivered at the factory, and if any is reserved for use, it shall be 
of an average quality given by his cows. 

V. The milk of each patron delivered at the factory shall be properly tested once in each 
month during the season, and the result shall be publicly stated to those patrons requiring the same. 

VI. Any patron that knowinely skims, waters or adulterates his milk in any form, or takes 
out the strippings, shall forfeit the sum of twenty-five dollars for the first offense, and the sum of 
fifty dollars for the second offense, and for the third offense he shall forfeit his whole interest in 
the factory. If his interest does not amount to seventy-five dollurs, he shall pay the proprietor 
enough to make seventy-five dollars. All forfeit money received shall be disbursed among the 
patrons interested in the same, in proportion to their interest. When such facts come to the 
knowledge of the proprietor, he shall retain the money received for cheese, and dispose of as 
aforesaid. 

VII. No milk shall be worked into cheese which, in the judgment of the manufacturer, will 
be a damage to the general interest of the patrons. 

VIII. Each patron shall bring his milk as often as the manufacturer shall require, and at or 
etore the time he may require, and all cans must be washed and scalded daily, and kept sweet 
und clean. 

IX. Each patron shall be to his proportion of the expense of getting the cheese to market. 
xX. There shall be a committee on sale of cheese, said committee to consist of three persons 

having interest in the cheese. The committee shall be WILLIAM REED, FORDYCE SYLVESTER and 
JOHN D. BARGER. Said committee shall have poner to sell the cheese once in each week, if in 
their judgment they think best, and shall see that the cheese is delivered according to contract. 

XI. That each patron who has a load of cheese at the time of sale shall be notified by com- 
mittee on sale of cheese, and if such patron fail to appear at the time specified in the notice, he 
shall pay all extra necessary expenses and damages for the delivery or failure of the same. 

XII. There shall be a committee on whey ; that committee shall be composed of three pat- 
rons, namely, HENRY DUNBAR, ‘THOMAS SPEAR, RUSSELL SEARS. 

XII. Any patron may take his proportion of whey and dispose of the same as he sees fit, 
providing he notifies the whey committee in writing of the same on or before he sends his milk to 
the factory, providing he draws his whey from the bottom of the whey vat; otherwise he will 
have to stand the loss or gain in proportion to his milk sent to the factory. No patron shall take 
away more than two-thirds as much in bulk of whey as he sends milk to the factory. No patron 
shall feed whey to cows when milk is sent to the factory. 

XIV. The whey committee shall have power to dispose of the balance of the whey to the 
best general interest and advantage of the patrons, in their judgment. 

XV. That the profit or loss on whey shall be divided or assessed on the patrons owning the 
same, In proportion to the amount of milk seut to the factory. 

XVI. The proprietor agrees to make the whey butter, and furnish sufficient to oil the cheese, 
the balance to be divided—the patrons to have one-third and the proprietor two-thirds of the 
profits, the proprietor to furnish salt and tubs. 

XVII. Resolwed, That all cheese sold shall be paid for on delivery. 
XVIII. The proprietor shall take care of the cheese up to the first of December. If kept 

later, a fair compensation is to be allowed him. 
XTX. Each person furnishing milk to the factory is hereby understood as agreeing to the 

foregoing rules. 

— ——_—_, Chairman. 

—_-_+—_——__—__,, Clerk. 

—_—_—__—_, Proprietor. 

RULES FOR FACTORY WHERE THE PROPRIETOR PURCHASES THE MILK OF 

. PATRONS. 

1G ——,, Proprietor of the ——— Cheese Factory, agrees as follows: To purchase the 
milk of the said patrons of the ——-—- Cheese Factory for the year 1871, and to commence making 
cheese on or about the first of April, and close on or about the first of November next. 

Il. For value received, I promise to pay to each patron of the ——— Cheese Factory, for his or her milk, as follows: As much per pound for his or her milk as the milk of any factory they 
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‘choose nets them after they deduct expenses for making and furnishing and getting the cheese ready for market, and three per cent. more in addition, and take the milk at the factory, the patrons to have no further expense with it. 
III. ——— ——— is to pay to each patron his proportion of money as soon as it can be ascer- tained how much each month’s milk is worth. 
IV. The patrons are to choose, on or before the first day of June, one of the following facto- ries for a basis to make our estimates on, namely: Charlotte Center, Arkwright Union, Clear Spring, Walnut Creek or Hamlet Factory. The factory chosen shall be by a vote of patrons at a meeting called for that purpose. ‘The meeting is to be called by the proprietor at any time when two or more of the patrons may direct. 

V. Each patron may take his proportion of the whey away; that is, two-thirds as much in bulk as he or she sends milk to the factory. If he or she takes their whey away, they will not be entitled to the benefit of the three per cent., but will be entitled to all other benefits that any other patron has. 

VI. Each patron sending milk to the factory is to furnish pure, sweet, unskimmed mill, and each one furnishing milk shall strain the same at the time of milking, and if any is reserved for use it shall be of the average quality given by his or her cows. 
VII. Any patron that knowingly skims, waters or adulterates his or her milk in any way or form, or takes out the strippings, shall forfeit the entire amount of interest he or she has in the factory at the time of the misdemeanor. 
VIII. Each patron sending milk to the factory is to furnish one good calf rennet, in good order, to each cow’s milk sent to the factory, or pay the sum of fifteen cents in lieu thereof. 
IX. Each person shall bring his or her milk as often as the manufacturer shall require, and at or before the time he may require, and all cans and milk pails must be washed and scalded daily, and be kept sweet and clean. 
xX. Any patron sending milk to the factory is herely understood as agreeing to the fore- going rules. 

+ Proprietor. 

It will be observed that, under this system of checks, all men who deliver 
milk are upon an equal footing, where no advantage can be taken; for the 
farmer, if he chooses, can weigh his milk at home, and compare it with the 
figures entered at the factory upon his pass-book. The company is responsi- 
ble for milk delivered. The account is payable in cheese; this part of the 
system being somewhat like that in making deposits at bank. 

NUMBER OF COWS. 

The number of cows varies greatly—from three hundred to fifteen hun- 
dred, or even more. Experience shows that a factory with less than three 
hundred cows will not pay expenses, including interest on capital invested in 
building, fixtures, &c., unless an extra rate be charged for manufacturing. 
Extremely large factories, say of fifteen hundred cows, do not give the best 
returns to farmers. There is usually more waste; the milk coming from a 
long distance is often in bad condition, and the work at the factory is from 
time to time slighted. The best results are obtained, both as to quantity 
and quality of product, when the factory uses the milk of from five hundred 
to eight hundred cows, and not above one thousand. 

FACTORY BUILDINGS. 

Improvements are constantly being made in buildings. The early facto- 
ties were rude and imperfect structures. The late erections are more sub- 
stantially built, but very plain in style, with no pretensions to architectural 
beauty. This is a mistake. A competent architect should be employed, 
who should give designs for a handsome exterior, imposing, graceful and 
pleasing to the eye. The cost would not be very much more, but the value 
of such buildings would be greatly enhanced, and could be turned to good 
account in case they were abandoned for cheese-making. In some establish- 
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ments the manufacturing department and curing rooms are under one roof; 
in others these are separated. The system of marketing cheese in America 
is somewhat different from that in England. The cheese is not held for so 
great a length of time while curing. We try to send our cheese to market 
when it is from thirty to sixty days old. There are few curing rooms built 
with the design of holding cheese for the entire season. Without attempt- 
ing to originate new plans for model buildings, it will perhaps suffice to pre- 
sent plans of modern factories which are esteemed as among the first class. 
The Fairfield and the Willow Grove Factory send out cheese favorably 
known in the English markets. They have for several years received “top 
prices” from English shippers. 

THE FAIRFIELD FACTORY 

is located in Herkimer Co., N. Y., eight miles from Little Falls, the largest 
country cheese market in America. It receives the milk from one thousand 
cows. ‘The manufacturing department and curing room (“dry house”) are 
under one roof. The establishment is one hundred and forty-eight feet long 
by thirty-eight feet wide and three stories high. The second and third 
stories are for curing rooms. The manufacturing room is forty by twenty- 
eight feet; press room thirty-five by thirty-one feet. The boiler, of five-horse 
power, stands in a separate room, and cost four hundred and fifty dollars. 
The manufacturing room is supplied with double vats for cheese-making. 
These vats are each sixteen feet long, three feet four inches wide, and 
eighteen inches deep, holding six hundred gallons. I may remark here that 
vats of this size and proportion are convenient for work, and are usually 
adopted at the factories. They are double, that is, the inner one of tin, set- 
ting in a wooden vat, with spaces between the two at the sides and bottom, 
where heat is applied—either steam or hot water. 

THE WILLOW GROVE FACTORY 

is in Oneida County. The dry house sets upon high stone piers, and is one 
hundred feet by thirty feet, and two stories. The manufacturing department 
is in a separate building, being thirty by twenty-eight feet, with press room 
twenty-six by fourteen feet. This factory has capacity for the milk of one 
thousand cows. 

WIGHT’S WHITESBORO FACTORY, 

in Oneida Co., N. Y., has also a high reputation in the English markets. It 
was erected for six hundred cows; dry house one hundred and four by thirty 
feet; two stories. Directly opposite stands the manufacturing department, 
which is twenty-six by fifty feet. 

THE SANBORN FACTORY. 

We give elevation and plan (see Figs. 6 and 7) of a very neat and con- 
venient factory, erected at Sanborn, N. Y. It is thirty-six feet wide by 
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seventy-five feet long and three stories high above the basement. The manu- 
facturing department is in the basement, and the curing rooms above. On 
the first floor above the basement a living-room, bed-room, pantry, &c., are 

finished off, as apartments for the manufacturer. The building was erected 
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FievurE %.— GROUND PLAN. 

DESCRIPTION OF GROUND PuANn.—A, Platform for receiving milk, half outside of building, and four feet 
above basement floor. B, Millar vat and heater. C, Fire room. D, D, D, D, Millar vat, 600 gallons. 
E, Whey spout, level with basement floor. F, F, F, Fifteen presses. G, Drop below main floor. 
H, Conduit for slop water; floor descending each way thirty inches from main floor. I, Cellar for 
family use. J, Cistern. K, Main floor, twenty-two by fifty feet. LL, Sinks on castors. M, M, M, 
Doors. W, W, W, Windows. 

by a stock company, at a cost of some $6,000. The subjoined ground 
plan and description of the manufacturing room (Fig. 7) will be readily © 
understood. 
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Fictre 8.— BAsEMeEnT. 

A HERKIMER COUNTY FANCY FACTORY. 

One of the most convenient of the modern factories is that recently 

erected at Newville, Herkimer Co., N. Y. The whole establishment is 
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under one roof, the structure being three stories high. The manufactory is 
in the basement or first story, and the living rooms of manufacturer 
in the second story, with cellar in basement and chambers in third story. 
The illustrations (Figs. 8, 9 and 10) show the rooms in the different stories, 
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FieurE 9.—SrEconp Story. 

and the position of apparatus in the basement. These plans, with those 
previously given, will be useful to those about building factories, or for those 
who contemplate remodeling old structures, while at the same time they give 
the reader a clearer idea of the buildings than any written description alone. 

THE COST. 

The cost of buildings, of course, varies in different localities, and must be 

GHAMBER 

TARAS ey 

FieurE 10.—Turrp Story. 

regulated according to taste in architecture, cost of material, labor, &c., &c. 

Factories in the State of New York cost from $3,000 to $10,000. The prin- 
cipal cost of machinery will be for steam boiler, milk vats, presses and 
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hoops. Steam boiler, with fixtures, say $500; vats, $100 each; screw 

presses, $4 each. A factory for six hundred cows may be fitted up in good 

running order for from $1,200 to $1,500. Vats with heater attached, which 

will obviate having steam boiler, are sold (six hundred gallon size) for about 

$200 each. A factory with from six hundred to eight hundred cows will 

need five hands, and perhaps, when the curing rooms are full, more help. 

The manufacturer or head manager, if skillful, will command from $800 to 

$1,000 and board, for the cheese-making season of nine months. The second 

man, who perhaps has worked at the business a year or more, gets, say from 

$35 to $50 per month and board, and women from $4 to $5 per week and 

board. Women not unfrequently take charge of factories as head managers, 

at salaries sometimes as high as $80 to $100 per month and board. Boys 

and girls, or young persons of immature age, are not usually employed. 

The head manufacturer at a factory is expected to “ take off his coat,” and 
do a good day’s work every day—seeing to the delivery of the milk, working 

at the curds, the presses, and all the time with a sharp eye to see that all 
moves on in order and on time. The quantity of milk received must of 

course depend on a variety of circumstances—goodness of cows, quality of 

pasturage, the season, and time of commencing and closing operations. The 
Weeks’ Factory, at Verona, Oneida Co., N. Y., in 1867, had an average of 

six hundred and forty cows; length of season, two hundred and nine days ; 

pounds of milk received, 2,481,615; green cheese made, 261,904 pounds ; 

cured cheese, 250,540 pounds; shrinkage, four and one-third per cent. 5 

pounds of milk to green cheese, nine and forty-eight one hundredths ; pounds 

of milk for cured cheese, nine and ninety-one one hundredths. The gross 

receipts per cow (average for the season, exclusive of income from butter 

and cheese made before factory opened and after close) varied from $34 to 

$78, the former being the poorest dairies and the latter the best. The 
cheese sales in 1867 were low, the average at the Weeks’ Factory being 
only $14.40 per one hundred pounds. The receipts during other years have 

been much larger. Some of the factories in Herkimer Co. make an average 
of five hundred pounds to the cow, which, at present prices (fifteen cents), 

would give $75. This would be too large an estimate, however, for a novice 
to base dairy prospects upon. 

DISTANCE IN DELIVERING MILE. 

The average distance from which milk is brought will not exceed one and 
a-half miles, and perhaps in the old dairy districts in New York is a little 
less. Four or five miles may be set down as the maximum, except in rare 
cases, as at the West, where we have reports of milk being carted eight 
miles and more; and yet, if cooled at the farm, arriving at the factory in 
good condition. Such a long distance is regarded as altogether too far to 
cart milk with profit, especially on our country roads, which, for the most : 

part, are rough during a considerable portion of the year. 
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COOLING MILK AT THE FARM, 

The practice of cooling milk at the farm does not usually obtain among 
dairymen. Canning milk too warm, and hauling it in this condition to the 
factory, results in great losses to dairymen. It is now several years since I 
commenced urging the importance of cooling milk at the farm, and as soon 
as drawn from the cow, and most especially have I urged this principle since 
returning from my visit to European dairies. After an extended observa- 
tion over the dairy districts of Great Britain, and an examination of the best 
English methods, it was clear that in the matter of cleanliness, care of milk 
and of stock, management of pasturage, &c., the English were in advance of 

us; but in machinery and appliances for manufacturing, the Americans were 

a long way in advance of the English. My report upon English methods, 
&c., has effected a change in American dairy practice, and it is pleasant to 
know that the bad practices of our dairymen are being corrected. We are 

now beginning to cool milk at the farm, and as a consequence the character 

of American cheese must greatly improve. If milk is exposed to the air and 
cooled to 60°, when drawn from the cow and before canning, it may then be 

canned, and will arrive at the factory in good order. It is quite important 
that milk be freely exposed to the air, while warm from the cow, in order 
that unpleasant odors may pass off. ‘There are now a number of devices for 
cooling milk at the farm. The Ricas plan is to conduct the milk in zigzag 

channels over a tin plate, with cold water underneath. Mr. Bussry of 

Oneida Co. effects the object by a tin cylinder holding water, and which 
floats upon the surface of the milk in the can. 

Mr. Hawtery of Syracuse has a somewhat similar arrangement. Mr. 

Burnap of Schoharie Co. introduces in the can a long tin tube, filled with 

water. Others simply pass the milk over a shallow tin vat, with water 
underneath. Mr. Arnotp believes that milk should not only be cooled but 

deodorized, and he effects this by exposing the milk to a current of air. For 
this purpose fans are provided, which are to be put in motion by a weight 
and gearing. The milk falls on a succession of corrugated tin plates, and is 
thus spread out into a thin sheet, while the fans throw forward and through 
it a current of air, which carries away offensive odors. The last plate gathers 

the milk into a stream which falls into the can, and thus both cooling and 

airing are effected. Recently he has invented a ventilator, to be applied to 
the carrying can, which is so arranged as to give the milk ventilation while 
being carried to the factory, and at the same time prevent any escape of 

milk from slopping over during its transit. Mr. Bussry, in his National 
Milk Cooler, has an improved strainer, which is so arranged as to aerate the 
milk as it falls into the can and upon the cooling apparatus. We give 
illustrations of four forms of coolers (see Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14), which are 

to be applied to the carrying can, are quite inexpensive, and very convenient 

of application. 
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Fig. 11 shows an improved strainer-pail, applied to the Bussry Cooler, 

which operates in exposing the milk to the atmosphere, for the purpose of 
deodorizing it. At Fig. 12 is shown Burnap’s Can and Cooler. 
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Fiaure 11. 

A, Cooler. F, Strainer pail. D and E, Syphon pipe. G, Cover. H, Milk can. M, Milk. O, Ice in the 
cooler. N, Cold water in cooler. 

_ The principle of the Hawiry Cooler (Fig. 18) is based upon strict philo- 

sophical laws—the cooling of fluids from the top. Fig. 1 represents the 

cooler as placed within the can. The cooler is a hollow chamber, which 
floats upon the milk, and will therefore operate whether there is much or 

little milk in the can. Water is intro- 
duced into this float at the rubber 
spout, B, (Fig. 2,) through funnel 
attached, and is forced out at C when 

more water is poured in. The points 
marked D represent passages through 

the cooler which bring the milk in 
direct contact with the air. By the 

handle, if desired, the cooler can read 

ily be plunged into the milk occasion- 
ally, thus thoroughly agitating the 

entire mass. 

Norturor’s Automatic Agitating 
Cooler (Fig. 14) consists of an upright 
tube, two or three inches in diameter, 

having a funnel top, in the center of 
which is a pivot, supporting the tube 
in an upright position; the tube rest- 

ing on a pivot at the bottom of the can. At the lower end of the tube, two 

or more agitating and cooling tubes are attached, opening into the upright 
tube ; within the upright tube is an inner tube extending nearly to the bot- 

tom of the upright tube, its upper end being connected, just above the top 
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of the can, with one or more discharging arms, which are attached to the 
upright tube, and which extend out and turn downwards over the top edge 

A, Can. B, Cooler. 

FIGURE 12. 

C, Strainer. D, Can cooler. E, Can bottom. 

of the can, having their issues adjacent to the side of the can. In operation, 

the cooling liquid (cold water) enters the funnel at the top of the upright 

tube through a faucet, 
from a tank, or spring, 

or penstock, and passes 
down the upright tube 
to the agitating tubes, 
through these to the 

bottom of the upright 
tube, thence upward 
through the inner tube 

to the discharging arms, 

out of these arms (the 
issues of which are 
turned in opposite di- 
rections) against the 
outside of the can, the 

reaction of the streams 
of water causing the 

whole to revolve, thus 

distributing the water 
evenly all over the out- 

side of the can, and cool- 

ing and stirring the milk 
on the inside of the can. FietreE 13. 

The can should be provided with a woolen cloth or jacket (tied on), for the 
purpose of absorbing the water, thereby inclosing the can in a cold armor, 
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the intensity of which is increased by the rapid evaporation from the 

woolen jacket. The illustration (Fig. 15) shows the manner in which the 
frame is arranged for supporting the water tank. The machine is quite sim- 
ple in its arrangement, easily cleaned, and as an agitator and cooler com- 
bined, is one of the best we have seen. 

FACTORY CHARGE FOR MAKING CHEESE. 

The usual charge in large factories for making the cheese is seventy-five 
cents per one hundred pounds cured 
cheese. This includes care of cheese 
until sold. If the factory is small, 

one cent per pound is charged. A 

large number of factories charge two 
cents per pound, and furnish every- 
thing required —bandage, annatto, 
rennet, salt, and the boxes in which 

the cheese is placed for shipping. 
Hauling cheese to railroad depot is 
done by patrons. 

THE WHEY. 

The whey is usually fed to hogs, 
sometimes at the factory and some- 

times at the farm. Ample pens and 
yards in the former case are provided 

by factories. Each farmer delivering 
milk is allowed one hog at the fac- 

tory for every five cows. He can 

Fieure 14. : Figure 15. 

have a pen where he can keep his hogs separate, or turn them in the 
yard with the others. The whey runs to large reservoirs near the pens, 
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and when the hogs are to be fed, a faucet is opened which lets the whey 
into the troughs. The difficulty of keeping the factory premises free from 
foul odors is so great that the practice of feeding hogs in connection with 

the factory is being abandoned. I should always advise this course, but 
if it is resolved upon to have swine kept at the factory, the pens should be 

located a long distance from the milk and cheese departments, so that there 
be no possibility of the air becoming tainted about the premises. It is alto- 
gether better, however, that the whey be carted home by farmers on the 

return trip of delivering milk at the factory. At some factories the whey is 
considered a perquisite of the manufacturer or stockholders of the factory, 
who extract the butter from it, purchasing hogs, and feeding them on the 

refuse whey. We shall describe the recent processes of making marketable 

butter from whey when we come to treat of butter manufacture. 

BRANCH FACTORIES. 

It often happens that farms and herds are so located in respect to the 
factory that long distances over rough and hilly roads have to be traveled by 

patrons, making the delivery of milk difficult and expensive. In such cases 

the plan of branch factories has been found convenient and practical in their 
working. In this plan a large central building is provided, where the cheese 
is stored, and small, cheap structures are erected at different points over the 
country, simply for the manufacture of cheese which is carried to the central 

building to be stored and cured. One of the largest central establishments on 
the branch factory system is located at Ingersoll, Canada (Fig. 16). This fac- 
tory is noted for having made a cheese weighing some seven thousand pounds, 

the largest cheese that has ever been manufactured. It was six feet ten 

inches in diameter, three feet in hight, and twenty-one feet in circumfer- 

ence. To make it, thirty-five tons of milk were required, or one milking of 

seven thousand cows. It was bandaged with wire cloth, and its shape was 
in every respect perfect. 

To transport this immense cheese (Fig. 18) to the railroads from place to 
place, a very heavy wagon was specially manufactured for it. Then the hoop in 
which it was pressed was placed upon the mammoth, and the ends inclosed with 

heavy plank above and below, held in place by rods of iron firmly secured 
with nuts. It is not very probable that an attempt will very soon, if ever, 
be made “in the cheese line” to “ outdo” this Canadian mammoth, and as a 

matter of history connected with large cheeses, we give’ an illustration of the 

monster as it appeared at the New York State Fair at Saratoga, and in the 

streets of London and other cities of England, on its way to the place of 

exhibition. 

In making very large cheeses, unless due caution be taken, there will be 

difficulty in expelling the whey, and if the whey is not properly expelled 

under the press, or otherwise, the cheese will be sure to turn off bad flavor. 

Several very large cheeses have been spoiled by not attending to this 
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particular. The method adopted at the Ingersoll factory, and one which proved 
to be successful, was to divide the curds into small parcels—say from fifty to 
seventy pounds—and press thoroughly in hoops. Then after the whey had 

been expelled, the cheeses were broken up and passed through a curd-mill, 

and after being thoroughly mingled together were placed in the large hoop, 
where the curd assumed the proper shape under a powerful pressure. 

Mr. Lemvrt Brown, who first suggested this plan and put it in success- 
ful operation, thus describes the advantages of the system. He says:—‘ In - 

regard to the question of branch cheese factories, I will state that, for the 

last four years, I have been in business which led me from one factory to 
another, through the principal dairy region of this State. In taking this 
broad view of the factory system, I have seen certain objections, which, if 
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carried out, would soon cripple it in its infancy. The first and greatest 

objection is the expense and trouble of carrying milk long distances. I 
therefore introduced and put into practical operation, two years ago, and to a 
greater extent one year ago, the plan of working the milk at different points, 
and drawing the cheese togetherinstead of drawing the milk. For this pur- 

pose I erected cheap buildings, some eighteen by twenty-four feet, furnishing 

them with all the apparatus and conveniences of a nice factory, with ranges 

to hold ten or fifteen cheeses, or a load, which were boxed and drawn to the 

dry-house. I prepared the rennet, annatto and bandages at the dry-house, 

sending the required amount to the branches when the team went after the 

cheese. I have closely followed up the experiment for the last two seasons, 

and found the plan to work admirably, even beyond my expectations. The 

‘advantages are greater and the objections less than I expected. The first 

advantage is, that it gets a large amount of cheese together by drawing the 
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milk but a short distance; and there is not only a saving in distance, but, as 

there are but few teams to deliver at one of these branches, the patron can 

drive up and unload at almost any moment, thus saving much time from the 

disadvantage of waiting his turn at a large factory. Another advantage is 
that as the milk is drawn but a short distance, it is delivered earlier in the 
day and in better condition—two considerations which will be appreciated by 
all practical cheese-makers. In many instances, when milk comes in a bad 
condition, had it been delivered an hour or an hour and a-half sooner, it 
would have caused no difficulty in its manufacture. As it will be admitted 
by all that the quality of the milk has much to do in determining the charac- 
ter of the cheese, these facts will argue a.superior dairy in favor of the branch 
system, to say nothing of the increased amount of the product. 

“The third advantage is the facility with which the patron can obtain his 
share of the whey, having to draw it but a short distance on his return home 
from carrying his milk. In brief, the branch system secures to the farmer 
all the advantages of a large factory in his own neighborhood. 

“ By giving the farmers 
these advantages and con- 

veniences, I think the per- 

manency of the factory sys- 
tem will be established ; 

but as I am led to believe 

that the day of drawing 

milk long distances is nearly 

over, it is my opinion that, 
unless the branch system is 

adopted, the large factories 

will break up into smaller 
ones, which will fail to be 
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built by a few farmers in convenient localities, and managed to save expense, 
much like the old private dairies. As they have learned something from 
the present factory system, they will undoubtedly make better cheese than 
of old; but there will be an end to all that progress in cheese manufacture, 
which has within the last few years, given American cheese the first place in 
the world’s market. Indeed, the quality of American cheese will be gene- 
rally lowered ; for, while few excel or equal the present standard, many will 
fall below it, from lack of that interest which is felt by the individual who 
makes cheese-making not only his business, but his study. 

“As to the manufacture of cheese in branch factories, they ean be so 
placed as to get the milk from two to three hundred cows into a single vat, 
which can be worked by one hand without any additional help. I hired a 
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hand the past season, who ran a branch with two hundred and thirty-six 

cows, without receiving the least assistance from any source. 

“As the help has but one vat to watch, the work can always be done 

in season. Not so in the large factory, with a conbination of vats; for in 

case two or more vats need dipping at the same time, which is often the case, 

one of them is obliged to wait, to its injury. 

“These considerations argue two points against large factories, and in 

favor of the branch system : 
“© 1. The milk will be delivered at the branch earlier and in better condition. 
“¢2. The work can always be done at the branch in the proper time. 

“ One objection brought against this system by many is, that there will 
be as many kinds of cheese as there are places of manufacture. My expe- 

rience does not sustain this objection. Distance has nothing to do with the 

result. If the same rennet and annatto are used, and the same rules are 

observed in the process of manufacture, what difference can it make whether 

the vats are two feet or two miles apart? The conditions being the same, I 

see no reason why the result would not be the same. acts and observations 
show that it is. During the past season I visited a large number of factories, 

and nowhere did I find a more uniform lot of cheese than was produced 

under the branch system. 
“ As regards the amount of help, I think a dairy of one thousand cows 

could be manufactured nearly as cheaply at four branches, with two hundred 
and fifty cows each, as if the milk were all delivered inone place. I am now 

speaking simply of making. The additional expense and trouble would be 
in drawing the cheese together. Still this is less than the extra expense and 

trouble of drawing the milk long distances. There is not only more weight, 

but the milk has to be delivered in season, whatever may be the weather, 

while the cheese can be left over in case of bad weather or hurry. 

“When the milk is all drawn to one large establishment, the entire care 

is commonly thrown upon one person, the rest feeling little or no responsi- 
bility, and not working with the interest required in the successful perform- 

ance of such delicate business. But when the milk is worked by the branch 

system, the care is divided, and not only a feeling of responsibility, but a 

spirit of rivalry is awakened. Consequently, the labor is more carefully and 

thoroughly performed. 
“ Another objection raised against the branch system is, that it will require 

all experienced hands. But, as the milk comes in better season and condition, 

and there is only one vat to watch, with the rennet and annatto prepared and 

furnished ready for use, it will readily be seen that, with frequent visits from 

the overseer, it will not require as much experience and skill as it would to 

manage a large factory. I have found no trouble with hands of little expe- 

rience. In one case I hired a hand who was totally unacquainted with cheese- 

making, and he ran a branch through the season with the best of success. 

There isan effort among the hands to excel each other, and should any of 
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them have bad luck, as each branch has its own mark, the superintendent will 
readily detect it, when a visit to the branch will enable him to soon put 
everything right. ; 

“Farmers at a distance would generally choose to pay for drawing their 
milk, rather than to draw it themselves. But if a branch were erected in 
their neighborhood, the general opinion is that each would rather draw 
his own milk than to be obliged to get it ready for the milk-wagon at just 
such a minute every night and morning. Admitting this to beso, the branch 
system would save to many the sum paid for drawing their milk to a large 
factory—it, on an average, costing $2.50 per cow. Allowing it to cost twenty- 
five cents per hundred pounds more to work up milk under this plan ; then, 
as a cow will make four hundred pounds, which would make the additional 
expense one dollar per cow, the saving to the farmer would be one dollar and 
a-half on each cow—which, with other advantages mentioned, would throw 
the argument in favor of the branch system. 

“In conclusion, I will say to those who are about to build, unless you 
adopt the branch system, do not build too large. I have been on the road for 
the last three months, and have exchanged views on this point with a large 
number of manufacturers. It is the prevailing opinion that the day of draw- 
ing milk long distances is rapidly coming to a close. Froma mile and a-half 
to two miles is as far as it will be found feasible to draw it. This, asa gene- 
ral thing, will get together the milk of from two to three hundred cows.” 

CHEESE-MAKING MACHINERY. 

In cheese factory machinery, the first thing naturally to be considered is 
the heater and vat. There are a great variety of heaters—the steam boiler, 
boiler and engine, tanks for hot water, cheese vats with heater underneath, 
&c., &c. There are so many kinds of apparatus, some of which are not now 
to be recommended, that I shall only name those of recent invention, or 
those which have been generally approved. The engine and boiler has been 
in use, more or less, from the first introduction of factory cheese-making. 
Some old cheese-makers are very much prejudiced in favor of steam in cheese 
factories, and where an engine can be utilized to do other work besides sup- 
plying heat to the vats, this form of heater is very desirable. Among the 
new things recently brought out is ! 

CLARK’S SECTIONAL BOILER AND STEAM GENERATOR, 

an illustration of which (Fig. 19) we give in this connection. It is con- 
structed of a series of sections of solid, heavy cast iron cylindrical hollow 
rings, with lathe-turned faces, bolted together vertically, one upon another, 
with water passages or openings communicating through the series, and 
made water and steam tight by thin rubber packing around each opening. 
The lower sections, forming the ash pit and combustion chamber, are plain 
hollow cylinders ; the others are constructed with corrugated and chambered 
projections inside for water, and for increasing the heating surfaces exposed 
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to the fire. The number of sections may be indefinitely increased to utilize 
all the available heat from the fire. The small vertical spaces between the 
corrugations form the smoke and heating flues, while the larger central space 
is lined with heavy sheet iron, and forms the coal magazine, thus making at 

once a perpetual base-burner and self-feeding machine of the most approved 
shape known. The magazine is filled through a door and shute in the dome- 

shaped smoke top, and holds sufficient supply for its full capacity for about 

FIGguRE 19. 

eight hours, or for simply heating and cooking purposes for sixteen to 

twenty-four hours. For wood fuel, an additional plain section, with feeding 
door in the combustion chamber, is used. They are recommended as entirely 
safe from explosions, and cannot be ruptured with a pressure of two hundred 

pounds or less to the square inch, and all are practically tested under that 
foree at the manufactory. See view of sections (Fig. 20). They remain 
entirely free from incrustations or scale from hard or lime water, as the feed 
water enters just below the grate, and as the temperature gradually reaches 
to about 190° F. (which is far below boiling point), the lime is precipitated 
to the mud ring around the ash pit, where it remains undisturbed mud until 
blown off at the waste cock, or removed at convenience; as this deposition 
occurs before the lime and muddy water 
reaches the corrugated and chambered 

sections, they consequently do not be- “4 

come clogged or choked by lime or mud. 
They can be readily taken all apart for 
handling, transportation, re-packing or 

other purposes, and put together again by two men, in less than two 

hours’ time. 
Mr. Horace L. Emery of Albany, who has had considerable experience 

with engines and boilers, and whose opinion I have asked concerning the 

Hh 

Hi 

Ficure 20, 
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merits of this invention, writes me as follows :—‘‘It is my belief that, as a 

steam generator—for safety, economy in space occupied, fuel and attention, 

and, I believe, durability, and most of all, efficiency—it has no superior, 

whether for heating, cooking or power purposes. When to it is applied the 

non-conductor covering of plastic felting, called Salamander Felting, from 
our neighboring city, Troy, I think it the safest from fire and frost of all 
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FIGuRE 21. FIGURE 22. 

inventions. I am putting the machine you saw into my house, in place of 
the portable hot-air furnace, which last is now worn or burned out beyond 

repairs, having been in the place twelve to fifteen years, and, as arranged, is 

as good a pattern as any in use in Albany; still I prefer to use steam, for 
the reasons that it is perfectly controllable in temperature, under different 

pressures, while its fire is controllable by its diaphragm automatic damper, 
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below the grate. I shall use four hundred feet of one-inch caliber iron pipe 
in my heating air chamber, through which the air circulation passes, precisely 
as with the hot-air furnace, and use all the air-pipes and registers, precisely 

as they are and have been for the hot-air furnace, making no change. The 

hot or pipe chamber will be made of wood, and lined with a thick coating 

of the non-conductor felting, for economy in cost, safety, and to prevent 

absorption or radiation of heat. To this I have also attached a positive 
automatic water feed, so that while the heating air for the house does not 

consume or waste any water, still by drawing hot water through the house, 

on all four floors, as well as for washing purposes, &c., &c., the selffeed 

supply will maintain the water flow to its line all the time. I am operating 

it now, all mounted, at our works, and am pleased with its performance. 
For cheese dairies I am confident it is preferable to anything I have seen. 
I think the No. 3 size would prove more desirable, as its capacity is double ; 

while for a given amount of work with the No. 2, it is quite as economical 

in its fuel item.” 
VERTICAL ENGINE AND BOILER. 

Mr. Emery sends me the following brief description of the vertical 
engine and boiler (see Figs. 21 and 22), which are adapted to factory use: 
“ The boilers are of the upright tubular style, with internal fire box, are made 

of the best material and workmanship, and are all tested to one hundred and 
fifty pounds pressure per inch. The heating surface and area of grate are in 

excess of the quantities usually allowed for the same power, and it is there- 

fore unnecessary to purchase a greater rated power than that required for 

actual use ; while in cases of emergency these boilers can be depended upon 
for much more than their rated power. The engine is not fastened to or 
upon the boiler, and is, therefore, not affected by the expansion, nor are the 

bearings over-heated by conduction, or the ascending heat from the boiler. 

The fly-wheel, being at the base, secures steadiness under the high speed 

which is necessary for economy of fuel. Being attached to one base, the 
combined engine and boiler is easily transported, occupies little space, and 

may be very readily mounted upon wheels, rendering it peculiarly adapted 

for agricultural purposes.” 

ANOTHER NEW BOILER AND ENGINE. 

Messrs. Jones and Fautkner of Utica, N. Y., have also within the past 

year 1870 brought out a boiler and engine, which appears to be well adapted 

to cheese factories. We give (Fig. 23) an illustration of the boiler, &C., as 

applied to the common factory vat. 

AUTOMATIC HEATER AND CHEESE VAT, 

Of the recent inventions in this class of heaters, that of Messrs. WHITMAN 

and Burret of Little Falls, N. Y, deserves attention. It is very much 

liked by those who have given it a trial, and is meeting with success. The 

subjoined cut (Fig. 24) and description will explain its operation. 
25 : 
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The heater consists of a metallic vat or pan, Y, for holding water, with a 

series of flues, C C, running through it, carrying the smoke and heated air 

from the chamber, b, at the back end of the fire box, into the chamber, G, at 

the foot of the smoke pipe H. The chamber, G, is directly over the front of 

the fire box, J, and is connected with it only as the common termination of 

the flues, C. The bottom is of iron, and being directly over the fire the heat 

: FIGURE 23. 

rarefies the smoke and air in the chamber, and increases the draft through the 

smoke pipes. In front of the chamber, G, are slides on doors, I, which admit 

of cleaning the smoke flues, C C. The pan, Y, is supported over the fire box, 

Z, by parallel metallic pipes, which receive a supply of water from the foun- 

tain or spring through the pipe, E, and discharge it through the pipe into the 

FIGURE 24. 

pan at, A, in a partly heated state (not hot enough to precipitate lime, but 
about milk warm) ; and as, generally, water is running through the pipe, no 

sediment can lodge in it. When very hot water is used the pipes are dis- 

pensed with, as they are not important. The supply pipe, when it empties 
into the pan, is furnished with a T, at A, having the end entering the pan, Y, 
an inch or more lower than the other end, thus making a self-regulating 
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supply to the pan, which, so long as the water is permitted to run, is always 
evenly full, for as soon as the water in the pan becomes as high as the outer 

end of the T, the water will waste instead of running into the pan. Hot 
water runs from the pan, Y, through the pipe, L, into the base of the milk 
vat, and is conducted by a set of pipes through the water, under the milk. 
The heated water under the tin milk vat, as it grows cooler, is returned 

through the pipe, U, F, to be re-heated in the pan, Y. A constant circulation 

may be thus kept up, through both heater and milk vat, on any number of 

vats. The outlet from the pan, Y, into the pipe, L, is on a level with a 
point to which the water is to be raised about the milk vat, while the inlet to 
the pan, Y, through pipe, U, F, is on a level with the bottom of the milk 

vats. The supply of water and circulation is regulated by faucets. The size 

of heater is three and a-half feet by five and a-half feet. There are five flues, 

C C, each three and a-half inches in diameter. The pan is made from very 
thick heavy English galvanized wrought iron, No. 17. 

Advantages.—1st. By means of the return smoke flues, C C, the heat is 

all utilized, thus saving one-half the fuel, while the very large heating surface 
(more than twice the bottom of the pan) makes the water boiling hot sur- 
prisingly quick. 2d. The “draft” to the fire, in the fire box, is increased 

very much by re-heating the smoke after it reaches the chamber, G. 3d. The 

saving of water as set forth. 4th. Its durability—made of extra heavy gal- 
vanized wrought iron, it will last a long time, and is easily repaired by any 
tinsmith if it gets out of order. 5th. Hot water is coming to be regarded by 
many manufacturers as the best heating agent that can be used in making 
cheese. 6th. This apparatus can be furnished cheaply, and as the price of a 
milk vat is also $100, the heater with, say two six hundred gallon milk vats, 
costs but $300; and with three milk vats, $400. 

THE CHEESE VAT OR MILK VAT. 

consists of a water-tight metallic reservoir or pan, A, sustained at the top by 
the wooden rim, V, and set just within a wooden vat, W, also water tight. 
The metallic vat is supported at the bottom by wooden strips, P, running 

transversely, which are retained in place by longitudinal strips, O. Hot 
water is supplied from the heater and, after entering the outer or wooden 

vat, W, at M, it is divided into two streams, which, after traversing the whole 

length of the vat through the pipes, M, are discharged into the wooden vat near 

its place of entrance. The water circulates freely around the metallic pan, 
and may be kept in constant circulation between the milk vat and heater 

through the outlet, S, which connect with the heater by the pipe, U, F; or 

the water may be withdrawn entirely from the milk vat by a waste pipe at 

the end of the vat. The discharge of the curd and whey into the cheese sink 
through the opening, R, may be facilitated by tipping down the cheese vat 
by turning over the lever, T, thus shortening two legs and rocking the vat 

upon two middle legs. 
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Advantages.—1st. The metallic vat is made of five cross tin, large sheets, 
so there are but three seams in bottom and two seams in sides, thus making 

it much more durable and easier to clean, as there are but few seams. 24d. 

The bottom of the wooden vat is made of but two plank, the same being of 

best clear pine lumber, each two inches thick, twenty-two inches wide, and 
fifteen feet long; five heavy bolts, with nuts on ends of same, running 

through the legs across the bottom and ends of vat, so that if the vats shrink 
or swell it can be regulated easily. 3d. The discharge curd and whey gate, 

R, is five inches by six inches ; and when the “ drop floor” is put in factories 

it is of great use in drawing off the curd into the sink. Vat, with dip con- 

nections, $100; vat, with discharge curd gate, $110. 

OLD STYLE “‘SELF-HEATERS.” 

Of the heaters directly beneath the cheese-vat, sometimes called “ self- 
heaters,” the Ror vat and heater, the O Neil vat and heater, and the Coorzr 

vat and heater, are all similar in principle and all resemble each other. They 

were at one time quite popular among farm dairies at the West, and have 
been applied to factory vats for some years. We give a cut of an apparatus 

of this description, manufactured at Watertown, N. Y. 

The illustration (Fig. 25), shows 
the inner or tin vat raised. Beneath 
the wooden vat is the double iron 
cylinder, the space between the two 
parts being for water and the fire-box 
in the center. It will be readily 
understood from the figure represent- 
ing it. 

ANOTHER FORM OF HEATER UNDER 
THE VAT. 

=—— The Oneida vat and heater (Fig. 

BASU 26), invented by Wu. Ratpu of Utica, 
has long been in use, and has always held a prominent position among this class 

of apparatus, on account of its economy in the use of fuel and its even distri- 

bution of heat. 

Figure 26 shows a very correct representation of the external appear- 

ance of an apparatus that is quite extensively in use in cheese-factories 

and dairies throughout the country. It consists of an inner vat of heavy 

tin plate, with a frame of wood about the top, and is furnished with a gradu- 

ated scale attached to the side, for ascertaining the amount of milk that may 

be contained, which may also be a guide for determining the proper amount 

of rennet and salt. The tin vat sets inside of an outer vat of wood, usually 

lined with galvanized sheet-iron or copper. Between these vats, at the sides, 

ends and bottom, is a space for water for cooling the milk, which is run in 
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through a funnel or hopper at one end, and discharged through gates or 
faucets at the opposite end. Water 
is also used to communicate heat to 
the inner vat, and is heated by a fire 
made in the heater, which is a copper 
eylinder of the length of the vat, 
situated in a recess underneath the 
vat, the recess being something more 
than a half cylinder in form, with its 
opening communicating with the water 
chamber between the vats; the water 

flows around the heater and through 
the opening at its top, the entire 
length of the vat. The heater and 
recess is equal to about one-third the 
width of the outer vat. Over the 
heater, in the water space between 
the vats, is placed a platform of thin 
boards, movable, but held in place by 
suitable fastenings, upon the upper 
and under side of which are cleats for 
the support of the inner vat, between 

which the water flows from the heater, 

first around the sides and ends, then 

under the bottom of the inner yat, 

thence through pipes to the bottom 
of the heater. This platform or dia- 
phragm is technically called the “ equal- 
izer,” the office of which is to prevent 
the currents of warm water from 
striking the bottom of the inner vat 
till after they have been in contact 
with the sides and ends, and given off 
a portion of their heat, causing an 
even warming of the milk and cooking 
of the curd, with a comparatively 
small amount of agitation. 

At one end of the heating cylinder 
is a fire-door, damper and hearth. At 
the other end is attached the smoke- 
pipe; a whey strainer, siphon, or 
whey gate and heat stopper complete 
the arrangement. 

The construction and operation of 
the vat, and direction of the currents 

of water in heating, will be readily understood by the diagram shown in 

0% MUNDI 
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figure 27 of across section of the same: A, is the inner vat; B, outer vat; 

C, heating cylinder; D, case or jacket forming the recess in which the heater 

is situated; EK, the equalizer; I’, F, are pipes for returning water to the 

heater after having given off its heat. The arrows indicate the course of the 
currents of water from the heater to the tin vat, and their return through the 

pipes F, F, to the water. 

It will be seen that as the recess containing the heater is opened at the 
top the whole length of the vat, there is entire freedom of circulation of the 

warm water,—a space of one and a-half inches at the sides and ends of the 
equalizer being left clear for the purpose—the water is put in motion and 

conveys the heat to the inner vat as fast as it receives the same; as a conse- 

quence, the water is but afew degrees higher in temperature at the time 

being than the milk or curds in 
the vat ; itis claimed, therefore, _ 

that by the application and 
retention of so low a tempera- 

ture, a larger proportionate 
amount of cheese from a given 
amount of milk may be obtained 
than where a higher heat is 

brought in contact with the 
milk vat; that all the butter in 

the milk is retained in the 
cheese, and that the apparatus 
requires a comparatively small 

amount of labor or fuel; heats 
Figure 27. with uniformity; never forms 

hard water scale on the heater; is simple and safe, and being complete in 
itself, involves no expense in setting up. 5 
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MILLAR’S CIRCULATING COIL HEATER AND OHEESE VAT. 

This is another form of heater economical of fuel, the general appearance 

of which, with its connections, is represented at Figure 28. It is constructed 
on the circulating principle, by means of which very little water is required 
to be heated besides that contained in the vats themselves. It has been 

thoroughly tested for four or five seasons, and is now in use in a large number 

of cheese factories. A representation of the heater and water tank fitted to 

accompany it as shown at Figure 29. _ 
The heater is constructed separately from the vat, and consists of wrought- 

iron pipes, screwed together in such a manner as to form a fire chamber, and 

present a large amount of heating surface directly exposed to the action of 

the fire. This coil of pipes is inclosed in brick-work, which prevents loss of 

heat. A pan or tank, rests on the top of this brick-work, and is connected 
to the coil in such a manner as to form a perfect circulation; so that when 
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this tank is filled with water and a fire started, the water is warmed very 

rapidly. A flue is formed underneath the bottom of this tank so that it 
receives the heat from the fire = 
after it has passed the coil. 
Figure 30 shows a view of the 

arrangement of the heating 
pipes of the vat. The coil is 

also connected with the vat 
and forms with that a perfect 
circulation. The upper pipe, 

the one that supplies the heat 
to the vat, branches off, and 

two smaller pipes are connected 
to it, and these extend through 
the space between the tin and 
wooden vats, and are perfo- 
rated so as to distribute the 
heat equally. The lower pipe, 
the one that supplies the coil 
with water from the vat, is 
attached directly to the bottom 
of the wooden vat. Proper 
stop-cocks are attached, so that 
the heat from the coil can be 
turned on or shut off from 
either the tank or vat at plea- 
sure. A safety pipe is attached 
to the cold water, or lower 

pipe of the coil, which allows 

the water and steam to escape 
into the tank, to prevent all 
danger of exploding, in case 
all the stop-cocks should be 
negligently closed at once. 
A most convenient and sim- 

ple arrangement for tipping the 
vat is attached, by means of 

which it can be tipped or 
righted again very easily, and 

without requiring any great 
outlay of strength. 
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~ THE OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS. 

The tank is filled with water, a fire started in the chamber formed by the 

coil of pipes, and the water in the tank is first warmed; the stop-cocks that 
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connect it to the coil being open, while those to the vat are closed, thus 

forming a circulation with the tank only. After this water is warm, and 

when the milk has been placed in the tin vat, the stop-cock to the vat is 

opened, and the warm water immediately passes from the tank, filling the 

space between the tin and wooden vats. When filled, the stop-cocks to the 

tank are closed, leaving the coil in connection with the vat only, The heat- 
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Figure 29, 

ing of the vat then immediately commences. The water passes from the vat, 
through the lower pipe, and circulates slowly through the coil, becoming 
gradually heated, returns to the vat through the perforated pipes, and by 
them the heat is most evenly distributed. The same circuit is continued until 
the proper temperature is reached, when the stop-cock to the vat should be 
closed. This at once cuts off the circulation, and prevents a further rise in 

temperature. When the heat is shut off from the vat, the stop-cocks to the 
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tank should be at once opened, and the tank, having been refilled with cold 

water, receives the heat from the coil until the vat is ready to be warmed 

again, as it also receives the heat from the fire after it has passed the coil, by 
means of the flue underneath it. A supply of hot water is constantly on 

hand for any purpose, without using extra fuel. 

yu Sana | — Til oe 

POSITIONS OF HEATER AND VATS. 

This apparatus is convenient to arrange for factory purposes. The heater 

can be placed in almost any position to suit the room. This will be readily 
understood from the plans at Fig. 31. Plan 1st shows vats connected to a 
right-hand heater ; Plan 2d shows vats connected to a left-hand heater; and 

Vat Vab as Vat 

et ane 

Heater 

Feed Door ‘esd Door 

Fieure 31.—Puan 1. FicurE 31.—PLan 2. 

Plan 3d shows vats connected to a heater placed in front of them, which can 
be either right or left. The feed-door can be placed at either end of heater. 

Many other advantages are claimed for this apparatus besides those previ- 

ously mentioned, but the following is the most important, viz., the manner 

of applying the heat. The heating pipes, or those that distribute the hot 

water in the vat, enter and extend through the vat, on each side of the tin 
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milk holder, thus diffusing the heated water equally along the sides of it. 
The lower or cold water pipe is attached to the bottom of the vat, and as 
through this pipe the water is continually passing out to the coil, the warmer | 
water is gradually drawn under the tin vat; thus the 
bottom is at no time but a little warmer than the 
milk or curd inside, while the majority of the heat 
is transmitted through the sides of the tin vat. 
This is at all times a great desideratum, but especially 
in the operation of “cooking the curd,” as the curd, 
after it is cut, settles to the bottom. In this appa- 
ratus the majority of the heat is imparted to the 
curd by means of the whey, which receives its 
heat from the sides of the vat; at the same time 
‘sufficient heat is imparted to the curd that lays on 
the bottom to keep it of an equal temperature with 
the rest. 

These heaters (Fig. 32) are made in a portable 
form ; they are constructed on the same principle as 
the stationary apparatus, except that they are porta- LECCE esas 
ble; their position can be changed at any time. The heater is inclosed in a 
enero stove, instead of brick work. In the two smallest sizes this stove 
is lined with fire brick, to prevent loss of heat by radiation into the room, 
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The two largest sizes have a lining of common brick work, laid up on the 
_ the inside of the castings, for the same purpose. They require but a small 
“amount of fuel, burn either wood or soft coal, and can be used for many 
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~ other purposes besides cheese-making. They are especially useful for steam- 

ing and cooking feed for stock. When arranged for this purpose, the general 
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construction of the heater is the same. The only difference is that a check- 

valve (see Fig. 33) is substituted for the lower stop-cock to the tank, and 
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the pipe furnishing the hot water or steam, instead of extending out hori- 
zontally, is carried up perpendicularly, and a steam separator is attached, to 
which the steam pipes are connected. The principle of its operation is this: 
When the stop-cock in the upper pipe is open, the water in the tank circu- 

FIGURE 34. 

lates through the coil, and is heated in the same manner as in the cheese vat 
heaters ; but when steam is desired this stop-cock is closed, the return of the 
water to the tank is thus cut off, and it remains in the heater until steam is 
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FIGURE 35. 

generated, when the mixed steam and water are driven up into the separator ; 
the water, being separated, runs back into the tank, and the steam passes off 
through the pipes to the desired points. This will continue as long as the | 
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stop-cock is open. During this operation, the coil is fed with water from the 
tank, through the lower pipe. 

We give also in this connection an illustration of the vat and heater for 
farm dairies, called the Oneida Farm Vat (see Fig. 34.) 

FACTORY MILK CANS. 

These cans are constructed with a conical bottom (Fig. 35), which renders 
them very durable and strong, and does not add anything to the ordinary 
weight of the can. A solid tinned A 

or galvanized iron band, with a 

projecting lip for the support of 

the can, encloses this bottom, at- 

tached by soldering. This ren- 
ders it durable. We also give a 
cut of the Iron Clad milk ean, 

(Fig. 36), which is stoutly made. 

MILK CAN HANDLES. 

These handles (Figs. 37 and 
38) are made especially for com- 
bining a convenient handle for 
carrying or lifting a cheese fac- 

tory carrying can, with another 
for the purpose of dumping or #il@ 
tipping it when a crane is used. il 

They are made so as to embrace 

or inclose the band, which is 

usually placed near the center 
of the can, thus attaching them 

to the strongest and stiffest part 
of the can. The new pattern 
(Fig. 37) is adapted to either the 

ordinary hooks, or the straight 
or squarely bent hooks or tongs 
used in some localities, which re- 

quire a hole or socket to fit them. 
The old pattern (Fig. 38) is only 
adapted to the ordinary lifting hooks. Another form of can handle is shown 
at Fig. 39. It consists of a broad, malleable iron plate fitted to the curvature 
of the side of the can, for riveting thereto; having a flanged socket and knob, 

also a hinged handle for lifting by hand; which handle, when not in use, 

drops to the side of the can. This arrangement is adapted for hoisting and 
tipping the can, to empty from the top, to any and every device used for the 

purpose ; whether hinged bail with hooks to fit the socket, common hook or 

simple ring, fitting the outside of the barrel, neither of which can slip or 

FIGURE 36. 
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unhook, and either of which will allow a complete revolution of the can. 

The plate tends to strengthen and protect the can while being hoisted. The 

projection of the socket and knob being but three-quarters of an inch outside 

of the handle, it is not liable to be broken or to jam surrounding cans while 
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“FiGuRE 3%. FIGURE 38. FIeURE 39. 

being carried. The handles represented at Figs. 40 and 41 are designed to 
be used on the Iron Clad can (Fig. 36). 

FACTORY WEIGHING CAN. 

The cut (Fig. 42) represents a tin weighing can for receiving the milk as 
it is brought to the factory. This can stands on the scales, and each patron’s 

FieurE 40—CovErR HanbDLe. FIGURE 41—SwE HANDLE. 

milk is emptied into it, weighed, and then allowed to run to the vats. The 
bottom is made to incline to the faucet or gate, which is extra large, generally 
about three inches in diameter, so that it is emptied very rapidly. A con- 

ductor head (shown in Fig. 48) is placed in front of the faucet to prevent the 
milk from spattering and to conduct it to the vats. The tube or pipe on the 

end can be extended to any required length, though if more than three or 
four feet long, it should be an open trough. Fig. 44 shows an extra strong, 

large, weigh-can gate, having guides to steady and regulate the handle. 
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| CHEESE PRESSES. 

One of the most convenient presses for farm dairies is the Oysron’s Her- 

kimer County Press, illustrated in Fig. 45. 
Description.— Between the upper beams of the stout wooden frame two 

sectors, EK EH, are hung by wrought iron journals in iron boxes inserted in the 

beams. One of these sectors is geared on the inside and the other on the 

outside. i are operated by a pinion, the shaft of which passes through 

FIGURE 42. FIGURE 43. 

the front beam, and on which the ratchet wheel, F, is fastened. Next to the 

ratchet the end of the lever, G, plays loosely, and then the crank is secured 

with a pin, which also keeps the lever in its place. The pitmen, or toggle 

levers, D D, are four in number; their upper ends are secured on wrought-iron 

journals, cast solid in the sectors, and their bottom ends are pivoted to the 

follower, and work in iron boxes. The follower, A, slides up and down 

between the posts, and is kept perfectly steady. To operate the press the ~ 

lever, G, is raised and a dog at the back of the 

lever, which plays on a strong pivot, is hooked on 
to a pin in the beam and holds the lever up. The 
dog, H, is then turned back so that its other end 

shall take into the ratchet below the center; the 

sectors, follower, &c., are then run up with the 

crank and held up by the dog, H; the cheese is 
then put in, the dog, H, turned to the position Figure 44 

as now represented; the lever is then raised, which unhooks the lever 

dog and allows it to take into the rachet. Then press the lever down, or 

hang a weight and leave it as you please. The follower and sectors are rep- 
resented about half way down; the journals on which the strain comes move 
but one-quarter of a revolution as at each operation of pressing, which con-_ 

sumes little power and produces little wear, while the pinion makes over 
three revolutions, which gives the end of the lever a traverse of over eighty- 
six feet. ) 
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FACTORY PRESSES. 

The presses at the factories (Fig. 46) are generally quite similar in con- 
struction, and, except the iron screw and its fittings, are usually made upon 
the spot by some carpenter. These presses are not patented, and are so 

— = i uM 

FIGURE 45. 

simple in construction that any one handy with tools can do the wood work 
for less money than their cost of transportation over long distances. The 
wooden frames should be made of well seasoned timber, and the parts of 
sufficient size to be strong, so as not to spring or warp. The sills for holding 
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the hoops are about fifteen inches wide and four inches thick, and the beams 

ten inches by six inches thick. The posts are of the same thickness, and of 
the width of the sill at the bottom, slanting to the width of the beam at the 
top. The posts should be about four feet ten inches long. The sill and beam 
are let into the posts say about a half to three-quarters of an inch. The sills 

stand about two feet from the floor, and the beams are about two feet five 

inches above the sills. The posts are set about two feet apart, which gives a 

space of two feet by two feet five inches for the hoop. Iron rods with nut and 
screw for the ends are used for holding the wood work firmly in place, and 
six or eight frames or presses may 

be connected together. Fig. 46 
gives their general appearance. 

CHEESE PRESS SCREWS. 

While for private dairies lever 
presses are still used to some ex- 
tent, the screw presses have been 
universally adopted by cheese fac- 

torymen. ‘The screws are usually 
placed in benches of six or eight. | 
These benches, as we have re- | 

marked, are made very strong, 
from heavy timber, with bolts, to 
hold them from spreading, between 

each screw. The ordinary screw 
has two holes drilled in its hub, fl 

and is turned by means of a round | 

iron bar. Ratchet screws are much 
more convenient, but, as usually 

made, are very objectionable, on Ficure 46, 

account of their complication, thereby allowing the collection of whey 
and dirt, causing them to rust and smell badly; they are also con- 

stantly getting out of order. The illustrations (Figs. 47 and 48) show an 
improved Ratchet Cheese Press Screw, which is said to entirely overcome 
these objections. The screw is thus constructed: A toothed or ratchet 

wheel is firmly attached to the screw, leaving about an inch space between 

the top of the flange and the lower side of the wheel. A lever, to which is | 
attached the pawl of the ratchet, is made to fit in this space, thus when 
attached completing the ratchet. But as this lever can be readily removed 
from or attached to the screw, by merely pressing back the pawl, one lever 

can be made to answer for all screws in a factory. It will thus be seen that 

this arrangement combines.all the advantages of the ordinary ratchet screw, 
with the simplicity, strength and cleanliness of the common plain screw. 
The pawl attached to the lever is made wide enough to turn the ratchet 

26 
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wheel, when placed either side up; thus it can be readily adjusted to either 
raise or lower the screw. The screw, when relieved of pressure, can be — 

Fiaure 48, 

rapidly raised or lowered, by means of a malleable iron handle, made 
expressly for this purpose (see Fig. 49). The flange of this screw is made 
very heavy and strong, and has an extra deep socket, in which the lower end 

Ficure 49. Figure 50. 

of the screw is carefully fitted, so that the flange cannot tip in the least, but 

will press the cheese true and even. Both the handle and lever of these . 
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screws are galvanized, which is quite important, as the salt and acid in the 
curd and whey will rust them badly. If the common screws are used, the 

iron bars for running them should always be galvanized, for the same reasons. 

Another pattern of these screws (shown at Fig. 50) is simple in construc- 

tion, consisting of a screw of refined wrought iron, attached to and turning 

in a heavy cast base, also a heavy cast nut through which the screw works, 
for fastening into the beam of the press. The screws are turned by means 
of a wrought iron bar inserted into holes in the collar of the screw. They 

are usually of two sizes—one and three-fourths inches and one and a-half 

inches in diameter. The one and three-fourths inch screw is in extreme 
length twenty inches ; has thirteen inches length of screw thread ; four holes 
in collar for inserting a seven-eighths inch bar, and a base nine inches in 
diameter. The one and a-half inch screw is in entire length eighteen inches ; 

length of screw thread, eleven and a-half inches; four holes in collar for 

three-fourths inch bar, and eight inch diameter of base. The grade and 
pitch of screw are calculated for the most rapid motion compatible with 
strength, great power and ease of working. 
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FIGURE 51. 

FRAZER'S GANG CHEESE PRESS. 

This press is constructed horizontally, and presses any given number of 

cheese, with a single ratchet screw set in moyable head-blocks, so as to repeat 

when run out its length. The cheeses are placed upon their edges in metallic 

hoops, made in sections, with heads or covers of the same material, not 

liable to shrink or swell, forming a complete box, the sections sliding 

together as the pressing is performed, finishing the cheese at one operation. 
The advantages claimed for it are: Ist. It saves the labor of one man, 

where a large number of cheese are made, 2d. It takes up less than one- 

half the room of the old presses. 3d. The hoops are so constructed that the 

air and whey escape as soon as pressure is applied. This is an advantage 

not appreciated heretofore. 4th. The hoops also make a perfectly smooth, 
rounding edge. 5th. The cheese are pressed in bandage at once—no turning 

in press, nor particle of trimming. This alone saves much labor. 6th It 
will press any number of cheese as perfectly as one. 7th. It presses perfectly 
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even, and cannot do otherwise, if the press and hoops are made true. 8th. 

The pressing is so gradual, on a large number of cheese, that there is no 

curd forced off with the whey, as is the case with the single cheese press. 

9th. The pressing is uniform ; as one is pressed against the other, therefore 
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FIGURE 52, 

all must be pressed exactly alike. 10th. A weight is attached to the lever 
to continue pressing, or indicate when manipulation is necessary. 11th. 
When the screw is reversed sufficiently to relieve one cheese, they will. all 
come out, saving much labor running screws up and down, as in the ordinary 
press. 12th. The hoops are made in sections for bandaging and contracting, 

dispensing with all followers and bot- 
tom boards. Figs. 51 and 52 illus- 
trate these presses. 

CHEESE PRESS HOOPS. 

The hoops for pressing cheese 
were formerly, and are still, to a 

large extent, made from wood, but 

the last few seasons galvanized iron 

~ hoops (see Fig. 53) have been intro- 
——— duced to a great extent, and are het- 
FieurE 53. ter on many accounts. They do not 

shrink or swell, absorb no whey, and the cheese slips out more readily. 
RUBBER PRESS RINGS. 

A source of considerable trouble and annoyance to cheese-makers is the 
shrinking and swelling of the cheese followers; if they fit loosely, the curd 
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will press up, thereby making it necessary to trim it off, thus causing a 
waste of cheese. Figs. 54 and 55 illustrate an invention designed to over- 
come this difficulty. Fig. 54 shows a cheese hoop cut in two perpendicularly. 
A, represents the cheese hoop; B, the follower; C, the cheese; E and F, 

rubber washers or rings. One of these rubber rings (Fig. 55) is placed on 
the inside of the cheese hoop, resting on the press board below the curd or 

cheese. The other is placed above the cheese, directly under the follower. 

FieurRe 55. 

As soon as the pressure is applied, it causes the rubber rings to expand and 
fit tight to the hoops, preventing the curd from pressing either up around 

the follower or out underneath the bottom of tHe hoop. By using these 

rubber rings, the followers may fit the hoops very loosely. They are very 

valuable in using for the second pressing after the bandage has been put on ; 

the rings then prevent the bandage bursting at the edge, which has always 
been a great annoyance, as it allows the flies to get in, producing skippers 

in a place whence they can scarcely ever be gotten out. 

Yi fli 

FiguRE 56. 

HOOPS AND WOODEN PRESS RINGS. 

Hoops and wooden press rings are usually made of staves and hard wood 

(see Fig. 56) doubled together and banded with riveted or welded bandss 
Hoops of heavy sheet iron, galvanized, with a welded band at top and bottom, 
are now generally preferred. The illustration (Fig. 56) is a perpendicular 
section of a wood hoop and press rings, showing the position of the rings in 
pressing, also a ring separate. The hoop is shown resting upon the press 

board, in which are seen the channels for conducting off the whey. A is the 
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follower, with its edge slightly beveled, corresponding with one side of the 

upper or triangular ring, 6. The lower ring, ¢, is in its section a right-angled 

triangle, and is seen in its place at the bottom of the hoop, though by some 

this ring is not considered necessary. D is the upper ring shown out of the 

hoop. These rings are made of hard and tough wood by machinery, which 
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FIGURE 5%. Fieure 58. 

smoothly rives them into*a three-cornered shape and forms them into circles, 
so as to tightly fit the inner surface of the hoop, with ends butted together. 
The manner of using is: first place the hoop on the ‘press board, insert the 
lower ring, press it down till it is flat upon the board, put in the curd, insert 
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FIGURE 59, Figure 60. FIGuRE 61. 
the upper ring just below the top of the hoop, put on the follower, and it is 
yeady for the press, On removing the cheese from the hoop the rings slip 
out with it. After bandaging put in the cheese and the upper ring, forcing 
it down to the cheese, insert the follower and apply the pressure. By this 
means nothing but the whey can pass the rings, the corners of the cheese are 
left perfect, and the edge of the bandage is firmly impressed ; no press cloth 
is required, though some prefer a small round cloth for top and bottom. 
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CAST-STEEL DAIRY KNIVES FOR CUTTING UP THE CURD 

are differently arranged and mounted. They are of two kinds, the perpen- 

dicular and the horizontal (Figs. 57 and 58). The perpendicular is designed 
to pass through the vat, cutting up the curd into columns. Then the horizontal, 

passing through, cuts the columns into cubes. These knives are manufactured 
of sixteen, eighteen and twenty inch lengths, and from four to thirty blades 
each—to cut perpendicularly. The blades are now tin plated. From four to 
fifteen blades, the blades are half an inch apart; the twenty-blade knives are 

three-eighths of an inch, and the thirty-blade knives quarter of an inch apart. 

The four to six blades inclusive have handles on top of head, as in illustration 

Fig. 59. Theseven to thirteen blades have handle on side of head as in Fig. 

60. The twenty and thirty blades have handles on both side and top of 

head, as shown on the horizontal cutting knife in the illustration. The 

thirty-blade perpendicular knife is intended for use where cheese is made 

FIGURE 62. FIGURE 63, FIGuRE 64. 

in the “coarse curd process,” and is passed through the curd but once, 
cutting it into slices. The other perpendicular knives are passed through 
the curd both length and crosswise. The horizontal knives (Fig. 61) are 
eighteen and twenty inches long ; four, six and eight inches wide; with blades 
half an inch apart. This knife is not intended to take the place of the per- 
pendicular knife, but to be used in connection with it. After cutting the 
curd length and crosswise, this knife cuts the columns into cubes. For dairy 

use, four to seven blades, perpendicular, and four inch horizontal; for cheese 

factory, eleven and thirteen blades perpendicular, and eight inch horizontal. 

_ The rake agitator (Figure 62) is used for the purpose of agitating the curd 

while cooking, is very convenient and will save much labor. This is made 

of wood and tinned wire. The illustration (Fig. 63) gives another form of the 
agitator. Whey strainer and siphon (Figure 64), for the purpose of drawing 
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off the whey. The lower part of the strainer is made of perforated tin. The 

syphon has a faucet attached to one end, with a valve at the other, so con- 

structed that when filled with whey they will prevent it from escaping. It 

can then be carried to the vat in which the strainer is placed, the valve end 

of the syphon is inserted in the strainer, the faucet end hanging over the 
trough for conducting off the whey. The whey immediately commences to 
run through the syphon on opening the fancets. 

CURD-MILLS, DAIRY-DIPPERS, ETC. 

Curd Mills are now coming into general use in many sections of the coun- 

try. Figure 65 represents the McApam Mill; it is constructed from iron, 

with the exception of the frame and hopper, which is wood; it is geared up 

so as to run rapidly, and has a heavy balance-wheel to make it run easily. 

They are invaluable where the Cheddar system is adopted, and will be. 
found a valuable article, particularly in hot weather when the milk is often 

not in the very best condition. At such times it has the effect of improving 

the quality of the curd by finely divid- 
ing, cooling and exposing it to the air; 
equalizing its character and insuring 

more perfect salting. 
We give an illustration in Figure 66 

of Ratrn’s American Curd Mill. Re- 
ferring to the illustration it will be seen 

that the mill is fitted for lying upon the 

top of the cheese-vat or sink, and may 

be moved at pleasure or permanently 
Figure 65. secured at one place. It consists of a 

wood frame, upon which is secured a metallic rack with curved ribs; in this 
rack lie the picking cylinder or cylinders which are of tinned iron; each 
cylinder having two rows of teeth set spirally, which teeth by the revolving 
of the cylinders, gradually enter between the curved ribs of the rack, carry- 
ing before them the picked curd into the receptacle below. 

The peculiarity of this machine is in the metallic cylinders, and the action 
of the teeth through the ribs of the curved rack, by means of which the curd 
is not only easily and rapidly picked up, but being gradually passed through 
the ribs, is not mashed, nor the butter separated from it. 

The cut represents a double cylinder or factory size, the cylinders being 
geared together. The dairy size has a single cylinder; they are worked by 
hand with a crank, also arranged for power, being furnished with a balance- 
wheel to carry a belt. 

Dairy dippers (Figure 67) showld be made from IXXXX tin, and hold 
from three to four quarts, the seams should be well filled with solder, and 
they should be made plain and smooth. Figure 68 is a flat-sided pail made 
for the purpose of dipping out the curd from the vat ; 1t should be made from 
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heavy tin, with bail, and a handle in the back. A curd-scoop (Figure 69) 
should accompany it, which is made from tin, somewhat in the shape of an 

ordinary dust-pan, but made heavier and more carefully soldered. The curd 
sink should be mounted on castors, so as to be readily moved in any direction ; 

these castors (Figure 70) should be made very heavy and substantial, with a 

FIGurRE 66. 

projecting lip to take the weight off from the screws that fasten it to the legs 
of the sink. The wheel shank is so secured in the socket, that while it allows 

the wheel to revolve freely, it cannot slip out of place. The castors are 

secured to the legs by wood screws; the bottom of the legs of the sink 

resting upon projecting lips made to receive them. Four constitute a set. 

FIGURE 67. FIGURE 68. 

Rubber mops (Figure 71), a most desirable article for cleaning a wet 
floor, will save their cost in brooms several times during a season. No 
cheese factory will be without then when once tried. . 

Dairy thermometers (Figure 72) should be made with a heavy brass back, 
and a small loose tin collar to slip over the bulb to protect it; the handiest 
size is the ten-inch. The most approved patterns are now plated with nickel. 
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SCALES. 

Good scales are an important feature in cheese factory fixtures. We give 

in Figs. 73, 74, 75, 76 and 77 different forms of the Howe scales. These 
iy 

Vy Ve 
Wf 

FisurRe 69. FIGURE "0. Figure ‘71. 

scales are accurate and reliable. By introducing chilled iron balls between 
the platform, and by making all the bearings self-adjusting, they 

take nearly all the wear from the pivots, upon the sharpness of 

which the accuracy and durability of all scales very largely 

depend. Fig. 74 represents a platform scale on wheels. This, 
or the one shown in Fig. 73, is the kind wanted by every cheese 

factory for weighing the milk when it is taken in. About six 
hundred pound scales are the most desirable. Either of the 
scales shown in Figs. 75 and 76 are very convenient for weighing 
salt, &c., in cheese making, but the best to purchase in most cases is 

the Improved Union Scales (Fig. 77), as they not only answer for 
weighing small things, but have a convenient platform for 

weighing cheese or any heavy article. The Jonus Scales are 
very similar in construction to the above, and are good, reliable 

scales. We give in Fig. 78 a cut of the Jonus Stock Scales, 
which are found useful in weighing very heavy weights. 

THE RECTANGULAR CHEESE, 

Cheese has been made from time to time in a variety of 

‘shapes. In England and America the cylindrical form has always 
been most popular. Other shapes, such as the “ pine-apple,” the 
“cannon ball,” the “ Limberger” or brick shape, and the “ French 

cakes,” have been, each and all, of limited demand. Some of 

| these shapes, such as the “ pine-apple,” have been made and are 

= still made in small quantities in this country, and as a fancy 

article they sell at comparatively high prices. The “cannon 
ball” was at one time made in certain districts of New York to supply the 

FIGURE "2. 
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Navy. The “Edam” of Holland is round like a ball, and on account of its 
small size finds ready sale in Engiand, where it is in favor among the lower 
classes, the farm laborers, and those who desire a low priced cheese, and 

cannot afford to indulge in the better sorts. The Limberger is only suited to 

German tastes. It is rank in taste and smell, and comparatively few English- 

men or Americans have learned to like it. It is manufactured to some extent 
in this country to supply our German population, but is not exported. The 

FIGURE 73. Figure ‘4. Figure %5, 

French cakes have not been made in America. A good deal has been said. 

at one time and another about changing the cylindrical or common shape of 
our cheese to a square or oblong form. And the reasons urged for this 

change are that the present shapes entail a heavy expense in boxing, while 

they cannot be cut in small pieces to advantage. A wedge of cheese, it is 

contended, must always leave more waste, when itis divided up for the table, 

than the same weight in a square form, and as small cubical blocks are more 
pleasing to the eye than irregular pieces cut from a wedge, this alone is good 
reason why a square or cubical-shaped cheese should be made. But as the 

a _ ANN 

FIGURE ‘16. FicuRE ‘7%. 

material for making cylindrical boxes is growing scarce and expensive, a 
cheese of another form is required to meet this difficulty. Square boxes are 
not only more economical in cost of material and in the labor of making, but 

as they can be packed closer, there would be a gain: over round boxes in 
the matter of freight when sending to market. These are the arguments 
that have been urged by the advocates of this radical change in cheese manu- 
facture. On the other hand, serious objections have been suggested against 
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the proposed change. In the first place a reputation has been established in 

the markets for cheese of a particular shape, and it is a question whether the 

prejudices of consumers for these shapes could be readily overcome. It was 

thought, too, by many, that by making cheese in a square form the corners 

and edges would be more liable to break in handling, and finally, that there. 

would be difficulty in securing the bandage, and thus the matter has rested 

until quite recently. 
The first practical experiments in the way of making square-shaped 

cheeses, we believe, are due to Mr. Hotprince of Otsego county, N. Y. He 

has been for several years developing his system of cheese manufacture, but 

his plans were not fully matured until last year, when his new style of cheese 
was put upon the markets. We have seen several letters written by dealers 

who have handled the “‘ Holdridge cheese,” in which its shape and quality 

are highly commended, and from which it appears that sales have been 

readily made at good figures. As the plan adopted by Mr. Horpripex is 
original, and may be somewhat new to the dairy public, I shall briefly allude 

to some of its leading features. In the first place the curds are pressed in a 
square box, arranged with fol- 
lower, &c., on the plan of the 

common hoop. The cubical 

block of curd is then removed 
from the frame and cut witha 

fine saw into blocks of the 
desired size. For these blocks 

=< Mr. Horpriper adopts an ob- 
FIGURE 18. long form, the ends being 

square. A strip of bandage cloth, just wide enough to wrap around these 

blocks, (a small piece having previously been adjusted on the ends), is wet in 
water. The dampness causes it to adhere to the cheese. The blocks of curd 
are then simply laid upon the cloth and rolled over until the sides are covered, 
when the ends are lapped down, and this completes the process of bandaging. 
The bandaged blocks are then laid in the hoop in the same order im which 

they were cut, the courses being separated by thin boards, and when in place 

form a cubical mass. Then the follower is adjusted and pressure applied in 

the same way as for ordinary cheese. This process fastens the bandage 
securely, and after being properly pressed the frame is taken off, the blocks 

separated and put upon the shelves. While curing, these blocks of cheese 

are turned from day to day, but only a quarter revolution at a time. Mr. 

Hotprivce claims that the escape of the whey by evaporation is greatly 
facilitated by the form of the cheese, inasmuch as the whey percolates towards 
the bottom, and the turning being only a quarter revolution, or at right 

angles, it constantly tends toward the outside, while in the ordinary form of 

cheese the turning from one side to the other has a tendency to keep the 

whey in the center of the cheese. In the block-shaped cheese, therefore, the 
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whey is so far dissipated that decomposition is less liable to take place, and 
further, that the cheese can be preserved without the greasing process com- 

monly employed. He claims also that for the retail trade the block cheese is 

of great advantage, since the dealer can weigh the whole cheese and cut by 

measure the exact weight desired. And again, for family use they are 

superior, since by turning the bandage back from the end a thin slice may be 

cut off for the table, the bandage replaced and the cheese set on end, thereby 

excluding the freshly cut surface from the air, preventing drying and the 

attack of flies. . 

In the manufacture of small cheeses it will be observed the plan proposed 

must be a great saving in presses and hoops, while the ease and rapidity of 
adjusting the bandage is a matter of some consideration. I have examined 

the Hotpripex rectangular appliances for pressing with considerable care. 
The whole is very simple, easily operated, and not liable to get out of order. 

The plan, if successfully adopted, must save a large amount of labor at cheese 

factories, since one curb and one press is sufficient for a large quantity of 

curd. Then the cheese can be made of any desired weight without going to 
the extra expense of procuring hoops and presses and screws to meet the 

emergency. For making small sized cheeses, say from ten to thirty pounds, 

it would seem to be admirably adapted. Small sized cheeses are very much 

needed in the home trade, and are not supplied in sufficient quantity for the 

reason that manufacturers have not been willing to take the extra expense 

of labor and appliances for their production. Under the rectangular plan 
most of the objections to making a small sized cheese are obviated. We see 
no reason why the rectangular cheese cannot be made of equal quality with 

-cther shapes. Indeed, we have tested numerous samples made at different 

seasons of the year, and have found them excellent. The small expense in 
boxing this style of cheese alone commends it to favorable consideration. 
But of course the prejudice for round shapes among certain consumers may 

interfere for a time with the general introduction of rectangular cheese. Still 

from the success already obtained for this plan, and the favor with which the 

cheese has been received in the home and foreign markets, there is reason to 

believe that the oblong shapes are destined to work a revolution in the old 

styles of cheese. We hear of a number of factories this year, 1871, entering 

upon their manufacture, and by the end of the season enough cheeses will 
have been made to fully test the feeling of different markets in regard to the 
new shapes. 

We give a cut (Fig. 79) representing the curb and press, and the manner 
in which the cheese is placed for pressure. A represents cheese with 
bandage. 5B, composite mold. C, square curb or hoop. D and E, mortised 

slips for connecting the hoops. Mr. Hotprripesx, the inventor, gives the 
following statement as regards the comparative cost of making rectangular 

cheese and round cheese, together with the directions for pressing, ban- 
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daging and boxing, which will be useful to those proposing to adopt this 

style of manufacture: 

Saving in Boxes, Down Weights and Handling.—Comparative cost of 

manufacture, boxing, &c., of one hundred pounds of cheese made into ten 

pound rectangular cheese, or made into fifty pound round cheese:—Ten 

ll 1 

FI@ureE "9. 

rectangular cheese, five by five by ten inches, weigh one hundred pounds. 
Two round cheese, fifteen inches in diameter and eight inches high, weigh 
one hundred pounds. Bandage for round cheese, three-quarters wide, say 
one yard, costs six cents; to box two such cheese, forty-four cents. Total 
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cost for one hundred pounds, fifty cents. Bandage for ten rectangular cheese, 
as above, three yards, three-quarters wide, cost eighteen cents; boxes for one 

hundred pounds, thirty cents. Total cost per one hundred pounds, forty-eight 

cents; a saving of two cents per one hundred pounds. 

Comparing ten pound rectangular with fifty pound round cheese :—These 
small cheeses are packed eighteen (one hundred and eighty pounds) in a case, 

The same amount of cheese in fifty pound round cheese would require three 

down weights or more—a loss of two weights, not less than one pound of 
cheese as compared with the small cheese—worth sixteen cents. A saving 

of about nine cents per one hundred pounds, which, added to the two cents 

saved as above, makes not less than eleven cents per one hundred pounds 

saved thus far in favor of rectangular small cheese. This saving greatly 

increases as the size of the round cheese compared with the rectangular 
diminishes. 

Compare twenty-five pounds rectangular with the same size round cheese: 
Round cheese of this weight are about thirteen inches in diameter and six 

inches high. Rectangular cheese, same weight, are seven by seven by four- 

teen inches. The bandage for round cheese, per one hundred pounds, costs 

seven cents; four boxes at sixteen cents, sixty-four cents. Total for one 

hundred pounds, seventy-one cents. Rectangular cheese :—Bandage, twelve 

cents ; boxes, twenty-five cents. Total per one hundred pounds, thirty-seven 

cents; saved, thirty-four cents. To this should be added seven down weights 

saved, (three and a-half pounds of cheese), to case of eight cheeses, per one 

hundred pounds, twenty-eight cents. Total saved per one hundred pounds, 

sixty-two cents. In comparing fifty pound round cheese with rectangular 

cheese eight by eight by sixteen inches, weighing same, the saving per one 

hundred pounds is thirty cents. The above figures do not include the 

saving in screws, hoops and frames, nor in labor required to take vare of them. 

Saving in Hoops, Screws, &ce.—To manufacture the milk from five hun- 

dred cows requires hoops, screws and appurtenances to take care of at least one 
thousand pounds of curd. To manufacture this into fifty pound round cheese 
would require twenty hoops, screws, frames, &c., and would cost not less 
than $15 per set; total, $300. To manufacture the same curd into rectangu- 

lar cheese, twenty-five pounds each, would, if pressed into eight cheeses, two 
hundred pounds in a curb, require but five curbs, which, with screws and 

frames, would not cost over $150. A net saving of fifty per cent. To make 
the same amount of curd into ten pound rectangular cheese would require, 

if pressed in curbs thirty by thirty inches, two cheese in thickness, three 
curbs and fixtures, and would not cost over $100. 

Saving in Boxes.—We box eight cheese, thirty-pound size, in one case 
—two hundred and forty pounds—and the box will cost not over sixty cents, 

and can be furnished for less, as they can be made of pieces of boards and 
refuse lumber. We box the ten-pound size, eighteen in a case—one hundred 
.and eighty pounds—and boxes cost each sixty cents. By comparing these 
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figures with the cost of boxes for round cheese, per one hundred pounds, the 
Saving in expense is readily seen. We can use the same screws and frames 

as used with hoops. The common round hoops cost about $5 each, and press 

from twenty-five to fifty pounds of curd. Our curbs cost from $15 to $20 
each, and press from two hundred to four hundred pounds, or more. Curbs 
without sections cost twenty per cent. less. The expense of these can be 
lessened by using one or more locked or hinged curbs, with boxes dove- 
tailed or screwed together for first pressing the curd. And when several 
locked curbs are used they do not all require sections. Much less room for 
presses is required and the drying room can be much smaller for these 
cheeses than for round ones, as they occupy less space on the table or shelves, 
and the shelves can be placed one above the other. The rooms can be better 
ventilated, as the cheese are bandaged all over and will not crack. By using 
our style of press or curb, cheese can be pressed as long as desired, as each 
day’s cheese can be put under one press. 

The Press Cloths—Two press cloths are used with each curb. A square 
one, a little larger than the curb, and a long one, of sufficient length to reach 
around inside of the curb, and wide enough to protect the sides of the curb. 
Place the square press cloth upon the press board and put the curb upon it. 
Put in the long press cloth around the inside of the curb, and let it lap’ about 
an inch upon the bottom towards the center of the curb. If this cloth be not 
wide enough to cover the top of the cheese, a small square cloth should be 
used. Put in curd enough to make the cake of required thickness. Put in 
the follower and press the curd till next morning, or till sufficiently formed 
to cut. Having removed the screw, lift up one side of the curb and pull the 
bottom press cloth back half way, then lift up the other side and remove the 
cloth. -Take out the pins and loosen and remove the curb and side and top 
press cloths, and the cake is ready to cut. Cut the cake by measure into 
desired sizes, ; 5 

To Bandage the Cheese.—Cut the bandage into strips, one inch wider 
than the length of the cheese, and of sufficient length to reach around the 
cheese and lap about an inch. Also cut square pieces one inch larger than 
the end of the cheese. Place the pieces of bandage in a vessel of water, and 
put on the bandage wet. Place the end pieces on first, lapping over the ends 
one-half an inch all around. The side piece is put on as follows: Place one 
end of the bandage near the middle of the uppermost side of the cheese, 
spread it smoothly and turn the cheese from the person, and the bandage can 
be put on very smooth. Smooth over the corners and ends, and replace the 
cheese into the curb for second pressing. Where quantities of this cheese 
are made, we use a common table having on the under side a trough of water, 
and the bandage is cut into long strips of proper width and placed in the 
water in rolls on spools, and through slots in the table is drawn up as 
required, and cut off as each cheese is bandaged. This is a very simple and 
cheap arrangement, and will greatly assist in preparing and putting on the. 
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bandage. The bandaged cheese having been piled upon the press board, 
the curb is locked around it. Between each layer of cheese place an inch 

board same size as the follower. Nothing but the bandage is placed between 
the cheeses in the same layer. Apply the screw and press as long as desired. 

When the cheeses are first put upon the shelves or tables, place them close 

together for a few days, to prevent drying too fast, and after that keep them 

about an inch apart—to be governed by the weather and how fast they are 
desired to dry. The cheese should be rubbed and turned a quarter revolu- 
tion daily, and kept nice and clean. 

Boxes.—We box these cheese as follows: Ten-pound cheese, eighteen 
cheeses ina case. Twenty to thirty-pound cheese, eight cheeses in a case. 

The boxes are made of one-half inch stuff for the sides, and inch stuff for the 

ends and middle partition. The end pieces are set in a little from the ends 

of the sides, and a small cleat nailed around the outside of the heads, as shown 

in the engraving, makes them very firm. The middle piece is same size and 
shape as the heads. A cleat is put around the boxes outside at the ends and 
middle to keep them from being packed too closely together. This cleat 

should be of one-half inch stuff, and about an inch wide.. (This cleat does 

not show in engraving.) The lumber should all be planed, it looks so much 

better; and if the cover is fastened on with screws, it will be an advantage, 

as shippers and others can inspect the cheese without injury to the box, and 

where the market is not too far off the empty boxes can be returned. A 

thin piece of veneer or board, of same size as side of cheese, should be put 

between each cheese in the box, as a scale board, and the boxes should always 

lie so that the cheese stand onend. It pays well to make a neat looking 

package. Butter dairymen understand this, and know that the price of their 

butter is seriously affected by the appearance of the package. We know 

from experience that good, neat looking boxes for our cheeses are a profit- 
able investment. 

THE CHEESE RACK AND SETTER, 

were considered indispensable in the curing rooms of the early factories, but 
the necessity now for their use is not so great. Indeed, with the medium- 
sized cheese now generally made, many prefer the simple table on which to 

place the cheese while curing, as it is easier cleaned and affords more room. 

The cheese rack consists of scantling (four by five inches) with the corners 
beveled or cut so as to be five-sided; these are framed the proper distance 

at the ends and set on legs of the desired hight, forming a skeleton table. 

Or, instead of legs, arms may be framed into the posts which support the 
floors of the curing room, and upon these arms the scantling are placed to 
form the rack. Then round covers of inch hemlock or pine, bound with 
stout elm rims, three or four inches wide, set upon the racks and hold the 

cheese. When the cheese is to be turned, a spare cover is placed on top, and 
the cheese and covers turned over; the cover now on top is removed, rubbed 

with a cloth, and is ready to be applied to the next cheese. The rims of the 
27 
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covers protect the edges of the cheese in the process of turning ; and a part 
of the cheese swinging down in the open space between the timbers, and the 
rims resting on the beveled sides, renders the operation not only easy, but 
insures safety to the cheese. A large cheese can be turned with as much 
ease on a properly constructed rack as the loosening of the cheese on the | 
table preparatory to being turned. Large cheeses are difficult to handle on 
a table, and are liable to have their edges broken or in other ways marred 
in turning. The illustration (Fig. 80) gives an idea of the manner of con- 
structing the rack. 

CONVENIENT APPLIANCES. 

In the construction and fitting up of factories, it is very important to haye 
every department as conveniently arranged as possible. Attention should 
be given to have every appliance for saving labor and facilitating all the 
various operations. Good factory hands are comparatively scarce, and com- 
mand large wages. By having conveniently arranged buildings and handy 
implements, the labor of one or two persons may be saved, and this is an 

FIeuRE 80. 

important item. In a recent visit to Chautauqua County, I found some 
things adopted at the Sinclairville Factory, by which the operations were 
very expeditiously conducted. The Sinclairville Factory is one of the 
largest in the State of New York, receiving the milk of fifteen hundred cows 
and upward. Where such a large quantity of milk is received at one place, 
it is evident more than ordinary attention must be given to have the various 
parts of the factory and its appliances so as to be convenient, for if otherwise 
there would be great liability of neglect from time to time, which would 
result in damaging the product 

THE MAIN BUILDING 

is one hundred and twenty feet by fifty feet, three stories high, and this 
structure is wholly employed as a dry house or cheese curing department. 
The two lines of posts running through the central part of the building, in 
the several stories, to support the frame, are also made of use in holding the 
arms on which the tables or shelves rest, one above the other, thereby giving 
the building capacity for storing a large number of cheeses. Some idea of 
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its capacity will be had from the fact that at one time nine thousand cheeses 

(fifteen-inch size) were stored upon the shelves. 

THE MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT 

is in a wing extending in a line with the main building, one hundred and 
thirty feet long by thirty-two feet broad, and one story high. From the 
main building to the end of the wing the floor has one foot fall. The floor 
also descends from either side toward the center, where there is a narrow 

ditch for conducting off the whey and slops. The vats are upon one side and 
the presses upon the other side, opposite. The space from the vats to the 
side of the building occupied by the presses is eleven feet, which gives ample 

room for the sink, provided with large casters, to move up and down between 

the vats and presses as desired, while sufficient room is given on either side 
of the sink for the hands to work in, stirring the curds, &c., &c. 

THE SINK 

is three feet two inches wide by thirteen feet four inches in length. The 
bottom is made dishing, and is of matched pine, except in the center, where 
there is a narrow strip of perforated tin, through which the whey escapes to 
a movable trough, which is a little wider than the tin, and fits up close to 

the bottom of the sink, so that all the whey dripping from the curds is 

caught. At the upper end of the manufacturing department, and adjoining 

the dry-house, a space thirty feet long is devoted to 

A DRESSING ROOM. 

There are tables along the side of this department, where the cheese, 
when taken from the press, are received and dressed preparatory to going 

forward into the dry-house. At the lower end of the manufactory there is 

an open shed or covered drive-way, where the teams deliver milk. Upon 
one side stand the platform scales, three and a-half feet higher than the floor. 

of the drive-way. The usual weighing can and its accompanying tin milk 

conductor are not used at this factory. Instead, there is a truck running on 

rails along the heads of vats. This truck has a platform about the same 
hight from the floor as that upon which the scales rest. When the milk 
teams come in, the cans are moved directly from the wagon to the scales, 

and after being weighed go upon the truck, which is then moved along to 
the head of the vat and dumped. One edge of the platform on the truck is 
cut down lower than the others, and has a notch to receive the bottom of the 

can on this side, so as to facilitate dumping, and also to prevent the can 
from slipping while being dumped. The platform scales being about the 

same hight as the milk wagons, there is no difficulty in rolling the can upon 

the scales, and from the scales to the dumping truck. Each patron’s can is 
weighed and marked, so that the weight of milk is rapidly obtained. There 
is no bother with cranes, no weighing can to be kept clean, no milk con- : 

ductor to look after, while the operation of weighing and delivering the milk 
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to the vats, Mr. Burnuan, the proprietor, says, can be done quite as rapidly 

and safely as by the usual method, and with no more labor. On the other 
hand, a very large amount of work in cleaning. weighing can and milk con- 
ductors is obviated during the season, while at the same time there is less 
liability of sour milk, &c., arising from neglect on the part of factory hands 

to keep these utensils in proper order. The arrangement seemed to be 

convenient, as it certainly was ingenious, and being so different from the 
usual plan of delivering milk, may prove suggestive to those persons who 
are about to build cheese factories. 

_ THE CURD FILLER. 

Another handy device in use at this factory is that for filling the hoops 
with curd. A tin form (see Fig. 81) just large enough te slip down inside 

the hoop is used. It is a little longer than the hoop, and is surmounted by 

a flaring top, and when in place, has the appearance of a common tin pan 
sitting upon the hoop (see Fig. 82). 

Figure 82. Figure 81. 

Now, when the hoop is to be filled with curd, the lower or smaller end 
of this tin form receives a circular piece of cotton cloth just large enough to 
cover the bottom and come up over the edges of the tin outside—say about 
an inch. The cloth having been dampened and spread over the tin, is pushed 
into the hoop. It covers the bottom of the hoop, and the edges, of course, 
are held between the hoop and the tin, about an inch high all around the 
hoop. The curd is now placed in the hoop, and when full the tin form drawn 
out, which leaves the bottom cloth with edges turned up between the curd 
and hoop, preventing the escape of the curd during pressure. A circular cap 
of cloth is put on the top when the follower is adjusted and the cheese goes 
to press. By this device the use of large pressing-cloths is avoided, while a 
nice surface is secured to the cheese, making a considerable saving, not only 
in expense for cloth, but in labor of washing, &e. 
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THE BANDAGING MACHINE. 

This is another convenient arrangement by which a cheese can be very 

expeditiously bandaged. It consists simply of a circular-topped stool (see 

Figure 83) for placing the cheese upon as it comes from the press. The top 
of the stool is about the same diameter as that of the cheese to be bandaged. 

A strip of tin is bent into a circle, so that it may be made to inclose the 
cheese. The ends are not joined together (see Figure 84), so that it may be 
contracted or expanded. It is provided with handles. 

Now, when the cheese is to be bandaged, it is placed upon the stool, the 

circular tin contracted so as to readily receive the bandage, when it is allowed 

to expand, and is then forced down over the cheese and over the stool, or so 
far as is necessary to make a lap of bandage for the under side of the cheese. 

FIGURE 83. Figure 84. 

Then the tin is withdrawn, leaving the bandage nicely in place. The work 
is very rapidly effected, without trouble or tearing the bandage; and a 
closer and better fit may be made than where the bandage is drawn on by 

hand, as in the old way. 

THE MILK TESTER. 

In testing of milk, from time to time, the common lactometer, or set of 

glass tubes graduated, is used. But instead of marking the name of the 
patron back of each tube to designate it, as is usual at many factories, 

figures (see Figure 85) are used, which refer to corresponding names kept 
in a private book. Thus the tests may be conducted without arousing suspi- 

cion or causing unpleasant feeling among the patrons on account of subjecting 
the milk to a test. This plan seems to be altogether preferable to the use of 
names directly on the apparatus, since all unpleasant remarks concerning 
certain specimens of milk by those going through the factory are avoided, as 
the names corresponding with the numbers are known only to the factory 
manager, and can be kept secret by him. We give an illustration herewith 
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of the glass tubes set in a frame, and each with its appropriate number on 
the board at the back part of the frame. 

THE ‘‘ YOUNG AMERICAN ” CHEESE. 

Small cheeses of the “‘ Young America ” style have been manufactured at 
this factory, and sales for such have averaged considerably more than for 
large cheese. ‘These cheeses are pressed in hoops seven inches in diameter, 
and the cheeses made from six to seven inches high. Sqyeral are pressed 
together under one screw—in some cases as many as sixteen. They are set 
together, the followers adjusted, and a thick, wide plank put upon the 
blocking, so that the whole may be pressed evenly and alike. In boxing 
these cheeses for market, twenty-one and a-half inch boxes are used, and 
seven cheeses put in a box. One cheese stands in the center of the box, and 
the others are arranged about it, and they thus fill the box, so that they 
may be safely sent to market, without moving about or marring. We were 
much pleased with several other features at this factory, but which we have 
no space now to describe. 
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ON FACTORY BUILDINGS AND FIXTURES. 

The following from the pen of Dr. L. L. Wieurt, who has had large expe- 
rience in the management of factories, will appropriately close this branch 
of our work: : 

“The first thing to be considered in selecting a site for building, after 
having secured a sufficient number of cows, is a plentiful supply of cold, 
running water. The quantity should not be less than sufficient to fill a two- 
inch pipe, for the milk of every five hundred cows. The temperature of this 
water should not rise above sixty degrees in the warmest weather of summer. 
Instead of erecting the buildings over some low, marshy, swampy ground, 
where water, slop and whey will settle and stagnate and infect the superin- 
cumbent air, as is too often the case, by all means select some dry, hard, airy 
location, a little descending to the rear, and with a continuous descent from 
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the building, to insure the escape of all decomposing liquids to a safe distance. 
The size of the main building should be thirty-two feet wide, two stories 
high, of eight feet each in the clear, and the length will depend upon the 
amount of milk anticipated. A building seventy-five feet long will accommo- 
date the milk from five or six hundred cows. Let the piers be made very 
substantial, extending to a depth beyond the possibility of frost, and not be 
over about ten feet apart in either direction. The main timbers, being ten 
by twelve inches square, support three by ten inch joists, not set in gains but 

resting on the cross-sills. ‘The joists must be sound and set not over sixteen 
inches apart, being well bridged. The flooring of the manufactory, made 

of well-matched, sound yellow pine-plank, inclines three inches from the front, 
to a substantial box-drain made in the floor, four feet from the rear. The 

floor also inclines slightly from the rear to said drain. The drain drops from 
each end of the manufactory to the center, where it enters another box which 
conveys all slop, whey, etc., to a safe distance from the building. The entire 

outside is covered with well-seasoned, matched, sound pine-siding. The 

entire sides and ends of the manufacturing part, inside, are ceiled with pine. 
The ceiling is well plastered. The curing-rooms have floors laid with good, 
sound, seasoned spruce flooring. The sides are double-plastered, so as to make 

two fixed air spaces. The ceilings are also all well plastered. There need 
be no posts to support the floor. The second floor is supported by iron rods 
suspended from bridges in the attic. The entire building is well lighted by 
double-sash windows, which are supplied with good rotary outside blinds. 
Thorough ventilation of the curing-room is secured by the building being 
elevated so far above the ground as to admit of an abundance of air; and 
the insertion of large registers in each bent, under every counter in the first 

and second floors, and by good ventilators through the attic floor and roof. 

By careful attention to these registers, and keeping the blinds closed in hot 
and sunny days, the temperature can usually be kept at a sufficiently low 

degree, even in the warmest weather. An ice chamber in the attic, so 
arranged as to register the cold, moist air into the curing-rooms below, would 
likely at times be beneficial. The curing-rooms are supplied with counters 
twenty-four inches high and three feet wide; each table being made of two 
seventeen-inch wide pine plank, with a two inch space between them. 

Matched boards under cheese are objectionable, from the greater difficulty 
of cleansing and the danger of skippers infesting the cracks. It is better to 
have the counters two feet distant from each other for the convenience of the 
laborers, cheese-buyers and visitors. The manufacturing-room will be sepa- 
rated from the curing-room below by a tight double partition, with a large 

sliding door in the center, between the two lines of presses. The length of 
the manufacturing and pressing-room, in a building of the size above men- 
tioned, would be thirty-five or forty feet. The boiler-room, and wood or 
coal-room will be erected at the end and adjoining the manufactory, having 

easy entrance thereto. A building about thirteen feet square should be 
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attached to the front of the manufactory, containing a drive-way and a receiving-platform. The platform will be closed toward the drive-way, 
except a slide window to receive the milk through, and be open toward the vats. The center of this building will correspond to the center of the vats, so that the receiving-can may stand equi-distant from each outside vat. The ground of the drive-way is four and one-half feet below the top of the weigh- ing-can. The receiving-platform is about one foot higher than the top of the milk-vats. This building is supplied with means to hoist the cans of milk, either by a crane-derrick, or, what is preferable, a hoisting wheel. Permit no faucets in the transporting cans, as they cause the milk to taint when not cleansed thoroughly, and are liable to be neglected. The wooden vats being about fifteen feet in length, it gives three feet between the receiving-platform and the end of the vats; two feet between the vats and the curd-sink; two feet between the curd-sink and the presses, and two feet between the presses and the rear of the building. The vats are separated two feet from each other, and three feet from the end of the building. The wooden vats almost invariably leak, and I think it would be better to have them lined with sheet- lead. The tin vats should be made of the largest sheets of tin, of the best quality, and be soldered together very ‘smoothly. The wooden vat should rest upon a frame-work extending the one-half length of the vat, and not coming to the edge or upper end within four inches. The wooden vats should not be incumbered with legs extending to the floor, to be in the way of the feet. The most convenient way of raising and lowering the foot of the vat is by means of a standard, spring and catch, attached to the floor and the lower end of the vat. The space between the last vat and the curing- room will accommodate two tiers of presses, and give sufficient room for storing salt, for rennet and annatto jars, for hanging siphons, conductors, pails and knives ; for washing-sink, hot and cold water barrels, ete. Supply each milk vat with a water pipe of at least three-quarters of an inch bore. The water, after having circulated around and cooled the milk, will be conducted to a water-wheel and furnish the power to move the milk agitator, of which AusTIN’s patent is recommended. If the factory is to receive the milk of five hundred cows or over, get a steam engine of not less than two horse- power, the boiler being not less than a six horse-power. It requires the expenditure of a large quantity of steam to warm the milk, and you want to be sure of it just when you need it; and the engine will enable you to pump water into the boiler, to grind your curds, to churn, if you wish, to saw your wood, or perform what other service soever you may desire. If you havea less number of cows than above indicated, a patent heater manufactured by Cuartes Mitrar & Son of Utica, will heat the milk gradually and very perfectly, and gives general satisfaction, If you do not grind your curds you will need two curd-sinks, so as to give greater facility for cooling the curds before putting to press. Your milk conductors will be large, stout, and open at the top to insure easy cleansing. Procure a good curd-mill to be used at 
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least in hot weather. You want one gang knife of thirty blades, with one- 
fourth inch spaces, and one horizontal curd knife. If you use a steam boiler 

use the steam dry, after the method patented by Mr. ScuERMERHORN. Alto- 
gether the best method of warming the curing-room is by steam from the 

boiler. This gives a more equable temperature, and a moister, purer atmos- 
phere. The next best mode of heating is by a furnace, well supplied with 

water for evaporation. Wood or coal stoves do not sufficiently equalize the 
temperature. Having an ice chamber in the attic, you can perform the 

double operation of cooling and moistening the rooms at any time. Curd- 
rakes, to keep the curd from packing, are nearly as indispensable as curd- 

knives. The patent horizontal press, pressing a number of cheeses at once, 

with one screw, will come into general use when the patentee has learned to 

obviate the difficulty of making an indentation or crease in each cheese, which 

harms their appearance, and supplies an excellent place for the generation of 

skippers in fly time. The followers must fit the hoops very nearly, or if not, 

the use of the rubber ring is necessitated. The use of this will hinder the 
curd from passing up between the hoop and the follower. In very hot 

weather, however, the acid in the whey soon decomposes the rubber and 

necessitates new purchases. No press cloths are needed. The rings and 

staples in the followers you buy are worthless, and should be replaced by 
your blacksmith, before attempting to use them. Turning covers are not 

wanted, even if the patentee will pay you for using them. Farrpanxs’ scales 

are the most reliable and give the best satisfaction. In weighing cheese for 
market, use a suitable sized counter-scale, which you can slip along readily on 

the counter, as you weigh each cheese, before being boxed. Give good 
up-weight in this manner, and there need be no trouble of having short 
weights returned upon you. Fine cap cloths give the smoothest rind. A 
convenient door will ‘be made in each end of the second story, and in the end 
of the curing-room below, through which the cheeses may pass to the wagons 

on shipping. The boxes may very readily be slid from the second story to 

the wagons on properly constructed skids.” 



CHEESE MANUFACTURE, 

e 

THE ENGLISH STANDARD AS TO THE FLAVOR OF CHEESE. 

Mixx varies in character from various causes, but chiefly in the butter and 

milk-sugar, the caseine showing but slight variations. Now the great art 

sought by the cheese dairymen is in extracting two of the above constituents 

of the milk—caseine and butter—and combining them with the water m 
such proportions as to make a palatable article to suit a certain arbitrary 

taste. I say arbitrary, because taste is educated, and different nations have 

different standards as to what is palatable. 

When I was in Switzerland I saw gentlemen, apparently of the highest 
respectability, eating cheese of a most intensely disagreeable odor. They 

ate this cheese with a relish, and pronounced it excellent, while, to my taste, 

it had all the peculiarities of badly tainted food, the very odor of which was 

nauseating. Some of the Germans also like a strong and rancid cheese. 
The English taste, both for butter and cheese, has changed materially 

during the last half century. What is now required in cheese is a mild, 
clean flavor, with a certain mellowness of texture, readily dissolving under 

the tongue, and leaving a nutty, new milk taste in the mouth. The English 

demand a cheese of solid .texture—that is, free from porosity—because a 
porous cheese usually indicates an imperfect separation of the whey, or undue 
fermentation. Such cheese often has a sweetish taste, which is owing to the 

excess of the sugar of milk in the whey, and they invariably turn with a bad 
flavor. ‘The market value of cheese does not depend entirely on the amount 
of butter which it contains. In an address before the American Dairymen’s 
Association a few years ago, I broached and discussed this point. It was 
new doctrine, which the dairy public, and especially dealers, were not then 
prepared to admit. i 

The experiments at factories, since that time, have proved the assump- 
tion, and shown that cheese made from milk partially skimmed was not even 
suspected by the dealer at home, and was pronounced first quality in the’ 
English market. The fact has also been established by Dr. VoELcKER, in 
the analyses of different samples of cheese; the common or ordinary Amer- 
Jean, he finds richer in butter than the best English Cheddar, which is the 
highest grade of cheese known to English taste. It may not be out of place, 
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in this connection, to give Dr. VortckeEr’s language. He says :—‘* One of 
the chief tests of the skill of the dairymaid is the production of a rich tasting 
and looking, fine flavored and mellow cheese, from milk not particularly rich 
in cream. That this can be done, is abundantly proved by the practice of 
good makers. One of the finest Cheddars I ever examined was made by Mr. 
JosrpH Harvie of Marksbury, Somersetshire, and analyzed by me when 
six months old. Like all good cheese, it of course contained a large amount 
of butter, though, as I found by experiment, not nearly so large an amount 
as its appearance, rich taste, and fine, mature condition seemed to imply. 
‘Though only six months old, it had a much more mature appearance than a 
Cheddar cheese which was at least eleven months old when analyzed, and, 
thanks to Mr. Harprne’s skill and experience, had a far much fatter and 
more mellow appearance and richer taste, than a specimen which actually 
contained two and a-half per cent. more butter.” “In the opinion of good 
judges,” he goes on to remark “this Cheddar cheese, notwithstanding the 
larger amount of butter and smaller amount of water it contained, was worth 
a penny a pound Jess than the specimen made by Mr. Harprne.” 

MELLOW APPEARANCE. 

“The peculiar mellow appearance of good cheese, though due to some 
extent to the butter it contains, depends, in a higher degree, upon a gradual 
transformation, which caseine or curd undergoes in ripening. Now, if this 
ripening process is badly conducted, or the original character of the curd is 
such that it adapts itself but slowly to the transformation, the cheese, when 
sold, will be comparatively tough, and appear less rich in butter than it really 
is, while in a well made and properly kept cheese, this series of changes will 
be rapidly and thoroughly effected.” 

PROPER RIPENING. 

“« Proper ripening, then, imparts to cheese a rich appearance, and unites 
with the butter in giving it that most desirable property of melting in the 
mouth. On examining some cheeses deficient in this melting property, and 
accordingly pronounced by practical judges defective in butter, I neverthe- 
less found in them a very high percentage of that substance, clear proof that 

the mellow and rich taste is not owing entirely, or indeed is chiefly due, to 
the fatty matter which it contains.” 

I do not introduce this topic for the purpose of advising manufacturers to 

skim the milk for cheese-making, but rather as a suggestion that no effort 
should be spared in acquiring that skill in manufacturing which is able to 
bring about desirable results, and to show that, even with the best material, 

a cheese unskillfully made may be tough, poor and unpalatable. 

THE PROPORTION OF MOISTURE IN CHEESE. 

Now, it may not be uninteresting to know what are the component parts 

of what is considered the highest grade of cheese in the English market, such 
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as we are attempting to furnish. It at least gives us some general idea of 

the proportion of water, caseine and butter which has effected the highest 

results. a eae 

The analysis of Mr. Harprne’s cheese gives the following in the one 
hundred parts: 
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Milk sugar, lactic acid and extractive matter................+.2eeee 00 96 
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The 28.12 parts of caseine contain 21.50 parts of nitrogen, and of the 3.85 

parts mineral matter, 1.15 was common salt. It will be seen, then, that 

good cheese, properly cured, has about thirty-four per cent. of water, and less 
than one per cent. of milk-sugar, lactic acid, &c. 

From the analyses which I have seen of different samples of the best 

English and American cheese, when ripe, it appears that the proportion of 

water should not be above thirty-four per cent. Any considerable increase 

above this almost invariably indicates bad flavor. There is no doubt, a due 
proportion of the water in cheese imparts to it a smooth and apparently rich 

texture, and it is to this point manufacturers should direct their attention. 
When too much water is taken out of the curd, we have a dry, stiff cheese, 

the transformation of the caseine or curd being imperfect, and the cheese 

appears less rich than it really is. Any system of cheese-making, then, by 

which we may be able to judge the most accurately as to the amount of 

water to be retained in the curds, will be the most successful, other things © 
being equal. 

SALTY TASTE. 

In regard to the saline taste sometimes complained of in old cheese, 
otherwise rich and good, Dr. VortcKeEr attributes it to ammoniacal salts, 
developed during the ripening process. He says :—“ During the ripening of 
the cheese, a portion of the caseine or. curd suffers decomposition, and is 
partially changed into ammonia; the latter, however, does not escape, but 
combines with several fatty acids, formed in the course of time from the 
butter. Peculiar ammoniacal salts are thus produced, and these, like most 
other salts of ammonia, have a pungent, saline taste. The longer cheese is 
kept within reasonable limits, the riper it gets, and.as it ripens, the propor- 
tion of ammoniacal salts, with this pungent, saline taste, increases. It can 
be readily shown that old cheese contains a good deal of ammonia, in the 
shape of ammoniacal salts. All that is necessary is to pound a piece with 
quick lime, when, on the addition of a little water, a strong “smell of spirits 
of hartshorn will be developed. In well kept, sound old cheese, the ammonia 
is not free, but exists in the form of salts, whose base is ammonia, in combi- 
nation with butyric, caprinic, caprylic and other acids, generated under 
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favorable circumstances by the fats of which butter consists. Ripe cheese, 

even if very old, but sound, instead of containing free ammonia, always 

exhibits a decidedly acid reaction, when tested with blue litmus paper. 
Rotten cheese, on the other hand, is generally alkaline in its reaction, and 
contains free ammonia.” | 

KEEPING QUALITIES. 

I have alluded to some of the characteristics demanded in them, to suit 

the English taste. There is another requisite, which trade and our own 

interest imperatively demand: it is the production of cheese that is slow of 

decay—that will sustain its good qualities a long time; one that can be kept, 
either at home upon the factory shelves, or in the hands of purchasers, with- 

out fear of deterioration or loss. English shippers and dealers have always 

complained of the early decay of American cheese, and the fear of loss from 
this source has had great influence upon the market. When considerable 

stocks have been accumulated, the dealer has been over-anxious to get rid _ 

of them, and has pushed them, at low prices, upon the market, on the 

assumption that the loss from deterioration, by holding, would more than 

cover any prospective advance in price. Factories, too, have often pushed 

forward their goods on this account. It is true there has been great improve- 
ment, during the last few years, in the keeping qualities of our cheese, but 

there is room for more improvement, and no factory should make a pound 
of cheese that cannot be kept, without deterioration, at least several months. 

It would seem to be evident that the exceedingly fine aroma which obtains 
in the best samples of Stilton, Cheddar and Cheshire cheese, is secured, at 

least in part, by manufacturing perfectly pure milk, in good condition, at low 
temperature. 

THE CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF STILTON 

are a peculiar delicacy of flavor, a delicious mellowness, and a great aptness 
to acquire a species of artificial decay, without which, to the somewhat 

vitiated taste of the lovers of Stilton cheese, as now eaten, it is not consid- 

ered of prime account. To be in good order, according to the present 
standard, it must be decayed, blue and moist. Considerable quantities of 

Stilton, however, are sold in London free from mold, and good samples have 

a peculiarly delicate flavor and delicious mellowness, preserving these quali- 
ties for one or two years. Now the Stilton is set at a low temperature— 
about 78°—and after coagulation is perfected it is cut in blocks, and a short 
time afterwards it is lifted out carefully into a willow basket to drain, and 
then put into a small hoop and turned frequently, receiving no pressure 
except from its own weight. 

I do not propose to go into details of Stilton manufacture in this place 
since it is not adapted to our factory system: but I introduce the main 

feature to show in part the philosophy of cheese-making. Here, in this 

most delicious of all cheeses, in which there is an extra amount of cream, a 

. 
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very low temperature is employed, with scarcely any manipulation. The 

manipulations are not hastened, but the cheese is left, so to speak, to do its 

own work. The Stilton cheeses are thick but small, only weighing from six 
to eight pounds. Of course we could not make our large cheese in this way, 
as the whey would not readily separate and pass off. But it is a remarkable 
fact that these cheeses are capable of retaining a delicate flavor for a long 
time. In all the finest English cheeses coming under my observation the 

temperature for setting the milk ranged at about 78° to 82°, never above 
84°. It is undoubtedly a fact that if coagulation takes place when the milk 
is too warm it becomes too adhesive, and the oily parts of the milk, being 
kept in solution, escape with the whey. 

THE AMERICAN AND CHEDDAR PROCESSES COMPARED. 

The American process of manufacturing cheese as now commonly prac- 
ticed, differs but little from the improved Cheddar process of England. The 
night’s and morning’s mess of milk mingled together are taken to make the 
cheese. One great feature in the Cheddar process is to understand pretty 
accurately the condition of the milk in regard to its approximate acidity at 
the time of commencing the operation of manufacturing. They prefer there- 
fore to have the milk in a condition to use sour whey at the time of adding 
the rennet. When a large number of persons are delivering milk as at our 
factories, it is impossible to judge so well how far the milk has progressed 
toward sensible acidity, as in a single dairy where the milk is under the eye 
of the manufacturer from first to last. 

In the Cheddar practice the milk is set at a temperature of about 79° to 
82°, receiving sour whey with the rennet according to the condition of the 
milk. A quantity of rennet is added sufficient to coagulate the mass in from 
forty to sixty minutes. When firm enough to break, the curd is cut across 
in checks. After it has stood from fifteen to twenty minutes for the whey to 
form, and the curd to acquire a firm consistency, the Cheddar dairymen com- 
mence breaking with a shovel breaker, which is similar in construction to our 
factory agitator. The curd is handled very carefully until the whole is 
minutely broken, and they insist that this part of the process shall be done 
without any additional heat. After breaking, heat is applied, and the tem- 
perature gradually raised to 98° or 100°, according to circumstances of 
weather, etc., the mass meanwhile being carefully stirred. It is then left at 
rest and only occasionally stirred, until a scarcely perceptible change toward 
acidity is indicated in the whey; the whey is then immediately drawn and 
the curd heaped up in the vat to drain and develop the required acidity 
gradually. It remains in this condition for half an hour or more, the whey 
meanwhile flowing slowly from the heap, when it is taken out and placed in 
the sink or cooler. It is then split by the hand into thin flakes and spread 
out to cool. The curd at this stage has a distinctly acid smell, and is slightly 
sour to the taste. 
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It is left here to cool for fifteen minutes, when it is turned over and left 

for the same length of time, or until it has the peculiar mellow or flakey feel 

desired. It is then gathered up and put to press for ten minutes, when it is 
taken out, ground in the curd-mill and salted at the rate of two pounds of 
salt to one hundred and twelve pounds of curd. It then goes to press and is 

kept under pressure two or three days. The curd when it goes to press 
has a temperature of 60° to 65°, and when in the sink it is preferred not to go 

below this point. A proper temperature is retained in the curd during the 

various parts of the process, during cool weather by throwing over it a thick 
cloth. Much of our factory cheese has been injured by being put to press at 

too high a temperature. The thermometer should always be used to determine 
the condition of the curd when put to press; and there is no doubt but that 
the Cheddar dairymen have hit upon the proper temperature. 

Mr. Harpine, the great exponent of this system in England, told me he’ 
had made a great many experiments in this direction, and that a higher tem- 

perature than 75° when put to press was almost always attended with loss of 
flavor, undue fermentation, and, as a consequence, greater or less porosity. 

He claimed that the curd could not be properly broken at 90° or above, and 
that a better separation of the whey and condition of the curd was effected 
by breaking at 75° to 80°. 

What we are to learn by the Cheddar process, is not so much following 
out blindly all details, but seizing upon a few leading principles of the process 
and adapting them to our use. These principles may be briefly summed up 
as follows: Ist. Studying the condition of the milk. 2d. Setting at a tem- 

perature from 78° to 82°. 38d. Drawing the Whey early. 4th. Exposing 

the curd longer to the atmosphere and allowing it to perfect its acidity after 
the whey is drawn. 5th. Putting in press before salting at a temperature of 
60° to 70°. 6th. Grinding in a curd-mill and then salting. These last two 
items are important, because you cannot regulate the salt accurately by guess, 

and can only get the right proportion by uniformity in the condition of the 
curd. The application of salt, too, at a higher PhveuIpeD ature than 75° is 

claimed to be prejudicial. 
I am firmly of the opinion, not only from my observations abroad, but 

from my own experiments, that the exposure of the curd in small particles 
to the air is beneficial, and helps to secure a good flavor and mellowness of 
texture. When curds are exposed to the atmosphere the external parts 

become rapidly oxydized, which is seen by their heightened color. 

FLOATING CURDS. 

One of the troubles which cheese-makers have to contend with is a float- 
ing curd. It means tainted milk, putrefaction, fermentation, a most disagree- 
able customer, and one which no manufacturer cares to meet. There are 

various ways of treating floating curds, but the main points to be observed 
are, drawing the whey early, developing an acid, exposure of the curd to the 
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atmosphere a long time, and grinding in a curd-mill. One experienced 

cheese-maker writes me as follows: 

“One morning in July last I noticed a peculiar odor in the milk which 
was delivered at the factory. I pronounced it tainted. The weather was 

warm and the milk from some of the dairies was quite near enough sour, 

being so far advanced as to require rather rapid handling, faster than would 

be profitable with milk in the proper condition. I exposed it to the air by 

stirring it and dipping it, until ready to add the coloring and rennet, which 

was done at a heat of 82°. 
“The curd did not seem to act right while cooking; it would not come 

down so as to present to the maker that feeling and appearance which indicate 

a good cheese. The curd came to the surface of the whey while it was 

cooking. The odor was so disagreeable that one of our hands could not bear 

to work over it. One individual who was present insisted that the curd was 

sour and the whey sweet. I could not see itso. I held it in the whey as 

long as I thought advisable, which I assure you was not any longer than was 

necessary to cook it fairly ; for I did not think the whey was improving it any. 
The heat must have been nearly to 100°, when I ran it into the curd sink, for 

J had been keeping up the heat hoping to cook it sufficiently. We stirred it 

a long while in the sink, opening the windows and doors of the work-room, 

in order to give it all the air possible. I salted it in the proportion of three 

pounds of salt to one thousand pounds of milk, and put it to press. After press- 
ing for perhaps an hour, turned and bandaged them, then pressed again, until 
the next morning, when they were placed upon the shelves in the drying-room. 

“‘ J saw by the next da that they were inclined to give me trouble. They 

commenced rising en masse, like a loaf of bread. They did not leak whey, 
but there seemed to be a sort of internal working, and when pressed upon 
with the hand would emit a hissing sort of noise. I determined to experi- 
ment. I cut one into slices and ground it up in the curd-mill. The odor that 
had been present in the vat had not all left. I warmed a pailful of whey of 

the day before to 100° and poured it upon the curd. I kept the whey upon 

the curd but a short time, just long enough to warm it, say five minutes. I 
then added as much salt as I thought the whey had taken out, then pressed, 
turned and bandaged as before. When placed upon the shelf the next day it 
felt firm and had every appearance of lying quiet. I treated the other three 
in the same manner and with a similar result. We kept those cheeses until 
about forty days’ old. They never raised in the least again. I called the 
attention of several buyers and professed judges of cheese to them, and they, 
without an exception, pronounced them ‘all right.’ They were firm, never 
showing a pore when tried; still, they were not over hard. The odor hadso 
much left them that our buyers were unable to detect it. Perhaps upon 
other occasions the same process may not prove as satisfactory as upon this. 
Be that as it may, I feel confident that I saved four cheeses, which promised 
to be a total loss.” 
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He adds, “That when the cheeses were cut open for grinding, they were 
very porous, presenting the appearance of a loat’ of bread, which if possible, 
had been over-risen.” 

MR. IRONS’ PROCESS. 

Mr. Irons, a young Englishman, whom Mr. Harprne of England sent to 

me in the spring of 1868, and who has been managing some factories at the 

West since that time, says he has tried various modes of treating floating 

curds, and finds by the following process that he is able to make from such 

curds a cheese of good texture and taste. 

When the appearance of the whey shows numerous air bubbles floating 
in, or forming by the slightest agitation of the finger, and also a kind of 

greasy feeling of the curd, all of which are indications of an unusual fermen- 

tation, proceed with the process as at other times, only working a little 
slower. The temperature should not be raised above 100°. If you are in 

the habit of making coarse curds, then on this occasion they should be worked 
a little finer with the agitator. When the mass has been raised to the 
desired temperature the stirring should be continued for about half an hour. 

Then leave it to rest for a short time, or with only an occasional stirring. 
When you see the curds beginning to float upon the whey let them all come 
up, and then immediately draw the whey. The whey having been removed 

pack the curd in large heaps at the bottom of the vat, with a space down the 

middle for the whey to drain off, and which should be removed as fast as it 
gathers. When the curd has lain in this shape for about fifteen minutes, or 

until strong enough to bear turning, the heaps should be turned bottom side 

up, and, if possible, without breaking the curd. 
Now, let it lie, till the acid is properly developed, which will be indicated 

by the odor when opening one of the heaps in the center, and it will have a 

kind of flaky appearance, or as some have it, a kind of grain. Then break 

the heaps into three or four pieces, and spread over the bottom of the vat to 
cool gradually. When the pieces have laid thus for about fifteen or twenty 

minutes take them out of the vat, put them in the sink and break them into 

small pieces, and stir so as to cool. When the temperature has been reduced 
to about 70° to 75°, grind in a curd-mill and salt at the rate of two and 

a-half pounds salt to one thousand (1,000) pounds of milk. It would be 
better to put the mass to press for about ten minutes before grinding, but 

when there is a large mass of curd, and time is wanting, the course above 
may be adopted. 

Mr. Irons says he has under this treatment of floating curds, made them 
into good cheese, so good, indeed, that experienced cheese-dealers have not 

objected to their flavor, or even suspected that there had been any trouble 
with the curds more than ordinarily. The cheese, he adds, is of very solid 

texture, and no difficulty is had in curing, except the liability to check a little 

if care is not taken. 
Mr. Moon, manager of the North Fairfield Factory, gives the following 

28 
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as his method of treating tainted milk and floating curds :—First, thorough 
stirring and cooling of the milk at night. In the morning do not begin to 

heat the milk until ready to heat rapidly, and then heat as quickly as possible, 

stirring the milk the while. Add an extra amount of rennet that the coagu- 

lation may be quite firm, cut and manipulate with unusual caution; keep the 
whey drawn off as close as possible; heat gradually but continually until the 

temperature of about 98° is attained, then, when sufficiently cooked, dip to 

the sink and wait for the developement of the lactic acid, in more than the 

usual quantity; salt and allow to stand exposed to the air from one to three: 
hours, according as the milk was bad or very bad. 

“Frequently,” he says, ‘‘ the acid will be developed enough when dipped 
to the sink; in that case salt as soon as drained; stir the curd before and 
after salting, in order that it may not pack in the sink. Having been exposed 

to the air for the proper length of time, put to press; in the morning remove 
the hoop, and perforate the cheese in several places with a small wire, in order 

to allow any gas to escape that may have been generated in the cheese during 

the night. Put to press again, and if possible, allow to press twenty-four 
hours longer, remove to the dry-house and treat like other cheese.” 

Mr. AtexanperR McApam, of the Smith Creek Factory, N. Y., who has 

been very successful as a manufacturer of ‘fancy cheese,” and whose cheese 
is well-known in the markets on account of its superior quality, writes me in 
a recent letter as follows: 

CAUSE OF FLOATING CURDS. 

““The immediate cause of floating curds is the presence in each particle or 
_cube of an extraordinary number of the spores of a species of fungus, which 
generate a gas in the middle of each cube of curd at the time when the curd 
is in the whey at a temperature of from 80° to 96°, when each cube of curd 
is expanded by this gas so much as to become lighter than its bulk of whey 
—there occurs a floating curd. 

‘The reason why those spores are in so great abundance at times as to 
cause floating curds are two, viz.: First, diseased or fevered state of the cow 
before the milk is drawn from her. Second, improper handling of the milk 
after being drawn from the cow. In regard to the first reason, there are a 
great many cows slightly diseased or fevered, a few of the causes of which, are 
cows drinking stagnant, putrid or filthy water; the eating of vegetation 
growing on ground saturated with such water; cows inhaling the odor 

arising from rapidly decomposing matter; cows in heat, or having been 
driven rapidly from the pasture; or any state of the cow which causes the milk 
to be at a higher temperature than blood heat (98°) when drawn from her, 
which in a great many instances is the case, and it has been known to be as 
high as 105° when milked. Such milk, when it has been coagulated and 
heated, is almost certain to produce floating curds. 

“In the second place, when the milk has been improperly handled after 
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being drawn from the cow. This is the case when any filth, cow manure, 

or other impurity drops into the milk during milking, or in its transit 
from the farm to the cheese factory, and which can never afterwards be 

wholly removed from it by passing it even through the finest strainer; or 

when the milk has come into contact with any utensils or strainers which 
have not been thoroughly cleansed; or when the milk has not been thoroughly 

ventilated before being shut up in almost air-tight vessels. These are some 

of the most frequent causes of floating curds. 

PREVENTION OF FLOATING CURDS. 

“To prevent floating curds, the milk intended to be manufactured into 
cheese ought to be milked from cows that have access at all times to pure 

running water, and have no access at all to stagnant, filthy water, as cows 

will often prefer such filthy water to clean water (for reasons unknown). 
Every one of the cows of a dairy ought to be in perfect health, as one dis- 

eased cow’s milk will taint the milk from the whole dairy. Dairy cows ought 

not to have access to weeds of any description, and ought to have plenty of 

shade trees in their pasture in warm weather, and when driven to and from 

their pastures they ought not to be urged faster than a slow walk, and before 

being milked they ought to be allowed to stand one hour in cool, airy stables 

at a distance from manure heaps or any decomposing matter. 
‘“¢ After standing an hour the cows ought to be milked with the most scru- 

pulous cleanliness, and the milk strained. It must then be immediately venti- 

lated by exposure to the atmosphere to allow the animal odor to escape, and 

cooled. But cooling without ventilation is almost useless, or as some assert, 

worse than useless. The milk being cooled and ventilated, it can then be 

moved to the factory, and will arrive there in good condition. All the uten- 
sils with which the milk comes in contact ought to be thoroughly cleaned 

with warm water, soap and a brush, and afterwards scalded with bozling 

water or steam. All these particulars being attended to there will be no 

danger of floating curds. 

THE REMEDY FOR FLOATING CURDS. 

“When the milk which has to be manufactured into cheese emits the 
offensive odors which usually come from tainted milk, it is reasonably certain 

the curd after coagulation will either float or require the same treatment as 

if it did float. In sucha case enough of rennet must be added so as to cause 
coagulation in thirty minutes or less. Then, after the curd is sufficiently cut, 

the mass of curd and whey must be heated quickly to a temperature of 96°, 

and so allowed to remain until acid is slightly perceptible to the smell or 
taste, the whey must then be separated from the curd, and the curd allowed 
to take on considerable more acid. The exact pitch to which the acid should 
be raised at this time can only be learned by experience ; when this has been 

attained the curd should be then ground and salted according to the Cheddar 

process, which is becoming too common to need explanation. After the curd 
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is salted it should be thoroughly ventilated by repeated stirring and turning 

over before being put to press. The amount of salt to be used should be 

the same as when the curd is perfect. The reason that more rennet is required 

for floating curd is because such curd has to be made sooner than usual, and 

would take longer to cure if only the same amount of rennet wasused. And 

the reason it is heated quickly is to induce the acid to develop sooner. 

“A strictly fine-flavored or good-keeping cheese can not be made from 

floating curds, but still when properly handled a very fair, merchantable 
article can be obtained, the only fault being insipidity and lack of the fine 

nutty aroma so highly prized by the dealers in and consumers of all kinds of 
high-priced cheese. The reason that this aroma is lost in floating curds is 

because so much acid has to be introduced into the curd to kill the taint or 

bad smell. Now, this acid also destroys the finest of the aroma, which is the 

most volatile and easily destroyed in either butter or cheese.” 

TREATMENT OF FLOATING CURDS. 

In the treatment of floating curds, a mill for grinding the curds renders 

very important aid. By grinding, the particles of curd are more minutely 

broken than it is easy to do by hand, and the breaking liberates not only the 

gases, but, by a free exposure of the particles to the air, the offensive odor 

passes off, and fermentation is checked. In some cases, even after the 

cheeses have been removed from the press to the curing room, and then 

begun to huff and behave badly, by cutting them up and passing through a 
curd mill, warming with whey at a temperature of 98°, and then draining, 

salting and pressing, no further trouble has been given, the cheese turning 

out of fair quality. As more or less trouble is had every year. from tainted 

milk and floating curds, suggestions as to their management will be of 

important aid to the cheese manufacturer. 

MANUFACTURING FROM SMALL QUANTITIES OF MILK. 

Where only one vat is used, I should always prefer the portable vat, with 
heater attached. It is quite as convenient, and much less expensive, not 
only in the original outlay, but in the cost of running, than the steam boiler 

and vat separated, like those in use in many of the New York factories. In 
a small factory, where there is no probability of running more than two vats, 

and where part of the time only one is used, I should still prefer the “ porta- 

ble” or ‘self-heater,” as less expensive, while, as to the management of 

heat, some of these self-heating vats are as perfect as anything yet brought 

out. So faras the manufacture of cheese is concerned there is nothing better 

than to heat with hot water, if the arrangements are such as to be convenient, 

and the heat under control. The advantages of a steam boiler are, that the 
boiler is in a separate room by itself, and all litter, dirt, smoke, &c., are con- 

fined to that apartment, and do not get ‘‘mixed up” in the milk room, while 

the heat is applied simply by turning a faucet in the conducting pipe. Then, 

again, the heat can be turned off ina moment. On these accounts many old 
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factorymen prefer steam boilers to the “self-heaters.” The Rarpun, the 

Mixrar and the Burrett heaters are good, so far as their arrangements for 

heating and manufacturing are concerned. They take but very little fuel. 

SOUR WHEY. 

The use of sour whey in cheese-making must be regulated according to 

the condition of the milk. If the milk has made progress toward acidity, so 

that it will be properly developed at the close of the process of cheese- 

making, the sour whey is not needed. But in cool weather, when the milk 

has been brought down to a low temperature, an acid condition of the curds 

is not easily developed, at least during the ordinary time for conducting the 

process of cheese-making. Sour whey, under such circumstances, is often 

used with great advantage. In the spring of the year, when the cows are 
“‘ between hay and grass,” it is sometimes quite difficult for the cheese-maker 

to turn off a nice quality of cheese. The curds are often run up too sweet, 

and the consequence is a soft, spongy product, containing a superabundance 

of whey which has not been properly separated, and could not be expelled 

while the cheese was in press. This could have been remedied by a proper 

application of sour whey. 
At cheese factories there is not usually that necessity for using sour whey 

as at farm dairies, because the milk, from cartage and other causes, has gen- 

erally progressed further toward acidity, when cheese-making commences, 

than it would had the milk been kept and made up at the farm dairy. But, 
though the necessity for using sour whey may not be so great at the factory 

as at the farm, there are times when it can be employed in factory manufac- 

ture to very great advantage. 
At the farm dairy, when the night’s milk has been cooled down to 459, 

we should say that the sour whey could be used ; for, if all utensils have been 

kept scrupulously clean, the milk will be very sweet, and will not readily 

develop the desired change in proper time, or during the time usually 
employed in the process of manufacture into cheese, unless so treated. Sour 

whey cannot be used at random, but in the hands of skillful cheese-makers it 

produces the very best results. 

COOLING THE MORNING’S MESS OF MILK AT FARM DAIRIES. 

As to the question of removing the animal heat from the morning’s milk 

for farm dairies, when the night’s milk has been cooled, as described above, 

it is not usually considered important to do so. If the morning’s milk is to 

be carted to the factory, there is no question but it should be thoroughly 

cooled before putting in the cans, or as soon as may be after being drawn 

from the cow. And I have no doubt, for private dairies, the milk for cheese- 

making, both morning and evening mess, is improved by being divested of 

animal heat. In the private dairy, however, it must be observed, the 

quantity of milk to be handled is comparatively small. The morning’s milk 
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is added by degrees, or only as fast as drawn from the cow, and is at least 
partly cooled by coming in contact with the night’s milk. And, again, the 
vat being open so as to allow free exposure to the air, while the process of 
cheese-making is commenced at once, all would seem to indicate that a 
special cooling of the morning’s milk might, perhaps, be dispensed with. If, 
however, convenient apparatus be had for cooling the morning’s milk as 
soon as drawn from the cow, so that it could be readily done, without loss 
of time or causing much trouble, I should do so, since I am of the opinion a 
more delicately flavored cheese would result from cooling and aerating both 
the night’s and morning’s mess of milk. But without apparatus or conven- 
iences, it would not, perhaps, be advisable to spend much time and trouble 
in attempting to cool the morning’s milk for farm dairies. 

COLORING CHEESE. 

An attempt has been made, from time to time, to induce factories to 
abandon the use of coloring matter in cheese. The fact that annatto (the 
only coloring matter that should ever be used for this purpose) adds nothing 
to the flavor or nutrition of cheese, would seem to favor the discontinuance 
of a practice which is troublesome, attended with expense, and sometimes 
injurious on account of the adulterations of annatto with red lead and other 
poisonous compounds. Pure annatto is a harmless vegetable substance, pre- 
pared from the seeds of a tree (Bixa orellana), and when used in the ordi- 
nary way for coloring cheese is in no way injurious. Its employment for 
this purpose comes down to us from the mother country. Ido not know 
when or by whom the practice was first inaugurated, but it is of ancient 
date, and its object must have been to deceive consumers, by giving them 
the idea that the cheese was made from a very rich quality of milk. And 
that impression now generally prevails among the uninitiated. So much has 
the imagination to do in controlling human action, that I have seen poor, 
skim-milk cheese highly colored, preferred and purchased instead of a rich, 
nice-flavored, pale cheese, ‘both standing on the counter, and offered at the 
same price. Color, therefore, has an important influence with some people, 
and it is useless for the dairyman to “run his head” against this prejudice, 
unless he chooses to have his pockets depleted by lower sales. 

It is true, in some of the English markets, like Manchester, for instance, 
pale cheese is in favor, and finds a better price than the colored article; but the London trade insists upon coler, and as it is willing to pay for it, Amer- ican dairymen must for the present submit. Some people think that, by 
abandoning the use of annatto, we can correct the English prejudice for colored cheese, and thereby benefit all parties. It would be an absurd and futile effort on our part, and would simply give the English dairymen addi- tional advantage in their own markets ; for you cannot force people to pur- chase what they do not want, however excellent your argument may be against their prejudices. 
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METHOD OF PREPARING BASKET ANNATTO FOR USE. 

Some of the methods employed by old and experienced dairymen for 

preparing annatto for coloring cheese are as follows: 

First Recipe——Dissolve six pounds concentrated potash and one pound 

saltpeter in five gallons of warm water; then add thirty gallons cold water, 

put in as much choice annatto as the liquid will dissolve, heat gently to a 

boil ; put into a cask, and store in a cool place. 

Second Recipe.—Dissolve four pounds potash in one-half barrel of water ; 

put in as much pure annatto as the liquid will cut. The mixture need not 

be boiled. 
Third Recipe—Take four pounds of best annatto, two pounds concen- 

trated potash, five ounces saltpeter, one and a-half pounds sal-soda, and five 

gallons boiling water. Put the ingredients into a tub, and pour on the 

boiling water. 
The annatto should be inclosed in a cloth, and, as it dissolves, squeeze it 

through the cloth into the liquid. About two ounces of this mixture is 

sufficient for one hundred pounds of curd in summer. 

RECIPE FOR PREPARING ANNATTO USED AT BROCKETT’S BRIDGE FACTORY. 

To eight pounds crude annatto, add three pounds Baxsrrt’s concentrated 

potash ; place in a cask, pour on boiling water, and stir frequently until all 

is dissolved. Water is then added to make it sufficiently diluted, so that a 

pint of the liquid will color four thousand pounds of milk. In coloring 

cheese, the best way is to fix upon the desired shade by trial (marking the 

quantity of liquid used), and after that is known the same proportion will 

give color that is uniform. ‘\ 
ANNATTOINE. 

Preparations of liquid annatto have been made and sold from time to time, 

some of which, like the Nicnors & Eneuisu preparation, have acquired a 

high reputation. The foreign liquid annattoes, however, are expensive, and 

their high cost has operated very much against their use among the factories. 

Recently a new preparation of annatto has been brought out by G. Dr Cor- 

pova, under the name of annattoine, or dry extract of annatto. The coloring 

material, which lies wholly on the surface of the seeds, is separated and pre- 

pared by Corpova by an improvement on the La Bronp and VauQqueELIN 

theories. The latter asserts that boiling injures the color, and as this has 

been clearly proven, Corpova reduces the precipitation to powder instead of 

boiling to a paste. In the spring of 1870 I made tests with the annattoine 

in coloring both butter and cheese, and found that it gave a clear and beauti- 

ful shade, equal to any preparation that I had seen, but on dissolving or cutting 

the annattoine in the usual manner I found the liquor on standing was inclined 

to form a coagulum. Soon after this time Mr. D. H. Burret of Little Falls 

entered upon a series of experiments for the purpose of overcoming this diffi- 

culty. In this he has been entirely successful, and we now have a perfect color- 
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ing material, free from any injurious adulterations, and a preparation which 
has given satisfaction to both factories and shippers. Indeed, some of the latter 
have expressed the opinion that cheese colored with this preparation retains 

flavor better and for longer periods than cheese colored with the common 
basket annatto. The annattoine is largely coming into use among the facto- 

ries, and is superseding all other preparations. Prof. CatpwxEt1, who has 
made an analysis of the annattoine, certifies as to its purity or freedom from 

deleterious adulterations, and we are therefore enabled to obtain a reliable 
coloring material at moderate cost. 

Mr. Burre’s recipe for cutting the annattoine is as follows :—Put two 
pounds of annattoine in four gallons of clear, cold water, and let it stand in 
this state one day, stirring thoroughly, meantime, so as to perfectly dissolve 

the annattoine. Then put two pounds strongest potash, and one pound 
sal-soda (carbonate of soda) in three gallons of cold water. When this is 
perfectly dissolved and settled, pour off the clear liquor, and mix the two 

preparations together. Let this compound stand two or three days, until the 
annattoine is cut or dissolved perfectly by the potash, stirring occasionally 
meantime. Use about a teacupful for a thousand pounds of milk. Do not 
mix with the rennet, but put it in a little milk and then mix in the mass of 
milk in the vats by stirring it in thoroughly, just before the rennet is used. 
If in a day or two after the preparation is made the annattoine does not seem 
to be perfectly cut, so that specks can be seen, it is certain that the potash 
was not strong enough. Adding more of a stronger solution of the potash 
will remedy the trouble. When annattoine is used for coloring butter a 
portion of the prepared liquor is added to the cream at the commencement 
of churning. It gives a very rich color, and may be used in winter-made 
butter, often with advantage. 

CUTTING THE CURDS. 

The steel curd-knife now in general use was invented some dozen years 
ago or thereabouts, by a Herkimer county dairyman. The old-fashioned curd- 
knife was of wood, a single blade, and a rude affair. The curds were cut 
into large blocks, and all the subsequent breaking was done with the hands. 
This necessitated a good deal of labor, and unless the curds were very care- 
fully handled, there was a considerable loss of cheese. The first improvement 
in this class of implements originated also in Herkimer, and consisted of a 
triangular iron frame, strung with brass wire. It was made of different 
sizes to correspond with the cheese-tub, half its diameter in length, so that 
going round with the breaker in the operation, no section of the curds would 
be broken twice. This was a great improvement over the wooden knife and 
hand breaking; but after a while it was found objectionable, as the tender 
curds were torn and mashed by the frame of the breaker, and by the points 
where the wires crossed each other in forming the checks. 

The next improvement was a breaker of tin, formed into checks, so as to 
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cut the curd into long square strips as the instrument was pushed down to 

the bottom of the vat. I made some experiments with the tin and wire 

breakers at an early day, and found there was a saving in product by using 

the tin. When the gang of steel knives was invented for cutting the curds 

into perpendicular columns, further experiments were made, and a decided 

advantage in product was found to result from the use of sharp, cutting 

blades over the tin cutter, which did not divide the curd as smoothly as the 

polished steel blades. These experiments, extended over a Gonmidler ale 

period and conducted with care, convinced me that the first breaking of the 

tender curds should be done with sharp cutting blades; since not one cheese- 

maker in a hundred will use sufficient care in breaking with the hands to 

avoid the loss that can be saved by the use of the steel knives, tosay nothing 

of the labor and time gained by the knives over hand breaking. If it be 
admitted that these sharp, polished steel blades are better for breaking the 

curds in their tender state than the hands, or indeed than any device that 

tears the mass into particles, that bruises them or presses out the oily portion, 

then the whole of the breaking should be done with knives. 

The use of horizontal knives is only of recent introduction among the 

factories of New York. The perpendicular blades referred to above left the 

curds in cubical columns, which were to be in some way broken up, and it 

was done either by the hands, by an agitator, or by other imperfect means. 

Some of the best English cheese-makers use what is called the shovel-breaker 
for working or breaking the curds after the first cutting. It is of heavy 
wire, something in general form like a shovel, and attached to a long handle. 

They claim that in using this the curd splits apart in grains naturally, and 

hence the shovel breaker, skillfully used, is the best implement for the pur- 

pose that has yet been invented. As, until quite recently, they knew nothing 
of the operations of the American tees and as their product from a given 
quantity of milk is less than that turned off by skillful American manufac- 

turers, it is evident they are not competent, at present, to pass upon the 

merits of this improved American implement. 

In the best English methods of cheese-making, as well as in the best 
American processes, it is deemed important that the breaking should be done 

when the curds are young and before additional heat is applied. All cheese- 

makers agree that any rough handling of curds at this early stage must be 

attended with loss. But if we can have an implement or implements that 
will pass through the curds perpendicularly and horizontally, separating the 

mass into parts of the desired size, and doing the work without any undue 
agitation or bruising of the mass, a great desideratum, it would seem, is 
reached. The perpendicular and horizontal curd-knives when used in con- 
nection with each other do this most effectually. The horizontal knives cut 

the long, perpendicular blocks of curd into small pieces of uniform size, 

leaving the mass completely broken up. 
I experimented with the horizontal knives long before they were brought 
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out or used in the dairies of New York. The knives were made expressly 

for my experiments by Mr. Oysren of Little Falls, who had proposed at the 

time to take out a patent upon them. He did not do so, and the principle 
suggested itself to others, and is now adopted at factories. 

In a recent conversation with Mr. Davis, who owns and operates a fac- 
tory in Herkimer, N. Y., he stated that he found from experiments that a 
considerable gain was effected in the quantity of cheese by the use of the 
horizontal knives, and that by their use also the quality of his cheese was 
greatly improved. Mr. Davis is a manufacturer of experience, and his cheese 
has a high reputation for excellence, bringing a high price in the markets. 
Others make similar statements. 

From what has been said it will be seen that in factories of any consider- 
able size, the horizontal knives, in connection with the others, save during the 
season a large amount of labor, while the work is better performed than by 
operating on the old plan, as every portion of the mass is divided in pieces 
of uniform size. The object of cutting or breaking the curds is to favor the 
expulsion of whey ; hence, when the mass is broken up into pieces all of the 
same size, the progress and condition of the curds from time to time are more 
uniform in all their parts; and this is an important point which many cheese- 
makers overlook in their operations. The principle to be observed is to 
treat every portion of the curd alike, so far as possible, in all its manipula- 
tions, and then we get a product upon which fermentation during the curing 
process will go on evenly, and good flavor is more readily secured, than when 
the particles of the curd are unlike, or not in the same condition. 

USE OF HEAT IN CHEESE MAKING. 

The term “cooking the curd” in cheese making is a misnomer. It con- 
veys to the mind a wrong impression and leads many astray. To make 
cheese properly, neither the milk nor the curds should be “cooked.” The 
more you approximate to the cooking process the more you injure the 
cheese. Animal bodies are not cooked at a temperature of blood heat. As 
a rule in cheese making, no part of the process requires a temperature above 
blood heat. One hundred degrees is the maximum temperature that can be 
employed with safety. This is two degrees above blood heat, and is admis- 
sible only when heat is liable to pass off rapidly, and for the purpose of 
holding the mass at 98°. Heat is constantly passing off from the whey and 
curds, and the loss is more rapid when the temperature of the surrounding 
atmosphere is low. It is more rapid when a small quantity of milk is used than 
when a large quantity is collected together, hence we sometimes employ a 
temperature one or two degrees above blood heat in the process of solidifying 
the curds, in order to meet this loss of heat. It is a well recognized fact in 
cheese making that fine quality and delicate flavor cannot be secured when 
high heat is used in manipulating the curds. The best cheese are made at 
low temperatures, and when dairymen fancy the curd must be cooked to 
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"preserve it, they have an erroneous idea of the true principles of cheese 
making. 

The manufacture of cheese is in part a chemical process. We have a 
material composed of various constituents, and the art is to separate these 
constituents, selecting those required to form cheese and expelling the others. 

Milk as it comes from the cow is properly prepared for food. It needs no 
further cooking to be assimilated, and what the cheese maker wants is to 
extract the caseine and butter, getting rid of the water and reducing the mass 
to a solid. The butter is not improved by cooking, neither is the caseine, and 
hence, as we find in practice, the best cheese is made when neither the milk 
nor the curds have been subjected to so high a heat as would cook them. 
After the curds are broken up we use heat for the purpose of expelling the 
whey. A change is constantly going on. The heat assists in developing an 

acid, which causes the curds to contract, expelling the whey. The process 

of separating the whey should be slow, and the whey should flow away 

gradually, otherwise there is a loss of oily particles. The butter is contained 

in the shells of caseine and is not acted upon by rennet. If the contraction 

of the caseine is rapid, the oily globules are forced out with the whey, instead 

of being retained and amalgamated with the mass, and you have a tough, 
leathery cheese. Milk which is exposed to the atmosphere and warmth 
begins to put on an acid condition as soon as drawn from the cow. In cheese 
making we want to carry this acid just far enough to expel the surplus whey, 

retaining the butter and a certain amount of moisture. If we stop short of 

the required point, too much whey wiil be retained and cannot be pressed out. 
When the cheese is put upon the shelf this pent up whey decomposes, 

becomes acid, and parts from the caseine, and we have a leaky cheese. If 

the cheese is kept in a warm place and the whey is soon expelled, the cheese, 

though defective in flavor, may pass as second rate; but if the whey cannot 
find an exit, it soon becomes sour and putrid, and the cheese, in consequence, 

is positively bad. On the other hand, when the acid is carried too far, the 
curds part with too much moisture and we have a hard, dry cheese. What 

is understood, then, by the term “ cooking the curd,” is the application of a 

gentle heat for the purpose of developing a certain degree of acidity, that 

the whey may properly part from the solids, a sufficient amount being 
retained to carry on the process of fermentation when the cheese goes into 

the curing-room. It is very difficult to carry this acid to the proper point 
while the whey is in the vat. It is preferable, therefore, to draw the whey 
as soon as acidity becomes perceptible to the taste or smell, and allow a 
further development in the curds after the whey is drawn. 

A good many cheese makers who get the idea that curds must be cooked 
like a piece of meat, often spoil their cheese by applying heat too rapidly and 
running the mass up at too high a temperature. They do not seem to under- 

stand the leading principle of this part of the process, which is a slow 
development of acid in the curds. Instead of heating gradually and watching 
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for this development, they push the heat, thinking they can effect their object 
in cooking ; the consequence is, an inferior product, destitute of that quality 
and flavor that the market now demands. 

VIEWS OF MR. FISH ON HEAT IN CHEESE MAKING. 

In discussing the question of heat in cheese making, Mr. A. L. Fisn of 
Herkimer, N. Y., well known as a distinguished practical cheese manufac- 
turer, as well as one of the early writers on dairy farming, has recently 
presented the following as his matured views on the subject of heat, and they 
deserve attention. He says:—“In contemplating the agency of heat in 
making and curing cheese, we are led to consider that cheese has a physical 
constitution, like other bodies, subject to growth and decay, that require a list 
of substances, in their formation, which is assimilated by special agencies and 
brought to an equipoise ; in other words, brought into such a condition that 
opposing forces balance each other equally. Such a condition we denominate 
the constitution of animate and inanimate bodies. The condition or power 
to hold an equipoise or equilibrium of opposing forces, determines the 
liability to slow or more speedy decay and dissolution. I have hinted the 
capacity of heat to prevent and destroy consolidation; also, its indispensable 
agency in inducing relation and union of extraneous matter in forming solids. 
Its most judicious appliance in cheese making, where it is required to serve 
a double purpose, is the question to be discussed. First, what is a proper 
temperature to apply to the fluid mass (milk), in bringing it to condition 
most favorable for the aid and action of rennet in separating and dispelling 
such a portion of fluid parts as desirable, and no more, and why? My answer 
is, not excecding 98°, because that is the point nature has fixed to sustain 
the most healthy and active condition in the animal organism. Hence, a 
higher temperature weakens the action of the rennet in bringing the mass to 
a unity. Any excess of heat applied to a part unfits it for a union with other 
parts. Solids are formed by cohesive attraction, which draws particles of 
matter of a sameness together. Any agency or condition that makes these 
unlike, prevents a perfect union. In cheese, it is manifest in swelling after 
being pressed, or by a rough, sticky, or crackly surface, and a lack of close 
adhesiveness of the meat of the cheese, which indicate that the agencies used 
in forming its constitution have not been equipoised in the process of manu- 
facture. Such a condition involves the question, which of the agencies used 
is in fault ? 

INJUDICIOUS USE OF HEAT. 
““Some will say weak rennet, premature acidity, putrefactive fermenta- 

tion from some unknown cause, &c.; but few seem to appreciate that an 
injudicious use of heat may be a fruitful cause, while a proper use might be 
a preventive. I trust all practical cheese makers will agree with us in the 
assertion that curd having been exposed to 140° heat, and mixed with other 
curd not exposed to over 100°, will not make a good cheese; if so, does it 
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not follow logically, that any portion of the milk or curd exposed to that 

degree of high heat, will not unite harmoniously with other portions exposed 

to much less heat? If such a varied condition is admitted to be wrong, the 

next question is, do we practice it, and if so, what is a remedy ? From my 

observations in the usual mode of managing heat in milk and curd, and 

curing-rooms, I am convinced that sufficient care is not taken to suppress the 

action of heat when less is needed; hence a large proportion of the imperfec- 

tions of our factory cheese is traceable to an injudicious management of heat. 

In explanation, I will address myself to the patrons of cheese factories first, 

because with them lies the first practical remedy, as they have the ability to 

suppress the action of heat upon the milk before it reaches the factorymen, 

by stirring and cooling it immediately after it is drawn from the cows, which 

should always be done to guard against the tendency of heat to induce acidity 

and putrescence. If the habit of thus cooling the milk to a low temperature 

was universal among dairymen, it would result in a profit that is now lost to 

all interested. The advantages would be more pounds and better quality of 

cheese from a given amount of milk, because the manufacturer would not be 

compelled to use means to hasten the separation of fluid portions of milk 

from the caseine too rapidly, which is always wasteful. 

BEST MODE OF APPLYING HEAT. 

“In considering the best mode of applying heat to the mass of milk or 

eurd, I shall not favor or discard any patent or fixture now used for that 

purpose, but will lay down as a practical rule (and would invite the attention 

of skilled mechanics to it) that an apparatus or fixture by which heat is 

imparted or conveyed to the mass, the mildest and most uniformly to every 

part, and having otherwise the most perfect control of heat, is to be preferred, 

because a uniform low temperature conveyed to every part and particle of 

the mass, is the principle relied on to preserve a perfect affinity or sameness 

of condition. To insure the most perfect cheese, the less antagonism induced 

in the process of manufacture the more perfect cheese will be attained. Con- 

veying heat by any means into a thin sheet or volume of water contained 

between the outer and inner vat I consider injudicious, because there is not 

water enough to soften the heat before it comes in contact with the inner vat 

containing the milk or curd. Iam not able to understand how a large vat 

of milk or curd can be heated by discharging steam or boiling water into a 

thin sheet of water between vats without some portions of it coming in 

contact with a surface heated to a point that will melt the buttery globules 

and otherwise unfit it to harmonize with other portions not so exposed. I 

have frequently examined the heated surface of inner vats, and found it so 

heated as to burn my flesh, and an oily substance floating on the whey, and 

clots of curd resting on the overheated surface melted together, and I did 

not wonder that cheese made with such practice got out of flavor and 

became unsalable. 
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GUARD AGAINST OVERHEATING. 

“As a guard against thus overheating I would suggest a widening and 
enlargement of the heating medium between the vats, so that the heat con- 
veyed through it will be softened and equalized before coming in contact 
with the inner vat. It should be held in view by the vat builder, that the 
wider the space between the points of discharging heat, and the vat containing 
the milk or curd to be hot, the softer and mcre uniform will be the effect of 
heat, and the less liability to a deranged constitution in the cheese. When 
heat and rennet in their joint action are supposed to have dispelled a desired 
portion of the fluid of milk, it is essential to arrest uniformly their further 
progress through the whole mass to preserve an affinity of the parts to be 
pressed into cheese. This should not be done too suddenly before adding 
salt, as a sudden chill of the curd would cause it to reject the effect of salt 
to properly season the curd, which, while warm, has a tendency to expel 
animal odors if thoroughly stirred in cooling. After being salted warm, and 
packed, and covered to steep for ten minutes, then if well stirred, and cooled 
to 80° before putting it in press hoops, the action of the heat and rennet are 
so checked as to give the new agent (salt) control of opposing forces in the 
process of curing. The cooler the curing-room is kept, the less salt is required 
to preserve cheese from taint, and the less salt used the earlier the maturity 
of cheese. The proper construction of the curing-room is essential to a 
proper control of heat in process of curing. 

DANGER OF HIGH HEAT. 
“The danger of high heat is not past till cheese is ripened for market. A 

perfectly made cheese is often spoiled by too much and uneven heat in curing. 
A steady, even temperature should be kept, not exceeding 70°, with free 
ventilation at bottom and top of the room, so arranged that the outer air 
may be let in at pleasure at the bottom or near the floor below the cheese 
and pass out through draft tubes at the top of the room through the center, 
which should be made to be closed when a draft is not needed to carry off surplus heat or dampness in the room, or for changing the air. 

HEAT IN CURING-ROOMS. 

“Curing-rooms built tight with six inches space for air between inner and outer ceiling, with tubes six inches Square passing through to the open air at the outer end, made to close at pleasure at the inside to reject too much air, placed once in ten feet on all sides of the room near the floor, with draft tubes twelve inches square once in ten feet through the center of the top of the room, will afford a sufficient circulation of air at all times in the largest sized rooms; the air chamber at the side and over the top of the room protects it from sudden effects of external heat, The upper floor or ceiling should be, covered with sawdust or fine shavings, to prevent concentration of heat from above. No more windows should be used than are needed to give sufficient light, as they are seldom if ever needed for air. With such ventilation and 

dite Bp al cg 
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construction of the curing-room, as described, I have found no difficulty in 
keeping any desired temperature down to 70°. If a succession of extreme 

heat is raising the temperature above a desired point, it may be checked by 

closing the ventilating tubes when the air without is warmer than desired, 

and placing ice in the room on a drainer over a tub or box to catch the water 
as the ice dissolves.”’ 

DR. WIGHT’S VIEWS. 

In a recent discussion before the National Dairymen’s Club, Dr. Wieur, 

of the Whitesboro Factory, said :—“If the milk tends to acidity, less heat and 

more rennet should be used; if the milk should be tainted the converse 

would be the treatment, viz., more heat and less rennet. I have observed 

that the slight difference of not more than two degrees in warming the curd 

will at times make one or two cents per pound difference in the price of the 

cheese when sold, all other conditions being apparently the same. I have also 
noticed that when green cheese is exposed to too low a temperature in the 
early stages of curing, it invariably injures the texture, flavor and general 
quality of the product during all the future stages of curing. In fact, I firmly 
believe that if the milk should constantly be kept at a proper temperature, 

and the curing-rooms be kept at a temperature neither too low nor too high— 
all of which is barely and simply a work of art entirely under our own control 

—TI firmly believe, I say, that these conditions being constantly and rigidly 

observed, we may readily save all that depreciation in the quality and price 
of cheese which now invariably takes place during the heat of summer ; 
losing to the dairyman seldom less than three, and frequently five and six 
cents per pound. With the temperature of our milk and our manufactories 

kept at a sufficiently low degree during the months of June, July and August, 

we may preserve the cheese made during these months for the fall trade, and 
thus realize an equal, if not a higher price for them than we now do for our 

best fall cheese. 
WARMING CURING-ROOMS BY STEAM. 

“T will close with a few suggestions about the best mode of preserving 
the most equable and proper temperatures in our curing-houses. Thorough 

ventilation being premised, I would warm the rooms by steam pipes and cool 

them by the admission of cold air from an ice-house, keeping the temperature 

as near 70° as may be, equable throughout the building, and a little moist 
rather than too dry. By strict attention to these few things much improve- 

ment may be made in the quality and profits of our products.” 
Mr. Atexanper McApan, the very successful manufacturer of the Smith 

Creek Factory, said, “In making cheese now (very early in spring) we are 

making from milk three messes of which are skimmed and one new. When 

skimmed the milk is placed in a warm place where the temperature is adapted 

for the cream rising. Set at eighty, and coagulated sufficient to cut in thirty 
minutes, it commences to thicken in fifteen minutes. He used extra rennet 

for skim-milk cheese. He heated it slowly to eighty-eight. Sometimes in 
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cold weather the milk is very sweet and it may lie five or six hours in the 
whey. He meant to keep the temperature about eighty-eight. 

TEMPERATURE WHEN ONE MESS IS SKIMMED. 

‘When the weather becomes warmer he will use the milk with one mess 
skimmed, and then the temperature would be at eighty-two and heat up to 
ninety-two and keep to this temperature. This milk would require thirty-five 
minutes to coagulate. He was accustomed to have coagulation occur sooner 
than some factories, as some let it run an hour or even an hour and ten 
minutes. By scalding as low as eighty-eight, the curd keeps soft and the 
acid is developed before the curd becomes solid. He used more rennet, less 
salt and less heat when making skim-milk cheese than without skimming the 
milk. The salt is applied upon the slightest appearance of the acid. Heused 
it at the rate of one and one-half pounds of salt to the thousand pounds of 
milk. The appearance of the cheese after coming from the press must be the 
guide to the temperature and according to the appearance of the cheese is 
determined the place upon the shelves. The curd should be put to press as 
soon as convenient after grinding, and before it gets too cool to face good. 

MANAGEMENT WHEN FAILING TO FACE. 

“Tf it failed to face, he used hot water and hot cloths under the follower 
and hot water upon the press board. If too much rennet was used the curd 
would be rather slimy and it would not unite as well, but if the rennet was 
sweet the taste would not be affected. He thought if too much rennet was 
used some of the excess would be held at least mechanically in the curd and 
would appear in the color. 

TEMPERATURE FOR WHOLE MILE. 

‘He used with all new milk in spring manufacture a temperature of eighty- 
two, and heat to ninety-four, and in curing he would not use over sixty-five 
in the dry-house—such a handling would produce a fine-flavored cheese. The 
action of heat facilitates the action of the rennet. He would use more heat 
after applying the rennet. As a general thing he did not think two or three 
degrees in temperature would make a great difference in the price of the cheese 
when made. He thought time would modify the slight excess of temperature. 
He would heat whole milk up to ninety-six in the summer time.” 

ADVANTAGES OF A CELLAR UNDER CHEESE FACTORIES. 

Mr. McApam spoke of a cheese factory which had a good cellar under 

it. He said “In the summer time this cellar could be used with great advan- 

tage as a curing-room. And in the spring and fall the cellar could be used 
for a making-room, and the curing done above. 

HOW IS THE RIPENING OF CHEESE AFFECTED BY THE MODE OF MANU- 

FACTURE? 

“This subject is quite important, as it is often necessary to manufacture 
cheese that will ripen very quickly. When the market is declining, to have 
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as many of them as possible fit for sale, and consequently bring a higher 
price, is the great desideratum. On the contrary, when the cheese-market is 
advancing it is often advisable to make cheese that will take a much longer 
time in curing, so that in holding for higher prices there will be less danger 
of deterioration in the quality of the cheese by their becoming off in flavor. 
Now, in the ripening or curing of cheese, I regard the action of the rennet 
as the element that does the whole business; and, therefore, in making cheese 
that are to cure quickly, we have only to place the rennet in the most favor- 
able circumstances for promoting its growth all through the process of manu- 
facture, and to cure slowly, the opposite. Now, what are the most favorable 
circumstances for promoting’ the growth of the spores of the rennet ? 

“First, is the presence of the greatest quantity of butter in the milk to 
be manufactured into cheese. Second, a larger amount of rennet added to 
such milk. Third, by using a lower temperature in cooking or scalding 
the curd. Fourth, the absence or a minimum amount of acid in the curd, 
when the salt is added; and, Fifth, a less quantity of salt added to the 
curd ; also by keeping the cheese in the curing-room at a higher temperature. 
Cheese made from tainted milk will wertrallhe cure more quickly than if the 
milk was good. An exactly opposite process will check the growth of the 
Spores of the rennet in the milk, curd and cheese, and cause the cheese to 
cure more slowly. Heat hastens the development of the acid more rapidly 
than the development of the rennet spores, and though heat hastens both 
developments, the acid is generated faster relatively. Chas cured quickly 
ought to go into immediate consumption, as if kept, especially in warm 
weather, they deteriorate in quality very rapidly. And I think that the com- 
plaints ae the English shippers about the defects in the color and flavor of 
American cheese, when held over winter, are mainly pxane to the fact that 
these cheese have been cured too quickly to hold long.” 

These views above, from some of our most successful cheese-makers, and 
very recently expressed (1871), are worthy of attention. 

SALTING THE CURDS. 

The leading object of using salt in the curds is to arrest putrefactive fer- 
mentation, and hold the cheese in a condition to make a suitable article of 
food. Different nations, it is true, differ in their tastes. Some of the people 
on the continent of Europe have so educated their taste as to prefer cheese that 
is more or less tainted, but the English race, as a rule, demand a clean, well- 
flavored article. As we are manufacturing mostly for English and American 

. markets, my remarks must refer pardoulky to the great bulk of goods made 
to suit, what may be denominated as the English taste. The Swiss, the Lim- 
berger, and other characters of cheese are now made to some extent in this 
country, but the quantity is so small when compared with the great mass of 

our product, that American dairymen do not generally understand what the 
peculiar flavor is which is esteemed in the cheeses referred to. 

.29 . 
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Salt is a very important agent in modifying the taste of cheese, and on 
the manner in which it is used, will depend in a great measure the character 
and reputation of the dairy in market. In the application of salt there can 
be but little doubt, that fine, clean flavor can be best secured in the cheese by 
salting when the curds are comparatively cool. Some manufacturers have 
the impression that salt is more efficient, and is more evenly distributed when 
the curds are quite warm. I believe it is a well-established rule among meat 
packers, that meats are secured in the best condition when salt is applied after 
the meat has cooled off. At any rate in cheese manufacture a fine, delicate 
flavor is only obtained when salt is applied to the curds at a low temperature, 
This rule is strictly observed in the celebrated dairies of England, whether it 
be Cheshire or Cheddar. Among the best Cheshire dairies, the heat at no 
time during the process of manufacture is allowed to run above 78° or 80°, 
and in applying salt, as a rule 75° should be regarded as the maximum tem- 
perature of the curds. 

In addition to the liability of affecting injuriously the flavor of cheese, by 
applying salt while the curds are too warm, the salt has another effect. Its 
action is to harden the parts of the curd with which it comes in contact, sur- 
rounding them with a tough pellicle or coat of caseine, and thus preventing 
a free flow of whey. The whey should be thoroughly expelled before salting, 
for in no other way can the quantity of salt be regulated with certainty. If 
there is much whey in the curds at the time of salting, it will be no easy 
matter to guess at the quantity of salt that will pass off in the whey, and 
hence, when this kind of guess work is relied on by the manufacturers, the 
cheese will not be of uniform character. When too small a quantity of salt 
is used, the cheese ripens with great rapidity, and must be eaten when com- 
paratively young, for it will soon get out of flavor. On the other hand, too 
much salt delays the ripening process; the cheese is long in coming to 
maturity, and is likely to be hard and stiff. It will be seen, therefore, that 
the quantity of salt to be used should be pretty accurately determined, 
according to the character of cheese we design to make. If we want cheese 
to ripen in thirty days from the tub or vat, and go into market early and be 
consumed, the quantity of salt must be regulated for that object ; while 
cheese of long-keeping qualities, maturing slowly, and requiring a higher per 
centage of salt, must needs have the quantity also regulated with precision. 
When the curds are drained, and subjected to pressure for a short time in 
the hoop, and then broken up by passing through a curd mill, and then 
salted as in the Cheddar process, the proportion of salt can be regulated 
with great nicety. But in all cases, before salting, it is well to have the 
curds as dry as they can be conveniently made. 

Another office of salt is to check the acidity of the curds. When the 
acid has been fully developed, and the process carried far enough, the appli- 
cation checks its further progress, and thus, in the manipulation, is made to 
serve a very important purpose in the hands of a skillful manufacturer. I can 
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only announce some of the principles to be observed in the use of salt for 
cheese-making. What I particularly wish to impress is, that it cannot be 
employed at random, and that the making of fine cheese depends, in a good 
degree, upon the time, manner and quantity in which the manufacturer 

employs this agent for his work. The quantity of salt used by manufacturers 
varies according to the character of cheese to be made at different seasons of 
the year, from two and one-fourth to three pounds of salt to one hundred 

pounds of green cheese. In spring, when it is desired to have the cheese 

ripen quickly, as low a proportion as two to two and one-fourth pounds are 

used. In hot weather, two and a-half to two and seven-tenths pounds, for 

one hundred pounds green cheese are employed by the best manufacturers, 

and sometimes three pounds are used, and these proportions refer to curds 

that are not pressed before salting, and consequently are not thoroughly 

drained of whey. The rule among the best Cheddar dairymen of England is 
one pound of salt for fifty-six pounds of curd ; the salt applied after the curds 

have been pressed for ten minutes in the hoop, and then ground in a curd 
mill, the temperature of the curds being from 60° to 65°. The English 

Cheddars are longer in coming to maturity than the usual style of American 

manufacture. It will be seen, also, that in the English process, the curds 

are made dryer at the time of salting, than generally obtains in American 
manufacture, and that in consequence a less amount of salt is required, or is 

used, than at the American factories. 

THE KIND OF SALT TO BE USED. 

Much has been said and written about salt for dairy purposes; the subject 
is by no means exhausted; it at least demands discussion and agitation, so 
long as dairy products continue to be injured and spoiled by the use of an 

impure article. Many people imagine that all salt in the market is pure; that 

if its appearance to the eye is clean, it contains no ingredients deleterious to 

butter and cheese, and that all the difference between a common article and 

the higher grades consists in pulverizing and putting up in neater packages. 

One can meet scores of men who will insist there is no other difference than 

that we have named, and that they do not propose to throw away money on 

a high-priced article. They prefer to prepare their own salt, crushing the 

lumps, if necessary, and chuckling over the superior sagacity they have to 

those who are throwing away their money on a high-priced article. Some- 

how it generally turns out that these very wise and saving persons have a 

low grade product of butter and cheese, and in consequence make sales con- 

siderably below those obtained for a first-class article. 

I have sustained losses, both in butter and cheese, on account of using 

poor salt, and I have no confidence in the common barrel salt constantly to 

be met with in the market. Some of it may be good, and most of it may 
possibly do for the ordinary purposes for which it was intended, but the risk 

never should be taken of using it in butter and cheese. The dealers and 
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experts in butter have for years cautioned the butter-makers to use nothing 
but the best Ashton or Liverpool salt. Chlorides of calcium and magnesium 
are the substances in salt which affect the taste and injure the quality of 
butter, however carefully otherwise it may be made. 

Solar salt, produced by evaporating the brines, and which is largely used 
by packers, though it may not contain any deleterious substance that would 
affect meats, is very likely to contain a sufficient per centage of the chlorides 
to injure the taste of butter. To the cultivated taste of an experienced 
butter buyer, the least trace of the chlorides existing in the salt used betrays 
its presence. The Ashton is a very good salt, but is expensive. All the salt 
sold under the name or brand of Ashton is not genuine. Cheese and butter- 
makers should purchase their salt only of reliable dealers—men who know 
where they obtain their goods, and can vouch for their quality. 

Somewhat recently the Onondaga Salt Works, at Syracuse, N, Y., have 
been manufacturing a superior dairy salt. Prof. Goxssman, a distinguished 
chemist, was employed for some years at the Works, to superintend the 
manufacture of salt, with a view of freeing it from deleterious substances, 
and it is by his process that the brand known as “ factory filled” or dairy 
salt is now manufactured. From numerous chemical analyses, it exhibits 
greater purity than the Ashton and other foreign brands, and its use among 
our best dairymen, for some years, has proved its perfect adaptation to 
the dairy. 

At the New York State Fair, in 1867, there was a large exhibition of 
butter from different parts of the State, and among the packages were a num- 
ber of-samples, half of which had been salted with Onondaga and half with 
Ashton salt. The Committee, composed of experts, pronounced, in twenty- 
five cases, the butter cured with factory filled salt, made at the New York 
Mills, Syracuse, to be the best, as compared with its alternate package, cured 
in the same dairy with Ashton. Prof. 8. W. Jonnson of the Sheffield Scien- 
tific School, Yale College, has stated that the purest salt made in this or any 
other country that he is acquainted with, came from Syracuse, where the 
ingenious processes of Dr. Goxssman were then employed, and that such 
factory filled salt must take rank second to none, as regards purity and free- 
dom from any deleterious ingredients, especially the chlorides of calcium and 
magnesium. Gov. Atvorp of Syracuse stated, at a meeting of the Amer- 
ican Dairymen’s Association, that the Onondaga Salt Company were pre- 
pared to guarantee their factory filled salt, and to pay for every pound of 
butter or cheese that was injured by the use of such salt; but the salt must 
come from the accredited agents of the Company, as certain dealers had been 
known to put up other salt in packages, using the factory filled brand. 

I have referred to these facts, because I know the genuine article to be 
good; and as it is furnished much cheaper than the foreign or imported salt, 
it is of interest for dairymen to know it. 
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TO DISTINGUISH GOOD SALT. 

A satisfactory evidence of pure salt is its dryness, as the chlorides cause 
salt to absorb and retain moisture. In order that dairymen may be enabled 

to judge somewhat of the character of good dairy salt, from its appearance 
in addition to its dryness, I give the following from Prof. Cuaries H. 

Porter :—“ A chalky or very fine grained or pulverulent salt is not the best 

for dairy purposes, and would at once be rejected, I believe, by experienced 

dairymen. A good dairy salt, ought, I imagine, besides being of proper 

chemical composition, to be of moderately fine grain, crystalline and trans- 

parent, and, when seen in a mass, of a pure white color; it ought to be 

free from odor, and possess that sharp, pungent taste characteristic of 
pure salt.” 

STIRRING THE MILK DURING THE NIGHT. 

One of the mechanical devices brought to the notice of cheese-manu- 

facturers, during the past few years, is the milk agitator. They commenced 

to be used in 1867, but since that time their use has become quite general, 
and our best factories in New York consider them of great utility. They are 

without doubt one of the useful improvements for cheese factories in this age 
of fertile invention. There are two or three kinds, but all work nearly upon 
the same principle, or accomplish the same object, that is, stirring the milk 

in the vats during the night, and are operated by the waste water from the 
vats. Before these appliances came in use, it was necessary for cheese- 

makers to stir the night’s milk in the vats until it was reduced to a temper- 
ature of 60°. In hot weather the constant flow of water under the milk, or 

between the vats, was not sufficient to preserve it in good order, and this 

stirring had to be continued, from time to time, until a late hour of the night. 

It is evident if machinery can be introduced for this purpose, a great saving 
of labor is secured. 

There is another object gained by stirring the milk at intervals during 
the night: the cream is prevented from rising, which is of great importance 
where butter is not made at the factory, as it is very difficult to get the 
cream which has once risen back again into the milk for cheese-making with- 

out loss; and again, the particles of milk being moved so as to be exposed 

to the atmosphere, it keeps in better order. The apparatus is quite simple, 
and consists merely of a wooden float, attached to an arm, which is carried 

back and forward, at intervals, across the vat, and operated by a water 

wheel or water box, which is kept moving by the waste water from the vats. 
Doubtless much benefit is often gained by this movement of the milk, 
especially when not in perfect condition, as the particles are being constantly 

exposed to the atmosphere, and improved by allowing bad odors to pass off. 

During the summer of 1867 one of the best cheese manufacturers of 
Oneida wrote to me as follows :—‘ Believing, as I do, that the agitator 

deserves more extensive notice, and more general introduction into cheese 
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factories than it has yet received, I desire to add my testimony respect- 

ing its merits and benefits. Some weeks since I consented to have the 
agitator introduced into the four vats of my factory, on trial; I am so far 
pleased with it, that I have come to the conclusion that it is a necessary 
appurtenance to my factory. It is not claimed for it, I believe, that a larger 
yield of cheese can be obtained by its use, though I am of opinion that a 
slight increase in quantity and quality will result, when the agitator is 
judiciously used; this will especially be the case in the cold part of the 
season: it certainly is a perfect preventive of the raising of any cream, and 
that this is an important advantage no one will deny. I find, also, that the 
milk in the vats, in the morning, has an incomparably sweeter, cleaner, 
fresher taste and smell than ever before; and this, notwithstanding the fact 
that my spring affords an abundance of excellent water, and the temperature 
of the milk in the morning, before the agitator was put in, had always been 

Austin’s AGITATOR, SHOWING WATER WHEEL AND MANNER OF APPLYING RAKES TO THE VATS. 

from 54° to 58°. The necessity of stirring milk until ten, eleven and even 
twelve o’clock at night, as is the case in very many factories, is entirely 
obviated. If there were no other advantage arising, resulting from its use, 
this alone should be sufficient argument in its favor. Factory hands work 
hard, and if the night’s labor can be dispensed with, it should be done. Of 
course, further experience and fuller acquaintance with its operations and 
effects may modify and radically change my views in relation to it. After 
the testimony of such experienced and successful cheese-makers as Col. 
Miter and others, who used it last year, I hardly look for such a result. 
At present I heartily commend its use, only suggesting that, in my judg- 
ment, the motion of the frame and rakes should be slow—not over two or 
three strokes per minute.” The experience of the past three years has con- 
firmed these views as to the utility of this appliance. : 
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USE OF ICE IN COOLING AND PRESERVING MILK. 

The use of ice in cooling and preserving milk for cheese manufacture is 
practiced to a large extent. It is applied in various ways; sometimes by 
adding it in messes to the milk in the vats, or by placing it in large tin cool- 

ers, which are then immersed in the milk, and in various other ways, to suit 

the convenience of those who have the care of the dairy. Recently coolers 
have been invented, to be used for cooling milk with ice at the farm ; but it 

may be well to caution those who employ ice for this purpose, that it should 

not be used in direct contact with the milk, or in any way in which the milk 

may come in contact with an ice-cold surface. . : 

An impression prevails with many that no injury can result to milk from 

the use of ice, no matter in what way it may be employed. Ice, if judiciously 

used in connection with the dairy, is convenient and useful in hot weather, 

and especially so when the supply of water is limited, or its temperature is so 

high that the milk cannot be cooled down properly by it alone. But because 

the direct application of an ice cold surface does not do the milk any apparent 

injury for the moment, it must not be inferred that it has no remote influence 

upon the product of butter and cheese which may be manufactured out of 

such milk. All animal bodies, though they may be kept fresh and sweet for 

a long time when laid upon ice in an ice box, yet when exposed to the air and 

warmth rapidly decompose and become stale. When milk has been cooled 

by coming in contact with ice and then manufactured into cheese, the injury 

does not immediately show itself; but it has been observed that the cheese 

ripens rapidly, decays early, and will not keep in flavor like that which is 

made of milk, none of the particles of which have come in contact with a sur- 

face of lower temperature than 50°. 
The butter makers of Orange county, N. Y., who have experimented 

largely with milk, are extremely cautious in the use of ice in connection with 

butter manufacture. It is sometimes necessary to use it during hot weather 

while churning, by breaking it up fine and applying it to the cream in the 

churn; but when ice has been employed in this way, the butter will not 

keep; though for present use the butter may be regarded as of prime quality. 

In 1868, during the month of July, we had extremely warm weather, and ice 

was used in the New York factories quite freely—often injudiciously. From 

an account of the cheese made that year, given by the English shipper, Mr. 
Wess, it appears there was not a single factory sending cheese abroad that 
had it arrive and retain a good, clean flavor. He says:—‘‘ The English dealer 
and the.English consumer alike began to get a surfeit of that strong flavored, 

loosely made, bad-keeping quality, which was the universal characteristic of 

the July make of cheese. This inferior quality,” he remarks, ‘‘ was doubtless 

largely owing to the intensely hot weather then prevailing. But whatever 

the cause, your very serious attention should be directed to the discovery of 

a remedy—for not a single dairy, as far as my personal experience and pretty 

fall inquiries extended, not one single dairy stood the test of that most trying 
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month. Even those dairies that for a series of years have been always and 
uniformly excellent, did not hold their own last July; but proved in the 
matter of flavor and keeping qualities to be no better than the great majority 
of your State factories.” 

Now how far the injudicious use of ice may have added to the trouble I 
am unable to say; but I have no doubt that some share at least may be justly 
laid to that source. I have personal knowledge of some factories where large 
quantities of ice are used to cool the milk by applying it directly to the milk 
in the vats, and the milk is apparently in good order, and yet great complaint 
is made of the cheese manufactured as soon “ off flavor,”-while it must be 
observed that the best flavored goods are not made at those factories which 
use the ice in this way; but where there is an abundance of pure, cold 
water—cold water and an agitator which stirs the milk during the night, 
worked by the waste water from the vats, give practically the best results. 
As this question of ice is somewhat new to the dairy public, and has not been 
very closely investigated by cheese manufacturers, it will be sufficient to call 
attention to the matter, with the suggestion to avoid as far as possible the 
use of ice, or an ice cold surface in direct contact with the milk. 

DRAWING OFF THE CURDS, 

Where large quantities of milk are delivered at one point to be manufac- 
tured into cheese, it is important to have every convenience, so that it may 
be handled easily and expeditiously. Without convenient appliances the 
cheese factory system would be a failure. It would be very difficult, and 
perhaps impossible, to make the fine character of cheese now demanded in 
the leading markets of the world by massing the milk in large quantities, and 
using old appliances in oneration before the factory system was inaugurated. 
It is to the perfection of cheese factory machinery and the mechanical devices 
for manipulating milk in proper time that the manufacturer, in a great measure, 
owes his success. It is true, intelligence and skill, with habits of close obser- 
vation, are necessary in cheese manufacture, and no amount of mechanical 
contrivance can be substituted for them. But as many of the Operations in 
cheese making admit of no delay, but require immediate and rapid action, 
the appliances must be suited to the work, or the most skillful operator will 
be liable to fail in securing the best results. What seems to be a most for- 
tunate thing for American cheese dairying is, that whenever any essential 
point or principle is discovered in manufacture, the inventors imme- 
diately step in with devices or contrivances for easily securing the object 
desired. I could mention several of these which are unknown among the best 
Cheddar cheese makers of England, and which doubtless would not yet have 
been invented here had we remained under the old system of farm dairies, 

THE SHUTE. 

Among the somewhat recent improvements in cheese factory arrangements 
is the Shute. This invention originated in Herkimer county, and is now 
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being adopted by all the new or improved modled factories. The shute is 
now introduced among those factories in New York which produce cheese 
that sells for extreme or “top prices.” I do not presume to say that the 
shute is the only or chief cause of the high reputation which these factories 
enjoy, and yet I have no doubt it has contributed somewhat in effecting this 
reputation. Indeed, in some instances at least, the manufacturers are from 
factories where the shute is not employed, and only in taking charge of the 
shute factories have their reputations reached the enviable position they now 
enjoy. The shute is an arrangement in the vats, whereby all the curds in the 
vats may be thrown upon the sink in a moment. In this arrangement the 
floor of the manufacturing room at one end of the vats is sunk some four feet 
below the part upon which the vats stand. Here is placed the sink upon 
rails, and in some instances immediately back of it the presses. The ends of 
the vats come out nearly to the fall in the floor, and in the end of each vat 
there is a large circular opening secured with an iron door, water-tight, which 
is opened for the discharge of the curds. When a vat is to be emptied the 
sink is rolled along opposite the vat, the vat canted down, the tin conductor 
placed under the orifice or point of discharge in the vat, and the iron door 
removed. In this manner the vat is rapidly emptied of its contents, and the 
curds at once spread out upon the sink to cool. Old cheese makers will 
readily understand the advantage of this arrangement. When the acid is 
properly developed it should be immediately checked. With large masses 
of curd, and under the old arrangement, it was very difficult to time opera- 
tions to meet this condition. To dip the curd out with pails often required 
so much time that, do the best you could, the acid would often be carried too 
far before the work was accomplished. As the temperature of the atmosphere 
varies from day to day, and the condition of the milk is also different, it was 
exceedingly difficult to calculate the changes that would occur in a few 
minutes. It will be seen, then, how great the advantage is when the manu- 
facturer can empty his vat at once. Sometimes acidity goes on gradually for 
a time, and then all at once is developed much more rapidly than was antici- 
pated. With the shute you are master of the situation; you have the whole 
matter under control; you manipulate your forces to produce an exact result ; 
you march to the very threshold of danger, but do not step over the line; 
you have control of the shute, and at the word of command you feel that you 
can count upon accomplishing the object desired. The shute is, without 
doubt, of considerable assistance in securing the make of nice, marketable 
goods, and its adoption can be recommended on this account, in addition to 
the labor it saves over the old plan of dipping. 

PROCESS FOR MAKING EXTRA FINE CHEESE. 

We have now discussed at length some of the leading points in cheese 
manufacture, and I here give some of the most recent views and practice of 
manufacturers who have been successful in making a high-priced cheese, and 
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in this connection the following paper of Mr. A. McApam, read at the Dairy- 

men’s Convention of 1871, so fully explains in regular order and in detail the 

method of cheese making at the Smith Creek factory, that it will be useful. 

I may remark in passing that the cheese made at the Smith Creek factory in 

1869 and 1870 was regarded by dealers and shippers as a fancy article, and 

it sold at the Little Falls, N. Y., market uniformly at the highest price paid 

for best factories. Mr. McApam says:—‘“I will give a description of the 
process as I practice it, and state some of the reasons why I practice it. As 

you are probably all aware, the milk that is delivered at cheese factories is 
not always in the same state, sometimes being tainted or partially putrid, 
sometimes sour, or nearly so, and sometimes it is, what it always ought to be, 

perfect. I propose to describe the process, first, when the milk is right and 
good; second, when it is partially sour, and third, when tainted. The 
evening’s milk, when delivered at the factory, ought to be cooled so as to 
reach a temperature of 58° to 62° in the morning. When the morning’s 
milk is added, it is heated to 80°, then enough rennet is added to coagulate 
the mass in as nearly forty minutes’ time as possible. When the curd has 

attained sufficient consistency, it is cut four times—twice with the horizontal 
curd knife, and twice with the perpendicular one, with a short interval 

between each cutting. The curd is then gently manipulated and heated to 
96°, care being taken to prevent the curd from packing on the bottom of the 
vat; the time required for heating being from an hour to an hour and a-half. 
The stirring is continued for ten or fifteen minutes after this heat has been 

attained, and the curd is then allowed to pack on the bottom of the vat, where 

it lies undisturbed until the separation of the whey from the curd becomes 

necessary. Up to this stage the process is almost identical with that prac- 
ticed in manufacturing cheese in eis usual manner. 

‘In the manufacture of American cheese (I will so designate the method 

usually practiced, to distinguish it from the process, which I will term Ohed- 

dar),it is of the utmost importance to determine the precise time at which to 
separate the whey from the curd, and it is also an operation requiring the 

greatest amount of skill and experience, as well as the exercise of the nicest 

sense of taste and smell. But in the manufacture of Cheddar cheese it is not 
of the same vital importance, as the whey can be separated from the curd 
from half an hour to an hour and a-half before acidity is developed so as to 
be perceptible; and, on the other hand, the whey can be left on the curd till 

the acid is distinctly developed, without materially affecting the quality of the 
product. As the acid or souring generally makes its appearance about noon, 

in summer, the Cheddar system gives factory hands more time for dinner, 
and consequently they can masticate their food, instead of having to bolt it, 
as has to be done in many cases. When the whey is drawn off, and the vat 
tipped down on one end, the curd is then heaped on each side of the vat, 

leaving a space in the middle to allow the remainder of the whey to pass off. 

I may here state that when the “shute,” or flood gate, is not used, there 
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- ought to be, in the Cheddar system, a faucet in the vat, to allow the whey to 
pass off as it drains from the curd. After the curd has laid in a heap on the 

bottom of the vat for fifteen or twenty minutes, and the original particles of 
eurd have become amalgamated into a solid mass, it is then cut into con- 
venient pieces with a knife, and turned over, and so left until the curd has 
become sour enough for grinding and salting, which is determined by the 

taste of the whey that drains from the curd. This whey should now have a 
sharp, sour milk taste, which can be understood by any intelligent cheese 

maker, after a few days’ experience. ‘The curd is then torn by hand into 

strips of two or three pounds weight, and allowed to cool for a short time, in 
order to allow the butter in it to become solid enough so as not to escape 

during the operation of grinding. The curd is then ground into pieces, 

averaging about the size of hickory nuts. Five hundred pounds of curd can 
be ground by hand, with McApam’s curd mill, in from five to fifteen minutes, 

according to the toughness of the curd and muscle of the operator. The salt 
is then immediately added and mixed thoroughly, at the rate of from one and 
a-half to two and a quarter pounds per one thousand pounds of milk, accord- 

ing to circumstances. The curd is then ready to be put into the hoops for 
pressing. 

«2d. Mode of procedure when the milk we have to handle is (from what- 
ever cause) sour, or partially so; and such cases are liable to happen in any 
factory, however well regulated. You are all aware that when milk is par- 

tially sour, it will coagulate in the same time as sweet milk with the addition 
of considerably less rennet. But to such milk I usually add more rennet, 
instead of less, so as to have the coagulation occur very quickly. As soon as 

the rennet has completed its office, 1 commence cutting and working the curd 

much more rapidly than usual. In such cases I use very little heat in scald- 

ing—seldom heating over 86° or 90°, according to the severity of the case. 

Indeed, in some instances, when the milk is very sour, I do not think that it 

is advisable to heat the curd at all after coagulation. I reason in this way: 
just as good cheese can be made without scalding at all, as with it; the 

reason that we scald the curd (if heating to a temperature of 98° can be called 
scalding), is to develop the acid sooner, and if, when the curd is inclined to 

develop acid. sooner than usual, we heat it to a temperature of 96° to 98°, 
we hasten the action of the acid, which is the very thing we are trying to 
avoid. In other words, when the acid in the curd is developing too fast of 

its own accord, we develop it still faster by means of heat, and thus aggra- 

vate the evil. After this curd is cut up, the whey must be removed from it 
as fast as it makes its appearance, and as soon as practicable the vat must be 
tipped down and the curd thrown to the upper end of the vat. The curd at 
this stage is very sloppy, as it contains considerable whey. One person 
should now cut it into small pieces with a knife, and another be employed in 

turning the pieces over and piling them up in heaps, so as to liberate the 
whey, which passes off in a continuous stream. When the curd has assumed 
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a proper consistency it must be ground and salted; the quantity of salt used 
must be according to the amount of whey contained in the curd, which.-is 

generally, in such cases, considerably more than usual. In extreme cases, the 

whole process, from the adding of the rennet to the mixing in of the salt, can 
be performed in less than an hour. 

‘To explain why more rennet is needed when the milk is partially sour, 

I will refer to the address delivered by Professor CaLpwetz last year, before 
this Convention, and’also to the able and highly useful paper read by L. B. 
ARNOLD, Esq., on ‘Rennet, its Nature and Use,’ before the same Conven- 

tion. These gentlemen demonstrated to us very clearly that the acting 
principle of rennet consists of minute globules, or spores, which feed upon 
nitrogenous substances, and when placed in such, at a favorable temperature, 

multiply very rapidly. Now a quantity of rennet, containing a vast number 

of these spores, placed in a vat of milk which is highly nitrogenous, at a tem- 

perature of 80°, which is favorable to their growth, will multiply in a short 

time to such an extent as to cause its coagulation. And their action by no 
means stops here. They have still a very important mission to perform, viz., 

that of curing or ripening the cheese. And if the presence of these spores 
in the cheese, cures or ripens it, an excess of them will ripen the cheese more 
quickly, and vice versa. Now we all know that a sour cheese, or a cheese 
which contains an excess of sour milk spores (Arthrococci), takes a much 
longer time to ripen than a sweet cheese, and vice versa. Therefore, to have 
a cheese cured in a given time, the spores of the Micrococci and of the Arthro- 
cocci, must be contained in it in relative quantities. So, when we have a vat 
of sour milk to handle, where the Arthrococci are in abundance, we must add 
more rennet to counterbalance their action on the nitrogenous ingredients of 
the milk, and thereby cause the cheese to ripen much quicker than if less 
rennet had been added. I have found by experiment, during the past sum- 
mer, that cheese made from sour milk in the above manner will cure as fast 
as other cheese, but they will require more annatto to make them of the same 
color, these sour milk spores appearing to have a destructive effect upon 
annatto. I have likewise noticed that such cheese will have more tendency 
to mold, but the flavor will not be objectionable. 

“3. When the milk is tainted, or has an excess of putrefactive spores. 
This tainted milk occurs, in some localities, in hot weather, no matter what 
care is taken in cleaning the utensils with which it comes, in contact, and I 
think that the milk is damaged in most cases before it is drawn from the cow. 
But of course it can be greatly aggravated by being brought into contact 
with unclean milk pails, strainers, cans, &c., which have not been properly 
cleansed, and therefore contain numbers of those putrefactive spores clinging 
to their seams and crevices, and which spring into new life and activity on 
being brought into contact with the warm milk. During the past season, 
from the middle of June to the middle of September, in a factory of over nine 
hundred cows, I did not have a vat of milk which was not tainted, most of it 
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very badly, and over one-third of it so much that the curd floated. The 

cheese made from this milk sold for the highest price in the Little Falls mar- 
ket. In handling such milk I prefer to have the temperature of the evening’s 
mess about 68° or 70° in the morning before the morning’s milk is added, for 

two reasons. First, it has been shown that the putrefactive spores are in 

great abundance in such tainted milk; by leaving the evening’s milk through 

the night at a higher temperature, we promote the growth of the Arthro- 

cocci, or sour milk spores, and these check the growth of the Micrococci, and 

counterbalance their action to a certain degree. Second, when the milk is left 

through the night at a higher temperature, a great number of the putrefac- 

tive spores pass off in the form of gas, especially where the milk agitator is 
used. This we know by the foul odor it emits when warm, but when the 

milk is cooled to a low temperature, this gas is not so volatile, and does not 

escape so readily, as we can perceive by its emitting little or no smell. But 

the cooling of the milk does not kill the Micrococci; it only partially pre- 
vents their escape, and though at the same time cooling the milk, also retards 
their growth as well as their escape; it also retards the growth of the sour 

milk spores, and these are much more efficient agents for the prevention of 
putrefaction than cooling is. Therefore, I maintain that the less tainted or 
putrid milk is cooled, so as not to be absolutely sour in the morning, the 

better the product obtained will be, if the milk be properly handled. JI know 

that some cheese-makers prefer cooling such milk to as low a temperature as 
possible, and add sour whey with the rennet in the morning, and have very 

good success, but I prefer the former method, as by it the formation of the 
putrefactive spores is checked at a much earlier stage of the proceedings. 

With this difference of cooling the milk, my process is the same with tainted 

milk as with good milk, until the separation of the whey from the curd. 
When tainted we allow the whey to remain on the curd until acid is slightly 

perceptible, whether the curd floats or not. The whey is then drawn off and 
the curd handled as before. If the curd is badly tainted, while lymg ina 
mass at the bottom of the vat, it will swell up to twice its original size, like 

‘dough under the action of the yeast, and when broken emits a very offensive 
odor. The exact degree of acidity to be allowed to develop at this point is 
the most important, as well as the most difficult thing to determine in the 
whole management of floating curds, as the odor and taste of both the curd 
and the whey that.drains from it very much resemble acid, and are in a great 
many instances mistaken for it. The acid ought to be developed just enough 

to kill the taint, and no more, and the result, notwithstanding the assertions 

of some to the contrary, will be a fine cheese. After the requisite amount 
of acid has been determined upon, and the curd ground and salted (using the 
same amount of salt as when not tainted), the curd must be cooled and ven- 
tilated as much as possible before being put to press. 

“I do not pretend to say that cheese can be made from tainted milk and 

floating curds, possessing quite as much of the fine, nutty aroma as from 
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curds properly handled which are not tainted at all. But I do assert that I 
have seen cheese made from floating curds, in several factories during the past 

summer, that were perfectly close, rich and meaty, having no objectionable 
flavor, and which not one expert in ten would object to. 

“One other fact I wish to mention: It requires more milk when tainted, 

to make a pound of cheese, than when it is not. One reason for this is, that 
more acid must be present in such cases, and, of course, the more acid the 

less cheese. In the Smith Creek Factory, last summer, it took two pounds 
more milk to make a pound of cheese in July than it did in April. 

“‘T have endeavored to tell you how I practice grinding curds. I will now 
try to tell you why I practice it. In the first place, I think that it requires 
less milk to make a pound of cheese; in the second place, it does not tax the 
judgment of the cheese-maker so much, or require so much skill and atten- 
tion; and, in the third place, I think that cheese made by the Cheddar process 
will be closer, and at the same time appear more rich and buttery, and will 
cure faster. It takes less milk to make a pound of cheese because the whey 

is drawn from the curd before the acid is perceptible, while in the American 
system, the whey has to be left on the curd from ten to sixty minutes after 

acid is detected, in order to insure a good, solid cheese, and you all know that 

sour whey will eat or digest grease from any substance containing it, with which 
it comes in contact. The longer the curd is exposed to this acidity in the whey 
the slimier the whey becomes, on account of the grease it has taken from 
the curd, and, in fact, some cheese-makers determine when the curd is ready 

to dip into the sink by the sliminess or sudsing of the whey. The quantity 
of butter which passes off unseen in the American system is certainly more 

than is contained in the small quantity of white whey which comes from the 
cheese when pressing in the Cheddar system. 

“During the past season, notwithstanding the general complaint that the 

milk did not yield well, and the fact that over half of the cheese made at 

Smith Creek Factory was from tainted milk, we used only 9 9-10ths pounds 
of milk for one pound of cured cheese. And the reason why the Cheddar . 

cheese will appear more rich and buttery, with the same solidity, is that when 
the whey is drawn from the curd before the acid is detected, the action of 
the sour milk spores is retarded, and the rennet, at work in the mass of warm 
curd, is allowed full play. And, as the rennet cures the cheese, it will there- 

fore cure sooner, and, curing sooner, will be richer and more buttery at the 
same age.” 

. HERKIMER COUNTY ‘‘ FANCY FACTORY CHEESE.” 
As the manner of making a high-priced cheese is always of interest to 

manufacturers, I give some of the leading features at a few fancy factories 
where “ gilt-edged” cheese is made. The processes are those adopted in 1870. 
At the North Fairfield Factory, the temperature of milk in the morning is 
56°. The night’s milk is cooled by passing a stream of water between the’ 
vats and underneath the milk vat. Rennet is added for coagulating when the 
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milk has been raised to a temperature of 84°. After coagulation is perfected 
the curds are cut first with the horizontal curd-knife, which leaves the mass 

in thin sheets. Then follow with the perpendicular knife, cutting lengthwise 
of the vat. Let the curds now stand ten minutes, or until the whey forms; 
when the curds are cut with the perpendicular knife across the vat. 

The breaking having been perfected, heat is begun to be gradually applied 
and is continued until the mass reaches a temperature of 98°, the time occu- 

pied being one and a-half hours or thereabouts. It is regarded of great 
importance to heat slowly, and care is taken that the increase in temperature 

in all parts of the heating process is regular and gradual. Sour whey is not 
usually employed, as it is preferred that the acid be developed in heating. 
The curds are taken out of the vat into. the sink at 90°—the acid having been 

developed—and they are left exposed in the sink to cool. If acid has by 

chance been carried too far in the vat, cold water is conducted between the 

vats, under the curds to cool them rapidly. It is preferred, however, to cool _ 

the curds by exposing them to the air, as they are spread out in the sink. 

When the curds have been cooled down to a temperature of from 75° to 
80°, and also are thoroughly drained of whey; they are salted in summer at, 

the rate of 2 9-10ths pounds of salt to one hundred pounds of green cheese, 
and for September about a tenth of a pound less salt. If the milk in hot 

weather is not all right, or if tainted, particular attention is given to have 

the curds exposed a long time to the atmosphere. The temperature of the 
curing-room is kept at 70°, or as near that point as possible. 

In May the average quantity of milk for a pound of cured cheese was 
9 37-100ths pounds; in June, 9 3-10ths pounds, and in July 9 7-10ths pounds. 
The cheese on hand at the time of my visit, were meaty, solid and of uniform 

fine flavor. The factory is convenient in its arrangements, but the building 
is very plain and cheap in appearance. 

_ The factory of the Norway Association receives the milk from four hun- 
dred cows, and careful attention is given among patrons to deliver clean, 
sweet milk. An agitator is kept moving in the night’s milk, and the temper- 
ature of the water is reduced with ice, so that the night’s milk will stand in 
the morning at a temperature of 60°. Mr. James, the manufacturer, sets the 

milk for coagulation at 84°, and during the process of scalding 98° is the 
highest temperature employed. The best factory filled salt is used in spring 

at the rate of two and a-half pounds to one hundred of curd; in summer the 
salt is three pounds, and in fall two and seven-tenths pounds. 

As at other factories where high-priced cheese is made, the heating process 
is very slow and gradual, requiring from one and a-quarter to one and a-half 

hours. Great attention is paid to the development of the acid, and Mr. 
JAMES attributes his success to the faculty of distinguishing the proper con- 

_ dition of the curds in this respect, and to their exposure to the atmosphere in 
’ the sink until properly matured. Of course these peculiar conditions of the 
curds cannot be described in words, but must be learned by experience. 
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Mr. Jamzs says he likes to develop the acid “ sharp” through June, July and 

August, but in fall not so much. As soon as it can be detected in the vats, 

the whey is immediately withdrawn, and as I have before remarked, the 

appliance of the shute is here of service in taking immediate advantage for 

regulating this condition of the curds. 

The cheese at this factory are pressed in fourteen and a-half inch hoops, 
weigh about sixty pounds each. They are slightly colored. At the time of 
my visit fifteen cheeses were being made daily. The highest receipts of milk 
during the season were ten thousand pounds, which made eighteen and a-half 
cheeses daily. 

THE ‘‘COARSE CURDS” PROCESS 

is followed at the Cold Creek Factory, and whatever difference of opinion 
there may be as to the merits of this process, it is just to say that the cheese 

shows it to be a success. I saw the Cold Creek brand in England in 1866, 

and heard dealers express their opinion that it was among the best of the 
American factories. Since that time, if measured by the test of prices at home, 
the process, at least in Mr. Hopson’s hands, must be considered a success. 
What is claimed in the coarse curds process, is the production of cheese, 
‘solid yet mellow in texture, having a sweet, nutty or new milk flavor, or as 

the trade expresses it, “ clean flavored ;” and finally, a better retention of the 

butteraneous matter of the milk, than in the ordinary course of manufacture. 

The theory of the coarse curds is, that the less the cutting or agitation of 
the curds while in a soft state the more butter you retain, hence the curds are 
cut or broken no more than is absolutely necessary, while the stirring is of 
the gentlest kind, and just sufficient to keep the mass from clinging together. 
Mr. Hopson sets the milk for coagulation at 80°, using a sufficient quantity 
of rennet to thoroughly coagulate the mass fit for the knife in an hour. Then 
he commences cutting with a gang of steel blades, lengthwise of the vat, 
going through once. . 

The mass is now left at rest from ten to twenty minutes, until the whey 
begins to rise. Then a four-bladed knife (with blades three-fourths of an 
inch apart) is used for the cross-cutting. It is set at an angle of 45° with 
the bottom of the vat, and run through the mass crosswise of the vat. Then 
if there is likely to be no immediate change in the whey, the mass is left at 
rest for ten or fifteen minutes, and the knife used again across the vat, the 
operator standing on the side opposite to where he stood for the previous 
cutting. Inexperienced cheese-makers, or those who do not understand the 
philosophy of cheese-making, advise that all the cutting be done as quickly 
as possibie, and if an instrument could be made for the purpose, would prefer 
that all the cutting should be done instantaneously. This is evidently inju- 
dicious, as the whey forms slowly, and a complete division of curds at once 
in their tender condition cannot be effected without liberating the oily parti- 
cles, and thus causing waste. Such cutting is admissible only when acidity 
is progressing rapidly, and all parts of the process require to be hastened. 
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In the coarse curd process, the cutting having been performed as just 

described, it completes what is understood by “breaking ”—for no other 
division or breaking up of the particles is deemed necessary. Heat is now 

begun to be applied very slowly, and the mass is stirred in the gentlest manner 

possible, and no more than to prevent the curds from running or clinging 

together. Great attention is paid to careful handling in this part of the pro- 
_cess, in order that none of the buttery particles be pressed out, the theory 

being to let the curds do their own work as far as possible. The time of 

heating up is usually about an hour or an hour and a-quarter, the mass being 

raised to 100°. After heating, the curds are only stirred occasionally to pre- 

vent matting, and the mass remains in the vats till the acid is properly devel- 
oped. Mr. Hopson depends for the most part upon the sense of smell in 

determining the degree of acidity required, and with long practice and good 
judgment in this respect, he is able to time operations so as to manage his 

curds with great uniformity. The curds are now thrown into the sink to be 
exposed to the atmosphere, where they are stirred, and when properly cooled 

down and the acidity carried to the exact point desired, salt is applied. 

THE SALTING 

during the summer is at the rate of three and a-half pounds salt to one 
hundred pounds curd, and it is thoroughly and evenly incorporated with the 
curds. In spring and up to the 10th of May three and a-quarter pounds 

salt is the rate. No sour whey is used except that employed for soaking the 
rennets. The curds when ready to salt, appear to be in particles about the 

size of chestnuts. They have avery nice look and feel, being what cheese- 

makers term “ lively.” 
Although this is an old factory the buildings are in good repair, clean and 

sweet, with neat surroundings. The size of the dairy-house is thirty by one 

hundred feet, and the manufactory, which is a separate structure, thirty-six by 

thirty-six feet. Milk is delivered from five hundred and fifty cows. Ordi- 

narily the cheese is pressed in fifteen and a-half inch hoops, and will weigh 
sixty-five pounds each. The factory is supplied with an abundance of pure 

spring water of a temperature of about 52°. In summer a stream of water 
is kept flowing under the night’s milk in the vats, and the milk is stirred also 

during the night with Austrn’s agitator. 
On the 8th of September, 1869, Mr. Hopson had an order for one hun- 

dred large cheeses, eighty colored and twenty white. The order was com- 

pleted on the 12th of October. These cheeses weighed three hundred and 
thirty pounds each, and a handsomer lot could not well be got together. I 
tested a large number of cheeses in the curing-room, and found them uniformly 

very meaty, and of clean and delicate flavor. Something of their character 

may be indicated from the fact that twenty-two cents per pound was offered 
by a purchaser in our presence for the lot of large cheese, the highest market 
rates at Little Falls at that time being nineteen cents. 

30 
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About two miles east of Salisbury Center is another “ fancy factory,” the 

“‘ Herkimer County,” or “ Avery & Ives ”—giving the name of the proprie- 

tors. This is an old factory, and the manufacturer, Mr. E. B. FalRcuHIxp, has 

been here seven years. Mr. Farrcuixp is, without doubt, one of the best 

cheese manufacturers in the State. His cheese stands high among the “ fan- 

cies.” He follows the coarse curds process, though not precisely in the steps 

of Mr. Hopson. His cheese is very solid, meaty and fine-flavored. An old 

cheese-dealer and noted expert remarked to me, on the day of my visit, that 
probably nothing finer could be found in the State than the lot of cheese then 
on the shelves at the Avery & Ivzs factory. 

The factory takes the milk of six hundred cows, and the receipts on 
October 23d were five thousand pounds, and made into nine cheeses, which 

weighed sixty-five pounds each; in shape, Cheddars, being pressed in fourteen 
and a-half inch hoops. The establishment is in two buildings, the making 
department being thirty by thirty feet, and the dry house one hundred by 
thirty-six feet, two stories high. The milk is set at 80°, the highest heat in 

scalding 100°. The curds are cut coarse, somewhat similar to Mr. Horson’s 
at Cold Creek, and the time of heating and extreme care in handling the 
curds are also similar; but the salting is not so high, the rate in summer 
being three pounds, and in fall two and eight-tenths pounds salt to one hun- 
dred pounds curd. 

Mr. Farrcuitp thinks the fine texture of his cheese results in a great 

measure from having the milk in perfect condition at the commencement of 

operations and then employing heat slowly, manipulating the curds in the 

gentlest manner, and finally, accuracy in developing the degree of acidity. 
During cool weather in the fall, sour whey is added with the rennet to the 
milk, at the rate of two pails whey for four hundred gallons of milk. He 
thinks coarse curds make a more meaty cheese and produce a larger quan- 

tity of cheese from a given quantity of milk than fine curds. Acid is devel- 
oped in the vat with the whey rather than in the sink, and from long practice 
and close watching, he is able to detect the changes from time to time very 

accurately. The practice at other factories might be given, but these described 

will suffice, it is believed, for all practical purposes. 

MAKING CHEESE FROM A SMALL NUMBER OF COWS. 

If there happen to be three or four neighbors similarly situated, that is, 
each having but two or three cows, it will be a good plan for all to join 

together, delivering a certain quantity of milk daily at some central neigh- 
bor’s house, where the cheese is to be made. There will be no very great 

trouble in this, and by assisting each other, all may be supplied. As the 
labor in manufacture will be no more for ten pails of milk than for four, and 

as the cheese can then be made up at once, it will be advisable to associate 
together whenever practicable. 

Ten pails of milk will make say twenty-five gallons, and the twenty-five 
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gallons will give a cheese of twenty pounds, and perhaps a trifle over. If 
the milk is worked in the manner I have described, the curds may be pressed 
in a hoop eleven inches in diameter and about the same hight. Small cheeses 
of this kind need not be bandaged. After coming from the hoop, they should 
be oiled over with a little fresh butter to prevent the rind from checking, and 

may be placed upon the shelf. They will need turning every day, giving the 

surface a smart rubbing with the hand, which will prevent the cheese flies 

from securing a safe deposit of their eggs. If the rind of the cheese gets 
dry, it will be well to oil again with fresh butter. If properly cared for the 

cheese will begin to be mellow in four or five weeks, and will be eatable, 
though age will improve it, and when six months old it should be of delicious 
flavor and quality if well made. 

DOUBLE CURDS. 

But if the quantity of milk is too small to make a curd for one pressing, 
then resort may be had to what is termed double curds. These are managed 

after the following manner: The milk is treated precisely as if there was 

sufficient for a cheese. After the curds have been drained and slightly salted 

and are ready for the hoop, they are set aside in a cool place in the cellar 

until next day. Then, after the next curds are ready, the previous day’s 

curds are treated with warm whey, so that they may be broken up, when they 

are drained and the two days’ curds are thoroughly mingled together and 

salted. ‘They are then put to press, and will unite together the same as if 

they had been a “ one day’s cheese.” 

T have seen some most excellent cheese made in this way, cheese as fine in 

flavor and quality as one could wish tosee. Sometimes curds are kept in this 

way three days, or more, until a sufficient quantity has accumulated to make 

a cheese of the desired size. In this way cheese can be made when only one 

cow is kept. 
GRAFTING THE CURDS. 

There is another way of managing the curds, called grafting. As soon as 

the curds are ready they are put to press. The next day the hoop is taken 

off and a thin scale taken from the top of the cheese with a sharp knife, and 

the fresh surface made rough with a fork. The top rind and the upper edges 

being pared off the parings are broken up and warmed by the addition of 

whey. They are then mingled with the new curds and placed in the hoop on 

top of the previous day’s cheese and put to press. The two days’ curds will 

adhere, and in this way small quantities of milk may be utilized in cheese- 

making. Grafted cheese should always be bandaged, for unless the whey is 

very thoroughly drained from the curds, the two sections or grafts sometimes 
will not adhere so firmly as the parts where they are not joined. Itisa good 
plan in grafting cheese, after paring off the rind as I have described, to cut 

across the cheese two or three times, taking out a small triangular strip. 

Some people after paring the rind and cutting across as above, make the 
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upper surface also rough by scraping with the point of a knife or fork. This 
is done for the purpose of giving the new curds a stronger hold on those of 

the previous day. 

MAKING CHEESE WITHOUT PROPER APPARATUS AND FIXTURES. 

Sometimes the farmer who keeps only a few cows to supply his family 

with milk and butter, would like also to make a few cheeses for family use; 

he does not care to make cheese to sell, and therefore hardly feels able to 

purchase cheese apparatus and fit up a dairy-house after the most approved 

models ; this he thinks would cost more than to purchase his supply of cheese 
in the market. But it often happens that where this state of things exists, 

the money cannot be spared for buying cheese, and so this luxury is dis- 
pensed with at the family table. 

Let us see now, how cheaply we can arrange for a primitive dairy. If 

nothing better is at hand, a common wash-tub, clean and sweet, will answer 

the purpose for setting the milk and working the curds. A hoop must be had 

from the cooper. Let it be ten inches in diameter, top and bottom, by twelve 
inches high, and fitted with a follower. 

A PRIMITIVE PRESS. 

A very good press may be made in a few hours from a twelve-foot plank, 
and afew pieces of scantling. About a foot from either end of the plank 

THE OLD-FASHIONED LOG CHEESE PRESS. 

set up two short pieces of scantling four and a-half inches apart. Fasten 
them firmly to the plank with bolts or pins. The lever may be a joist, four 

by four, or four by six, and fourteen feet long. One end is secured by a pin 

passing through the uprights at one end of the plank, and it is to move freely 
up and down between the uprights at the other end. A weight hung at one 
end of the lever and you have a press that will do good service. 

The weights at the end of the long lever are a stone or two from the 

field. There may be another lever arranged for raising the long lever or 

press-beam, without removing the weights, which are stationary. We give 
an illustration of an old-fashioned log press. 

The hoop is placed near the stationary end of the press-beam, and blocks 

put upon the follower, the press-beam let down upon them, and in this way 

the cheese is pressed. A long, thin wooden knife will do for cutting the curds. 

A gallon of good milk (wine measure) will make nearly a pound of cheese. 
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THE PROCKSS. 

Your milk having been placed in the tub, and the number of gallons 
known, a portion may be taken out and heated in pans over a common stove. 

The pan holding the milk should be set in another pan holding water or over 

a kettle containing water, so as not to scorch or burn the milk in the pan. 

Heat the milk and pour into the tub, till the mass indicates a temperature of 

85°. Then add a quantity of rennet (which has been previously prepared 

by steeping the dry skins or rennet in water), sufficient to coagulate the milk, 

say in forty or fifty minutes. Now put your finger into the curd, raise it 
slowly, and if it readily splits apart the mass is ready to cut into blocks with 
the curd knife. After cutting into checks two inches square, let it remain at 
rest ten to fifteen minutes for the whey to form. Then carefully break with 

the hands by lifting up the curds very gently, and when the mass has been 

gone over, let it rest for ten or fifteen minutes for the curd to subside. 

Now dip off a portion of the whey into the pans, and heat on the stove in 

the same manner that the milk was warmed. In the meantime continue 

breaking, by gently lifting the curd, until the particles of curd are about 

the size of small chestnuts or large beans. Then pour in the warm whey and 

continue heating and adding the warm whey until the mass indicates a tem- 

perature of 98°. Do not be in a hurry, but take things leisurely, continuing 

the breaking or stirring the curds while heat is being applied. It may now 

be left at rest for half an hour and then stirred, so that the particles may not 

pack or adhere together in the tub, and this treatment continued until the 

curd has a firm consistency. Take up a handful and press it together in the 

hand, and if on opening the hand it readily falls to pieces, it is about ready 

for draining. Throw a cloth strainer over the tub and dip off the whey down 

to the curd. Then put the strainer on a willow clothes basket and dip the 

curd into it to drain. It may now be broken up with the hands, and when 

pretty dry may be salted in the basket or returned to the tub for salting. 

Salt at the rate of four to four and a-half ounces of salt to ten pounds curd; 

mix it thoroughly and put to press. After remaining from two to four hours 

in press, turn and put to press again, leaving it under pressure till next 

morning, when it may be removed to the shelf. Very small cheeses need not 

be bandaged. They should be rubbed over with a little fresh butter, melted. 

and applied warm, or with oil made from the cream that rises from the 

whey. They should be turned and rubbed daily until well ripened. 

THE CHEESE FLY. 

Most dairymen understand pretty well the habits of the cheese fly ; many, 

however, do not understand how to provide against its depredations. Some 

people profess to be fond of a skippery cheese, and regard it as an index of 

what the English understand as a “cheese full of meat ”’—that is, rich in 

butter. And it must be confessed that the cheese fly has a great partiality 

for the best goods in the curing house. They do not so readily attack your 
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“ white oak” and skim milk varieties, hence the notion that cheese infested 

with the fly is rich in butter is not far out of the way. 

The primary cause of skippery cheese, of course, is want of care. Cheese 

in hot weather should be closely examined every day; they require to be 

turned once a day to facilitate the curing process; the bandages and sides are 

to be rubbed at the time of turning, in order to brush off or destroy any nits 

of the fly which may happen to be deposited about the cheese. If there are 

cracks in the rind, or if the edges of the bandage do not fit snugly, they 

should at once be attended to, since it is at these points that the fly is most 

likely to make a safe deposit of its eggs. 

FILLING UP THE CRACKS. 

The cracks and checks in the cheese should be filled up with particles of 

cheese that have been crushed under a knife to make them mellow and plastic. 

When once filled, a strip of thin, tough paper, oiled and laid over the repaired 
surface will serve as a further protection of the parts. The cheese in the 

checks soon hardens and forms anew rind. Deep and bad looking checks may 

be repaired in this way, so as to form a smooth surface, scarcely to be dis- 

tinguished from the sound parts of the cheese. It is a great mistake to send 
cheese that have deep checks or broken rinds to market; for in addition to 
their liability to be attacked by the fly, they have the appearance of being 

imperfect, and are justly regarded with suspicion. 

CURING-ROOM NOT TO BE DARK. 

Some dairymen think that a darkened curing-room is best for cheese, and 
at the same time is the best protection against the fly; I think this is a mis- 
take; cheese cures with the best flavor when it is exposed to light, and 

besides, it can be examined more minutely from time to time and freed from 

any depredation of the skipper. August and September are generally the 
‘worst months in the year to protect cheese against the attacks of the fly. 
Some years the trouble is greater than others, and various means have been 

resorted to for the purpose of avoiding the pest, such as rubbing the cheese 
over with a mixture of oil and cayenne pepper, &c. These things generally 

do not amount to much, and are not to be recommended ; the best protection 
is cleanliness, sharp eyes and a good care of the cheese. Whenever a lodge- 

ment of skippers has been made they must at once be removed; sometimes it 

will be necessary to cut into the cheese and remove the nest with a knife, but 

if the colony is young and small in numbers, a thick oiled paper, plastered 
over the affected part so as to exclude the air, will bring the pests to the 
surface, when they may be removed; the oiled paper should again be returned 

to its place and the skippers removed from time to time till all are destroyed. 

WASHING THE TABLES AND RANGES. 

If skippers begin to trouble the cheese, the best course to be adopted is 
to commence at once and wash the ranges, or tables on which the cheese are 
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} placed, with hot whey; this will remove all accumulation of grease or nits 

about the ranges, giving a clean surface, which does not attract the flies. If 

the cheese also is washed in the hot whey and rubbed with a dry cloth, the 
labor of expelling the trouble from the curing-rooms will be greatly facilitated. 
Keep the curing-room clean and sweet; see that the cheeses have a smooth 
rind, that the bandages are smoothly laid at the edges; turn and rub the 

cheese daily, and there need be no trouble from the cheese fly. 

PAINTED CHEESE. 

There are several kinds of foreign fancy cheeses that are peculiar in having 

their sides painted with a dark brown or red color. The double Gloucester 
or North Wilts, the small loaf and truckle shapes, and the Edams, are of this 

character. In the old process of curing the double Gloucester the cheese is 
rubbed with finely powdered salt, and this is thought to make the cheese 

more smooth and solid than when the salting process is performed in the 
curd. After the cheese has been in the curing-room and turned every day for 
a month or so, it is cleaned of all scurf and rubbed with a woolen cloth, 

dipped in a paint made of Indian red, or Spanish brown and small beer. 
After the paint is dry the cheese is rubbed once a week with a cloth. The 

Edam or Dutch cheese is colored on the outside, when ready for market, with 

what is called tournesal, the juice of a plant (Croton tinctortum) which grows 
wild in France. Rags are saturated in this juice and then exposed to the 

vapor arising from lime mixed with urine, which gives them a violet color. 
The cheeses are rubbed over with these tournesal rags, which gives them the 

peculiar glowing red with which they appear in market. 
A friend, who makes small fancy cheeses in imitation of English, and 

which sell for a high price, makes a paint for coloring the rinds of the cheese 

of the following :—Sharp, sour whey, salt, venetian red and burnt umber. 
The venetian red and umber are added to the whey, so as to make a mixture 

of the consistency of paint and of the shade desired, and when the cheeses are 
ready for market the rinds are painted over and allowed to dry. He says 
that this mixture holds its place and color on the cheese without flaking off, 
and is altogether better than the English mixture made of beer and Indian 
red. No bandage is used upon cheese treated with this coloring matter. 

USE OF SALTPETER,. 

The use of saltpeter in cheese manufacture has been long employed in 

some of the dairy districts of England. It is claimed by those who use salt- 
peter for this purpose that it helps preserve the flavor of cheese, improving 

also the keeping qualities of the goods. Iam unable to say how this may be, 
never having made any direct experiments in my own dairy as a test. Salt- 
peter is used extensively in curing meats, and most people understand some- 

thing of its effects when employed for this purpose. I do not understand that 
saltpeter has ever been used to any great extent in American cheese manu- 

facture, but I am informed by an old and distinguished cheese factory manager 
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at Oneida that it has been used at his factory with the best results. The 

manner of preparing it for use is as follows:—Take from three to three and . 
a-half pounds saltpeter and reduce it to a powder. This will be sufficient for 

one barrel of salt, best factory filled. Now spread the salt on a clean floor 

and sprinkle over with the powder as evenly as possible, and mix thoroughly 

by shoveling it over. It may then be repacked in the barrel and it is fit for 

use. When the curds are to be salted use the usual quantity by weight of 
the compound as you would of salt, if that alone was to be employed. Ihave 
seen small quantities of saltpeter added to salt for preserving butter with 
good results, and it is possible that saltpeter used for preserving cheese in 
the way described may be of some advantage. 

BAD FLAVOR. 

It is very difficult to point out the cause of bad flavor in cheese without 
seeing the cheese and knowing all the details in manufacture, together with 
the condition of pastures, care of stock, water, &c. There are a great many 

things that affect flavor in cheese, and of all the months in the year June and 

July are the most trying to the cheese-maker. Much of the July cheese is 

often out of flavor, and manufacturers are often at a loss to account for it. 

Cheese that is well made will take on a taint and get out of flavor by being 
kept in a badly ventilated and ill-contrived curing-room. Cheese in curing 
needs air and a uniform temperature not higher than 75°. Some cheese- 

rooms are excessively warm and close in hot weather, and the fermenting or 
curing powers are carried on too rapidly. 

Scurfy cheese show that there has been fault in manufacture. If it pro- 
ceeds from whey oozing out, forming a kind of gummy, sticky substance on 

the sides, the curds have not been properly matured in the vat. The cheese 

when taken from the press to the table ought not to leak whey. Sometimes 
a mold or scurf forms on cheese from damp weather, when the cheese is not 

properly rubbed daily. The scurf should be removed and the cheese “ slicked 

up” before sending to market. 

POISON CHEESE. 

During a visit to St. Lawrence county a prominent cheese dealer of that 

county called my attention to a case of cheese poisoning which had come 
under his observation :—A lot of cheese had been purchased from a dairyman 
of that county by the dealer referred to, and having been shipped by him and 

placed upon the market, a complaint was instituted that the cheese proved to 

be poisonous. No deaths, it is true, came from eating the cheese, but the 

persons who ate of it were taken suddenly ill with pains and cramps and 
excessive vomiting, showing evident indications that they had been poisoned. 

It was an easy matter of course to trace the source of this illness to the 

cheese of a particular dairy, and immediately a thorough investigation was 
inaugurated to discover the origin of the trouble. On an examination of the 
dairy where the cheese was made nothing unusual was found in the manner 
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_of manufacture, or in the appliances used in cheese making. The cheese had 

been made in the ordinary tin vat, and all the processes of manufacture were 
similar to those in common practice in the country. Due regard had been 

exercised as to cleanliness; no known poisons had been employed about the 

premises, and it had become evident to the parties investigating that the 
poison, if any, in the cheese, must have come from the salt, the annatto, or in 

some way of which the cheese maker or his family were not cognizant, or 

indeed to be blamed. 

Samples of the cheese were also forwarded to Prof. Jackson of Boston 
for analysis; and having been submitted to a rigid examination by this emi- 

nent chemist, the opinion was further confirmed that the dairyman was 
blameless in the matter. Dr. Jackson states in regard to the analysis of this 
cheese as follows :—“ Each and all of the samples were entirely free from any 
tone poisons. ‘There are no metal or mineral poisons of the kind present, nor 

any alkaloids or deleterious vegetable principles. But there is a small pro- 
portion of offensive putrefying animal matter which has been separated here 
that does not belong to good cheese. It is impossible to give this impurity 
any correct name, and it is only an opinion of mine that it comes from the 
rennet used. It is not poisonous, although it occasions vomiting in dogs and 
cats, and small portions of it may be taken into the human sucentue with- 

out effect.” 

The facts elicited in this analysis of Dr. Jackson correspond in some 
respects with those discovered a few years since by Dr. VoEtcxEr, and from 

which it would appear that cheese, as well as other kinds of animal food, 

under certain conditions of decay, generates a peculiar organic poison; but 

what the composition of this virulent poison is the chemists are as yet unable 
to determine. Dr..VoELcKER stated to me that instances had come under 
his observation where this poison in cheese had become dissipated as the 
cheese passed into a further state of fermentation and decomposition, and that 
the cheese could then be safely eaten, producing no injurious or unpleasant 
effects. In his report upon this subject to the Royal Agr ‘cultural Society, a 
case is mentioned somewhat similar to that referred to in St. Lawrence 
county, and as it details more fully the nature of this peculiar poison than the 
statement of Dr. Jackson, it will be of interest perhaps to present it in this 
connection. 

Without going into a history of the particular dairy or the various cases 

of poisoning, it will be sufficient to say that quite a number of people were 
taken ill after partaking of the cheese, and that samples of the cheese causing 
the illness were forwarded to Dr. Vortcker for examination. This cheese, 

he says, presented nothing in appearance which could be regarded as an indi- 
cation of its spoiled condition or unwholesome quality. The taste was sharp, 
peculiar and quite different from the rich and pungent taste of well-ripened 

old cheese; but it was not sufficiently characteristic of its unquestionably 

poisonous properties. He says :—‘ Having analyzed at different times cheese 
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which produced bad effects when taken in any quantity, I cautioned my 

assistants not to take too much of it, and invited them to taste the cheese 

sent. Certain chemicals, which are sometimes put into cheese, can to a cer- 

tain extent be recognized by the peculiar taste which they impart. I tasted 
it myself, and although I took a piece only the size of a hazel nut, I felt its 
effects four hours after having tasted it. Both my assistants, who had taken 

no more at the most than a quarter of an ounce each, five hours afterward 

were violently attacked with vomiting and pain in the bowels; one of them 
was ill all night, and scarcely able to follow his usual work next day. Both 

complained of a nasty mercurial taste, which seemed to remain with them 
for many hours after partaking of the cheese. 

“¢ On a former occasion I found sulphate of zinc or white vitriol in a cheese 
which caused sickness, and in another instance I detected in cheese sulphate 
of copper. My attention, therefore, naturally was directed to search for 

metallic poisons; but though carefully operating on large quantities, I failed 

to detect even traces of zinc, copper, mercury, antimony, arsenic, or any of 

the metallic poisons which might possibly have imparted injurious properties 

to the cheese. Having failed to detect any mineral poison I next directed 
my attention to the examination of the organic constituents: the quantitative 

general analysis gave the following results: 

BVVILC Te ayers cceter te Stare, sr simiocavs yaseie'a revere ieitege ie teleraic le byeietatoret ter eesietienel Rereeeae 37.88 
Oxyoanic constituents, seek Aik dando ate Helepeas baton eke ae 58.04 
VENTA H As Meseta toes tapas hacgnsc sa) e ys ay Sie eran sisusiioierokey SiS cnopousiertveks chesskey saree 4.08 

BP tailor. ese erstauis sah yak, Thee aed aah oleae Oi OR TEE 100.00 

(Containing call tr). saute ioe’ «seed de dapek omega’ Fea ee Ree 1.33 

“The proportion of water in this cheese was rather large, considering 
that it must have been cut for some time, and have lost water by evaporation. 
On further examining it I found it remarkably sour, and had no difficulty in 
detecting an unusually large quantity of fatty acids, which if not poisonous 
themselves are the vehicle conveying the peculiar organic poison which 
appears to be generated sometimes in cheese undergoing a peculiar kind of 
fermentation. 

“Probably the poison generated in this modified decay of cheese is iden- 
tical with the so-called sausage poison, which is sometimes found in German 
sausages, especially those made of coagulated blood. A similar poison 

appears to be generated sometimes in pickled salmon, smoked sprats, pork, 

tainted veal, bacon and hams. Bacon and hams when not properly cured, 

and fat meat, kept in a damp, badly-ventilated cellar, are very apt to become 

more or less injurious to health, and even butter after it has turned rancid ; 

and similar organic matters are liberated in it, which exist in this cheese in a 

free state, acts as a poison in most cases. Singularly enough, some people 

are not affected by these subtle organic poisons. | 
“The poison of cheese was known in Germany as long ago as 1820, and 

probably even earlier. A great deal has been written on the subject, but we 
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are yet as far as ever from knowing the composition of this virulent 
poison.” 

Dr. VoELcKER further states that cases of poisoning by cheese, in which 
no mineral poison can be detected, occur much more frequently than is gene- 
rally supposed. And it appears that cheese kept in damp, badly-ventilated 
places, or where too much whey is left, or indeed, all the circumstances which 

tend to produce a too acid curd, and to generate fatty acids are apt to pro- 
duce this peculiar poison. 

Dr. VoELCKER regrets that we have no means of detecting this invidious 
poison, which, in a great many cases, has produced fatal results; and he 

remarks that, what is indeed strange, poisonous cheese of this character when 

kept until it becomes quite decayed loses its poisonous properties and becomes 
harmless. 

Poisonous cheese always exhibits a strong acid reaction when tested with 
litmus paper. A slight acid reaction marks all fresh cheese, but while the 
outside of good old cheese is ammoniacal, the outside of cheese in which this 
poison occurs is acid. 

SCHWEITZER KASE. 

The large element of foreign population now among us, and more espe- 
cially that from the German States, has introduced a demand for certain arti- 
cles which a few years ago were almost unknown in many parts of the country. 
It is but natural that foreign tastes should thus creep in upon us by degrees, 
and become more or less adopted by our native population. The Schweitzer 
Kase and Limberger cheese, a few years ago were imported, and perhaps are 

to some extent at the present time, but their manufacture now having been 
established in this country, there is no necessity for such importation. Such 
cheese can be made here of equal quality with the imported article, and can 

be afforded also at less cost. 
I have frequently had occasion to compare our Schweitzer Kase, or Swiss 

cheese with the foreign article, and in the presence of good judges, who 

pronounced the American quite equal in quality and peculiar flavor to the 
foreign manufacture. Swiss cheese when eaten before it has acquired that 
strong, rank flavor which is deemed essential, or at least seems to suit the 

taste of a majority of foreigners, is very palatable, and many Americans who 

have been accustomed to eat of it, grow fond of it, and prefer it to our best 

grades of Cheddars. 
A few years since I visited a factory in Oneida Co., erected for the pur- 

pose of making Swiss cheese, and where a very superior article was produced. 
The manager here was a Swiss cheese-maker, and the arrangements and 
machinery of the establishment were after the most approved Swiss pattern. 

In the proper curing of Swiss cheese a room in which a low, even tempera- 

turé can be secured is requisite, hence a cellar basement of stone is deemed 
important for a good curing-room. The factory referred to was erected for 
manufacturing milk from about two hundred cows. The building is about 
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eighty-four feet long by thirty-four feet broad, and is placed upon a side-hill 

so as to have a stone basement or cellar, some eight feet high and extending 

under the entire upper structure, which is of wood. 

The cheeses are pressed in two sizes—the one thirty-two inches, and the 

other twenty-eight inches in diameter, but both are uniformly but five and 

a-half inches thick. The larger-sized cheese will weigh when cured some- 

where near a hundred pounds, and the curing process will require at least 

three months. 

The milk is made up fresh fr om the cow, that is, the morning’s and even- 

ing’s mess separately. As soon as the morning’s milk is received it is turned 

into a large copper kettle, hanging upon a crane which swings over the fire 
in a broad, old-fashioned fire-place. When the temperature of the milk indi- 

cates 81° the rennet is added. After the milk has coagulated a circular wire- 

breaker attached to a long handle is introduced, the curd broken up, and the 

whole mass stirred with the breaker. The kettle is now swung over the fire 
and the stirring kept up until the mass indicates a temperature of 120° to 
125°, when it is moved back on the crane from the fire into the room, and 

the stirring continued for half an hour longer, or until the curd is sufficiently 

cooked. This is indicated by its firm and elastic condition, similar to curd 
properly “cooked” in ordinary cheese-making. 

A cloth strainer is now introduced under the curd, the ends of the cloth 

brought together, when the mass is lifted out of the kettle, leaving the whey 
‘behind. It is then immediately put to press and remains in press about two 
hours, when it is taken out of press and plunged in cold water. Here it 

remains for two hours or more, or until thoroughly cooled, when it is 

returned again to the press, where it remains four or five hours. 

In pressing, light, adjustable hoops, made of thin strips of elm wood, are 
used. They are arranged with cords upon the ends, so that the size of the 

hoop may be contracted or expanded at pleasure. On removing the cheese 

from the press to the curing-room, these ae are kept upon the cheese, and 
serve in heu of bandages. 

No salt is used in the curd at the time of making as is usual in other styles 
of cheese, but the salt is applied in the curing-room; here dry salt in small 
quantities is daily sprinkled over the cheese during the space of three months, 

and after that they are treated with salt every other day. Every two or three 

days during the curing process the cheeses are washed with brine, which 
serves to remove any mold that may be inclined to form or adhere to the rinds. 

These are briefly the main features in the process. The cheese, while 
curing, appears to be more elastic, and will not readily break and fall to 

pieces as that made in the ordinary way. When well made they are mellow 

and rich, and of a sweet, delicate flavor if eaten before they acquire age. 

They are quite porous, which is esteemed a mark of good quality. After 

getting age they are apt to take on a peculiar rank flavor, which nevertheless 

is regarded as delicious by those who have acquired a taste for it. 
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Good Swiss cheese usually brings an advanced price over the best grades 
of factory cheese as usually manufactured, which, I suppose, is on account 

of the small quantity made, and the supply being kept within the demand. 

PINE-APPLE CHEESE. 

So far as the manipulation of milk, and the treatment of curds are con- 

cerned, the making of pine-apple cheese does not differ materially from that 
of cheese commonly made at factories. The diamond-like impressions on the 

rind, by which it is made to resemble somewhat, the scales on the pine-apple 

fruit, are produced by the meshes of the net in which the cheese is sustained 

to cure. The main features in the manufacture consist of the molds and nets 
which give the desired shape and appearance to this style of cheese. 

_ The molds are capable of holding from six to ten pounds of curd. The 

mold is formed of four scantling, four or five inches square, by scooping out 
‘one corner of each in the right shape, and placing them together. The tim- 

bers are long enough to allow a neck six or seven inches long, and three or 
more in diameter, to be grooved from the same corners, and when they are 

put together the curd is put into the mold through this neck, the neck also 

being filled with curd pressed in. The separate pieces of timber are bolted 

firmly together two and two, thus leaving it in two parts. These two parts 

are held firmly together by a hoop of strap iron tightened by wedges. When 

the cheese is to be taken out, the wedges are loosened, the hoop slipped off 

and the mold taken apart. The pressure is applied by any press, provided 

with a follower that will fit the neck, into which it is forced, and the whey 

escapes at the joining of the molds, which open a little by the pressure. The 

cheese-cloth is used the same as in the common hoop, though it should be 
pressed hard for a while to obliterate the impressions of the folds in the 

cloth. The follower should be a little concave at the bottom and force the 
curd down to a level with the curd in the mold. The whey should be 
entirely removed, and the cheese rendered as compact as possible. 

To effect this a follower sharpened in the form of a bodkin at the lower 
end, long enough to reach near the bottom of the mold, should be forced into 

the cheese immediately after the curd has been somewhat compacted by the 
follower, and the orifice filled up with new curd, if there is not enough already 
in the mold to fill it. 

After it has remained in press a sufficient length of time it is removed, 
and a net is placed upon it similar to a cabbage net, knit with meshes half to 
three-fourths of an inch square, when they are suspended by the tightening 

cord to hooks driven into the wall or other place for the purpose. When 
thoroughly dried they should be smeared with sweet whey butter. After 
hanging long enough to get their shape confirmed, the net is removed and 
they are set upon the large end upon trenchers until perfectly cured. During 

the whole process of curing they are to be rubbed as often as necessary to 

give them a fair skin and keep away insects. 
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The molds are sometimes made of blocks of oak timber, about twenty 

inches long and ten inches square. They are sawed lengthwise through the 

middle, and each half is carved or worked out in the shape of a pine-apple, 

one-half in each part. Then a groove is cut about two and a-half inches in 

diameter, for passing the curd into the mold. 

Some manufacturers, after taking the cheese from the press, trim them, 

and then put on the nets, hanging the cheese for a short time in water of 

120°. This is to soften the rind, that they may the better receive the impres- 

sion of the net, which is done by taking them from the water while enveloped 

in the nets, placing them in a frame and straining the nets tightly over them 
by means of screws. They are then hung up as before described, to harden, 

and finally, are set on shelves having suitable hollows or coneavities for the 
cheese to rest upon. The nets are made from flax twine, and will last seve- 
ral years. 

The labor and trouble of making pine-apple cheese is so much, that a large 

price must be obtained in order to make its manufacture a paying business. 

STILTON CHEESE. 

Cheese of this character at present is of no commercial importance to 
American dairymen. Still it is possible small quantities may in time be made 
for home consumption. Stilton is made from the morning’s mess of milk, to 

which has been added the cream of the night’s milk, in proportion of a quart 

of cream for every ten quarts of milk. The milk and cream having been 

nicely mingled together, is set for coagulation in a small tub in which there 
has .been previously arranged a linen strainer. The mass is set in the ordi- 
nary way with rennet, and when coagulation is perfected the curd is cut 
across in large checks, and without further breaking, is lifted gently into a 
willow basket for the whey to escape. No heat, except the natural heat as it 
comes from the cow, is used during the process. After the whey has sepa- 
rated from the curd in the basket, as described above, the curd is carefully 
placed in a hoop, and is then turned every three hours, say four or five times 
during the day. No pressure is applied except its own weight, and it remains 
in the hoop without cloth or bandage, being turned from day to day, as 
before described, until sufficiently consolidated to hold together, when it is 
taken out, and a bandage pinned about it, and then it goes upon the shelf to 
cure. The hoop is seven inches in diameter and eight inches high ; it is 
pierced with holes, and it has two little followers fitting above and below the 
cheese, each pierced with holes for the escape of the whey. Two “setters” 
or covers with rims are also provided and pierced with holes, so that in turn- 
ing the cheese all that is needed is to change ends without taking the cheese 
from the hoop. No salt is used in the curds—its application being from the 
outside after the cheese is taken from the hoop. The cheese is kept at a tem- 
perature of about 70° for some time, and then is placed in a warm room for 
the development of the blue mold, which is considered of prime importance. 
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IMPROVING HARD, DRY CHEESE. 

When a cheese which has been much salted and kept very dry, is washed 
several times in soft water, and then laid in a cloth moistened with wine or 
Vinegar, it gradually loses its saltness, and from being hard and dry, becomes 
soft and mellow, provided it be rich cheese. This simple method of improv- 
ing cheese is worth knowing. It is generally practiced in Switzerland, where 
cheeses are kept stored for many years, and if they were not very salt and dry 
they would soon be the prey of worms and mites. A dry Stilton cheese may 
thus be much improved. 

COTTAGE, OR DUTCH CHEESE. ; 

Cottage cheese is in some sections called Dutch cheese orcurds. It isthe 
curd of sour milk drained from the whey, pressed into balls or molded in 
small fancy shapes, and eaten when fresh, or soon after it is made. Some 
people are very fond of Dutch cheese or curds, and the process of manufac- 
ture is so simple and so well known, that we Suppose every “ good house- 
wife” is well posted in regard to its making. 

The milk is allowed to sour and become loppered or thick, when it is 
gently heated, which facilitates the separation of the whey. The curds are 
then gathered up, salted, or otherwise, to suit the taste, and pressed in small 
molds, or formed with the hand into suitable shape, when it is ready for the 
table and may be used immediately. In cool weather, when milk does not 
readily thicken, the sour milk may be put in a suitable vessel set in hot water 
over the range. The milk is then stirred for a few minutes, when the whey 
will begin to separate, and it is removed, and another batch may be treated 
in the same manner. 

In summer some use large cans, having a spiggot near the bottom; the 
sour milk is placed in these cans, and allowed to stand in the sun to thicken. 
The heat of the sun will be sufficient to separate the whey, which may then 
be drawn off through the spiggot. The curds are then removed to a sink 
having a slatted bottom, over which a strainer cloth is placed. The curds 
thrown upon this strainer cloth are soon drained of the whey, when it is ready 
to be pressed into balls with the hand, or molded into forms. 

Sometimes this kind of cheese is potted and left to decompose, and when 
it has acquired a strong, villainous smell, it is regarded as most delicious by 
those who have acquired a taste for eating it in this state. In some markets, 
cottage or Dutch cheese finds a ready sale, and quite a profit is made by cer- 
tain butter-makers, in turning their sour milk into this product. 

POPULAR WEIGHTS, BOXING FOR MARKET, ETC., ETC. 
I have referred, in another place, to the Cheddar shapes as the most popu- 

lar for export. Cheese weighing from forty to sixty-five pounds are on the 
whole the sizes most commonly made at the factories. For home consump- 
tion the growing feeling is for smaller cheeses than those above-named. A 
cheese of thirty pounds weight is a very desirable size for our home trade. 
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It is true the cost of manufacture may be greater, and the shrinkage is more, 

still the consumer can afford to pay a better price for small-sized cheeses, 

because of their convenience and less waste from decay and drying, incident to 

large cheese, which must remain a longer time on hand before being consumed. 

' In boxing cheese, whether for export or the home trade, the greatest care 

should be taken to have the packages well made, and with an extra band on 

the lower edge. Cheese should never be sent to market until they have 

properly ripened, and then they should be placed in boxes that fit—boxes that — 
slip down easily over the cheese, but not so large as to allow “shaking,” or 

a movement from one side to the other in the box, nor in so small a package 

as to prevent their being readily removed from the package without breaking 

it. Good, substantial scale-boards should be placed on both sides of the 

cheese, and no other material is so well adapted to the purpose where cheese 
is to be exported, or is to remain some time in the package during its transit 
to market. For short distances heavy straw paper may be used, but care 

should be taken not to pack with newspaper, as the moisture from the cheese 
will reduce it to a pulp, giving the cheese a veey bad appearance on removal 

from the box. 
When the cheese is in place the sides of the package should come up just 

even with the top surface of the cheese. If it is below this surface the cheese 
will be liable to be broken and marred about the edges. If the rim of the 

box be a little higher than the cheese, it should be trimmed down after the 
cheese is in the box with a sharp drawing-knife, and then covers that fit 
closely should be adjusted. Sometimes the boxes are very imperfectly made, 
with loose-fitting covers that are liable to fall off in rolling the cheese from 
the scales, or in moving from place to place. In such cases the covers are 

sometimes tacked in place with nails, but when nails are used, care should be 

taken that they do not reach through the wood and into the cheese. 

The boxes should be neatly branded with the name of the factory, or if 
from farm dairies with the name of the dairyman, and for this purpose stencil 
plates are most convenient, while the lettering makes a neater appearance 
than when the names are burned on with branding-irons. 



: BUTTER MANUFACTURE, 

THE question of butter-making has now become one of great importance. 
In my tour through Great Britain I took some pains to examine this subject, 
and compare butter-making abroad with our new system as inaugurated in 

Orange County, N. Y. The system has proved a great success, is being 

rapidly introduced in new districts, and has attracted attention not only in 
this country, but in Europe. 

There is no people, perhaps, on the face of the earth more fastidious about 

their food than the better classes in London. Possessed of immense wealth, 

they pay liberally for extra qualities of food, particularly the products of the 
dairy. Good butter they wll have at any cost. Their finest grades come 
from the continent—Normandy, Holstein and the Channel Islands. It is 

worth from one hundred and twenty to one hundred and forty shillings per 
hundred weight, or say about thirty cents gold per pound, wholesale, while 

Canadian, the only butter imported from America, sells for fifty-four to ninety 
shillings per hundred weight, and Irish extra, from one hundred and eight to 
one hundred and twelve shillings per hundred weight. 

Their best butter formerly came from Ireland, but the complaint now is, 

that Irish butter is too salt, and lacks the delicate flavor and aroma of that 

which comes from the continent. Irish butter is usually packed in stout oak 

firkins, securely headed. Normandy and Holstein butter is in small pack- 
ages, flaring at the top, resembling the Orange County tub. It is excellent 
in flavor and texture, very slightly salted, and of a rich golden color. 

In England I saw butter made for the Queen’s table, at the Royal 
Dairy, near Windsor Castle. The milk is set in porcelain pans, resting on 

marble tables. The walls, the ceiling and the floor of the milk room are of 
china, and the arrangements for ventilation are the best that can be devised. 

Fountains of water are constantly playing on all sides of the room, which 
helps to maintain an even temperature. The churn is of tin and the butter 

is worked with two thin wooden paddles. The whole establishment, from 

the milk-room to the stables, is the most perfect specimen of neatness that 

can be imagined. I need not say that the butter is excellent. 
31 
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Cream of average richness, according to the analysis of Dr. VoELcKER, 

contains in one hundred parts: 
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He says, that on an average one quart of good cream yields from thirteen to 
fifteen ounces commercial butter. Occasionally cream is very rich; thus Mr. 

HorsEFAtu states that a quart of cream in his dairy yielded one pound of 

butter when the cows were out to grass, and no less than twenty-two to 

twenty-four ounces when the cows were fed in the barn with rape cake and 

other substances rich in oil. 

The first portions of cream which rise are always thin, but rich in fat, a 

fact that is explained by the circumstance that during milking and the subse- 
quent agitation to which milk is exposed, a portion of the milk globules get 
broken; in consequence of which their light fatty contents, liberated from 

the denser caseine shells, rise to the surface with greater facility, and 

then occupy less room than the unbroken milk globules, which, on account of 

their specific gravity, are more sluggish inrising. Generally speaking, cream 
yields more butter when its bulk in proportion to that of the milk from which 

it is taken is small, and vice versa. 

The leading principles to be observed in butter-making, are cleanliness and _ 

temperature. Experience has shown that a temperature of about 60° 

and not higher than 65°, is most conducive to the rising of the cream glob- 
ules, and the more uniformly the temperature can be kept at 60° through 

winter and summer, the more readily the cream will be thrown up, while the 
milk will be kept sweet, provided the dairy is dry and properly ventilated. 
On no account should the temperature fall below 55°. 

In cooling milk for butter-making this point isimportant. It must not be 

imagined that the lower the temperature is allowed to sink, the more cream will 

rise, for we must bear in mind that with the reduction of the temperature, the 
specific gravity of the liquid is greater, and the rising of the cream or milk 

globules checked accordingly. Every precaution as to habits of cleanliness and 

the keeping from the milk and cream any article, plant, or impurity, which 

can by any possibility communicate a taint should be rigidly adopted. The 
pails and strainer should be washed (scalded with boiling water) and well 
rinsed in cold water, and then suffered to dry inthe open air. Every article 
connected with the dairy should be treated in a similar manner, as there 

is nothing so prejudicial to new milk as being mixed with ever so small 

a quantity of that which has become sour, and nothing so difficult to 
eradicate as the traces left in any vessel of that which has become stale 
and decomposed. 
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SPOILING IN THE CHURN. 

Perfectly good cream is often spoiled in the churn, when the dairymaid 

has been negligent in properly cleansing it. When the wood once absorbs 
this milk taint it is very difficult to eradicate it by subsequent cleansing. 

MANNER OF CHURNING. 

During the process of churning a certain uniformity of temperature must 
be observed, or the butter will be soft and spongy instead of being firm and 
compact. The agitation also of the cream should be regular—neither too 
quick nor too slow. If the agitation is too quick the butter will make and 
unmake itself before the churner is aware of it, as too rapid motion induces 

fermentation, which, when it has reached a certain point is entirely destruc- 

tive of anything like the possibility of making even moderately good or well 

tasted butter. If, on the other hand, the motion be too slow, the agitators 

in the churn fail to produce the desired separation of the component parts 

of the cream; and the consequence is, that after a good deal of time spent 
in lazy action, the churner is just as far from his butter as he was at the 
beginning of his labors. The best temperature for the cream in churning is 

from 55° to 60°. 

EXPERIMENTS IN TEMPERATURE. 

Some years ago a series of carefully conducted experiments were made in 

Scotland to determine the temperature at which butter can be best and easiest 
obtained from the cream. The following table exhibits the mean temperature 
of the cream used in each experiment: 
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The butter produced in the first experiment was of the very best quality, 
rich, firm and well tasted. That produced in the second experiment was not 
perceptibly inferior to the first. That produced in the third experiment was 
more soft and spongy, and that produced in the fourth and fifth experiments, 
decidedly inferior in every respect to any of the former specimens. 

From these experiments it appears that cream should not be kept at a high 
temperature in the process of churning, and the experimenters conclude that 
the best temperature to commence the operation of churning is about 55°, 
and at no time in the operation ought it to exceed 65°; while on the con- 
trary, if at any time the cream should be under 50°, the labor will be much 

increased without any proportionate advantage being obtained. 

CHARACTER OF GOOD BUTTER. 

Mr. Stevens well remarks that when butter is properly churned both as 
to time and temperature, it becomes firm with very little working, and is 
tenacious, but its most desirable state is that of waxy, when it is easily 
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molded into any shape, and may be drawn out a considerable length without 
breaking. It is only in this state that butter possesses that rich, nutty flavor 
and smell which impart so high a degree of pleasure in eating it, and which 
enhance its value manifold. It is not always necessary to taste butter in 

judging of it; the smooth, unctuous feel in rubbing a little between the - 
finger and thumb, expresses at once its richness of quality; the nutty smell 
indicates a similar taste, and the bright, glistening cream-colored surface shows 

its high state of cleanliness. 

FREEING FROM BUTTERMILK, ETC. 

When butter forms the churning should cease, and the mass be taken out and 
cleansed from any buttermilk which may still be incorporated with it. The 
best test that this has been satisfactorily performed is the fresh water running 

from the butter as pure and bright as when poured over it. It should be 
recollected that the less butter is handled the better. Warm hands, however 

clean, are apt to impart a taint; and the difficulty of keeping them so per- 

fectly clean as is absolutely necessary, appears to be almost insurmountable. 
The ladle and butter-worker, therefore, should be used in all the necessary 

manipulations. 

THE MODERN METHOD OF MANAGING MILK 

for butter-making is to have a spring house for setting the milk; churning the 
cream rather than the whole milk. It is true there are those who contend 
that a fine quality of butter can be made by churning the “ whole milk;” but 

such butter is apt to have more of the caseine or cheesy particles of the milk 

in its: composition, than when the cream alone is churned; and this caseine 
will injure its keeping qualities. 

It has been contended, too, that when the whole milk is churned more 

butter is obtained than by setting the milk and churning the cream. If the 

butter contains a considerable portion of the caseine of the milk, this would 
readily explain the reason for the extra quantity claimed. But, however this 

may be, those who make “ fancy butter,” and have had long experience in the 
art, prefer to make their butter by churning the cream, and it is the course I 
should recommend. 

MILK-ROOM FOR FARM DAIRIES. 

For farm dairies the Crozrer milk cellar would seem to be a very good 

model, as the building can be erected at moderate expense. A committee of 
the American Institute Farmers’ club, consisting of Mr. J. B. Lyman and 
Col. F. D. Curtis, visited this establishment, and their report upon it is as 
follows :—“ The walls are thirty-six by eighteen feet, and it is divided into 
ice-house, milk-room and butter-kitchen. Two tubes or conductors go down 

from the upper part of the ice-house. They are made of boards eight inches 

wide and an inch thick, with many holes bored inthem. The holes allow the 
cold air to enter from the ice, and it pours in a stream from the mouth of 

the tube into the milk-room. The temperature of the air as it comes out at 
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the mouth of the tubes is about 35°. As the milk-room has thick walls and 
the windows are high this flood of air at 35° is able to lower the mercury to 
62°, and even lower, in July. Sometimes he closes one tube to keep the 

room from growing too cold. The draught is the strongest in the hottest 
weather. In spring and fall there is little current, and in winter, when_ the 

fire in the stove is constantly burning, the draught would be the other way. 

But then the mouths of the ice-tubes are closed. By this arrangement the 
desired temperature is secured the season through, and there is no difference 

between the June butter and the January butter. He makes June butter the 

year round. He gets ten cents per pound over the highest market price. 
Making, say, two hundred pounds a week, his gain is $20 a week by having 
the best arrangement for butter-making. Thus his milk-house pays for itself 

every nine months, to say nothing of the greatly increased facilities for doing 
work afforded by a pump, churn and stove so convenient. He consumes 

about a ton of anthracite in the four coldest months, and a slight allowance is 

to be made for wood used in summer to heat water for washing and scalding.” 

THE BEST TEMPERATURE FOR SETTING MILK 

to get the cream is about 60° to 62°. The range of temperature should run 
no higher than 65°. The butter-makers of Orange Co., N. Y., are of the 
opinion that the best quality of butter is made from cream that has been 

obtained at a temperature a little below 60°. Cream can be obtained in a 
short time, and in large quantity by raising the milk to a temperature near 
boiling and then setting aside to cool; but such cream has more of the 

caseine or cheesy particles of the milk mingled with it than milk set without 

the application of artificial heat, and the butter will be injured in its keeping 
qualities. 

COLOR AND TEXTURE. 

In butter-making it is important to have the butter come of a good color 

and of a texture that is hard and has a waxy consistency, and that will 
retain that peculiar aroma which imparts so much pleasure in eating it. 

THE MODERN MILK PAN. 

When it is not convenient to have a spring-house, the best arrangement 
with which I am acquainted for setting the milk is the Jennings pan. It is 

of tin and sets upon a shallow wooden vat, which is to be filled with water 
from the well or pen stock, as the case may be, and thus the milk is rapidly 
divested of its animal heat, and a pretty even temperature maintained while 

the cream is rising. These pans are of different sizes to accommodate differ- 
ent sized dairies, and each one is intended to accommodate the entire mess of 

milk from the herd at one milking. Four pans are all that are needed for a 
dairy, or at least with that number of pans the milk may be kept until thirty- 
six hours old before skimming. After the pans have been once filled the 
milk that has stood the longest is skimmed and drawn off, and is then ready 
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for the next milking. The age of the milk in the different pans from day to 
day will be more readily seen by the following diagram: 

MILK 12 HOURS Miz 24 HOURS Mix 36 HOURS 
OLD. OLD. OLD. 

Where a stream of cold water can be kept constantly flowing under the 
pans, expensive milk-cellars can be dispensed with, and very good results 

obtained in properly constructed rooms that are kept well ventilated. In the 
JENNINGS pan the milk is set from three to four inches deep and there is an 
arrangement of pipes for drawing off either the milk or water with conve- 
nience. These pans are provided with gauze net-work covers to be used as 
occasion requires for keeping out dust or flies. The general form of these 
pans is represented in the subjoined illustration (Figure 1). 

The Jewerr pan is of very similar construction to the one just named, 
except that the water underneath the milk is conducted in channels instead 
of being spread out in a thin sheet as in the JENNINGS invention. 

Mr. Jewerr describes his apparatus as follows :—The illustration (see 
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Figure 1. 

figure 2) represents a full set of pans, arranged with fixtures necessary for 
using them, for butter factories, or dairies large or small, by making them of 
any size required ; for factories, as wide as can be conveniently skimmed from 
the center, and long enough to obtain the required surface, it being perfectly 
practical to make them large enough for one hundred and fifty cows; for 
more cows additional sets may be added. The way to use them is, put one 
milking of the entire dairy into one pan, adjusting the faucet on the supply 
pipe so as to use just water enough to extract the animal heat from the milk, 
and keep it at the desired temperature while the cream is rising—from 60° 
to 62°; at the time the fourth is wanted for use the first will be ready to 
skim; then stop the water from running into the pan, and open the faucet 
near the bottom of the pan, that a sufficient quantity of water may run out, 
while the milk is skimmed and run off to enable the milk-maid to clean the 
pan. The bottom of the pans being protected from the warm atmosphere in 
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the room by the tables on which they set, the inside bottom being covered with 
milk, the means of cooling is hidden, yet it is done by keeping the milk cool 
ina warm, dry room without cooling or dampening the room, which is to be 
desired by butter-makers, thus reversing the process of carrying the milk to 
a cool place, where the benefits to be derived are so intermingled with dele- 
terious influences that it is a good illustration of the saying, you must take 

the bitter with the sweet. This way of handling the milk in my pans, besides 

reducing the labor more than one-half, enhances the net proceeds of the dairy, 
both in quantity and quality of the butter, fully twenty per cent. Witha 
book of instructions any good tin-smith can make and set them up. 

As given in the engraving, one of the series of pans, A A, is represented 
as broken away to show the internal arrangement. These pans are provided 

FicureE 2. 

with a space, B, between their top and bottom walls. Within this space 

are a number of compartments, communicating with each other at alternate 
ends, in such a manner as to form one continuous channel, zigzag in its course, 
having an inlet at a, through which warm or cold water, as needed, is 

received ; such water, after flowing through the tortuous channel formed by 
the partitions, being discharged at the outlet, d. At 6 is shown the opening 

through which the overflow of water is discharged ; the object being to keep 
the channel in the bottom of the pan quite filled while the water is flowing 

through it. At ¢ is shown a faucet through which all the water in the channel 
can be drawn off. 

These pans can be made to serve the double purpose of milk-coolers or 
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cream-raisers, the milk being kept at any temperature desired by raising or 

lowering the temperature of the water flowing through the passages in the 

bottom of the pan. When the cream has raised and has been skimmed, the 

milk is then run off through the pipe, d, which communicates with the main 

discharge-pipe, F, which may be placed under the floor or not, as circum- 

stances will permit; or, if desired, the milk can be conveyed in movable 

horizontal pipes from the pans into an adjoining room on the same floor. The 

pipe seen attached to the side of the room and above the rows of pans is the 

source of supply from which water is conducted to the base of the pans. 

For cooling, the water is received from a spring or reservoir ; but for warm- 

ing, from boilers or other appropriate apparatus. 

THE CREAM THAT FIRST RISES 

is the best; and to make choice butter, the cream should always be taken from 
the milk before it becomes old and sour. The greater the decomposition of 
the milk the more will the cream be affected, and as a consequence, the more 

difficult will it be to obtain from it a nice quality of butter. 

KEEPING QUALITIES. 

Butter, to be good, must have some keeping qualities, for it cannot be 

consumed from day to day as it is made. Well made butter, if properly 
eared for, should retain its flavor and sweetness for months; buat we cannot 

expect to obtain such butter from cream that has been badly managed. 

STRAINING THE CREAM. 

Cream should have a uniform consistency, when it goes to the churn. If 

portions of it are thick and mingled with hard, dry particles or “ cream- 
skins,” the butter will contain “ white caps,” or be flecked throughout, giving 

it not only a bad appearance, but injuring its quality. When cream is set 
in shallow pans in the old way, the butter is very liable to be thus affected. 
The cream strainer here is of very great advantage, as it reduces the cream to 

a like consistency in all its parts, breaking down the “ skins ” and preparing 

the cream, so that in churning, the butter will come evenly. Baxerr’s Excel- 

sior Cream Strainer, illustrations of which we give in figures 3 and 4, is the 

best that we have seen for the purpose, and gives valuable aid in the butter 
dairy. Cream that has been raised in a temperature of 60° to 62°, should be 

churned at about the same temperature. Butter-makers do not like to have 
the cream churned at'a temperature above 64°, as it injures the butter. If 

the temperature fall below 55°, the labor of churning, as has been remarked, 

will be prolonged. I do not believe in great haste in churning, or the shortest 
time that cream can be turned into butter. 

CHURNING TOO QUICK. 

One often hears of churns in which it is claimed the butter will come in 
“three minutes.” It is possible that good butter may be got from the cream 
in that time, but I have yet to be convinced that it can bedone. That cream 
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~ can be churned into butter in three minutes I am aware, and although the 
butter may be tolerable for present use, I have never been able to get a good 

keepable article when the churning was done in so short a space of time. 
The butter globules are inclosed or surrounded by thin pellicles of caseine. 
In churning, these are broken and separated from the oily particles. If the 
churning is done rapidly the separation is imperfect, and hence we get an 
article of butter in which there is too large a proportion of the shells of 

caseine. It is the caseine and nitrogenized constituent of milk that is liable 
to decomposition and which injures the flavor of butter. 

COMPOSITION OF BUTTER—INFLUENCE OF CASEINE SHELLS. 

The philosophy or manner in which caseine injures the flavor of butter 
has been well explained by Vortcker. He says:—“ Butter consists mainly 
of a mixture of several fats, among which palmitin, a solid crystalizable sub- 

stance, is the most important. Palmitin, with a little stearine, constitutes 

about sixty-eight per cent. of pure butter. Mixed with these solid fats are 

FIGURE 3. Fiqure 4. 

about two per cent. of odoriferous oils. The peculiar flavor and odor of butter 
are owing to the presence of this small proportion of these peculiar oils, viz., 
butyrine, caproin and caprylin. In butter, as it comes upon our table, we find 

_ besides these fatty matters about sixteen or eighteen per cent. of water; one 
to two per cent. of salt; and variable small quantities of fragments of caseine 
shells. The more perfectly the latter are removed by kneading under water, 
the better butter keeps; for caseine on exposure to the air in a moist state, 
especially in warm weather, becomes rapidly changed into a ferment, which, 
acting on the last-named volatile fatty matters of butter, resolves them into 
glycerine and butyric acid, Cs Hs O45 caproic acid, Cy Hy, O,; and caprylic 
acid Cg Hy, O,. The occurrence of these volatile uncombined fatty acids in 
rancid butter, not only spoils flavor, but renders it more or less unwholesome.” 
If all the shells of caseine could be separated from the butter, it could be 
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preserved readily without salt. Pure fat or oil is very easily kept sweet. In 
some countries butter is melted and the impurities taken out by “trying” it 

like lard. Of course butter treated in this way loses its aroma and texture, 

but I mention the fact for the purpose of showing the principle to be observed 

in obtaining butter of good keeping quality. In churning, I do not care to 
have butter come sooner than from half to three-quarters of an hour. The 

butter-makers of Orange Co., say that the churning process should occupy 

from forty-five minutes to one hour. Their opinions are worthy of considera- 
tion, because they make an article that is unrivaled in the market, and from 

long and varied experience they ought to be able to settle this point definitely. 
No one should attempt to make butter without . 

USING A GOOD THERMOMETER, 

especially in preparing the cream for churning. Old and experienced butter- 
makers may guess at temperature pretty accurately, but the temperature of 

the surrounding atmosphere varies so much from day to day, that no one can 

be sure of being right, without an accurate instrument for determining the 

degree of heat required in the cream to produce the best results. 

MANAGEMENT FOR MAKING PHILADELPHIA BUTTER. 

In the management for the noted “ Philadelphia butter,” the spring-house 
is of stone, about eighteen feet wide and twenty-four feet long. Its founda- 

tion is deeply set in a hill-side, its floor being about four feet below the sur- 
face of the ground on the lower side. The floor of the spring-house is of oak, 
laid on sand or gravel. The water is allowed to spread over this floor to the 

depth of three or four inches, and the overflow passes to a tank outside the 
building. Raised platforms or walks are arranged on the floor of the spring- 

house for the purpose of moving about the room in handling the milk, ete. 

The walls of the room are about ten feet high, arranged at the top with win- 

dows, covered with wire gauze so as to give ventilation. Deep pans, of small 

diameter, and well painted on the outside are used. They are provided with 
bails, so as to be convenient in handling. The milk is strained into these 

vessels to the depth of about three inches, and they are set directly upon the 
oak floor, the water surrounding them to the depth of the milk, maintaining 
a temperature of about 58°. 

The milk sets here about twenty-four hours, when the cream is removed 

and placed in deep vessels holding from ten to twelve gallons. As the tem- 
perature of the room does not at any time rise above 58° or 59°, the cream 

is kept at this temperature until it goesto the churn. In some establishments 
there is a place in the spring-house, where the depth of water is eight or ten 
inches, for the especial purpose of placing the pails of cream, and where they 
are kept until the cream acquires a slightly acid taste, when it is ready for 
churning. The essential feature in the management of milk, is to keep the 
milk and cream near a temperature of 60°. And when a uniform tempera- 
ture of this kind is preserved, the largest quantity of the best quality of 
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butter will be secured. The churning is usually performed twice a week, 

though in some dairies which manufacture the “ Philadelphia butter,” the 

cream is churned but once a week. In removing the cream from the milk the 

Orange Co. plan is to use a funnel-shaped cup, with a long handle, dipping 

off the cream until the blue milk makes its appearance. In the Pennsylvania 

plan the skimming is done with a concave tin scoop, perforated with small 

holes. The churning is usually done by horse-power at the large establish- 

ments, and the temperature of the cream when the churns are set in motion, 

is about 62°, and just before the butter comes, cold milk or a pail of cold 

water is thrown into the churn. 
The churn is of barrel shape, revolving on a journal at each head. The 

churning occupies nearly an hour, and after the buttermilk is drawn off cold 
water is added and a few turns given to the churn, and the water is then 

drawn off. This is repeated until the water as it is drawn off is nearly free 

from milkiness. The butteris worked with butter-workers, a dampened cloth 

meanwhile being pressed upon it to absorb the moisture and free it of traces of 

butter-milk. The cloth is frequently dipped in cold spring-water and wrung 
dry during the process of wiping the butter. It is next salted at the rate of 

an ounce of salt to three pounds of butter, thoroughly and evenly incorpo- 

rated by means of the butter-worker. It is then removed to a table where it 
is weighed out and put up into pound prints. After this it goes into large tin 

trays, and is set in the water to harden, remaining until next morning, when it 
is wrapped in damp cloths and placed upon shelves, one above another, in the 

tin-lined cedar-tubs, with ice in the compartments, and then goes immediately 

to market. Matting is drawn over the tub and it is surrounded again with 

oil cloth so as to keep out the hot air and dust, and the butter arrives in mar- 

ket in prime condition, commanding not unfrequently from seventy-five cents 
to one dollar per pound. 

PHILADELPHIA BUTTER PAIL. 

The following cuts (Figures 5, 6 and 7), illustrate the butter pail and 

manner of packing for market. Figure 5 shows the general form of the tub, 
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Figure 5. FIGURE 6. 

the top or cover opening in halves. Figure 6 is a cross section sists the 

shelf with the butter prints arranged in place with sections of ice at the ends. 
Figure 7 is a perpendicular section, showing the ice chamber and ice at the 
sides, and the shelves of butter one above the other in the center. Ice is 
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‘sometimes broken up and added to reduce the temperature, but the Orange 

Co. dairymen think a too free use of ice is apt to injure the keeping qualities 
of the butter. 

THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF BUTTER-MAKING 

rests mainly upon six great principles :—1st. Securing rich, clean, healthy 

milk; milk obtained, if possible, on rich, old pastures, free from weeds. 2d. 

Setting the milk in an untainted, well-ventilated atmosphere, and keeping it 
at an even temperature while the cream is rising. 8d. Proper management 
in churning. 4th. Washing out or otherwise thoroughly expelling the butter- 
milk, and working so as not to injure the grain. 5th. Thorough and even 
incorporation of pure salt, and packing in oaken tubs, tight, clean and well 
made. 6th. Cleanliness in all the operations is of important necessity, while 
judgment and experience in churning the cream and making the butter 
must, of course, be had. 
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FicguURE 9. GROUND PLAN.—BUTTER FACTORY. 

What really distinguishes the American system is the manner of setting 
the milk so as to secure an even temperature, and applying to butter-making 

the principles of association, so that the highest skill in manufacturing may 
be obtained ; in other words, the inauguration of butter factories. 

In previous pages of this volume cuts illustrating the ground plans of the 
early butter factories have been given. We introduce here the subjoined 
cuts (Figures 8 and 9) showing elevation and ground plan of G. B. WEEKs’ 
new butter factory. Referring to the ground plan (Figure 9), it will be seen 
that in the arrangement the factory is quite as well adapted to cheese-making 
alone as to butter and skim-cheese manufacture. The advantage of such an 

arrangement is, that the factory may be turned at once to the making of 

whole-milk cheese or to butter and skim-cheese, as one or the other system 
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may happen to be most profitable. The ground plan explains itself and needs 
no description. The upper story of the factory is for a cheese-curing room, 
and may be divided off for other purposes as well, if desired. The factory is 

regarded by many as one of the most convenient in its arrangement of any 

of the modern built establishments. 

THE WATER POOLS. 

In the butter factories the milk-room is constructed so that good ventila- 
tion is secured. It is provided with vats or tanks for holding water. These 
should be sunk in the earth in order to secure a lower or more even tempera- 

ture of water as well as for convenience in handling the milk. The pools are 
about six feet wide, and from twelve to twenty-four feet long, arranged for a 
depth of eighteen inches of water. There should be a constant flow of water 
in and out of the vats or pools, so as to secure a uniform temperature of the 

milk after it has been divested of its animal heat. The milk is set in pails, 

eight inches in diameter by twenty inches in length (see Figure 10), each 
holding fifteen quarts of milk. As fast as the milk is 
delivered, the pails are filled to the depth of from six- 
teen to seventeen inches, and plunged in the water, care 
being taken that the water comes up even with or a 
little above the milk in the pails. The temperature of 
the water should be from 48° to 56°. <A pool holding 
two thousand quarts of milk should have a sufficient 
flow of water to divest the milk of its animal heat in 

less than an hour. Good, pure milk should keep sweet 
thirty-six hours when thus put in the vats, even in the 
hottest weather. When milk is kept thirty-six hours in 

Fieune 10. the water nearly all the cream will rise. The Orange 
Co. dairymen claim that it all rises in twenty-four hours. They say, too, 
that they get as much cream, by setting in pails on the above plan, as they can 

by setting the milk shallow in pans, and the cream is of better quality, because 
a smaller surface being exposed to the air, there is not that liability for the 
cream to get dry, which has'a tendency to fleck the butter and injure its quality. 

REGULATING TEMPERATURE. 

One of the troubles of butter-making on the old system is in regulating 
the temperature of the milk-room, and in knowing when to skim the cream. 
It requires close watching. In our variable climate it is almost impossible to 
keep the milk at an uniform temperature when set in pans in the.ordinary way. 

By the new system we always have an uniform temperature without trouble, 

and therefore have perfect control of the milk. Again, in the new system, the 

shells of caseine, inclosing the butter globules, are not so liable to decompose 
and injure the flavor of the butter, for it is this caseineous matter that spoils 

the butter, and even under the best management it cannot all be taken out ; 

but by exposing only a small surface to the air we effect an important gain. 
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PATENT CHURNS. 

The Orange Co. butter-makers have tried a great many patent churns, and 

they find none they like so well as the old barrel dash-churn, At the butter 

factories they use the barrel and a-half size, and about fifty quarts of sweet 

eream are put into each churn; the cream is diluted with water, by adding 

cold water in summér and warm in winter, at the rate of sixteen to thirty 

quarts to each churning. 

THE TEMPERATURE OF THE CREAM IN SUMMER, 

when the churns are started is a little below 60°, but in cold weather they 

are started at 64°. In warm weather ice is sometimes broken up to put in 

the churn to reduce the temperature to 56°, but it is deemed better to churn 

without ice if the cream does not go above 64° in the process of churning, as 

butter made with ice is more sensitive to heat. It requires from forty-five to 
sixty minutes to churn, when the butter should come solid and of a rich 

yellow color; it is then taken from the churn, and thoroughly washed in cold 
spring water. In this process the ladle is used, and three times pouring on 
water is generally all that is required. It is then salted at the rate of from. 

sixteen to eighteen ounces of salt to twenty-two pounds of butter ; for butter 

intended for keeping through the winter a little more. The butter, after 

having been salted and worked over, is allowed to stand till evening, and is 
then worked a second time and packed. <A butter-worker, consisting of a 

lever, fastened to an inclined table, is used for working the butter. Sometimes 

in hot weather, after salting, it is taken to the spring and immersed in water, 

when it it taken out, worked over, and packed in sixty pound pails. 

WHITE OAK FIRKINS 

are used for packing, and the greatest attention is given to have them strongly 

hooped and perfectly tight, so as not to allow the least leakage. They are 

thoroughly washed in cold water before using, then in hot water, and again 

in cold water. After being filled with butter, they are headed up and a 

strong brine poured in at the top to fill all the intervening spaces. Another 

advantage resulting from this butter factory system is, that the skimmed milk 

is turned into skim-cheese. The butter factories, so far as introduced, if 

managed by competent persons, have proved a success, and have revolution- 

ized the dairy product of the neighborhood. 

“THEY EFFECTUALLY DO AWAY WITH GREASE 

and put upon the market a high-flavored, high priced article. Wherever 

butter factories are established, consumers go into ecstacies over their intro- 

duction. ‘“ We now know,” they say, “ where we can always lay hands on 

a prime article, and we do not mind the cost for a rare delicacy.” 

LOSING THE AROMA. 

It is sometimes contended that the practice of washing the butter detracts 

from its fine aroma. Doubtless this is so when the washing is excessive. It 
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is difficult and laborious to expel the butter milk simply by working or 

kneading. Washing in water seems to be indispensable in removing more 

perfectly the caseinous particles and securing butter that will keep. 

BUTTER CELLARS. 

The Orange Co. factories are provided with butter cellars, cool, well! 

ventilated and perfectly free from all taints of decaying substances. It is 

needless to say that these are indispensable to the butter-maker. To private 

or family dairies, where butter alone is produced, the system is well adapted. 

The appliances are not expensive, and compared with the great advantages 

over old methods cannot be over-estimated. 

SKIMMED-CHEESE MANUFACTURE. 

In making skimmed-milk cheese, we do not advise that all the cream 
that will rise be taken from the milk. It is important in the realization of 

good profits to have a skim cheese of fair quality that will meet with ready 

sale at a fair price. If all the cream that can be obtained from the milk be 
removed and the milk then turned into cheese, it will lack quality, and the 

loss in price will be much more than the value of a little cream which should 

go with the skimmed milk for the purpose of improving the quality of the 
cheese, and rendering it more palatable. 

If the milk is set in cans plunged in spring water, on the Orange county 

system, the morning’s mess may stand for cream say twenty-four hours, or 

until next morning; and the night’s milk twelve hours. The two messes of 
milk may then be skimmed, and the milk mingled together, placed in the vat 
for cheese-making. The manufacture of skim-cheese does not differ mate- 
rially from that of whole milk cheese. The milk in the vat being raised to a 
temperature of 82°, a sufficient quantity of rennet is added to perfect coagu- 
lation in about fifty minutes or an hour. Then the mass is cut with a steel- 

bladed curd-knife, the process of breaking effected as with whole milk cheese. 
The curd now having been allowed to subside, a gentle heat is begun to be 
applied, and the mass is very gradually raised to a temperature of 96°, the 
curds meanwhile being stirred, so as to keep from packing or clinging together. 

The curds are retained in the whey until properly matured, or as dairymen 
usuaily express it, “‘ scalded,” when the whey is drawn, the curds removed to 

the sink, and manipulated as with whole milk curds, and then salted at the 

rate of three pounds salt to one hundred of curd. Skimmed-cheese is usually 

made in small, flat shapes, somewhat similar to the single Gloucester of Eng- 
lish manufacture. They may be pressed in smaller hoops if desired, but very 
thick shapes should be avoided, as they do not cure so evenly and are more 
liable to get out of flavor. The most difficult part in manufacture is to know 

when the curds are properly matured or scalded. This is only to be learned 

by practice, or by handling the curds. 
In making skim-cheese it is important that a good, salable article be pro- 

duced. When milk is set in pans for butter making, about twenty pounds 
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-of milk on an average will produce one pound of butter. In the skim-cheese 

and butter manufacture, about twenty-eight or thirty pounds of milk on 
an average are taken to make one pound of butter and two pounds of skim- 

cheese ; thus a basis is given in which to estimate the result of operations. 
In regard to the quantity of milk taken to make a pound of butter, I have 

named twenty pounds as an average, that quantity having been reported from 
the dairy practice of Hon. Zapock Prarr of Green Co., N. Y. In his 
report, going over several years, we find that during some seasons a much 

larger quantity of milk was required to make a pound of butter. As milk 

varies very much in character from a variety of causes, it must be evident 

that no exact standard can be given to apply in all cases. These figures must 
therefore, refer only to milk of average good quality. 

MILK FOR SKIM-CHEESE MAKING 

must not be allowed to sour. It must be kept sweet, and this is easily done 

with the proper appliances. If the cream is churned sweet, and the butter- 

milk has not, changed, it may be added to the skimmed milk, and thus 

_employed for cheese-making. 

BUTTERMILK 

can hardly be regarded as of equal average value to the milk with which it is 
mixed for cheese-making. The value of buttermilk for cheese-making varies 
greatly from a variety of circumstances. Some specimens may be quite rich 

and others exceedingly poor. In a specimen of cream examined by Brrzu- 

Lius, the butter milk in one hundred parts was composed of cheesy matter, 

3.5; whey matter, 92.0. Cream varies very much in composition, according 
to the circumstances under which it is produced. Cream of average quality 

contains about twenty-five per cent. of butter. The analysis of two samples 

of cream gave the following: 

No. 1. No. 2. 

AYE CSI aT A AOE Ane is RPO CE ER et Men ek aE 74.46 | 61.67 
eMmeneim PURE MALLY, WACUCL Ne saree ere cas ose cle sitcclatis sete ub aa e's eke oa 3 ts a's 18.18 | 33.43 
WASeIMe tes TVS Wea heh hice pS oe aaa dled ascents ESbEA oe 2.69 2.62 
BVI ISSUE rps ales ahsin aie Se cesialy Cato teu a MNS iftyaa cance Bila arshciny cries Via 4.08 1.56 
MIT EEAINTNANLEL ae cotscc ceteveincciocioce ect ceils asic eicvenm sccicist west ue as ete 0.59 0.72 

100.00 | 100.00 

If it were possible to take all the butter from the cream by churning we 
should have in the buttermilk of the above samples a trifle over two and 
a-half pounds of cheesy matter’ out of a hundred pounds of cream. Or, if 
we take out the butter, letting the balance represent the butter milk, the first 

sample would give a little over two and a-half pounds of cheesy material 

from nearly eighty-nine pounds of buttermilk, and in the second sample 

about the same amount of cheesy matter from sixty-six and a-half pounds of 
32 
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buttermilk. But in churning the cream a portion of the butter remains in 

the. buttermilk, so it would be no easy matter to say how much cheese one 

hundred pounds of buttermilk would yield. Milk, in the fall of the year, is 

quite rich in butter, and even when the night’s milk is skimmed and added to 

the whole milk of the morning, the mixture will probably yield a pound of 

cheese from nine pounds of milk. 

CHURNING THE CREAM OR THE MILE. 

It is claimed, as has been remarked, and with some reason, that churning 

the whole milk makes more butter than to set the milk and churn the cream. 
In setting the milk there is always a small portion of cream remaining in the 
milk after skimming ; and again, in churning whole milk there are more shells 

of caseine mixed with the butter. This cheesy matter increases the weight 
but diminishes the quality of the butter. The shells of caseine also give 
a whitish appearance to the butter, injuring its color. I do not say but that 
very good butter may be made from churning whole milk, but it is more diffi- 
cult than to make from the cream; and hence, for a choice article, of fine 

color, full of aroma and of long keeping qualities, I should advise setting — 
the milk and churning the cream. A temperature of about 65°, or a little 

above, is said to be the best for churning whole milk if sweet, but the usual 

temperature employed is from 60° to 65°. 

THE DUTCH PROCESS. 

The process of making butter by churning the milk and cream together 
is practiced to some extent in Holland. In the Dutch process the milk is put 
into deep jars in a cool place, each meal or portion milked at one time being 
kept separate. As soon as there is the least appearance of acidity, the whole 
is placed in an upright churn to be churned. When the butter begins to form 
in small kernels the contents of the churn are emptied in a sieve that lets the 
butter milk pass through ; the butter is then formed into a mass. 

THE SCOTCH METHOD, 

In some of the dairy districts of Scotland the process is somewhat similar. 
The milk when it is drawn from the cow is placed from six to twelve hours in 

a cooler. When completely cooled the whole meal is emptied into a large 
- wooden tub or vat. If the vat is sufficiently capacious and a second meal of 
milk has become cold, before the first exhibits any acidity, the two may be 

mixed together. A lid or cover is then put over the vat, which is allowed to 
stand undisturbed until the milk has soured and become loppered or coagu- 

lated.. When it has arrived at this state it is fit to be churned. It is put in 

the churn and agitated a few minutes merely to break the coagulum of the 
milk. The mass is then brought to a temperature of 70° and churned. In 

some sections the milk is churned sweet, either a few hours after milking, or 

the night’s and morning’s mess of milk mingled together, and churned im the ; 

afternoon. It is more work to churn the milk than the cream. 
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TURNING THE MILK: TO MOST PROFIT. 

When it is desired to turn milk to most account or profit, it should be 
set for cream, and this being removed while sweet, the skim-milk may be 

made into skim-cheese. Small skim-cheeses well made, meet with ready sale 
at a fair price. The whey resulting from the manufacture of the skim-cheese, 
when mixed with meal, is turned to good account as a feed for hogs, and in 
this way nothing is wasted, 

COLORING BUTTER. 

One of the market requisites in butter is that it be of a rich yellow or 
golden color. The fact that grass butter always has a rich shade without 
resorting to artificial coloring, is sufficient reason on the part of consumers 
for suspecting that white butter must be of inferior quality. Late fall or 
spring butter made from the milk of cows fed upon hay, is generally deficient 
in color, and unless some artificial means be employed to give it the desired 
shade, it will not command a price in market equal to butter of the same 
texture and quality that has been colored. 

Pure annatto when properly prepared is very successfully used for impart- 
ing a good color to fall and winter butter. Annatto, of course, adds nothing 
to the flavor or quality of butter, but as the pure article when thus employed 
is quite harmless, there can be no serious objection to its use. In coloring 
butter with annatto it is important that a prime article be used, and to have 
it prepared so that it shall be free from sediment. Nucnow1s English liquid 
annatto is a very good article for this purpose, but the annattoine, or dry 
extract of annatto, prepared as for cheese-making, after D. H. Burrett’s 
receipt, which has been given on a previous page, is the best material for 
coloring butter artificially that I have seen. 

It gives a rich shade of color, is quite free from sediment, and from any 
deleterious adulteration. Doubtless the best way of coloring butter late in 
fall and spring, is to feed the cows upon early cut hay, nicely cured, with the 
addition of a daily mess of carrots, oat and corn meal, etc., aS no artificial 
coloring will then be required, while the flavor and quality of the butter 
approximates more nearly to that made when the cows are at pasture. But 
as the kind of hay I have named may not be at hand, something, of course, 
must be done to take away that tallowy look which winter and spring butter 
is apt to have. 

COLORING WITH CARROTS. 

I have seen a rich yellow color imparted to butter by coloring with 
carrots. The carrots should be thoroughly cleaned, then with a knife scrape 
off the yellow exterior only, and soak it in boiling milk for ten or fifteen 
minutes. It is then strained through a fine cloth, and the liquid added to the 
cream before churning. It not only gives a nice color, but some think it 
imparts a sweetness of flavor to the butter, somewhat resembling that 
obtained when the cows are feeding upon grass. When carrots are used for 
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the purpose indicated, the outer or yellow portion of the root only is 

employed. I have heard it suggested that butter colored in this way (with 

carrots), is injured somewhat in its keeping qualities, but in my own expe- 

rience I have not found this to be the case. In the use of annatto it is under- 
stood, of course, that the coloring is to be added to the cream before churning. 

In the American Agricultural Annual for 1868, Prof. S$. W. Jounson of 

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale College, has an interesting article wherein the 

philosophy of butter making is discussed. We make the following extracts. 
He says: 

“S AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF THE PRODUCTS OBTAINED FROM MILK IN 
MAKING BUTTER. 

“ In making butter, one hundred parts of milk yield on the average, in round 
numbers, the following proportions of cream, butter, etc., provided the cream 

rises in a cool apartment, so that no sensible evaporation of water takes place: 

LTT) Bison | eee COMO Naraie DAMES Honma’ meat Caco. 6 6.0 
Uther ree ce cee cicero state Site siere. Svan Ore eres arare eye lere ie ieteiekaietniensee ater 4.0 Calculated 
Water removed from butter by salting,...............0..2-. 0.19 without salt. 

Crea ea Sastre vitcoccts Barwietis weiicieetethea*aplree ae taatetee 10.0 10 
Skimmedimillley, Geese eres... otDdess Was ee See 90 

100 

“ The average percentage composition of these products is given in the subjoined table: 

AEN | Seouee CREAM. | BUTTERMILE. | BUTTER.t | BRINE. +t 

Wate the hee! | 4.00 0.55- 35.00 1.67 85.00 0.00 
Alluminoids,*...... | 3.2) Beery 2.20 8.33 0.51 0.39 
Milk sugar,......... 4.50 4.66 38.05 4.61 0.70 3.84 
YANG) ie RRO HE ae i 0.75 0.78 0.50 0.77 0.12 0.86 
Water, 87.50 90. 64. 59.25 89.62 13.67 94.91 

Pho tall xia ae sess | 00, 00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

* Caseine and albumen. 
Unsalted. 
Brine that separates on working after salting; salt not included. 

“WHEN IS MILK OR CREAM READY FOR CHURNING ? 

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to bring butter from fresh milk, or 
from thin cream that gathers upon milk kept cold for twenty-four hours. It 
has been supposed that milk should sour before butter can be made. This is 

an error; numberless trials having shown that sweet milk and sweet cream 
yield butter, as much and as easily as sour cream, provided they have stood 
for some time at medium temperature. The fat of milk exists in minute 
globules which are inclosed in a.delicate membrane. It was natural to sup- 

pose that in fresh milk this membrane prevents the cohesion of the fatty 
matters, and that, when, by standing, the milk or cream becomes capable of 

yielding butter after a short churning, it is because the membrane has disap- 

peared or become extremely thin. Experiments show, in fact, that those sol- 
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vents which readily take up fat, as ether for example, dissolve from sweet 

milk more in proportion to the length of time it has stood at a medium 

temperature. 

‘Readiness for churning depends chiefly upon the time that has elapsed 

since milking, and the temperature to which it has been exposed in the pans. 

The colder it is the longer it must be kept. At medium temperature, 60° to 

70° F., it becomes suitable for the churn in twenty-four hours, or before the 
cream has entirely risen. Access of air appears to hasten the process. The 
souring of the milk or cream has, directly, little to do with preparing them 
for the churn. Its influence is, however, otherwise felt, as it causes the 

caseine to pass beyond that gelatinous condition in which the latter is inclined 
to foam strongly at low temperatures, and by enveloping the fat globules 
hinders their uniting together. On churning cream that is very sowr, the 

caseine separates in a fine, granular state, which does not interfere with the 

“oathering ” of the butter. Even the tenacious, flocky mass that appears on 

gently heating the sweet whey from Cheshire cheese, may be churned without 

difficulty after becoming strongly sour. 
** Cream churned when slightly sour, as is the custom in the Holstein dairies, 

yields butter of a peculiar and fine aroma. Butter made from sour cream is 

destitute of this aroma, and has the taste which the Holstein butter acquires 
after keeping some time. Stirring of cream does not promote souring, but 
rather hinders it by increasing access of air; it may be advantageous in mak- 

ing the souring uniform. 

“THE TEMPERATURE WHILE CHURNING. 

which is most favorable for gathering the butter with the proper softness and 
adhesiveness, is 66° to 70° F. The melting point of butter made on dry 

hay is slightly higher than that produced on grass, or while feeding with oil 

cake ;. correspondingly we find that, in winter, it is customary to churn afew 

degrees warmer than in summer. Sour cream may be cooled by direct addi- 

tion of water, but sweet cream is thereby prevented from yielding its butter. 
In the latter case, cold skim-milk may be used, or the cream should be cooled 

by water external to the churn. 

“THE DURATION OF CHURNING. 

as is well recognised in practice, is of great influence on both the quality and 
quantity of the butter. Half an hour, at least, is considered essential by 

experienced dairymen for churning, when the volume of cream is considerable, 

and an hour or even more is not thought too much. The object of churning 

is to bring the fat globules of the cream or milk, which, by standing a suit- 

able time, have become divested of their envelopes, into contact so that they 

unite to a coherent mass. The gentler the motion to which the cream is sub- 
jected, the more slowly goes on the process of agglutination, and the closer 
and finer the union takes place. By slow churning the butter leaves the 
churn in a nearly finished condition, and requires a comparatively small 
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amount of working to complete its preparation. On the contrary, when 

butter is to come in a few minutes by violent agitation, as in the strife for the 

repute of quick work in case of trials of new churns, there is obtained, 
instead of good butter in dense and large clumps, a doughy mass consisting 

of little balls of fat mixed with buttermilk and cream, and full of air bubbles, 
which no skill in working can convert into good butter. While it is true 
that violent churning will produce a greater weight of so-called butter, it is 

demonstrated by chemical analysis that the milk or cream thus treated does 

not yield so much of its fat as is obtained by slower and gentler agitation. 
The greater weight of the product is due to the admixture of butter milk, 
which is retained in the spongy mass. The fact that churning must go on 

for some time before any visible change is effected in the cream, and that the 
butter ‘comes? somewhat suddenly, is due to the exceeding minuteness of 

the fat globules, of which myriads must unite before they attain a size visible 
to the unaided eye. 

‘* WASHING BUTTER. 

To prepare butter for keeping without danger of rancidity and loss of 

its agreeable flavor, great pains is needful to remove the buttermilk as com- 
pletely as possible. This is very imperfectly accomplished by simply work- 

ing or kneading. As the analysis before quoted shows, salting removes but 

little besides water and small quantities of sugar. Caseine, which appears 

to spoil the butter for keeping, is scarcely diminished by these means. 
Washing with water is indispensable for its removal. In Holland and parts 
of Holstein it is the custom to mix the cream with a considerable amount of 
water in churning. The butter is thus washed as it ‘comes.’ In Holland it 

is usual to wash the butter copiously with water besides. The finished article 
is more remarkable for, its keeping qualities than for fineness of flavor when 
new. The Holstein butter, which is made without washing, has at first a 
more delicious aroma, but appears not to keep so well as washed butter. 
Swedish butter, made by GussaNnDER’s method, in which the cream rises 
completely in twenty-four hours, the milk being maintained at a temperature 

of 60° to 75° F., is, when prepared without water, the sweetest of all. If, 
however, it is to be kept a length of time, it must be thoroughly washed 

before salting. 

‘* SALTING, 

“Immediately after churning the mass consists of a mixture of butter 
with more or less cream. In case very rich cream (from milk kept warm) is 
employed, as much as one-third of the mass may be cream. The process of 

working completes the union of the still unadhering fat globules, and has, 

besides, the object of removing the buttermilk as much as possible. The 
buttermilk, the presence of which is objectionable in new butter by impair- 
ing the taste, and which speedily occasions rancidity in butter that is kept, 
cannot be properly removed by working alone. Washing, as already 
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- described, aids materially in disposing of the buttermilk, but there is a 

limit to its use, since if applied too copiously, the fine flavor is impaired. 

After working and washing there remains in the butter a quantity of butter- 
milk or water which must be removed if the butter is to admit of preserva- 
tion for any considerable time. To accomplish this as far as possible, salting 
is employed. The best butter-makers, after kneading out the buttermilk as 
for as practicable, avoiding too much working so as not to injure the consis- 

tency or ‘grain’ of the butter, mix with it about three per cent. of salt, 
which is worked in layers, and then leave the whole twelve to twenty-four 

hours. At the expiration of this time the butter is again worked, and still 

another interval of standing, with a subsequent working, is allowed in case 
the butter is intended for long keeping. Finally, when put down, additional 

salt (one-half per cent.) is mixed at the time of packing into the tubs or 

crocks. The action in salt is osmotic. It attracts water from the buttermilk 
that it comes in contact with, and also takes up the milk sugar. It effects 
thus a partial separation of the constituents of the buttermilk. At the same 
time it penetrates the latter and converts it into a strong brine which renders 

decomposition and rancidity difficult or impossible. Sugar has the same 
effect as salt, but is more costly and no better in any respect. Independently 
of its effect as a condiment, salt has two distinct offices to serve in butter- 

making, viz.: lst, to remove buttermilk as far as possible from the pores of 

the butter; and 2d, to render innocuous what cannot be thus extracted.” 

TAINTS IN BUTTER-MAKING. 

Little things have much to do in dairy management. It is a little thing 

in butter-making that often spoils a large quantity of butter. Due attention 
may have been paid to pasturage, to cows, to milking, to setting the milk and 

churning the cream, and yet the butter turns out to be ill-flavored and inferior 
for the table. That clealiness and a pure atmosphere for milk and cream are 

essential to success in butter-making, seems to be one of the most difficult 

things for people to understand. I have seen butter spoiled by standing the 
cream in wooden vessels—vessels that had absorbed a taint from decomposed 
cream and which no ordinary cleansing would remove; nor could dairymaids 

sometimes be made to believe that so apparently slight a cause would produce 
the difficulty until a change from wood to stone cream pots changed the whole 

character of their products. Some dairymen are in the habit of standing 
their. 

CREAM POTS IN THE KITCHEN PANTRY 

to take the odors of boiled cabbage, fried onions and the steam of culinary 
operations on the kitchen stove, and it is from these things, these little things, 

that a taint goes to the cream-pots, and the good woman wonders what is the 
matter with the butter. The butter-makers of Pennsylvania, who manufacture 
the celebrated Philadelphia butter, are exceedingly careful that no taints are 
allowed to come in contact with the cream or milk in the spring-house. You 
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cannot enter their sacred precincts with a lighted cigar, your shoes must be 
cleansed of all impurities and you are expected to observe all the proprieties 

that you would on entering a costly-furnished parlor. It is by attention to 

the smallest details that they have been enabled to accomplish a grand result, 

and put upon the table a luxury. 

CAUSES AFFECTING THE CHURNING. 

The food on which a cow is fed has considerable influence, not only on . 

the quantity and quality of the butter she will yield, but on the time required 

in churning. Generally, when the extra food given is rich in nitrogen, there 
is less trouble in churning ; or, in other words, the butter comes quicker than 

when such food as potatoes, distiller’s slops, etc., is made the sole extra food. 

If bran, oats and corn meal be given to the cow in connection with the pota- 

Figure 11. _  Freure 12. 

toes, the cream will be of better quality and will be more easily churned 
_ than that made from potatoes and hay alone. It may be remarked here that 

when neither grain nor meal is fed to cows in winter, in addition to hay, and 

the extra feed is composed of materials of which starch, sugar and water are 
the chief ingredients, the cream requires to be churned at a higher tempera- 
ture than that produced from food containing a good proportion of albumi- 
noids. There is another trouble in fall and winter that often retards the 
churning ; the milk and cream are not kept at an even temperature. If the 
milk is allowed to freeze and thaw, or to fall toa low temperature while being 
set for cream there is more difficulty in getting the butter speedily. The 
milk or cream should not be allowed to fall below 50°. 

When no conveniences are had for keeping the milk at the proper tem- 
perature while the cream is rising, in fall and winter, tolerably good results 
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“may be obtained by scalding the milk by placing it in a pan over hot water 

on the stove. As soon as a little “crinkle” is observed on the outer edges 

of the thin coat of cream which rises, remove the pan to a room of moderate 

temperature, or where the temperature does not fall below 50°, and the cream 
will not only rise rapidly, but can generally be churned with facility. The 

proper scalding of the milk will be easily learned by experiment. If scalded 
too much, the amount of cream will be diminished. I do not object to pota- 
toes being fed to cows in milk during fall and winter, but they should have 

in addition a mess of meal daily, with all the good hay they can eat. 

POWER FOR CHURNING. 

A great many devices from time to time have been invented for lessening 
the labor of churning. Commencing with some of the morerude and simple 

modes of applying power, the preceding cut (Figure 11), is an illustration. 
It is simply a hickory sapling about 
twelve or fourteen feet long, fastened 
firmly at the butt end, while at the 

other end is fixed a seat in which a 
child can sit and perform the work 
with more ease than a grown person 

in the ordinary way. The dash of the 

- churn may be fastened at any point to 

Zz accommodate the spring of the pole. 
Z Then we have the simple arrange- 
ment of utilizing the water from small 

’ streams that may happen to be conve- 

nient to the premises. An illustration 
Ficure 13. of such apparatus is shown in figure 12. 

Figure 12 is a water-power churn, showing the water-wheel fitting easily 
into the box or flume at the outlet of the dam; or it may be simply placed 
in a swift-running brook, as it does not require much power or speed. The 
wheel should be about three feet in diameter. The power can be transmitted 

any distance by means of two wires fastened upon poles with swing-trees that 
receive a backward and forward motion from the crank of the water-wheel. 

A correspondent of the Rurat New Yorker sends to that paper the 
directions for making one of these appliances, which may prove suggestive 
and useful to farmers who have an opportunity of using water power for the 

purpose named. He says :—Take a stick of timber twenty inches in length 
and six in diameter (marked G,) (see Figure 13) secure it at the ends by iron 
bands (similar to hub-bands on a carriage-wheel) to prevent splitting while 
mortising the holes and driving the arms, to which pieces of board seven 

inches in width and twelve or fourteen inches long must be nailed. These 
are the paddles to the wheel, and there must be four of them. In one end of 

the shaft there must, be an iron pin, in the other a crank F, similar to the 
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crank of a grindstone. The crank must be just half as long as the play in the 

churn. Have the end of the crank square where it is driven into the end of the 

shaft, so as to prevent its moving in the shaft as the wheel goes round. After 

the end of the crank is driven into the shaft, attach the other end to a piece 

of board two inches in width E, reaching up to cross piece C, which is made 

long enough to reach to the place where the churn is to sit. The center of 

the cross piece is made to play upon an iron or hard wood pin in a groove in 
the top of a post D, which must be set firmly in the ground, or made firm 

some other way. At the other end of the cross piece is another stick or 
light piece of board B, extending downward to the top of the churn dashers, 

and is secured by boring a hole in each end, tying them together with a good 
strong string, and all is ready for churning. I have one of these which my 

son fourteen years old made, after irons were ready, which does my churning 
in twenty minutes, when the cream is the right temperature. 

When considerable quantities of cream are to be churned and hand power 
is relied upon, the following sketch and description which a correspondent 

sends us may be useful. He says the machine was invented by a neighbor 

FicureE 14. 

who has used it twenty years and finds it a most convenient and labor-saving 
appliance, and any farmer who is handy with tools can make all the parts in 

a short time and it will run one or half a-dozen churns as easily as could be 
wished. He describes the machine as follows (See Figure 14). A horizontal 
shaft eighteen inches in circumference, is made to turn loosely in posts or in 
stationary uprights at either end. In the center of the shaft is fixed a bar 
that extends nearly to the floor, and at the lower end there is a handle of 
convenient length for moving the bar to and fro, thus setting the machine in 
motion. Cross bars are arranged in the shaft to which the churn dashers are 
attached. When four churns are to be used at once, the posts should be 
seven feet apart, and the cross bars to which the dashers are attached should 
pass through the shaft half-way from either post to the perpendicular bar 
which operates the machine. The churn-dasher handles must be made ten or 
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twelve inches longer than the ordinary handles, and with holes through the 

top to receive a pin by which they are secured to the cross-bars, making a 

movable joint. The cut (Figure 15) shows a mechanical contrivance to 
lessen the labor of hand churning. The system of gearing and balance 
wheel not only lessens the labor but produces asteadiness of motion or regu- 
larity of stroke of the dash which is always desirable in churning. Figure 
16 is the old-fashioned dog-churn, and probably as good in all respects as any. 
The treadwheel should be carpeted, in order to give the dog a firm hold with 
his toe-nails. Any carpenter can make it with no other directions than the 
engraving affords. The plain plank treadwheel should be inclined as in the 

engraving. 
DOG AND SHEEP POWER. 

The Cortland Co. butter-makers use a machine constructed on the prin- 
ciple as shown at figure 16, except that there is an improved gearing for 

FIGURE 16. 

running the churn. In Orange Co. horse-powers for churning are constructed 

essentially on the same plan. Figure 17 is a vertical wheel with a rim about 
two feet in width, on the inside of which the animal treads. It is necessary 
to have this wheel as much as eight or ten feet in diameter. The engraving 
gives ample insight into its mechanical construction. The Emery machine, 
a dog-power, constructed on the railway principle, is very much liked by 

many, and is a cheap and efficient power. The illustration (Figure 18) shows 
the form and manner of application. 

Among the sweep powers for churning we know of nothing better than 

the RicHarpson power—one of the cheapest sweep powers made, and useful 

for many other kinds of work on the farm besides churning. The cut (Fig. 

19) shows its general form. 
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OVER-WORKING BUTTER AND SPOILING THE GRAIN. 

A great deal of good butter is spoiled in the working. There are vast 

quantities of butter to be found in the markets, of good color, properly 

salted, the buttermilk expelled, and yet it has a mussy look and lardy taste. 

Consumers are often at a loss to account for it. The butter is not rancid nor 

has it any disagreeable odor, but it is poor, nevertheless. This butter may 

have been made from the nicest cream, with the utmost attention to cleanli- 

ness in every branch of its manufacture, from the drawing of the milk to its 
packing in the firkin, The maker perhaps has expended all her knowledge 
and every resource within reach to get a prime article, hoping for a name in 

the market, and an advanced price for a really “ tip-top ” article. And when 

the expert affirms that the butter is inferior and must be classed as second or 

FieureE 17. Figure 18. 

third rate, it is very disheartening, and some give up in despair of ever learn- 

ing the “knack” of manufacturing a strictly nice grade of goods. They 
cannot imagine why butter upon which so much care and attention has been 

bestowed should be condemned as having a greasy look and taste. If inquiry 

be made concerning the fault in manufacture, the dealer, if he be an expert, 
will be very likely to say, ‘“‘ My dear sir, or madam, your butter has no 

grain ;” but, as it is somewhat difficult to define what is meant by 

THE “GRAIN” OF BUTTER, 

and as the manufacturer does not understand where the trouble lies, no 

improvement is made. What is meant by the term grain as applied to butter, 

is a Waxy appearance, and the more it resembles wax in its appearance the 
better the grain. When properly churned, both as to time and temperature, 
the butter becomes firm with very little working, and is tenacious. It then 
may be easily molded into any shape, and may be drawn out a considerable 

length before breaking. It has a smooth and unctuous feeling on rubbing a 
little between the finger and thumb. When the grain is injured the butter 

spreads like grease, and the more it resembles grease the more is the grain 
injured. Good butter that has not been injured in the grain will not stick to 
the knife that cuts it. Butter that has no grain is brittle, and when broken 
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presents a jagged surface and will not spread with that smooth, waxy appear- 

ance belonging to good butter. It is only when butter has this waxy con- 

sistency that it preserves that rich, nutty flavor 

and smell which impart so high a degree of 
pleasure in eating it. So it will be seen there 

is very good reason for consumers rejecting 

butter that has been overworked into grease, 

even though it may have all the essentials of the 

best quality when taken from the churn. 

gun 

h==W) i 
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IN WORKING BUTTER. 

the hands should not come in direct contact with 
the butter. Gather it together with a wooden 
butter ladle in the tray or butter bowl, turn off 

the buttermilk and wash with fresh spring water. 

Gash it around the whole circumference, making 

channels lowest at either end, so that the butter- 

milk can readily run off. Do not grind it down 
against the tray, after the manner of tempering 
mortar, for in this way you will be likely to 

injure the grain. It is not well to attempt to 
work out all the buttermilk at once. 

But very little manipulation is required in 
washing out the buttermilk; then salt with 

pure, fine salt and set aside in a cool place for 
twelve hours, during which time the action of 

the salt will liberate more of the buttermilk. 
Then work a second time, either with the ladle 

or butter-worker, using precautions not to over- 

work or grind the butter by rubbing it down 
against the tray, and then the work is done and 

the butter is ready for packing. 

"6 HUAN 

BUTTER-WORKER, 

Quite a number of butter-workers have been 

introduced from time to time, some of them 

useful and others liable to injure the grain of 
the butter from their peculiar construction. On 
a previous page I have given a cut of the butter- 

worker used largely in Orange Co. Among the 
butter-workers of Cortland Co., N. Y., I found 

an instrument very much like those illustrated 
in figures 20 and 21, largely in use. They 
appeared to be inferior 1o the Orange Co. machine. The subjoined cuts will 
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illustrate some of the butter-workers that have been in use from time to time 
(see Figures 22, 23 and 24). Figures 22 and 23 consist of a table and fluted 
roller. The roller is made of hard wood, and being pressed over the butter. 
expels the buttermilk. It may also be made to incorporate salt with the butter. 
A table is in some cases made with a marble top ; but it has been urged against 
such that the acid of the buttermilk decomposes the stone, and the lime 
becoming mixed with the butter, injures it. Hence wood, maple or oak, is 
preferred. 

The Eureka or Corbin butter-worker, is a recent invention, and from its 

simplicity and ease of operation is a valuable addition to this class of imple- 
ments. A common butter-bowl is placed and held securely on a small, light 

stool, firmly against a solid rest R (see Figure 25) that protects it from break- 

ing or springing. It may be revolved either way at will, also easily tipped 

FIGURE 20. ; FIGURE 21. 

by a lever to drain off the fluids, and as readily removed from the stool as 
from a table, and bowls of different sizes may be used on the same stool. 
The ladle, H, is attached to a pendant lever, F, G, that enables a person to 
press directly through hard butter in all parts of the bowl without drawing 
or sliding it; also to cut, turn and work it in every manner desired. It is 
light, strong and simple, everything about it is practical, with nothing to get 
out of place or order, and it is as handily moved, washed and dried as any 
butter bowl and ladle. The lever, E, is fastened to the slot, J, while the 
butter is being worked, and is raised up to discharge the buttermilk from the 
bowl as occasion requires. There is a circular iron rim fastened to the bottom 
of the bowl which slides in an iron groove attached to the lever KX, and which 
allows the bowl to be moved round and when desired to be removed entirely 
from the other parts of the worker. I have tested this machine for working 
butter and am pleased with its operation. 
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SALT. 

A great many people do not understand the importance of keeping salt in 
a dry, pure atmosphere. Of course a pure article of salt should be obtained 

in the first place; then keep it where it will not absorb foul gases and bad 
odors. Salt that is allowed to get damp and is exposed in this condition to 
the effluvia of rotten vegetables, the odors from carrion, the sink or cess-pools 
is not fit to put into butter. Butter is often spoiled in flavor by inattention 
to the manner in which salt is kept—allowing crumbs and other refuse matter 
from the pantry to fall into the salt dish—taking out salt with dirty hands, 
etc., thus leaving impurities to be gathered up and added to the butter. 

HAIRS. 

It may also be added that human hair is no improvement, either in the 
flavor or quality of butter. I have seen choice samples of butter rejected on 
account of a single hair having been discovered in it. So strong was the 
impression that the butter was made by a dirty, shiftless person, that no 
argument could prevail upon the customer to take it. 

FIGURE 22. FIGURE 23. 

PACKING BUTTER AND BUTTER PACKAGES. 

A great many people make good butter and spoil it in the packing. Prob- 
ably there is no article of food in which fine quality is more eagerly sought 

after than butter, and none for which a large price is more cheerfully paid. 
It is true a good deal of butter is spoiled in the making, but it seems such a 

wanton waste to deliberately convert a good material into grease for want 

of a little foresight in packing, that we cannot refrain from bringing the ques- 

tion fairly before the butter-makers of the country. Dairymen should under- 
stand that 

BUTTER WILL NOT KEEP IN EVERY KIND OF A TUB OR FIRKIN, 

and he who packs butter in shabbily-made, badly-hooped tubs, does it as a 
cheat and a wrong to somebody. It is impossible to keep butter any length 
of time in a leaky tub, exposed as it must be more or less to foul air and 
odors, before it reaches the consumer. Those who make “ gilt-edged ” butter 
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pay the greatest attention to packing, and a good share of its superior quality 
(a quality which frequently sells at from seventy-five cents to a dollar per 

pound) is due to extra packages and the extra care taken in all the details 

while packing. - No “gilt-edged ” butter is filled in firkins or pails standing 

in the house-cellar, surrounded by decaying vegetables, in the vicinity of 

soap tubs, stale beef brine, and accumulations of soap grease. Some people 
pack and store butter in these places, and then complain because they cannot 
get the market price on the day of sale. 

A few years since a dairyman of my acquaintance, who had been partic- 

ularly unfortunate in his sales, sent for a noted butter-maker to learn the 
secret of making a high-priced article. The man came and looked over the 
premises, and the only advice given was, ‘ You need a clean, sweet, well- 

ventilated cellar for storing butter, and it must be used for nothing else ; 

FIGuRE 24, FIGURE 25. 

THEN GET OAK FIRKINS, HEAVILY HOOPED, AIR-TIGHT, © 

and made just as handsome as the best cooper can turn them out. You need 
not change in your process of manufacture. This is all you have to do, and 
I will warrant your success.” These suggestions were at once adopted and 
quick sales, large prices and heavy profits were the result. That dairy has 
now an enviable reputation, and the butter is eagerly sought after. A dirty- 
looking package will often lose a good sale. It should have a fresh, clean, 
sweet appearance when it reaches the consumer, that will please the eye of 
the most fastidious. 

THE KIND OF WOOD FOR PACKAGES. 

There are only a few kinds of wood that are fit to pack butter in. Wood 
of the ash is extensively used in some sections. It contains an acid very 
objectionable for butter, and should be rejected. Spruce, pine and other gummy 
woods are often used, but they impart a disagreeable flavor to the butter. 
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White oak makes an excellent package, but the wood should be thoroughly 

seasoned before using. If the package is to be filled at once exd immediately 
sold, a price may perhaps be obtained for it as a good article, but unless it 

goes into immediate consumption some one finds himself cheated with rancid 

grease. Just where the cheat comes in, and who are the guilty parties, the 
thousands of persons who are being cheated never know. I have given on 

previous pages cuts representing the Orange Co. packages and the Philadel- 

phia butter package. One of the best return packages is the Wescort return 

butter pail represented in figure 26. It is made of the best kiln-dried white 

oak, matched and turned perfectly smooth inside and outside, oiled and 

varnished, with extra heavy iron hoops, nicely fitted and perfectly secured 

cover by means of galvanized ears of malleable iron, with bar, spring key and 

galvanized hasp. It is a neat, substantial, secure and durable article. The 

twenty-five pound white oak pail furnished by the Oak Pail Manufacturing 

Company is also a desirable article. It is designed for packing choice butter 

for family use, and not being hable to breakage, and being made of the best 

Fie@ure 26. : FIGuRE 27. 

materials and in the best manner, it is to be recommended. Recently small 
packages made after the Wrscorr return pail, each package holding about 

five pounds of butter, have been introduced. Twelve of these packages are 

placed in a box in double tiers and are thus sent to market. 

The Etwere package is a Vermont invention, and consists in what may be 
termed a follower nearly as large as the inside of the tub, with a projection 
at two opposite points that slide down in grooves about an inch, and then 
become fast by sliding into another groove running in an opposite direction. 

The object of the follower is for salt to be placed upon it in such quantity 
as to produce a brine that will keep the air entirely excluded from the butter, 

preserving it from rancidity. The article is represented in figure 27. 

PREPARING FIRKINS FOR USE. 

In preparing firkins and tubs for use, boiling water should be poured into 
them and left to soak for twenty-four hours. Then fill with strong brine for 
two or three days, turn out and rinse with pure, cold water, and rub the 

33 
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sides with, pure fine salt. Tubs, after being fitted should be headed and 

brine poured in at a hole in the top so as to fill all intervening spaces. Fir- 

kins when filled may be covered with a thin piece of muslin, upon which is 

spread a layer of fine salt, and then closed with a wooden cover. Store in a 

clean, sweet, well-ventilated butter cellar until ready for market. Good 

butter in good tubs, properly packed and stored, need not wait long for a 

customer at top prices. 

WHEY BUTTER. 

At the farm dairies and among the early factories the butter taken from 

the whey was not considered of much account beyond furnishing a kind of 
grease for oiling the cheese. The whey was run into vats or tubs, and after _ 
standing from twelve to twenty hours, or longer, the cream was taken off and 

a sufficient quantity being obtained, it was placed in a kettle over the fire 
and “ tried out” something in the manner of preparing lard. At the farm 

dairies it was often churned and the butter purified by heating over a fire and 

pouring the oil from the sediment. The opinion did not at that time gener- 
rally prevail that any thing more than a respectable kind of grease could be 
obtained from whey cream. A few years ago, however, processes were 

adopted for obtaining whey butter and preparing it for table use. In this 
some factories have met with great success, being able to produce a quality 

of butter that, when freshly made and nicely put up, will sell in the market 

at the same price as the ordinary samples of butter made at farm dairies. 

Whey butter, however, both in texture and flavor, is inferior to fancy butter 
made from cream, and though when freshly made it may be made to pass for 

cream butter for table use, still it does not possess long-keeping qualities and 
should go into immediate consumption as soon as made. The following is a 
description of the processes by which whey butter is manufactured for the 
table. Under that entitled the hot process five hundred gallons. of whey on 
an average is said to yield twenty pounds of marktetable butter. 

THE HOT PEROCKSS. 

In this process the whey is drawn sweet directly from the curds to a vat 
having a copper bottom, and setting over an arch similar to those used for 
boiling sap in sugar making. The butter works are separated from the 
cheese manufacturing department, the arch and vat being arranged lower 

than the cheese vat, so that the whey may be readily drawn, simply by 
having a conductiug pipe from one vat tothe other. After drawing the whey 
one gallon of acid is added for every fifty gallons of milk, if the whey is 
sweet. If the whey is changed a less quantity of the acid will be sufficient, 
and if the acid is not sharp one pound of fine, pure salt should be incorpo- 
rated with it. The acid having been added in the above proportions heat is 
immediately applied to the mass until it indicates a temperature of from 

175° to 185° F. As the cream rises to the surface it is skimmed off and set 
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in a cool place until next day. It is then churned at a temperature of from 
56° to 68°, according to the temperature of the atmosphere, and then worked 

and salted according to the usual method of butter-making. The acid 

is made by taking any quantity of whey after extracting the cream, heating 
it to a boiling point, and adding a gallon of sharp, sour whey to every ten 

gallons of boiling whey, when all the caseine and albuminous matter remain- 
ing in the whey will collect in a mass. This is skimmed off and the whey 
left to stand for twenty-four to forty-eight hours, when it will be ready for use. 

THE COLD PROCESS. 

The other process, called the Eeear, or cold process, is said to make very 

good butter, but I am not so familiar with its operations or the quality of 
the butter produced as in the process I have first described. In the cold pro- 
cess the whey is drawn into a zinc vat, or one having a metal bottom. This 
vat is fifteen inches high, three feet wide and of convenient length. It sets 
in a wooden vat with space between the two for cold water. The whey is 
then drawn into the upper vat, and a handfull of salt added to every ten gal- — 
lons of whey. During the first two hours it is stirred thoroughly from the 

bottom every fifteen minutes. Afterward it is left to stand quiet for about 
twenty-four hours, when it is skimmed. The cream is then churned at a 

temperature of about 58°. If the temperature of the cream is above 60° 
cool it; if below 56° warm it. It is churned until the butter becomes granu- 
lated about the size of buckwheat kernels, when it is left to stand about five 

minutes, then let the buttermilk run off, and throw on cold water. Let it 

stand until it is hard before stirring much, then rinse with cold water until 

the water runs off clear, then churn it together or gather it and press the 

water out, and salt it at the rate of one pound of salt to fourteen pounds 

butter. Let it stand till next day and work and pack as with other butter. 
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AP PRN DIX. 

DAIRY BARN. 

SINCE writing the description of Dairy Barns, in the fore part of this volume, a 
correspondent of the RuRAL NEw-YorKER sends to that paper the following plans of a 

convenient dairy barn, which we think offer good suggestions to those who propose to 

erect this kind of building on dairy farms. He says:—This barn was designed and is 

now owned. by D. W. CLARK, Esq., of Schuyler’s Lake, N. Y., who is one of the leading 

dairymen of Otsego County. The principal advantages attained in its construction are a 

dry, light and well ventilated stable for cows, convenience in feeding and caring for the 
same, ample storage for all the forage needed during the winter, besides room for all the 

grain raised on a large dairy farm; also depositories for manure, so arranged that it is 
protected from the washings of heavy rains without incurring the risk of injuring the 

health of stock or rotting the timbers which support the stable floor, as is the case where 

the manure cellars are directly under the stable. 

By referring to the engrayings, the reader will understand how these advantages 

are secured. The basement. walls are built on a foundation of stone, hammered into 

the soil, and are twenty inches thick, of quarry stone, laid in lime mortar, and are 

eight feet high; the sills are bedded in mortar, and are of yellow pine. The cross 

sills are supported by two cast-iron columns (set on a thick stone, four feet square) under 

each bent. The piers under main sills are two by four feet, of quarry stone. There are 

six bents in the frame, the posts of which are braced and pinned at both top and bottom. 

The feed holes or traps are directly beneath the cupolas, which, together with the 

windows in rear of stables, are hung on hinges, and may be swung up to secure perfect 

ventilation. That portion of the basement devoted to stabling is thirty by seventy feet. 

Total area of building, fifty-two by seventy; has capacity for stabling forty-two cows, 

together with feed, horse-power machinery for cutting feed, &c. The root cellar is near 

the barn, where there is a stream of water convenient for washing roots and watering 

stock. The siding is of inch pine, planed and matched, and thoroughly painted. Total 

cost, $3,000. 
SUMMER TEMPERATURE OF THE DAIRY REGION. 

Mr. Anson BARTLETT of Ohio, in an address before the American Dairymen’s Asso- 

ciation, gives the following : 

It is well understood by practical cheese-makers that, in a temperature of 65° or 

below, there is very little difficulty in preserving milk, providing ordinary care is used to 

keep all utensils used for or about it clean and sweet, and that while such a temperature 

is maintained the merest tyro can produce a fair article of cheese, but that when the 

temperature of the atmosphere rises above that point, ascending as it does in some parts 
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A MODEL FARM BARN.— ELEVATION. 
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Enp View oF FRAMEWORK.—The ends or outside bents have walls clear across under sills, instead of iron 

columns. I,I, Iron columns. Hight of basement, 8 feet; hight of post from basement to rafters, 
16 feet; roof, one-half pitch. 

Basement.—A, alley. 8x70 feet; B, stall floor, 444x 0 feet; C, ditch or drop, 14 inches wide ; D, space or. 
walk ; HE, stanchions ; F, manure cellar ; G, piers, 2x4 feet ; H, columns under cross sills ; W, win- 
dows; I, doors. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE TEMPERATURE OF THE DAIRY REGION. 
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Monroe Co., Roch- 
Este eres ei eeae ‘ 95 | —10 | 47.3 | 46.2 | 27.5 | 51. | 45. | 35.88 | 66.5) 73. | 67.5158. | 12.57 |1863-66 

Erie Co., Buffalo,. 97 | — 9 | 48. 66.5. | 28. 48." | 45.5 | 44.11 | 66. | 73.5 | 68. | 60.5 | 15.42 |1858-66 
Chatauqua County ; 
Jamestown,..... J 97 | —17 | 46. 67. 25.75 | 49. | 41.5 | 50.84 | 66.5 | 72. | 70. | 59. | 18.80 |1864 

Ashtabula County, 
Austinburg,. ... 92 | —14 | 47.75 | 66. 28.75 | 52. | 44. | 43.39 | 63.5 | 71.5 | 71. | 58. | 18.77 |1863-64 

Columbiana ‘Co., 
K. Fairfield,..... 93 | — 8} 48.2 | 66. 25.5 | 54. | 46.5 | 59.44 | 67. | 73. | 64. | 60. | 28.64 |1866 Geauga Co., Welsh- ; 
WENGE spanoaon oder 94 | —12] 48.8 | 68.5 | 30. 52.5 | 43. | 51.88 | 69. | 73.2] 71. | 61. | 18.01 |1858-64 

Cuyahoga County, 
Cleveland,...... g 95 | —11 | 49.5 | 68.5 | 30. 52. | 46.5 | 40.84 | 70.5 | 74. | 67. | 62. | 18.96 |1857-66 

Huron Co., Nor- Si 
AiEulitae coelnabied "| 91 | —13 | 48.5 | 67.5 | 25.5 | 53.5! 46.5 | 39.81 | 67. | 73. | 70. | 60. | 1888 /1866 

Wayne Co., Woos- 
GOS ay cate erties 98 | —10 | 48.8 | ‘71. 27.0 | 54.5 | 44.5 70. | 76. | 73.5 | 63. 1864 Erie Co, Kelley’s 

: ISlnid wees ere 93 | —13 | 49. 69.8 | 29.8 | 52. | 48.5 | 81.07] 68.5 | 75. | 72. | 63.5 | 13.69 |1863-66 Lake County Mad- Ages 1S ON athe: ase J 95 | —10 | 49.2 | 72. 5 | 52.5] 43. | 46.54 | 68.8 | 71.7 | 68.4 | 64.6 | 15.53 |18574 De Kalb Co , Sand- } A 
WMO ahlowig aeaares —26 | 45.2 | 67.%5 | 23. 52.5 | 41. | 35.75 | 69. | '%5. | 68. | 59.5 | 17.40 !1864-66 La Salle Co., Otta- j 
WE coosammos suse 104 | —25 | 47.5 | 68.75 | 25.75 | 51.5 | 42.5 | 88.91 | 69. | 74.75] 69.5 | 62. | 13.88 |1857-66 Winnebago Co ,| = 
Winnebago,..... 2.) 98 | —28/ 44. | 68. | 26. | 52. | 41. | 25.17] 69. | 74. | 68.5] 60. | 17.77 |1858-66 

McHenry Co., Ma-| a 

rengo, ....... : i 99 | —17 | 45.5 | 66.2 | 22.2 | 51. | 44.5 | 43.92] 66.5 | 75. | 65. | 59. | 24.94 /1866 

Kane Co., Aurora, 96 | —20 | 46.5 | 67.5 | 23.5 /53. | 44. | 381.86! 67, | 76. 168. | 57. | 16.55 /1866 
Monroe County, Mon- 

roe, Mich... 2....5. 0. — 4) 48.75 | 67.2 | 28.5 | 56.5 | 42.5 | 39.52 | 67.5 | 73.2 | 68.5 | 59.2 | 18.81 |1863-66 Ingham Co. Agricultu- 
! ral College, Mich....} 99 | —22| 45.8 | 66. 25.2 | 50. | 42.5 | 28.12 | 66.5 | 73.5 | 66.5 | 57. | 10.71 |1864-66 

Cincinnati, Ohio,...... 99 | —12 | 55. 74, 37. 58. | 49. | 41.81) 73. | 78.3 | 74.3 | 67.3 | 15.82 11857-66 

Louisville, Ky....... 96 | —10 | 54.5 | %. 34.5 | 58.2 | 49. | 52.81 | 72.2 | 78.5 | 73. | 66.5 | 23.17 |1864-66 
Montgomery County, 

Clarksville, Tenn. ..|102 0 | 56.%5 | 73 40.5 | 54.5 | 51.5 | 48.49 | 72.5 | 77.5 | 78.5 | 68.5 | 15.49 |1864-66 
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of our country to 98° or 100°, the real troubles and difficulties of a cheese-maker begin to 

be experienced ; and tainted milk, that worst of all forms of milk, is met with, I believe, 

only when the thermometer marks a mean temperature for the day of over 70°. 
The preceding table, prepared with care, and compiled with a great deal of labor, 

shows the highest temperature, the lowest degree, mean annual temperature, mean 
temperature of summer, mean temperature of winter (counting four months, JunegJuly, 
August and September, as summer, and four months, December, January, February and 
March, as winter), the mean temperature of two spring months, the mean of two fall 
months, the meansannual rain fall, the mean temperature of each of the four months, 
June, July, August and September, and the mean rain of all these four warmest months, 
at some thirty-four different stations, beginning in the Northeast part of Vermont and 
Western Massachusetts, extending through New York, Northern Ohio, Southern Mich- 
igan and in the Northern part of Illinois, one station in Cincinnati, in Southern Ohio, 
Louisville, Ky., and Clarksville, Tennessee. 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF MILK IN GALLONS, CARRIED ON THE ERIE RAILWAY, FOR 
THE YEARS 1861, 1862, 1863, 1864 anp 1865. 

1861. 1862 1863. 1864. 1865. 

MEUM ATR pareinieiaisinterst ate aistelciete set sie ee ones eats cree ele 386,907 9,085 398,295 393,995 422,327 MO DEUAT Yrs cece tticancine os conse Gomes neu geks 368,537 312,297 384,917 413,277 410,68’ VT CH cect tecinctas/taislete sees cisions Canton eeeenwewe ees 447,227 448,525 469,755 521,430 H April 486,192 501,000: 550,722 582,657 630,865 May 580,167 613,992 ‘ 715,500 (35,087 809,195 June. é 623,127 644,877 786,852 815,975 935,972 Aik eas aaneoseueerin : 655,457 689,915 782,845 808,065 941,667 PATUSFUS EIN. sist sicle shel aveleicicieiele'e -| . 604,895 652,975 796,092 780,577 871,382 September....... ........5. te : 521,265 556,650 671,995 0,587 733,71 OCEODER to eerinn tatccicate ocacweteiecesee es 6 499,247 509,107 604,672 611.342 640,753 UNG Ve rial CTE cco ciciniche eins cteiclelainle sieieictoiacigds ise 894,522 407,192 492,992 516,920 528,470 DE COMMDET ee ese ton nostic ece soe needed sntbnnee 400,222 394,920 423,805 456,825 490,256 

MEG aMMepemcreicisrstetein vets peso Hacie natecweg eeanineiiets 5,967,770 6,180,537 7,078,455 7,296,740 7,956,189 

RECAPITULATION. 
PSH total eallOnstincaiaseacaneessctescn aces cece ceeds ee oneee acnaooecdoundos-daccanae 5,967,770 Meera (GO. > Miissineeaisgtes aeeicteen ondds secisndas dues ivwsctes cavesiteeeeetioe mancgee 180,537 1863, LO rae rein ctea tae ec taistcts walter cine ee ees irr, 2 ee me tM CERIN CLC) gest en gr 7,078,455 1864, GOl yt seit soak cate alelaluleia;siv{els|«)sin\ alajelelnieivis’aleisisle/elele/snieeieteiinic clecc eee encne 5296, 740 865, (GIG) NW easacbnonddkconeodboced” oone wefaiatejelsfalsi-leleieleisielvoriinen eccrine 7,956,189 

DAIRY PRODUCT OF THE STATE OF OHIO AND THAT OF HERKIMER COUNTY, N. Y. 

The statement is made on the authority of the Ohio Farmer that for the past ten years 
there has been a gradual decline in the dairy products of that State. The statistics given 
show that in 1860 there was a larger amount of cheese and butter made in the State than 
in 1868.. These statistics are as follows: 

OHIO DAIRY PRODUCT. 

Pounds Butter./Po’nds Cheese. Pounds Butter.|Po’nds Cheese. 

TRH acncateeseceee aera 38,440,498 24,816,424 82,450, TRISTE sa aah Spot ei 35,442,858 20,637,253 BP 34 GOR 22198098 1862 aM HN FRE US 8 34,065,629 20,752,097 34,833,445 19,985,486 ey ererelateyaim eheicteleiet Serenictelae 121,275 130, 7: 005 H NBGLG hee PHS fe oe 31'141'876 18,097°095 BE aes pisepee SS eee 

HERKIMER COUNTY, N. Y., DAIRY PRODUCT. 

Pounds Butter |Po’nds Cheese. Pounds Butter.|Po’nds Cheese. 
—_ 

492,673 16,767,999 aay ert ai FA, 4 313,755 16,808'352 TBE cant pat dae BAL eae meaty 232/961 18,172,913 PUTER Haas Racsagty aa 204,634 15,570,487 SS ————————————— ——S ee 
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CHEESE STATISTICS. 

The following tables in relation to the product of cheese made at different factories of 

New York and the price at which it soll—going over a series of years from 1863 to 1871— 

will be found useful. They are taken from the official reports of the factories sent to the 

Secretary of the American Dairymen’s Association, and printed in the annual transactions 

of that Society from year to year: 

CONDENSED REPORTS. 

The following Table gives the average number of cows, amount of cured cheese, average 

price, and average pounds of mill to one of cured cheese for the several factories 

from which full reports have been received for the year 1864: 

Am/’nt of |Av’e price] Ay’e lbs. 
Average |a» = * e’d cheese|per B., in| milk for 

NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |numberof made in |cents andlone cured 

cows. | pounds. |fractions.| cheese. 

McLean.......seeeecececeeceeee ....-|MeLean, Tompkins..... 937 802,084 ee 9.60 

Adams Cheese@.....--seeeeseeeeers Adams, Jefferson......-- “00 142.518 23.09 9.95 

Blodgett Mills......--...+s+++.-++ Cortlandville, Cortiand. 290 71,800 21.00 10.12 

Gilbert Mills............+- Sotatsede Gilbert Mills, Oswego. 850 110,465 18.96 10.10 

Oneida Cheese........-.seeeeeeeee Oneida, Madison...... 119,346 13.32 9.87 

Hart .........- Siri sroiciaielsletats! steisfovbisi Oneida Luke, Madison 270 422 21.42 10.30 

Oneida Cheese.....--...-+++-+++++ Oneida, Madison......-. 2 Sane 174,848 21.05 9.94 

Roberts? . 1. see e eee ee eee sense eee eee Floyd, Oneida......----- 26 Hii) ll Sosdace 2 22.17 | ones 

W OOGWOTth’S ......--2 eee eee eee Yorkshire, Cattaraugus ae 420 124,284 23.00 9.51 

_ Higginsville.........-+2+eeeeeeeee| Higginsville, Oneida.... io 245 65,776 21.81 9.75 

PeCKSPOLt ....-. eee eee e eee ee eee es Eaton, Madison......- Bo 850 284,543 20.50 9.91 

Frankfort .......-.eeeeceeeeeeeeees Frankfort, Herkimer. . BS 475 191,702 21.23 9.42 

Herkimer County Union........ Little Falls, Herkimer... bo 460 151,980 22.43 9.88 

Mannsville.. o0..0 61. c.cceececeeee |Mannsville, Jefferson. a 600 162,000 23.06 10.01 

Parker's .....+- Rh Ee S Boone Wardwell, Jefferson.. 300 72,010 21.50 9.85 

Center Brook Otego, Otsego......-- C 945 25.00 9.23 

Cc. H. Curtiss’ ..-) Waterville, Oncida.......-.-.5-- 250 61,140 22.54 10.18 

Decatur.......---eeeeeere ences ---.-|Decatur, OtsegO.-...-+++--++---- 600 207,634 veces 9.50 

Wallkill Creamery Association. Middletown, Orange........- mis 400 VEHAUD | oe adeac Bas 

Philadel] phid.........--.+-+2+ee++- Barber’s Corners, Jefferson.... a 90,401 21.68 10.26 

WeEEK’S .. 0. sceeccceccecceeres .| Verona, Oneida............2s2e0+ 530 173,691 21.31 9.59 

Duaniels’........- Diet cicjerctaisictetaters ..|MeDonough, Chenango........- 500 149,131 19.50 9.75 

Holmesville........--+++-++- Holmesyville, dO seeeeeeee 400 114,246 20.62 9.90 

Miller’s........-.- pedbodo> Constableville, Lewis......-.... 580 182,111 22.07 9.54 

Collins.......- Collins, Erie.........sseseeeeeee- Sal 249,608 20.73 9.85 

Hawleyton... Hawleyton, Broome............ 265 68,660 PIESOK one neces 

Coal Creek.... Coal Creek, Herkimer........... 475 176,000 18.80 10.00 

Stevens....... 5 Lowville, Lewis..........-.++++- 750 207,121 21.60 10.16 

Charleston...... Charleston, Montgomery....... 330 98,101 22.25 9.84 

Nelson........... ..|Nelson, Madison............+00++ 575, 199,884 19.69 9.78 

West Schuyler... ..|West Schuyler, Herkimer...... 550 196,916 21.90 9.71 

Springfield Center ..|Springfield Center, Otsego..... 300 137,866 21.29 9:97 

Mile Strip....... 5 ..|Fenner, Madison.......-++++++-- 360 122,105 21.14 9.85 

West Exeter.... ..| West Exeter, Otsego... 500 172,894 21.75 10.07 

Brookfield....... ..|Brooktield, Madison... abe 200 4,996 24.25 8.31 

Orwelliteenaccda .-|Orwell, OSWEZO...-.-eeeseseecees 250 72,59’ 21.70 10.00 

North Litchtield .|\North Litchfield, Herkimer.... 875 127,275 21.70 9.90 

Deansville....... aaa6 ..|Deansville, Oneida.........-++.- 275 83,09. 21.33 10.38 

Deerfield and Mar ..|Marey, Oneida....... SBosDooQOoCo 1,082 295,115 20.07 10.26 

Stanley’s ..'Adams, Jefferson......... Sei atarad 400 134,05 18.80 9.90 

SOribaer cc cccceds ..|Seriba, Oswego.......+.- camemee 400 100,744 20. 9.35 

East Berkshire. ..../Franklin, Vermont............-- § 101,539 24.00 10.00 

Ingraham & Hustis’.....------+-- Adams, Jefferson.......-. o6u0606 600 142,518 23.09 9.95 

Whitestown Bpacddepdecotogne Whitestown, Oneida...........- 204,025 22.70 10.0 

MITIN J. cece cs ecw ec ce eects ecccoeens Turin, Lewis.........- oooadconeas 730 fi 19.68 9.58 

Sears’... ...|Cuyler, Cortland.......... eee Se 770 PAVESer |) apooe 9.93 

Loraine. ...|Loraine, Jefferson .......-.-+--- 400 106,000 21.25 9.72 

Brown’s. ..../{Columbus, Chenango..........- 875 114,429 22.00 9.64 

Canton.. ..|Canton, St. Lawrence........... 68,032 aoe 9.76 

FL. Nj Carrier’s.....-.-ccccercccees| | teeces | entterescccssocccs 400 ADE G25: i): ace e 9.59 

W estcott’s .....-secceee eee eeeeees Watertown, Jefferson..........- 318 91,639 23.37 9.52 
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The following table gives the average number of cows 
price, and average pounds of milk 
from which full reports have been recei 

, amount of cured cheese, average 
to one of cured cheese for the several factories 

ved for the year 1865: 

Average Sane of oye Dolce ae Ue 3 i c’d cheese|per %., in| mi or 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND CouNTY. SSS made in |cents indlone eured 

q pounds. |tractions.| cheese. 

Whitesboro, Oneida 600 206.567 17.25 10.05 Trenton, do 8 275,270 16.12 9.75 Holland Patent, do 432 168,592 a 9.42 |Paris, ; do 600 169,714 15.90 9.53 Durhamville, do 250 74,146 16.00 10.43 erona, do 500 174,110 15.8 9.99 Stittville, to) 650 06, 16.27 9.68 Little Falls, Herkimer 580 226,017 16.50 9.91 Starkville, (a) 580 168,037 “AG 9.90 WiesteSchuy ler ees iene etn aiEl West Schuyler, do 1,000 401,884 16.06 9.61 Herkimer...... ..-|Herkimer, do 490 190,538 16.05 9.99 Oneida..... sec -/Oneida Castle, Madison 525 191,681 16.09 9.79 Lamunion' & C., No -.|/Stockbridge, OO *5a5Robe 350 118,171 16. 9.74 Hunt’s........ S065 - |Hubbardsville, do. 400 135,552 15.43 9.91 Houseville. Houseville, Lewis 257,029 15.60 9.50 High Market High Market, dork 460 148,981 15.58 9.21 Miller’s....... Constableville, do ............ 750 261,364 16.01 9.35 Hall’s......... Barnes’ Corners, do ............ 125,752 14.55 9.63 Mees ae Martinsburgh, do ............ 150 58,680 15.41 9.29 Barker’s..... Richville, St. Lawrence.....__. 640 181,465 14.50 9.43 Southville..... Southville, GOR Os re 1 5,060 15.17 9.45 Wings eee oe Canton, GON sas Oe 354 106,227 15.25 9.44 Volney Center........ -.| Volney Center, Oswego.......... 200 46,886 15.00 9.87 Prattville ............... ..|Prattville, — Os Menonoesqanne 400 116,154 14.70 10.00 Gilbert’s Mill............. --|Gilbert’s Mills, do ............ 340 131,042 15.25 9.84 East Sandy Creek.......... -/H. Sandy Creek, do ............ Al 292,494 14.64 10.44 Rankeers, a costed. eee en ee Wardwell, Jefferson............ 400 140,183 15.25 9.87 Meffingwellis...o250..55 0, Henderson, Oko Goneededs Sau 135 66,847 aia 9.99 BonhOy & | Conse... eee Loraine, do ear 800 220,865 16.25 10.03 Ualiones ba ee ee Cee Watertown, GOs sheen ea 170 2,453 Pe 9.73 Ingraham & ©o.’s.....1..00255, 00. Adams, do . een 875 262,800 15.60 10.10 Cayiduittars jest ice eh tece enews Fonda, Montgomery. 845 323,436 15.61 9.81 Charleston Four Corners........|Charlest’n 4Cor.,do . 183,584 15.50 10.00 Springfield Center........ -.../Spring. Center, Otsego 442 141,136 15.12 10.54 SHUGHES ye eae een ..| West Exeter, do 500 182,951 15.75 10.02 .../Otego, do 100 30.696 17.45 weer McLean, Tompkins. 1,300 556,211 ry bhi 10.10 Freeville, donee 237,886 Bess 9.78 Sinclairville, Chautauqu 793 186.980 17.60 9.88 Arkwright, dot 50 187,909 15.93 9.78 Mina &Sherman,do .. 1,350 490,000 Scie cic Throopsville, Cayuga.. 450 125,000 teats ante New Hudson, Allegany. . 300 77,198 15.00 9.69 IBA BiTeSS ae CR SOnes sera Mie Truxton, Cortland....... 600 222,453 16.07 9.82 Holmesyille..... cnteieineieceoe :...../Holmesville, Chenango. 650 219,034 15.25 9.84 Brows eee ese Bene eae Columbus, does 500 179,206 6.00 9.66 Maine Veins SoSe te EMRE ha: Maine, Broome............... 200 39.560 15.50 , 9.75 Michigan Creamery............ -.|Middletown, Orange........ 2, 16.00 aad NA/eN VFR i Se ape Nee Middletown. Ow ese ees 87,686 ants roe Worcester Co. Association...... Warren, Massachusetts......... 450 131,379 15.33 10.17 East Berkshire................... East Berkshire, Vermont....... 800 33,00 L a 00 -50 ASOURSE eerie neekn a lsielefelolamieteisie Richmond, IGID Sachodes 29,600 Pian Bartlett’s........ see elites cece Fowler’s Mills, Ohio............. 671 255,390 15.60 9.80 Buker’s Dairy...... teeceeeeeeees./Mairfield, Michigaun.............. 46 29,440 16.50 Fel 

27,756 9,452,567 15.76 9.81 

The following Table gives the number of cows 
average pounds of milk to one of cur 
several Factories, from which full Reports have been r. 

, amount of cured cheese, average 
ed cheese, and 

price, 
average weight, for the 

eceived, for the year 1866: 

NAME OF FACTORY. Locrion AND County. 

Ce 
Whitesboro, Oneida......... be 
North Gage, do ........... 
HKloyd, GO) Roa cies 
Ava, GO cyarotetereorereee 
Paris, Ona Nati 
Verona, dope see 

Frankfcrt, do 

-|Hubbardsville, do 
Brookfield, do 

-|Florida, Montgomery 

Stockbridge, Madison......... 

Amount | Aver. 
Whole |Shri’k-| of cured price 
number 
of Cows.|Per ct. made, in |ets. and 

r + | Aver. age. cheese |# i.,in wt. 

pounds. |fract’ns 

: 59,277 58 67 
5% 82,100 17.41 

: 96 716 al| beeen 

183,479 | 47.91 11 
| 17.95 72 

T1784 | 17.95 61 

Aver. 
lbs. 
milk 

forone 
cured 
cheese 

= my 

Bo sesso S00 SREaKSewowae 
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Table for 1866.— Continued. 

Amount | Aver. anes 
Whole |Shri’k-| of cured | price Asan, || sage 

NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |number| age. cheese |prlb.in w't. |foro 
ot Cows.|Per ct.| made, in |cts. and b isan 

pounds. |fract’ns GiGene 

Charleston Four Corners.../Charl’tn 4 Cor., Montgomery.. 525 163,886 17.25 nes 10.00 
Smith Creek ................. Palatine, do 5H 675 22,390 17.25 79 9.95 
Gilbert’s Mills............... Gilbert’s Mills, Oswego........ 430 151,621 16.70 Soe 9.73 
Ingell & Smith’s............. .| Volney, Gow reser. 375 126,939 16.70 Bad 9.72 
| ES017771) CRS eee Hecae Mexico, COP NRE Rs hee 516 ous 134,181 14.83 102 9.96 
MB MTU ILS: 2. icicle och cc cccic eels Pulaski, Ou an 270 AOA 67,406 16.00 = 9.62 
RRR Sete cine’ si isisicinn as ce alcinle Gonstableville, Hepis booaboCsoo 650 6.45 229,852 18.01 9.51 
Elem Saale oc. secccee-sccecss Glensdale, do .......... 700 AGE 273,490 7.10 91 9.59 
Sulphur Springs............. Dowville iw fo dos seeeee 770 214,282 15.48 106 9.84 
ES DIMarket cc. s ties cece oes High Market, ae aenine 450 é 136,157 17.21 os8 9.35 
EOS ccigeccccsecieaacceonts Canton, St. Lawrence.......... 675 167,878 | ..... 83 9.56 
PUIG SS cisia aie ccisiensitccscecere Adams, Jefferson............... 800 248,376 16.76 aCe 9.98 
Bonfoy, B. & A.............. Lorraine, dO _............045 530 181,686 7.32 nae 9.69 
Collins RoDeer: Cuisecsesenerane |Collins Center, Hrie............ 662 246,739 | 15.86 Bee 9.88 
BAPSH COMING. cieecces cscs ccs do OP ae 625 216,479 16.52 G2 9.43 
Brant Center ats Brant wim NidOneenee. 300 105,466 16.75 TON aiiesictocta 
Canadawa.... Arkwright Chautauqua 687 186,608 15.43 57 9.65 
Sinclairville.. Sinclairville, Co) 1,049 238,060 16.67 55 9.39 
Beattie’s ......... .|Truxton, Cortland 468 150,720 17.59 83 9.85 
Throopsville GC. M. A .|Auburn, Cayuga........ 400 139,455 16.41 SD, irene 
Simpson’s........ ee .|New Hudson, Allegany 400 136,030 16.13 pete 9.29 
De Witt C. M. A. .|De Witt, Onondaga... 300 103,453 |... Bp 10.07 
Hawleyton....... \..|Hawleyton, Broome. 200 60.000 18.89 O64 9.28 
Bpringyille ss: eos. seeks Springville, Pennsylvania. - Sees Bees 18.00 (fT ie is te 
paecwater niethaeiatt ovaisteromne Bridgewater, do Pads 200 62,000 7.50 70 9.06 
BPE LOEE I A ocaciedavss cceaee do Onesies 148 44,016 17.61 on 9.55 
\VALNGNy Ssedapsenscoocoscopensco Hinesburg, Vermont.......... 500 4% 128,196 16.60 62 9.82 
Fairfield..... ABC COR Manno teed Fairfield, Michigan ............ 260 101,335 16.42 9.58 
WVIGIGITS anc co cicccisucieis cuciscicce Evansville, Wisconsin......... 339 103,650 | ..... 9.60 
WOUAUBEOWM sc ccjcciccicieisie ce cele cine Compton, Quebec, Canada.... 250 28 60,000 | ..... 9.25 

18,779 4.64 6,356,412 17.02 7646 9.68 

The following Table gives the number of cows, amount of cured cheese, average price, 
average pounds of milk to one of cured cheese, and average weight, for the several 
Factories from which full Reports have been received, for the year 1867: 

Whole 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |number of 

SOW 

Verona Landing C. M. A....|Higginsville, Oneida. 200 
ks’ Verona, do 740 

Manheim, Herkimer 450 
Constableville, Lei 1,050 

..|Colliersville, do . 400 
--|Root, Montgomery...... 89 475 
..|Oneida Lake, Madison..,.... 500 

4 Hamlet, Chautauqua........ 646 
Port Byron C.M.A.......... Port Byron, Cayuga......... 15 
Gowanda eee Sseseecsccecs ese Gowanda, Erie............... 550 
Collins Center............. --.(Collins C’tr do ............00. 681 
Gilbert’s Mills................ Gilbert’s Mills, Oswego...... 450 
Mion). s..eeese ADOGHODDOOHOOISE Mexico, GOS Sabon 1,200 
Prattville ............0.cceeee do Glan WM 55866 260 
Granby Center...... sohasosne Granby Center, do ..... 220 
IGN AacobHaecaoceeOS sseeeee-|Colosse, G@® © sdoe6 500 

B. W. OSWEZO... sc ceccceesnees Oswego, do wae 220 
Rhodes’....... wucececeesteones Scriba, Gis Anes 138 
Wimiones: ...t.sss posanebocdece do (GUY Thane 825 
Mermillion: (2.542 ,..0000. ...»| Vermillion, (000 Ao awG 490 
velney Center Volney, dole 2 350 
Smith’ Fulton, Loy Apis. c=. 500 
ions -|Sandy Creek, GOWentee ce: 229 

Schroeppel, do 350 
do do 475 

-|New Haven, do 175 
Bowen's Corners... -|Granby, do 489 
Pairfield..........0.05 -|Fairfield, Michigan...... 540 

12,778 

Amou’t of| Ave. price 
e’d cheese] per f.,in 
made, in |cents and 
pounds. fractions. 

Aver- 

weight 

2501510 14.40 ie) 
70 

117,696 13.94 80 
8,60 13.02 90 

147,967 13.50 be 
Hiss) | eSocac 70 

271,410 15.12 66 
158,984 13.08 79 

1609 13.16 : 
66,592 12.50 . 

37,750 12.50 
37,000 
88,400 

104,898 12.20 
120,463 +26 
148.543 15.00 . 
70,030 92 
07, 13.00 an 

126,500 -00 
33,646 .50 
155,452 12.75 an 
215,498 14.00 

8,779,045 13.12 73 

Aver. lbs. 
milk for 
one h.ec’d 
cheese. 

9.54 

fot hot Tt 

BRsSSsaskeeeozearses 

ao A) 
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The following Table gives the number of cows, amount of cured cheese, average price, 
average pounds of milk to one of cured cheese, and average weight, for the several 
Factories from which full Reports have been received, for the year 1868: 

: Whole | Amount | Average | Aver- gates jhe 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |number Of| of cheese | price per o one one 

Cows. made. {100 pounds|weight pet 

BARS. cca dals ade senostatectoes Holland Patent, Oneida..... 526 169,249 15.80 wa 9.92 
Waleox’s 222as-sceneeae hae Paris, dower: 140 42,126 15.13 oie 10.26 
Verona Landing.............. |Higginsville, Oe ceacs 300 118,770 15.33 Re 10.17 
Weeks? i.e. hones oranuee Verona, Oe soe 560 183,616 16.09 60 9.80 
West Canada Creek.......... NorbhiGare,| gay do} cs... 300 124,075 16.50 ar 9.75 
Cook, Ives & Co.’s.... ....... Salisbury, Herkimer......... 550 183,319 16.00 69 10.15 
Newyiile Association........ Newville, CO ee acs: 690 193,110 16.64 10.00 
North Cazenovia............. Chittenango Falls, Madison. D) 73,450 15.00 taese 
MODAN OM ste. ses eae Leonardsville, doe 450 149.750 wile ae aen 9.50 
Brown & Co.’S....cseeeseeceee Georgetown, Gla oe 550 179,473 15.40 Ole oe ee ee ee 
See U HOUD Yasar desemetenceeeee do do 5 140 42,284 15.35 se | eee 
Beech & ©0.’S.......c.cceecees do do 200 58,185 15.62 BS Mp firs woncee 
Mack’s.......... He Sane do doves 1i5 52.530 15.86 Lent) ea) paras 
B. Fletcher’s..... 5 do do 102,184 15-63) il Ses | ieee titan 
Sulphur Springs. .|Lowville, _Lewis.. 500 429,111 15.66 56 9.91 
Milleris:ccsees cectee ce. ...|Constableville, do .. 1,000 300,64 15.87 9.88 
Leyden Cheese Association|Leyden, Ope 02 170,246 15.32 9.75 
Evans Mills......2........000. [Evans Mills, Jefferson 1,100 335,850 15.21 60 9.88 
COOpEr’s. 7b chee he dade ae Oo do 270 54,078 15.33 68 9.65 
Jefferson County Factories. |(Aggregate)............ £3,692 6,245,806 15.33 60 10.00 
Mexico Union.......2.....0.- Mexico, Oswego..... 0 164,256 15.02 18 10.06 
PLAeVAlle\ ticle ect oaeielserarsoe pias do (6) Sopoor apa be 450 82,324 14.60 15 10.28 
COlGERE EVEL. Ea cone dee ce Colosse, AO eee eres 400 |. 47573 15.00 15 10.12 
TERS hin aie: do Mikel ha cuad TASES) Opes eee sees 130 12,675 14.00 «s 10.32 
Sriiph se Ed Mas a. duo Volney, Gt acres 415 153,57 14.60 as 9.31 
SiMIPH Be Reese Beeek use san New Haven,do ............ 130 26,120 15.50 a 9.14 
OGLE Mera s Ree sts de tie Root, Montgomery .......... 530 139,351 15.53 74 9.90 
Delp Aye Ow, tae Delphi, Onondaga............ 450 148,765 15.25 “e 10.17 
Hast Fabius......0..002.00000. ENDIUB; sO) par oane ates 450 142,623 15.30 9.58 
IBCALEIO’B: ei eccks bakkie ectsanes Truxton, Cortland........... 600 169,233 15.75 10.27 
Orangeville...........sceccees Orangeville, Wyoming...... do7 109,487 15.29 se 9.63 
Lancaster..........cccceeseeee Lancaster, Hrie.............. 7. | a eee: Paes os 9.80 
Simpson’s............0cce sees New Hudson, Allegany..... 3 160,881 15.16 . 9.50 
Meadow Valley...... Ellicottville, Cattaraugus... 1i5 55,827 15.06 9.75 
H. & 8. Smith’s West Exeter, Otsego........ 315 115,624 15.65 10.19 
Sinclearville. Sinclearville, Chautauqua.. 813 203,567 15.27 9.67 
Canadawa.... Arkwright, do as 968 253,348 15.01 55 9.62 
Clear Sprin Fredonia, do 410 74,078 15.60 70 10.38 
Gerry....... erry, do 33 400 SEOIB sli, sees saree 60 9.90 
Walleyeencne 5 Maven Hinesville, Vermont........ 400 TREO Eee 9.90 
Carler)ats cy deseaen sores ..|Painesville, Ohio...... oe 200 41,039 15.00 9.80 
MAN ak pemnaenenedan Ueaecteeoe Evansville, Wisconsin 78,745 16.25 aie [igang oa 
Elk Mountain ...............- Asheville, North Carolina.. 230 30,000 25.00 Ke: Seal anaes 
Blue Grass.........seeeecsess Childsburg, Kentucky....... 250 72,500 16.70 a 10.10 
ONEATI ON eet he Nee Norwich, Ontario, Canada.. 300 72,670 14.10 He 9.87 

| 42,643 | 11,505,640 15.65 65 9.88 

The following Table gives the number of cows, amount of cured cheese, average price, 
average pounds of milk to one of cured cheese, and average weight, for the several 
Factories from which full Reports have been received, for the year 1869 : 

Whole | Amount | Average | Aver- ae ape 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. {number of| of cheese} price per| age one pound 

Ows. made. |100 pounds|weight cheeoe 

Whitesboro...... -|Whitesboro, Oneida......... 800 260.307 16.69 9.93 
Willow Grove. Trenton, dn. cone 1, 389,876 7 68 9.99 
Wilcox... Sauquoit, do 200 51,226 15.25 10.09 
Lee Cente Lee Center, do 400 139,675 16.38 By 9.47 
Waterville. Waterville, do 780 215,693 16.17 oe 9.46 
West Branch West Branch, do vides” | bail’ auguea seeaR Le Neco eee Ap 9.44 
Wriard’s\e-scncccens Holland P’t’nt, do 215 16.34 9.77 
Vernon....... senees -.|Vernon, do . 650 16.52 9.68 
Verona Landing...... --|Higginsville, do . ni 400 } 16.00 9.75 
Wile Sev dca couacogenieg6 W000 Verona, do. oe 590 199,506 16.71 62 9.85 
Newville Association........ Little Falls, Herkimer...... 856 811,906 17.45 ee 9.82 
Herkimer County Union.... do don ash esce 350 111,848 16.55 . 10.11 
Danube Cold Spring......... do COWanereeee 200 77,439 16.56 ne 9.66 
UTICA perce cele -leleeieieiele cieivielsisia Frankfort, (VO Ggnood 800 311,413 16.77 67 9.90 
Cazenoviaseisevcscsstaccsecce. Cazenovia, Madison......... 581 189,531 15.%5 65 9.69 
Bridgeport......sssccecssceces Bridgeport, do ......... 300 97,418 15. 2% 9.85 
EEXCeISIOL“ .....cccccscesceccece Brookfield, (Kis Vnapacoaas 400 PAGO Be tines cccia es 68 9.55 
(OnE es eaddcbusesscouE oponsanaoe Deer River, Lewis........... 350 129,618 16.25 54 9.54 
UMTblitig cadesauadonacioonncaoob0bE Turin, (ay asadnoaoaae 550 15. 60 9.53 
Sulphur Spring........ --|Lowville, Go seieseet 571 158,537 16.13 62 9.64 
Hvans Mills...... .-|Evans Mills, Jefferson.......| 1,140 350,191 15.84 64 9.45 
Hamlin’s........ . ..|Rutland, Gl) 8 Sc5080 350 102,176 16.22 65. 9.90 

| Alexandria Bay............../Alexandria Bay,do ..ee.ee 320 202 15.72 60 9.71 
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Table for 1869.— Continued. 

Whole | Amount | Average | Aver- ue Ae 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |number of| of cheese| price per| age |one pound 

Cows. made. |100 pounds)weight) cheese. 

South Champion............. South Champion, Jefferson. 400 142,129 15.73 a 9.65 
MIL CRN ere oljepiciccctn sinc csina/sis.« Mexico, Oswego.......... 950 257,946 15.86 ne 9.76 
Gilbert’s Mills.......-+ee0--.: Gilbert’s Mills, do ........... 500 33,746 15.43 87 9.17 
Bowen’s Corners......-..+++ Bowen’s Cor’s, do ........... 300 110,581 15.10 62 9.40 
EVO UTMUIeA Rec ee terse eskclcis Hermon, St. Lawrence...... 700 218,349 15.81 50 9.14 
PRG O eee cn snebisie saree cine ee Root, Montgomery.......... 63' 184,478 15.88 aS 9.80 
PE EWUDIC Sos cect ce ssieccesictelnce's Truxton, Cortland........... 390 LORAIN) Mpa eanoe 52 9.07 
Scott........ Be OCOBBOOnOIEOSON Scott, GO. Bresson 150 48,112 15.30 50 9.45 
Gowanda........... .|Gowanda, Cattaraugus 600 196,716 15.67 : 9.35 
First Collins.... do do 730 306,239 16.28 6 9.00 
Farmersville. Farmersville, do 345 127,107 15.53 6 9.33 
Clear Spring. Fredonia, Chautauqua 325 119,533 15.41 es 9.68 
North Collins North Collins, Erie... 450 150,451 16.15 50 9.22 
Hast Log..... Pike, Wyoming. 200 MAS) 7) ee 99 OAS 
Sugartown... Sugartown, do ee BG 855 113,650 15.10 e1 9.43 
Sharon Center. .|Sharon Center, Schoharie... 250 47,221 15.7 60 soce 
vel @\Sne dqqsnes baonOObenRCOCCnoO West Edmeston, Otsego.... 900 304,567 16.62 oc 9.73 
INOEEAUB OM Gace siesisis cies s viscieisie Middle Granville, Wash’n.. 250 96,224 15.92 a 9.75 
HOE PAM assets cciacienreisisclcies cle Fort Ann, dom PRU bes onacbao wi}i skaonbeo c 60K 
Franklin Creamery .......... Franklin, Delaware.......... Seed ti Wi dacacade al keebeacidbidc : A5a6 
ECA Aae “ee 2aece BeCaAnOOne Hinesburg, Vermont........ 700 a Gy rss teal (rears : 9.48 
GER RSs Aharon Home cape aes IRerry) OWION cece ceetee cael 400 137,161 15.42 s 9.90 
MMCIAWANEG. 22.6 Fe 0-rdecccacccees Delaware, lowa..... sgnonshoo 100 20,000 17.00 : gon6 
Rosendale .......-+-esssseeee Rosendale, Wisconsin....... 280 60,500 15.50 ‘ 9.96 

22,167 6,928,193 16.02 65 9.64 

The following table gives the number of cows, amount of cured cheese, average price, 
average pounds of milk to one of cured cheese, and average weight for the several 
factories from which full reports have been received for the year 1870: 

Whole Amount | Average Av’gze verse 
NAME OF FACTORY. LOCATION AND COUNTY. |numberof/of cheese] price per A Bia 

cows made 00 Ibs. |Weight/for one bb. : F 2 cheese. 

Willow Grove ...|Trenton, 900 363,302 14.25 67 10.10 
Weeks..... aistaaistateta .| Verona, 700 221,061 14.28 60 10.00 
Rome Association .|Rome, 750 252,689 14.06 72 10.78 
Lee Center Lee Center, 650 198,448 14.00 68 9.94 
Stittville .|Stittville, 800 267,271 14.24 ae 10.30 
Wilcox.. De -|Sauquoit, G\0". Grbnoeconade 150 204 13.15 54 10.50 
Hampton Association.......; Hampton, dO ............ 450 147,099 13.65 Ne 10.04 
55 ean Anecosee adoee spades Glen, Montgomery.......... 425 181,600 13.50 65 10.21 

Smith Creek............006 (2) |\RortiPlaing Wy do} visisccereeee 1,000 315,384 14.75 20 9.90 
OUI aanaccuicecaetacts ciisicds co sies Root, GO} VSee cect 15 185,462 13.83 ag 10.42 

South Jordan.........ss+.... Brookfield. Madison........ 495 36,553 13.80 66 9.66 
New Woodstock............. New Woodstock, do ........ 840 244,611 12.80 a6 9.95 
WIEN adooerecseoouced Goobered Stockbridge. GIo Wa obe 600 171,787 13.87 ne 9.78 
North Fairfleld.............. North Fairfield, Herkimer.. 500 68,217 14.83 60 9.68 
Sulphur Spring.............. Lowvyille, Lewis............. 450 157,102 13.62 36 10.16 
Leyden Association......... Leyden, GO) “Gecoscesdo009 370 4,609 13. Be 9.92 
McLean COWL pastorate McLean, Tompkins.......... 525 12 wale vig 9.62 
South Berlin................. South Berlin, Rensselaer... 270 70,777 13.45 ao 10.12 
Pierrepont............. deoceas Pierrepont, St. Lawrence... 420 178) 13.65 : 9.42 
SUMP SOM Teele silele calvie ce niele New Hudson, Allegany..... 700 196,072 15.00 oe 9.99 
East Ashford.............++- East Ashford, Cattaraugus. 550 129,961 13.75 70 9.46 
Gowanda........ BI ceicithe lemeiee Gowanda, do cid 430 fr 13.82 OG 9.49 
Burnham’s (8). peice —  Chatauqua... 1,734 529,705 18.23 Ab 9.89 
Riverside .....ceseseeeceseeees Rochester, Minnesota....... 180 88,727 . 9.70 
Cold Spring............ssss005 Whitewater, Wisconsin..... 150 | 41,111 ; 9.53 

15,044 4.622,786 13.90 66 9.95 
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THE CHEESE TRADE—1869, 1870 anp 1871. 
The following tables are copied from the columns of the Utica Herald :—We give 

below full tables of the cheese trade for the years 1869 and 1870 and up to August, 1871, 
showing the receipts of boxes of cheese in New York city and the exports, the highest 
quotation in Liverpool and New York, and the highest price of gold for each week of the 
two years. The totals of 1870 show a healthy growth, both in production and foreign 
trade, over 1869. The average highest quotation of gold from the first week of May to 
the close of the year 1869 was 1813¢; and for the same portion of 1870,117. The average 
highest quotation of cheese in the city for the same period of 1869 was 18144¢., and of 
1870, 151c.: 

Price in | Price in | Price of 1869. Receipts. | Exports. ly iy rpool.|N’w York.| Guide 

9,54 73s. 20 cts. 1853¢ 
anuar 

’ January 8.065 | 73s. 20 136 6,086 74s. 21 136 | pe ie | Bo | rebruar , Ss. 36 Hepeuary 042 «| tds. 22 13596 1,300 4s. 2 13334 
March 74s. 

580 74s. 22 Bi 21 743. 22 131 ee April 22 8. 131 i 2'480 | 76s. 2 133 3,041 793. 23 133 5,317 76s. 1 133 May 5,317 80s. 23 135 2/370 838. 93 138 4/236 838. 23 139 7076 82s. 23 141 8.700 82s. 23 140 Tene 
14,179 80s. 22 13856 18,564 798. 21 139 32,250 783. 19 136% 

685 138. 18 137 July 
34,249 67s. 16 137 2,008 64s. 15% 13536 45,153 2s. 6d. 15 13514 44,141 61s. Jewels) 13634 

A rae ie, 6d ie! 138 
ugust 82 b2s. 6d. O 59,357 62s. 16 134” 

803 62s. i 16 132 28 47753 62s. 16% 134 September 4 39,294 61s. 6d 16% 1364 11 29,197 61s. 6d 16 13514 18 19,500 6ls. 6d 16 137 25 656 63s. 164 136 October 2 27,600 64s. 16% 180 9 47,980 65s. 1634 130 
401 67s. 18 130 

5,997 67s. 6d 19 131 
6,237 69s. 6d 19 129 

11,781 | 698. 184 127 
1,716 69s. 18 27 
1387 68s. 6d. 18 126% 

8.446 68s. 18 124 
9.274 68s. 173g 123 
2.687 68s. 17% 123 

18,890 68s. 18 120% 
4.606 68s. 18 12034 
4,020 683. | 18 120% 

926.411! 
: 
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. - . . | . 

1810. Receipts. | Exports. |;hrice in | Brigg, in | Price, ot 

January 3,450 2.726 70s. 17% cts 122 
4,040 1,703 ese 18 1213¢ 
3,362 7,813 71s. 18 120% 
5,540 4103 72s. 18 121 

February 3,789 6,604 72s. 18 120% 
43000 2,600 | Ts. 18 119% 
4,992 2,740 73s. 18 1183f 

sarc im) fe ae | ee) Re are. 5 ye 733. 17 1137 
1,500 11,017 71s. We 1p 
5,266 7,478 70s. 6d. 16 112 
6,726 6,956 S. 15% 11% 

April 5,815 14,705 70s. 6d. 15% 111% 
8,791 8,627 T1s. 6d. 16 34 
6,956 6,318 71s. 6d. 17 13% 
4576 7,096 73s. 6d. 17 113% 
9,543 10,293 74s. 1v 115 

May 4.554 9,639 74s. 17 115 
8,868 oF 74s. 17 115 

18,270 11,°38 V4s, 164% 1144 
18,722 12,636 72s. 16 144% 

June 16,324 15,750 68s. 6d. 1444 1144 
19,088 22,842 68s. 1444 118% 
14,025 36,861 67s. 148 113 
40,247 40,084 66s. 44% 11 

July 47,500 66s. 144 112 
25,274 45,378 64s. 14144 pbb 
72,830 51,401 68s. 1414 116% 
58,546 59,056 63s. 144 119% 

491 50,751 63s. 4% 121% 
August 66,291 58,090 63s. 14% 12134 

58,352 60,587 62s. 6d. 14 117% 
Ns 31,546 41,886 62s. 14 146Y 

27 3 82,069 39, 61s. 6d 14 1165 
MODUCHU DCL derse satis a ciniecciciels clercis ateieisieturs clove svetetelewicierae eiohaiows 60,106 37,819 61s. 6d. 14 114 

10 69,324 62,007 bls. 6d. 14 114 
0,268 42,082 61s. uy 114 

2: 67,239 4 453 61s. 144% 113 
October 61,607 31,431 64s. 1444 114 

38,006 24,491 65s. 15 113% 
43,792 19,880 66s. 15 113% 
28,279 12,022 67s. 6d. 15 113 

2 60,619 28,033 69s. 154 my 
November 53,330 18,844 69s. 6d. 1534 1103g 

1 63,251 19,931 69s. 6d. 154 11y 
40,695 19,245 71s. 6d. 16 11236 

26. 28,338 20,539 “1s. 6d. 16 1113 
December 50 64,361 34,627 72s. 6d. 16 111% 

1 ates 59,489 23,059 72s. 6d. 16% 110% 
316 22,133 72s. 6d. 16% 110% 

13,174 18,935 (33 16% 11056 
3 11,686 6,663 73s, 16144 110% 

INN. Gieaid nea cts otctatete tciclaveisvalela i sietowisisisjeiecntarelereaisiaastela sis wreleierare/ns 1,592,403 1,184,687 

1871. Receipts. | Exports. Tivicn Gale ee P. Gold 

January Bderetereteyeiafefelccorciciorefarate(orareveislelsiciaic nce cigie wistcleisieisiemeincrs 9,574 7,150 73s. 16 cts. 110% 
TU a aap oodbepuS SooccCobhobonaEdoCoGooraeDAdS 4,870 6,685 733. 16 11056 
Paar raaetaioratarecietevetatotedate eialciels olnictere leieleiarerareie nears 6,468 6,685 73s. 16 110% 
Melero oancnsoauagsonbONannooncooasooDooGuAsetocde 2,080 9722 733. 16 10% 

IEG DTI AASV A mare cyatereeyarcioitercislsiteecntetaiove ciaiere eit et entoloisiowisticnieean 5,414 9,459 72s. 16 114% 
i 4,552 1380 6! «(28 16 Me 
18 3,967 11,174 (2s. 16 11136 
20 2,993 653 72s. 164% 111% 

March 4... 5,330 8,344 71s. 164% 11 
' 369 3. } 

April 

May 

June 

“July 
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MILK. 

We take the following from the Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Manual:—“ The milk of 
nearly all animals contain the same ingredients. The best known varieties consist nearly of | 

Woman Cow Ass Goat Ewe 

Casein e ctict Weemeacsec hat cect eee ee eee ne ae 1.5 4.5 1.8 ay 45 IBUUEGY «on cautsd Clee A dee clapa< in oe or che eas B.6 «| ong so Bells yrell ont. O25 ly nea see aan es Milky Sugar: 0) Beese ees sassy ae ie ert a EY, 6.5 4.8 6.1 5.3 5.0 Saline )Matter: 0a. 5: chco) fae ee te ae 1 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.7 EERE acne tea RMR OP Ali, Saainiarts Ic Cote tute 9 ad 87.9 87.0 91.7 86.7 85.6 

| 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

“ One gallon of pure water weighs nearly 814 pounds avoirdupois, hence a pint weighs 
about a pound. One quart of milk, wine measure, Weighs 35 ounces. One quart of mill, 
beer measure, weighs 41 ounces.” 



LIST OF CHEESE AND BUTTER FACTORIES, 

AS REPORTED TO AMERICAN DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION, IN 1871. 

NEW YORK.—946 HACTORIES. 

ONEIDA COUNTY.—94 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cos. 

imo raae Oh WE ES oss anesaueosdlsi0) 0 Ssaqonecnsapbocdodd 650 Northwestern C.M. A..... Northwestern ......... — 
Wxcelsior........ ... cts KOT) nomonnonequLseoneaon (00) (CORSE Soca abodsesdecoocoende Owes en aerscsiaas — 
“SiGe ni ONE jgnnoeacpocepee o Clee Goqesosusseosodenda => HKONROEK) Secgsdesdc aes GO Hi tbe seees — 
ROR Bloge Songoeoseaendodenne WO@r obsnagousnoododboo 300 Verona Landing.. Be Po eneoinsvillencc.cesssae 400 
TD. D. Carpenter’s ... adooqnoondoosenace 600 Doxtater’s.................. OO ondebscndae 250 
TOVOREE Se Ae Ubon a pogp cane boom Ohms annanobcucocsepode — U.S. Davis’................. Florence..............5 500 
SUTTIROS So soo scauons oocdodee! Os) bes bonenasonepnosood em OOLGnS pring anesse nee eee CLOW Abrton unncnctcoene 400 
Bernie VUES Spesonone SqoHI ROSE WINNIE Coad obesebne SUOM IMIGERIVeren ne ceeee eee seace do odanclote teen 6 250 
T. D. Roberts’...... aux GlO)o- ) SdigoHooobods 300  Vernon...... GAdedeBoemadesod WETNOD:someecuceeaaeae 720 
HE Lewis’....0...0.06 ...Deerfield............008 SOON Clams eee eas ceeeeeee Co} UCSB Em AB pise Herrics 500 
TACT Shere ciuisieise «vie SHORISKA yee ecw ec ence 700 M.Snell............. eeepc (LON ararn ate ict esrahye teeta 300 
Mitchell’s............ ..»-R@MSEN .........-.-0005 2U0 Bronson & Co............... Vernon Center ........ 300 
Thomas’......... : CIO Se pondonseenacos 400 West Canada Creek........North Gage............ 500 
Starr Hill ....... ROMEO? Bee tctore amie eases NOOR) PAC BIIVeSaeeceeceeaece rid aes MOT ee EE aaeaion 150 
IWVIGEKS vest omen ecccsec noes AVGHO TE scousnesssceeans GOOR SRO SBlWerst eye soe neenes LOH AW icveteey cate setts 700 
IBULTEIS oiecenesecieeee- se a) GO! cosgopseradsceudd HAD)! TSIEN Gh oon nonaobousacooce Marcy Hill............. 
Veron Central............. (CG) ee ORR ORAe SenGEcaS BW | AMVs dacsobacdooado selene UM bbs bots aapeniel a Srnec trie c — 
Willow Grove......... eel CMCOMe sma eeeetie elles UMON0 Sloe ypeOls) Sécen ese docascado cs GhOR Gaagodquedeatadeono —= 
W. W. Wheeler’s SSD CKO WEaunE Sauanecas cdson eal” i Mmhaliditesesooapracsoascoseuc Frankiin Iron Works. 500 
we Cy OWENS. o.ccee oe ee NGO Sustaretetciais eractenatene OOO! pe Camps Sucmemacecccctee enone Westmoreland ........ 400 
ZONVICL Sects se sistelesle ste eres LO wb reisaciaartedte aretalate ——=__ OIE MEN Rin -scacsoudsdanbodes : (ICP wieecacnst 350 
Whitaker’s........ RY LON gusseted teers 250 Hampton TOM AVIS ENe toda (lO aetemac asc 500 
Wight’s ........... ....Whitesboro............ ION Wwiewes! NENW rica oenacdpansancs Waterville............. 700 
Thee aoe Desc OOORHae Ee Sbittwillehencneeoseecnes OOM OULRGIS? Aecose athe renee Oly patie Saeaee 250 
PICCTHE GLa NEAT CY yes uceuices WLLL wniccs cuaeeencseace 400 Shearman’s................. New Hartford......... 500 
South Corners........ see MAL OMIM ey) ences a este ne 400 Hamptons. ie). 6ciice. 2c: SUN DES Vit Senerenenea 500 
ATIVE 80 Pain 5 aeINOg SeIOeO ME CL OM Mrerctciiviae ete tclete Ba0))) Sehiyler7s ae ee ee 
West Vienna... .West Vienna.......... — Foster’s............... é 
Blossvale...... eBICSSVaAley. ites seas 406 J.H. Brook’s......... 
Glenmore. Annsvillew eee 500) (Chiuckeryons sess scene 
Bagg’s....... Holland Patent. Sab peo Booetigseheurtoce 
J. G. Cotes’ to 3 feael HAE Righospocdoae 
J.F. Pierce’s ue i Session’s.... 

A. North Bridgewater Tucker’s. 
Deansville.. Jeansville. S. Thomas’.. 
PU Siete Westernville . BE. A. Palmer’ 
Williams’ do Union Grove 
Waldo’s... do 2 . 300 Harvey’s.. 
Kirkland .,. Kirkland...... . 3800 Reed & Co 
Wallace’s..... West Branch. . 400 Knoxboro... 
Countryman’s do -— Rathbun’s...... 
5 PEA DYEA ee seen eeee eougenel > cid Daan ansad - 200 New London C. 
MMOWEl oop eecirccanccencovers +e: LuOWelle. 5) - 600 Ray’s 
Wood s Lee Center 500 Spinnings’.... 
Saxton’s d 300 G. M. Wood’s. 
Charton’s. do . 400 Huriburt’s. 
Cupron’s... do -—— Jones’....... 

WAYNE COUNTY.—13 FACTORIES. 

AVY ULWONL I ialslcinie « o\0\s vie eictes'e Walworth.... SOOM aVVAL OITA Sie teeiseestctetetereitelate = SNO@WATIK..ncieecsee ens ee 
Butler Center South Butle 240 Lincoln.... seeeeeeees West Walworth....... = 
VAIL AMSON Soo oc2i. 2. see sees Williamson. —— Marion. Bete ee LAT LOMeeeeecesnicece te —— 
Palmyra........... -.-Palmyra..... Lee & Sheffield............. RUGS Chetecettidelsicseete stile 400 
POLES ss c2falsroisicte\aysioie ie e'e +... Savannah . sya NNO A ins enaronnoooadpcudon’ BVO Siete eset 500 
South Butler....... boapeues South Butle IMF So anoocdsvec Kaodspucene » LOCI eaqcummaoGatoCdaDat ——= 
RUPE A OM esiecniciaie slo veiercicrenic Macedon.... 300 

CHENANGO COUNTY.—2# FACTORIES. 

PEUttle 2. cc ceses Hao ..Columbus.......... .... 230 Lewis Andrews.............south Otselic......+... —— 
Hiram Brown’s............. (61) aaacosbdacaso 400 Holmesville........ oseeee-. Holmesville ........+- 650 
BPA RU SARC Sees canci accents. New Berlin Center.. 800 Daniels’................ .....McDonough.... .. Seca, (Ui) 
Holmes & Co.’s..... Bcoeeore Columbus.............. Lincklaen..... SpuoocosusoLce Lincklaen.............. 500 
George Buel’s .............. King Settlement...... 600 Wheeler’s..........ceceeee.. (iho oe oe asounbaono — 
SIAN Gacocconeaceosoone Sherburne............. 700 Harrington................. dO osenesnees Sanh = 
Smyrna....... posenodeansecce Smyrna.......... 1] —= Norwich C. M: Go.....! svar One er Sood daACoOCODS 500 
Billings’. pocBadDusonn ccou_ Ge) aadeceoued a —) SUIT ID ee Seeslalatetetefaiaeicte ctelatesieis(era c go Soreandeedeto- == 
Pivinio this asacae ete Plymouth... h ===) | THEACHI See crtc tek cemememscccs: § GO) 11s cpramecenielesetie — 
Buckley & Co. ie eects SIOXLOKG os ec ees -— Sage’s......... Di eveteteren tae “‘gouth Noy Berlin..... —— 
Harrisville................ ..Sherburne...... 5000000 350! Rich ’a ener dane a SH ee 
White & Son’s........... as do asevecsecsess —— Brown, Sage & Co....cesece ae Bocas fhe! 
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CORTLAND COUNTY.— 26 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows, Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 
Cuyler Village.............- Cuyler............ ---... 600 Blodgett ae Blodgett Mills.. . 150 
Gold Sorin eee ee wieseisine (Kone te Sng epemeiaor nonos 300 Raymond’s. -Preble... 600 
Sine lilpseeeneeneiiecicsisciestete Glo)" abadsoonsoooconoce ZOO! ERG eee mite see do 425 
Keeler’s........- ab 2 raraheisies (GK | S5n500so0g05a000a0r 200 Homer C. M. Co.. -Homer 600 
Che 18 01M eo seoesocoscscscoo GIO ssdsdsussconousocs AD) Tnttle’s ie) se. cnccem -Freetown. 400 
New Boston ...............- CLO eset ciceiacveeers ~2i600) so Cincinnatus: ie) sce oe eeee Cincinnatus .. 400 
SCALES ie ieeeee re cncisiesteiteiete DeRuyter.........,..-- 1,000 South Cortland,............ South Cortland. eae 
CCTM Vereen ce eels see cect Truxton..... --- 400 Meechain’s.................. Marathon....... . 3800 
Beattie’s.......-........+.-- (IO _Genascase foo. SU Son aie sBaA sn onosodookoacs ‘Naylor 400 
Blodgett’s Mills............ Conta ilies 300 Keeney Settlement........ Keeney Easel 700 
HastiHomer saan East Homer . 450 Whitmarsh............. deo some 
Wiehtman’s))s2ece) secece se Marathon....... oe eae LEIS ER vi neena ssh suo cones Apuleets Socsescooort — 
Potter & Barber’s.......... G28 ino Gao codececuoonsS Sied00)  VELartOrd:pecieeienescee ser caice Harford sa: tas eee see es 

M. Pierce’s ..South Richland B00.” SRaird ale ws) cos eiaeeea eee D 
Gilbert Mills .-Gilbert Mills 430 McMullen’s. fs 
Dick{se ee ..Pennellville —  Mead’s. 
Volney Center 310 Bauder’s 
Whittemore’s 500 Smith’s.. 

so Vorueys apa 
. Seriba . 

Ingell & Smith’s .. Volney 315 = Daggett’s.... 
Hast Sandy Cre s Raat Suny Creek Donnelly’s ............ 
Robbins & Co.’s.. do 609 Southwest Oswego. 
Suydam’s.......:. q 400 Vermillion........ 
ALUM UNL Sos cee cee ne eee ence MD ACORELC 210 «=Smith’si) 5: 
FEV SAR lap ele cote mee nee ae nh .. 300 Hubbard’s 
CoHlagSpringe ys ee eee .. 300 Jennings’. 
Jones’........ : Ais tath Richland AYeRoDe 4)0 Wast Scriba . 
AVVO S oer docte ee A Casadilamen(® Ko ah iain eR ie 300 Sweet’s...... 
Bint sea ee Orwell SUD ARIEIDO SLO SHORE 150 Gregg’s...... 
Winona adevenesosee Pe OOLOSSC tesneie ects clsietas 400 Wirst National...... 
NUMTOn seen oe SRMExI COM sen meres temens 500 Central Square......... Se 
WICYBING Se oh cceceseeet nese Bratvillemnsesencsseecs 530 West’ Manual... o.c.....0.6 
Banaska’s......... ogdnlelNO she cos mmononeatcage == Granby Center... ccc 
MEOTtON/S)s.cesnccnceeccse sees Orwellqye ee eneenan G00! GRO MES eee ee aeons 
Sweetisseneniee oolelakoferalh ord soannoucsedsad = EOL OM ore atetraisioce ne ase erat atc 
SMith’ sores eee gale bys yhayscacbancoohesdaus — Union Deiat oleate ela vaetaiontate 
Hastings C. M. Co.. : GEE uw caneuanegosodss =, AAI DONT Sugbbouo sss eSO ANS. Amboy Corners 
Oswego Center....... ‘Oswego Center ........ AD [Siisthiorsadodegoncadsunpné Ae --Fulton..... iste = 
Bowen’s Corners..... :.Bowen’s Corners...... OO Tees eto Palermo....... — 
Wallcoxisitatijycceetterede. Oswego Falls.......... a (CIONDFSID I Ss Cos sbnoan AdodHoo. Constantia. — 
West Monroe C. M. A...... West Monroe.......... (Sons Rieribae ao sedchoboabecnn. Richland...... = 
Titus & Wilson............. Hannibal......... aogier emVVAY IN CULL) Steere eee ate Sahsood Orville....... _— 
Gardner’ sensetsaseteccnceee South Hannibal....... ee SSESTETIYS tole cos hats clea tata ees + - MOlINON yen cece cennies _— 

MADISON COUNTY.—65 FACTORIES. 

INOLLONIS swe dceeeesee Eaton Ttteasie nee — Chapman’ Secinispcise cule ee Lake. 300 
Morse’s....... GO) eg daoogadssandcHo: 600) “Harts oe. ss. ‘ 250 
Ingram’s........... West HEaton............ 500 Morrell’s........ 2 ae 150 
IRecikSponteeeenee aeons Bouckville............. AQ: (Gola see oe nian -Munnsville 350 
Erieville....... A sseBeRAHAS ELE WALL Re  erceeieeielsacinete KOUe wine kl aene esestucceeeniets 58 800 
SEN MOUOUURE Saga hacantoaeuseeD MepanOnencnecceacete te 400° “DeRUyber ince eaten 600 
Smith Valley patent aie ee Rice 600 Kirkville................ oe 500 
De DUUES) eae Seca nEae ‘Oneida Castle......--.- MOD sleteher sie oss. se snaemmence 750 
Cazenovia........ TECAZETOVAD Soo Sein ce ricciieis GOO) WTS Ya lo cicctenle weletuntaoete 450 
C. Bridge..... Gov) BoBENSSAGS A5c aoe ACAI 8. yeu eee ee —— 
Blodgett’s.... WOT Pease cose 200 moe jecostods Sereno tieds. 800 
Rerkins sees GO, eesccdvcsiceeeum—a | BRANES <.prclc acnitaneesae tans 200 
Canaseraga Merde (isis “Canaseraga Gaasendsesed 450 ete Si Colac Morrisville.... 400 
ATP NICKISE ee Coen eterno ClOCIEVINTEt ys. ceanemne 500 Morrisville................65 do 600 
North Cazenovia Chittenango Falls..... 300 Nelson’s................e00: Nelson.,.... 600 
Chittenango ..... do epee eis a UILIBONUNss cece eter: -eeeenee Brookfield.. 200 
Lebanon wv ....5.. Leonardsville........ - 500 Wxcelsior..... Seanbocee <boso é do 350 
Allard is eee . Georgetown ........... 150 York...... viaisleiayeere'state aoelleeiocle Ao 4 225 
uaker Basin do Cieomtaten mente 800) Uti roe aiiaw s <cccnta dele.) CLO MEE ena - 200 
orpy’s...... Par do Atonone .... 150 South Brookfleld........... South. Brookfield...... 250 

Mack’s............ One Sermons 140 Bridgeport........ asa ..Bridgeport........... He 
Brown & Co.’s... GOW tio enossheonets 500 Lakewood..... wistctuae Patients do 
Beechy& COs sescet as i DON ey ee neiine 175 Fort Bushnell’s............ 
HMNEteheris 52 sobs. oe oeece GOI)  aannedboo se 200) AG aROndAssiesacoeeceoemee 
bATTORGISS cs scecc.uceccecsue INGEN Gandhessooacudco . 300 Tucker’s........ Scan s0ucao0 Mile ieee Bacdes -.-. 600 
Solsville............. boone Eh lle i aecodanonsssban 700 Jenox 0. M. A......... .....Canastota........ seistece 
Pine Woods....... Pine Woods «ee. €00 Merrill’s............. Apeitenian .Madison..... eeese el 
Baker’s ............. ..-Marlville......... .... 000 Madison C. M.A......... : dove teens 
Chenango Valley 3 dow aiseeee Sasa ear POLLOAIMIS ee aeiete esl aeitceee 15s eSiloampeeany es se. 400 
@owasalon: cs... es. : “Wampsville .... 500 Pratt’s Hollow...... weiter Pratt’s Hollow........ 250 
LETS) Shoop anpcobsBoen so LamMiGOM cscs eccccee — Shedd’s Corners........ ....-Shedd’s Corners....... —— 
Keith’s........... -- North Brookfield...... — Downing’s............ seeeesPine WOOdS......c000e __ 
East Boston .............2.- Hast Boston ........... — 

SCHUYLER COUNTY.—2 FACTORIES. 

COO é Cows tccmecaancidacs | ELAVATIA «oc ca seeemcinees =a VAI DING aa. ncee ee erie ajeidin wiafeeAel DIT Com ceaiaeie eels eae es 

DUTCHESS COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

Sheldon’s........ auoGae Meme OLISHIN Seas tine cote ite — 

FRANKLIN COUNTY.—6 FACTORIES. 

Bombay.......-. ees weee+-BOMbDAY...... vaneae ta — Fort Covington. Center....Ft. Covington Center. —— 
Malone No. 1........... -.-Malone,................ —— Sargent’s..:..... vente eeeenee South Bangor.......... —— 
Fort Coyington....... siclunere Fort Coyington........ —— Patterson........ doomocuene -Chateaugay...:....... _— 
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LEWIS COUNTY.—39 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows, 

Sulphur IS) 0) y 004: BRR HOW VLITO 7a nctemetaniniere wed LOMONNSadkosopascpecos Hoanes West Martinsburgh... 500 
STE SU aleteieinie's clelee vic eieisiniaianie oc, WO) Ragonasa8e we (Srreeielebosocooousnod0ss6 5000 do --- 400 
FA all's... 2... eee cece ee ee ee Barnes’ Corners.. USER Elon soggossccoDsogc04 do. --. 400 
BUD LULENES pelle cite inicio) sionc jeisisiciara ciate Constableville.... West Lowville.............. West Lowvyille........ 800 
BV VALUE Seo io aicisss\esejayecomre alaress do Se@AvIES ios cs rcjcceyasciere/accioeieials GO!) |. s Weenies 500 
UCP OMA Sto crciciulelelsicieieicieicie do Sr Ale xan Ger sesiesceh-eeisaceeicts Oi wt dG incactan 300 
MUPAINE Vann ie orc csi acsinseim vis Memieciere do gadnennc 5 PTY oh oe un ciesiecniitteaseoes Harrisburgh........... 590 
High Market................ High Market........ eave (OEY SEERA saanuaooraocascadod COKE MGaaneoccene 600 
Houseville.................. Houseville....... ..... $00 Juanphere’s.................6 GW) Godogsce206 500 
Glensdale................... Glensdale.............. IRM ADDS idscecticdescce- eases Oy wie steeelonee — 
BUPA RIVET. cc ccceeccesscn: Leyden..... Sse UMTOMe eeeeece eects Deer River............. 270 
NIMO GGUS erctenisie cclae eicieisaiiaisek PRUE eels Deer River.................. CKO). Gsbacqaacon0> 450 
ERP ES Ha Sot toa bietsierienieiinisieiccis sie do PANES EU a aicteeaeceieceete i tsee Denmark.............-+ 70) 
Shepherd’s.................. do Markham’s.................- Collinsville ............ 400 
AWAITS Weiss eisai oieleie sie cicrsicla.s do ILiOelE WB epbonoesaosakedose Pee AVON’ S Halls ta enee cece 
PMD EAS Soe ites no sais eisiesciaie, oie ers GOl eneneeece Leyden C. A ................ Leyden... 2.255...cmse “550 
WATDCNLCL’S shieeccccss wes Houseville..... ROSE Bocce iis cetitoete a teircteans Port Leyden........... — 
LG ig aeeacene Aacenee see ee Martinsburgh.. WiDiime y soe. roses cieccicutte Copenhagen ........... 400 
PMICOMISS He Arcee coas ces. do Pee ele Bent So osac: oanicteciiedele siaerelate (cK nnn yaerescscone 230 
New Bremen.......... BCOODE Crogan sce ee cactus —_— 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY.—36 FACTORIES. 

Charleston Four Corners..Charleston Four Cor.. 825 Root..........cceceeececenees PRO O Ue a aeistelsisccsisiaie nie nosed 600 
Smith Creek................ MOrose tine eee essence TM OU0~ GYVLETASOU cat ae cesce seccenantee do — 
UMTS Sek ese -eclecteccicie ae do 500 doyel=—— GIG tasaeboacanonoososeoosned Glen ass 
UO Ole Riser e cee eine cal ineleuisic do ayes — Diefendorf’s................ Amsterdam — 
Empire........... SeORBCodsG Burtonville... DOO) NV GRE CTS eon eee teielareeisisiele GON Hea an — 
Florida...... SopnaeodoeGosG 50 do 30 eet PDORN Score cceciciermiete sesame (olOy a" Nip Ngnaaucoogcno => 
PVRS VINE Ses ctewesccesces Hallsville.... erm OUOl BHLOLIGa segeccned ecrsineset Minaville............... — 
PROV SPOS Sectsc cm cece sicemee Hreysbush..... sees — Switzer Hill... c....... eee Fonda........... henven seis —_— 
PVCSSVANE os. cicsc cece eecees Sprout Brook... .. Ghitylenisiancsde ceitescicaeee — 
Cold Spring................. Stone Araba... sete p OUO tm NOL AWK neues sur lotta — 
Waterville. ..........000c00. Aime sera esis c 750 Cold Spring 
Flat Creek... ....... «......Mlat Creek ..... HacepOUO! MU MTOMMs sls ices ae ceeoeieicen cee 500 
Brookman & Co.’s..........Kort Plain...... See OUD HAIN pS te sce tence mencnie aD == 
Ford’s Bush................ Minden......... MeeeOLON AG ADESVIllemsenetennnicniceisees MEU Geer viseiameteeisies — 
Cayadutta...............ceee Fonda..... ssgagasessocer 800 Mother Creek............... St. Johnsyille.......... 400 
Bates, Snell & Co........... St. Johnsville.. ....... SOO! ESIC Dass tosoaisitun csloeicerse, EOS WO licen eatcisaeeteiecteere 600 
Snell, Smith & Co.......... do ectctereete — Mapletown.................. $d eeeeseeeees — 
Humphrey’s................-Charleston............. el OUD Soe e sc acivasinshiseuioe .... Canajoharie........... —— 

ORLEANS COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

Cooley Sag pemesor ope? wt}: banca soncosences — 

STEUBEN COUNTY.—8 FACTORIES 

Spalding’s....... Soudan Sa06e0 Howard's: se ..csesce- = 3 ay AS ORME 5 onaodorocecosanoes -Greenwood............ 250 
Bennett’s ............ oacabe COMME accent Ma BONUS Masse orn cri ocoerc North Cameron 5 
Kanona............... Aiea noma. sla iae : 300 Spalding (F010) See OrSBOADOCaE AVOCA........- _— 
Vititaye penusdacoundned seeeacn Campbell............... —  Sitterly’s................. ae! 27215 TES HDR USGS OOHES aHuoe -—— 

ONONDAGA COUNTY.— 32 FACTORIES. 

LL. H. Webster’s...........-FADIUS..........cceeeeee 500 Belle Isle................000- Belle Isle...... AgesauaeD 
Delphi......... eeesless ceases Delphi.......... ---- 450 Sherwood’s................. Brewerton.. 
Salisbury’s.........sseeseees Apulia, 2. ce cents -.-- 600 DeWitt C.M.A............ DeWitt 
Alexander’s ............200 Lysander Rab Oty ya ecseee ton Habius..... 
WAS eawaan sense seciten MIME MTIES > secon eeiteinee nts aa OOK) (sean een Ohae anor scnans Euclid 
RETO DDEI/ Sinw vicisisisetiaic visteiere sloe Collamer.......... nodded.) hela) INAV OO mAdanasdjocmocdoces Nayarino.... 
PETISCOCK?S cccjunie ve,crsicbieieelooee Jamesville Birkville ss Ae Kirkville 
(SINGH Bed Godce neon asceancd Baldwinsville.. sone G@oodrieh3s. oss stbessecesees Otisco 
SO AsLOUC iene eehie enrollee cicieletale Spafford.......... 5 Little Utica... 0..2......... Little Utica 
MEO OUAUIS i faeaguaisietieetlec ies etets CicerOsseesceses mando Betts’ Corners.............. Betts’ Corners 
Van Bramer’s............. (Kaya Watanoasacad nee Cole Settlement............ Fabius 
Sternberg’s ...............-+ ‘Cicero Center IBIO CK. fcc eaten aas do 
OD ea ViV TICS is |cres slateleicinverayeinie ie 1X10 o ie sonporpoedanaet re Southard’s aes ace Pompey Center. 
Tat (ef eines con en aba HMlpridgers fie. iaeaseae Palmer ©) Me Aes ase Orankee cs ee eee 
Abbott & Bodgersit ietebilelaieie ADU etateiaieieideteajarte meeene Plainyille............ AD ASS Ho Plainville 
Marvin’s............ eyo Rifts NOUN Sie tesaseeidete ....<: Huclid.. 

CLINTON COUNTY.—3 FACTORIES. 

SEG HHS i otecle nis Reece ctsteaiate tate Plattsburg............. — Smith Dale..... Bo obrachcuicy Ba Ase asasa se Seaquarcae —— 
Rouse’s Point........ eee Rouse’s Point......... — 

COLUMBIA COUNTY.—2 FACTORIES. 

PEA AT SOM) «:ciaip ciele e|u sisieie’sis’stsl (e/a PERV SOW clerejetsie.e cirinisie eis .— Chatham ...... apieieleakieieraye -Chatham Center..... _— 

MONROE COUNTY.—4 FACTORIES. 

Genesee Valley............ 300 Mendon................ .....Mendon.. 
MRE Bie isiesieretseisielcisicter ic oopcooels -.— Perinton.......... ...- Fairport. 

ONTARIO COUNTY.—3 FACTORIES. 

Cold Spring..... seeceuseeee. WeSt Farmington..... 450 Hast Bloomfield............Hast Bloomfield...... _— 
Flint Creek.................Flint Creek............ — 

FULTON COUNTY.—8 FACTORIES. 

Stuart’s ...................., Oppenheim Centar — Cold Creek......... 
Fulton....... nituieie ate AAcoose do ... — Brockett’s Bridge.. 
Cross Roads....... acc ane Johnstown............. 330 Perth Center...... 
Stoller’s........... Rowaldersiviele Ome ie ais coyietese sesese —— Slate Hill........... MN ephratah 
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ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY.—16 FACTORIES. 

Name of AE Location. No.of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No of Cows. 

Olin & Smead’s............ Canton iiunscees aclactestee 675 Beech Grove........... ewe RUSSEL, «cies webct atenets 500 
Southville.................. Southville... --- 200 West Canton.... .......... Cantona -eeeeeaee — 
Richville.... Richville..... sees, O40 “South (‘Cantoni.c..geceneen Crary’s Mills...... fare ieee 
MOMS? obits sich wadhiewis vetoes do eA «.» ——- Dekalb........... Merten el tes Dekalb veCeske at Rees 700 
Potsdam Potsdam ........ pee OUU) eG OU WELT CMI arise taeieseee ae Gouverneur ......... .- 500 
EV AINESDOLO!. cnn cies ccetee sleleee Gouverneur ........... GOD MER URG IS Ee Sree ites cea ctor Shingle Creek......... — 
Sprague Corners........... Shingle Creek......... 600 . West Fowler............... do — 
Russell Village............. RUUSSel]: 25252522 22c ete DUD. MER OT Ma wT Ae a) renter eeeiaeals vermont sects eeeeeeeees —— 

WYOMING COUNTY.—29 FACTORIES 

George Hoye’s............. Nth CA Any eteee sae scee ee Re MR OZICLS S825 sceseeceec cena Johnsonburg.......... — 
Javas Vallape ws sence cco esis Juva Village........... 450 Sheldon C.M.A............. Sheldon........... teeee 
INOnth JAVA. cces see ese ceee North Java POs 8) El re iasaaiiie Acc Wyoming 222i aie eeseeee — 
Stryker & Co.’s............- do == 4Chupmran’s. 2) cette eee cusees Perrys isda eee — 
SUPINE Seen = erecta lol ile MEE odesosaadacoscagsoes 400 Hermitage........:......... Se cebtiorenss == 
aera (CF Bac gasnaaatona DONA SSI OE Ee eee eee — Orangeville................- Orangeville............ ~ 600 
Inpl Soe as opodseuEneconbdeodes IBS oanaaoaaAGOCe OfOIIAO — Wilder & Co.’s.............- OG, et ree cose — 
Benningtons. 422s. see ee Bennington............ 400 Strykersville............... Strykersville .......... — 
East Bennington........... Hast Bennington...... oto Hast Coy... ....2.ceceeerree Pik 
PM CARE eee rianaean ena ete Arcade 500 Lillibridge 
Wiel sie ce ciccctuecteceen ob OVO Mme «+» —— Enmpire............... 
(COMRInN Kes anadodoeancosUAcIAdced Castile..... --- 400 Outka........ 
Gardlanits yeeckines rece neni IACCIGR eae os aiche ss -— Cowlesville. 
Chapmun’s.2..2 i462 eee Paris Center.... -—— Java Lake 
Stephens? s)7.0%)-ta\ ste s'ewiee valo “Dale seek... SOSAGASC ICO BO — 

NIAGARA COUNTY.—4 FACTORIES. 

Sanborn C. M. Company...Sanborn................ 300 Middleport.. 
Johngson’s Creek do ...Johnson’s Creek...... —— J.C. Francis’ 

BROOME COUNTY.—5 FACTORIES. 

WVERIN Oi ticis x's wla.a citys sta 'etcinlele ale Matietecnsccssmemeactit 250 Squires Center........... .-Kirkwood.......... Oe 
Hawleyton ......dawleyton.. .-. —— Page Brook Valley.........North Fenton..... Dae DOU 
MO A WiOS ee. ence cece eeciecice Kallawogiic.s.venes cscs —— 

WASHINGTON COUNTY.—8 FACTORIES. 

INOTERSB ert diescece cine arise North Granville....... —— South Granville............ South Granville...... _— 
North Bend.. .............. Middle Granville...... 250 Middle Granville........... Middle Granville...... 500 
Goramiy ll Gree eee aan cesias wie Granville esac: ssc ce ce 450) sGreenwithie sea sremacie Greenwich. ..........0. 135 
Oct yAmar neeeineseccicann comes Mort) Amine sacs —— Huawley’s.............eeeeee -Ford Edward....... oo 

JEFYERSON COUNTY.—72 FACTORIES. > 

PAUCL DTN Sateteteretetarcielstetatedsiera aistaleiels INGEN 5 An adcamcendasces — BHeath’s ....:........ccceee ..Adams Center....... ._— 
Wiexander’s\ ii s.lesssecceeen Henderson............. ——— Raa So eo a nlete pinieteulaie te Rutland). seeemere 325 
PAMEW. ELD a castiwsiaets soe anion SATLWELD cece tccccs ete 9a) Harper's Werry.:<).  cmss cs Rutland Center ...... — 
PASM CT Si) sab elsiaiciala versa iacie cinine Watertown............ — Henderson....... Or AnD 3 Henderson ........... —— 
Bapcockis serena. seen Champion: =] 520. cnnceee ———| - VOW Ar ssn setae) Sieceeeemne Stone Mills............ 300 
BAL DEB cece eee Philadelphia........... — Lorraine Central........... Lorraine........... -.-- 300 
Bonfoy & Bettinger....... Mannsville............- —— Limerick...........c.cccccee Dexter ..... Pep aarminads allt 
Belleville.................4- Belleville.............. — Leffingwell’s...............- Henderson........ see, 
Bent. fo cace eee CAS Antwerp). s-c.scceeeere —— Mannsville................. Mannsville..... Shonen rte 
BSBA SMubhe reas sousecaceen Black River............ — Maple Grove................ LOrraine soo. seiicmelie .-— 
Brownville............ EPIBLOWNVILVES. .ssceceee es 400 Muscallonge................ Dexter ......... Adacuce _—— 
BLO Wis onciiccivosecenet tee Watertown............. a MUNZY' Sia.) Sioeodee care eee Smithville...........,. —— 
Benjamin & Co.’s.... ..... Camp’s Mills.......... ——  IPillarsPomtit soe senses Dexter vaneeones eeeee 
Carter Street........ BAavcherore Stone Mills............ — Philadelphia............... Philadelphia......... ~_— 
Cascade Rutland erase eee =—— -Pitkin’s..2.. eect) .hc20es MLOLraIne ae eeeee -» 250 
Champion Village.......... ChampiGniepcusscseenee — Rodman........... Bits Cabve state Rodman............ eed 
CWODPELIS Saeco cece owes Evans’ Mills...,........ — Rodman Branch........... Burrville..........., oo 
ColdiSprinpae saeee eee eesee Watertown............ ROP OES a eiiae paige cane cates Ellisburgh .......... Gecuaadt) 
Cold Spring.. Belleville seaseneeeet st ROBES 2 a2 wate eae la asccehien Lorraine...... .— 
Cold Spring .- Roberts’ Corners...... — Rutland ‘Valley............ Watertown meets — 
Campbell’s........... Sse South Rutland........ 150), Sherman’ s/aceeeneeeecee . Watertown.... — 
Dy VEL e cecum cee cee -Watertown.......-.... — Springer’s...........csscses. Redwood............. — 
MA VAS Mee ca aataeceeeteen ees Smithville............. —— Smithville.................. Smithville............ _—_ 
LDH Gnoea renee es ..--Rutland ... 200 South Champion........... South Champion....,. 450 
East Rodman......... ....Hast Rodman —— Springside................+- Dexter: a seeeeaee ._—_ 
WEVA oor scosuscenae -. Carthage. 2... 7.2... 2... —— Sterlingbush.....-.......... Antwerp....... ceeeee Sesacaa 
Ellisville .......... Ellisburgh ............. aa UM Eee orca codcconsones: Lorraine............ SS=5 
Eyans Mills........ Evans Mills............ 1,000 Timmerman’s........... ‘Orleans Four Corners, —— 
HxCelSiOn ee. son ueeen sects perch) (River... -.ess- ———— | Whiner eneeeeae see SiS) ce Adams Center...... Gi omens 
HX COISIONZ waive Sade cael soee South Champion...... — Westcott............. Jelscieme WALETEOWM fe socsee ae . aD 
Marr aeesiisiccash cone cne ---Pierrepont Manor.... 225 Whitesville...............- .Hast Rodman........, — 
Foreman’s ............000008 Woodville sae eee ee — Wicks........ adecagnonLeness Antwerp......... oin/a ciel 
Griswold & Reed........... Lorraine...... -» —— Wilson.......... Boonabsasco. Watertown........... = 
Gardner’s....... .... Watertown Wari hibe erie sect mementos -Depauville............. —— 
Grinnell & Co -..-Pierrepont Manor.... 300 Woodville..................- Woodville ............. —— 
18 Se Kee TN Seis Ge be smae se nBeEe Me] 6s (Millsasae: eee eee) VOLE Reem e nee tinereneaets .... Worthville............. 500 

GENESEE COUNTY.—l1 FACTORIES. 

Darien Center. Darien Center... Batavia Union.. 
Batavia C.M. A Oalkfield...... Oakfield 
Byron... West Bethany. West Bethany. 
Richvill East Bethany. Hast Bethany.... 
Linden... Foster’s .........-...- vecee ee BAtAaVid ....+5-0-- 
Stafford.. 

SCHENECTADY COUNTY.—2 FACTORIES. 

Mariaville........... Ben eaee Mariaville.............. —— Rotterdam.........ceecseers a tiny Sida Neher — 
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SARATOGA COUNTY.—4 FACTORIES. 

Name of Fuctory. Location. No. of Cows. 

Ge WALY, <\ciniojn'sin cic/ain cieicle'sis eielee Galway ......... 
Charlton ...........08 sone ‘doo Charlton .. 

ORANGE COUNTY.—43 FACTORIKS. 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 
Ballston. ...+..++-Ballston Center = 
PAUTYN PST C ajnre aieta’s -iaicicieieisleis'eloisieis South Galway.... 250 

Gircleville................ Bog) | BDSEHS «+» 400 
WOU DMT Ecce ess ncn sec cc st Laeseee ens 225 
Rockville... Middletown ......... »- 200 
DNEATIENAIUG peg daecooenosodKGo llalihe =e soddutiboes . 250 
Walkill Association....... == £—— —- see eee BY6) 
D. Mullock’s....... Be terete Middletown ........... 200 
Orange Co. M.A... ....... Michigan....... necancoa Msi) 

do (iOlr  Wasongendeca COMANIGEsSsogasadecansccd - od 
Gonrer&iColticccsss-cess-e -Hamptonburgh ....... 600 
Bates & Co..........-0-2000- CON Mie eroncce nts 250 
Gouge & Youngs’.......... IM OSG Es aog.qetsessoende 400 
HUG Evy OLS ejc2 scisine.cssicis © OM atten Giloenetee 175 
Carpenter Howell......... Amity ....... Se cislmeicistelety 415 

LOM a a WSR Cle mn amsicacisteniactes 350 
Sanford & Smith........... OR ea iesince 300 
H. Milburn...... Sonosccaced LOGY Wy yontintooateebeoc 250 
T. Durland.............- are GON Suis ertesarenpree - 150 
Brown, Bailey & Co....... -Hdenville.... ...... w+» 400 
Foster Clark’s.......-..-... Wickham’s Pond..... 350 
W. H. Clark & Co..........Minisink ............... 300 
Barton Spring.............. IMONT OE Mieenacem secs 100 
Parlor ...................--..-Blooming Grove...... — 

VOGUE cdo godtooueccdobe BP AOIMESHO Tr erteletielelalsiertarstete -. 200 
LIGICWGHE Geog debobsaasnboano[G Walden 
JV aS COlcraclicisicinicee 
Brown, Lane & Co..... ... 
VA A EOE GAP aLeeeoncooonban 5 
J. B. Halsey & Co...... Sc 
Th eu eA Soadades scoscauaed :.Chester. 
Bankers Brother’s......... eo 
105 DEW IS dkecaenoosouocacnacs 
P. Holbert’s ................ Middletown 
Mapes & Co...........00000 do 
James Hulse............... do 
Wm. Mead & Co....... .... do. 
Christee & Co............... Unionville............. 300 
O. F. Green...... possobsndos Greenville ............. 300 
isle URGE SeSnncdebceenace Gia Guadodsatccos 125 
Iino enawley Sseeabeaocoedocue™ Otisville..............- 6 BYS 
J. A. Wood....... Dr Rcecieteteis Slate Hill........... 200 
Howell & Co........ «2... Monroe..... sejcstes) 400) 
SligarmelOuheeeeec sees Sugar Loaf... - 550 
Union Cond’sed Milk Co..New Milford........... 

GREENE COUNTY.—4 FACTORIES. 

MONWMENIS 5 onc cine cisieeivie.s coocd IGM Fificcos5bocasose00a0 Seay ODMIGIUS oii ocictalsicisiaisie cia </aiciele se Ashland........... seee8 
Hunter’s Creamery........ DOWER -te neste einceien ——— 9 MAP KANG atetics wccenileleeas « Durham............0.2. —— 

ALLEGANY COUNTY.—44 FACTORIES. 

Simpson’s.......... seinisielel-lee NI@W: ELU GSO ce6/--6)-/< 600 Morley’s....... Sooscc ..Whitney’s OSS _—— 
Reservoir ........... etccratess Seymoureee. sees ee 600 Flanagan’s....... dso donne Cole Creek.n.. 0. . Jc..s os 
Rushford ..... ee EVILS ORG ister cette a> aL O00) pe ran Gall siearcereatncecioceen Dodge’s Corners...... -_— 
Forsythe’s.......... ..Whitesville........... . 200 Belvidere................... Belvidere ........ ..... —— 
S. Sherman & Co.. oodNille oc obodoadspoeoddeodds IPS TWEE aoarinasopado0bocuGdes ae QO) enaddasoonness — 
2406) 000) b Sola NON ce or pogoedadae 100m (Gran geryiaseeescs seeiteceinses Grameen escsaaeceeenee —— 
GUIRGIS Reese ek seen OKO) eae canoabedsedce — Little Genesee............. Little Genesee........ — 
D. T. Burdick’s.... Alfred saa ease Pa TAO0 oe CAEENIV ALG ive tasn teat srecs/ele eve Almond tear eee 400 
Greene’s...........+ : CO vndondadonoade sewan — <A.)Congdon’s............... West Clarksville...... 250 
Friendship... He ‘Friendship Bee suensiccets 4 Babbit’s PENNE Beenie lata ieltcemenete 350 
Centerville... ..Centerville............. 400 Philips’ Creek.......... ....Philips Creek.......... 450 
Ackerley’s... ..-Rushford .............. 600 Mangere West easecowoboonse SClOr ee rtenicceeloo neers 25 
BATHS i cee os SWIM OTe ks eaeee sanceces 700 Smit hyseeeesaanecmaecers Cllr Sacéadabodotocesoccs 350 
Andover ....... sie OM ELyeintsistelsctastoteeitae 350 Fi est PAulinT Oneal ...West Almond......... — 
Black Creek.... .. Black Creek............ 409 G. West’s............506- ...Alfred Center......... —_— 
Oramel....... nagsofdldosobtos Oramelr i necseenose ABDI) die Wil) CORK) S' to ctetaletereieieicieecicie’« Wirt Center........... 150 
IS cogseqooonocegon0d6 Gagu-BauleLeaaeeth bh BAC ESe RAND 250 Wiscoy........... LedoRebcece IWiASCO¥ ee ee ees ane 200 
Wiallswillewencie-i nike. cache Wellsville Maalaeiata stateless 300 Genesee....... Little Genesee........ 120 
MVNA OM leittaeccceacduenese ce (Ope Re modgroneccansonces 00) * aM Via lle yiss <n cictse cate cistsiare Andover...... wae Seb LOD 
PEE DONEIS ts: docccee reo cn es AT Pred Giisis scm cece «-»-—— Angelica... Ree AN COLICAt er clelwieciteceiine ._— 
Dodge’s Creek....... oenooas Portville........... wees —— Olean................ me Ole antec ccceienscien ters 350 
WACKSOMISeerer etic ence sees Belmont........ ...... —— McHenry Valley.......... -Alfred Center......... 300 

YATES COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

Italy Hollow C. M. A......ltaly Hollow.......... — 

ERIE COUNTY.—i4 FACTORIES. 

Sue a CMAacE cen Seas aels SCOMINS esate cass ee cal Boston ...........65. pee esae bs OSCOM See ssescisicis 400 
. G. Huntington.........Pontiac..... < Concord Center ... Woodward’s Hollow.. 500 

North Concord..........+5- Concordiyianesosendetuse Wales ._....... Abacdeseosos Wales ......-0..55 eboudo. zl) 
First Collins............ sees === sesocn ones Paxton’s............. ..Hden ....... te eeceeee -. 600 
Collins Center....... Setmiocte Collins Center SISSOM?Sfeccncs scence nate) be EN omoooaccoobooosde 600 
Brant Center...... nenasonc’s IBY iteeeesee eee North Evans.-.. ..North Evans.......... - 500 
Marshfield ...... s.eeeeeeeee-COllins Center BATA Ol eUieterayelatelalelo(alataletielelersternte ENV =O) EY baoos OnObOCOUnOD 360 
Morton’s Corners.......... Morton’s Corners..... Brant. caes cen doocaccedor Se COMMS ecm eines eeeaad 400 
Richmond & Co.’s....... ... Sardinia Springville................65 Springville.......... .» 1,200 
Glenwo0d........e..sssese0- HBA CLOV Se oie eces cniainintola sini East Aurora........... — 
Dick & Co.’s........... acoso Jackson’s.......- csease ...Hast Hamburg........ 300 
INGrMCOMIMNS cate cccnsccsce Hamburg... cncan SSsle leh rn Tih eee oecaesscen 300 
Kirby’s........-......+..---- North Evans.... ..North Evans.........+ 250 
NEOTMIGIES) Sobonodosena5deodoes Tast Evans.......... aeseeastets Fast Eyans............ 300 
Wheelock’ ieee Can OSebSe Eden Corners..............- Eden Corners......-.. 350 
(GOWAN AS eaciciaict-jsisieeeice cise Gowanda North Concord....... ..... North Concord........ 600 
SPafiMes ease Adecabicace Sardinia Valley............ Sardinia Valley....... 450 
IWRE SIME Sp oecaites vecsdees Newton ..........+5.. Pee SAL GINA. ciscieicleciscletcisiale 250 
MB ALTAT GUS uc ciswicieciisicioisce s vs f Hosmer’s......++- GIO), igagnaceveaacHosl — 
ETC MME TE ela res! deetiejalsiace Aa oaaeee Grand Island ... - 150 Wales Center...... ..) Wales Center.. ; 400 
Cotesworth ........... Boeaee Grand Island.... 0100) SHllerzs eee pases Bee do = 
North Boston............. aaa - 450 South Wales......... Wales 450 
Boston Center....... senses se er Sasiereate «800 Mima). oeeeee do 300 
Colden......... podacecooocns (Ho) ale itersnoedabaoourcsc 300 Burroughs & Co... do o— 
AWN Bene ebcuaseonnaocsGause oe eee nadouosdueciccaing —— Francis:......-...: Sra 
Kimball’s........ Se tceeres err aes Sire .Holland.... — 
CheeseiMsyAy., se seenaccneen Moulton’s. DEI protection ..... — 

TIOGA COUNTY.—2 FACTORIES. 

Speedsville.................Speedsville.........+ te ——— | PENKESVillGsscmecseu dco se 14) aD CDKS VINO. acces ce cl ecias) 
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HERKIMER COUNTY.—69 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 
Herkimer Co. Union. . Little Falls............ 700 pierce Siescumcecweneede West Schuyler........ — 
Manheim Center. do - - 600 Skinner’s......... -....S0uth Columbia.. 
Manheim Turn... do OUOF DRin pe sisckereseeeene coceens Paine’s Hollow.. 
Newville C. M.A... do 860) Middleville. {05 scsekoseteee Middleville ............ 
Rice, Broat & Co.’s do 300). - Northripis. cee se eee eee 
G. W. Davis......... do : = G00) einige ys 9, 7.0). sete teicisielde seea), KO Mae en 
Cold Spring. do : -— Walrath.... 6 
Top Notch.. do é - 450 Wan Horns 
Van Allen’s... do F -— Young’s.. 
Fairfield Association Fairfield... ope) MACK VAS) 2 oe ones reine asec SL vv clean 
Old Fairfield.......... dor - 900 H.C. Brown’s. 
North Fairfield....... ne dor - 600 Wadsworth’s.. 
Eatonville ............ . Eatonville. . 690 W. Palmer’s. 
Locust Grove............... (OO odiasen - 150 Edick’s....... 
Mohawk Valley SERS errr East Schuyler eae lowie nee 450 wie 8. 
BichandSontsyesosemecene eee an Onn ba ieee eae 360 Clark’s. 
Budlong’s SER SA Soar ae ..West Sehusie? Roteia 300 B. Bartlett's. oiscccscucccicor Ome aie 
WEUIEKENIZSS snes oecameerics NAGE RES Veber acorn sannore 400 North Winfield. 
Fort Herkimer............. Fort Herkimer........ AO) MOO Se atheceeentes Bg 
Bellingersheiessesaeessess OO wloas saGanue ce 400 Poland Cheddar.. : Aer «. 450 
Beck withisth'ssicerencse ces Cedarville ............. 300 Herkimer........... ne i . 600 
Cold’ Springtsii:.-fcieee: COM ecceetoe ren — Herkimer Union.. ane) Cal . 250 
Slewantiseeececcsesbcecncesce UO Seroneadncack —— Gaw: Pine’s:..)Mcsededinc do co . 600 
ERGNVAT CIB oe iacsn sumeicc eres GOP Ars oa cenee oes ——' Newport 65) hs ie Gace cea == 
Cedanyillenssyeras ee ese neae (CORES Cap capdono 5c = O00! Morey’siiiciscds.t cee eee do a5 800 
Smithishssee ssekse sede Frankfort.....-........ 800 Cook, Ives & Co.’s.......... ali rH 400 
IASG SNOLLONMISSsteccesnenece ae Reniccicontes be SE Cannas pn ee eee do é — 
Branktort (Centersc-cce.cs8- (GON sear cccuceoess Wi Beek’s oo ieee E 159 
IRMUISSEIIZS ieee fossioaeseicinc cs Russell’ Ry) Te bi onaco jace — Old Salisbury............... do . 600 
Wetmore spmceinincie tates GK De BS eooe.ac == Avery. & Eves’. .s ck. oc... es ali 500 
ID EER A Bdonosacdanaocoeds Starkville........ posocia Norway Association....... Norway ........ : 600 
SHKSIUEY oobop Soooocenuocoue RAIS Saree eect ee ents OOS Jie Lviestisaducdneeeeeee ado> Sees? — 
IN@SHYS cee vtinemcrcetitere cir Frankfort ce —— Columbia.Center.........0. ‘Columbia Center. — 
TSGIGPS oaaonagnoacagnouoagn Cedarwiake ee. cncmsce——— di RUSSOIUS seeks enisneneee Graefenberg...... 300 
Stuart’s........ SoungouriGeGdS Cedarville...... eeeeece — 

CAYUGA COUNTY.—8 FACTORIES. 

Throopsville C. M. A......Auburn ................ ASO) WG Ay fescicis sinincs'e'sieroicinietateiclowelecls Seeman sonagass55° teeeeece —— 
IMOraVilale secs oc celelerimiclan ico IMVOTAVAD Soc = vce eireete 200 Lancoln’s:: 2... cwaseeoe eke Conquest Center.....: 400 
Sennett ........ Benda sc tay SCNMELE ce. ce cwe peice cen 400 Porc Byron C. M. Co.’s....Port Byron s..ceeseee 200 
Carpenter’s ..........0.e00.Ne@W Hope............- — Meridian......... secbjeciiee Meridian........c0vses === 

OTSEGO COUNTY.—46 FACTORIES. 

Wykoff’s.......... nandiacs206 Bente le ely -».. 500 Russell Bower’s....... 300 
IBSTISTAPSE 5h sco n cle oye ote rols[ooseine siete wcleeeyee— PROP IIINSo 5 SS ou rerertopersioniae pee 
TD Lamb) Secscsses se eens Unadilla! Forks Badede >» 350 Hind’s...... saocets” ae 
Center Brook.............+- OUSesOr oR eee wt e00) ) EROXIe’s=. coc e. ioe eee 
Stocker & Fox’s............ Hast Springfield....... GHO) “SHVOxie7sio sence oar pes” 
Casler & Andrews.......... Springtielad Center.. 450 R.L. Warren’s...... 4 marr 
Rat Wwile oot estes anodes LU bWwick,...\. <1. secs wale ,» 200 West Burlington.... > 300 
Pitt Cushman’s.... ....... Wdmeston Center..... 200 Parker’s............. 3 400 
Col. Gardner’s.............- Burlington Flats..... we OO ROPE Sr eee edt eee ap sare BUG 
Ed. Gardner’s...... SIREN do icra 150 L. N. Brown’s...... seem eidete West Edmeston....... 600 Benj. Smith’s......,....... -- Spooner’ s Corners.. 400 Ed. Loomis’ Richfield.... ... Breese, La!) Brock WAy’Si ones ses siecheeaite Ling Wil eaassgadeecans 400 L.O. Vebber’ Exeter Enon +e+. 600 Smith & Wilber............ West Exeter........... 400 H.&S. Smith’s West Exeter.......... 300 Hiliy (Creek oncl ye cts sacecece Wy (Creektiwcsiceoee 200 J. H. Pratt’s (Kees ene .-. 400 ISAC js sac gaconanecnosbodene Burlington Green..... 350 Lyman Johnson ee ee Plats...... 500 
Parley Phillips ....Unadilla Forks........ 200) ‘Colman'’s 5a. 2c-)-tenericliae steal vn COL nee 200 
Wm. L. Brown’s. oe Goeoeee ree 200 Newel N. Talbot’s.......... ae Brice 105 Clark?s\. oe... eons ..Schuyler’s Lake....... 200 Hartwick Union........... Cooperstown.......... — 
Edmeston Center ..Edmeston Center..... "50 Chamberlain’s..c..........- Richfield Springs..... — 
Warren Chasers: West Edmeston....... 250 Cherry Valley... .....Cherry Valley......... 
Joseph King’s. Burlington Green..... 200. “Duttle?s; Sessoe naeeee eee South Edmeston...... 250 
George Clark’s.. wilyde\ Parkssuesse niece 300 Rider’s.... -eseeee.5Chuyler’s Lake...... 100 
Nearing & Co.’s............ Butternuts............. —=—— Baker’... .c0ccccectwiewate be do uaithaiete 

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY.—12 FACTORIES 

lamleten ei icciceees cnceeeece amletiencicsckeessetee Hamlet...... sadn scons oy Laat) 
J. E. Robertson’s.......... Bustiy Sayeteccteleee ae ea (3) evn eee eee aera 1250 
Clear Spring phosocoaanedooes HYre@dOniads 222-seseee cee 700 do Sherman. ocsceee ee . 457 
Benen Shsiorsic. see Sinclairville............ 1,049 Canadawa........... Netyaiainien Arkwright ............. 680 J. S. Hulbert’s.............. Forrestville............ 400 Gerry......s0.0sscss. eevee oie y CLE a ee eee ee eee eee 500 Villanova....... Bstiiseintere dae VAL Ovianeesseeeneeees 400 Cassadaga.............0.- ..-Cassadaga.............. 400 

SCHOHARIE COUNTY.—9 FACTORIES. 

Sharon Center Sharon Center 250 Argusville...... ae De eietehetos -Argusville............ - 600 
Seward Valley -.Seward. 200) Carlisle rans scraeleeeereen Carlisle........ eis 
Hindsville........ .......-Hindsyille . - 200 Barneyville............ .....Barneyville... 
Gardnersville............... Gardnersville -— Esperance......... veeeeeess MSPerance ....... 
Cobleskill ........ coosbos05ed Cobleskill ............08 — 

RENSSELAER COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

Matteson’s...........+e.+...-90Uth Berlin 

TOMPKINS COUNTY.—9 FACTORIES. 

Dryden Union.............. BER ENT is ay rors ssta etait arteeroite 600 Freeville Union..... aotouec Freeville........-sce0e- 
Groton. -ccacsueeeee eer Groton Hollow... .... 500 Slaterville ................. Slaterville . 
Fillis Hollow..............-- JN TACE SERS ade seaonodes ap = WPerunicaie deren cenuuisaeee Peruville...... 
Arnold’s....... ooggendeseooce Ithaca atefeiaayc ston cee eyeei a =a Ridgway Creamery........Caroline Depot........ —— 
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CATTARAUGUS COUNTY.—55 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location, No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 

PWVGLERIS <<<. < 08. ccc nodson coLU MN ANOMVEcigdoteccnroesos> = Barmersyilles fas che vaeteein .Farmersyille 400 
Perrysburgh......e.e.eesens Perrysburgh.........0 550 Cook & Brothers........... do — 
PICIEMOPIS| jcresesivn noes sincam Versailles.............. UO SING VET aremiptelely wie's eheteleisiatesracta do === 
CESIAU ED Virielciecjcinietelsioisic/eimeiviccis SIDE CE Yaa eee ccenieeee — J.K. Button’s.............. do —— 
ARO DIRMOCNECT sss eceiuwcncnccs Leon Center........... USC vfalelere sical siclaye acaivin ote ie LIS SEV Ae AGeneatecebwes .— 
ESPERO PA ielo so cicisteinies wc cleiera/oe Randol phy cesvese-nsses De EOL VANTEC Kareem scieclaltertisioicinis Pontvillens.e eee eee — 
First Collins................ Cowandaeeeserescteiase HD) OER eE aAassasdodoscosococcd COS abboonooncborasen — 
Stebbin’s....... sis uit Satentstne Cattaraugus ... ....... Sen ARMIN SCALE ioithioe cinie'stecitseiine ciate Hinsdale ....... se eeee 
SWVC DL Yiaiu la cin icicle © <iclaieiojs cicteieie Wisivienlivyse (cease pees Sa PAOUGIV Bini winiriniemtn rn Hetteiaatsisiolste Eran kiiayille. — 
PAePELONN,Geieial alcietsteiecs cietaielale atelelcisie Hast Otto = al Ui eeaenensugnoascooccens a Ellicottville . 600 
UIE UI@ = Asc soapeseseconudeeae do — McMahon’s................. QO aceite — 
BPREER GR etch ijl <eielee cicaitte sre\wsaisjsie do 400 Meadow Valley............ GOP, Later — 
Crump’s..... Riiuideltae ticle cere 5 GOs iw basicesdeweatecie — Little Valley............... Little Valley......... _— 
PATIL ORG wine rctocildoadebeeactcsee ‘Ashford.... ...- --- 600 Great Valley Savclemtenteatguisetee 6 Great Valley.......... — 
VRE SG WALTON tcrtalozinietviaisls ccteiocl cre Westville .............. ——=  Merrilly's) .).. site ecses ceistees INE OARS RAS iborooaccccin — 
West Ashford....... meee Ashford Hollow...... sae. SYNOD. oceac feckleede bess Lyndon BPC coer aubE as ace ._— 
Machias Corners........... Machias Corners...... — Cadiz i 
Woodworth’s..............- Yorkshire...) .....-5..5 450 New Ashford 
Maple Ridge..... Snedoouwaee Fairview... .... 660 Yorkshire Center 
Gowanda....... siesictecrt cree Gowanda... 550) New Allpionl ecto ea ence cus —— : 
Dwight’s....... caodbasoonsse do Sek aS digi@lic esr degpapoosuecoooogKKs Gowanda......... 
PRITO NE Sianlasctivencisiec.ce esis ass Eddyville.... 300 Pigeon Valley.............. 
Maple Grove............... Ullicottville..... 200 West Valley..............-. West 7 Valley... 
Wast Ashford............... East Ashford... poo. OU ales Mh ele e cobodcdadoasnoonoseK sere 
LOUIE Rio555 ca 5ossbcnsossonc Machais. 2.2... 00.0020. 400 Bigelow’s.................5- Ashford......... 
Lewis & Haskell’s......... Sandhiskyereccesseee —  WVedder’s Corners.......... GOCE Roaster 
GONE ee esem ects risin cyclers cis ET COM eer eteicttetestecsierels 400 Gump's........ Sefeifeeesteiiel=' Ashford Hollow....... — 
ULV SO Taisiatsie(c'sjotejsiaieie/s cleieleis sie Rawson ............ oe ——— 

CHEMUNG COUNTY.—3 FACTORIES. 

Bunnell & Horton’s....... MGLID ORG aa. iceeetrertoer 750 Van Duzer & Son’s.........Horseheads..........- _— 
Teynayel He Sob apconopoccose .-Horseheads........... : 

OHIO.-103 FACTORIES. 

GEAUGA COUNTY.—26 FACTORIES. 

Rocky Dell.................Bissell’s.. ve 200! Colton & Co... . a6 teebaa Nelson.... —_ 
Andrews’... .. <.1de -- 800 Spring Brook. .. Welshfield 300 
Bartlett’s ... ..Chester Cross Ro .. 800 Grove......... E do 300 
Bartlett’s. -Mulverry Corners..... 300 Munson’s. Fowler’s 400 
Hood’s .. Auburn Sead Pope’s..... Welshfield 500 
Odell’s... -. do 6 @ Randall’s . ....-Burton.... 700 
Smiith’s EH ORG eiaccis gos eines . 6 FETUS) iebteinjaieink tersteictoleproirelelae Claridon... 400 
Freeman’s -...s0uth Newbury....... 500 Armstrong’s..............65 Eust Claridon.. . 700 
Le EONS SMR ee Sanit ...Wowler’s Mills......... 600 Smith & Co.’s........ watastlee Parkman........ . 600 
Murray’s.........5 Beecdooece Chardonieeeneenee 800 Armstrong’s................ Huntsburgh ... saree, 2 000 
MECN A Sc sheictayerarets cial olerce aie Hardon kenenmisctercis eaten Bea) PECTIC ATP SINS ciao ts siyotelarsterensretoncte Montville....... -.. 800 
POPE?S 2k Cent ce antes oetemiwe Welshfield ............. OOO! PVGIERAY Sis oes cacle chlaciocisiote do --- 500 
PEUTISS CLL ec tiene cote erate oiarate te see adits 600 Smith’s...... bea sacsnos .. Thompson. a svovsintaistersrotere 500 

PORTAGE COUNTY.—13 FACTORIES. 

EH. B. Higley....... Seieicte serato VALINE TINE ie cosieieic sisisiele —— H.F.Hudson............... IRE GONONY wadcoadseocso _— 
Horr & Risden............. Shalersville.... .-s —— Bemun Spring.............. IRVvenmaeeoseeeeeeeare 250 
H.S.Johnson..... S deieele, Garrettsville — Hinkley’s 
eT Se VBE OU eile cesiee os ehle IMVUROP BoC Be sketicno de So EVEL OWS. jcicinncteneiceincieneioce 
Harmons & Root........... Aurora...... Blasoreagce —— Aurora Grove.............. Aurora 
Ube (G4 1ehwiel en easoanoaupesode IME Ita ee iseiocieieteiee — Anderson’s 

(OL SGM Scsesonnsctoopoos Ravenna.............-. — 

ASHTABULA COUNTY.—12 FACTORIES. 

S. E. & H. N. Carter....... WAGES OM) -jeisni<!nists toe oiste 500 J. Pelton’s..... a wrass Recut VA YTO «acess creistiasisisies —— 
Logimbaaer es) SonmaeAascocbreeod New Lyme............. Whack eamenateies aiiecae ston Austinburgh .......... —— 
WSDOT Sep ceenccsclesciccesice A IOy ph Ne eeseppsocbeodons Weldon & Brown.......... Conmeat cess cence 400) 
GC PIOIDI secs accecacls wane West Andover IPTETGCIS py pematicsivie tee cesic='eie Wagleville.............8 — 
Austinburgh....... Beier tea Austinburgh Harrington & Randall..... MOreantasesneteeeces ——— 
Morley Bros........... adel ee GOMER craleloncteeidia coteu ate FAN GELNCYA taviees tenes toclece as New Lyme............. —— 

TRUMBULL COUNTY.—i3 FACTORIES. 

J.M. Trew...... deueasecesManMinetOMsces sce PS Ballwin’ s vcacdcriaeswsiceee ps MOWED: oiejeicisjn.cisiejsinteis ores — 
B. H. Peabody............. LUST ya Asmpcooco oon6 == COMING! ssonbeseonscosss055 Bazetta................. —— 
ColdiSprings sisi .c..ccccce GiOk Os Toobobeatodoodns —— RAY MGNGS' cz «5 oe Peelers sles cee Mesopotamia.......... —. 
Caldwell & Lewis.......... West Farmington..... —— Coydenye & Craft’s.........- IBazetitai coece «0-26-15 <= —- 
Rae aeton Center........ Farmington Center...—— Sager & House............. Bristolville............ — 

CNCOXA eae tes cine ne .....Mesopotamia.......... — Harshman & McConnell’s.Southington ........... —-— 
COM as: ..-North Bloomfield..... —— 

HENRY COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

Ridgeville ..................hidgeville Corners... —— 

FULTON COUNTY.—1 FACTORY. 

ROyaltOn.......ccsc00e-. seo ROYAltON.....+. 000. +o 

LORAIN COUNTY 8 FACTORIES. 

Camden Cheese Co........Kipton.............0006 Ss SLOW) Sas cepisiiceeetaclesiacisiacs Huntington.......0..06 -—- 
Mussey = Vietsin ues eteE UNV CLD cpt n cc scanese nine .—— G.H. Van Wagnen & Co..North Haton........... -—- 
Horr & Warner ............ Huntington....... teeee Bosse & Hanee.......... Gratton se ssece. teeee 
Magraugh & Whitlock. -- Wellington............-——- Penfield................ ooo. Wellington ..........% ._— 
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LAKE COUNTY.—5 FACTORIES. 

Name of Factory. Location. No.of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 

SSH Canter. esas se eacoctee Leroy, Puirtesv’le P.O. —- Hitts................ ..Willoughby....... oC iereaeouD 
H.N. Carter........ GLY Sr soe ese serene — Bartlett & MceKee.......: -South Kirtland........ —— 
R. Freeman & Co Madisoniee. ce acces -— 

MEDINA COUNTY.—6 FACTORIES. 

McDowell Bros............- Medina: eves ccerensceee =— ‘Crane & Co.....-ccs.ccrees + SNALON Sos cameeinaeene ea 
HeLlOWS Hoy sock a sece reine Chathamveys.y::esteseces — Colbetzes & Co............. Spencer: jas) wecsees == 
Benedict & Brooker....... Litchtield........ weoeee —— Chatham........... +eeeeeseeChatham Center...... — 

SUMMIT COUNTY.-8 FACTORIES. 

Twinsburg Cheese Ass’n..Twinsburg eae efacicislaletainelsetie toc ninte West Richfield........ — 
Wii WA COX aoe cu neesictoets ‘Twinsburg S. Straight & Co............ Streetsboro...... eeeeee 
S. Straight & Co............ Twinsburg.... af Oak Vahl Saprppdoneeséocee vjeae PENINSUIE 65 )-10,0.<)e1se seeee —— 

do Sacnoapsodns EM ASOM te cm esicsemekiderl: DACalleiesane- eieieiaie siecle Hudson........eeeeeee. —— 

ASHLAND COUNTY.—2 FACTORIES. 

Drake, Eaton & Co.’s...... SOU AiMseGopencns6 Ofcc — Clark & Bailey..............Sullivan.......cscenees —— 

HURON COUNTY.—3 FACTORIES. 

Haviland & Conant........ Greenwich.........-... — Wakeman Cheese Co......Wakeman..............5 —— 
oe Viste) CXLING ste elcrslem sie otal ofetets New Londou........... — 

CUYAHOGA COUNTY.—3 FACTORIES. 

A. J. Lockwood ........ .-- Bedfordiiaececactisetele = ) Wiyatt’s aoc diccncbhteeciels ....Brecksville............ —— 
J.Q. Lander...... sosagasear SOLO Meare eetcenis tee isis — 

ILLINOIS.—-46 FACTORIES. 

Hainesville..... ..Hainesville, Lake Co. — Gould & Hammond’s 
Bureharda’s........ ..Sumner, Kank’ee Co.. —— Barber & Co........ 
Patterson & Mix. ..Momence, do -- 800 Albro & Co.... 
Wm. Keeney’s. ..-Mantino, do -. 800 Winslow.... 
W. GC. Richaras.. ..Momence, do ae eLOO WRC OMS ieemeciens 
W. A. Clark’s. .-Sherburny’le, do $o200 - Bucklana@’s. 5.02025 
Wanzer & Co............... Herman, Kane Co..... ———— ISON ES?, «sive sa wiclelen seieieiee rd 
Ra StOMC’ Sick Saseciecunence Richmond, McH. eg oll eee (ChossbeticG earn socaencnencoccodcn 
IRR SCOMC Sec inceaeccecente Spring Grove, do -— Woodstock Pa cod aEnOE. Mor Co. 
Thompson & Abbott....... Greenwood, doe S500. Mey. cae cco tetera mene ee Riley, — 
Huntley Grove............. Huntley, dO 250)  ABWena Mista ses ernest Huntley, Re . dal 
AVEATC TIE Ore -inie tte tee ei-tnle > ote oleate Marengo, do .. 300 Spring Grove............... Richmond, _, do B00 
Greenwood ............. eee Woodstock, ae -. 800 Gurden Prairie..... 56 eepeces — 
Marsh & Jackson........... Union, 500 Mead’s........ cisiois vis. o/slain e(sis = 6 ELC DEOMI teteiate teeta etaaiane - 800 
PS GICS ween te eee ac sekaee das Kingston, DeKalb Co: 200 Milk Condensing Co....... Blgin: iwcpevinexeoenenee _-— 
Sugar Grove SOATITOLa tee oeeeeeentee 300 Rocktont. 2.25: eat. ot = aoe JROCKUONe reenter 400 
Punton.......... Saree UL ING OtMner aleetersieeiatalelereiet= 250 Stuart Bros............ ..Hebron, McHenry Co. 500 
Kennicott......... Ao KO Beitscoarnors Hane 200 Oneida........ +22 ROCKiONd Sassen eee _— 
Cameron.......... Bho. (ioe cis .Ggaoricbenandca 200 Belvidere... ... Belvidere, Boone Co.. —— 
Perry. -tiswecces see Wie, GO wate enemte teat 150 eeialerepeeese . 2 Fale, Ogle Cons neuen 500 
AVEO? Sonececo po sso0neus GOP eereku comes cece 150 Wanzer’s.. was IANO O0i te elatelbeielatte aioe = 
Gould & Hammond’s...... Ram OVier: eae cencecuente 425 do 56 ioe EDI CIIN oi) prota arama —— 
Tuttle’s......... Soatopsodsse POG ctceteecenanccence 350 Cameron........... cate oss Northfield........... .. —= 

KENTUCKY.—5 FACTORIES. 

Chilesburgyeierctiscies mctecte te Chilesburg, Fay’te Co. 300 WVersuilles... ............... Versailles, W’df’d Co. 200 
lark ae achesten, Clark Co. 300 Madison County C. M. A..Richmond.........:.... — 

elby City ........... — 

MINNESOTA.Y4 FACTORIES. 

PANN GENS OMe nje/aiciefolels'tele/-isivieisiers Mower City.....:...... AS Gaye Siete Vt tticrtticie ee sielersiela Rochester.............. —— 
RVC LUSH eter cicciciccetincloniceeion WEIS Te Re cerce mene cnnae =|). ‘OWALONDY. sees cence ndessiane Owatonnil......eeeeeees —— 

WISCONSIN.—34 FACTORIES. 

C. H. Wilder’s..............- Evansville, Rock Co.. 400 Johnson’s........... ducbco ..Kenosha........... Looe: == 
Springvale INTE esse aeondeoronbe — ong’s...........-.cceeeeees ; Gk  SSaRG bboy osoG nc — 
Hldredge..... Afton....... 200 Pierce & Simmons......... do satis eeeaeeee — 
Elkhorn...... Elkhorn...... -- 200 Truesdell’s.................. do Sno ssastsccoci _— 
Rosendale... Rosendale ............. G00" “Wihite’ sine o.2 ee focrccemee (i (oMage a sesh osu — 
TEPAZEMIS | eeeisy-teehe ese podoncabe Madoga yy. 2.2. e-s-. see 459 Fort Atkinson...... ...Fort Atkinson......... — 
Sparta...... Spartaycns veces eos 200 Spring Mills.......... PNiGomers :/2::52c2 5 vee — 
Wavil’s...... Lake Mills, Jeff. Co... — Bullock’s........... Rockton.,.........+..-. == 
Barrett's). .22....2..0. odode Burnett Stution....... — Cold §pring..... oe ...Whitewater............ — 
Coolidge...... Windsor, Dane Co.... —-  Coburn’s........... 205 do ce eteeeeeee = 
Waterville Waterville, Wauk. Co. —— Drake’s............- ..-Lake Mills............. — 
BOyMLONES at eee ee eee Waupun — Gilbert & Co.’s.. ..Hazel Green......... oo 
LO WATGISh tin hsesioneeeeeae do Tappay Sess.seeee 7 MOLSON peeeeeeeanee —— 
Johnson’s.... do Wilbur & Co.’s so Wilm Otep sneeencene he 
Downey's...... do Strong & Co. re eon . Oakfleld.............. == 
Carpenter’s.... Kenosha Cochran’s ....2...2... ..Trenton, cee Co... .—o 
LOGS er eeeeciecisie were do Reigart & Ross..........:.. Beloit:2 0 Sea oo 
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MASSACHUSETTS.—-26 FACTORIES. 

539 

Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 

Worcester Co..............- WiSPeM ee hertctsperee sence OOD!) NiewaTien Os). 5 s/c micaiaeuenere henox..... coondcernearn —— 
iGhivlon Cube emacaser PELE OUWIG Kn anectea nie see Cheshine yr ee ee PCH ERHING Toeeeimaele vrs — 
New Braintree New Braintree......... 542 Petersham Cheese Co..... Petersham............. —— 
Barre Central Cheese Co..Barre Center .......... Cheshire GO ae South Adams.......... — 
Barre Cheese Co........... SALTO SSeS ye ecue ences 375 Westboro’ GO Mrer a sree Westboro peiodassmee —— 
Southwest......... Siw eyIACLOM telsterstemertcratstace sates tals 125 Lewis Milk Condensing...West Brookfield...... == 
Hardwick Center. RETO Wichkiise dccecdseen 500 Coy’s Hill Cheese Co....... Wiarrenssjectr een 300 
PBOUSC'S doce cc ccsces Hatlachiorts a csepadoecane —— South Williamstown...... South Williamstown... —— 
Williamstown... Williamstown......... —  Walker’s TECMWICH ie. <eeeeeeiee —— 
West Brookfield Re Brookfield....... — Danac.M.C... Danaiesdiscsducseeeene — 
Lanesboro’...... WANesboxvoweseewacceee — Putnam’s Belchertown........... === 
North Marlboro North Marlboro’...... oon MOUEER’ Sic hiee iciee cca enee Tiymin hana sean —_— 
AMET OSGre cle lctet cic aie sataveiciers sisjave ters IUGhWO>.dcgcoucossorncena- HB Greylock; se wageeooueeees South Adams.......... — 

VEARMONT—32 FACLORIES. 

East Berkshire............. East Berkshire....... - 400 Missisquoi......... .-North Sheldon.. — 
Enosburgh Factory Co....Enosburgh............. 600 Gleason’s..... Shrewsbury.. = 
North Enosbur ol wig emma North Enosburgh..... 400 Mason’s..... Richmond.. 80 
Hast Franklin .............. Hast Franklin......... 600 Valley............. i 650 
Middletown... ..... 0... .6ce. Middletown............ 600 Hast Poultney.... 300 
HOS 6 Pea Ween dence ee West Rupert........... 625 Wallingford...... — 
West Pawlet..............04 West Pawlet........... 475 Williams’....... — 
7S UU RAD rice caricar i apie yamine Middletown Rutland......... => 
West Tinmouth......... ... West ''inmouth West Orwell... 450 
INIOVHOMES Gasedaonebodes i oe Bee RIS el aU es Bast Orwell... 350 
Valentine’s..... Sr Nereiereaisisatene Tinmouth Hosford’s..... 350 
Otser Creek................. Center Rutland Milton........... == 
SUING eee cieceaoddoosees Rutland Milton Falls.... == 
SINGICIO AS coonogoansonemoceee West Rutland Hernisourchieeceeenceee F errisbur: eh.. = 
AVG ORES = sameacasoscnonn Pawlet Jaco New Haven...........0.c00- New Haven...... = 
CRITI HS coaqadodoonononedcdoans Kon { pHoquanssdoaaaaooes Shoreham..... lets chaser slersiggerels -Shoreham....... Bodoade <== 

bd MICHIGAN.—22 FACTORIES. 

St. Clair ...........- pusdod casio Olenbe At cossaodcssosens 450 Spring Brook 
INGA Cleo gonpesdooncocsounen [RABE lsogcaoacadoneboe 700 Gilt Hdge 

OUPOMAS eer oc eee cisecnsee NOVA sence —— Tonia: 
EV OAC Se hteisicla sicistereiere/e io ciclo Ohi sito tees sosonbadaaosoe — Reading BAe 
Saunders’........... Soneneee .— Fowler & Co.'s. 
PED Serre secrete cic cl netysisiets +s. —— Adrian C. M. oy 
VINTEC ee oes see bier <6 cess —— Ames’... 
Maple Grove...........s0005 Farmington............ 600 Sawin’s 
( CEUTHIO) N Anohoagseoesecatcasdd Canton)... oncsrecnes -- 400 Utica.. 
SCAR Sere citeins sens marche tetcieyets ino bbira Sho oanaadansaoe «-. — Welton’s.. 
Clayton..... bogoS6occObeeaos UClaytOnseececssee cece — Hillsdale.... 

VIRGINIA—1 FACTORY. 

Holston ....................-saltville, Smith Co.... —— 

NORTH CAROLINA.-1 FACTORY. 

Elk Mountain ........ aadone Asheville, Bune’e Co. 230 

THNNESSHE.— 

Stratton’s...................Crossville, Cumb’d Co. — 

1 FACTORY. 

KANSAS.—1 FACTORY. 

PASC TA CH Seis alcjalsieicla's's\eleioie cis se ATOM CLG ate lapiciaisle isis — 

CONNECTICUT.-1 FACTORY. 

Hagle Cheese Co............ North Colebrooke...., —— 

PHNNSYLVANIA.-14 FACTORIES 

Springville.... . Springville, Susq. Co.. 158 
Bridgewater.. Bridgewater, do .. 200 
Gage.......... 6 (0) 80 
Worth’s....... Marshallton, Ch’tr Co. —— 
Damascus Creamery. a Sede Damascus, Wayne Co. — 
Woodcock First Premium. Woodcock, Crawf’d Co —— 
Woodcock Boro’ Cream’y. Woodcock Eee do — 

Venango......... Jocaooncat Venango, Crawf’d Co. 
Keystonesei eiiisiscces duenene N. Richmond, do “ 
Cambridgely.casuseseeeeeee Rockdale, do 6 
Ellis & Smith’s............. Waterford, Erie Co.. 
New Milford Creamery....New Milford, Susq. Co 
Spring Elie eeeece eee Spring Hill, Brad. Co. 
HMarlS.caectewee oeenee *UOeOUE Carthage............ mee 

IOWA.—7 FACTORIES. 

SMITE B ice sacnnectmec tem ree VEASOM Olbysccscssseense — 
Taye threat Wa ecan amcumee aces (CKO E aieSceatomas 7a — 
Wyoming................... Wyoming, Jones Co.. —— 
Clear Lake......csccscsc.s¢sClear Lake........0.02. — 

Strawberry Point...........Fayette Co 
Kijidders:ta cee eee 
Pierce’s.......... sane agandee Belmond.. 

Epworth, Dubuque Co 
Cee eer ecewne 

aii 
i 

es 
or So 

| 
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INDIANA.—-2 FACTORIES. 

Name of ae: Location. No. of Cows. Name of Factory. Location. No. of Cows. 
Mires eMUCEDTNeS!atpiejntutsiele <n cisteye Merrillsville...........—— Brookman’s.... ............Crown Pointives.kes ps 

CANADA.W— 35 FACTORIES. 

Smith & Son’s........ eexetatehe Norwich, Ox. Con, Ont. 400 Lossing’s.......... -Durham, Proy. Ont... 250 Galloway’s......... SncbAsadce Ingersoll, - 150 Scott’s... bo do é 
OSIM, COMMS Peidemenan eee Mount Elgin Ae . 3850 Kearn’s. do 
MVUOV.CLSi acces cneranneeieenals West Zorra do - 100 Dodge’s... do 
INAS eee eee tee Nissouri, do - 450 Silverthorn’s do 
WACO S ole snes cs cieteiets pastes Cobourg do - 450 Tho. Abram’s do 
Dames Earrise. socom cok Ingersoll, do - 400 G. Dunkin’s. do 

do Branch...... do do - 200 Wm. Bailey’s. do HH, MarrinetOnis eels sesene Norwich, do . 300 Andrew Pickert do 
do Branch... do do - 200 Richard Carter. do 

Chas. Banbury’s............ St. Mary’s do - 3800 Wilmot’s...... Mi do Harris & Adams............ Mt. Elgin do - 250 Cambell’s... LO) do 
Ballard’sS joa eeewes teoweoer Norwichville, do - 300 Tawson’s..... Dene -Salford, do 
Ballantyne’s .....-cce0svess Sebringville do wa Wereeriss i. ci sce mene Queensville, fo 
Ontario..... Up taaibel seiniviosinete Norwich, do - 3800 Pearce’s..... ++eeee---T'yrconnell, ; AICHE STIs 2 occ ob lelete cteis’s clcieicle do do Pwo)! > Mad dlesexss secu eet aoe Bowood, ae —— IRC ODIC’ Be. ote cicienistele sole sine Bo cuenare\) do -— Smith & Cochrane’s....... Compton, Pr. Quebec. 250 H. Nissouri......... anpanes Ingersoll do -_— 
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VERY FEW MEN 
Have ever made the manufacture of Churns a specialty, and have put into their 
work enough money, or time, or conscience, to make a really first-class article. 

The present manufacturers of ‘‘ The Blanchard Churn’’ have been engaged 
(father and sons) in the making of Churns for over fifty years! They have devoted 
much time to the scientific investigation of the process of Butter Making, and devel- 
oping the best mechanical means for aiding it. It has been for many years their only 
business. They have carefully observed and examined every new claimant for the 
dairyman’s favor. They have been constantly testing and applying improvements to 
the Churn they have been making. They have been perfecting the machinery and 
appliances of their factory. They have been untiring in their efforts to combine 
every desirable quality in their Churn, and to omit every thing needless or compli- 
cated. They believe they have succeeded, and confidently offer 

“The Blanchard Churn” 
as combining more good qualities than any other Churn now made. It has been 

made and used over twenty years, and there are now in successful operation over 

IO,O00. 
No other Churn is made of as good material, or as well. 
it cannot get out of order, because it is so simple. 
it has no cog wheels or gearing. 

it brings the Butter as quickly as it ought to come. 
It works the Butter free from buttermilk, in the Churn, 

without any change of dasher, quicker and better than it can be done 

by hand. It works in the Salt in the same way. 

It is a perfect AUTOMATIC BUTTER MAKER. 

THE AUTHOR OF THIS BOOK, 
Hon. X. 4. Willard, Dairy Kditor of Moore's Rural Wew-Worker, says of tt: 

‘«'Your Churn has been in use in my dairy during the past season. It is simple in 
its construction, is easily cleaned, and does its work in the best manner. It isa 
Churn I can safely recommend to butter makers.”’ 

HON. MASON C. WELD, 
Hate Associate Editor of the American Agriculturist, says of it: 

‘‘T will not simply say that it does its work well, for we are very critical; but 
will say it does it fo our supreme satisfaction, both in churning and work- 
ing the butter. Of late the whole work has been done by @ girl of fourteen.’? 

Our Churns are now in general use in the dairies of the most intelligent farmers in 
-the country. They are on sale in every State in the Union, by all dealers in really 
first-class Farmers’ Implements. 

WE MAKE FIVE SIZES. 

No. 3, for about 2 gals, of Cream. Retail price, $6 | No. 6, for about 12 gals.of Cream. Retail price, $9 
No. 4, “6 4 iT i“ 7 No. 7, ih 13 sé it 10 

MGwOp ny ri Oak. 1 8 | Pulleys furnished for power. 
SAMPLE CHURNS sent for examination and trial to towns where we have no 

Agents, on receipt of 25 per cent less than our retail prices, and satisfaction guaranteed. 

No Churns sent for sale on Consignment or Commission. 

For Churns, Agencies, or full Descriptive Circulars, send to the Sole Manufacturers, 

PORTER BLANCHARD’S SONS, Concord, N. H. 



THE BEST IN ITS SPHERE OF JOURNALISM ! 

HAS FOR NEARLY TWENTY-FIVE YEARS BEEN THE 

RECOGNIZED LEADER 
in its Important Field of Journalism. Favorably known through the length 
and breadth of the land, and in Europe, it has the 

LARGEST CIRCULATION 
of any Newspaper of its Class on this Continent or in the World, and the 

LARGEST INFLUENCE, 
from the Reliability of its Teachings. The Extent and Variety of the In- 
formation in its pages, make it not only the Brsr Agricultural Paper, but 
the Best Family Paper, and the Brsr Literary Paper, as it is the Best 
Authority on Rural Topics, and furnishes 

THE BEST STORIES! 

THE FRESHEST NEWS! 

THE LATEST DISCOVERIES! 

ACCURATE MARKET REPORTS! 

ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES, &c., KC. 

Beside the writings of the Conducting and Associate Editors, its Corps of Paid and 
Volunteer Contributors is larger than that attached to any other Rura, LITERARY AND 
FaMILy WEEKLY, making 

MOORE’S RURAL NEW-YORKER 
the Organ in and through which great and beneficial efforts toward 

“PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT” 
are originated and communicated to the People. 

In the Future, as in the Past, the Ruraw’s Motto will be ‘“ Huxcelsior/” except in 
Price, which was reduced Jan. 1, 1872—making it 

THE CHEAPEST PAPER OF ITS SIZE! 

THE CHEAPEST RURAL WEEKLY! 

THE CHEAPEST FAMILY JOURNAL! 

IMPROVED STYLE AND REDUCED PRICE! 
Each No. of the RuraAw NEw-YORKER for 1872 will comprise Sixteen Quarto Pages, (larger 

than Harper’s Weekly,) printed from New Type, on Extra Fine and Heavy Paper, and Illustrated . 
and Printed in the Highest Style of the Typographic Art. 

_ REDUCED TERMS, In Advance:—Single Copy, $2.50 per Wear. To Clubs: 
Five Copies, and one copy free to Agent or getter-up of Club, for $12.50; Seven Copies, and one 
tree, for $16; Ten Copies, and one free, for §20—only $2 per copy. As we are obliged to pre-pay 
the American postage on papers mailed to foreign countries, Twenty Cents should be added to 
above rates for each yearly copy mailed to Canada, and One Dollar per copy to Europe. Drafts, 
Post-Office Money Orders and Registered Letters may be mailed at our rislk. 

t Liberal Premiums to all Club Agents who do not take free copies. Specimen Num- 
bers, Show-Bills, &c., sent free. Address 

 pD. T. MOORE, 
Rural New-Yorker Office, New Work City. 



Moore's Standard Rural Publications. 

The Peopl e's Practical Poultry 
A WORK ON THE 

BREEDING, REARING, CARE AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY. 
BY WWI. WM. LEWIS. 

Turis work contains Practical Information on 

THE BEST BREEDS TO RAISE, 

BEST MODE OF MANAGEMENT, 

NUMBER OF FOWLS TO KEEP, 

DRESSING AND PACKING, 

PREVENTION AND CURE OF DISEASES, 

CAPONIZING PROCESS, 

INCUBATORS, 

POULTRY HOUSES, 

POULTRY ENEMIES, &c. 

The work is the most thorough Treatise on the subject that has yet been 

issued, and has won unqualified approbation from the Press, and from Poul- 
try Raisers all over the country. It is 

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED 
with Engravings, mostly from Original Designs by the best Artists. 

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF IT. 

From the Kansas Farmer. 

For a thorough and complete work, it is 
the most concise and direct of any poultry 
look we are acquainted with. There are 
single pages worth the price of the book to 
any one who keeps fowls. 

From the Michigan Farmer. 

Tr is the American poultry book of the 
times, without doubt, and Mr. Moore is en- 
titled to a vote of thanks for bringing it out, 
as well as Mr. Lewis for writing it. 

From the American Rural Home. 

THE author has evidently aimed to bring 
together the greatest amount of practical in- 
formation from all sources within his reach, 
and present it to the reader in a popular 
and convenient form, making his work espe- 
cially valuable for reference. 

From the Country Gentleman. 

THE author presents a book which will 
be a convenient addition to the library of 
any poultry keeper. 

From the Rochester Daily Express. 

THE method of artificial hatching and 
care of the young, is fully set forth, and the 
most improved incubators illustrated. Those 
who have had years of experience in poultry 
raising will find new and valuable informa- 
tion in the chapter on caponizing, while for 
the beginner and amateur the whole work 
is indispensable, 

From the N. Y. Daly Sun. 

Ir is just such a book as every person 
wants who keeps domestic fowls, either for 
profit or pleasure. 

Sent by mail, free of postage, for $1.50. Address 

D. D. T. MOORE, Publisher, 
Rural New-Yorker Office, New Work City. 



Moore's Standard Rural Publications. 

NEW EDITION OF 

The Practical Shepherd, 
By HENRY S. RANDALL, LL. D., 

Author of “Sheep Husbandry in the South,” “ Fine Wool Sheep Hus- 

bandry,” &c., and Editor of the Sheep Husbandry Depart- 
ment of Moores Rural New- Yorker 

4 

Tas work is the SranpARD AvTHoriTy on the 

BREEDING, MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES OF SHEEP. 
The book contains all that is known of the subject up to the time of its 

publication, and is universally acknowledged to be the 

MOST COMPLETE WORK ON SHEEP HUSBANDRY EXTANT. 
————____ +o ————__ 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

From the New England Farmer, Boston. 

Tur Practical SHEPHERD is a work that 
has long been needed by our people. It 
should be in the hand and head of every 
person owning sheep. 

From the Country Gentleman aud Cultivator. 

As a whole, this book is unquestionably 
in advance of anything of the kind now be- 
fore the public. 

From the Maine Farmer. 

THE name of the author, Hon. H. S. Ran- 
dall, is a guarantee of its completeness and 
reliability. 

From the New York Tizbune. 

In this volume the author has exhausted 
the subject, and given all that is necessary 
for any farmer to know about selecting, 
breeding and general management of sheep, 
in health or sickness. We heartily com- 
mend this work to all who wish for a sound 
and thorough treatise on Sheep Husbandry. 

From the Ohio Farmer. 

THE reputation of the author—who ranks 
as THE authority in this country upon all 
that pertains to the breeding and manage- 
ment of sheep—will induce « large and con- 
tinued demand for “The Practical Shep- 
herd.” 

From the Journal of the N. Y. State Ag’l Soc’y. 

THE PRACTICAL SHEPHERD is a most 
complete work on Sheep Husbandry for 
the practical wool grower, and gives all the 
important matter required for the manage- 
ment of sheep, as well as a description of 
the various breeds adapted to our country. 
This work meets the wants of the wool 
growers. 

From the Prairie Farmer. 

THE illustrations of sheep are by the best 
artists of New York, and well done. The 
letter press and paper are all that could be 
desired in a work of this description. It 
will undonbtedly meet with the large sale 
its merits demand. 

Twenty-seventh Edition now ready. Sent by mail, free of postage, for 
Two Dollars. Address all orders to 

D. D. T. MOORE, Publisher, 
Rural New-Yorker Office, New Work City. 



LIST OF RURAL BOOKS, 
FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF 

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER, 
Or Sent by Mail, post-paid, on Recetpt 

of Price. 

N 

Allen’s [L.. F.] American Cattle...-.-.. $2 00; Dyer and Color Maker's Companion..... $1 25 
Do. New American Farm Book .......- 2 50) Eveleth’s School House Architecture-...10 00 
Do. Diseases of Domestic Animals.-....- 1 00; Hastwood’s Cranberry Culture.......... 1) 
Do. Rural Architecture.....-.....----.- I 00) Elliott’s Lawn and Shade Trees.-..... --- 1 50 
American Bird Fancier.--.------.-.---- 30; Everybody His Own Lawyer. -- de ecral lb OB 
American Pomology [290 Illustrations]. 3 00| Farm Drainage [H. F. French]......... 1 50 
American Practical Cookery-.-....-.---- 1 75|Farm Implements and Machinery [J. J, 
American Rose Culturist.-...- pape acto siete 30) |e Rbomas) ier es sasen etteice nee cemecss 1 50 
American Sharp -Shooter [Telescopic Farmer’s Barn Book........-.--..------ 1 50 

Rifle] Ba seee sw atie coe seein eet ease 50) Farming for Boys.-.-.-----...-.-------- 1 50 
American Wheat Culturist [Todd].-....- 2 00) Field’s Pear Culture.....-.-....---...-. il 
Architecture (Cummiags & Miller] 382 Fishing in American Waters [Scott].... 3 50 
Designs and 714 Iilustrations.-...-.-.- 10 00) Flage’s European Vineyards.........--. 1 50 

Architecture, National, [Geo. E. Wood- Hlintionl Grasses seeeseease sacs. eee eee 2 50 
WAU CL feck ae ears selon ecja air eee see 12 00|Fulton’s Peach Culture. A Hand-Book 

Architecture, Principles and Practice of and Guide to Every Planter........... 1 50 
[Wonin'e7 62) Jenny Se cere est ei 12 00} Do. Milch Cows and Dairy Farming.... 2 50 

Bee-Keepers’ Text-Book, Paper........- 40| Frank Forrester’s Field Sports [2 vols].. 6 00 
MD OMS cps oy sieje anes ses mrsclersc een 75 | Do. Fish and Fishing [100 engravings]... 5 00 
Bement’s Rabbit Fancier.........--..-. 30) Do. Manual For Young Sportsmen...... 3 00 
Bicknell’s Village Builder [55 Plates, Fuller’s Wlustrated Strawberry Culturist. 25 
showing New and Practical Designs] 10 00; Do. Forest Tree Culturist....-.......... 15 

Bommer’s Method of Making Manures.. 22| Do. Small Fruits [Illustrated] .........- 1 50 
Boussingault’s Rural Economy.....-...- 1 60) Gardening for Profit [P. Henderson].... 1 50 
Breck’s Book of Flowers (new].-.-- .. 1 75| Gardening for the South.-....--........ 2 00 
Bridgeman’s Gardener’s Assistant...... 2 50|Grape Culturist [A. S. Fuller]...-......-. 15 
Buist’s Family Kitchen Gardener....... 1 00|Gray’s Manual of Botany and Lessons .. 4 00 
Do; Hlower Garden:...---.--.-.--...... 1 50) Do. School and Field Book of Botany.... 2 50 
Burr's Vegetables of America.....-..-.. 5 00| Do. How Plants Grow [500 Illustrations] 1 12 
Chemistry of the F'arm [Nichols]........ 1 25|Do. Manual of Botany in the Northern 
Chorlton’s Grape Grower’s Guide....... %5| States [700 pp., Mlustrated]........... 1 25 
Cider Maker's Manual..-...-..--------- 1 50|Do. Introduction to Structural and Sys- 
Clater’s New Illustrated Cattle Doctor, tematic Botany and Vegetable Physiol- 

(Colored ’Plates| ese ee ae eee 6 00) ogy [1300 Illustrations]................ 3 50 
Cobbett’s American Gardener...-....... 75|Gregory on Squashes................-.- 30 
Cole’s American Fruit Book...........- 75 |Guenon on Milch Cows....-..-.-.-...-. 75 
Cole’s American Veterinarian.......... 75|Gun, Rod and Saddle................... 1 50 
Cotton*Culttre ste ee ae asa sees oe 1 50| Harney’s Barns, Outbuildings and Fences.10 00 
Cotton Planter’s Manual [Turner]...-.-. 1 50} Harris on Insects.......-.-.-....------- 4 00 
Crack Shot [Barber].......-....-.--...- 1 75| Do. on the Pig—Breeding, Management, 
Cranberry Culture [John J. White’s] Ills. 1 2 
Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor......... 15 
Do. Modern Horse Doctor..........-.--- 1 50| Hibbard’s Rustic Adornments for Homes 
Dana’s Muck Manual.....-.....----..-. 1 25| of Taste. [Colored Plates]........... 9 00 
Darlington’s American Weeds and Use- Hints to Horse Keepers [Herkert’s]..... 175 

folePlants ie = steer ete Sao Ss. 1 %5 Wien Hapming Without Manure........ 35 
Darwin’s Animals and Plants.....-...-- 6 00| Holly’s Art of Saw-Filing............... 1 50 
Dead Shot; or, Sportsman’s Complete Holly’s Carpenter’s Hand-Book [new]... 75 
(Gut epaee te 4353 cy See eae Ik 1 %5| Hooper’s Dog and Gun.................- 30 

Downing's Cottage Residences........-- 3 00|Hoope's Book of Evergreens............ 3 00 
Do. Fruits and Fruit Trees of A:nerica HopiGultures: ss. o22.serescce ics ceceosaes 40 

(AOC peek Oe eee eeneee ence 5 00} How Crops Feed.....-.. Bes eases mcistaes 2 00 
Do Landscape Gardening........--.... 6 50| How Crops Grow eee esses esesss 2 00 
Do} Raralelissays.. 2.2 fees ac oceee esol 3 50| How to Cook, Carve and Eat....... Sonne a!) Bi) 
Drainage for Profit and Health.......... 1 50| Hunter and Trapper.................... 1 00 
Du Breuil’s Vineyard Culture {Warder]. 2 00!Hussmann’s Grapes and Wine.......... 1 50 



RURAL NEW-YORKER BOOK LIisT. 

Indian Corn; Its Value, Culture and Uses $1 50} River’s Miniature Fruit Garden......... $1 06 
Jennings on Cattle .......-.....----.--. 1 75|Schenck’s Gardener’s Text-Book....... 75 
Do. Horse and his Diseases .........--- 1 75|Seribner’s Produce Tables.........----. 36 
Do. Horse Training Made Hasy......-.. 1 25| Do. Ready Reckoner and Log Book..... 30 
Do. Sheep, Swine and Poultry.....-...-- 1 75|Simpson’s Horse Portraiture—Dreeding, 
Jounston’s Agricultural Chemistry...--- 175) Rearing and Training Trotters.....-.. 2 50 
Do. Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1 50 | Six faa Receipiss-- 6. 1.ca-eeseae ae 1 75 
Kemp’s Landseape Gardening...--- . 2 00) Skillfal’ Housewifes2- 522.2 -.-- Senet 75 
Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee. 2 00|Squashes [‘rregory]..-..-..--...----... 30 
Leuchar’s How to build Hot-Houses..... 1 50) Stewart’s [John] Stable Book...... .... 1 50 
Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistr 
Manual of Agriculture [Emerson and 

Bling set eee 8 Se ae ee oe 1 25 
Manual on Flax and Hemp Culture...... 25 
Manual of Tobacco Culture............- 30 
Market Assistant [De Voe] ....-------- 2 50 
Masury’s Treatise on Plain and Decora- 

tive House Painting: --2-:-.----2---.. 1 75 
Mayhew’ s Illustrated Horse Management 3 00 
Mason’s Farrier and Stud Book........- 1 50 
McMahon’s American Gardener. -...... 3 25 
Mechanie’s Co pa [Nicholson] . 3 00 
Mcehan’s Hand- Book of Ornamental 
IRGC ST he cists eestor Pee rie ale lato eiaicicans 75 

Miles on Horse’s Foot [cloth] ---..----. 75 
Modern Cookery [by Miss Acton and 

Tegetmeiers Poultry Book [Colored 
Pilates) 9 06 

Tegetmeier’s Pigeon Book [Col’d Plates].«5 00 
Ten Acres Enough 2 edad: Sa. 1 50 
The Mule—A Treatise on the Breeding, 
Prins ged and Uses to which he may 
He. pUbs-s~ 20.5.2 +) ast dee 1 50 

The Barn-Yard [A Manual]..-.......---- 1 00 
The Book of Evergreens......----...-.- 3 00 
The Boston Machinist | Fitzgerald]..... vis) 
‘The Dog [by Dinks, Mayhew and Hutch- 
inson]. Mie dsepaeseet ogee nec. See eres 3 00 

The Garden [A Mannal]............-... 1 00 
The Percheron Horse..-...--..---...-.. 1 90 
The People’s Practical Poultry, Book.-... 1 50 
The Tree Lifter, a New Method of Trans- 

IW GES) teh Ue ts EN IS fee Son sensieeeeeco- 1 50| planting Forest Trees..........-....-- 150 
My Farm at Edgewood.....-..--.--..-. 1 75| Thomas’ American Finit Culturist [480 
McClure’s Diseases of Horse, Cattle and Tilustr: ations] See ae eee aoe aie 3 00 
SHG pate tat cto at teen eee eee 00|Thompson’s Food of Animals....-...-.. 1 00 

Money in the Garden [by P. T. Quinn].- 1 00; Do. Young Farmer’s Manual...... ..-. 2 50 
INornis SHishs Culture esse ee eee ae 1 75| Trapper’s Melita UM LS 2 00 
Norton’s Elements Scientific Agriculture 75/ Trout Culture [by Seth Green]..--.-.... 1 00 
Onion! Caltnne see. -- eee eee eee 25| Trowbridge’s, Mrs. Laura, ee 
Our Farm of Four Acres..............- 30| Cook-Book and Housekeeper’ s Aid: 22> 
Pardee on Strawberry Culture...... ...-. 75| Ventilation in American Dwellings..... i 50 
Parkman’s Book of Roses.....-...--..-- 3 00| Warder’s Hedges and Evergreens....... 1 50 
Parsons omithewWOse) sy. e- ee ee eee ae 1 50) Waring’s Earth Closets.....----.....--- 50 
Pear Culture for Profit [P. T. Quinn].... 1 00} Do. Elements of Agriculture...-........ 1 00 
Meatanduts, Uses ies <n sere Bede aee ne 1 25| Watson’s American Home Garden._...- 2 09 
Pedder’s Land Measure.....-...-..---.- 60| Wax Flowers and How to Make Them.. 2 00 
Practical and Scientific Fruit Culture Western Fruit Growers’ Guide...-..... 1 50 

(Baker)! seuss pson seo: cece ate 4 00| Wheeler’s Homes for the People.......-. 3 00 
Practical Floriculture [P. Henderson]... 1 59|Dce Rurel Homes...--....--..-.-------- 2 00 
Practical Poultry-Keeper [L. Wright]-.. B 00 | Woodruff’s Trotting Horse of America.. 2 25 
Practical Shepherd [Randall] .......--. 2 00| Woodward’s Grapcries and Horticultural 
Practical Stair Builder(30 original plates]!@ 00}  Buildings.........-....--------------- 1 50 
Preparation of Cooked Food for the Fat- Do, Country \Homes ot ses. -e- eee 1 50 
teningot Cattlessse ss eee ee a eee 25|Do Cottages and Faria Houses..-.....-- 1 50 

Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee-Keeping. .... 1 50|Do. Suburban and Country Houses’ ... 1 50 
Quincy on Soiling Cattle. ............... 1 25] Youatt on the Horse....-...-..-----.-.- 1 50 
Rand: SyBUlpS yess oe eee coo eee ae eee 3 00| Youatt and Martin on Cattle. -.... snonooc 1 50 
Do. Garden Flowers....--.-..--.-.-.... 3 00) Youatt and Martin on the Hog.........- 00 
Randall’s Fine Wood Husbandry........ 1 00! Youman’s Hand-Book of Howereld Sci- 
Do. Sheep Husbandry in the South...... 150i en@e) 2342223 .S 3. o2eere aes eee 2 
Richardson on the Dog.....--...-...-.. 30|Do. New Chemistry...... Myisedaess Bec CAML) 

{= Any Books—Agricultural or Miscellaneous—not enumerated in the above list, may 

be obtained at either of the Offices of the RuRAL New-York&ER, (New York or Rochester, 

N. Y.,) or they will be furnished by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price Remittances by 

Draft, P. O. Money Order, or Registered Letter, may be made at the risk of the Publisher. 

Address all orders by mail to 

D. D. T. MOCRE, Publisher, 

Rural New-Yorker Office, 

NEW YORK CITY. 
. 



PRIN IDL BV’s 

-AaricuttuRAL STEAMER 
HAS NOT YET FOUND ITS EQUAL 

HOR THE 

COMBINED QUALITIES OF SAFETY, DURABILITY, 
UTILITY AND ECONOMY, 

For Cooking Food for Stock, and for General Purposes about 
the Dairy and Piggery, 
SS 

We have the past season added to get up steam with thirty gallons 

a Patent Flue to pass the heat and of water in thirty minutes, by the use 

flame around the boiler before reach- of thirty-three pounds of wood, and 

ing the stack. This Flue can be a good fire remaining. This Steamer 

fitted to any Steamer of our make at can be had of any responsible dealer, 

trifling cost, and with it we are able but if not found address as below. 

DIRECTIONS FOR COOKING FOOD AND USE OF THE STEAMER. 

In setting the steamer, get a good draft, and let it be near the work to be done, and where 

water in abundance is at hand to wet the fodder. 

To Cook HAy.—Cut it, wet it well, put it in upright tanks or casks, with false bottom and 

tight cover, press it down firmly, pass the steam in under the false bottom, and cook until done. 

To Cook CoRN.—Soak as many barrels half full as you wish to cook from fifteen to twenty- 

four hours, turn on steam, and cook until done, when the barrels should be full. 

To MAKE MusH.—Fill as many barrels half full of water, as you wish to make barrels of 

mush, bring the water nearly to a boil by passing the steam to the bottom, stir in each barrel 13g 

to 13% bushels meal until well mixed, then cook until done, when the barrels should be full. 

To Cook VEGETABLES.—Fill the barrels full, and if no other cover at hand, chop the top 

fine with a shovel, then cover them over with bran, meal or provender, and cook until done; have 

holes in the bottom of the barrels to carry off condensed steam. 

To ScaLD Ho@gs.—Set a cask (if a box is not used) on an incline against your platform, pass 

your steam to the bottom of the water until sufficiently hot. 

To WASH CLOTHING.—Pass the steam into your tub of water to heat it tc do the washing. 

The clothes can be boiled after by steam in the tub, or any wooden vessel, without fear of rust. 

To SCALD CHURNS OR CANS.—Put asmall quantity of water in the article, pass the steam 
pipe to the bottom, put a cloth around the top, and turn on the steam. Milk Pans can be scalded 

in a tub of water. 

In all cases pass the steam to the bottom to boil any substance, and shut off steam, or take 

out the pipes when the cooking is done, as the boiler in cooling off draws the substance into it 

and the pipes. Full directions for use sent with each steamer. 

Prize Essays on Cooking and Cooked Food for Stock, with Circular containing price, capacity, 

directions for use, etc., forwarded, postage paid, on receipt of ten cents. Circulars sent free. 

BARROWS, SAVERY & CO., 

Manufacturers. 

JAMES C. HAND & CO., Factors. 
PHILADELPHIA, Sept., 1871. 



slot AND IRON PLOWS. 

WHIT Teus"” 

Knoy’s Patent and Improved Eagle. Emproved Swivel 
—for Side Hill and Level Land, that leave no 

Ridges or Dead Furrows. Boston Steel 
Clipper. Sessions and Knox’s 

Patent Hard Steel. Mapes’ 

Improved Subsoil. 

THE AMERICAN HAY TEE 

Enables the most important Agricultural product of America to be cut, cured and stored in the 
barn in one day. Improves the quality and increases the value of the Hay Crop. Prevents all 
risk of damage from storms and sudden showers. Is simple, durable and of light draft. Was 
awarded the New England Agricultural Society’s only First Prize at the Great Field Trial ac 
Amherst, Mass., in 1869, as being superior to all others, and the best and only perfect machine for 
tedding or turning hay. 

THE PERRY GOLD MEDAL MOWER. 
Burt’s Self-Adjusting Horse Hay Rake. Boston Horse Hoe. 

French’s Patent Cultivator. Harrington’s Patent 

Single or Combined Seed Sower and 

Hand Cultivator. 

MADE ONITY Bw 

AMES PLOW COMPANY, 
Manufacturers of Agricultural Implements and Machines, Dealers in Seeds, Fertilizers and other Reco ts of Agriculturists and Agricultural Districts. Factories at Worcester and Ayer, ass. 

Warehouses, Quincy Hall, Boston, and 53 Beekman Street, New York, 
tS" ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. 

Price Lists and Descriptive Circulars on application. 



JONES, FAULKNER & GO., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

Dteam Dairy Apparatus. 
CHEESE: VATS, 

IRON-CLAD MILK CANS AND PAILS, 

PRESS SCREWS AND CHEESE HOOPS, 

CHEESE AND BUTTER TRYERS, 

TORNADO, BLANCHARD AND DASH CHURNS. 

DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

DAIRY FURNISHING GOODS. 
We keep constantly in stock 

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL 

STEAM BoirLERSs, 

For Factory use, and also for Steaming and Cooking Wood for 

OSCILLATING AND RECIPROCATING ENGINES, 

STEAM PUMPS, HAND FORCE PUMPS, STEAM PIPES, 

VALVES, COCKS, GAUGES, WHISTLES, &c. 

THERMOMETERS AND MILK-TESTING INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS, 

We are prepared to fit up Cheese Factories, on 

short notice, with everything com- 

plete for operation. 

t= Send for Hilustrated Price List. 

Nos. 31 GENESEE & 6 JOHN STS., 

Utica, N. Y. 
Near Bage’s Hotel. 
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They extract the animal heat from the milk and keep it at the desired temperature ing warn, dry room, while the eream is being raised, without cooling or dampening the room, thereby producing more butter and ua better quality than has been heretofore inade from the same amount of milk. 

It is not necessary to move them from the tables during the dairying season, the milk and rinse water running from them without being lifted, thereby reducing the labor of taking care of the milk to a mere trifle. 

They render butter factories practical and profitable, and are adapted to large and small dairies, by making them of any required size. 

READ THE TESTIMONIALS: 
L. R. TOWNSEND—Sir: It is with pleasure that I certify to the superiority of the Jewett Patent Milk Pans over al] known arrangements for butter making. When I frst commenced work in my butter factory Iset my pans in wooden vats, containing running water, but soon found that I could not control the teme- perature of the milk, and the evaporation from the water mude the room too damp, and after experimen‘e ing for some time I finally dispensed with the entire arrangement, und put inthe Jewett Pans. Iam fully satisfied with them, and that there is no other process by which so much cream can be got froma given quantity of milk,and by which butter of an equiul quality can be made, us by using these Pans. My last sile of butter brought me thirty-three cents per pound. Chateaugay, Sept. 23, 1871. 

A. M. BENNETT. L. R. TOWNSEND :—I did not get your Patent Milk Pans to work in perfect order until the best of the butter season wus over, ana for that reason I cannot give you what would be x fair estimate; but I ean say, after all the disadvantages which I have labored under, I have used them about eight months with great satisfaction. My pans are large enough for fifty cows; I have had only twenty-seven the past season. I elevate the water about ten feet, and it takes avout five barrels every twenty-four hours, and makes about one-fifth more butter, which sold for five cents more per pound. It is one-half less labor to take care of a dairy than with the small milk pans. I would say for the benefit of thuse who have to elevate the water, that it can be used for the pans, and then conducted into a trough for cattle, just as well as to pump it for them in the first place. Iam so well pleased with the pans that I shall increase my dairy to one hundred cows another season, and procure another set of pans. Brasher Iron Works, N. Y., Sept., 1871. 
R. W. SMITH. We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Berry Butter Factory, at Malone, N. Y., have had in use three set of the Jewett Patent Milk Pans during the past season, and cheerfully certify to their miuny good points, viz :—They savea great deal of hard labor: we can keep the milk at just the right temperature, be 

the weather hot or cold; more cream can be produced than by any other known process; it is in better condition ; it makes better butter; the butter is more uniform in quality; it sells for five to eight cents per 
pound more than the best butter made in private dairies. These udvantages ire sufficient to give it the precedence over all other arrangements for making butter, and we recommend it to the attention of dairys men everywhere. 

SEYMOUR L. ANDRUS, Malone, Sept. 22, 1871. 
JOHN C. WILLIAMSON, 
LEVI M:. ELDRED. This is to certify that I purchased a set of Mr. Jewett’s Patent Milk Pans this spring, large enough to 

hold the milk of twenty cows. I have used them four weeks, and am well pleased vite Chew I nsearell 
water for cooling the milk. It takes from fifteen to twenty minutes per day to pump water sufficient for 
use. Ican keep my milk any desirable temperature T wish. I think I make fifteen 

} ( i 
per cent. more butter 

and of better quality than I did with the old pans, and it does not require one-third of the labor. Stockholm, June 25, 1871. 
E. REEVE. ee ey eu 

; Parties wishing to learn more about them, or desirous to purchase territory, or to secure territory for which to manufacture and sell by royalty, may address B. F. JEWEr?, at North 
Bangor, Franklin Co., N. Y.. who will sive them the desired information. For information in relation to the Pans, for the Stare of New York, address L. R. TOWNSEND, 
Malone, Franklin Co., N. Y., who owns the right for the State, and manufactures them at that 
Place, and is an authorized agent for the sale of all unsold territory. : 

L. R. TOWNSEND, B. F. JEWETT, Walone, Franklin Co., N.Y. North Bangor, Franklin Co., N. ¥®. 



WILLIAM RALPH & CO. 
WEE L@ A. aN», Wis 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Cheese Factory and Dairy Apparatus 
AND SUPPLEsS. 

In the apparatus line, we would call attention to 

(See Pages 389 and 391,) 

The Best and Cheapest Vat in the World. 

It is suited to all classes of Cheese Factories and Dairies. Over 1,000 are already used in 

the former, and 1,500 in the latter. 

t= It will make more cheese from a given quantity of milk than can be made by 

many other apparatus, and with less of Jabor and fuel. Superiority of quality is an 

invariable result. : 

No additional expense is incurred in setting up; it is ready for use. Simple in construc- 

tion and operation, it is readily understood, and not liable to any accident in use. There is 

nothing to explode about it, nor any parts to fill up by hard water scale. The heating is 

perfect in all respects, and easily controlled. It is very durable. 

WE ALSO SELL 

STEAM AND “HOT WATER CIRCULATING” APPARATUS 
For Cheese Factories, and all articles and fittings for setting up same. 

CURD MILLS, 

PRESS HOOPS AND SCREWS, 

MILK CANS, 
And all other implements amd articles used in cheese-making. 

A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF 

Cheese-Makers’ Findings, 
Such as RENNETS, best kinds; ANNATTO, dry and extracts; 

PRESS and BANDAGE CLOTHS, &c., &c., 

always on hand. 

We shall endeavor to ‘keep up with the times” in being able to supply all new inven- 

tions, if of value. 

Descriptive Circulars and Prices sent on application. Address 

WM. RALPH & CO., Utica, N. Y. 



IMPORTANT TO DAIRYMEN, STOCK-RAISERS AND FARMERS! 

(COPY RIGHT.) 

BONE FILINGS, 
NATURE’S OWN CONDITION POWDERS, 

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.) 
FOR FEEDING 

GATOR, STUCK OF ALL KINDS, AND POULTRY, 
OF BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES AND EVERY CONDITION, 

Prepared from pure, selected, hard bone, by a formula originating with ourselves. Guaran- teed by analysis given below and to contain no injurious or deleterious substances. For the use of stock of all kinds, it is recommended by the highest and best authority in our own as well as foreign countries. Being rich in Phosphatic matter, in a concentrated form, it supplies the animal directly with the elements so essential to the promotion of a rapid growth of BODY, BONE and MUSCLE elements, of which the soil has been totally depleted by constant cropping. 
An undoubted remedy for the dairy scowrge—abortion in cows. 

t=" A copy of the essay—‘‘The Abortions of Cows: What is the Cause and what the 
Remedy ?” sent on receipt of 3-cent P. O. stamp. 

To place this valuable compound within the reach of all, we have put it in small packages, as well as barrels, and will be sent by express, as directed, on receipt of the price :—Bbls., $12 each. Packages, 5 lb., $1; 10 lb., $1.75 each. 
Address JOHN RALSTON & Cco., 

170 Front St., New York, Sole Proprietors. 

ANALYSIS. 
. SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF YALE PORT EGE. t 

NEW HAVEN, Conn., Sept. 16, 1871. 
The sample of ‘‘ Pure Bone Filings,’”’ received from John Ralston & Co., New York, has the following composition in 100 parts: 

MEGUS TUTE Ne ctestistessraicinis/olata «asters sets volcan ucieeeeee are aise eee ace eee ee ee 8.20 SUN R Wi aiecernelovoieiicteleteleialeles arceints elsictetio(s MPscte Cate = MEE RRe Oe i ne eis nu oe en A -65 (OOS Ore ROH NG AsenododcadedasopesunlonAce! Sub abaAacwe coancnshonatuictuee 2.79 USKQ NE MNO NTN our Toph “poe She se sdaccsh onnetede! od nac bb Jnctden ncarelkeeee ns 57.05 (With some Magnesia and Fluornie not separately estimated.) 
uCarbonaterot bimes. ies eles eee en oe 

100.00 This sample consists of Very Pure Bone, in a state of fine division, with 2% per cent. of Chloride of Sodium. {Signed,] SAM’L W. JOHNSON, 

FARMERS’ AND PUAN TERS’ DELPOT. 

JOHN RALSTON & CO., 
170 Front Street, New York, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

STIVYDARD BOWE MAUREEN, 
OF KNOWN EXCELLENCE ONLY. (GUARANTEED BY ANALYSIS.) 

Wo. 1 PERUVIAN GUANO (Chincha or Guanape), 
Direct from the Gov’t consignees. In original packages—2,240 Ibs. to ton—at gold prices. 

Brokers in PURE CHEMICALS, DRIED BLOOD, ORGANIC MATTER, and ALL ARTI- CLES for manipulation. Of high grade—from first hands—by test. 
LEACHED ASHES, FISH SCRAP and NOVA SCOTIA PLASTER FURNISHED BY THE CARGO. 

Low prices and favorable terms and in quantities to suit. Descriptive Circulars and reliable quotations and information of all articles on application. 
Respectable merchants who desire to purchase are invited to correspond with us. Satisface tion guaranteed in every case. 



THOROUGHLY TESTED, — PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT. 

ROE'S PATENT PREMIUM CHEESE VAT. 
DAIRY AND FACTORY USE, 

Has been before the public fora longer time than any other fixture of its kind, and has proved 
to be the best apparatus ever offered to the public for the manufacture of cheese. These Vits 
are furnished with an IMPROVED HEATER und VALVES TO REGULATE THE HEAT. By this means 
the heat is perfectly controlled, and they are rendered the Most EFFICIENT, SIMPLE AND DURABLE 
VATS in use. Manufactured and for sale by 

H. H. ROE & CoO., 
IWIadison, Lake County, Ohio. 

We respectfully invite the attention of all interested in Cheese Making to our list of manu- 
factures, comprising everything necessary for the equipment of 

From a Dairy of 20 to a Factory of {1,000 Cows, 
We mention in this connection only a few of the more important of these, such as 

Simgle or Associated Dairy and Factory Vats, with Improved 
Heaters; Large Factory Vats, complete, with Pipes for 

Distribution of Steams; Curd Drainers; Presses, 
Hoops; Screws; Carrying Cans; Weigh- 

img Cams; Sackers 5 Conductors, 
&e., &c., KC. 

We use only the best materials, and employ the most experienced workmen in making these 
goods. In this way we are able to guarantee everything to be of the best quality in market 
A trial could not fail to convince of this. 

FACTORY AND DAIRY SUPPLIES. 
There has been, heretofore, no place this side of the State of New York, where a full list o1 

Dairy and Factory Supplies could be obtained at all times, and on short notice. We have determ- 
ined to supply this need, deeply felt by the dairymen of Ohio and the West, in whose interests 
our business will be conducted, and the continuance of whose patronage, so liberallyextended to 
us during the past, we earnestly solicit for the future. 

We shall endeavor to keep constantly on hand a full assortment of CHEESE BANDAGE 
STRAINER CLOTH, ANNATTO, ANNATTOINE, RENNETS, FACTORY FILUED SAT, CURD KNIVES, 
THERMOMETERS, MILK-T'ESTING INSTRUMENTS, SCALES, CURD SCOOPS, MILK PAILS, and in facy 
everything wanted in the manufacture of Cheese. ‘ 

#8 Send for Circular and Price List. Please state where you saw this notice. 

H. H. ROE & CoO. 



CHARLES MILLAR & SON, 

No. 127 and 129 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y., 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

MILLAR’S PATENT CIRCULATING 

COIL HEATERS AND CHEESE VATS. 
Positively the best cheese-making apparatus im the world. In 

use im the best Cheese Factories and private dairies 

throughout the United States and Australia. 

GS Salisfaction guaranteed in every case. 

ALSO, MANUFACTURERS OF 

MILLAR'S PATENT RATCHET CHEESE PRESS SCREWS, 
PATENT MILK CANS, 

MILK PAILS, 

CAN HANDLES, 

CURD AGITATORS, 

AND OTHER GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN CHEESE FACTORY AND 

DAIRY UTENSILS. 

MILLAR’S RUBBER PRESS RINCS, 

an invention of decided value. They prevent the curd from pressing up around the follower 

of a cheese hoop, and take the place of press cloths. In pressing after the cheese has been 

bandaged, they prevent the bursting of the bandage at the edge. This of itself renders them 

invaluable to the cheese-maker. ; 

tS IMustrated Circulars, giving full information, mailed on application. 

Adavens CHARLES MILLAR & SON, 

Utica, N. We 
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